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ABSTRACT 

The 1992 Greenhouse Gas Ernissions and Mitigation Research Symposium, sponsored by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency's Air and Energy Engineering Research Lat>oratory (EPA-AEERL), was 
held in Washington, D.C. on August 18-20, 1992. The purpose of this symposium was to provide a forum 
of exchange of technical information on global change emissions and potential mitigation technologies. 
The primary objectives of the meeting were dissemination of technical information and education in recent 
research. Oral papers a1ong with an international panel discussion, overhead<;. slides, and a GloED 
demonstration provided for lively exchanges in the following areas: activities in EPA, DOE. and EPR1 
on greenhouse gas emissions and mitigation research. and AEERL's global emissions and technology 
darabases: international activities of selected industrialized and developing countries; c_arbon dioxide (CO2) 

emissions and their control, disposal. and reduction through conservation and energy efficiency, and carbon 
sequestration including utilization of waste CO2; methane (CHJ emissions and mitigation technologies 
including such topics as coal mines, the natural gas industry, key agricultural sources, landfills and other 
waste management sites, and energy recovery by fuel cells; biomass emission sources and sinks. including 
cookstove emissions and·control approaches; and energy sources, solar and renewable including renewable 
energy options. alternative biomass fuels, advanced energy systems. solar energy developments, and 
woodstove emissions and mitigation. The Symposium Proceedings contain 34 submitted papers. 
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SESSION I: OVERVIEW lA 

Frank T. Princiotta, Chairperson 

GREENHOUSE WARMING: TIIE MITIGATION CHALLENGE 
FRANK T. PRINCIOTTA, DIRECTOR 

Am AND E.'l\'ERGY ENGL'c'EERJNG RESEARCH LABORATORY 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Human activity has led to an increased atmospheric concentration of certain gases, such 
as carbon dioxide, methane, and chlorofluorocarbons, which resist the outward flow of infrared 
radiation more effectively than they impede incoming solar radiation. This imbalance yields the 
potential for global warming as the atmospheric concentrations of these gases increase. For 
example, before the industrial revolution, the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 
was about 280 ppm and it is now about 355 ppm. Similarly, methane atmospheric 
concentrations have increased substantially and they are now more than twice what they were 
before the industrial revolution, or about 1. 72 ppm. The impact of man's activities is more 
dramatic with regard to chlorofluorocarbons. These compounds do not occur naturally; they 
were not found in the atmosphere until their initial discernible production several decades ago. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 

The emissions responsible for increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases are 
associated with many human activities, especially the extraction and utilization of fuels, the 
large-scale deforestation in many developing countries, and other industrial and agricultural 
practices. Our goal at this conference is to discuss the state-of-the-art and the research 
opportunities associated with understanding the sources and mitigating releases of these 
greenhouse gases. I submit that to understand the mitigation opportunities we need to understand 
the fundamental driving forces for releases or these gases. 

Let us concentrate for the moment on carbon dioxide, the most important of the 
greenhouse gases. The following expression relates the major factors influencing the growth of 
carbon dioxide emissions over time for a given country: 

(CO2),= (C02)p X (1 +P+4+1;+CJY 
where: 

(COi), = projected CO2 emissions 

(C02)p = present CO2 emissions 

p 

4 

-

=· 

annual population growth ratefannual growth rate: industrial productioJ = annual growth rate: 
-annual growth rate: population industrial productio 

per capitafannual growth rate: energy uj~ - =: annual growth rate: 
-annual growth rate, industrial energy use per unit 

. production unit of industrial 
production 
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- ( annual growth rate: carbon emissionJ annual growth rate: l-wnual growth rate: energy use J carbon per unit of 
energy used 

y = years into the future 

The two major factors yielding emission growth are ( l) population growth, and (2) 
industrialization. These factors can be compensated for by two factors which can mitigate 
growth of greenhouse emissions; these are (1) enhanced energy efficiency (i.e., reduced energy 
usage per unit of industrial production) and (2) the reduction in the carbon emitted per energy 
unit utilized. 

It is interesting to note the relative magnitude of these factors expected to influence 
emissions of carbon dioxide over the period 1990 to 2025. The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC-1992) in their most recent report included a base case of projected 
emissions for the greenhouse gases all the way to the year 2100. Table 1 illustrates my 
massaging of these data to extract the factors that are important for developed countries 
(Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development/OECD countries) versus developing, 
or poorer, countries (e.g., Asian countries). The table indicates that, for the developed 
countries, the drivers are projected to be primarily economic growth, whereas population growth 
is expected to be fairly modest over this time period. The mitigating factors although significant 
are projected to be insufficient to counteract population and economic growth, yielding an · 
estimated 0. 7% annual net growth of carbon dioxide emissions from the developed countries. 
The situation for the developing countries is even more troublesome. Since their level of 
economic activity is currently quite modest, it is projected that they will undergo rapid 
industrialization, at the same time that population is growing at a relatively fast pace. Mitigating 
factors, namely more efficient use of energy and less carbon intensive energy use, are projected 
to be modest over this time period. This yields an expected very large growth of 3.9% annual 
increase in carbon dioxide emissions over this period. 

Figure 1 illustrates the expected growth in population by area (IPCC, 1992). As you can 
see, the developed countries are anticipating relatively low growth rates, whereas the developing 
countries, especially Asia, Africa, the Middle F.ast, and (to a lesser extent) Latin America, are 
projected to have very large growth rates over the period 1990 to 2100. As stated earlier, 
population growth plus rapid industrial growth can yield large increases in carbon dioxide and 
other greenhouse gas emissions. 

Figure 2 illustrates, based on the expected population and industrial growth, projected 
carbon dioxide emissions over the 1990-2100 time frame. The upper graphic in this figure is 
the base case for the IPCC 1992 report. It projects growth in emissions from about 7.3 to about 
20 gigatons• of carbon over this period, with Asia. Africa, and the Middle East providing much 
of the projected growth. The lower graphic is a case I developed to illustrate how important it 
is for developing countries to move in a more energy efficient, less carbon intensive path than 
have the developed countries during this century. This case was developed by assuming that by 
the year 2 I 00 all the developing countries would have a carbon dioxide per capita emission rate 

(*) 1 gigaton = 109 metric tons 
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TABLE l. 
ASSUMED ANNUAL GROWTH FACTORS INFLUENCING CO2 

.EMISSIONS (1990 - 2025) 
(Derived from IPCC, 1992) 

FACTOR OECD Asia 

Growth of Economy Per Capita 2.2% 3.5% 

Population Growth Rate 0.3% 1.5% 

Growth Rate: Energy Use Per 
Economic Output -1.1% -0.8% 

Growth Rate: Carbon Emissions 
Per Energy Use Unit -0.7% -0.3% 

Annual CO2 Growth Rate +0.7% +3.9% 
(Sum of above factors) 

1.·3..... 
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one·half of the current U.S. value, or about 2.9 tons of carbon per capita. Stated another way, 
this case assumes that over the next 110 years all developing countries will have a standard of 
living and economic structure with an energy use pattern similar to contemporary Europe. In 
my view, this is not a wild assumption. Assuming this, emissions are almost twice that 
projected by the IPCC. Perhaps _this case represents an upper limit of what could happen in the 
absence of serious changes in global energy use patterns. 

PROJECTED GREENHOUSE WARMING 

It is instructive to relate these projected emissions to anticipated global warming. I have 
utilized a model I developed which relates emissions of individual greenhouse gases to 
equilibrium temperature increases using lifetimes, and radiative forcing functions contained in 
IPCC, 1990. Realized (or actual) temperature is estimated using realized projection calculations 
in IPCC, 1992, which have been correlated with the model's equilibrium calculations. 

Figure 3 relates various emission grown scenarios to projected temperature rise. Note 
that this is referred to as realized (or transient) temperature rise, which attempts to take into 
account the thermal inertia associated with the Earth's features, especially oceans. (Equilibrium 
temperatures, on the other hand, are sometimes reported which ignore the thermal inertia factor. 
Typically, these temperatures are 1.5 to 2 times higher than the corresponding realized 
temperature increases.) Also note that there are large uncertainties in these numbers, probably 
by at least a factor of 2 on both the high and low ends. An atmospheric sensitivity to doubling 
carbon dioxide concentrations of 2.5° C was assumed in these calculations. The two 
uncontrolled emission projection cases we previously discussed were analyzed: the IPCC base 
case and what I call the fast growth case which assumes that· the developing countries will 
approach the current industrialized world in tenns of carbon dioxide emitted per capita. In the 
IPCC base case, warming is estimated at about 3° C by the end of the next century (consistent 
with IPCC, 1992). If we were to cap emissions of an greenhouse gases during the year 2000, 
it is expected that this wanning can be reduced about 30% to a little over 2° C. If the 
international community would mitigate further and actually reduce emissions 1 % a year starting 
in the year 2000, we can limit the rise to about l.5° C. 

This model calculates that it would requi~ a 2 %/yr emission reduction program to 
stabilize warming to about 1° Cover 1980 levels. I believe that these numbers suggest the major 
challenge which faces humankind, if we decide to seriously limit the projected greenhouse 
warming. 

A LOOK AT 1HE IMPORTANT GREENHOUSE GASES 

Let us now take a look at the important greenhouse gases and their relative contributions. 
Figure 4 shows the projected contributions by the major greenhouse gases assuming the IPCC 
(1992) base case over the period 1980 - 2100. As you can see carbon dioxide is the most 
important gas with methane and chlorofluorocarbons and their substitutes also important. Note 
that the analysis assumed that all countries would reasonably implement international agreements 
to phase out chlorofluorocarbons. The model, however, assumes that some of the substitutes, 
like HFC-134a, which are substantial greenhouse gases in their own right, will be produced and 
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emitted in large quantities. 

Note that the contribution of carbon dioxide is probably the best documented of the gases. 
The methane calculations, for example, assume indirect effects of methane. Methane 
decomposes to other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere: ozone, carbon monoxide, carbon 
dioxide, and water. Note that there is a large degree of uncertainty over the magnitude, albeit 
not the direction, of these indirect effects of methane. Nevertheless, I included them here since 
I believe they ultimately will be important. Also note that other precursors of tropospheric 
ozone have many uncenainties as well. There is the need for considerable atmospheric modeling 
and measurements to relate emissions of volatile organic compounds, nitrogen oxides, and 
c.arbon monoxide to high•level tropospheric ozone to better understand the significance of this 
gas as a greenhouse warming contributor in the upper troposphere. 

Figure 5 illustrates. the relevant importance of gases over the 100-year time period of the 
analysis, again using the IPCC 1992 base case. (Note that the potential cooling effect of 
atmospheric aerosols has not been factored into the model calculations.) As you can note, the 
short-lived gases, such as methane and ozone, arc more important contributors early in this time 
frame, with carbon dioxide becoming more dominant later in the time frame. This is associated 
with the decay rates of the gases involved. Figure 6 illustrates an important mitigative advantage 
in dealing with short-lived gases, such as methane, in that an aggressive control program can 
stabilize atmospheric concentrations and mitigate warming relatively quickly. This figure shows 
that, if all gases were controlled at 1 % a year from the period 1980 to 2100, essentially all the 
methane projected warming could be mitigated whereas only about 60% of the carbon dioxide 
warming could be mitigated since the half-life in the atmosphere of carbon dioxide is so long 
that emission reductions don't lead to reduction in atmospheric concentrations until many decades 
later. Figure 7 illustrates this phenomenon by plotting concentration ratios relative to 1980 for 
two long-lived gases (carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide) and the short-lived methane, all of which 
had their emissions reduced by l % a year starting in the year 2000. As you can see, because 
of methane's shorter half life, it responds more quickly to mitigation, yielding lower driving 
forces for greenhouse warming. Table 2 summarizes what we've discussed relative to the 
important greenhouse gases. Note that this table also briefly summarizes major uncertainties 
regarding each gas' .warming potential, and identifies major human sources. 

It is also instructive to estimate the impact of chlorofluorocarbons (and related 
compounds). Although these compounds are potent greenhouse gases based on their radiative 
properties, recent data suggest that they have been responsible for ozone depletion in the lower 
as well as the upper stratosphere. Since ozone in this lower region is a potent greenhouse gas, 
there is a net cooline associated with this ozone depletion which opposes the radiative warming 
impact. It appears that chlorofluorocarbons have not been the significant greenhouse warming 
contributors previously believed. Figure 8 shows the results of model calculations which do not 
take into account the cooling effect. What is most interesting is that it is possible that the net 
effect of replacing chlorofluorocarbons with compounds such as HFC· 134a, which is a potent 
greenhouse gas in its own right, could be warming! This could occur since such replacements 
which are chlorine free (and therefore non-ozone depleting) will contribute to warming without 
the opposing cooling associated with ozone depietion. 
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lVHAT PENALTIF.S ARE ASSOCIATED WITII DELAYING MITIGATION? 

One important question relative to mitigation is: what penalties are associated with 
delaying implementation of a mitigation program? Or stated differently, h_ow much mitigation 
opportunity would be lost if a mitigation program were started later rather than sooner? Figure 
9 attempts to answer this question by plotting realized (transient) projected warming at 2100 for 
three cases as a function of the year the control of all greenhouse gases would be initiated. 
Included is a business-as-usual case per the IPCC 1992 emission scenario. Three control cases 
are included, two where emissions are reduced by 1 % and 2 % a year, respectively; and the third 
where emissions are capped at the year control is initiated at that emission level for all 
greenhouse gases. Looking at the two decline cases, you can see that a 10-year delay in 
initiation of a mitigation program yields a significant diminishment in the ability to mitigate 
projected global warming. The graphic suggests that a 20-year delay in a 1%/yr mitigation 
program would require a 2%/yr program to achieve the same degree of warming mitigation that 
would have been achieved by the more modest program 20 years earlier. 

MITIGATION CHALLENGES FOR TIIE U.S. 

In order to understand the factors influencing greenhouse gas emissions in the U.S., I 
have utilized another projection model. This model calculates emissions of carbon dioxide, 
methane, and chlorofluorocarbons as a function of input factors such as population growth, 
industrial growth, fuel use patterns, energy utilization efficiency, introduction of renewable 
energy technology, and mobile source miles per gallon. This model incorporates the electric 
utility module described in an earlier paper (Princiotta, 1990). 

Figure 10 shows projected equivalent emissions for the 1980-2020 time period for a 
business-as-usual case (DOE, 1987). Figure 11 shows the expected increase of carbon dioxide 
emissions over the same time period for the major energy/use sectors. This projection suggests 
that significant emission increases will result primarily from both increased use of coal to 
generate electricity, and growth in the mobile source sector due to a larger auto, truck, and 
aircraft fleet. Figure 12 shows that growth in electricity use is a critical parameter in 
determining carbon dioxide emissions from the important electric utility sector. Although 
introduction of renewable technologies, such as those based on solar or biomass energy sources, 
would help mitigate emissions later in this time frame (Princiotta, 1990), the use of so-c.alled 
clean coal technologies such as integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) will have little 
impact. Figure 13 shows that, even with a major introduction of IGCC technology (up to 
300,000 MW), only a modest amount of carbon dioxide is mitigated. These results assumed 
efficiency for IGCC is 41 % vs 37% for conventional coal-fired units; yielding only an 11 % 
savings in coal use. 

Figure 14 illustrates current and projected emissions from the· major U.S. sources of 
methane. Note the importance of landfills, emissions from cows and sheep, and coal mine and 
natural gas pipeline leakage. 

Last ye.ar the Administration (DOE, 1991) proposed an energy strategy that would have 
a significant impact on greenhouse gas emissions. This strategy promoted a major research, 
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development, and demonstration program to develop new fuel production and utilization 
technologies, with emphasis on renewable and nuclear systems. It also promoted the enhanced 
use of natural gas and nuclear power, and the use of renewables as electric utility and 
transportation fuels. More efficient utilization of energy, espe.cially electricity, was also 
promoted. 

The net effect of these policies, if successfully implemented, is shown in Figure 15. The 
bottom graphic compares carbon dioxide emissions for the U.S. strategy case with the previously 
discussed business-as-usual scenario (upper graphic). Such a policy can approach emissions 
stabilized at least over this time interval. As can be seen, the major reduction has been achieved 
in the coal-electric sector. Titls results from a lower growth in electricity demand due to 
enhance.a end use efficiency, and due to increased use of gas, nuclear, and renewable power 
generation displacing carbon-intensive coal-fired power plants. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Let me summarize what I believe all these graphics and analyses seem to tell those of us 
who are interested in greenhouse gas mitigation te.chnology: 

(1) Agricultural, medical, and industrial technologies have allowed for unprecedented 
population and economic growth; development and application of low-emitting 
technology could de.al with the potential of u~table greenhouse warming. 

(2) Technologies and practices could be developed that provide cost effective 
mitigation. not just for the developed countries that are genera.ting the bulk: of the 
emissions in the shon term, but also for the developing countries that will likely 
be the dominant emitters in the longer term. 

(3) Research could help reduce the uncertainties associated with several key gases: 

For methane, emission and activity factors need improvement, and the 
indirect effects of methane decomposition in the atmosphere needs 
clarification. Also the apparent deceleration in the growth of methane 
atmospheric concentrations cannot be easily explained by current 
source/sink information. 

For tropospheric ozone, the mechanisms for formation in the upper 
troposphere from the important precursor gases are not fully understood. 

For chlorofluorocarbons, the balance between radiative heating and 
stratospheric cooling needs to be better understood. Also, results of an 
evaluation of likely substitutes for global warming impact would be of 
interest. 

(4) Carbon dioxide is the key greenhouse gas which is directly linked to fossil fuel 
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combustion, especially coal combustion. Major efforts could provide an 
alternative energy path emphasizing renewable technologies such as solar, and 
biomass with a focus on electric power production. 

(5) Methane provides a ripe opportunity for mitigation research. By controlling the 
major human sources, such as coal mines, landfills, and natural gas pipelines, 
methane atmospheric levels could be stabilized within a relatively short period, 
with substantial near-term mitigation impacts. 
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Methane reductions can play a large role in providing low 
cost, if not profitable, opportuniti•• tor reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions, in addition to other benefits for 
the atmosphere. This paper reports on opportunities for 
reducing emissions of methane which have ~een examined 
through a numl:>er of EPA efforts and activities developed by 
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. 

BACltGRO'OND: METHANE IS AN IMPORTANT GREENHOUSE GAS 

· Methane concentrations are currently rising in the earth's 
atmosphere and continuing increases have been projected for the 
future (1,2,3]. These increases are largely correlated with 
increasing populations, and currently about 60 percent of global 
methane emissions are associated with human activities (Fig. 1). 

The benefits of reducing methane emissions from these 
anthropogenic sources will be substantial for several reasons. 
First, methane is a potent greenhouse gas and reductions in 
methane emissions would be 20 to 60 times more effective in 
reducing the potential warming of the earth's atmosphere over the 
next century than reductions in co emissions (2]. Second, 
methane released from human activiiies is a wasted resource, and 
these activities can likely be redesigned to profitably benefit 
from the efforts taken to reduce the methane emissions. Third, 

_reductions in methane emissions will provide benefits of reducing 
the risks of increasing tropospheric ozone and reducing the 
earth's oxidizing potential [3,4,5,6,7]. Stabilizing CH, 
concentrations may reduce expected global tropospheric o3
increases, and while more uncertain, may allow OH to return to 
about current levels by 2100 after a significant suppression (8]. 

Importantly, relatively small reductions in methane emissions of 
40 to 60 Tg/yr, or about 10 percent of annual emissions, can halt 
the annual rise in methane concentrations. This assumes that the 
rate of CH4 destruction (by OH) remains the same (2,3,8]. 

Due to the potency of methane in the atmosphere and its 
relatively short lifetime, stabilizing methane concentrations may 
act to substantially reduce potential warming. · The results of 
holding methane emissions at about constant levels (i.e., 500 Tg) 
throughout the next century are shown in Fig. 2 (examined using 
the IPCC scenarios for future emissions of the greenhouse gases 
and the Atmospheric Stabilization Framework (ASF), a model used 
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in support of the IPCC (3]). The expected warming over the next 
century is reduced by about 1°c or 25 percent of the expected 
warming post 1990. This reduced warming is similar to the 
reduced warming which would result from stabilizing co2 emissions 
at 1990 levels (while concentrations continue to rise to over 500 
ppm), and the reductions in warming from stabilizing CH4
concentrations or COz emissions are virtually identical through 
the year 2050 (9). 

OPTIONS POR REDUCING ME'1'RANE 

Opportunities for reducing methane emissions from its major 
anthropogenic sources have been identified and reviewed through 
EPA efforts and expert meetings held under the IPCC (4,10,11]. 
In total, it currently appears to be technically feasible to 
reduce methane emissions on the order of 120 Tg/yr (75 to 
170 Tg/yr). over the next 10 years about one-third to one-half 
of these reductions would be needed in order achieve the 
necessary 40 to 60 Tg reduction to stabilize atmospheric methane 
concentrations. 

The options for reducing methane emissions include: 

Ruminants: Ruminants world-wide are likely the second• 
largest anthropogenic methane source, emitting 65 to 100 Tg 
[12). Methane emitted from ruminants is a lost opportunity 
to transform more carbon into useful product such as meat or 
milk during the natural fermentation of feed. In developed 
countries, specific feeds have been identified which may 
reduce methane emissions while enhancing the productivity of 
the cattle. Additionally, in the United states, 
administration of bovine somatotropin (bST), provided it 
receives regulatory approval, could increase milk production 
while reducing methane emissions on the order of 10 percent 
[personal communication]. In other regions of the world, 
programs to increase animal productivity through strategic 
supplementation (i.e., the use of supplements such as 
molasses urea blocks to address livestock nutrient 
deficiencies) have been initiated. These programs have 
cost-effectively increased milk production and reproduction 
efficiency while reducing methane emissions by perhaps as 
much as 60 percent per gallon of milk (13). 

• Animal wastes and wastewater treatment: Animal wastes may
contribute about 20 to 30 Tg (14] of methane and wastewater 
treatment an additional 25 Tg (8). Methane recovery systems 
can profitably capture 50 to 80 percent of the methane 
emitted by anaerobic waste management lagoons, as 
demonstrated by systems around the world. such lagoons are 
used primarily at dairy and swine operations and account for 
over one-third of total emissions from animal wastes. 
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Recovered methane may .be used directly or used to generate 
electricity (15]. Opportunities to employ methane recovery 
systems exist in the United States and many other countries. 

Rice cultivation: Rice cultivation may be the largest
anthropogenic methane source. over the long term, methane 
emissions can likely be reduced by 10 to JO percent by an 
integrated management approach to irrigation, fertilizer 
application, and cultivar selection. Additional research is 
necessary to develop management practices for rice growing 
that will maintain rice productivity and reduce methane 
emissions (16]. 

Biomass burning: Methane emissions resulting from biomass 
burning to clear new lands and after cropping and for energy 
purposes are estimated to range from 20 to 80 Tg. These 
emissions can be reduced through fire management programs, 
encouraging the use of alternative agricultural practices, 
and the use of more efficient cookstoves [12,17,18]. 

Landfills: Landfills currently account for about 20 to 70 
Tg of methane from the anaerobic decay of wastes (12], 
primarily from developed countries. Recovery systems can 
reduce emissions by 50 to 90 percent in existing landfills 
by collecting the medium BTU gas. The recovered gas may be 
burned directly in nearby industrial boilers or used to 
generate electricity, or at a minimum flared. The first two 
options could serve to displace CO2 emissions from fossil
based fuels. Commercial operations in the United States, 
Western Europe, and other regions show that these systems 
are operated profitably. Furthermore, the United States is 
proposing rules to reduce emissions of air contaminants 
(primarily nonmethane organic compounds and air toxics} from 
landfills. As a side benefit methane emissions from U.S. 
landfills will be reduced by about 40 to 80 percent 
depending upon the stringency of the final rule (19]. 

Coal mining: Coal mining accounts for JO to 50 Tg of 
methane with most of the methane emitted from a small number 
of highly gassy mines [20]. Degasification using vertical 
wells in advance of and during the mining operation can 
reduce emissions of methane trapped in gassy underground 
mines by more than 50 percent while reducing the costs of 
necessary mine ventilation (8,11]. A portion of the 
recovered gas can be high BTU gas and fed directly into a 
pipeline or used to generate electricity. Gas of medium BTU 
quality recovered from gob wells over the mining operation 
(in the gob area) may be used to generate electricity. Many 
opportunities exist to cost-effectively expand methane 
recovery and use at coal mines in the United States, Poland, 
Czechoslovakia, the former Soviet Union, and the People's 
Republic of China, as well as elsewhere [21,22,23]. In the 
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future, emissions may be reduced further by using mine 
ventilation air that contains less than one per~ent methane 
as combustion air in gas fired turbines as is currently 
being done in Germany and being considered in Nova Scotia. 

• Oil and natural gas systems: Oil and natural gas systems 
account for about 30 to 70 Tg of methane [12]. Most of the 
emissions are likely outside of the developed countries, 
with significant contributions from countries with economies 
in transition such as Eastern Europe and Russia. Improved 
handling of casing gas during oil production will reduce 
venting and flaring of natural gas during oil production. 
Improved technologies such as low bleed pneumatic 
instruments, high integrity piping, and new pipeline 
restoration techniques can also cost-effectively reduce 
methane emissions (8). In addition, emissions from gas 
transmission and distribution in the USSR (where leakage has 
been estimated on the order of 5 percent of throughput) and 
Eastern Europe could be reduced substantially by improving 
these facilities (personal communication]. 

EFFORTS REQUIRED TO ACBXEVE 'l'BESB REDDCTXOHS 

These options for reducing methane emissions offer 
substantial reduction potential, but have not been implemented on 
a wide scale to date. A number of barriers currently limit the 
implementation of these options around the world. This includes 
financial, informational, political, and 'in some cases technical, 
barriers. 

Future efforts should focus on removing these barriers. For 
example, in the United States, it can be profitable to recover 
and util-ize methane that would have been emitted from coal mines 
due to the value of the methane and reduced ventilation costs, 
but institutional questions of methane ownership and constraints 
on receiving fair prices for gas or electricity may block 
implementation. These legal and pricing issues need to be 
resolved. Similarly, strategic supplementation of livestock can 
substantially increase livestock productivity and create a local 
market for supplementation crops, but lack of capital and 
infrastructure· may block implementation in many countries. 

In many cases, technology demonstrations will be crucial to 
removing existing barriers. Upon the clear demonstration that 
certain technologies have substantial pay backs and large 
environmental benefits, much more energy will b~ placed toward 
removing other barriers. 



StJXXAllY Am> CONCLUSION 

Controlling methane emissions appears to be technically 
feasible and cost-effective with current technology. These 
reductions in CH emissions appear to ·be very effective in 
mitigating radia~ive forcing in the atmosphere and eventual 
global warming. Reduction in CH4 emissions will also likely
moderate large-scale increases in tropospheric 0 3 and to counter 
the suppression of OH. 

Efforts to encourage methane reductions will require 
identification and removal of a number of barriers which hinder 
the implementation of available technologies. These efforts will 
need to include well-planned demonstration projects, in many 
cases. 
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Among all the challenges in our te-nancy of this planet. climate change is. 
of course. foremost in our minds. We 're leading the search for response 
strategies and working through the uncenaimy of both the science and the 
economics of climate change. Bue there is one area where we will allow 
for no uncertainty-and this is our commitment to action-rn sound 
analysis and sound policies. 

Presidenr Bush. White House Conference 
on Science and Economics Research · 

Related to Global Change 
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Foreword 

The production and consumption of energy contributes to the 
concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and is the focus of 
other environmental concerns as well. Yet the use of energy contributes to 
worldwide economic growth and development. If we are to achieve 
environmentally sound economic growth. we must develop and deploy 
energy technologies that contribute to global stewardship. 

The Department carries out an aggressive scientific research program to 
address some of the key uncenainties associated with the climate change 
issue. Of course, research simply to study the science of global climate 
change is nor enough. At the heart of any regime of cost--effecuve actions 
to address the possibility of global climate change will be a panoply of 
new technologies-technologies both to provide the services we demand 
and to use energy more efficiently than in the past. These. too. are 
important areas of responsibility for the Depanment. 

This report is a brief description of the Department's activities in 
scientific research, technology development. policy studies, and 
international cooperation that are directly related to or have some bearing 
on the issue of global clima1e change. 

Jam,:s D. Watkins. Secretary ofEnergy 
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Introduction 

The Earth's Climate 

The Eanh 's atmosphere contains gases that absorb. and 
1hen radiate back to Eanh. some of. lhe Eanh 's thermal 
energy that would mherwise be radiated to outer space. 
These gases result from both natural and manmade 
processes and include carbon dioxide. niuogen oxides. 
methane. chlorofluorocarbons, halogenated compounds. 
water vapor, and others. They are referred to as 
"greenhouse .. gases because their action is somewhat 
like the process that makes it possible for a greenhouse 
to capture the heat of the Sun and maintain warmer 
temperatures during winter weather. 

This "greenhouse" process regulates the Eanh's climate 
at a level to sustain life. making our planet unique. The 
term "climate" refers not only to temperature, but also 
10 the entire system of precipitation. cloudiness. and 
winds. as well as to the distribution of these features in 
space and time. 

Human activities. in addition to natural processes. affect 
concentrations of greenhouse gases. These activities 
include energy production and use. agriculture. 
indus1ry, and deforestation. It is the effect of these 
increasing manmade emissions that is the topic of 
current research and debate. Simply put, the research 
hypothesis is that manmade greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere could cause changes in lhe Eanh 's climace. 
Figure I shows che contribuuon of differenc gases co the 
potemial for wanning (called radiative forcing). 

DOE Climate Change and Related Actlvitie1 
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The scientific community is unsure about how the Eanh 
responds to mcreases m manmade greenhouse gases. 
Does the ocean have processes that can absorb these 
extra izrcenhouse gases? Do clouds act as a natural 
buffer-10 regulate temperature changes? What kind of 
climate changes could occur. where. and when? These 
are the questions that scientists around the world are 
attempting lo answer. 

DOE's Role: Historical Background 
and Issues 

Global climate change is a significant issue for the U.S. 
Depanment of Energy (DOE) because greenhouse gases 
are emitted from lhe production and use of fossil fuels. 
Energy use and production now contribute more than 
half of the total manmade emissions on a global basis. 
Figure 2 shows an estimate of the relative contributions 
of various sources to total manmade emissions of 
greenhouse gases. 

Our choice of energy sources can affect the emissions 
of greenhouse gases because some energy sources em1t 
more greenhouse gases than ochers. Conversely, 
changes in climate could affect energy systems and 
energy demand. DOE is pursuing a wide range of new 
technologies that can help reduce future greenhouse gas 
emissions. These efforts include higher efficiency, 
cleaner electricity production. and a variety of 

Figure 1. Greenhouse Gas Contributions 
to Radiative Forcing 
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Souree: IPCC Scientific: Assessmen1 
~01e: The contribution from tropospheric ozone may also be 
significant. but cannot be quan111ied a1 present. 
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renewable energy options. In addition. the Depanment 
1s developing technologies for energy efficiency in 
buildings. indus1ry. and transportation. 

In 1977. the National Academy of Sciences challenged 
che scientific community on the subjec1 of energy and 
climate by seating: ''To reduce uncertainties and .to 
assess the senousness of the matter. a well-coordinated 
program of research that is profoundly interdisciplinary 
in character, and strongly international in scope. will be 
required." 

Responding to this challenge and the growing concern 
about the long-range consequences of carbon dioxide 
emissions resulting from ever increasing fossil fuel 
combustion prompted the Department of Energy to 

undertake a thorough examtnauon of the effects of 
carbon dioxide (CO,) emissions. The first step was to 
convene a Workshop on the Global Effects of Carbon 
Dioxide from Fossil Fuels ( 1977. Miami Beach. FL). 
Some 75 scaenusts discussed the state of knowledge of 
the CO:! cycle and the consequences of increases in 
atmospheric CO2. The workshop identified significant 
gaps in understanding and recommended actions m fill 
these gaps. This led to the development of the Carbon 
Dioxide Research Program at the Department of Energy 
in 1978. 

The 14 years of research since then by the Carbon 
Dioxide Research Program has laid the basis for the 
recent science assessment by the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change. Accomplishments aJong the 
way have included the globaJ CO2 emissions invencory, 
the global temperature data base used to assess climate 
change over the last 130 years. leading the diagnosis 
and improvement of climate models. establishing the 
CO2 vegetative fenilization effect as a major beneficial 
impact, leading the development of a ground-based, 
remote sensing network to decennine the role of clouds 
in climate change, and initiating the research co 
incorporate emerging supercomputer hardware and 
software into ciimare model development. The Program 
continues to provide scientific leadership on climate 
modeling, atmospheric, terrestrial. and oceanic data 
collection, measurement, and analysis. 

The Department also established a Global Climate 
Change Executive Committee, jointly chaired by the 
Deputy L'ndcr Secretary for Policy, Planning and 
Analysis (PE) and the Assistant Secretary for lnter
narion:-1 Affairs and Energy Emergencies (IE). The 
Commiuee includes Assistant Secretaries from 1ech-

nology development programs and prov-ides a coor
dina1ed forum to guide DOE policy on global climate 
change. 

This report is divided in two pans: ( l) "focused 
activities·• are chose chat are dedicated specifically to 
the issue of global climace change, and (2) "related 
activities" are 1hose 1hac are earned out for economic. 
energy development. and environmental reasons. yet 
nonetheless have some bearing on ahe topic of climate 
change. 

Figure 2. Relative Contributions 
of Economic Sectors to Radiative 

Forcing in 1980's 
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Source: U.S. Env1ronmen1al Proaecuon Agency. Policv Options for 
Srabili:ing Global C/ima,e. draft repon 10 Congress. 1989. 
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Part I: Focused Activities 

Scientific Research 

The Carbon Dioxide Research Program conducts the 
Depanment ·s focused scientific research on climate 
change. The goals of the program are 10 estimate 1he 
future levels and rate-of-increase in atmosphenc carbon 
dioxide cCO1) and other energy-related emissions and 
co understand and predic1 potential effects of emissions 
on clima1e and biota. This information is required to 
scien1ifically underpin energy policy options aimed at 
preventing, mi11gacing. or adapting 10 increasing 
greenhouse gas concentrations and global environ
mental change. ~ajor acciviues include (I) developing 
computer models to predict rate and magnitude of 
global ana regional climate change; (1) understanding 
1he systems that control the current and past climates of 
the Eanh: and (3) exchanging and communicating data 
and modeling results with other climate researchers 
around the world. 

Computer Modeling 

Complex compu1ers are used as tools to predict future 
climate trends. The Department has ex.tensive climate 
modeling capabilities using advanced supercomputers. 
However. additional computer power and an advanced 
climate model (ACM) will be needed to further 
improve climate modeling and prediction efforts. 

The Computer Hardware. Advanced Mathematics and 
Model Physics (CHAMMP) research program is a 1991 
initiative of the Department of Energy's climate 
modeling program. The objective of the program is to 
accelerate and improve the global and regional 
predictive capability of climate models. This requires 
an ACM capable of more detailed simulations over 
longer time intervals and incorporates significant 
improvements in the representation of the physics and 
chemistry of the climate system. 

CHAMMP addresses these challenges in a phased 
approach over ten years. In the near tenn (2 to 3 years). 
its goals are to improve perfonnance of existing climate 
system models by taking advantage of emerging 
parallel computers. In the intermediate term (3 to 6 
years). the CHAMMP program aims to develop initial 
versions of ACM systems that are capable of better than 
I 00 gigaflop (billion 'floating point operations per 
second) perfonnance. In the long term (6 to 10 years), 
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CHAM MP wi II improve the in1t1al versions of the 
ACM components . .issemble an optimized ACM. and 
begin derniled research calcu1acions on the foster 
supercomputers. 

Earth Systems Res~arch 

Carbon Cycle Research 

Carbon cycle studies seek to bener understand the 
different sources and sinks of carbon. A "source .. emus 
carbon <in the form of COz) into the atmosphere: a 
"sink" absorbs and scores carbon. For instance. crees are 
prrmarily made up of carbon absorbed from the 
atmosphere. Therefore. forests are considered sinks of 
carbon during their prospecuve lifetimes. As they decay 
or are burned. carbon ts released back into the atmo
sphere in che form of C01 and the tree becomes a source. 

There are ocher sinks of carbon. including surface soils 
and the surface of the ocean. about which little is 
known. The Department conduces and supports carbon 
cycle research because a beuer understanding of natural 
sinks and sources of carbon will help to determine the 
ex.tent of increased atmospheric concentrations of 
manmade greenhouse gases. Carbon cycle research is a 
common thread in the fabric of DOE's atmospheric. 
oceanic. and terrestrial research. 

Atmospheric Research: Atmospheric 
Radiation Measurement 

The Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) 
program has 1hree main goals. The first is to measure 
and describe the radiation balance (natural greenhouse 
effect) from the Eanh 's surface to the very "top·· of the 
atmosphere. The second is 10 understand the role clouds 
play in this process. so that climate models can be 
improved. The third is to assist in verifying sa1ellite 
measurements with ground-based data. 

The program will accomplish these goals by 
establishing five observing stations around the world. 
These sites will be selected to provide a worldwide 
view of differing cloud and atmospheric conditions. The 
sites will employ specialized ground-based remore 
sensing inscrumemation. specialized aircrafc. and 
balloon platforms to collect and analyze data. The first 
ARM sile will be established in 1992. 
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Oceanic Research 

The ocean research objectives are to produce a global 
survey of carbon dioxide in the ocean. to better 
understand the ocean ·s role as a source and sink of 
carbon dioxide. and to improve ocean circulation 
models for climate research. To meet these objectives. 
DOE suppons laboratory, observational. and modeling 
studies to understand the mixing. transport processes. 
and carbon cycling in the ocean. and the exchange of 
heat and carbon between the ocean and the atmosphere. 
A bet1er understanding of these issues is necessary to 
estimate the ocean's uptake of carbon dioxide produced 
by fossil fuels. 

At-Sea Data Collection and Analysis 
The Department cooperates with other Federal and 
international agencies in collecting ocean data. The 
World Ocean Circulation Experiment is coordinating a 
global survey of oceanic carbon dioxide. Specialized 
research ships collect data from both the Atlanuc and 
Pacific Oceans. DOE continues 10 develop the 
instrumentation needed to collect and analyze oceanic 
carbon dioxide data. 

Remote Sensing: "Smart Buoysn and the 
Heard Island Experiment 
At-sea data collection could be complemented by a 
device now under development by the Department. 
Expendable Ocean Sensors or "sman buoys.. are remote 
sensing devices that can submerge to the ocean floor to 
collect ocean temperature. salinity, and density da1a on 
their descent. At a programmed time incerval. the buoys 
ascend to the ocean ·s surface. collecting the same da1a 
during ascent. Once at the surface. che buoys transmit 
the data to a satellite. These devices could verify 
satellite observations and provide new data for the next 
generation of ocean models. Figure 3 shows a diagram 
of such a buoy. 

The objective of the Heard Island Experiment is to 
assess the feasibility of using sound as an ocean 
thermometer. The speed of sound in seawater is 
determined by water temperature. The travel time for a 
sound signal to cross the ocean is therefore proportional 
to the average temperature of the ocean along the sound 
path. The Department's Environmental Sciences 
Division. in cooperation with the Office of Naval 
Research. the National Science Foundation. the 
~ational Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. and 
IO foreign councries have supported the Scripps 
Institute of Oceanography in executing the He~d Island 

Figure 3. Diagram of a "Smart Buoy" 
Remote Sensing Device 
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Experimenc. The experimenc rransmiued a low 
frequency sound from a ship near Heard Island in the 
~ouch Indian Ocean. Sensors around the world were 
used 10 detec1 1he signal. An assessmeni of the 
l!Xpenmemal data ,s expec1ed in late 1992. 

Terrestrial Research: Vegetation 

The Depanment ·s unique research on plant response 10 

variable CO~ concentrations will focus on plant carbon 
metabolism in response 10 higher concenrrations of 
CO~. Field experimems have shown dramatic biolog1cal 
responses 10 elevated levels of carbon dioxide. The Free 
Air CO2 Ennchmenc cFACE) expenmem 1s an open-air 
control system ,n which plants are exposed to high 
concentrations of CO2. Cotton was first used 10 test the 
FACE .sys1em. and the experimental results were 
.striking. Planes grown at elevated CO2 produced a 
marketable cotton yield 5 weeks earlier than usual. and 
w11h 50 percent more biomass. 

These results have profound implications for the · 
capacny of vegetation to fix and sequester atmospheric 
CO2• ,md thus possibly slow the rate of atmospheric 
CO2 increase and its possible effect on global climate. 

Outreach, Communication, 
and Exchange of Data 

Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center 

The Depanmem provides climate data and information 
services to the domestic and the imemationai scientific 
communities. The Carbon ·Dioxide [nformation 
Analysis Center (CDIAC) at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory is a public repository of greenhouse gas data 
and information. CDIAC maintains format and quality 
control standards and catalogs diverse data sets to 
provide a uniform data library and easy conversion to 
modeling systems so that researchers can easily access 
and characterize the data. 

For more infonnation please contact: 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Carbon Dioxide lnfonnauon Analysis Center 
Building I 000 
Box 2008 . .\15-6335 
Oak Ridge.~ 37381-9984 

DOE Climate Change and Related Activities 

Climate Model Diagnosis and Comparison 

The Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and 
[ntercomparison <PCMD() assists scientiscs in 

decermining che reasons for varia1ion in climate 
modeling results. The program compares differeni 
modeling systems by examining the data sets and 
parameters used 10 obtain the resul1s. This service helps 
scienusts improve or modify 1he1r models. PCMDI is 
expanding 10 lend support to the international efforts 
being coordinated by che World Climate Research 
Program. 

Climate Scholarships 

An educational initiative of the Global Change Program 
ts to award competitive fellowships and scholarships at 
the postdoctorate. graduate. :md undergraduate level. 
Special emphasis will be given to involving students m 
ongoing research al the Nauonal Laboralones to 

achieve praccical experience m the mulcidisc1plinary 
sciences of global change. 

For more infonnation please contact: 

Oak Ridge Associated Universities 
Science/ Engineering Education Division 
P.O. Box I 17 
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-0117. 

Policy Analysis 

The Depanment conducts analytical scudies to examine 
current and future emissions of greenhouse gases. 
policies for influencing those emissions. impacts from 
potential climate change, and policies to adapt to 
climate change. In addition to studies. the program also 
includes the development of computer models to 
estimate greenhouse gas emissions. analysis of the 
potential of certain policies to reduce emissions. and the 
developmenr of policy-oriented models for estimating 
atmospheric effects such as the radiative forcing of 
different greenhouse gases. 

[n early I 989, four cof1gressionally mandated studies 
were initiated. These studies are now complete: 

• A Compendium ofOptions for Go\•ernment Policy to 
Encourage Private Secror Responses to Potential 
Clim.are Chan~es-a s1udy of how priva1e interests can 
be encouraged to participate in emissions reductions. 
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• Global Climare Trends and Greenhouse Gas Dara: 
Federal Arnviries in Dara Collecrion. Archil'ing. and 
Dissem1na11on-an analysis of governmenr data 
bases. including access and ,:vailability ro interested 
panies. 

• Confrommg Climate Change: Srrare~ies for Energy 
Research and Development-a srndy by the :'\/ational 
Academy" of Sciences and the National Academy of 
Engineering to evaluate the poremial of Allemauve 
Energy Systems 10 affect greenhouse gas emissions. 

• Limuing Greenhouse Gas Emissions in rhe l/nired 
Srares-dn analysis of policy options to achieve 
specified levels of emissions reductions in the United 
States over the next IO to 20 years. 

Copies of the listed or additional studies can be 
obtained by contacting: 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Environmental Analysis. PE-63 
I000 Independence Avenue. SW. 
Washingron. D.C. 20585. 

International Activities 

The Department of Energy panicipates in a number of 
international activities in the area of global climate 
change: 

• The Gnited Nations (C.N. l lnrergovernmenta/ 
Negorianng Cvmmmee (INC) was established in 
December 1990 10 negotiate an international 
framework convention on climate change to be ready 
for signature at the U.N. Conference on Environment 
and Development to be held in Brazil in June 1992. 

• The lnrergo,·ernmental Panel on Climare Change 
(IPCC) was established in Nov.ember 1988 under the 
joint auspices of the World Yfeteorological 
Organ1zauon and the U.N. Environment Program to 
assess the science. impacts. and possible responses to 
global climate change. 

• The Preparatory Commiltee Meetings for the 1992 
U.N. Conference on Em·ironmenr and De1·elopmenr 

rUNCED). The 1992 UNCED is a major environ
mental activiry that is a follow-on conference to the 
!972 Stockholm Conference on the Environment Jr 
will examine strategies on the environment and 
development in an attempt to reach specific 
agreements and commitmencs by governmems and 
internauonal organizations. Virtually all environ
mental concerns will be addressed. including 
biodivermy, transboundary air pollution. water 
quality. and financial and technology transfer issues. 

DOE officials represent the Department on U.S. 
delegations 10 these bodies and DOE expens participate 
in the preparation of rechnical assessments. The IPCC 
completed its First Assessment Report in August 1990. 
which was adopted at Ministerial level at the Second 
World Climate Conference in November of that year. 
The repon is a comprehensive assessmem of the state of 
knowledge of climate change and a roadmap to the 
areas where maJor uncertainties remain and continuing 
research is required. More than 30 DOE scientists 
panicipated in the scientific portion of the repon: DOE 
expens also contributed heavily to the assessment and 
overview of response strategies where the energy sector 
was a maJor area of focus. 

The IPCC is undenaking new sciemific. technological. 
and economic studies in support of the INC 
negotiations. and DOE will be a key contributor to 
these studies. 

The INC has held three negotiating sessions in 
February, June . .and September 1991. and two additional 
sessions are scheduled for December 199 I and 
February 1992. Working groups on Commitments and 
on Mechanisms have been formed. 

These working groups have begun to address the major 
issues to be negotiated. including commitments related 
to net greenhouse gas emissions: financial and 
technological assistance to developing councries: 
research needs. monitoring, assessment. and 
information ex.change; legal and institutional 
mechanisms: financial resources: and technological 
cooperation. Energy considerations are integral 10 all 
facets of this process. 

/ 
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Part II: Related Activities 

Refaced activities are those that are carried out by DOE 
for economic. energy development. and environmental 
reasons. yet nonetheless have some bearing on the 
mauer of climate change. 

Scientific Research 

DOE conduces fundamental research in physics. 
chemistry. biology, medicine. environmental sciences. 
ecology, geology, engineering, and ma1hema1ics. A 
portion of this long-term effort will contribute 10 our 
understanding of the causes and effects of possible 
climate change. Atmospheric chemistry, solid earth 
studies. and solar radiation physics contribute important 
information to suppon Earth Systems Research. 

Ecosys1ems research also supports Earth Systems 
Research efforts. Baseline data have been obtained at 
seven DOE national Environmental Research Parks. 
DOE arctic sites. and the National Science Foundation ·s 
Long-Tenn Ecological Research sires. The objective is 
to strengthen the basis for a theoretical understanding of 
complex global environmental systems. 

Transportation 

The U.S. transportation sector accounts for about 
27 percent of national energy use. This sector of the 
economy is unique in irs near total dependence on 
petroleum. Research and development IR&D) activities 
in DOE"s Transportallon Program are designed to 
improve the efficiency of oil use in the transportation 
sector and to increase the availability and use of 
alternative fuels. Program efforts cenrer on developing 
advanced. high-efficiency alternatives 10 the internal 
combustion engine. evaluating the combustion and 
emissions characteristics of alternative fuels, 
demonstrating alternative-fuel vehicles in realistic 
senings. and developing biofuels from renewable 
resources. These activities can reduce the threat of 
climate change by developing alternative fuels chat emit 
less greenhouse gas and by increasing transportation 
efficiency to use less fuel for comparable performance. 

Alternative Fuels Development 

Natural Gas 

The United Slates retains large supplies of natural gas. 
some of which are difficult to extract. The Department ·s 
Unconventional Gas Recovery Program seeks 10 
develop geological data and advanced technologies for 
extracting gas from very large bur currently 
uneconomical gas resources. Estimates of resources and 
methods to evaluate potential recovery from deposits 
have been improved. Compared to gasoline. natural gas 
as a transportation fuel can reduce nitrogen oxide (NO,.) 
and CO., emissions. as well as other pollutants. 

Biofuels 

Biofuels , ethanol and me1hanol > from biomass I trees. 
grasses. waste paper. and so forth) could create a 
"closed'' CO., .svstem in addition ro reducing other 
pollutants ass;ci~ted with gasoline. Dunng combustion. 
biomass-derived fuels emit CO.,. However. the trees or 
grasses that are harvested 10 produce the fuel must be 
rep lanced for the next ••fuel harvest. .. During the plants· 
growth cycle. the C01 emitted into the atmosphere 
during combustion is reabsorbed by the plants. This 
creates a rotating fuel cycle in which there is little or no 
net increase in C01 emissions. 

DOE carries out research to develop processes thac 
make the mass production of biofuels econom1cally 
feasible. as well as works closely wich rhe Departmem 
of Agriculture 10 develop fast-growing and productive 
planes for fuel use <Figure 4). 

Vehicle Development 

In addition to engine technology development to ucilize 
alternative fuels. electric bauery development is another 
component of the Department's vehicle development 
program. Electric vehicles could play u key ro!e in 
helping to reduce urban air pollution. These vehicles 
could also reduce :'-JO,. an important greenhouse gas. 
and CO.., emissions. depending on the generation 
method ~sed to produce the electricity to charge the 

bane1; ( Figure 5). 
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Figure 4. Sweet Sorghum, Used in the Production of Ethanol 

An electric bauery consortium has been formed 
bringing together the three major U.S. automakers with 
bauery developers and elecmc utilities to cos1-share 
with DOE a multiyear research program. In addition. 
research is being conducted on fuel cells and alternative 
hybrid propulsion systems. Fuel ceJls. which use a 
chemical process to extract energy from hydrogen. offer 
the long-tenn prospect of efficiency that is twice that of 
internal combustion engines. with little or no emissions. 
The gas turbine and low-heat rejection diesel are also 
being researched for their fuel efficiency and alcemat~ve 
fuel use potenual. 

Residential, Commercial, 
and Industrial Efficiency 

Building, Appliance, and Equipment Efficiency 

Residenlial and commercial buildings account for 
36 percent of the Nation ·s energy use. Improvement in . 
the energy efficiency and substitution of renewable 
resources to replace carbon-based fuels in this sector 
can reduce greenhouse gas emissi.ons. Because of the 
size and diversity of the building sector. this task 
involves a cooperative effort among government 
agencies. industries. manufacturers. professional and 
trade associations. and environmental and citizen groups. 

In addition to maximizing the efficiency of energy 
consumed and the proportion of renewable resources 
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for the· building sector. recently the Department has 
focused on finding subsututes to replace building and 
appliance materials that contain ozone-depleung 
chlorofluorocarbons (CFC's). which are also potent 
greenhouse gases. These CFC materials have been used 
in foam insulation and refrigerants. 

The main elements of a building that affect energy use 
are divided into two parts: ( l) the envelope. which 
includes walls. roof. foundation. doors. and windows; 
and (2) building equipment and appliances. 

The Envelope 

Analysis Tools. The Department supports the 
development of computer software to assist builders 
and architects in evaluating the efficiency of different 
building designs. DOE-2 is a public domain computer 
program used for energy analysis of residential and 
commercial buildings. It is used to design energy
efficient new buildings. analyze efficiency improving 
modifications for existing buildings. calculate energy 
design budgets. and perform cost-benefit analyses of 
new technologies ( Figure 6). 

Window Technology Devetopmenr. Windows. which 
are responsible for one-founh of the energy required to 
heat and cool buildings. offer a large opportunity to 
save energy. Improving window quality through the use 
of treated glass and aimght window framing are key 
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Figure 5. Electric Vehicle 
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factors in the research cosponsored by the Department 
and the window industry. 

The National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC), an 
organization composed of representatives of the 
fenestration industry, building industry, Federal. State 
and local governments. utilities. and public interest 
groups. has been working to develop a standardized 
rating system to provide a measure of the energy 
performance of windows, doors, and skylights to be 
used for a voluntary rating system. 

Passive Solar Design and Construction. Proper 
orientation. adding thermal mass. and controlling and 
distributing heat allow a building to take advantage of 
passive solar energy and reduce the need for energy 
expended for heating, cooling, and lighting purposes. In 
addition. the use of trees to shade buildings can reduce 
energy consumpuon for cooling. 

Appliance and Equipment Efficiency 

The Depanment of Energy will continue its efforts to 
improve the energy efficiency of appliances and 
equipment. The Depanmem has established standard 
test procedures. which are used by manufacturers for 
energy-intensive residential appliances (such as 
refrigerators. air conditioners, stoves. and furnaces). 

-----.:4'~.·.-)_.· 

_.::· 

HVA~ (Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning) 
EquiprnenL Space heating and cooling equipment uses 
about half of all primary energy consumed in residenual 
and commercial buildings. Research cosponsored by the 
Department and the manufacturing community 
concen·trates on non-CFC refrigerants.· thermally 
activated heat pumps, advanced materials and 
subsystem components for active solar systems. and 
desiccant materials for cooling and dehumidification. 
Research for furnaces and boilers focuses on oil-fired 
equipment. including controls. fuel atomization. 
emissions. venting, and efficiency degradation in 

· relation to fuel quality. 

Lighting. The Department's lighting research effom 
have concentrated on efficiency and the effectiveness of 
electric lamps and fixtures. Research has resulted in the 
improvement of fluorescent lamps and the development 
of electronic ballasts. The Department supported 
research that has demonstrated fixture concepts that 
enhance efficiency by 15 to 20 percent. A series of 
these prototype fixtures is being transferred to industry 
for commercialization (Figure 7). 

Industrial Process Technologies 

Significant cost-effective improvements in industrial 
energy efficiency are possible. The Depanment 's 
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Figure 6. Energy-Efficient House 
..... 

indusmaJ efficiency programs concenrrale on seven 
major areas. common to many induscrial operations: 
materials processing, electric mo1or drive, scparalion 
technology, sensors and comrols. bioprocessing, 
advanced materials. and process heating and cooling. 
These programs are expec1ed 10 yield advanced drying 
syscems for paper production. improved control systems 
for temperature and moisture control. high temperature 
heat pumps. improved membrane separation equipmem. 
new sleelmakmg processes. and advanced sensors for 
crnical online process measurements. For the longer 
1erm. DOE is working wich industrial I parcners 10 

Figure 7. Ruorescent Lamp and Heat Sink 
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develop corrosion-resistant. ultra-high-temperature 
materials. low energy sulfur-free pulping processes. 
near-net shape casting, and continuous fiber ceramic 
composi1es. 

Industrial Waste Minimization 

The Department conducts research to improve 
induscrial energy efficiency. A maJor emphasis of the 
program addresses the fact that a great deal of energy is 
wasted each year in the form of embodied energy, of 
unused or poorly used raw macerials. in the energy 
content of industrial waste streams. and in the energy 
used to clean up and dispose of wastes. DOE has 
recently begun a research program. cost-shared with 
industry, to develop technologies to reduce wastes ar the 
outset rather than cleaning them up after they have been 
generated. In addition to reducing waste. this approach 
saves money and thus improves the productivity and 
competitiveness of U.S. induscry. 

Electricity Generation and Use 

Integrated Resource Planning 

Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) is a process by 
which utilities decide how to best provide energy
related services at the leasl cost to consumers. In the 
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pasL utilities have built new power generating plants to 
meet additional demands for energy. A different 
approach is to aJJow utilities the regulatory flexibility, 

\ and financial return needed, to meet customer demand 
through efficiency improvemenL load management. and 
other measures in addition to traditional supply options. 
This "stretches" the ability of the same amount of 
generated power to meet additional needs. eliminating 
the necessity to build additional power plants. 
Successful IRP programs can limit future additional 
emissions of greenhouse gases by reducing the need for 
new fossil fuel powerplants. 

The Depanment provides an mfonnation clearinghouse 
and technical assistance to States and utilities who are 
trying to stan or improve their Integrated Resource 
Planning effom. States can share information on and 
learn from others how to improve their planning efforts. 
as weli as keep abreast of regulatory or legislative 
changes. 

Electricity Generation 

Renewables 

A number of renewable energy technologies can 
contribute to electricity generation in the future while 
helping to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
Implementation of the National Energy Strategy actions 
is projected to increase the amount of electricity 
produced from renewable energy by an estimated 
16 percent in the year 2010. 

Wind Energy. The goal of the Department's wind 
research is to improve the efficiency and cost
competitiveness of wind energy systems to make them 
commerciaJly competitive in many areas of the world 
(Figure 8). Research activities are focused on solving 
the sauctural fatigue problems of rotors and blades. and 
improving manufacturability and reliability. In 
cooperation with utilities and system manufacturers, the 
program plans-to develop a cost-shared advanced wind 
turbine development program. 

Photovoltaics. The Department's research and 
development efforts to conven sunlight directly into 
electricity (photovoltaics) have assisted in making this 
technology economically feasible in remote sites where 
other power sources would not be cost-effective. The 
program continues 10 pursue its goal of developing 

) photovoltaics as an economical bulk power option for 
the United States. Utility-sized photovoltaic systems ~or 
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sites with high sunlight intensity are expected within 
the next few years. DOE-sponsored research is directed 
towards increasing conversion efficiencies and reducing 
manufacturing costs. DOE will continue to assist the 
industry co maintain and extend its world leadership 
role in the manufacture and commercial development of 
solar equipment. components. and systems. 

Solar Thermal. Solar rhermal systems use large fields 
of mirrors to concentrate the Sun ·s heat in a working 
fluid that is then used to generate eleciricity. Since 
I984. over 355 Megawatts (MW) of solar rhermal 
elecaic capacity has been installed in the United States. 
DOE-sponsored research is directed towards reducing 
costs of large utility systems and producing small cost
effective nonutility systems. 

Geothermal. Geothermal systems generate electricity 
using heat from the Eanh. Currently. elecaic generating 
capacity using geothermal energy is about 2.800 MW. 
Development has been limited to locations where there 
is a concentrated heat source. DOE-sponsored research 
is directed toward obtaining a better understanding of 
geothermal reservoirs and reducing the costs of 
exploration. 

Hydropower. Hydropower provides over 9 percent of 
the Nation's electricity supply with a generating 
capacity of over 70.000 MW by harnessing the energy 
produced by falling water. DOE effons are directed 
toward identifying improved methods of addressing 
environmental concerns and removing unnecessary 
regulatory barriers to development, especially at 
existing darns. 

Rgure 8. Levelized Cost of Energy 
From Wind Turbines 

Year 
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"luclear. Nuclear power. which produces no greenhouse 
;;ascs. accounts tor abou1 20 percent of the Nation ·s 
decmc11y supply. The goal of the nuclear energy 
program 1s to remove undue regulatory and insmuuonal 
bamers to the use of safe. economical nuclear power. 
"lew nuclear reactor designs incorporate evolutionary 
improvements co currem designs. These designs are 
,;1mpler. standardized. safer and more economic to build 
and oper::ue. DOE will continue to work closely with 
industry. u11lities. and independent research organi
zauons ro make progress in the development of nuclear 
power generaung 1echnolog1es. 

Fusion. At sufficiently high pressures and temperatur~s. 
the nuclei of light atoms are forced logether. causing the 
nuclei 10 fuse and. in the process. to release energy. 
Fusion 1s a long-1erm energy opnon that could become 
J pnnc1pal energy source in the next cemury. It can use 
.,n 1nexoens1ve. ,·ast. and secure fuel resource while 
tHfenng attracuve environmental and safety aspects. 
Fusion deve1opmen1 aiso drives 1echnology advances in 

fields as diverse as plasma physics. superconducting 
magnets. high-power accelerators and radiofrequency 
systems. advanced materials development. and 
computer science. to name just a few. 

The fusion programs of the world currently have 
vigorous international cooperation and collaboration 
that include scientific and technolog1caJ exchanges. 
joint experiments. and joint planning activities. The 
U.S. program contributes and is a leader in these 
activi11es by emphasizing early internauonal 
involvement in planning for major new activities and 
laciliues. · 

~ossil 

Worldwide burning of fossil fuels is a ma1or source of 
greenhouse gas emissions. However. lhc worldwide 
fossil energy resource base is large. and economic 
development policies indicate conunued reliance on 
these fuels. 

One option that would reduce the amount of CO:? 
emmed from fossil fuel combustion involves the 
uulization of advanced fossil fuel technologies. such as 
the clean coal technologies being developed by DOE. 

Clean Coat Technologies. In cooperation with industry, 
DOE is demonstrating 35 different clean coal 
technology 1CCT) options. Activities now in progress 
range from fact-finding to plant construction and 

operation. The objective of this program is to achieve 
commercial availability of 1hese technologies begmnmg 
in the mid I990's. [ndus1ry cost sharing accounts for 
about two-thirds of the total program cos1. 

CCTs have lower CO.. emission races because of their 
higher conversion efficiencies: 40 10 50 percent for 
CCTs versus 30 to 35 percent for conventional 
technologies with SO~ comrols. Table I compares CO:: 
emissions from several coal-fired technologies. 

Combusuon efficiency improvements in countries 
currently using fossil energy technologies. together with 
increased reliance on clean coal technologies in 
developing countries that are projected to have rapidly 
increasing emissions of greenhouse gases. could 
achieve reductions in these emissions. 

Since so much coal is used worldwide. efficiency 
improvements can have a large effect upon reducing 
CO:: em1ss1ons. Figure 9 shows historical global 
consumption of coal and other fossil fuels. 

Figure 9. CO2 Emissions Due to Fossil Fuel 
Consumption (1980-1985) 

(petagrams carbon) 
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Table 1. Carbon Dioxide Emissions from Coal-Fired Technologies 

Technology 
Efficiency 
(percent) 

CO2/year 
(million tons I 

% Change 
from conventional 

technology 

Conventional plant 33 
with scrubber 

Atmospheric fluidized 36 
bed combustion 

Pressurized fluidii:ed 40 
bed combustion 

Gasification combined cycle 42 
(with fuel cell) 50 

MHD 55 

Policy Analysis 

National Energy Strategy 

The National Energy Strategy (NES) lays the 
foundation for a more efficient, secure, and environ
mentally sustainable energy future. One chapter of the 
NES is devoted to global environmental issues, 
primarily global climate change. Consideration of 
climate change and other environmental issues is woven 
throughout the NES and its action recommendations. 
Under current policy scenarios. the global warming 
potential of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions in 2030 is 
projected to increase by more than 40 percent over 1990 
levels. In contrast, the NES measures. taken 1ogether, 
are estimated to keep U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. as 
measured by global warming potential. at or below 
present levels through 2030. 

All energy programs described in this inventory were 
analyzed by the NES for the effect on greenhouse gas 
emissions. Figure 10 shows the NES analysis of the 
timeline during which specific energy technologies. 
now undergoing R&D. are expected to come into more 
widespread use. 

Alternative Fuels 

To address both energy security and environmental 
issues associated with oil use in transportation, a 
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multiyear study of altemauve fuels is being conducted. 
Methanol, ethanol. compressed natural gas. liquefied 
peuoleum gases. and electricity are being examined for 
the time period I 995-2010. 

This study characterizes the emissions of allemative 
fuels, relative 10 gasoline and diesel fuel. for borh light 
and heavy duty vehicles. Pollutants being examined 
include hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides. carbon monox
ide, carbon dioxide, paniculates. and aldehydes. This 
analysis will be used by the lnteragency Commission 
on Alternative Motor Fuels to make recommenda
tions for future development of alternative fuels for 
transponation. 

Conservation and Efficiency Studies 

Currently, five ongoing analyses of conservation and 
efficiency are underway to examine the structural. 
behavioral. technical, and economic factors that explain 
trends in energy efficiency and provide estimates of 
future potential. The areas being examined are oil 
conservation potential, electricity conservation. 
transportation fuel efficiency. energy in trade competi
tiveness. and energy efficiency and the environment. 

Additional Studies 

The Department also supports policy analysis of 
pollutants from energy-related acuvities. including the 
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Figure 1 o. Timeline for Commercial Introduction of Selected Energy Technologies 
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development of analytical tools and assessments of 
energy technologies. Pollu~anrs of local interest may 
interact to influence greenhouse gases or may relate to 
climate change in other ways. Policies to control 
greenhouse gases may be antagonistic to or synergistic 
with control of environmental pollutants. 

Related International Activities 

The Depanment of. Energy participates m a number of 
international activities related to global climate change. 
These include bilateral and multilateral discussions on 
climate change and energy policy; international R&D 
cooperation in science and technology to mitigate 
greenhouse gas emissions: and promoting the export of 
U.S. technologies and _services. 

International Agreements 

The Department administers approximately 160 
international agreements between the Department and 
over two dozen countries in Europe, the Americas. 
Asia, and Australia. These agreements facilitate 
infonnation exchange on pollution control. clean coaJ 
technology, renewable energy, _energy efficiency, and 
nuclear energy. 

Enhanced incemational collaboration in energy research 
and technology development to address environmental 
issues such as climate change is an increasingly 
important aspect of the Deparcment 's imernational 
activities. 

For instance, new activities have been launched: a 
collaborative $ IO million clean coal technology 
program with Poland for the retrofit of an existing coaJ 
pianc: a joint project with Mexico to help monitor air 
quality in Mexico City and idenrify mitigating 
measures; and a joint study with the European 
Community to study the full fuel cycle costs of various 
energy syscems. 

Bilateral and Multilateral Cooperation 

DOE conducts bilateral consultations on energy issues 
to provide an opportunity for international energy 
information exchange and for promotion of U.S. views 
on energy-related environmental concerns. Bilateral 
consultations are held on a periodic basis with Canada, 
Indonesia. Japan. Norway, Mexico. the Republic of 
Korea. Venezuela. and several oil-producing countries 
in the Middle East. DOE is also represented in 
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multilateral programs dealing wich energy and 
environmental issues. These include the International 
Energy Agency ([EA). the International Atomic Energy 
Agency, the United Nauons Economic Commission for 
Europe. and the Minerals and Energy Forum of 1he 
Pacific Economic Cooperation Conference. 

Environmental issues such as climate change are now a 
major feature of the agendas and discussions of these 
organizations. For instance. the IEA has completed a 
number of major studies on the environment. has 
surveyed and compiled an inventory of the climate 
policies of its member nations. and is undenaking new 
studies on the technological potential. costs. and energy 
market impacts of responses to climate change. 
Through its panicipation in the various IEA Standing 
Groups. in the IEA Governing Board. and at Ministerial 
meetings of the IEA. the Deparcmem has been 
instrumental in shaping this agenda. 

Promoting U.S. Exports 

The Department participates in interagency efforts to 
promote the export of U.S. energy-related technology 
and services. DOE is currently implemenung a maJor 
new initiative to identify and promote the expon of U.S. 
oil and gas technology and services, conservation and 
renewable technologies, clean coal technology. and 
nuclear energy technology. These technologies can 
promote environmental quality by replacing outmoded 
or less efficient technologies. encouraging enhanced 
energy efficiency, and promoting cleaner use of fossil 
fuels and safer use of nuclear energy. 
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EPRl'S GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS ASSESSMENT 
AND MANAGEMENT RESEARCH PROGRAM . 

D. F. Spencer, G. :\ti. Hidy 
Electric Power Research Institute 

Palo Alto, CA 94304 

ABSTRACT 

This paper wiH briefly review the rationale and need for an elecaic utility Greenhouse Gas 
(GHG) emissions assessment and management research program, as well as potential cost 
implications to society of short-tenn control requirements. The balance of the paper will focus on 
EPRI's directly-related R&D program and its key elements, namely a) model development and 
model evaluation activities, b) ecological effects, c) managemenr/mitigation research, and d) the 
development of an integrated assessment framework. EPRI's directly-related GHG research 
program, including cofunding, is expected to expend approximately $60.0 million over the next 
four years to address key aspects of this significant environmental issue. 

BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 

Over the last 100 years, lhc dramatic enhancement of national economies and individual 
well-being, particularly in indusaialized nations, has resulted in large increases in the use ofenergy 
and, particularly, fossil fuels. Simultaneously, large land areas in both developed and developing 
countries have been convened from forests and grasslands to agricultural lands, with concomitant 
impact on the global carbon balance. Finally, the world population explosion, as well as 
lengthening life spans, have propelled the world to levels of activity which are challenging the 
environment locally, regionally, and globally. 

These activities arc producing a wide variety of gases, which when released to the 
atm0sphere, produce a significant biogeochemical penurbation of the natural environmental 
system. The gases include carbon dioxide, sulphur oxides, nitrous oxides, chlorofluorocarbons, 
methane, volatile organic compounds, etc. In addition, the transitioning of forested lands to 
agricultural uses alters a) the biofixation pocential of specific regions, b) soil nuaient and moisture 
contents, c) surface albedo, d) ecological habitats, etc. These pcrrurbations of the eanh's 
aanospheric composition and land use, in tum, result in modified physical, chemical and biological 
properties of the aanosphere, land, and ocean systems. 

Two of these modified properties have been the focus for many studies of the impacts of 
so-called "greenhouse gases," namely the projected mean temperature increase of the eanh's 
attnosphere and sea-level rise. Obviously, many other properties will also be modulated 
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simultaneously including those arising as a result of induced changes resulting from temperature 
change, etc. Our presem ability to assess most first and second order effects and system feedback, 
and to properly consider all system responses is greatly limited. 

Examples of limitations include our present inability to a) adequately account for changes in 
solar radiation fluxes. b) properly evaluate the role of cloud feedback on climate, c) properly 
consider aerosol cooling, from natural and anthropogenic sow-ces, d) include biofeedback, both 
terrestrial and oceanic, etc. Each of these processes plays an imponant role in maintaining either 
our eanh 's radiative or chemical balance. It is incumbent upon us to develop a more thorough 
understanding of these processes, and associated effects, in order to develop meaningful policy 
and technological responses. 

It is the purpose of EPRJ's Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions research and development 
(R&D) program to a) assess the overall scientific level of understanding of these limitations and 
identify research opporrunities, b) assess the impact of the U.S. electric utility industry on GHG 
emissions and the effecl5 of climate change on the industry, c) estimate expected effects of 
increasing concentrations of GHG and economic consequences, domestically and internationally, 
and d) develop management and mitigation options to minimize deleterious effects on the climate, 
ecological and human systems. 

PERSPECTIVE ON U.S. ELECTRIC UTILITY 
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 

At present, the U.S. electric power industry generates approximately 33% of the carbon 
dioxide produced in the U .S.(l) This is equivalent to 7% of the total anthropogenic CO2 generated 
annually on a global basis and accounts for less than 4% of the global warming potential (GWP). 
The GWP provides a means for a simple comparison of the radiative forcing of various greenhouse 
gases. It is, by definition, ''the time integrated commi~ent to climate forcing from the 
instantaneous release of I kgm of trace gas expressed relative to I kgm of carbon dioxide. 0 

The U.S. power industry has traditionally depended on coal as its preferred fuel. In 1991, 
the U.S. power industry consumed more than 800 million tons of coal to generate more than half 
of the electricity produced in the U.S. Present coal-fired plants have the reputation of being ..diny.. 
and environmentally acceptable, only with retrofit emission control technology .. Trends in new 
coal-fired generation, spurred by the Clean Air Act and its amendments, a.re leading to a whole new 
breed of higher efficiency, environmentally benign systems.(2) 

Although shon-term generation additions in the U.S. are projected to primarily rely on 
natural gas, it is expected that coal will play an imponant and perhaps increasing role in furure 
U.S. electricity generation well into the mid 21st century.' As a result, it is expected that overall 
emissions of carbon dioxide frompowen,lants will rise with increased demand for electticity over 
the next 15 to 20 years. 

On the other hand, projected increases in electricity end use efficiency and substitution of 
electricity for other end use fuels; e.g., natural gas, can lead to substantial overall reductions in 
CO2 emissions. These so-called "wiser and wider" uses of electticity are forecast to have the 
potential to reduce U.S. CO2 emissions by nearly 700 million tons by 2010, or approximately 
13% of our nation's present CO2 emissions.(3) Therefore, it is imperative that we evaluate the 
benefits of electric power from the generating plant through the final end use to properly assess the 
contribution to GHO emission reductions. 
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OPTIONS FOR GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT . 

Over the short-term (the next five to ten years), the options available to the elecaic power 
industry for reducing GHG emissions are limited. Any such controls, at the powerplant site, 
would have co be made on the existing 494,000 Mwe of fossil generating capacity to significantly 
reduce emissions. Most of these units do not have space for so-called CO2 scrubbers, and cost 
and efficiency losses from such systems would make them totally uneconomical.(4) · 

The only real shon-term options are a) improving end-use efficiency, b) improving the 
efficiency of existing fossil generating units. c) carbon dioxide systems dispatch, and d) natural 
gas substitution. Each of these options is discussed in reference 1, with the following estimated 
reduction potentials over the next ten years: 

• It is estimated that between 3% and 8% of the unconstrained CO2 powerplant 
emissions in 2000 could be eliminated by actively promoting end-use efficiency 
improvements. 

• Although heat rate efficiency gains of 1 % to 5% are possible with existing 
fossil units, new Clean Air Act amendments are likely to result in a net decrease 
in the efficiency of coal-fired units. 

• If gas/oil-fired units were dispatched in place of coal, utilities might funher reduce 
CO2 emissions by 3% to 5%; however, this would obviously produce higher 
cost power. 

• The greatest COi emission reduction potential would result from mass 
substinuion of natural gas for coal. If CO2 emission levels were to be held 
to ccxiay's levels, nine to ten trillion cubic feet of new naru.ra.l gas annually would 
be used by the power indusuy. This is extremely unlikely and extremely 
costly. Cost estimates, ta.ken from reference 1, indicate that maintaining 
constant CO2 emissions over the next decade would require annual expenditures 
of $17 to $42 billion ($1990) in 2000. In addition, substantial new gas pipeline 
capacity would be required and it is likely that the additional demand for narural 
gas would result in even higher gas prices; i.e., greater annual costs than the 
estimated $17 to $42 billion. 

In the longer term (beyond 2000}, many new options will become available to the elecaic 
power industry and its customers to effect significant reductions in GHG emissions. These 
options (5) include funher improvements in end-use efficiency, powerplant generation efficiency 
improvement, substitution of nuclear and renewable powerplants for fos.sil power, carbon dioxide 
scrubbing and sequestration, and terrestrial and, perhaps, oceanic phytomass production and 
storage or substitution for fossil fuels. Further, there are opponunities for selective natural gas 
substitution or co-firing, for development of integrated energy facilities, and the transfer of energy
efficienc electric technologies from developed countries to developing countries. 

Of course, all of these control strategies come at some price, and costs of carbon emissions 
reduction programs range from net benefits of end-use efficiency gains to costs of $350 to $700 
per con of CO2 sequestered or averted.(5) A long-term management, mitigation strategy, based on 
minimizing the costs to society, is a major objective of EPRI's assessment and GHG emissions 
reduction research program. 
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EPRl'S GREENHOUSE GAS RESEARCH PROGRAM 

EPRJ has been supponing greenhouse gas research for over a decade. Early sponsored 
research focused on carbon cycle modeling, the role of the ocean in CO2 uptake, and two 
international symposia on "Carbon Dioxide Transfer in the Atmosphere-Ocean-Terrestrial System." 
This early work included support for Dr. Charles Keeling's key geophysical monograph series 
published in 1989.(6) This work included: 

• lbree-dimensionaJ modeling of atmospheric CO2 transpon, including the influence 
of El Nino events on biospheric and oceanic CO2 exchange and identification of the 
biosphere becoming a key CO2 source term in the mid- l 970s time frame. 

• Modeling.of CO2 sources and sinks including fossil fuel CO2, exchange between· 
the terrestrial biosphere and atmosphere, and air-sea exchange, driven by prescribed 
temporal and spatial variations of CO2 in surface waters. 

• Modeling of the mean annual cycle and interannual variations in atmospheric CO2, 
as well as comparison with measurements over a 25-year period from pole to pole 
over the Pacific Ocean. 

Other research included development of an 11 compartment (box) model of the ocean
atmosphere system which predicted large increases in Antarctic surface water biological production 
during the last ice age. This may have resulted in a net organic flux into the oceans, lowering the 
atmospheric CO2 concentration by 90 to 110 ppm.(7) The workshops held in 1985 and 1988, 
brought together international experts in the global carbon cycle to discuss the state of carbon cycle 
modeling, ice core and tree ring data, ocean circulation, terrestrial biospheric changes, etc. These 
workshops played a key role in facilitating information exchange among expens on various 
elements of the carbon cycle. 

In the last few years, EPRI's directly-related GHG research and development program has 
greatly expanded to include a) the reliability and completeness of climate prediction studies. b) 
assessment of effects on human and narural systems, c) GHG management/mitigation options. and 
d) a focus on the development of an integrated assessment framework. These activities arc in 
addition to a broad range of indirect efforts which would support electric utility CO2 emission 
reductions including a) increased emphasis on end-use efficiency improvements, b) advanced, 
higher efficiency, fossil power cycles, c) renewables and biomass technologies, and d) advanced 
nuclear powerplants. 

EPRJ's research priorities have been established to 

• Assess uncertainties associated with General Circulation Model process and data 
limitations, 

• Provide bounding analyses of physical, ecological, and economic impacts resulting 
from global climate change, 

• Identify and develop "least cost" management options for the power industry, 
including adaptation and mitigation. 
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ASSESSMENT OF CLIMATE MODELS 

In 1991. EPRI. in conjunction with the :'Jational Science Foundation, and a group of 
international organizations. initiated a program to assess the accuracy and uncenainties associated 
with climate models. This program is known as the Model Evaluation Consonium for Climate 
Assessment (MECCA). The objectives of the MECCA program are to:· a) quantify the probably 
range of future climate change, b) provide policy-makers with information that could be used to 
coordinate decisions with scientific developments, and c) identify key topics needing research to 
improve climate forecasts. 

MECCA 's research plan (8) includes two key elements, a set of carefully selected model 
experiments, designed to supplement ongoing work by other modeling groups and an analysis 
strategy that focuses on the impact-oriented needs of policy-makers and the private sector. The 
primary elements of the modeling strategy include: 

• Large-scale climate changes including global temperacure, precipitation, and 
pressure patterns, 

• Regional climate simulation, at subcontinental grid scales to aid an understanding of 
local impacts on agriculture, commercial, and industrial activities~ 

• Extremum events that might be associated with climate change such 
as droughts, floods, storms, prevailing lows, etc., and 

• Model evaluation experimentS which simulate today's climate in order to identify 
any potential systematic modeling errors and needs for model improvement. 

Current MECCA experiments include evaluations of the sensitivity of climate model 
outputs to a) COz concentration, b) model grid size, c) atmosphere-ocean coupling, d) land surface 
interactions; e.g., tropical deforestation, e) ice dynamics, and f) cloud parameterization. In 
addition. regional climate scudies and general circulation model prediction variability in century
long simulations are being studied. 

An example of the evaluations underway is an estimate of the global mean equilibrium 
atmospheric temperacure as a function of ambient CO2 concentration. These studies have shown 
that the mean global atmospheric temperature rises very non-linearly with COi concentration. 
Maximum equilibrium temperacures of slightly less than 300"K are predicted for CO2 partial 
pressures of 1000 ppm. The estimated temperature rise for a doubling of COz from 280 ppm to 
560 ppm is approximately 5"K, consistent with other model projections. 

Another of the studies underway is evaluating the relative influence of the sensitivity of 
surface temperacure to shonwave (solar constant) changes as compared with longwave (CO2) 
changes. Preliminary results indicate a nearly linear response of temperature to variations of the 
solar constant of+ 5%, as compared with the logarithmic response noted above for changes in 
COz concentration. Temperature sensitivity about the present value of the solar constant is 
approximately 1 ·K per I% change in the solar constant. 

A third analysis is focusing on the use of different surface hydrology mcxiels in General 
Circulation Models (GCMs). The models compare results from so-called "bucket" models with 
more accurate variable infiltration capacity (VIC) models,. Results show that evaporation rates in 
the two models are very similar over a GCM grid cell; however, the bucket model predicts much 
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higher near-surface soil moisture contents. These are obviously very irnponam in estimating 
biological growth rates and carbon fixation potentials. 

A founh study is evaluating the role of cirrus cloud albedo on global temperature. The 
suggestion is that penetrative convection under the condition of warm ocefil1 temperatures is strong 
enough co drive large amounts of moisture into the troposphere and to generate dense cirrus clouds 
capable ofsubstamially increasing the eanh's albedo. Preliminary results indicate that when the 
ocean surface temperature exceeds 303"K, the middle and high altitude cloud albe.do rises rapidly 
to levels comparable to low-level clouds (-0.6). This increase in cirrus cloud albedo keeps the 
tropical temperature of the simple mixed layer ocean near 303"K and cools the~ planet Thus, 
the overall increase in planetary albedo is creating a negative feedback which limits surface air 
temperature increases. 

Another key element of EPRI' s GHG modeling effons has been the developmem of the 
personal computer based global carbon cycle model, GLOCO.(9) The GLOCO model integrates a 
set of mechanistic modules of the atmosphere, oceans, and terrestrial ecosystems into a single 
global carbon cycle model. In additional co representing the basic reactions of the global carl:x>n 
cycle, the model includes the cycling of nuoients that limit the growth of marine and terresaial 
biota. 

The terrestrial ecosystems are represented by six biomes - tropical, temperate, and boreal 
forests, grassland, tundra, and desen. Carbon in each biome in the model occurs as plant and soil 
matter. The primary process driving the terrestrial carbon cycle is the fixation of annospheric 
carbon dioxide as organic carbon via photosynthesis. The earth's atmosphere is represented as a 
single box in the model, with two atmospheric carbon compounds, namely CO2 and Oi.4. The 
concentrations ofeach are calculated from the balance of inputs to the atmosphere, uptake by the 
oceans and terrestrial· ecosystems, and aonospheric reactions. 

The oceans model includes the biogeochemical cycling of five chemical components, 
namely total inorganic carbon, dissolved organic carbon, paniculate organic carbon, alkalinity, and 
phosphate. Boch physical and biological carbon exchange between the atmosphere and ocean are 
included in the model. 

GLOCO was calibrated by assuming that only fossil fuel carbon and land-use changes 
altered the aonospheric CO2 concentration from 1700 to presenL The calculated CO2 
concentrations are within 5 ppm of ice-core inferred values for the period 1700-1950 and within 2 
ppm of the Mauna Loa measured values ( 1958-1990). 

GLOCO projects future aonospheric carbon dioxide concentrations to the year 2100 
utilizing IPCC fossil fuel emission scenarios and projected land-use conversions. The model is 
particularly capable of pennitting a number of sensitivity tests to examine the implications of 
uncenainties in key parameters or pennitting "worst" case analyses to be performed. Examples of 
variations in input parameters which have been assessed are: 

• Simultaneous carbon and nirrogen fcnilization effects on forest ecosystems, 
• Evaluation of the effect of different CO2 gas excha,nge fluxes (atmosphere/ 

ocean) on the oceanic uptake of CO2, 
• Impacts of increased oceanic upwelling velocity on CO2 uptake, 
• Assessments of the sensitivity of aonospheric carbon dioxide to oceanic 

productivity. 
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In general, GLOCO offers a means to assess in a globally aggregated way, the relative importance 
of a variety of physical and biological processes on future concentrations of atmospheric carbon 
dioxide. 

ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND CO2 MANAGEMENT 

EPRI's GHG ecological effects program focuses on development of tools for conducting 
assessments and experimental programs to evaluate forest response to CO2. The potential for 
ecological effects is one of the primary concerns expressed by environmentalists. Preliminary 
analyses suggesc that unmanaged ecosystems may be the most sensitive of the potential impact 
areas, and the levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide and rate of change of mean acmospheric 
temperarure are extremely important parameters. Of course, it is very important to know whether 
the severity of effects accelerates rapidJy with a 2·c or 4•c temperature increase, or at a rate of 
change of temperature of 0.1 ·c per decade or o.2·c per decade. Another imponant element may 
be whether these increases reflect average maximum daylight temperatures or average minimum 
nighttime temperatures. as is indicated by some models. 

EPRI research is exploring the range of possible effects of climate change, develop models 
and data for assessing climate change effects and quantifying uncertainties, and develop methods 
for utilities to use in evaluating and managing power system related water resources susceptible to 
climate induced changes. · 

Two of our present GHG ecological effects studies focus on biomass production in loblolly 
pines at elevated CQi partial pressures and the effects of elevated CO2 on grasslands. Results of 
initial growth studies of loblolly pine indicate that elevated CO2 alone will have little influence on 
biomass growth; however, addition of other nutrients, specifically nitrogen and phosphorus, can 
increase biomass yields up to 25% over yields with today's atmospheric CO2 concentrations. 

Another study being performed for EPRI by the Nature Conservancy is evaluating the 
effects of climate change on plant diversity in North America. The impacts of climate change on 
14,000 plant species is being assessed, including stand geographical migration patterns and species· 
losses. 

EPRI is also assessing a variety of indirect and direct management mitigation options to 
limit ecological or other damage. There presently is little agreement about which potential impacts 
are of greatest s,ignificance or concern; and generally accepted methods for cost/benefit analyses for 
slowing climate alteration do not exist. Funher, benefits may accrue to certain world regions while 
costs may be borne by another region. 

EPRI' s primary research emphasis will be to develop "least cost" systems to ameliorate 
GHG emissions to acceptable levels. Of course. the degree to which each component of such a 
strategy can be utilized to mitigate· the problem is dependent, not only on the total conttol level to be 
achieved, but also the degree to which each alternative actually penetrates the market as a function 
of time. 

Reference 5 reviews the variety ofoptions available to reduce CO2 emissions and 
prioritizes them on the basis of cost per ton of C avened or sequestered. It is clear that energy
efficiency improvements, both at the end-use and at the power production level, should be 
emphasized in addressing the GHG comrol issue from an electric utility vie'wpoint Beyond these 
efficiency measures, there are a range of options for limiting CO2 emissions; e.g., nuclear and 
renewables that are more attractive than the "CO2 scrubbing and sequestration" approach. 
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EPR1 is sponsoring research relating to range of biospheric options for mitigating 
attnospheric carbon dioxide levels.(10) Terrestrial approaches include halophyte production in 
semi•arid regions and short-rotation woody crop production and utilization. Ocean marine systems 
research includes a) evaluating the C()z sequestration capability of the oceans and sediments. b) 
ocean circulation studies, c) sequestering carbon dioxide in the form of clathrates in the deep 
ocean, d) development of free-floating or structured macroalgal species/systems to biologically fix 
CO2, and e) optimal conversion/sequestration strategies. 

All of these effons focus on increasing yields per ~nit area of biomass, assessing long-lerm 
storage potential, and estimating sequestered (or avened) carbon costs per ton. A combination of 
these processes could reduce aanospheric loading by 2.0 to 10.0 gigatons per year at costs of $100 
to $300 per ton of carbon. Although none of the biological approaches offers a clear cost 
advantage over CO2 scrubbing, they may offer a preferred solution since infrastructure. transpon, 
etc.• requirements may be less cumbersome. In addition. there may be additional advantages 
associated with energy or food byproducts which could alter the relative benefit of biospheric 
systems. 

In addition to our CO2 mitigation program, EPRI is aggressively contributing to the 
development of non--ozone depleting; i.e., non•halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerants, which will 
also have a minimum impact on the global radiative balance. A major program has just been 
initiated to develop new working fluids for unitary heat pumps, air conditioners. and electric 
chillers which use neither chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) or hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs). 
HCFC and CFC based vapor compression systems account for 23% of utility loads and revenues; 
thus developing substitute working fluids is a high priority. The two parallel projects are aimed at 
replacing HCFC 22 in heat pump and small building cooling applications and HCFC 123 for large 
system cooling. The challenge will be to develop substitute working fluids with no decrease in the 
cycle efficiency. Pure fluids, az.eotropic and non-azeotropic mixtures will be charactcriz.ed and 
evaluated. 

INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK 

The final major component of EPRI • s Greenhouse Gas Emissions Assessment and 
Management Research Program is the development of an integrated assessment framework. The 
purpose of this research program is to provide a consistent and comprehensive approach for 
evaluation of GHG management proposals and associated R&D strategies. The strategy is being 
designed to provide an evaluation framework for measuring the impact of GHG control strategies 
on the overall domestic, as well as international, economics, major industries, and the public. 

In concen with the National Science Foundation and the Department of Energy, EPRI is 
supporting the construction of a group of models which will synthesize infonnarion on the 
relationship between human activities and GHG emissions, the effect ofGHG emissions on 
climate, and the impact of climate changes on human and natural systems. By linking this 
information together in a cohesive way, analysts will then be able to evaluate the costs and benefits 
of policy proposals in a consistent manner, as well as evaluate the potential value of alternative 
R&D strategies. The results from a first analysis using the framework should be available by 1994 
and periodic refinements will be made throughout the decade as new knowledge and methods 
evolve. 

The framework will consist of a series of linked modules representing the major processes, 
including a) the emissions of radiatively important gases, b) natural system disposition and 
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reactions to the emissions of these gases. and c) the reaction of human and narural systems to 
changes in the atmosphere-climate system. As we all know, the development of such an 
assessment framework,' with its scope and complexity, is a fonnidable task. Initially, three 
contraclOI'S will be developing alternative approaches. This collection of models will include 
estimates of "damage functions" to develop a specific quantitative impact and risk assessment 
basis, both.temporally and regionally. 

. Our approach to the development of an integrated assessment framework must be iterative. 
At the present time, our understanding of each of the relevant processes and how they interact is 
incomplete. However, enough is known to pennit initial development of the entire system. At that 
point. the framework can be used to identify those elements of the climate problem that contribute 
the largest uncertainties to our ability to provide knowledge or predict outcomes of importance to 
policy-makers. For example, we will be able to explore the sensitivity of policy proposals to 
different assumptions about natural system processes. In this way, we can identify critical 
uncertainties and identify where additional research is most needed. The framework can thus be 
used to help guide itS own future development. 

Another imponant component of EPRI's risk assessment activities includes evaluations of 
the impact of climate changes on utility systems and cheir operations, specifically, the implications 
of potential global, or regional warming on air-conditioning loads, cooling water availability, and 
potential implications to hydroelecttic generating capacity. To date, our assessments indicate that 
expected impacts on utility systems operations are minimal; however, as we develop better 
estimates of potential regional climatic changes, there may be regions wherein these impactS are 
imponant. 

EPRl'S GHG R&D RESEARCH STRATEGY AND PROGRAM EMPHASIS 

As indicated above, a focal point ofEPRI's research on climate change is the development 
of an integrated assessment framework that will be used to compare the coses and benefits of 
alternative climate change management proposals. An imponant feature of the integrated 
assessment framework is the ability to treat uncenaimy probabilistically rather than generating 
single point estimates of expected outcomes for given scenarios. 

Given the vast number of scientific, political, economic, and technological uncertainties 
associated with global climate change concerns, the possibilities for designing a research program 
are myriad In recognition of these factors, as well as our awareness that the U.S. federal 
government will be spending approximately $1.0 billion annually, the remainder of the EPRI 
program has been designed based on meeting one or more of the following criteria: 

• The research should provide input to integrated assessments in the form of 
models and estimates of key parameters and their associated uncertainty. 

• The research should address key electric utility issues . 

• The research should help identify and fill critical gaps in the research being 
done by the federal government and other organizations through the world. 

• The research should help influence key elements of the national program; thus 
achieving a significant leveraging of EPRI's funds. 
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Through a carefully designed program. carved out in a timely manner. EPRI research can help 
decision-makers in the electric utility industry and elsewhere Wlderstand the implications of 
proposals for addressing the issue of climate change. 

As was stated previously, EPRI recently has significantly expanded its GHG R&D 
program. The Institute is planning to expend approximately $40 million on direct global change 
research over the next four years. with annual funding by 1995 of $12 to $15 million. In addition, 
a nwnber of programs are being cofunded, with estimated cofunding of $20-$25 million over the 
period 1992-1995. The allocation of these R&D funds over the next four years arc expected to be: 

• Integrated Assessme_nt Framework $ 4.4 
• Global Carbon Cycle 3.2 
• Climate Change Prediction 23.4 
• Effects 9.7 
• Valuation of Effects 4.5 
• Costs 13.4 
• Mitigation and Adaptation _M 

Total (92-95) $60.0 

The work described in this funded
contents do not necess . paper was_ not by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The 

, arily refl~t the Views of the Agency and no official endorsement shouJd be inferred. 
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Paper 1-G 

GLOBAL EMISSIONS DATABASE (GlcED) SOFlWARE 

by: Lee L. Beck 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Air and Energy Engineering Research Laboratory 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711 

ABSTRACT 

The EPA Office of Research and Development has developed a powerful software 
package called the Global Emissions Database (GloED). GloED is a user-friendly, menu
driven tool for storage and retrieval of emissions factors and activity data on a 
country-specific basis. Data can be selected from databases resident within GloED 
and/or imputted by the user. The data are used to construct emissions scenarios for 
the countries and sources selected." References are linked to the data to ensure clear 
data pedigree. The scenario outputs can be displayed on thematic global maps or 
other graphic outputs such as bar or pie charts. tn addition, data files can be 
exported as Lotus 1-2-3, dBase, or ASCII files, and graphics can be saved as a .PCX 
file or exported to a printer. This paper describes GloEO and how it works. It also 
presents future plans for software enhancements and populating the databases. 
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BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 

The Global Emissions Database .(GloED} was designed initially as an internal 
data management tool to handle the large number of greenhouse gas data generated 
as the result of International greenhouse gas research activity. Not only was there a 
large amount of data but the databases were rapidly changing based on continuing 
studies and new information. Initial attempts at handling the data electronically 
Involved using commercial software such as Lotus 1-2-3 and dBase. These initial 
efforts were frustrating partially because of the limitations of the software and 
partially because of the limitations of user expertise. Initial limitations included keeping 
track of which data sets were used in constructing emissions inventories and 
identifying the quality of the data in each data set. It soon became apparent that a 
better system needed to be developed by professionals in software development. 

The GloED software subsequently developed is personal computer (PC)-based 
and very user-friendly with little or no computer expertise needed. Using GloED, the 
storage and retrieval of data is quick and easy. This is important so that updates 
can be stored as better data become available. ~onsequently, current best 
estimates are always available. Another advantage of GloED is that units specified by 
the user are automatically generated by GloED. If the user calls for units that are not 
recognized by GloED, then GloED allows for the input of an algorithm that will define 
the new unit. 

Another Important attribute of GloED is that references are linked to the data. 
Consequently, there is the ability of the user to establish the origin of every individual 
piece of data in the scenario constructed. An additional advantage of GloED is its 
ability to interlace with other software packages such as Lotus 1-2-3 and dBase for 
those scientists and engineers familiar with these commercial software packages. 

After establishing the utility of GloED as an internal data handling tool, it was 
presented to an emissions workshop sponsored by the Intergovernmental Panel for 
Climate Change (IPCC) In December 19911. As a result of this exposure to the IPCC 
and the Organisation for Economic Co•operation and Development (CECO), interest 
grew in GloE0 as a standardized tool which could be used by all researchers to 
develop quality assured, country-specific, emissions inventories. The United Nations 
Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro just 2 months 
ago underscored the need for a system to establish baseline emissions and to track 
emissions reduction progress by country. GloED has the potential for providing this 
system for implementing of the goals proposed at this historic Earth Summit meeting. 

GLOED DESCRIPTION 

GloED is a software system designed as a tool for generating estimates of 
global emissions. GloED generates emission inventories by combining information 
about activities with pollutant-specific emission factors for those activities. Activities 
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are defined in terms of processes that occur in a specific pollutant source category in 
a specific country or at a specific latitude and longitude. Activities are grouped into 
discrete data sets within the GloED system. The user selects one or more data sets 
and then has the option of narrowing the scope of the inventory by selecting a limited . 
number of countries, source categories, and pollutants. The finai set of data selected 
Is called a scenario. GloED also can accept data provided by user•input. 
Consequently, the emissions inventories can be updated as new data become available 
to the user. GloED calculates an emissions inventory based on the scenario generated 
by the user and can present summaries of the inventory graphically and in textual 
form. · 

The contents of the emissions inventories can be reported in a variety of ways. 
A text summary of the emissions inventory will print a tabular breakdown of the 
results by country, source category, and/or pollutant. GloED can develop a pie chart 
or bar chart showing the top pollutants or c_ountries or source categories in a form 
that allows easy comparison among them.·· Finally, Glo ED can project the results of an 
emissions inventory on1o a global map, using different colors to designate the type 
and distribution of pollutants in the selected scenario. All of these output formats can 
be viewed on the screen, saved to a file, or printed as a hard copy. The data can 
also be exported to Lotus, dBase, or ASCII. 

USING GLOEO 

Each level of the program has a menu that allows the user to select the 
operations that the program should perform at ·that level. The user can select the 
actions in the menu either by clicking a mouse on the desired menu selection or by 
typing the first letter of that selection. The GloED main menu always appears along 
the top of 1he screen and is a set of pull~own menus, which means that the user can 
•pull down· further options by selecting a menu item. When the user selects a menu 
option-•either wtth a mouse or with the cursor keys-GloED will lead the user to the 
screens that apply to 1hat menu option. 

Most of the menu items seleded will call up a screen of •scroll boxes• that 
allow the user to define more specifically the way in which the selected menu function 
is performed. To move among the different scroll boxes, the mouse is used to click In 
the desired box, or the user can press the (TAB] key to move dockwise--or [SHIFl] 
and (TAB) to move counterclockwise-•through 1he scroll boxes and buttons on the 
screen. The user can move within the scroU boxes either by using the cursor (or 
arrow) keys on the keyboard or by clicking with the mouse on the··scroll bar· (the 
vertical shaded strip with arrows at top and bottom) on the right-hand side of each 
scroll box. The user can jump quickly to the very first entry in the scroll box by 
pressing the [HOME] key on the keyboard and can jump to the last entry in the scroll 
box by pressing the {END] key on the keyboard. The user can view the next or 
previous boxful of information in the scroll box by pressing [PAGE UP] or [PAGE 
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DOWN), respectively. When the item to be selected is highlighted, the user can select 
it by pressing [ENTER} or by clicking on it with the mouse. 

Any of three m£thods can be used to exit one of the screens in GloED at any 
time: 

( 1) Pressing the ·escape" [ESCJ key; 

(2) Moving the mouse to the· on-screen [CANCEL] button, and then "clicking• 
the button on the mouse to select cancel; or 

(3) Using the [TAB] key to tab clockwise (or [SHIFTl and [TABJ for 
counterclockwise) through the on-screen scroll boxes and buttons in 
sequence until the (CANCEL] button is selected, and then pressing the 
[ENTER] key. 

Any of these operations will take the user out of the screen in which the user is 
working and return to the last active screen before arriving at this screen. 

Ibe G(pEp Main Menu 

fScenario Database Calculate Map Reports Help Quit 

Figure 1. The GloED Main Menu 

The GloE0 main menu is shown in Figure· 1. It Is represented by a bar that will 
remain at the top of the screen as long as GloED is running, and offers choices of the 
type of function the user would like GloED to perform. The user can move between 
menu options with the mouse or with the arrow keys. The user selects an item by 
clicking on it or by typing the first letter of its name. The menu options and their 
general functions are: 

• Scenario-This menu allows the user to load a previously created 
scenario, generate a new scenario, combine elements of two or more 
scenarios, or delete a previously created scenario. 

• Database--This menu allows the user to edit data entered by the user 
or to Import data sets to be combined with the system database files. 

• Calculate-Commands the software to create an emissions inventory 
based on the currently defined scenario. 
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• Map-Allows the user to display the emissions inventory in the form of a 
gridded or thematic map. (Only thematic maps are currently 
available.) 

. 
• Reports-Allows the user to review the emissions inventory in a point-

by-point fashion and to search for a specific data point in the inventory. 
It reports the results of the inventory calculation in text form (as 
tables) or as graphics (bar charts or pie charts). 

• Help-Allows the user to receive on-screen assistance while operating 
the software. 

• Quit-Allows the user to leave the program. 

The scenario Menu Option 

sceiiiino~I DlltaJu\se Calculate Map Reports Help Quit 
r;;.A '" ...., 
Generate 
Combine 
Delete 

Figure 2. PuJI-Down Menu for Scenario Options 

The user arrives at the step described in this section by choosing the scenario 
option on the GloED main menu. The menu that will pull down when the user selects 
the scenario option is shown in Figure 2. It offers the option to load a scenario from 
the user's disk. generate a new scenario, combine two or more existing scenarios, or 
delete a scenario from a disk. By pressing [ESC). or the left-arrow key, the user 
closes this pull-down menu and returns to the main menu. · 

The Scenario Load Screen 

After selecting scenario in the main menu, the user can choose the load 
option. which will cause a scroll box to come up on the screen. The scroll box will list 
all of the scenarios that have been generated In previous sessions. To create a 
different report from a previously generated scenario, the user can mouse-click on the 
name of that scenario, or use the cursor keys to select the scenario and then press 
the [ENTER] key. Now the user can click on the [OK] button and GloEO will load the 
selected scenario. It Is important to remember that the user must now select the 
calculate option on the main menu bar before using GloED to generate reports of 
this scenario. 

The scenario load screen is shown in Figure 3. 
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Select an Existing Scenario 

Scenario: 

Scenarios: 

OKNEWONE.SCN 

cancel 

Figure 3. The Scenario Load Screen 

The Scenario Generate Screens 

If the user selects the generate option in the Scenario menu, GloED will guide 
through a series of screens in which the user names, describes, and defines the 
parameters of the scenario to be generated. When this option in the scenario menu is 
selected, a dialogue box entitled ·create a New Scenario· will appear. In this dialogue 
bcx, the user enters the name of the scenario to be created. The user should enter a 
valid DOS file name that is sufficiently descriptive to be remembered if it is to be used 
again later. Then [TAB] to or mouse-select on the [OK] button and the Scenario 
Description screen will come up to allow entering a description of the scenario to be 
generated. 

To replace an existing scenario with the one the user plans to generate. press 
the [TAB] key or use the mouse to enter the scroll box that appears at the bottom 
of the dialogue box. Then use the mouse or cursor keys to select the scenario to be 
replaced. When the appropriate scenario is highlighted, press the [ENTERJ key and its 
name will appear on the scenario name line at the top of the box. Then mouse-click 
on the [OK] button or [TAB] to the (OKJ button and press the [ENTER] key .. Since 
this scenario exists, a warning box will appear on the screen that says 9Thls 
Scenario exlstsl Rebuild?• and gives on-screen buttons that say [OK], which_ 
replaces the existing scenario with your new one, or [CANCEL], which cancels the 
scenario generate routine. Select [OK] and the Scenario Description screen (Figure 4) 
will come up to allow entering a description of the new scenario to be developed. 

The Scenario Description Screen 

This screen will first ask the user to enter a long description of the scenario to 
be generated. 
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Scenario Description 

Description: 

This scenario generates an inventory of global NOz 
emissions resulting from fossil-fuel production. 

Brief Description: :-.,• • 
'. 

\. 
• • 

• • 
~ "} ,~ 

~--~---·,-·•.:. '-./; ...,..,,...,~,1.., •.· ·.~:..-·...._.-_,;._ -~ ... 
., :, - .y2I.. ~•• ,. • - • 

Units: 

OK 

Figure 4. The Scenario Description Screen 

Ibe Unit Conversion Utlllty--Atter entering the long and short descriptions 
of the scenario, hit th~ [TAB] key again. The user will now be in the ·units· field of the 
scenario description screen. In this field, enter the target units In which the Inventory 
is to be reported. The user does not need to know the units used by the individual 
data sets because GloED contains a unit conversion utility that will automatically 
convert the results of the scenario to the units defined as targets. This utility will be 
especially useful in comparing the results of a series of scenarios. If entering the same 
units for all of the scenarios, no conversion will be required to make a comparison. 

The Scenario Generate Screen 

Once the new scenario is described to the user's satisfaction, select [OK] and 
GloED will lead to the Scenario Generate screen (Figure 5). This screen has four scroll 
boxes, one each for data sets, countries, source categories, and pollutants. Move 
among the scroll boxes and buttons on this screen, using the mouse to select a scroll 
box item or pressing the [TAB] key to move clockwise, or [SHIFT) and [TAB) to move 
counterclockwise. The other scroll boxes will show the source categories, countries, 
and pollutants that are defined in the selected data set. When the screen first comes 
up, nothing will be selected. After the user has selected the data set(s) to use, the 
other boxes will flit with the countries, source categories, and pollutants in that data 
set. 
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Scenario Generate 

Data Sets: Source c.ategories: 
AIL ALL 
CLEAR Cl.EAR 
GLOBAL voe INVENTORY. 
BlOGENlC SOURCES 

AGRJCUL11JRE (coal) 
AGRJCUL11JRE (gas) OK 

Countries: Pollutants: 

ALL 11 Cancel 

CLEAR-----~----·.Jt= II..~ 
-

Figure 5. The Scenario Generate Screen 

When defining a new scenario, it is important to be aware of the order in which 
the items are added to the scroll boxes. When a data set is selected, the other three 
scroll boxes will automatically list all of the countries, source categories, and 
pollutants included In that data set. GloED defines the items in the other scroll boxes 
on the basis of a hierarchy. The countries listed depend upon the data set(s) chosen. 
The source categories listed depend upon the data set(s) chosen and the countries 
that have been selected within those data sets. The pollutants listed depend upon the 
data set(s), countries, and source categories chosen. Thus, every ·time the selection 
of elements in a scroll box is changed, the contents of the other boxes will change 
according to this hierarchy. 

The user can select a different data set or add data sets to the scenario. 
Data sets can be selected or deselected by clicking them with the mouse or by using 
the cursor buttons to highlight the desired data set and then pressing the [ENTER] 
key. Once the data set(s} are selected, the user can [TAB} or move the mouse 
through the next boxes and select the specific source categories, countries, and 
pollutants to be reflected in the emissions inventory. ALL automatically selects all of 
the items In each list _To select a large number of items, select ALL and then deselect 
the few items not wanted in the scenario. CLEAR automatically deselects everything in 
the list, and can be used to clear all selections if an error has been made or to select 
a few elements in a scroll box. At least one item in each scroll box must be selected 
for a scenario to be generated. If the user has selected a combination of data sets, 
countries, source categories, and pollutants that does not reflect an actual 
combination in the system databases, an error message will request tewer 
restrictions on the scenario. When all of the specific items tor the desired scenario 
have been defined, tab to the [OK] button on the screen, or cJick on it with the mouse. 
GloED is now prepared to calculate the emissions inventory. 
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The Calculate Menu Option 

When the calculate option is selected in the GloED main menu, the system will 
generate an emissions inventory based on the current scenario. This is the inventory 
that will be used in au of the following mapping and reporting menu options. Only one 
emissions inventory will be generated for each scenario. 

The Map Menu Option 

Help Quit 

Printer 
PCl':nle 

Figure 6. Options in the Map Menu 

Once a scenario is defined and an emissions inventory is calculated for it, the 
user is ready to create a map that reflects the results of the inventory. When the 
user selects the map option in the main menu, the user will be given the option to tell 
Gtoeo to display the results either on a gridded map or on a thematic map (see 
Figure 6). Gridded maps display the distribution of emissions in the form of ranges on 
a latitude/longitude grid. (Gridded maps are not yet available.) Thematic maps 
display ranges of emissions on a country basis. Figure 7 is an example of a thematic 
map. 

When the type of map to be created is selected, another menu will pull down 
and request definitions of the output location for the map.: If the user selects Screen, 
the map will appear on the computer's video monitor. To send the map to the 
printer, a dialogue box will appear on the screen and ask for selection of the available 
printer output port to which the file is to be sent and for definition of the type of the 
user's printer (either by selecting the name with the mouse or by pressing (ENTER] on 
the appropriate output port and printer name). Finally, to save the map as a graphic 
.PCX file, a dialogue box appears and requests entry of a valid OOS fife name (ending 
with .PCX) for the map file. At the end of each of these processes, select [OK) and 
the Tex1 Report Priorities screen will appear. 

When the user has the inventory appropriately constructed and has selected 
the map type, GloEO will prepare the map and then give the option of displaying the· 
map on the screen, sending it to the printer/plotter, or saving it on a disk. 
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The Reports Menu Option 

Scenario DPtabase Calculate Map ;:.. Help Quit

m~~gJ 
Pie • 
Bar • 
Tezt • 
Ez:port • 

Figure 8. The Reports Menu Option 

When the repons option in the main menu is chosen, the menu that pulls down 
(see Figure 8) gives the following options: Review, Pie, Bar, Text, and Export. The 
Pie and Bar functions create graphical reports of the emissions inventory. The Text 
function prepares a complete, tabular report of the emissions inventory, and the 
Review option allows viewing complete information on individual data points in the 
emissions inventory. 

The Export menu option is used to save the tabular results of the emissions 
inventory. When the user selects this option in the Reports pull•down menu, another 
menu pulls down and gives the option of saving the report in Lotus 1 ·2·3 format, 
ASCII format, or dBase Ill format. Figure 9 is a Reports Export screen for- exporting 
a GloEO data file to dBase. 

Save an Inventory to a dBase File 

Filenarne: ~:\GLOED\•.DBF 

Dlrectort~• Files 

-
AC'IlVl1Y.DBF 
ALLCNTRY.DBF 

OECD87.SCM AUDSET.DBF 
RICE.SCM ALLPOLDBF I OK I••• A ••• ALLSCAT.DBF 
••• B ••• CA1EGORY.DBF 
••• C ••• COUNTRY.OBF 1 eance1 1.... D ---. DATASET.DBF 

DSE'IBUP.DBF 
EFACIOR.DBF 

Figure 9. The Reports Export Screen 
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Graphical Reports 

,~Y.~. •.• 
~ • . Jfjy@ffll. •¥J 

Bar • Printer 
Ten • PCX File 
Ezport • 

Figure 1 o. The Graphical Reports Option 

In choosing to report the results of the scenario graphically, the user has the 
option of presenting them in bar chart or pie chart format. Select Bar or Pie in the 
Reports menu and then choose to have the .graphical report appear on screen, be 
sent to a printer, or saved on disk as a .PCX file. In selecting the printer option, a new 
screen appears (Figure 11 ), asking for the printer type and output port for the file. 
When the print location is designated, select (OK] and the title screen will appear. In 

. this screen, type the primary title for the graphical report, press [TAB] or mouse--ctick 
on the second title field, and enter the secondary title (usually a reference for the 
data, the units for the graph, or some sort of explanatory note) for the graph. Now, 
select (OK] and GloED will send the report to the printer. Figures 12 and 13 are 
examples of a bar and a pie chart, respectively. 

Save a Chart to a PCX File 

Filename: ~:\GLOED\•.PCX 

Directories Files 

. 
OEC087.SCM. 
RICE.SCM OK I
-A··· 
--- B ••• 
••• C ••• cancel I••• D ••• 

Figure 11. The Reports Menu for Saving a Pie Graph to a . PCX File 
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, Methane Emissions From Landfills 
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Text Reports 

Scemrlo Det:abese C&1culate Map Help Quit 

•• r.~-~. . ;. ' ,;,,~.-
kport • 

Figure 14. Options in the Reports Menu 

To present the results in the form of a table, referred to here as a text report, 
mouse-click on the Reports option in the GloED main menu, or type an R to open the 
menu. Then select the Generate option in the menu shown In Figure 14 that appears 
et the right of the pull-down menu. A dialogue box, called the Text Report 
Priorities Screen, will appear. It will allow assignment of totalling priorities to the 
pollutants, source categories, and countries that will appear in the tabular report. 

When the report has been prepared, use the GloED main menu bar to display 
the report on the screen. to send it to the printer, or to save it on a disk. To see the 
report without printing it, sending it to the screen allows using the GloED Browser 
Screen to scan the report; using it like hard copy. The browser screen, showing a 
section of a report, is shown in Figure _15. This screen functions very much like the 
smaller scroll boxes in GloED except that it has both horizontal and vertical scroll 
bars. Mouse-clicking en the arrows at the ends of the bars moves one line per click in 
the direction indicated by the arrow. For larger jumps in the report, slide the narrow 
bars in the middle of the scroll bars in the desired direction. 
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Figure 15. The Text Report Browser Screen 

To see a specific data point in the scenario, or to review the set of elements 
chosen for the loaded scenario, use the Review option in the Reports menu. When 
Review is selected in the Reports pull•down menu, the Review Emissions Inventory 
screen (Figure 16) appears on the screen. When it first comes up, the screen shows 
the emissions of the first pollutant chosen tor the first country and source category in 

· the first database used in the currently loaded scenario. 
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Review Emissions Inventory 

Dataset: 
Country: 
Source category: 
Pollutant 

Emissions: 
Units: 

OKUp I I Down I I Filter I I Review 

Figure 16. The Inventory Reports Review Screen 

From this point, the on-screen [UP] and [DOWN] buttons allow movement 
through the scenario, one point at a time, in the indicated direction. 

The [REVIEW] button opens a second window, in which appears the database 
from which the data have come. the reference for the data, and the emission and 
activity factors from which the emission estimate has been calculated. 

If the user already knows the data point sought, or to narrow the search, 
select the (FIL TEA] button, which activates the Search Inventory screen. The Search 
Inventory Screen looks and works exactly like the Scenario Generate Screen, but the 
scroll boxes on this screen contain only the database(s), countries, source categories, 
and pollutants chosen for the currently loaded scenario. As a result, this screen 
serves as a reminder of the complete contents of the loaded scenario and as a tool 
for performing a very specific search of the emission inventory. To search for an Item 
In the loaded scenario, use the [TABJ key or the mouse to move through the scroll 
boxes on the screen and select, with the [ENTERJ key or the mouse, the parameters 
of the data point When the user selects the IOK) button. GloEO returns to the Review 
Emissions Inventory Screen, now containing the information about the data point of 
interest. 

RELATED ACTIVITIES AND FUTURE PLANS 

So far, EPA efforts have been directed toward development of the GloEO 
software and development of emission factors and activity data for anthropogenic 
sources of methane and nitrous oxide. With the completion of GloED software. 
population of the software will begin with available information on greenhouse gas 
emissions data on a country and source specific basis. This data development 
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activity can be thought of as filling a 3-0 matrix. This 3-0 matrix can be envisioned as 
a matrix cube with countries along the vertical axis, greenhouse gases along the 
horizontal axis, and sources or sectors filling the third dimension. EPA will begin . 
loading the software with information on methane emissions and will complete the 
inventory data entry with available information from other sources. After published 
data are loaded and Quality checked, additional data estimates will enable a global 
inventory of all greenhouse gases. It is recognized that some of the estimates will be 
based on very weak information. However, data quality will be identified throughout 
the matrix. This will be a beginning point for identifying where data quality needs to 
be fortified. 

Though the GloEO emissions database will continue to be the primary emphasis 
of database software development throughout 1993, we hope to begin development 
of a companion database that will contain information on greenhouse gas mitigation 
technologies. This database will be called GloTech. It will be an electronic file cabinet 
that will house greenhouse gas mitigation technology and report parameters such as 
emissions reduction capability, cost, and date of availability of the technology. When 
populated with data, GloTech will allow scenario development and file interadion 
similar to GloEO. This will enable the user to perform cost effectiveness calculations 
for an array of technologies that will be constructed in a scenario. Once the scenario 
is constructed the user could then determine total cost, total emissions reduction 
performance, and other parameters such as secondary impacts (water, solid waste, 
etc.), estimated dates of availability of the technology, and limits to market 
penetration. Like GloEO, GloTech will allow construction of the scenarios based on 
information resident within the software. It will also allow the user to input new data 
or to modify data within the databases. GloTech will also have each piece of 
information linked to its reference to ensure a clear data pedigree. 

After GloED and GloTech are operational and fully tested, they could be linked 
so that the user can perform -What ir scenarios. These scenarios would provide 
estimates of the effect of implementation of cenain technologies on country specific 
emissions, and what the cost of those technologies would be. 

SUMMARY 

GloED is a powerful emissions database handling software package that is 
nearing completion. It has been presented to OECD for consideration as a standard 
tool for global greenhouse gas emission databases. The GloED software will continue 
to be refined and updated, and enhancements are planned to enable GloED to accept 
gridded information and to interface with geographical information systems. Parallel 
to the development of the software, data population activities will produce a global. 
emissions database which may help to establish baseline emissions for an international 
greenhouse gas emissions treaty such as was proposed at the U.N. Earth Summit in 
Rio de Janeiro last June. GloEO could also be the mechanism to track progress under 
such a treaty by allowing annual updates of emissions information on a country and 
sector specific basis. 
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The development of GloTech will allow estimation of 1he costs associated with 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. Finally, the GloED and GloTech software working 
In concert will allow the user to construct reduction scenarios, estimate impacts, and 
view the results of the implemented technologies. 
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SESSION II: INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

Jane Leggett, Chairperson 

Beyond Rio. 
a Dutch perspective on the future of research and policies on climate change 

by Hans van Zijst, LL.M. 
Counselor for Health and Environment at the Royal Netherlands Embassy in Washington 

Mr. Chairman, ladjes and gentlemen, 

I am honoured to have the opportunity today to give you the Dutch perspective on the future of 

research and policies on climate change. A future that started with the worldcommunity signing 

the Convention on Global Climate Change in Rio this summer. 

The Netherlands has been widely reckognized as being proactive in the field of the greenhouse 

gas effect. But -Quite frankly- we believe that we have no choice. We are the only industrialized 

country in the world that lies for more than SO% below sealevel. We are therefor vulnerable to 

climatological changes. specifically a rise of the sealevel. In the National Environmental Policy 

Plan of l 989 the Dutch go\!ernment laid out its plans for the future with a long-term approach to 

combat polJution and to implement the Brundtland-concept of sustainable development. 

The Plan introduces the five-scale model to classify the size of environmental problems and to 

indicate the geographical size of the solutions. If a problem is global, like for instance the climate 

change issue, the solution is global and the level of negotiations and implementation is global. 

Therefor the Dutch decisionmakers in the field of global climate change became diplomats. 

And they will probably stay that way for the coming years. because having a convention (how 

hard the battle to achieve it may have been) is just the beginning of a long process of national 

plannjng, monitoring, research, cost/benefit analyses and maybe renegotiations. It is therefor that 

I welcome the opportunity to share our thoughts on the future with you today, i.e. to give prompt 

start to the necessary imp1ementation of the Rio result. 

Current Dutch policy goals (table I) 

The Dutch government has taken measures to reach a stabilization of CO2-emissions in 

1994/1995 at the level of 1989/1990 (i.e. 182 million tonnes per year). It is intended to achieve an 

absolute reduction of between 3 and 5% (i.e. to a level of l 73-177 million tonnes) by the year 

2000. The long-term goal is reaching the sustainable level according to today's scientific know-
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how in the year 2010 and that means an absolute 20-30% reduction of CO2-emissions by the year 

2010 as compared to 1989/1990. For this long-term goal no policies have been implemented yet. I 

will focus on the measures we are taking for the short-term goal of stabilizing the CO2 emissions 

in 199S.. 

We have been focusing heavily on CO2 because this greenhouse gas accounts for half the problem 

and is relatively well-known in its sources and effects. Additional policygoals for other 

greenhouse gases have been developed too. For methane (accounting for approximately 20% of 

the greenhouse gas emissions) the policy goal is a 10% reduction in 2000 as compared to the 1990 

level. For Nitrous oxide (N2O) the goal is stabilization of the 1990 level in 2000. For ozone

triggers like reactive odd-nitrogen and volatile organic gases the goals are considerably higher. 

ranging between 50 and 60% reduction in 2000 as compared with the 1988 level. The policygoal 

for CFCs is total banning of all production by the year J993 and the rapid phasing out of all use 

as soon as possible. 

Current Dutch policy measures 

The current Dutch policy measures are laid down in the Memorandum on C1imate Change, which 

is generaJy accepted as the National Plan under the Convention on Climate Change. Additional 

measures are taken on basis of the Memorandum on Energy Conservation and the 

Structurescheme for Traffic and Transport. In choosing fr:om a wide set of opportunities the 

Dutch governmenf favors measures that are more cost-effective and those that will have positive 

side-effects in other fields. For instance, measures aimed at energy saving. more efficient use ot 
energy resources. waste prevention, the reduction of growth in mobility and afforestation will 

help to combat acidification and the smog problem as well as promote the better management of 

resources and enhance sustainable development. 

Before I show you the measures we are taking. please take a look at table 2 on sources of CO2 
. . 

emissions in the Netherlands. As you can see Industry and Power plants take care of almost half 

of the emissions. Another interesting feature is that only households have succeeded in reducing 

their emissions between l98S and l 988. The fastest growf!r is waste incineration. Although only 

accounting for !%·of the emission. it increased with almost 25% over the three year tinieframe. 
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The measures we are currently taking are shown _in table 3. The measures are divided in four 

categories: 

• Energy saving 
• Fuel consumption 
• Traffic and transport 
• Waste sector. 

In the energyfield we must achieve an average improvement of 2% energy efficiency per year 

over the last decade of the 20th century. It can be achieved by insulation of existing buildings 

and houses as well as sharper energy standards for new buildings and by increasing the energy

efficiency of Dutch industry. Instruments are among others subsidies on investment in new 

technology and on high-efficiency central heatingsystems, information transfer and consumer 

awareness bujfding. 

In the fuel consumption field the decreased use of coal for electric utilities and industries are 

heavily advocated. In part coal can be replaced by natural gas, but also solar and wind energy 

have a high f easability for a considerable group of industry. Investment subsidies and 

demonstrationprojects are the most important instruments. 

In traffic and transport the biggest help comes from the almost gridlocked situation on the Dutch 

highway system during rush hours. By improving public transport .(which compared to the US is 

already superb) and enforcing growth limitation to car traffic the goals for traffic and transPort 

could be achieved. In addition transportmanagement by companies and the improvement of 

driving behaviour (speed as well as car maintenance) can conuibute to achieving the goals. Part 

of the solution must come from European legislation on fuel efficiency standards for cars. Fiscal 

measures to favor smaller and cleaner cars are considered. 

In the waste sector policies are put in place to considerably lower the amount of waste that has to 

be incinerated. Especially compost forming and anaerobic fermentation make that possible. 

Furthermore we are thinking about commercially extracting methane gas from waste dumps. 

Not on this table but also an integral part of the Dutch approach is afforestation. In accordance 

with the outcome of the 1989 Ministerial conference in Noordwijk, The Netherlands has pledged 

to plant about 3S00 hectares per year. In addition to that the Dutch Association of Electricity 

Utilities has taken the initfative to reforest in Eastern Europe and in tropical areas (which is more 

cost-effective than taking domestic measures). 
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CO2 and/or energytax 

On top of these measures the Dutch government is a strong advocate of the OECD-wide 

introduction of an energytax on fossil fuels. The Dutch proposals and the report of the Dutch 

Wolfson Commision have been negotiated dramatically inside the Netherlands. The economic 

effects of unilaterally introducing such a fiscal measure can be strong. even if macro-economic 

calculations show that recycling the assets in the economy for environmental and energy-efficient 

purposes can have a positive effect on the Gross National Product. On a micro-economic level 

distortions can take place. if the tax is equally applied to all industries and utilities. 

For the time being we wait for the negotiations in the coming months of the proposal of the 

European Commission. 

Is it enough? 

Although the Dutch approach is in our own eyes rather comprehensive and for the short term 

hopefully will show to be sufficient, it will not be enough. Greenhouse gas emissions are a long 

way from the sustainable level. According to the first evaluation of the Netherlands 

Environmental Policy Plan, called 'National Outlook 2, 1990-2010' the Dutch Research Institute 

for Public Health and the Environment concludes that further dramatic reductions will be 

necessary in the first decade of the next century. The forecast shows a setback in our current 

expectations for 2010. To justify stronger measures science will have to move on in clarifying the 

process of global wanning, indicating the sources, the interaction of human and natural sources, 

explaining the role of sinks like trees and oceans, explaining the role of clouds and other 

climatological phenomena. And politicians will be asked to decide on basis of the outcome of that 

research, even if the answer is that science doesn't know yet. 

Therefor we strongly support the continuation of the IPCC work, the International Geosphere 

Biosphere Programme, and similar international efforts as well as we continue and fortify our 

national research program on climate change. Our national efforts shall shift its focus to the 

development of policy modelling, long-term qualitystandards and scenario's for sustainable 
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solutions (with technical. economical. socio-psychological, administrative and regulatory options). 

We will also support developments in the field of monitoring, like the remote sensing program of 

the European Space Agency. 

I~ternational cooperation 

Apart from the evident need to share international knowledge of science there is the need of 

international cooperation in implementing the Convention on Climate Change. As I said earlier 

Rio is only the beginning and we must push for a prompt start to keep the momentum going or 

create new momentums in the near future, otherwise the chemistry of the UNCED-summit will 

be gone. The call for national plans must be transformed in the drafting of these plans. The 

Dutch government will strongly support the call for speedy ratification and implementation of the 

convention in domestic policies, in the developing as well as in the OECD-countries. We will 

suppon the reconvening of the INC-meetings for further clarifying of some open points in the 

convention and to speed up the implementation process. The work of the IPCC must be continued 

and among other things could be focused on the development of internationally agreed 

methodologies and reporting formats for emission inventories. In Chat framework I am happy to 

say that the Dutch Research Institute for Public Health and the Environment will host an IPCC

workshop in early February next year in Amersfoort, The Netherlands. The workshop is about 

Methane and nitrous oxide and will focus on methods in national inventories and options for 

control. Those of you who want to have a copy of the first announcement can give me your 

business card and I will make sure that you get a copy. 
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Table 1 

Policygoals tor GBG's 

CO2 
Baselevel 1989/1990 182 MT/Yr 
Stabilization 1994/1995 182 MT/Yr 
Reduction 3-5% 2000 173-177 MT/Yr 
Sustainable level 2010 127-145 MT/Yr 

CH4 
Baselevel 1990 960 KT/Yr 
Stabilization 1995 940 KT/Yr 
Reduction 10% 2000 840 KT/Yr 

N20 
Base level 1990 40 KT/Yr 
Stabilization 2000 40 KT/Yr 

Ozone-related gases (CO, NOx, VOG) 
Baselevel co 1990 1100 KT/Yr 
Reduction 2000 540 KT/Yr 
Baselevel NOx 1988 560 KT/Yr 
Reduction 2000 240 K!r/Yr 
Baselevel VOG 1988 490 KT/Yr 
Reduction 2000 205 K!r/Yr 
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Table 2 

sources of CO2 amisaiona in the Netherlands 
(1988 figures) 

source 
Industry 

Power plants 

Traffic 

Private homes 

Refineries 

Warehouses 

Waste incineration 

Other sources 

Total 

share of total 

24% 

22% 

16% 

14% 

8% 

5% 

1% 

101 

100% 

Trend 1985-1988 

+ 0.7% annual 

+ 4.51 annual 

+ 2.5% annual 

1.51 annual 

+ 10.4t annual 

+ 13.4% annual 

+ 23.3% annual 

+ 0.7% annual 

+ 3.3% annual 
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Table 3 

concrete measures in 
emissions 

Energy saving 

Fuel consumption 

Traffic and transport 

Waste sector 

implementation to decrease level of CO2 

* Improved insulation of existing homes 
and other buildings 

* Increasing the energy efficiency of 
machines 

* Investment in energy saving 

* Construction of homes and other 
buildings with low energy consumption 

* Decreased coal use in power plant 
sector 

* Disincentives to coal use in industry 

• Improvements in public transport 

* Car traffic growth limitation 

* Transport management in companies 

• Improvements in driving behaviour 

* Compost forming 

* Anaerobic fermentation 

* Recycling of energy-intensive products 

* Methane gas extraction from waste dumps 

• Gasification of synthetic materials 

The work described in this paper was not funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The 
contents do not necessarily reflect the views of the Agency and no official endorsement should be inferred. 
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SESSION Ill: CO2, EMISSIONS, CONTROL, DISPOSAL ~D UTILIZATION 

.Ken Freidman, Chairperson Paper8-B 

Carbon Dioxide 
Sequestration 
by 
Robert P. Hangebrauck, Robert H. 
Borgwardt> and Christopher D. Geron 

Air and Energy Engineering Research Laboratory 

ABSTRACT 

Mitigation of global climate change will require the stabilization 
of atmospneric concentration of greenhouse gases. especially 
carbon dioxide (CO ). CO, can be sequestered by flue-gas and 

2 

fuel CO sequestration or by atmospheric CO fixation/utiliza
2 2 

tion. Flue-gas sequestration involves separation/concentration. 
transport. and erther disposal or use. Disposal options are either 
1and or ocean based. Utilization 1s by either chemical or 
biological utilization (recycling). Flue-gas-oriented techniques 
in general have high economic and energy costs. but a few areas 
show potential ano warrant research ano development (R&D) 
attention. especially those holding promise of combined CO/ 
suHur dioxide (50

2
),'nitrogen oxides (NO,) control and the inte

grated gasification combined cycle approaches. CO disposal
2 

is neither a "sure thing• nor a permanent solution. with options 
needing further environmental assessment. Near term. some 
CO

2 
recycling is possible, and R&D to examine longer-term 

prospects seems warranted. Atmospheric CO fixation/utiliza
2 

tion involves either enhanced terrestrjal or marine fixation with 
utilization of the biomass in some cases. Atmospheric fixation 
approaches which seem most attractive are those involving 
enhanced biomass CO sequestration combined with utilization 

2 
of the biomass for energy to displace fossil fuel. Of these the 
most attractive for R&D appear to be advanced direct combus
tion using biomass and use of biomass as a source of hydrogen 
to leverage fossil fuel use for methanol production (Hydrocarb 
process). 

Introduction 

International scientists working on the problem of 
global climate have concluded that increasing concen-
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Figure 1. Atmospheric CO increase in the past 250 years2 
(IPCC, 1990). (Reproduced with permission.) 
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trations of greenhouse gases, especially CO2 (Figure l ), 
are leading to global wanning (Figure 2). The pre
dicted extent of such wanning is the subject of substan
tial research with model-dependent estimates having 
considerable uncertainty . The Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change <IPCC) 1990.estimate was 
0.3 °Cldecade with a range of 0.2 to 0.5 °C/decade. The 
1992 IPCC Supplement implies a warming rate at the 
lower end of this range. Warming has also been studied 
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Figure 2. Global-mean combined land-air and sea
surface temperatures. 1861-1989. relative to the 
average for 1951-80 (IPCC, 1990). (Reproduced 
with permission.) 

based on past temperature records, and has been 
determined to be on the order of 0.3 to 0.6 ° C/decade 
since the turn of the century. This trend is illustrated 
in Figure 2. The abundance of fossil fuels and their 
relatively low cost will probably ensure their use as a 
principal energy source for the foreseeable future. 
Once decisions are put in place to utilize fossil fuels in 
the energy infrastructure, long-term commitments will 
have been made to release CO

2 
emissions to the atmo

sphere. In the absence of constraints, the CO2 emission 
rate can be expected to continue the rapid growth 
indicated in Figure 3. This sug~ests the need for 
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prudent and timely R&D to provide a technological 
base for preventing the increasing ~lobal emissions 
consistent with economic growth. 

Evaluating Potential and R&D Needs of 
Sequestration Options 

The general options for CO2 sequestration, summa
rized in Table l, include both flue-gas COl sequestra
tion and atmospheric CO1 fixation in the biosphere. 
Flue-gas COz sequestration seeks to remove and dis
pose of carbon as a part offossil fuel use and requires 
several steps to be undertaken: CO2 must first be 
separated and/or concentrated to obtain an economi
cally handleable volume, which is then transported, 
either to a point of disposal or to a point of utilization. 
Disposal may be on the land or in the ocean. Utilization 
can involve direct use of COl as a product (e.g., en
hanced oil recovery) or it can be reacted to a product 
such as a hydrocarbon or alcohol. Atmospheric CO

2 
fixation/utilization on the other hand is aimed at en
hancing or accelerating natural COl fixation processes 
via either terrestrial or marine routes. These include 
forest management and ocean fertilization, followed by 
utilization for energy or other products. 

============================= 
Table 1, General options for carbon dioxide seques
tration. 

• Flue-gas & fuel CO2 sequestration 

- Separation/concentration 
- Transport 
- Disposal 

- Land or sea 
• Chemical/biological utilization 

(recycling) 

• Atmospheric CO2 fixation/utilization 

- Terrestrial 
· - Marine 

A variety of technology assessment factors are signifi
cant for evaluation ofthe options for CO

2 
sequestration 

(Table 2). The status of a technology can be measured 
by its level of development relative to commercial 
application. Mitigation potential (possible carbon se
questration) for a particular technology can be charac
terized in part by measures such as breadth of appli
cability and applicability to developing countries. Ap
plicability to developing countries is an estimate of the 
potential for use where energy infrastructures are 

evolving and economic and other factors differ substan
tially from those of the industrialized world. The cost
effectiveness assessment factor can be measured by an 
engineering estimate of the cost per metric ton of CO2 
emissions prevented. 
============================= 
Table 2. Technology assessment factors for CO2 
sequestration options. 

•Status of the technology 
- Level of development 

• Mitigation potential 
- Breadth of applicability 
- ApplicabiHty to developing countries 

• Cost-effectiveness 
- $/metric ton of CO2 emissions prevented 

• Environmental and energy considerations 
- Potential for adverse effects 
- Product versus disposal 
- Natural resource use 
- Earth surface area required Oand use) 
- Additional fossil energy required 

• Probabi_lity of success and R&D requirements 

Environmental and energy considerations can be 
gauged by the potential for adverse environmental 
effects, whether or not an approach results in a useful 
product or waste requiring disposal, natural resource 
use, and land use. Approaches requiring large surface 
areas of the Earth for implementation need examina
tion for social and ecological impact. The additional 
fossil energy requirement for implementation needs to 
be examined as a rough measure of overal1 life cycle 
efficiency. Finally, the probability ofsuccess and R&D 
requirements need to be assessed. 

Flue-Gas and Fuel CO2 Sequestration 

A number of approaches are possible for separation/ 
concentration of CO2 from fossil-fuel combustion 
sources. Fi2"Ure 4 illustrates some of the possibilities 
including various flue--gas scrubbing approaches, oxy
gen (O:i>JCO2 combustion with CO2 recycle, and coal 
e-asification combined cycles with carbon monoxide 
(CO) shifted to hydrogen (H

2
) and CO2• · 

The categories of flue gas scrubbing (CO
2 

separation/ 
recovery) include absorption processes, adsorption pro
cesses, cryogenic separation, and membrane separa
tion. Of the flue-gas scrubbing approaches, amine 
scrubbing is already in commercial use on a relatively 
small scale, but has been demonstrated on coal-fired 
power plants as large as 800 metric tons per day (TPD) 
(Barchas, 1992). Current application is for enhanced 
oil recovery (EOR) and production of soda ash, urea, 
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Figure 4. Flue-gas CO sequestration options with CO disposal
2 2 

in the ocean or aepleted gas/oil reserves 

and methanol with Kerr McGee and Fluor Daniel as 
major suppliers of the technology at a cost of $40/ton of 
CO2 recovered (not including transport, disposal, or 
power replacement). Japanese research (Kansai Elec
tric Power) is focused on this approach which they 
think can operate with only 10.8% of boiler energy 
output for CO2 recovery and liquefaction (Suda, 1992). 
Potential exists for. overcomin~ some of the efficiency 
losses through heat recovery (Steinberg, 1991), but in 
general, investigators report discouraging cost and 
enere)' prospects. Smelser (1991) estimates that a 
grass-roots pulverized coal plant with 90% CO2 re
moval can do much better than a retrofit; however, the 
heat rates are 12.7 versus 15. 7 MJ/k Wh ( 12000 versus 
14900 Btu/kWh). The flue-gas scrubbing approaches, 
of all categories, such as sorption, cryogenic separa
tion, and membrane separation, seem to share the 
potential problems of high cost and substantial de
creases in power plant operating efficiency, but oppor
tunities seem to exist for research in such areas as 
cryogenics and membranes (Smith, 1991). For ex
ample, cryogenics might offer the potential for com
bined SO

2
, NO

1 
, and CO control. Accepting lower CO

22 
removal efficiencies may also reduce cost. 

CO/O2 combustion with CO2 disposal is a medium
term option and appears to need engineering evalua
tion along with substantial pilot-scale development 
work (Wolsky, 1991). Moritsuka ( 1991} concludes that 
such systems will be more cost-effective than flue-gas 
scrubbing approaches. Herzog (1991) concluded that 
CO/O2 combustion would require the least incremen
tal energy. This approach requires CO

2 
utilization via 

EOR, or disposal via depleted petroleum formations or 

3.3 

ocean injection. It has potential for 
NO

1 
and SO2 removal. Re-release 

of COi · and other environmental 
problems associated with utiliza
tion/disposal are not quantified. 
Mitigation potential includes the 
utility sector (new and retrofit). 
Small-scale pilot and demonstra
tion work is underway with Japan 
planning a demonstration. In 
Canada Saskatchewan Power is 
planning a 150 to 350 MW demon• 
stration. Canada is also research
ing land disposal of CO

2
: 1) in de

pleted hydrocarbon reservoirs start
ing at 50,000 metric TPD, and 2) 
EOR utilization at 6000 to 8000 
metricTPD (Sypher: Mueller Inter
national, 1991). CanadianEOR col 
use will be expanded substantially 
in 1992. The likelihood of success is 

high, but applicability depends on the ability to mini
mize air in-leakage and environmental acceptability of 
CO2 disposal. An engineering analysis of a 500-MW • 
power plantwas discussed by British Coal at the recent 
First International Conference on Carbon Dioxide Re
moval in Amsterdam (Cross, 1992). Another analysis 
was presented by Air Products (UK) (Allam, 1992). 
These studies indicate that O2-combustion/CO

2 
recycle 

wiJl be 20% cheaper than amine (MEA) systems, can be 
retrofitted to existing power plants, and would result in 
lower power efficiency loss (8.6%). Capital cost for a 
new plant would also be lower than for a conventional 
PC plant. Cost was estimated at $49 per metric ton of 
CO2 removed. Distillation of liquefied CO2 to recover 
SO-z could produce credits that would reduce cost to 
$16/metric ton. 

Considering that this process or flue-gas scrubbing 
processes may have the potential for inherent SO

2 
and 

NO. control, itis ofinterest to compare the costs ofCO2 
control with that for SO2 plus NO. control on a cost per 
metric ton ofcarbon basis. This is done in Figure 5 for 
low and high ranges ofcost per ton of SO 2, NO

1 
, and CO2 

removed. Costs for combined flue ~as desu)furization 
(FGD) and flue gas treatment <FGT) are put on a per 
metric ton of carbon basis and compared with the cost 
of CO2 control on a per ton of carbon basis. High- and 
low-range costs are assumed for FGD, FGT, and CO2 
control. However, if SO2 and NO. control were not 
required or already in place, then this comparison 
would have little meaning. Even with theoffsets in cost 
for possible inherent SO

2 
plus NO. control, a substan

tial cost increase for CO
2 

control can be seen. Overall 
plant energy efficiency is reduced for the flue gas 
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sequestration options compared to conventional boiler 
without CO2 control. A similar analysis for energy use 
offsets could be done by comparison to plants using SO

2 

plus NO. control, but is not done in this paper. 

Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) with 
COi disposal is another option shown in Figure 4. One 
conceptual design is based on modification of conven
tional gasification combined cycle plants with added 
steps to shift al1 CO to CO

2 
for separation. The result

ing hydrogen-rich fuel when burned in a turbine suf
fers efficiency loss. An alternative design would in
crease efficiency by applying C0/02 combustion to the 
turbine combustor. No design studies are available to 
determine the potential of the latter approach. Mitiga
tion potential would include new utility applications 
only. Canada is planning to investigate the approach 
at pilot scale in conjwiction with the design of a planned 
250 MW IGCC plant (Sypher:Mueller International, 
1991). The feasibility study was completed in 1991, 
and the plant was scheduled to be in operation by 1996. 
The like1ihood of success seems to be reasonable, but 
the process needs piJot and demonstration work. 

Several innovations ofthe IGCC concept were reported 
at a recent Amsterdam Conference on CO2 removal. 
They were mainly centered on the development of a 
high temperature membrane for separation of CO and 
H

2 
from the gasifier. The separated gas streams are fed 

to different turbines, one of which is fed with pure 0 2 
and recycled CO2• The combustion gases are then fed 
to boilers and steam turbines. The exhaust from the· 
CO

2 
turbine is collected (less recycle) for disposal. This 

unit is expected to operate at 35% efficiency and 88% 
CO reduction w1th the cost of electricity increased by 
30%. Capital cost is $1100/kW; CO2 recovery cost is 
$16/metric ton (Hendricks, 1992). Replacement of the 
turbine of an IGCC plant with a molten carbonate fuel 
cell can increase the generating efficiency to nearly 
48% while removing 90% of the CO2• The fuel cell is 
able to convert CO to CO2 using air without mixing N2 
with the oxidation products. Consequently, no air 
separation plant is needed. A demonstration IGCC 
plant is Wlder construction in Germany (RWE Enereie) 
and wiJl start operation in 1995 using brown coal. 
Efficiency is expected to be 45% without CO2 recovery 
and 38.6% with recovery of 86% of CO

2 
emissions. 

Investment cost without CO2 recovery would be 10% 
less than for a conventional plant; with recovery, it is 
30% more. A systems study by British Coal concluded 
that the IGCC system is the best choice for the UK. 
especially if operated under pressure so that the CO2 

can be absorbed in sea water for disposal without lique
faction. Costofpipe)ines for liquid CO2 disposalin deep 
oceans was judged to be prohibitive. A thermodynamic 
analysis ofthe IGCC system indicates thatMEA scrub
bing after combustion is preferable to air separation 
prior to combustion. Steam for CO~ stripping can be 
extracted from the turbine. They conclude that the 
system is technically and economicalJy feasible at an 
increased power cost of $0.015-0.02 per kWhr. 

Fuel CO
2 

(carbon) sequestration has been evaluated 
extensively by Steinberg (1991). These are methods 
that basically remove carbon from a fuel like coal 
resulting in a hydrogen-enriched fuel. The removed 
carbon is then sent to storage/disposal. The problems 
with carbon disposal can be minimized by using a 
variation of this approach, called the Hydrocarb pro
cess, where biomass is used as a source of H2• This is 
discussed later with the atmospheric fixation ap
proaches. 

CO2 Disposal 

Ocean disposal Any of the flue-a-as CO2 sequestration 
approaches discussed above, implemented on a mas
sive scale, require consideration of disposal of CO2 in 
the ocean as well as on land. Although ocean disposal 
has been and is being studied ( Hoffert, 1979; Herzog, 
1991; Wilson, 1992), it may only be semi-permanent 
storage and has enough environmental issues to make 
the option longer term. The ocean options considered 
include disposal as liquid, solid, and gaseous CO2• Kay 
practical considerations are economic means for get
ting massive amounts of CO2 down to depths where it 
will stay or sink. Solid CO

2 
orCOl hydrates (clathrates) 

will sink on their own. Smith (1991) suggests that the 
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Figure 6. Modeled atmospheric CO resulting from use of all 
2 

fossil fuel over time with CO disposed of at various depths. -
2 

costs for the solids disposal approach make it a less 
likely option. Liquid CO

2 
needs to be injected below 

1000 m and·· to reduce re-release•· 3000 to 4000 mis 
seen to be safer. Scrubbing of stack gas with sea water 
and reinjection in the ocean below 1000 m might be 
adequate. However, none of these options may really 
be permanent. As shown in Figure 6, some part of the 
CO2 will return to the atmosphere as a function of 
disposal depth and time (Hoffert, 1979). However, 
reaction of CO2 with calcium carbonate in the ocean 
bottom sediments could fix some of this CO

2 
as the 

bicarbonate and thus reduce the potential for return to 
the atmosphere (Wilson, 1992). Another estimate for 
the residence time of CO2 deposited at a 1000 m depth 
is 200-300 years (Liro, 1992). Modeling of projected, 
long-term atmospheric CO2 concentrations appears to 
be a major research need. 

Formation and stability of CO
2 

clathrates are cur
rently the subject of additional research. Clathrates 
can form at various depths depending on temperature. 
In arctic regions they can form at depths as shallow as 
70 m. Relatively little fundamental data are available. 
Its density is somewhat uncertain but appears to be 
1.02 to 1.12 times that for sea water; therefore, it sinks. 
Larie amounts ofCO

2 
can be tied up per unit volume of 

clathrate. Figure 7 shows the structure of CO
2 

clath
rate. About 6 molecules of CO

2 
are combined with 

about 44 of H20 in the clathrate crystal lattice. It has 
appearance of wet snow. Nishikawa ( 1992) has deter
mined some additional phase equilibrium data and pH 
data for sea water, but finds that long-term testing wil1 
be needed to obtain dissolution information. 

Ocean CO2 disposal environmental issues which 
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Figure 7. CO Clathrate lattice has approximately 6 
2 

molecules of CO to 44 of Hp (Miller. 1974). 
2 

(Reproduced with permission.} 

need to be resolved include: 

• Potential for re-release of CO2 via up-welling of 
CO2 

• Conversion of high density hydrates to low density 
• Catastrophic releases in transport or storage. 
• Potential that long-term circulation could return 

CO
2 

to atmosphere. 
• Potential for local/regional acidification of ocean 

with biological impacts 
• Chances for reduction of biological diversity in the 

column and ocean floor. 
• Potential for accumulation of clathrates on sea• 

floor would impair normal biological processes in 
and on the sediment and cause disturbance of 
bottom sediment 

• Potential for local extinction of animals beneath 
the deposited material 

A report by Golomb (1989) includes a discussion by 
Woods Hole researchers of some potential biological 
impacts. 

The cost of a pipeline for deep ocean disposal appears 
to be a major obstacle to this option. A preliminary cost 
estimate by British Coal for a 250 km pipeline for a 500 
MW power plant js about $270 million dollars or 30% of 
the capital cost of the power plant. British C-Oal favors 
the depleted oil and gas field option althoueh itwill also 
require pipelines (presumably shorter). 

On-land djsposal. Options incJude disposal in depleted 
oiVgas formations, salt domes, aquifers, and other 
geological voids. Smith ( 1991) estimates a CO2 capac
ity for depleted gas fields worldwide at 1.3 GtC with 
new capacity becomini available at 0. 7 Gt.C/year. On
land disposal is less costly than ocean disposal, espe
cially inland. We do not know for sure if it is more 
secure than ocean disposal and the extentofre-release. 
The potential exists for use in EOR, but economic 
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feasibility in terms of credits for CO may be Salallile-llaud2 
solar p!lotovol!MClimited under conditions of low oil prices. panela (luture) 

Also the capacity seems limited, probably T MAN-MADE CARBON CYCLE amounting to only a small fraction of a GtC/ 
yr. After a few years ofinjection,C02 is likely (open ..:~c.:k J 

to show up at the well head. We do not know 
the extent ofre-release of CO

2 
used for EOR or 

the potential for prevention ofre-release, but 
itis conceivable that measures could be taken 
to prevent leaks and recycle the CO2• Other 
issues arise where CO/SO.;N0

1 
mixtures 

would be injected. These include the trans
port of the CO/SO/NO~ mixture over loni 
distances, the disposition of the SO/NO. con
taminants injected in oil reservoirs, and the 
potential for plugrage of the reservoir (Spar
row, 1988). We do not know the potential for 
catastrophic release. Disposal in aquifers is 
another option currently being discussed, but 
questions on the resulting widerground chem
istry and fate remain to be resolved. Figure 8. Long-term integrated systems for carbon recycle. 

CO2 Utilization 

In the near term, CO2 utilization is the most available 
and environmentally unquestioned option. A good 
example is the eme?iing practice in the chemical in
dustry of co-siting CO2-using processes with CO2-pro
ducers •· specifically, integration of methanol produc
tion (a CO2-using process) with ammonia production (a 
concentrated CO

2
-production process). What is the 

longer-range importance of carbon recycling? Carbon 
is a key transport agent for~; e.g., methane (CH,) and 
other hydrocarbons provide a "natural," convenient, 
and practical means for H2 energy transport and use. 
On the other hand, H2 is difficult to store, transport, 
and use directly. The world's fossil fuel reserves are the 
most economically available, concentrated source of 
carbon, but are rapidly being consumed. Carbon re
sources can be preserved as an ener~ transport me
dium for future generations by recycling existing con
centrated sources of CO2• At the same time, CO2 
emissions to the atmosphere can be reduced along-with 
the attendant global wanning. What are some of the 
currently wasted CO2 resources which could be man
aged for synthesis of future hydrocarbons? They in
clude: 1) fossil fuel combustion (e.g., coal-fired power 
plants), 2) calcination of limestone, 3) oxygen-blown 
blast furnace gas, 4) natural gas acid gas stripping, and 
5) ammonia production toname a few. Carbon (as CO2) 

can also be recycled from carbonate rock or from the 
atmosphere to produce synthetic fuel but at much 
greater cost (Steinberg, 1977). 

Firure 8 illustrates some longer-term inte~ated sys-

tems for carbon recycling. Utilizing CO2 via a "man
made" carbon cycle needs overall assessment and cost 
feasibility studies. It is a chemical-based recycling 
approach with no CO2 disposal required. This make~ 
it environmentally attractive. (with 0 as a byH2 2 
product) can be produced by using land-based solaT· 
photovoltaic produced electricity to electrolyze water. 
For projected huge energy demands by the year 2100, 
satellite- or lunar- based photovoltaic generation may 
be required (Hoffert, 1991). CO

2 
is reacted with H

3 
to 

form methanol. Methanol can be further reacted via 
dehydration to produce gasoline if desired. Steinberg 
(1977) investigated a similar concept using nuclear 
power as the eneru source. The system eliminates 
need for an air separator and CO2 disposal. Mitiration 
potential includes the utility, industrial, and transpor
tation sectors (new and retrofit). If shown to be fea• 
sib}e, the high mitigation potential and elimination of 
the CO2 disposal problem argue for R&D to reduce H2 
production cosl Recent breakthroughs in production 
of solar photovoltaic ce11s should help this somewhat, 
but innovative means for producing H2 is a fertile 
research area. Credits for SO.;N0

1 
control could help 

to reduce costs. Feasibility as a system needs to be 
determined. The Japanese are pursuing R&D on 
system components (Arakawa, 1992a&b). C0/02 
combustion is in the early stages of development(small~ 
scale pilot, small demonstration) as discussed previ
ously. The likelihood of success depends on key compo
nents, including low--cost photovoltaic electricity gen
eration, H2 production, and C0/02 combustion. If this 
long-range concept proves to be feasible it could have 
several advantages: 1) fossil fuel can continue to be 
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used, 2) transportation and gas tur
bine fuels are made available, 3) 
fossil carbon reserves are extended 
for future use, 4) the energy storage 
problem and global transportabil
ity problem associated with solar 
energy are solved, 5) the approach . . o~~ 

COAL-FIRED Prffrssing / Productsappears highly appJicab]e to devel
oping countries, 6) solves the prob-· 

~~NETR~02:~n-: -a~lem of difficult storage, transport, 
and use of ff,, and 7) provides a Light Concential Fuel '-.......J BIOMASS-FIRED 
transition t.o adirect-useH economy ~ "-. POWER 

2 C:::::, PLANT
by building up the necessary H2 Photobi01eactorproduction infrastructure. lnti --.,~ (Light-Pipe (opbc liberl Reactor 
mately, the "CO2-synfuel" being pro ·ng Super AJgae) 

duced can be recycled itself, thus 
achieving a closed cycle. 

Flue-Gas Sequestration (Biologi Figure 9. Biologically based flue-gas CO
2 

sequestration processes 
cal Processes) (with m1croalgae flue-gas CO removal).

2 

Flue-gas sequestration via microalgae flue-gas CO
2 

options in perspective, however, consider, that if the 
capture is illustrated in Figure 9. The concept is entire U.S. currentannual wood production (net growth 
attractive, but difficult to implement because of the of 493 million dry metric tons/year) were diverted to 
large surface area required for exposing microalgae t.o wood energy, it optimistically could provide only 7 x 
CO2 in the flue gas. A 100-MW power plant would 1018 J (7 quads). Figure 11 is based on wood production 
require an algae farm surroundin~ the plant out to a on U.S. timberlands as projectedbySampson(1991). It 
distance of 4.3 km (Brown, 1990). Direct use of the is likely thaton)y a fraction of these amoWlts would be 
biomass generated appears to be difficult, but it can be usedforenergy. Approximately l.5x 1018 J(l.4quads) 
processed for 1ipids or to other hydrocarbon fuels such is used for eneri)' currently (High, 1990). Only a 
as methane. Mitigation potential exists for new and fraction of the land area of a country is suitable, by 
retrofit utility applications but is probably limited to climate or terrain, for energy plantations. Within that 
only certain areas with enou,:h. Jand, proper terrain, fraction, only an area within a reasonable djstance of 
nutrient capital, and adequate water and evaporation an energy plant can be considered useful because ofthe 
rates. No reliable estimates of costs are available. high transport.at.ion costs of biomass (one trainload of 
SERI is doing bench scale research and the Japanese coal is equivalent to the eneri)' content of eight train
are looking at photobioreactor concepts which would loads ofbiomass). In any event it appears that the most 
allow more efficient and concentrated 
biological erowth. 

ATMOSPHERIC CO2 [150 GtC) 
Atmospheric C01 Fixation .. 

0 -JQ C .gj s! C >, ~E } "ii .. ,2 

I 
' ) .·- o C 

0 
~ .! ! ig a 

I 
! !.2 e !!~ a0 a ~ 

Enhancing Terrestrial Fixation i 0 1:
:.- IllI 115 j i -:- • ~ 0 
I 0 

1 ........... 0 a:, , - i! llUHO .. a: a: p 2 ~ a: Id JC>-Figure 10 i1Justrates some of the op a.,.1 tI 
tions for enhancing terrestrial fixa Agroforestry &

I Forests r Soil Organic C 
tion. Options include reforestation (Global) 

Of Sustainable ·Agri. 
(T,opa) (U.S. & Temperate

and forest management (0.1 - 1 Gt/ 
Raduoa rale ofyr), reducing deforestation (1 Gt/yr), lncraa1 C-pooj by lnaeue carbon • '>rage

delClf..slallOO by
e:rpanding Ilea, 111 organic lraelion and enhanced soil C sequestration agriculluraJ c:ieanng

1111:,eas,ng sllle:king(0.1 -0.5 Gt/yr). While there do not 
(RetoresiaoontAlforesiatoor,) 

appear to be any "silver bullets" in the -Law oromu. lanct conflicts 
options available, it makes sense to 
continue efforts underway to maxi Figure 10. Means for increasing atmospheric CO fixation via enhancement of

2mize potential benefits. To put these terrestrial system uptake. Units are metric gigatons ol carbon (GIC). 
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Figure 11. Energy from biomass if total wood production 
were diverted to energy: 1) all current U.S. wood production 
and 2) all potential future U.S. production (not including 
dedicated energy plantations). 

effective approach for taking advantage of terrestrial 
fixation is to use the biomass resources produced to 
produce energy to displace fossil energy (Hall, 1992). 
Lee (1991) estimates that short rotation energy crops 
could provide an additional 6 to 13 x 1018 J (6 to 12 
quads). Vitousek (1991} finds that new tree plant.a• 
tions without eneTC' use can at best cause a briefdelay 
in CO2 accumulation. He also points out the concerns 
that 1) the biomass tru1y replaces fossil fuel and not 
ju.st simply increases energy available to energy defi
cient people, and 2) energy plantations be developed on 
land that is not now forest covered because of a sub
standal net loss ofcarbon during the transition. Better 
yet, approaches like the Hydrocarb process, ifsuccess
ful, may leverage available biomass by using fossil 
fuels as feedstocks. 

Figure 12. Atmospheric sequestration options involving direct• 
combustion or conversion utilization of biomass. 

lo,lldl.-

Meihanol 
-cSynthesis 

11~ Pa f$0 •'"· 

Pyrolysis 
Reactor 

1100 "C 
J110"Paf$0111a!.I 

Figure 13. The basic Hydrocarb process involves three 
basic process steps which allow conversion of biomass 
with fossil fuel to methanol and calbon. 

Direct Combustion or Conversion Utilization 

Figure 12 illustrates some of the options for atmo
spheric CO2 fixation via direct combustion or conver
sion. These options include utilization of atmospheric 
carbon fixed as biomass via either direct combustion or 
conversion to another fuel form before combustion. 
Harvestin1r new biomass and using it for enera pro
duction maximizes the benefit from biomass carbon 
sequestration since the energy generated can displace 
thatfrom fossil sources. Ofthe various options covered 
in Figure 12, direct combustion and the Hydrocarb 
process both seem to have special advantages. EPA is 
currently pursuing a joint program with the State of 
Vermont and Brazil to explore the potentiaJ for an 
advanced biomass utilization approach involving gas
ification with turbine combustion/generation. A basic 

· Hydrocarb process configuration is 
shown in Figure 13. It appears to 
be a cost-effective option at this, 
early point in development with the· 
potential for leveraging biomass 
supply with fossil fuel. Because of 
substantial substitution of H2 from 
biomass, some ofthe sulfur and ash 
free caTbon can be used for a poweT 
plant fuel without losing the carbon· 
sequestration advantage. 

Enhancine Uptake by Aquatic 
Systems 

Figure 14 illustrates some of the . 
proposed options for enhancing 
aquatic fixation, including iron (Fe) 
fertilization of microalgae and en
hanced macroalgae production. 
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Figure 14. Illustration of means tor increasing atmospheric CO2 fixation via 
enhancement of aquatic system uptake. Units are metric gIgatons of caroon (GtC). 

Ocean fertiJjzatjon. :Microalgae fertilization has been 
proposed as a means for enhancing carbon uptake. The 
theory behind Fe, manganese, and phosphorus limita
tions is not well understood or accepted universally. 
However, considerable scientific interest in testing the 
Fe limitation hypothesis exists, and it will like)y be 
pursued. Sarmiento (1991) and Joos (1991) have done 
3-D modeling simulations ofthe impact of Fe fertiliza
tion in the oceans of the Southern Hemisphere. Little 
is known about potentially large, adverse effects and 
therefore environmental considerations wiJI top the 
list ofresearch priorities. Research is likely to focus on 
ocean environments where key micronutrients are 
thought to be limiting to productiv-
ity. This approach to CO

2 
seques

tration requires consideration of the 
following environmental concerns: 

• Fertilization oflarge areas of 
the Southern Atlantic and 
Southern Pacific Oceans 

• The potential for deep ocean 
anoxia and feedback of CH• and 
nitrous oxide (N20) 

• Potentiar for increased release 
+~obileof CO

2 
from ocean iffeniliza

tion stopped ~::~• Potential for dramatic changes 
in species composition 

• May favor phytoplankton 
species more susceptible to 
ultraviolet (UV)-B radiation 

Coral 
(epiphyles) 

Macroalgae farming. Atmospheric
col sequestration via macroalgae 
farming is illustrated in Figure 
15. These ideas are difficult to 
evaluate at this point, but. Lee 
(1991) estimated that to generate 
1 x l018 J (1 quad) of natural ias 
would require 1000 kelp farms, 
each 34 km long and 0.5 km wide. 
Capital costs wou]d be over $75 
billion. Spencer (1991) has also 
estimated mitigation potential 
and cost. The following environ
mental issues must be considered: 

• Little is known about environ
mental effects 
• Ocean warming feedbacks 
• May require ocean dumping of 
processed sludges 

• Potential for increased CH
4 

formation, especially 
for sinking options 

• Effective use will require CO, disposal which has 
several environmental consequences 

• Difficulty in supplying and recycling needed 
nutrients 

• Potential for storm disturbance and Joss 
• Potential increase in haloform production (methyl 

bromide) and increased oz.one depletion 
• Respiration by organisms forming coral may 

release CO2 to the atmosphere 

Observations and Conclusions 

~--.:-,.
1• 11!• 11• 111 _; ~·-~ ..
l• a'• ll• fJI ... METHANE 
l• S1• 14• m"'\ENOIN 

I 
•---;.~~ COMPRESSOR ME~E 

SEAl.RATOR
(~~!) 

i ~llsSOkJ11on';;UTRIENT 
(Coral ehelle) U'ri'~~ra or DeposUkln 

• Potential for altered fertility in 
other ocean regions Figure 15, A proposed macroatgae ocean atmospheric CO 1ixation approach. 
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posal (for Jimited quantities) is for product use, includ
Many cost-effective approaches will be needed to deal ing chemical feedstocks and enhanced oil recovery. 
with increasing greenhouse gas emissions. Those that Many options for co-siting chemical facilities exist 
are likely to be implemented before CO sequestration where CO can be effectively used. While this will not

2 2 

are ch}orofluorocarbon/halon prevention, prevention solve the CO
2 

problem by itself, worthwhile contribu
and control of CH. and other tropospheric ozone pre tions to reduce CO2 can be made. One example that is 
cursors, accelerated conservation, and accelerated already being used is co-siting ofammonia and metha
development/use of renewables. Available data on nol production facilities. Methanol production opera• 
many CO2 sequestration/fixation technology options tions can use the extra CO2 from the ammonia plant, 
are weak, but global1y, R&D is increasing- in these and the whole facility can be optimized for energy use. 
areas. Table 3 summarizes the 
current picture of the co2seques- Table 3. Flue-gas COi sequestration and atmospheric CO2 fixation systems. 

tration/fixation systems discussed co1,.rtem:l&BSY I sfifus a, I aasaa ~ Ir,:01a&aMnin this paper. Tables 4 and 5 sum Tl'.CHHCLOQY IIIITIGATION EFFECT!.vt:111$$ CONS10EUTIOHS 

marize the overall systems possi l'OT(lfflA&. -

bilities on a time frame basis. The f1.l/l:1Mi iiPil liQYilIBAIPN
underlying construct for these 

C......,oltables was borrowed from the 1'£AATEJIW LOW _,_.._ NoCOZ _ _,..._All---~
,....._ • .,cm __...,""-'-CO2Greenhouse Gas R&D Programme -· c---·· 

-~ ._,,.,....____ --
<IEA. 1992) but has been modified 

c.,,,_,,...,.. !'£AA TERM MEDIW TO LOW CO2"-•...... ..,_...,__and expanded to cover additional -- c-,..•."· -""•-totNOII __... Sfflu..,_....,.....,_.,..
technologies and atmospheric fixa -SQlcantrol. N:)x!S02-. ----"-tee--.---- £•--tortion options. -~- .-.~ -

coz.o.r MEl)n,.1,1 TERM WEl)ilN c;():z d--• an, linf-.-
-noc-lorHOw ...,__ -.i- ...,-.,g_..,..Flue Gas Sequestration 

ooze--, --...... -- ---·-·~ -IQZ- .....,._M)al902- -----

Currently, there is no EPA activity HIGH _..,....,, __.,,•. ·-· No _, ·C02 d..-,~. "---'•-widerway on flue-gas CO
2 

seques
tration, and there is very little U.S. ...,..._ .,,t(itj ___ ,......,
R&D in this area in general. Glo ~- ~.... o.,g,,_ -CO2 

-cym ---·•IGCC
bally, a considerable amount of (~CO ...... ............- . ~-- __,,__R&D work is being initiated: The ......,..._._.,..L 

- -111110«-•Japanese are especia11y active with ...,..__SERI& -.......... , -- ...... 
jointgovemment/industry projects, ----- ·--
and other work is underway in Eu -
rope. The major limitations now -__ T_,,__,.,__ •.y- ....._,,,.,,_...., ,____are high cost and increased energy __.,...._.,..,.,., 
usage. Perhaps some increase in -_,..... ___,,,... ------•--·

......._(U.1.1cost-effectiveness can be achieved 
_ _,,_Engr,. ____ __ _,_,.,.. -----

from the simultaneous removal of .....,.......,,c ,..___
yiallll.&a,d,.-

S02, N0
1

, and particulates alonr -H,,1-- ·-- -~- ........-......cCoal ,....coz....,_. ~ 
with the CO2• C0/02 combustion 

LOW L ...... appears to have research merit as a __,,. __ ,...., .__.,-,_, .,...,_--
technology for concentrating CO2, ----

OIIWMli&l.at ....... 

but much development lies ahead. 
HI H 

__ _.....,. ~ •••'•""ft afl. (SERI) 

lGCC options look especially at ----- ...-
.......... RAO-,,._ .....-.1 ,..,,.,~__,___ ~ ---•~

tractive, but apply primarily to new y11111-.oapc-........... 
. power plant capacity. Flue-gas col --· ..My..,,....,.MCINlgae- lClNGsequestration requires utilization -- ,._,._,, --......_ ......... ,.., ..-.,callflaCIIor disposal of the CO2 in conjuction -
with any ofthe above technologies. pal_.........,._ -_ _..,.....,"_"' 

....--
The option which offers near-term 
market solutions for utilization/dis-
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Table 4. Overall summary 1Iue-gas sequestration systems. 

Tlm•Fra- Tacbnoloa CO2 
R•m•val 

co201.,....11on 

C1.1rnnL lnduatrial proca,... 
(e,c., ammon .. • melJlanol 
fK11iLl81) 

Co-ailinr (or 
C02uae 

Chamical fNdnoca 

Near-w,rm Conftntional fouit-rueled 
Utility boilare 

Amin•• 
o&h<lr Ou..,., 
remov.J l.ecb. 

Enllanoed 011 
,..,.,...,,.u.... 
di1poul in dopl.lolld 
oil • ra• for11111uor,1 

Med,um-i..nn. lni.11111"'° cuilicauon 
eolftbinad cy,:le 

C02,02 c:ombu111on (new• 
,.1,ro(1L) WIUI 02 rrom air 

18p&J'8'10ft 

Ab10rpu011 . 
• ,,...,n,co." 
m,mbranu 

Not required 

New charnt.al 
produce. ar,d 
di1po&al 1n llllt 
dorn..'11Q11ifer• 

Lont-1.e·rm C02.02 rowl fuel comb1m111n 
wilh 02 from 10lar 
pbo!Gvoitaic el.ctroly111 of 
wa\er 

C02I02 "aynlhelic 
meuiano1·.ruei,,d advanoed 
comb cy,:IH 1c1oeed caroon 
c)'<le) 

No~ req uored 

N0Hequ1red 

Me\111nol 
1ran1ponauon and 
peallinf fuel from 
CO2 & H2 rrom 
oolar plloloYOI tate 
elec1.roly1i• o! wai..r 
- al10 providea 02 
(or comb11111on 

Other: 
- OU.er adv. cydN 
-Fvelcell1 

Ocean d11poaal 

Lonr-1.errn eon..nt;onal ulihty fouil-tuel 
combual.io11 • mtc,.,..• fuel 

M1croa.t... 
nu.,.., 
aeq...11ra\lon 

Rec~td aa r11e1 or 
uaed for 9'1Mr 
p,aia1.1 

Table 5. Overall summary of atmospheric fixation systems. 

Time Fram• Technolol)' CO2 CO2 
C.pture Disposition 

Neu-t.erm IDCrUHCl terr.crial biomau Atm. None 
(Yia for•& mpt., for•&ation. liaaliun 
qroroft'IILry) 
•· Direc, combwil:ion 
- E&.hanol conv. hydrolyaia 

Mecti11111-&11nn lnaeaaed Lerrmtria) biomau Atm. N-
(ahon-ro&ation intensive culture) l\xat\on 
- Advanc,ed cyd• 
- Hydroc:arb 
- El.hanol adv. hydrol,m 

1..o,.~rm MicroaJcae (utilization IOC11JU1) None 
Al.Ill. 

M•croalpe fanning with liaation o-a 
anerolricdife-1:ion(oc:iean) cli•pm•l 

without the problems of CO2 disposal; re
search needs to be done to establish feasibil
ity and reduce potential costs, especially for 
the solar hydrogen production required. 

Atmospheric Fiution 

EPA and others are actively working on fores
tation, agroforestry, soil sequestration, direct 
combustion/utilization, and the Hydrocarb 
process development. Sequestration via mi
croalgae and macroalgae are long term possi
bilities requiring years to decades of ecologi
cal effects research. There is no scientific 
consensus on the duration of sequestration or 
the effectiveness of biological mechanisms in 
carbon fixation over Jong terms. As we learn 
more, more potential problems seem to arise. 
R&D on direct utilization of biomass offers 
near term benefits. Direct biomass titiliza~ 
tion is currently utilized in the energy sector 
and is projected to be more efficient in the 
future. Competition for biomass feedstocks is 
a serious limitation. For instance the wood 
products industry demands increasing 
amounts of fiber and can pay more for the 
resource than the energy sector can afford 
due to the higher value offinal products. EPA 
is cunently examining the potential for ad
vanced cycles using biomass. Development of 
cost-effective technologies provides incentives 
to erow increasing amounts of biomass. The 
Hydrocarb process is a medium-term technol
ogy and appears to provide means ofmitiga
t.ion of CO

2 
and other emissions from trans

portation sources. Cunent research options 
for the terrestrial biosphere research appear 
justified; near-term benefits and costs appeal' 
to be reasonable, although the sequestration 
potential is limited. The serious environmen
tal concerns associated with ocean microalgae 
fertilization and macroalgae farming make 
them longer-term options requiring intensive 
environmental assessment. 

Disposal of CO
2 

in depleted oil and gas reseTVes is the 
nearest-term straight disposal approach. Ocean CO. 
disposal approaches appear to be rather costly and 
have a major research need on modeling to determine 
the new, longer-term atmospheric concentration levels 
resulting from disposal. All of the disposal options are 
longer-term options because of the environmental as
sessment required before implementation. The man
made carbon cycle has the potential for high mitigation 
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PAPER 3-C 

THE ::JOAA CARBON SEQUESTRATION PROGRAM 

Peter Schauffler, Senior Associate 

The George Washington University Institute for Crban 
Development Research (GWU /IlJDR) 

Washington, DC 20052 

Increasing attention is being given to oceanic techniques for sequestering carbon In 

various molecular forms as part of an overall global-change strategy. EPRI, through a 

Cattech contract, is looking at the formation and semi-permanent retantion of CO2 

hydrates at ocean depths of 1,000 meters or so. Similar investigations are being actively 

pursued by the Japanese. And EPRI and NOAA, assisted by Caftech and George 

Washington University, are re-examining the feasibility of large-scale fanning of 

microaJgae as a way of collecting CO2 frcm the atmosphere and upper ocean layers. 

saquestering it in liquid or hydrate form in the deep ocean and/or locking up the carbon 

in the farm structure, and using the farm-produced methane and pemaps methanol as a 

CO2-neutral fossil fuel substitute. 

I NTRODUCTJON 

Detailed papers and reports in preparation by EPRI will describe 
the CO2 hydrate research being conducted at Caltech.*· This work suggests 
the likely feasibility of large-scale hydrate deposition, but the possible 
long-term effects on ocean ecology must be examined in detail before any 
sound decision on a major program can be made. 

Whether or not this technique is determined to be economically and 
ecologically acceptable, however, the concept of large-scale ocean farming 
as a strate9y for significant global-change mitigation should be carefully 
investigated. The growing of biomass constitutes a natural and logical 
technique for fixing atmospheric carbon in the form of plant hydrocarbons. 
To the extent that world-wide fuels are derived from biomass fuels, the 
build-up of atmospheric CO2 will be slowed by recycling. And the oceans, 
constituting over 70% of the world's surface, may well offer the greatest 
opportunity in such a strategy. 

* See in particular: 

"Climate Alteration - A Global Issue for the Electric Power Industry 
in the Twenty-First Century" --

a paper being sub~itted for publication in the Ar.nual Reviews of 
· Energy and the Env1ronment; 

."Investigations of CO2 Hydratr Fomation and Dissolution" --
a progress report by t!te California Institute of Techno1osy. 
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l. BACK GROUND 

Starting in the late 1960s, the Novel Undersea Center at San Diego (now 

the Naval Ocean Sciences Center) initiated some preliminary research and 

testing of possible techniques for open-ocean forming of macroalgoe--with 

the seaweed product put through anaerobic digestion to produce methane. 

The inquiry at that time was driven mainly by a concern about the exhaustion 

of natural gas reserves. It was recognized, however, that the plant pressings 

and digester residues would also provide important pharmaceuticals and 

chemicals (including natural fertilizer and fodder) and thct the forms, as 

natural biomes, would attract large harvestable fish populations. A small 

moored grid (Fig. 1) was installed off the north end of San Clemente Island 

and tested briefly with Macrocystis plants tied to the grid lines. And a test

module design was prepared for an offshore buoy with radial arms and-circum

ferential lines (the plant substrote)--with a pump and tailpipe to bring up 

lower-layer water for plant nutrition (Fig. 2). 

With the support of the American Gos Association's Gos Research 

Institute, end with modest participation by DOE's Solar Energy Reseroch 

Institute (now the Notional Renewable Energy Laboratory), the research and 

testing program was token over by the General Electric Company in the mid 

1970s.. A buoy module was constructed and moored in 1500 feet of water 

some eight miles off Laguna Beach, again with Mocrocystis plants tied to the 

Iines. Serious prob I ems with plant damage were experienced because of 
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divergences be tween storm-we ve frequencies ond the buoy-ond-moori ng 

response hormoni cs, and the.strong current at that Iocot ion reduced the res i

dence time ond thus nutrient effect of the upwel led water. In spite of these 

problems, however, the test demonstrated thot Mocrocystis plants could be 

grown in that setting--ond regenerate themselves ofter suffering storm damage. 

A comprehensive summary of this experience is available in 

Seaweed Cultivation for Renewable Resources --a compilati::>n of detailed 

papers pre pored by the- principal program porti ciponts, edited by K imon Bird 

and Peter Benson ond published by Elsevier in 1987( l). 

The world-wide drop in oi I and natural gos prices in the early 1980s 

caused this test program to be abandoned. But low-keyed plant research 

continued through the decade ct Caltech and UCal (Santo Barbaro) for 

Macrocystis and at Woods Hole for Sorgassum and Gracilario; and the 

anaerobic digestion techniques were pursued at the University of Florida. 

Interest in the ocean-forming potentials was rekindled, however, by 

"The Hot Summer of 1988. 11 With growing agreement among climatologists 

on the I ink between CO2 emissions and global worming, 11 the greenhouse 

effect" started to receive serious public attention. It became clear thot oil 

serious possibilities for long-term control of atmospheric CO should be2 

examined. CO2 is released, of course, in the combustion of all corbon

bosed fuels. In contrast with fossil fuels, however, the CO2 from the burning 

of biomass fuels is cl I recovered when the replacement crops ore grown. 
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Because the oceans cover 700/4 of the world's surface, they offer the greo_test 

potential in this respect-- if substantio,I production rotes con be achieved. 

Added to the current natural absorption in the earth and oceans, this tech

nique might thus permit on actual reduction in the future atmospheric CO2 

concentration. 

In recognition of these potentials, ond with support from the Electric 

Power Research Institute ( EPR I), the Boord on Biology at the Notional Academy 

of Sciences assembled the principal participants in the 1970s tests for o work

shop in late 1989 to consider whether c new ocean-forming R&D initiative 

was justified. The clear conclusion wos affirmative. 

This conclusion was reviewed and confirmed in c detailed workshop 

conducted by Caltech (again with EPRI support) in mid-1990. The implica

tions were further examined in a NOAA-sponsored seminar and detailed 

workshop in 1991; the potentials for specific form concepts (see below) were 

considered in on intensive conference in late 1992 (again with EP.RI support); 

ond the possible arrangements for computer analysis and model design and 

testing of these concepts were discussed in a January 1993 workshop at the 

David Toyl or Model Bas in. 
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2. CURRENT PRODUCTIVITY AND COSTS 

As indicated above, the key to a· successful ocean-forming program 

will be the productivity achievable with open-ocean forms. This produc

tivity wil I determine the cost of the farm-based fuels and co-products. 

The bcsel ine for examining this question is the typical productivity 

calculated from post and current growth tests in natural kelp beds here and 

abroad. 

Benson (2) summarizes two recent-year specific tests as follows: 

Researchers 

Tseng 

Neushul & Harger 

Plant 

Laminaria 

Macrocystis 

Year 

1987 

1990 

location 
Productivity 

(DAFMT/A/Y) 

Yellow Sea 3.8 

Ellwood (CA) 6.0 

In a paper currently being reviewed for pub! icotion, North ( 3) shows 

a range of typical Macrocystis productivities running from about 3 .5 to 12. 7 

DAFMT/A/Y. 

Bird ( 1), using the Macrocystis growth-rote estimates from the 1970s 

GE tests, shows a 11 bosel ine 11 productivity of 13 .8 DAFMT/A/Y. 

The costs per unit of energy produced from the macroalgal feedstock wil I 

vary greatly depending not only on the seaweed and form type, funding/ 

management arrangements and local environment but also on the conversion 

process efficiency and the credits obtainable from the marketing of byproducts 

and from the avoidance of carbon-emission taxes. 
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Using the 1970s GE data, Bird depicted the general relationship of methane 

cost to seaweed productivity in a set of curves based on this first set of factors 

( that is, without regard to byproduct or tox credits) and depending on the form 

I ife and maintenance/capitol-cost ratio (running from 20 years and 0% [A] to 

5 years and 20% [El) as follows: 

UNIT COST 

E 

30-

::l 
I-
a:i 20- C 

~ 
\Ao 

10-

1 PRODUCTJVITY
00 10 20 30 

DAFMT/A/Y 
Source: ( l )p .337 

These figures were calculated with /v\ocrocystis in Southern California 

coastal waters, using the conversion efficiencies achieved in the mid-70s 

tests. They could change significant! y with o different seaweed, form concept 

ond setting, a refined conversion process, and a sophisticated byproduct strategy. 

3. PROJECTED PRODUCTIVITY AND COSTS 

The future prospects for increased plant productivity and thus reduced 

product cost will depend on c complex interaction of several factors -- including 

ocean settings, farm geometry, nutrient regimes, species selection, end 
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possible genetic engineering. Tobie 1 I ists the principal candidate species 

and selection criteria. 

These potentials are illustrated by a recent coastal test conducted by 

LoPointe and Ryther in the Florida Keys and cited by Ryther (4). In contrast 

with the typical figures shown above for i'liocrocystis end Laminoria, this 

Grocilaria test (with favorable current and nutrient conditions) showed a 

productivity of 41.2 DAFMT/A/Y.. And LaPointe (4) states that productivity 

rates approaching these values might also be obtained with some strains of 

Sargassum. 

Whether productivity approaching these high rotes can be achieved in 

continuous open-ocean operations wil I only be determined by further tests. 

As one example, such tests might be pointed toward forms consisting of large 

grids which would migrate east and west_ in the Pacific Equatorial Currents 

ond Countercurrent as shown conceptually in Fig. 3. 

The optimum farm configuration and size for such on operation can only 

be decided ofter intensive model testing. One possibility, ii lustroted in 

Fig. 4, would include o servicing vessel to provide low-speed towing for 

position-keeping end plant nutrition --with additional nutrients provided by 

artificial upwel I ing and recirculation of the digester I iquors through leaker hoses 

along the edges of the farm modules. And as suggested in Fig. 5, such forms 

might be provided with a submersion capability to improve night-time nutrition 

cind minimize storm damage to the plants and structure. 
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The servicing vessel could have the versatility to vary the product mix 

according to world market conditions. The conversion operations involved 

here could include fish harvesting and processing in various forms, pharma

ceutical and chemical production, and (depending on the emissions-tax situa

tion) carbon sequestration in a CO2 Iiquid or hydrate form~ 

To illustrate a further synergy in such an integrated farming operation, 

the servicing vessel could include equipment for converting the digester

produced methane into methanol for de! ivery to shoreside energy users and 

plastics plants, with the tanker bockhaul consisting of polyester pellets which 

could be shaped aboard ship into the elements {lines, nets, hoses and trusses) 

needed for form expansion and replacement. 

The potential impact of byproduct soles on energy costs con be critical. 

Wilcox (5) estimated in 1976, for instance, that giving full credit for 

byproduct (and particularly fish) sales would reduce the methane cost to 

something like $4/MBTU. And the recent increases in plant productivity 

cited above would further improve this prospect. Based on the relative prices 

of methane and fish products in the mid-70s, Wilcox estimated that devoting 

1% of the seaweed crop to fish production would cover 50'% of the fann costs. 

4. ISSUES AND RESEARCH NEEDS 

The most basic lesson from the 1970s tests--as emphasiz.ed by North in 

the first of the 1980s reappraisal workshops (6)-- is that success in large-scale 

ocean forming will depend on o good marriage of the biological and engineering 
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elements. (The biology in the 1970s program was well-conceived, but the 

engineering was not.) 

The issues relating to this marriage con be arranged on a scale starting 

with mainly biological objectives and extending through combined questions 

to mainly enginee~ing objectives. This array is shown in Table 2, and the 

research needs can be discussed for each numbered issue. 

( 1) The opportunities for improving productivity have been discussed 

above. Since the fuel-product volume will be proportional to the 

plant carbon content, a major objective in species selection and 

stock refinement (and genetic engineering) will be to maximize 

the plant C/N ratio. 

(2) The problem of mocroalgal releases of methyl halides needs careful 

attention as a potential threat to stratospheric ozone. A joint 

Caltech/UCol-lrvine research project funded by DOE is studying 

the methyl halide releases of natural kelp beds. This work should 

be extended to cover other major plant species and to include 

possible releases in the plant harvesting and processing stages. 

(3) The required nursery techniques will depend on the overall farm 

concept and can best be studied os port of an integrated system 

analysis. 

(4) One example of a favorable ocean-current setting is depicted in 

Fig. 3. Detailed analyses should be made of other good possibilities 
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around the world -- considering the current characteristics in terms 

of the plent and engineering requirements end the resulting costs 

end projected multi-product revenues. 

(5) Effective nutrient monogement (o key fcctor in issue ( 1) above) will 

require careful cost-and-benefit research to determine the best 

nutrient-regime combination for each plant and setting. 

(6) Morine-fouling control con be critical in the operation of structured 

forms. R&D al ready performed or in process for novol and commerc iol 

vessels end ocean rigs can suggest the various chemical and mechoni-

col control possibilities ond performance prospects (including toxicity 

problems), and these will be major factors in the selection of farm 

designs. Illustrating the combined biological and engineering 

challenge in this program, o biological-control strategy similar to 

the shoreside integrated-pest-management technique may turn out to 

be port of the marine-fouling solution in large-scale ocean forming. 

(7) Further increases in conversion-pro~ess efficiency ore achievable -

ogoin through o combination of engineering (reactor design end 

operating conditions) and biology (selection and possible genetic 

improvement of the methonogens). 

( 8) In the design of structured forms, the drag characteristics of the 

plants and the form structure itself will be critical in determining 

the overal I costs end thus the program feosibil ity. Computer analysis 
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followed by design and testing of scaled-up models can provide 

eorly indications of this feosibil ity at modest cost -- and this 

reseorch must hove o high immediate priority. 

(9} In the investigation of worm-ocean forming possibilities such as 

the Pacific Equatorial Belt depicted in Fig. 3, as indicated above, 

the continuous survivability of fragile plants con be critical. 

Rother than accepting substantial plant end farm damage during 

storm periods, it may be feasible to incorporate in the form design o 

copobil ify to · submerge to a plant depth of 50 to 100 feet {below 

the zone of intense wove action) and return to the sunlit surface 

when the storm has possed. One possible submersion scheme is 

shown in Fig. 5, and there may well be others that offer greater 

economy and dependobi Iity. 

Here again, some initial model testing and then a trade-off 

analysis wil I be required. And the potential benefits in this analysis 

may include the ability to improve plant nutrition with routine 

night-time submergence. 

( 10) The selection of materials for the form elements is principally a 

challenge in plastics chemistry end engineering. The possibility 

of a form that could largely "grow itself11 hes been described above. 

And major opportunities exist here for plastics recycling-- not only 

of the form elements themselves but of shoreside plastic wastes 
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carried as bockhaul (soy polyester pellets) in the methanol tankers 

and shaped into form expansion or replacement elements aboard the 

servicing vessel. As Cl chemistry is refined in future decades, 

furthermore, the potentials for direct shipboard production of 

plastics suitable for form elements may wel I increase. 

This issue again underscores the need to treat the form program 

as an integrated-system challenge -- continuously optimizing the 

system as a whole for any momentary combination of product markets. 

In summary, the overall biological and mechanical form efficiency and 

versatility will be the basic determinant of the form-based energy costs. 

5. POTENTIAL MARKETS 

The overall picture of potential ocean-farm products is shown in Fig. 6. 

Included in the page-heading I ist but not shown in the diagram is the potential 

for major cultivation, harvesting, processing and marketing of fish. 

To minimize transportation costs ·and maximize the market-targeting 

flexibility, and to justify a major hul I for purposes of al I-weather survival, 

most of the seaweed-to-product conversion processes shown here (plus the fish 

operation) should be performed on the servicing vessel. 

The existence of major methane pipeline networks in industrial countries 

will justify a substantial world-wide delivery of the shipboard digester gos 

product in this form by LNG tanker. But because it can be readily produced 

from the digester gos aboard the servicing vessel and easily transported by 
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conventional bulk carrier to a large future global market, methanol will 

probably be the main form product. And these same carriers can transport 

ashore the food, pharmaceutical and chemical products shown in Fig. 6. 

As indicated above, the product emphasis at any given time can be tailored 

to the prevailing mix of price levels in the major world markets. 

Because a major ocean-forming program would take several decodes to 

implement, and because world-wide population growth, lifestyle changes arid 

environmental constraints over this period cannot be accurately predicted, 

it is impossible to project at this time the size of the market for these various 

products. It seems clear, however, that the most important markets will be in 

food end energy. 

The market for ocean-form food products ( frozen and conned fish, fish 

meal, fodder-nourished meats, and carageenan as a meat supplement) will 

depend not only on global birth rates and consumption habits but also on 

chronic drought and flooding problems (which may be global-worming related), 

long-term land use pressures, and a possible decline in agricultural productivity. 

The market for ocean-farm energy products will depend on global cl imote 

reactions to the continued build-up of atmospheric CO 2 from fossil fuel emissions. 

Ago in depending on population growth and I ifestyle changes, the rate of CO2 

discharge from the burning of these carbon-based fuels-- including the weight 

of the oxygen as on integral port of this "greenhouse" gas molecule --will 

probably continue to rise above the current level of 22 GTY or 44,000 
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tons/minute. And at some point, this huge humon intervention in the regime 

of the biosphere may possibly trigger one or more of the positive feedbacks 

outlined in Tobie 3--setting in motion o massive upward spiral. 

At that point -- unless Jorge-volume fusion power hos proven to be safe 

and economical -- there will be a strong surge of interest in ocean forming as 

a protection against runaway global worming. And the corollcry world-wide 

demand for form-derived fuels wil I constitute o massive market. 

The basic quest ions wi 11 then be: 

{l) Which of the ocean-form techniques hove the gr.eotest "greenhouse" 

control potential? and 

(2) How rapidly con they be scaled up? 

The answers will depend on the farm characteristics and on the scale of 

the crisis. In theory, however, such a program could eventually satisfy the 

world's full energy requirements while stabilizing the atmospheric CO2 level. 

If world energy consumption were to continue at todoy1s level, for instance, 

and if the plant productivity demonstrated in the recent Caribbean coastal 

tests con be achieved in open-ocean forms, the total world fuel demand could 

be met by the farming of about 5% of the Pacific Equatorial Belt shown in 

Fig. 3. This would seem to leave substantial room for the growth of farm

supplied energy use in subsequent decades. 
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One question that comes up in any such theoretical projection is what 

would be done about aviation fuel. The world-wide consumption in aircraft, 

primarily as kerosene, is only about 5% of the global liquid-fuel consumption-

but as shown in Fig. 7, a British reseorcher hos recently asserted that the NOx 

emitted by aircraft turbines at typical cruising altitudes has about thirty times 

the infrored·obsorptior. potency as this some gos ot sec level. The "greenhouse" 

impcct of aircraft-fuel emissions may thus be a substantial portion of the total 

fossil-fuel impoct from al I sources. 

The significance for ocean farming con be seen in two curves (Fig. 8) 

resulting from o decompression-chamber test conducted by GE with on aircraft

turbine combustor in the mid-1980s, using methanol compared with aviation 

kerosene (Jet A). For the some power, the combustor radiant heat flux was 

much lower with the methanol fuel -- resulting in greatly reduced NOx emissions. 

What this suggests is that methanol may wel I be a desirable aviation fuel 

in a future 11 greenhouse-sensitive11 world -- at least for short- and medium-haul 

flights where the two-to-one weight penalty (due to methanol's lower energy 

density compared to kerosene) con be tol eroted. And for the Iong-houl flights, 

the fuel of choice in this situation could be cryogenic methane from oceans 

forms. The extra-potency NOx would still be a problem, but the CO2 released 

by these engines would eventually be completely recovered in the growing of 

seaweeds for the replacement fuel . 
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6. CONCLUSION 

This review suggests that the ocean-farming techniques may hove a very 

large potential for production offuture fuels end complementary products-

and for stabilizing the global atmosphere in the process. (Coostol versions of 

these techniques moy well hove greet utility in absorbing waste nutrients end 

recycling heavy metals and other problem.discharge componen.ts.) . 

There ore major questions, however, about the economic and engineering 

feosibi Iity of these techniques and about the possible environmental effects. 

World-wide concerns about the global-worming impacts of fossil fuels 

·and about the future ode~uocy of land-based food production argue for on 

intensive R&D program that can answer these questions in the lotter half of 

this decode. 

Only in this way can timely and credible decisions be mode about the 

proper role of ocean forming in o global strategy for energy and food produc

tion and environmental protection. 
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Fig. 3 PACIFIC EQUATORIAL CURRENT PATTERN 

Ocean Areas (Squire Miles) 
Pacific - 64,186,300 
Atlantic - 33,420,000 
Indian - 28,350,500 
Arctic - 5,905,700 

Total: 131,862,500 
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Fig. 4 OCEAN GRID CONCEPT 
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Fig. 5 CONCEPTUAL OCEAN-GRID SUBMERSION SYSTEM 
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Fig. 6 
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Fig. 7 THE NEW YORK TIMES.- TUESDAY, JANUAJ;\7 7, 1.992 

SCIENCE WATCH 

Global Warming Threat 
Found in Aircraft Fumes 

1

N
ITROGEN oxide fum:S
emitted by aircraft exert 30 
umes as great an effect on 

. climate as the same fumes 
emitted at grounc level by industrial 
processes and :.he burning of fossil 
fuels like coal and oil, British scien-
tlsts have calculated. · -

The ni~ oxides react with oth-
er chemicals in the air to create 
.ozone in the troposphere, or lower 
atmosphere. At higher altitudes, In 
the stratosphere, oz.one blocks ultra-

. violet. rays from the. sun. that q1n 
cause cancer in humans. In the tropo-
sphere, ozone is toxic 10 plants and 
animals, and it is one·of a number of 
tropospheric gases - carbon dioxide 
is the chief one - thal trap heaL 
Many scientisl!f believe that in-
creases in the gases as a result of 
human ac1ivily Will cause the earth's 

·climate to warm subst.antially_ in 
coming decades. · -

lf the growth. in alrcra(t traffic In 
the l990's continues at current rates, 
nitrogen oxides would result in the 

:trapping. of enough solar energy to f 
:raise the earth's temperature: by \ 
·about two-hundredths of a degree 1 

Fahrenheit, according to calculations 
by Dr. Colin Johnson of the United 
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authoi::lty's 
Hani,eJl Laboratory.and _Q,>lleagues. 
·sy way of comparison, they calculat; 
· ed, this is about one-seventh the heat• 
.in& effect exerted by increased car
bon dioxide emissions from 1970 to 
980. . ·:. . -.:.,.. 

Working with n computerized mod
; el of the atmosphere, they found tha~ 
nitwgen oxide emissions frcm air•· 

:craft contributed about .as much to 
:global warming as emissions from 
iground-based ·sources like automo-: 
.biles, even though alrcrafl account 

. 'for only 3 percent of all nitrogen 
oxides produccxl by human activity. 
One reason, they said in a paper in the 
current Issue of the journal Nature, ls 

3eythat nitrogen oxides last longer when 
are higher in the atmosphere. 

: The heating effect of ozone, carbon 
;dioxide and all the other heat-trap
ping gases may be diminished or en-

hanced by a number of competing 
factors. scientists say. Similarly, Dr. 
Jo~nsoi: said, the effect of nitrogen 
oxides 1s only one of a number of 
fact?rs that must be consi_dered In 
coming to a total understanding of the 
chmauc effects of ozone. He pointed 
ou,, for example, that chlorofluoro• 
carbons, industrial chemicals that 
also trap heat, destroy ozone, cancel
Ing out part of the total effect f~orr:i a_ll 
sources. St_lll, Dr. Johnson said, it 1s 
necessary to understand the effect of 
nitrogen oxide emissions aloft, since 
aircraft traffic is increasing. 

WILLJAM K; STEVENS 
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Fig. 8 AIRCRAFT TURBINE HEAT ANO NOx EMISSIONS 
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Table 1 MACROALGAE TYPES AND PROPERTIES 

Alaria A. fistulosa is float-bearing, arctic 
corallina calcareous, widely distributed, small, might 

be cultured with other large species 
cystoseira temperate, has float-bearing repro. struct. 
Ecklonia subtropic & temperate, one float-bearing sp. 
Egregia temperate, float-bearing, very durable 
Eucheurna tropic, cultivated, mod. size 
Gracilaria widely distrib~, cultivated, high product. 
Larninaria intensely cultivated, temperate 
Macrocystis semi-cultivated, harvested, temperate 
Pterygoohora temperate, very durable 
sargassum widely distrib. incl. Sargasso Sea, ~any spp, 

float-bearing, temperate & tropic 

SELECTION 
CRITERIA: HIGH PRODUCTIVITY 

TOLERATES FULL SUNLIGHT 

COPPICEABLE 

EASILY HARVESTED MECHANICALLY 

CONDUCIVE TO CULTURING AND TRANSPLANTING 

REPRODUCTION PROLIFIC 

AEASONABLY TOUGH 

GOOD POTENTIAL FOR BYPRODUCTS 

TRANSLOCATES 

TOLERATES WIDE ENVIRONMENTAL FLUCTUATIONS 

GOOD YIELDS FROM FUEL CONVERSION PROCESS 

DISEASE RESIST ANT 

SUPPORTS AN ASSOCIATED COMMUNITY OF USEFUL ORGANISMS 

PERENNIAL ANO LONG·LIVEO 

HIGH SURFACE/VOLUME RATIO 

GROWS WELL AT LOW.N-CONTENT 

SIMPLE NUTRIENT ~EOUIREMENTS 

HIGH UPTAKE RATES 

SURVIVES IN HIGH-ENERGY ENVIRONMENTS 

EASILY MOORED OR RESTRAINED 
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Table 2 

TECHNICAL ISSUES 

Biology 

1). Raising the plant productivity (and maximizing the carbon/nitrogen 
ratio) through nutrition management, species selection, stock refine
ment ond genetic engineering. 

2) Investigating the extent of methyl halide releases during the candidate
plant growth and decay phases. 

3) Developing economical and dependable shipboard nursery techniques. 

4} Selecting the optimum ocean current settings for farm nutrition, storm 
minimization, traffic avoidance and market access (see Fig. 3). 

5) Achieving an economical and environmentally-acceptable combination 
of nutrient recycling, low-speed towing, artificial upwelling and 
possible submersion for plant nutrition. 

6) Reducing the incidence of marine fouling of the form structures and 
servicing vessels. 

7) Increasing the efficiency (cu .ft .methane/kg .solids) of shipboard 
anaerobic digestion. 

8) Reducing the plant and form-structure drag to minimize the towing 
power requirements. 

9) Determining the engineering and economic feasibility of form sub
mergence to reduce storm damage and increase nighttime nutrition. 

1O) Selecting or developing the optimum farm-element plastics -
including the use of recycled plastics and the shipboard shaping of 
farm expansion or replacement elements. 

Engineering 
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Table 3 

Possible Positive Feedbacks from Global Warming 

A. General 

1. Increased evaporation persisting as water vapor or low-reflection clouds 

2. Increased release of CO2 and possibly CH4 from accelerated aerobic 
and anaerobic digestion of dead organisms 

3. Possible release of CO2 and CH4 from hydrate deposits 

4. Reduced absorption of anthropogenic CO2 due to general heat-induced 
reduction of plant growth 

5. Reduced snow cover and reflectivity 

B. Additional Ocean-Related Possibilities 

1. Direct release of dissolved CO2 through increased ocean temperatures 

2. Indirect release of dissolved CO2 through violent wave action in 
intensified storms 
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The Role of DOE Energy Efficiency and Renewable 
Energy Progranis in Reducing 

Greenhouse Gas Eniissions 

c,.~ 
I 
~ 
ts.:) 

Eric Petersen, Director 
Division of Applied Analysis 

Office of Conservation and Renewable Energy 
U.S. Department of Energy 



,. 

U.S. Commitment to Global Climate Change Mitigation 

• U.S. committed to aggressive, but economically sound, programs to reduce 
GHG emissions 

• Commitment articulated in U.S. Views on Climate Change 

• Major focus of the U.S. approach is energy: 
w 
~ 

I 

improving the efficiency of energy conversion and consumptiont,.~ 

switching away from relatively carbon-intensive fuels 

eliminating CFCs in energy-using equipment 



Federal Mechanisms to Achieve Energy GHG Reductions 

• Administration comprehensive National Energy Strategy 

• EPA voluntary conservation programs 

• DOE programs in energy conservation and energy efficiency, 
w renewable, nuclear and fossil energy technology R&D 

I 
~ 
~ 
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What is CE? 

The mission of the Office of 
Conservation and Renewable Energy 

Develop and promote the adoption of cost-effective renewable 

! energy and energy efficiency technologies and practices, in conjunction 
C11 

with the states and with partners in the buildings, industrial, 

transportation, and utility sectors, for the benefit of the economic 

competitiveness, energy security, and environmental quality of the 

Nation. 



CONSERVATION AND RENEWABLE ENERGY 

]'~ 

Today: 
w 

I 
~ 
0) 

lf~~ allID©l Today 

• CE research and development focused on 
long-term, high risk activities. 

• Office structure not effectively responsive 
to needs of the changing market sectors. 

• CE program offices reorganized to better interact with 
and respond to the four market end use sectors: Utilities, 
Buildings, lndustey, and Transportation. 

• The Office of Technical and Financial Assistance 
created to promote CE technologies and work with the States. 

• Strong emphasis is placed on increasing productivity and 
enhancing competitiveness. 

• Development of public/private partnerships is a top 
priority. 
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Quality, Affordable Housing 

w 
I 

,fa-. 
0:, 

Current Situation 
Energy 
· Average home uses> 100 MMBtu/Yr 

(> 15 quads total) 
60% heating and cooling . 
23% lighting and appliances 

Environment 
60 pounds of S02/year/house 
3400 pounds of CO2/year/house 

New homes and appliances 
use 100 minion lbs CFCs/Yr. 

Construction wastes 
(2.5 tons/house) 

Technology 
On-site, "Stick" built wllh 

limited quality and high waste 
Non-integrated, non-optimized 

HVAC, appliances, and controls 

Productivity 
Construction output/hour 

down 1.7%/yr, while manutac. 
output up 2.7%/yr 

$8 billion/year trade deficit 
In building components 

Energy costs per house: 
$1200/Year 

Median new home price rising 
SOo/o faster than earnings/worker 

;~~J-rfr?.'?~~1"t"~.Y.~::'o/.:'.'t.':'.'Z1'~~'71!1~~ 

Initiatives 
Century 21 Design, 

Manufacturing and Delivery 

Improve Shell Technologies 

Advanced HVAC/ Appliances 

Advanced lighting Technologies 

On-Site Power from Fuel 
Cells and PV 

Energy-Efficient Mortgages/ 
Home Energy Rating Systems 

~ 

-

Objectives 
Energy 

Over 50% reduction in 
energy requirements: 

Reduction in new home heeling 
and cooling energy by 2/J 

100% efficiency improvement 
lighting and appliances 

Environment 
Carbon emissions from home 

energy use down over 50% 
Elimination of CFCIHCFCs in 

new homes and appliances 

Technology 
Integrated, optimized 

buildings designed and built 
in an industrialized system 

HVAC load reduced 50% 
with advanced windows, 
insulation, end design 

Productivity 
Housing industry . 

productivity gains 
comparabfe lo menutecturing 

Reverse trade deficit: 
High-value building products 
for export 

Household energy costs cut 
by 5_0"/4 in new homes 
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Direct Steelmaking 

Current Situation 
Technology 

5,000 Ton/Day Minimum Capacity 
Coke Oven/Blast Furnace 

Energy 
17.1 Million Btu/Ton 

Environment 
4 lb NOx/Ton 
2.4 Tons CO2/Ton 

c..: Coke Ovens Exceed EPA regulations
I 

o, for SOx and Toxics 
0 

Market Size 
$46.8 Billion (1% of GNP) 
169,000 Employees 
11.4% of World Production 

IProductivity 
$135/Ton Iron Production Cost 
$470/Ton Avg Steel Production Cost 
0.26 Man-hours/Ton Liquid Steel 
Environmental Compfiance Costs 

84 Million Tons/Year 
Steel Industry 

Initiatives 
1,000 Ton/Day Scale-Up ,.. of Successful Pilot Plant 

Joint AISI-DOE Direct 
Steelmaking Process 
Development 

.. 

Objectives 
Technology 

1,000 Ton/Day Minimum Capacity 
Direct lronmaking 
Coke Ovens Eliminated 

Energy 
13.5 Million Btu/Ton 

Environment 
0.0004 lb NOx/Ton 
2.16 Tons CO2/Ton 
No Coke Oven Gases 

Mar1<et Size 
Maintain Share of GNP 
No Increase in Employees 
Increasing Share of World Production 

Productivity 
~15% Production Cost Reduction 
50% Reduction in Capital Cost/Ton 
Reduced Environmental Costs 

Souroes: Energetics, Inc., "Energy Profiles for US Industry: Iron and Steel Industry Prolile," December 1990; US Department ol Commerce, 
Statistical Abstract of lhe United States 1991; 1989 AISI Statistical Abstract; Paine Webber, World Steel Dynamics service; and Offioa of 
Industrial Technologles estimates. 
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Advanced Lig'1t DuW Vehicles 

····current Situation 
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Electric Utility System 
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Wind Energy Program 

• Market Status 
1500 MW of capacity, 2.5 billion kWh 
understanding of wind forces ·and resources 
rotor durability issues 

• On verge of a major market breakthrough 
costs down by two thirds in the last decade to $0.08 per kWh 
modular units allow incremental additions with short lead times . . 
zero ermss1ons 

~ - renewable energy production credit in H.R. 776 
t}1 
er, 

• DOE wind energy program major thrusts 
development of wind systems with lower costs and greater reliability 
with industry collaboration 
assisting utilities in evaluation of wind power potential 

• Market Potential 
1.0 to 2.3 quads in 2010; 2.9 to 10.7 quads in 2030 (SERI 1990) 
estimated low-end carbon savings 16 MMT in 2010, 48 MMT in 2030 



Transferring CE Technology to the Marketplace 

CE. energy efficiency and renewable energy programs incorporate means to 
effectively transfer technologies to the marketplace. 

Wide variety of mechanisms used: 

• financial partnerships with private industry in technology R&D 
• CRADAs between DOE laboratories and private industry 
• user facilities for private industry testing of new technologies 

I 
c..: 

demonstration of new technologies in federal facilities Ul-.:, • 
• interaction with trade arid professional associations 
• establishment of industry advisory groups 
• publications 
• education programs · 

Some mechanisms (CRADAs) used across all programs, others are applied as 
appropriate 



BUILDING PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS 
A New Era In Cooperative Leadership 

National TechnoloeY Initiati,ve 

In the fall of 1991, President Bush launched a new Administration-wide initiative to 
promote U.S. industry's use of technology to strengthen the domestic economy and 
enhance competitiveness in global markets -- the National Technology Initiative 

c,, 
(NTI). 

I 
C)1 
ex, 

As President Bush said, there are 

" ... steps we can take right-now to guarantee progress 
and prosperity into the next American Century. We get 
there by investing in the technologies of tomorrow, with 
Federal support of R&D at record levels. We need to 
share the results, get the great ideas generated by 
public funds out into the private sector, off the 
drawing board and onto store shelves. Our National 
Technology Initiative will do just that.... " 



Building Public/Private Partnerships 
A New Era in Cooperative Leadership 

(continued) 

• Since the· launching of NTI in late 1991, CE has entered into about 50 
CRADAs, that could lead to the commercialization of energy efficiency and 
renewable energy technologies 

Cf • · Examples CRADAs with significant GHG emissions reduction potential: 
t11 
c.c--

waste minimization technology to reduce the use of CFC-based 
solvents (Motorola) 

waste paper to methanol conversion process (AMOCO) 

battery development under the U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium 
· (Auto industry) 
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-Government Industry Battery CostiSharing R&D 
. . . .' . . . 

Highlights240, ... • 14 battery types in 1990 focused to 3 by 1992 
• Clean Air Act Amendment~alifomia influences .......... t• U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium formed 200 -I 
• Research agenda will be industry driven .• . Battery plant 

•. investment•."" Ill Dollars 1601 .•• by industry 
Total Battery ~ In 
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LOOKING FORWARD 

Strong support for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy: 

• The FY 1993 funding request of $330 million for energy efficiency R&D is double 
the funding for FY 1989 when the Bush Administration took office. 

• The FY 1993 funding request of $250 million for Renewable Energy R&D is more 
w 

I 
than 65% higher than the FY 1989 funding. 

0) ..... 
• President Bush established the National Renewable Energy Laboratory in 

September 1991. Construction of a $20 million, state-of-the art Solar Energy 
Research· Facility began in June 1992. 

The National Energy Strategy: A Continuing Process 

• The NES will continually evolve and be refined as new opportunities and 
· technological advances emerge. 

• Development of NES II is underway. 

The work described in !his paper was nol funded by lite U.S. Envtronmenlal Protecdon Agency. The 
con1en1S do no1 necessarily reflect lhe views of lite Agency and no official endorsemenl should be Inferred. 
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FUZZ)' LOGIC CONTROL Of AC JNPUCJJON MOTORS 
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by: R.J. Spiegel and P.J. Chappell 
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Air and Energy Engineering Research Laboratory 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711 

J.G.Cleland 
Research Triangle Institute 
P.O. Box 12194 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

8.K. Bose 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, TN 37996 

ABSTRACT 

Fuzzy logic control of electric motors is being investigated under sponsorship 
of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to reduce energy consumption 
when motors are operated at less than rated speeds and loads. Electric motors use 
60°/o of the electrical energy generated in the U.S. An improvement of 1% in operating 
efficiency of all electric ~otors could result in savings of 17 x 109 kWh/yr in the U.S. 
New techniQues are required to extract maximum performance from modern motors. 
This paper describes EPA's research program, as well as early stages of work, to 
implement fuzzy logic to optimize the efficiency of alternating current (AC) induction 
motors. 

111.is paper has been reviewed in accordance with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's peer and 
administrative review policies and approved for presentalion and publication. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Elec1ric motors use over 60% of the electrical power generated in the U.S. [ 1 ). 
There is a population of approximately 1 billion motors in the country, using over 1700 
billion kWh per year. Over 140 million new mo1ors are sold each year. A review of the 
U.S. motor population reveals: 

• 90% of the motors are less than 1 hp· (fractional motors} in size, but 
use only 10% of the electricity consumed by motors; 

.. 95% of the electricity used by motors is consumed by approximately 2% 
of the motor population (motors greater than 5 hp}; and 

• 85% of the electricity used by motors is consumed by less than 1 % of 
the motor population (motors greater than 20 hp). 

Based on these facts, it is clear that large energy savings from improvement in motor 
efficiency could be achieved with a relatively small motor population. Each 1 % 
improvement in motor efficiency could result in: 

• 17 billion kWh per year of electrical energy saved; 

• over $1 billion in energy costs saved per year; 

• an equivalent of 6 •10 million tons·· per year of uncombusted coal; and 

• approximately 15 to 20 million tons less carbon dioxide released into the 
atmosphere. 

AC induction motors have high reliability and low cost and therefore perform 
over 80% of the motor tasks in the U.S. Their speed of operation is determined by 
the frequency of the input power, and their efficiency is low when operating at part 
load. To control the speed of an AC Induction motor and thereby match motor speed 
to load requirements requires the use of a device called an adjustable-speed drive 
(ASD). Significant energy efficiency gains are achieved when induction motors are 
controlled by ASOs (2). ASDs use semiconductors and switching circuits to vary the 
voltage or current and frequency of a motor's power supply thereby controlling the 
applied torque and speed to satisfy the process or load requirements (2J. ASDs are 

..1 ton= 907 kg 
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basically power electronic devices consisting or a rectifier and a computer-controlled 
inverter. The rectifier converts the standard 60 Hz AC to direct current (DC). The 
inverter then converts the DC output of the rectifier to a variable-frequency, variable
voltage/current AC. 

While ASDs can minimize power losses, they do not optimize operations for 
maximum efficiency. The goal of this program is to utilize the inherent capabilities of 
fuzzy logic set theory in an integrated intelligent energy optimizer in conjunction with 
an ASD to improve the energy or power efficiency or electric motors, primarily AC 
induction motors, while at the same time meeting the demands of the process 
equipment and load operations which are driven by the motors. Fuuy logic has the 
proven ability to represent complex, ill-defined systems that are difficult or impractical 
to model and control by conventional methods [3]. In addition, fuzzy logic is a form 
of artificial intelligence that can be implemented in an integrated electronic circuit 
device or microchip. This ability is especially important in the case of the modification, 
or retrofitting, of existing electric motors, since microchips can be readily added 
through an add-on circuit board to existing ASD drives and require little addi1ional 
electric power for their operation. 

FUZZY LOOIC ENERGY OP™IZER 

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the overall control approach. A fuuy logic 
energy optimizer is used to control the ASD which in turn controls the motor. A 
feedback signal, usually motor speed, from the motor is shown by the dashed line in 
the figure to indicate that the control scheme may be open•loop (no feedback) or 
closed-loop (feedback). 

I=I.. E"'"~ .. B .. [:] 
I I ' • •!
• IIOTOA PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS ' 
········-················-··················: 

Figure 1. Fuzzy Logic Energy Optimizer for Jmproved Energy Efficiency 

A motor drive (ASD} may be controlled according to a number of performance 
functions, such as input power, speed, torque, airgap flux, stator current, power 
factor, and overaH calculated motor efficiency. Normally in a drive system, the 
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machine is operated with the flux maintained at the rated value, or with the voltage to 
freQuency ratio (V/Hz) held essentially constant in relation to the value at rated 
conditions. This allows speed control with the best transient response. The constant 
V/Hz approach is used wherever actual shaft speed is not measured; i.e., in open-loop 
speed control. The open-loop control approach is most effective when applied to 
industry applications that do not require tight or accurate process control such as 
pumps or blowers. The computer simulated results presented in this paper are based 
on the open-loop control approach. 

A fuzzy logic energy optimizer is also being developed for the closed-loop 
situation which permits precision speed control. Additionally, work is proceeding on 
the development of a fuzzy logic energy optimizer for the most advanced control 
scheme known as closed-loop speed control with indirect vector control. This scheme 
performs etriciency optimization control without sacrificing transient response. This is 
very important for high performance applications such as electric vehicles. 

For all the control methods the optimization approach proceeds as follows. 
The input power is meast:Jred and then the control variables (input voltage, input 
current, or input frequency) are varied from the initial setting. The input power is 
measured again and compared with the previous value. Based on the sign and 
magnitude of the input power signal, as well as the value of the last change in the 
control variable, a new value for the control variable is computed using the fuzzy logic 
energy optimizer. Sequential decrementation/incrementation is continued until the 
minimal input power level is reached. This is the operating point for best efficiency for 
the particular load torque and speed condition. If a speed increase is demanded or 
the load torque increases. the flux can be established to full value to get the best 
transient response. When the new steady-state condition is attained, the fuzzy logic 
efficiency optimization search begins again to obtain the most energy efficient 
operating point. 

Figure 2 is a conceptual flow diagram illustrating details of 1he fuzzy logic 
energy optimizer which is contained within the dotted lines. Detailed explanation for 
each block of the fuzzy logic energy optimizer is beyond the scope of this paper.. It 
suffices to say that the basic underlying principle of operation relies on the fuzzy rule 
base consisting of several linguistic IF-THEN rules. A suitable rule base for the open
loop situation is illustrateo below. Additional information on the fuzzy logic concepts 
contained in Figure 2 can be fo1:1nd elsewhere [3). The database includes the 
necessary information regarding the motor parameters or other pertinent data. The 
"fuzzirication· stage is where the process measurements are usually represented as · 
fuzzy singletons, .such as big, medium, and small. The "defuzzification" stage is where 
fuzzy outputs are typically converted to real numbers. The most common procedure 
for this conversion is the center-of-area method, much like that used for calculating 
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centroids of various combined areas. The computation unit represents 
microprocessor functions for interfacing and recalculation. 

,--_--------7 
,_BASElElA IRUL[BASE1: 

I I 
COMPUTATION --

UNITI I 
I I 
IJoEFUZZ.IFICAT ION lFUZ21F'ICATIO~I I 
t.= - -------- - '- ~ 

PROCESS/
- MOTOR 

Figure 2. Block Diagram of the Fuzzy Logic Energy Optimizer 

SIMULATED PERFORMANCE 

The preliminary open-loop fuzzy logic controller [4] was demonstrated by 
computer simulation. The control variable was the input voltage. Results show
improvement in motor efficiency using fuzzy logic control while maintaining good 
performance in other areas; e.g., maintaining desired torque and speed at steady 
levels. For example, Figure 3 compares the efficiency of a motor over a broad range 
of toads and operating under both conventional constant V /Hz control and fuzzy 
logic control. The load torque relation to rotor speed simulates the behavior of pump 
or fan loads, where load torque is proportional to the square of the rotor speed. 
Efficiency improvement by the fuzzy logic energy optimizer was achieved for all 
speed/1orque combinations. 
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The fallowing rule base was used for the calculation. Three fuzzy sets (N 
standing for negative, P for positive, and Z for zero) were chosen to relate the fuzzy 
variables, along with the simple set of rules: 

1. IF .6.Pin IS N AND .6.Votd IS N, THEN .6.Vr-.ew • N. 
2. IF .6.P1n IS N AND .6.Vo1d ISP, THEN .6.Vnew = P. 
3. IF .6.P1n ISP AND .6.Votd IS N, THEN .6.Vnew = P. 
4. IF .6.Pin ISP AND .6.Vo1d IS P, THEN .6.Vnew = N. 
5. IF AP1n IS ZAND .6.Vo1d IS ANY, THEN .6.Vnew = Z. 

,00.00 -------,-----,----,.------r----ir----~--.------, 

I-Y/Nl - - ,uc 

20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 7'0.00 eo.oo 90.00 100.00 

j ,uanAGt utro su,, P£R I 

Figure 3. Fuzzy Logic Control Compared with V/Hz Control 
for a 100 HP Motor with Torque Proportional to Speed Squared 

Rule 5 is needed for convergence on an optimum input power; i.e., the point where any 
small change in voltage results in negligible change in input power. The quantities Veld 
and Vn•w represent old and new values, respectively, for the control variable (input 
voltage) as the optimization approach proceeds to minimize the input power. The 
change in input power level is designated by .6.Pin• To allow adjustment of s1ep size 
(for faster convergence with no overshoot}, additional linguistic variables (e.g., 
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positive medium, PM, and negative medium, NM) were added. A se1 of 13 rules was 
found to be adequate to relate the variables for the simple control problem. 

CO\CLUSION 

Computer simulated results for the open-loop controller show that the fuzzy 
logic energy optimizer can significantly enhance the operational efficiency of AC 
motors. Future computer simulation developments will include a closed-loop controller 
with a dual-variable (voltage and treQuency) fuzzy logic energy optimizer. Additional 
effort is taking place to provide fuzzy logic efficiency optimization for induction 
motors which use indirect vector control. 

Initial results further indicate that fuzzy logic energy optimizers can, in a 
collective sense, consistently improve motor operational efficiency over conventional 
speed control techniques {ASDs) by increments of 1 10 4%. This is highly significant in 
terms of potential U.S. energy savings and pollution abatement possibilities. Flgure 4 
illustrates potential improvements based on conservative estimates of overage 
energy savings for the motor classes indicated on the figure and typical coal-fired 
power plant heat rates and emissions. The addition of a fuzzy logic energy optimizer 
microchip to a 100 hp motor and ASD should result in energy savings amounting to a 
cost payback within 3 to S months. 
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Figure 4. Projected Collective Savings from Fuzzy Logic 
Motor Control for Improved Efficiency 

Once these optimizers have been thoroughly developed using computer 
simulation models, prototype hardware devices will be tested in the laboratory. A 
block diagram of the motor testing facility is shown in Figure 5. The motor output 
power is measured using the dynamometer, and the 3-phase input power is measured 
with high precision wattmeters. This configuration allows the motor/drive efficiency to 
be determined. A personal computer (PC) microprocessor will monitor the data 
acquisition systems and communicate with the ASD to alter the ASD voltage and 
frequency output. Various degrees of load on the motor are achieved by varying the 
strength of the field in the DC brake via the dynamometer. 
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Figure 5. Block Diagram of the Motor Testing Facility 

After laboratory testing has been completed, extensive field testing will be 
undertaken in an industrial setting. 
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HYDROGEN PRODUCTION • ITECHNOLOGIES . 
0830-7077M- 3 

Technolo9¥ Energy Input 

Methane reforming Natural gas 
w 
I ....... 

(.11 

Partial oxidation Natural gas 

Coal gasification Coal 

Electrolysis Electricity 

Thermal dissociation Heat 



.. 0 I HYDROGEN PRODUCTION COSTS 
0830-70TTM- 4 

H20 _.. H2 + 1/2 0 2 

Electricity Hydrogen 
w 
I , 

--.J 
O"I 

Energy Source ($/kWh) ($/lb) 

1990 photovoltaic 0.101 2.4 

2000 photovoltaic 0.027 to 0.05 0.6 to 0.9 

Nuclear 0.067 1.6 



• I REQUIREMENTS 

CO2 Source Technology 

Concentrated sources Ready for use 

CO2 · RECOVERY ENERGY 

--.J 
--.J 

Y' 
Flue gas 

Flue gas 

Flue gas 

Atmosphere 

Absorption stripping 
monoethanolamine 
(MEA) 

Solid adsorbents 

02 combustion/ 
CO2 recycle 

-
Various 

0830-70nM- 5 

Energy Requirement 
(kWhe /lb CO2) 

None 

0.27 

0.4 

Oto 0.12 

6 to 10 
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·• 0 I. METHANOL PRODUCTION 
0830-7077M- 6 

CO2 + 3H2 _,.. CH 30H + H20 
w 
I 

--.J 
I.O 

CO + 2H2 _.. CH30H 
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I ENERGY REQUIREMENTS FOR 
0 METHANOL PRODUCTION _ _ 

nR~n:7.Q77M- 10 

CO2 Recovery H2+ Coal-based H2+ Cone-- ated 
Component From Coal Plant Methanol r 

Coal (Btu) 6875 6875 

; IPower output (kWh) 0.733 0 

PV equivalent (kWh) - 0.733 

CO2 recovered (lb) 1.375 0 1.375 

PV input (kWh) 0.37 0 0 

H2 electrolysis (lb) 0.188 0.088 0.188 

PV input (kWh) 4.0 1.89 3.76 

Total PV (kWh) 4.37 2.62 3.76 

Methanol (lb) 1.0 1.0 1.0 
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COST OF METHANOL
0 I PRODUCTION (1990 $) 

CO2Recovery H2+ Coal-based 
Component From Coal Plant Methanol 

Hydrogen 
Mass gb) 1.24 0.58 

w , I Cost ( /lb) 0.60 to 2.50 0.60 to 2.50 
(X) 
I 

Cost($) 0.74 to 3.10 0.35 to 1.45°' 
CO2 
Mass gb) 9.08 Obtained from coal 
Cost ( /lh) 0.02 0.00 
Cost(':, 0.19 0.00 
Methanol Production 
Capital ($/gal) 0.64 2.34 
15% recovery 0.10 0.35 
Operating ($/gal) 0.05 0.14 
Total Cost ($) 1.08 to 3.44 0.84 to 1.94 

Q63Q-ZQUM- l l 

H2 + Concentrated 
CO2 

1.24 
0.60 to 2.33 
0.74 to 2.89 

9.08 
0.00 
0.00 . 

0.64 
0.10 
0.05 

0.89 to 3.04 
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0 I SURELY YOU'RE JOKING 
0830-70nM- 14 

• Why generate power from coal if PV is 
available? 

• What are the environmental benefits of 
recycling CO2? 

• What are the technical benefits? 

• Are there cheaper alternatives? 
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GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC METHANE: 
Trends of Sources, Sinks and Concentrations 

by 
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Beaverton, Oregon 97006 U.S.A. 

Abstract 

The global cycle of methane is driven by emissions around 550 Tg/yr from both 
natural and sources related to anthropogenic activities. particularly the production 
of food and energy. Major sources are rice agriculture, domestic ruminants, and 
wetlands. Methane is removed from the atmosphere mostly by reacting with OH 
radicals. Some methane is removed by the soils. Over the past decade methane 
concentrations have been increasing at about 11/yr or 16 ppbv/yr. A record of 
atmospheric methane extending back 150,000 years has been constructed from the 
analysis of polar ice cores. It shows that, during this time, methane 
concentrations have never been more than half of present levels. The recent 
increase of methane was probably caused by increasing emissions. Recent changes in 
the trend of methane may also be attributed to changing levels of OH. This paper 
deals with the changes in global methane concentrations in the past, the causes of 
increased levels at present and the future of atmospheric methane. The present: 
understanding of the global methane budget provides critical facts for policies 
related to controlling man-made sources. 
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l. INTRO.DUCTION 

It has been nearly 10 years since it was conclusively established that methane 
concentrations are increasing in the earth's atmosphere (Rasmussen and Khalil, 
1981a, 1981b). Since then, considerable progress has been made towards an 
understanding of the global methane cycle and the causes of the increasing trends. 
This paper is a review of the current understanding. We examine first the recent 
global budgets and then the recent and long-term trends of atmospheric methane. 
Next we will review the trends of emissions and the role of human activities. 
Finally we will relate the trends of emissions and atmospheric concentrations to 
establish a coherent view of the global ~ycle of methane and discuss the 
implications for the future of methane. 

2. GLOBAL BUDGETS 

2.1 SOURCES AND SINKS 

About a dozen complete budgets of methane have been proposed in recent years, most 
of them over the last 10 years (Ehhalt, 1974; Ehhalt and Schmidt, 1978; Donahue, 
1979; Sheppard et al., 1982; Khalil and Rasmussen, 1983; Blake, 1984; Bolle et al., 
1986; Bingemer and Crutzen, 1987; Cicerone et al., 1988; see also Warneck, 19B8). 
A number of other studies have concentrated on specific sources and their global 
distributions. The published budgets are listed in Table 1 from Khalil and 
Rasmussen (1990a). The main sources affected by human activities are rice fields 
and ruminants, mostly cattle. Other anthropogenic sources also include biomass 
burning, coal mining, oil and gas use, landfills, automobiles, and a variety of 
other even smaller sources. The main natural emissions are from the wetlands, with 
smaller contributions from a number of other sources, such as the tundra, lakes, 
rivers, oceans, and termites. 

1011The total emissions are about 550 tg/yr (l cg - gm), of which some 60% of the 
emissions are from anthropogenic sources. Once methane gets into the atmosphere it 
has a lifetime of 8-10 years. It is removed primarily by reacting with OH radicals 
(-490 tg/yr), but smaller amounts (-20 tg/yr) are also removed by the soils, and 
even smaller amounts are removed by other chemical processes in the troposphere and 
stratosphere. The present imbalance between sources and sinks is about 40 tg/yr, 
which is observed as an increasing atmospheric trend of about 1% per year. 

2.2 PRESENT GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION 

The present global distribution is shown in Figure l. Because most of the sources 
are land-based and many are related to human activities, concentrations of methane 
are higher over continents and over the northern hemisphere in general. The present 
global average concentration is about 1680 ppbv. 
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Figure 1. The latitudinal distribution of methane. Data are average values for 
1986 at six long-term flask sampling stations from the arctic circle to 
the south pole. The annual average concentrations at Minqin, Gansu, 
China are shown for comparison. 

3. GLOBAL TRENDS 

3.1 TRENDS OF CONCENTRATIONS 

The global atmospheric trends are summarized in Figure 2 from Khalil and Rasmussen 
(1990b). It shows the results of three systematic global studies spanning the 
decade between 1978 and 1988 (Steele et al., 1987; Blake and Rowland, 1988; Khalil 
and Rasmussen, 1990b). There is remarkably good agreement among the studies even 
though the methods and strategies were quite different. 

From the systematic studies, it is apparent that the trends have •·not been constant 
even over the past decade. The early parts of the record in the late 1970s shows 
a faster rate of increase than the more recent measurements in the later part of the 
1980s. This variation of the rate of increase has led to some confusion as to how 
fasc methane is really increasing. Our early work showed rates of increase of 
somewhat less than 2\/yr; our later work showed increasing rutcs of 1.4%/yr; Blake 
and Rowland (1988) found rates of increase of 11/yr and Steele et al. (1987) 
reported rates of increase of somewhat less than 0.8%/yr. All these findings are 
consistent when the variability in the rate of increase is taken into account. This 
is shown more clearly in Figure 3 from Khalil and Rasmuss~n (1990b). Over the 
decade the average rate of increase is 1%/yr, although within this decade there were 
2-year periods when the rate of increase was as low as 0.7%/yr or as high as 2%/yr 
(in the earlier years). 
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Systematic measurements were not taken before this period; however, there are 
published data taken during the 1960s and 1970s. An analysis of these data shows 
trends of similar magnitude during the 2 decades as shown in Figure 4 (Khalil et 
al. , 1989a). 

Over still longer periods spanning the 
last 150,000 years, there is a 
remarkable record of atmospheric methane 
from the analysis of polar ice cores 
(Khalil and Rasmussen, 1989b; Stauffer 
et al., 1985; Raynaud et al., 1988). 
This record shows that methane 
concentrations have varied naturally 
because of changing climatic conditions 
from ice ages to inter-glacial periods. 
The record also shows that the present 
(Figure 5) increase started about only 
a hundred years ago with small trends 
going as far back as two hundred years. 
The pattern of the past rapid increase 
was therefore likely to caused by human 
activities linked to the rapidly rising 
population. During the 150,000-year 
record concentrations have never been 
more than half of present levels. 
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3.2 TRENDS OF SOURCES 

The emissions of methane from domestic ruminants and rice fields have increased 
steadily over the past 100 years. More recently, emissions from other human 
activities such as oil, gas and coal production, landfills, and other waste 
processing have also been increasing. We have compiled data from a number of 
sources to estimate the increase of emissions from anthropogenic activities. The 
results are summarized in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Estimated annual emissions of methane from human-influenced sources. 

4. CAUSES OF INCREASING METHANE 

The mass balance of methane in the atmosphere can be written as: 

dC ( t ) = S ( t ) _ C ( t ) (1)
dt TTT} 

where C is the concentration, S the emission rate, and t is the atmospheric 
lifetime. The concentration can increase only if the sources increase or the sinks 
decrease. For methane, both possibilities are plausible. Since methane is removed 
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mostly by reacting with OH, a reduction in OH could lead to an increase of methane. 
The decrease of OH was expected because GO and CH. were both increasing and these 
gases are the majo!: sinks of OH. Now it appears that these factors may be 
compensated by enhanced production of OH, particularly because of increasing 
tropospheric ozone and also because of other considerations. It also appears the 
OH concentrations are stabilized against changes (see Pinto & Khalil, 1991; Lu and 
Khalil, 1991). On the other hand, there is very good evidence that the sources have 
increased, although uncertainties and issues still remain. A good case can be made 
that most of the increase of methane has occurred because of increasing emissions. 
This still leaves a margin for the contribution of declini~g OH (Khalil & Rasmussen, 
1985, 1987). 

5. THE FUTURE 

We have shown a coherent picture of the global methane cycle in which the trends 
from different experiments agree and the increase both at present and over the past 
100 years is dominated by increasing emissions from human activities. 

In spite of our present knowledge of the methane budget, there are still too many 
unknowns that make it impossible to predict future levels with any degree of 
confidence. 

If an increase of OH is not the main cause for the slowdown in the methane 
concentration then it must be explained by the changes of sources. Increases of 
methane over the last century appear to be affected significantly by increasing 
cattle populations and acreage under rice agriculture. It is now evident that the 
area of rice agriculture is no longer expanding. Higher yields are being achieved 
by use of hybrid species and artificial fertilizers neither is likely to increase 
methane emissions. Thus the lack of increase in the area of rice planted may lead 
to a lack of increase of methane emissions from this source. Similarly, the world 
cattle populations are no longer increasing because of various reasons including 
lack of suitable range lands. It seems therefore that the two major sources 
affected by human activities, rice agriculture and domestic cattle (and perhaps also 
other animals), are no longer increasing because of natural limitations on these 
activities. There are a number of more recent sources of methane, mostly related 
to energy production and waste disposal such as in landfills, that are probably 
still increasing. 

In addition to the complications already mentioned, there are two other processes 
that may significantly affect future levels of methane. First the draining wetlands 
over the past century and the continuing loss of wetlands at present is not fully 
understood but may lead to a reduction in natural emissions. And second, there is 
the possibility that the warming of the world (caused by increasing CO2 and trace 
gases) will lead to an increase of methane emissions from natural sources or even 
destabilize large reservoirs of methane such as the permafrost, thus overcoming the 
diminishing role of the sources we know today. These matters greatly complicate 
predicting future methane levels or the benefits of controlling the well known major 
sources. 

If these ideas are correct two important conclusions emerge: 

1). If the sources that contributed to past increases of methane are not increasing 
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any more, then the past record of methane is becoming uncoupled from the future. 
Future increases of methane will be caused by newer sources that were not important 
in the past thus the past does not serve as an indicator of the future. Population 
change for instance is no longer an indicator of future methane emissions. Thus 
reliable projections of methane concentrations into the future are virtually 
impossible at present. It is even possible that changes in OH, most likely 
declining concentrations, will .contribute more and more to the future trends of 
methane . 

. 2). The second conclusion is that the global methane trends are slowing down 
without any legislative intervention, most likely from natural limits to growth of 
the major anthropogenic sources. This aspect is particularly interesting since most 
control strategies cannot guarantee the reduction of the growth rate by a factor of 
two within a decade as has already occurred. The notion that any trend or an 
atmospheric trace gas can continue for decades or centuries has no philosophical or 
scientific basis, but is commonly assumed in many assessments of the future levels 
of man-made trace gases including methane. 

The work described in this paper was not funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The 
contents do not necessarily reflect the views of the Agency and no official endorsemenc should be inferred. 
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ABSTRACT 

Estimates of methane {CH4 ) emissions from coal mines· range from 25 to 45 
Tg/yr with a recent estimate as high as 65 Tg/yr. At 46 Tg/yr, the estimate 
produced by this project, coal mines contribute about 10% of anthropogenic CH4 
emissions and may contribute significantly to the global change phenomenon. While 
emissions from underground mines are now believed to be adequately characterized, 
virtually no data are available on emissions from surface mines, and data are totally 
lacking on emissions from abandoned/inactive mines and coal handling operations. 
The methodology developed to calculate emissions from underground mines is briefly 
described, as is the Fourier transform intrared spectroscopy technique being 
employed for measuring emissions from surface mines. A nitrogen-flooding technique 
for enhancing the recovery of CH4 from coalbeds in advance of mining is described as 
a possible measure for mitigating CH4 emissions frorr. underground mines. 

This paper has been reviewed in accordance with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's peer and 
administrative review policies and approved for presentation and publication. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Methane (CH4) is a radiatively important trace gas which accounts for about 
18 percent of anthropogenic greenhouse warming. Atmospheric concentrations of 
CH4 are now increasing at the rate of 1 percent per year [1). Although the global 
CH4 cycle is not fully understood, significant sources of emissions include wetlands, 
ruminants, rice paddies, biomass burning, coal mines, natural gas transmission 
facilities, landfills, termites, and tundra [2]. Improved emissions estimates tor these 
sources will allow their relative contributions to the global CH4 cycle to be better 
understood, and will provide a means for focusing future emissions mitigation 
research. 

Attempts made to estimate global emissions from coal mining operations have 
generally relied solely on global coal production data and emission factors derived 
from CH" contents of coalbeds {3,4,5]. These estimates are based on the 
assumption that emissions are equal to the amount of CH4 trapped in the coal 
removed from the mine. Although thrs trapped CH4 is liberated when coal is fractured 
and removed from the mine, there are other CH4 release mechanisms in the mining 
process which this assumption fails to take into account. For example, CH4 may be 
released from: (1) exposed coal surfaces throughout the mine workings (e.g., the 
roofs, floors, and walls); (2) gas which is trapped in the strata adjacent to the mined 
seams: and (3) underlying seams close to the seam being mined. Commonly cited 
global mine emissions estimates range from 25 to 45 teragrams {Tg) of CH4/year, 
which corresponds to roughly 1 o percent of the total annual CH4 emissions from 
anthropogenic sources [5]. A recent report contains emissions estimates as high as 
33 to 64 Tg CH4/year [6]. 

Underground, surface, and abandoned or inactive mines comprise the three 
general sources of mine related CH4 emissions. Emissions from underground mines 
can be liberated from three sources: (1) ventilation shafts; (2} gob wells; and (3) 
crushing operations. Ventilation rur, although generally containing 1 percent or less 
CH4, contributes the majority of mine emissions because of the enormous volume of 
air used to ventilate mines. Gob wells are drilled into the area immediately above the 
seam being mined. They provide conduits for venting CH4 which accumulates in the 
rubble-filled areas formed when the mine roof subsides following longwall mining. Their 
purpose is to remove CH4 which would otherwise have to be removed by larger and 
more costly shaft ventilation systems. Currently, no published data tor the release of 
CH 4 from gab wells exist. However, preliminary data obtained from the coal mining 
industry indicate that gob well CH4 emissions could account for a significant fraction 
of the total emissions associated with some .longwall mines [7). Emissions data for 
crushing. operations are also extremely limited. 
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In surface mines, the exposed coal face and surface, and in particular areas of 
coal rubble created by the blasting operation, are expected to provide the major 
sources of CH4 . As in underground mines, however, emissions may also be 
contributed by the overburden and by underlying strata. Emissions from abandoned 
mines may come from unsealed shafts and from vents installed to prevent the buildup 
of CH, in the mines. 

The main purpose of this research has been to develop an improved 
methodology tor estimating global CH4 emissions from underground coal mining 

• operations and to produce a global emissions estimate using this methodology where 
country-specific estimates are not. available. The underground mine methodology 
integrates data on coal production, coal properties, coalbed CH4 contents (i.e., the 
volume of CH4 per ton of coal), and coal mine ventilation air emissions from U.S. 
mines. The objective was to develop a procedure which can be used to estimate mine 
emissions from generally available coal analyses and production data where coalbed 
CH4 data or emission estimates are not available for a country. This procedure will 
be briefly described. 

Since emissions data are presently not available for surface mines, the Air and 
Energy Engineering Research Laboratory (AEERL) of the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) has embarked upon a measurements program to quantify CH4 

emissions from selected surface mines in the United States for later inclusion in this 
work. The methodology employed will be discussed. Similarly, virtually no data exist 
on emissions from handling operations (i.e., crushing, grinding, transport, and 
storage) although their magnitude will certainly depend, to a large extent, on the 
desorption characteristics of individual coals. There are also no data available on 
abandoned inactive mines; therefore, AEERL is initiating assessments in both of these 
categories. 

Since one purpose of producing these estimates of emissions is to identify 
appropriate targets for control within the coal industry, it is also necessary to 
evaluate means of mitigating the emissions. Currently the most logical target for 
mitigation is underground mines because they are the largest sources of emissions in 
the industry and they consist of one or more point sources. The largest source of 
emissions from an underground mine is ventilation air but, because of the enormous 
volumes of air produced, CH4 concentrations in the air are typically less than 1 
percent. No technologies are currently available to make economic use of such dilute 
streams. It is believed that the most effective means of addressing the problem is to 
degasify coal seams prior to mining. To make this process more economical the 
etticiency can be increased by enhancing the recovery of CH4 from coal. AEERL is 
studying a nitrogen-flooding technique developed by the Amoco .Production Company 
for the coalbed CH4 industry to accomplish this purpose. 
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EMISSIONS 

Numerous studies have examined the physical relationships which control the 
production and release of CH4 by coal. These studies have been conducted either to 
evaluate the potential of coalbed CH4 resources or to enhance the safety of 
underground mines. Generally, the studies address one of two topics: (1) factors 
controlling coalbed. CH4 content; or (2) factors controlling the concentration of CH4 in 
the mine atmosphere and mine ventilation air. 

Studies in the first group have identified pressure, coal rank, and moisture 
content as important determinants of coalbed CH4 content.· Kim related gas content 
to coal temperature and press·ure, and in turn to coal depth [8]. After including coal 
analyses data to represent rank, Kim produced a diagram relating gas content to 
coal depth and rank. Although the validity of the rank relationship has been 
questioned, it generally appears to have been . accepted by recent authors 
[9, 10, 11, 12]. Independently of Kim's work, Basic and Vukic established the 
relationship of CH4 content with depth in brown coals and lignite [13). 

Several studies have recognized the decrease in CH4 adsorption on coal as 
moisture content increases in the lowest moisture regimes [14, 15, 16). Moisture 
content appears to reach a critical value above which further increases produce no 
significant change in CH4 content. Coals studied by Joubert et al. showed critical 
values in the range from 1 to 3 percent [16]. 

Investigations which attempt to identity correlates of CH4 content in coal mine 
ventilation air include those by Irani et al. [17] and by Kissel et al. [18]. Irani et al. 
developed a linear relationship between CH4 emissions and coal production depth for 
mines in five seams. Kissel et al. demonstrated a linear relationship between CH" 
emissions and coalbed CH4 content for six mines. Although' both studies suffer from a 
paucity of mines and/or seams in their analyses, Kissel et al. made the important 
observation that mine emissions greatly exceed the amount expected from an 
analysis of coalbed CH4 content alone. Emissions are produced not only by the mined 
coal, but also by the coal left behind and by surrounding strata. For the six mines 
studied, emissions per ton of coal mined exceeded coalbed CH4 per tori by fadors of 
from six to nine. 

MINE EMISSIONS ESTIMATE 

Historically coal mine CH4 emission estimates have relied on coal production and 
a value for coalbed CH4 content. The implicit assumption was that emissions were the 
same as the CH4 content of the coal ·removed from the mine. A recent estimate by 
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Boyer et al. [6] took into account the tact that emissions are six to nine times that 
expected based on coal CH4 content alone. This estimate is considerably more 
defensible than earlier ones for this reason. Our study refined the estimation 
procedure even further by using a series of regression equations to predict coal mine 
CH4 emissions from those coal characteristics known to be related to CH4 content: 
depth, moisture content, and indicators of rank such as heating value and fuel ratio 
(fixed carbon/volatile matter). The first step in the process uses the above coal 
characteristics and one of two regression equations, depending upon heating value, to 
produce estimates of in-situ coalbed CH4 content. The coalbed CH4 values along with 
coal production statistics are then used in a second regression equation to predict 
CH4 emissions. The equations have R2 values from 0.56 to 0.71 suggesting that the 
independent variables used explain 56 to 71 percent of the variability in the estimated 
values. Although the equations were qeveloped using U.S. coal data, they are believed 
to be universally applicable since they employ coal characteristics which are known to 
control coalbed CH4 content. The calculations are generally performed at the basin 
level of disaggregation since this is the type of coal data usually available. A detailed 
description of the estimation methodology is reported by Kirchgessner et al. f19]. It 
produces a global estimate of CH4 emissions from underground mines of 36.0 
Tg/year. This estimate is believed to be of sufficient quality to obviate the need for 
further work on this category of mines. 

Very little data exist on which to base estimates of emissions from surface 
mines. A single emission analysis has been conducted to date by the EPA at a large 
Powder River Basin surface mine in Wyoming [20]. Using open-path Fourier transform 
infrared {FTIR) spectroscopy, an emission rate of about 4,814 m3/day was 
determined. Using a single coalbed CH4 content for the same county and coal seam, 
it was estimated that, at the mine's actual coal production rate of 11 .8 million tonnes 
per year, potential emissions from the mined coal alone should be 1,008 mJ/day. This 
would suggest, as noted by Kissell et al. [18] for underground mines, that actual mine 
emissions exceed, by a factor of about five in this case, the emissions which would be 
expected based on coal production and coalbed CH4 content alone. 

Rightmire et al. [21], in their study of coalbed CH4 resources in the United 
States, report 38 analyses of shallow coals (104 m deep or less) with CH,. contents 
ranging from 0.03 to 3.6 m3/tonne coal. One analysis of 9.6 m3/tonne for the 
Arkoma Basin was not included because it is known to be anomalously high for 
shallow coals. Coal bed CH4 analyses for shallow coals from other countries are 
lacking, so this s1udy is temporarily making the gross assumption that the range of 
0.03 to 3.6 ml/tonne coal reflects the CH4 content range for shallow coals worldwide. 
Multiplying 1he average value for this range (1 m3/tonne) by 1987 world surface coal 
production of about 1.8 x , oe tonnes/year {6], and expanding the results by a factor 
of five as discussed above, produces an estimate of about 6.3 Tg/year. Adjusting 
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this value upward by 1 o percent 10 represent 1989 coal production yields an estimate 
of 6.9 Tg/year. As additional surface mine emissions are sampled under the EPA test 
program, the factor by which actual surface mine emissions exceed expected 
emissions may change, in which case this portion of the emissions estimate will reQuire 
modification. 

No data were found on CH4 emissions from handling operations. Boyer et al. 
[6] estimate that 25 percent of the CH4 contained in the mined coal is released during 
post-mining operations. There is no compelling reasen not to follow this precedent for 
now; therefore, coal handling emissions were estimated by assuming that 25 percent 
of the in-situ CH4 content for all coal produced is released in post-mining operations. 

If warranted after further EPA investigation, these assumptions will be adjusted. 
· Country-specific results of underground mine estimates are shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED GLOBAL METHANE EMISSIONS FROM COA!. MINES FOR 1989 

1989 
C111ncs Mllhine llalu111Unattgrollld 

~CQiJ 3 
,:,rDGYC21on (m llonne) Emissions 

6 OisaggregaDon 6 3 
lonnesJCountry (10 Level Average Maxmum Minimum (10 m ,yr} (T9/yr) 

China 1,053 21 Provinces 4.0 13.9 2.7 12,942 9.3 
Former Soviet Union 418 6 Basins 5.6 9.2 2.2 11,045 7.9 
Poland 181 3 Basins 7.8 7.8 7.7 5,013 3.6 
United States 356 19 Basins 3.9 11.4 0.2 4,871 3.5 
United Kingdom 7 1 • 12 Basins 6.0 18.4 0.3 1,756 1.3 
West Germany 73 4 Basins 1,529 1.1 
Australia 59 3 Basins 4.6 i., 2.1 1,529 1.1 
India 95 8 States 2.0 4.7 0.3 935 0.7 
South Africa 11 5 4 Basins 0.9 , .4 0.6 963 0.7 

Country Total 2.421 40,583 29.2 
Rest 01 World 567 9,487 6.8 
Total (Underground) 2.988 50,070 36.0 
Total (Surface) 9.629 6.9 
Total (Handling) 3,770 2.7 

Total 63.469 45.6 
·1990-1991 Production 
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SURFACE MINE EMISSION MEASUREMENT 

A fundamental goal of the sampling methodology is to obtain an emission rate 
tor. total CH4 emissions from a surface mine. The heterogeneity and size of the 
source called for a creative measurement approach. Since smoke releases show that 
emissions from surf ace mines diffuse out of the pit in the direction of the prevailing 
winds, a near-ground-level concentration measurement downwind from the mine is 
used to estimate a total CH4 emission rate for the mine. A CH4 measurement of the 
cross-wind-integrated concentration of the plume at near-ground level is made using 
an open-path Fourier transform infrared ( FTIR) sensor. Using this near-ground-level 
concentration measurement and a measured background or natural. ambient CH4 

concentration, the total mine release is estimated using an appropriate plume 
dispersion model. If site-specific plume dispersion characteristics can be determined, 
they can be used in the model to more accurately represent the behavioral 
characteristics of the plume at a given site. Using a tracer gas, these site-specific 
plume characteristics can be estimated as described below. 

A tracer gas release can be assumed to be a continuously emitting point 
source. Based on this assumption and on the results of the smoke release studies 
conducted at strip mines,· standard Gaussian dispersion equations can be applied. 
When the standard Gaussian equation is integrated across the y direction (y is 
assumed to be in the direction normal to the wind direction) from - - to + -, the 
following relationship can be developed (22]: 

Ccw, -= _ __.2...0__ exp [~1/2(H/a2 )2) ( 1) 
(2,r) 112u az 

where, 

Ccw = ground-level cross-wind-integrated concentration (g/m2) 
Q = emission rate (g/s) 
u = average wind speed (mis) 
Oz = vertical dispersion coefficient (m) 

H - effective emission height of plume centerline above ground level (m) 

For a ground-level source such as a tracer release at a surface coal mine, H is 
effectively equal to zero so the exponent of the expression is equal to 1. Thus, 
Equation (1) can be simplified to: 
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Ccw1 = ___.21.a1a-._ (2) 
(21t), r2u a z 

EQuation (2} can be used to obtain site-specific Oz values for a mine if the 
values of 1he remaining unknowns can be determined. Specifically, crz can be 
determined for the plume given: (1) a measured tracer gas concentration (Ccw1) 
from an FTIR sensor: (2) a measured value of u from a meteorological station located 
near the FTIR path; and (3) a known release rate Q from a tracer gas source, such 
as a metered gas cylinder located at the mine. To use this technique to estimate 
total mine emissions, a number of O'z values must be determined based on trac~r gas 
releases conducted ·at several different distances upwind from the monitoring path. 
These resulting values are used to construct a relationship of Oz versus distance from 
the path for the area source. All tracer gas releases used to determine this crz 
relationship should be conducted as close in time as possible because atmospheric 
stability may change, thus changing the Oz relationship. 

A similar and somewhat simpler technique can also be used to assess plume 
dispersion characteristics using fewer tracer gas measurements. Given measured 
values for the tracer gas release rate Q, tracer release location, wind speed u, and 
wind direction, an appropriate area source plume dispersion model can be used to 
predict Ccw1 for the tracer gas plume. The model is run to predict concentrations of 
the tracer gas at various points along the FTIA monitoring path. These predicted 
concentrations are integrated using the trapezoidal rule to calculate a path
integrated concentration or Ccw1 for the FTIA monitoring path. The model is run seven 
times, once for each of the seven Pasquill-Gifford (P-G) atmospheric stability classes 
[22]. These varying P-G assumptions, which incorporate the influence of az, simulate 
increasing atmospheric stability and its effect on the dispersion of the tracer gas 
plume. Since several model results are produced, a range of Ccw1 values are predicted 
under varying degrees of atmospheric stability. The predicted Ccw1value which most 
closely matches the Ccw1 measured by the FTIA is used to define the P-G atmospheric 
stability class which occurred during the tracer gas monitoring event. If simultaneous 
CH4 measurements are also collected during this monitoring event, this stability 
assumption is applied to the CH4 plume. The model is then run assuming a unity 
emission rate tor CH4 (i.e., a homogeneous release rate of 1 g/m2-sec) and the P-G 
stability determined as described above. The model is run to predict concentrations 
ot CH4 at various points along the FTIR monitoring path. By again applying the 
trapezoidal rule to these predicted point concentrations, a path-integrated 
concentration or Ccw, tor the assumed homogeneous release is predicted along the 
FTI A monitoring path. Of course the FTIA is actually measuring a path-integrated 
concentration due ~o a heterogeneous emission release pattern tram the coal seam. 
However, this measured value is comparable to the concentration determined from 
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the model for an assumed homogeneous release because the FTIR measurements 
integrated or 'averaged out' the variable concentrations which exist in the plume from 
the mine. 

The actual CH4 release rate for the mine is then calculated using the simple 

relationship shown below where O(predictedl is the unity emission rate for CH4. 

01aetual) Concentration(measured) 

-----= (3) 
O(pred1c:ted) Concentration,pred1c1ed> 

This technique is used to estimate CH4 release rates in this study. The Point Area and 

Line (PAL) source model is used to predict point concentrations along the 
measurements path as described above [23J. A non-reactive gas. sulfur hexafluoride 
(SF6). is the tracer gas used. Use of a synthetic trace gas such as SF6 is important 
to the determination of plume dispersion characteristics because it is non-reactive, 
does not naturally occur, and there is no background concentration to cause potential 
interferences. 

Applying this methodology at a large, strip mine in the Powder River Basin of 
Wyoming produced a CH4 emission rate of 4,814 ml/day. An important observation 
was, as in underground mines, that actual emissions exceed expected emissions by a 
factor of about five in this instance. Details of the methodology have been discussed 
previously by Piccot et al. [ 24 ] and Kirchgessner et al. {20]. A validation study of 
the methodology designed to answer questions raised during ttie first sampling trip 
has recently been completed and the data are being analyzed. 

COAL MINE METHANE MITIGATION 

AEEAL is participating in a demonstration of the Amoco Production Company's 
nitrogen-flooding process to enhance the recovery of CH4 from coal seams. AHhough 
Amoco's interest in developing the technology is focused on CH4 as the saleable 
resource, the methods involved will translate fully from the coalbed CH4 industry to 
the coal mining industry. The goal of the project is to demonstrate that the 50 
percent average CH4 recovery rate from coal seams using current practice can be 
increased to 80 percent or more using nitrogen flooding. The final objective of the 
Laboratory's involvement is to transfer the practice to the coal inQustry as needed. 
The enhanced recovery, if achieved in a premine degasification program, will allow a 
mine to reduce its costly ventilation air requirements, and to retrieve more CH" for 
utilization or sale for a given drilling cost. In this fashion a consistent program of 
premine degasification may become not only less costly, but an actual economic 
benefit. 
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In conventional reservoirs CH4 is contained as a free gas. In contrast, CH4 in 
coal seams is stored as a gas adsorbed on the internal micropores ot the coal 
matrix. The conventional practice of recovering coalbed CH4 is to reduce total 
reservoir pressure by pumping water out of the coal. Some CH" desorbs from the 
coal surface, migrates through the micropores to the cleat or fracture system, and 
then travels to the recovery well along with the water. Although the system is simple 
it is inefficient because at the lower economic limit of pumping, about , 50 psi 
(1 000kPa), as much as 50 percent or more of the original CH4 may remain in the coal. 
An additional drawback to reducing the total reservoir pressure is that the driving 
force for gas expulsion is lost. 

An alternative to reducing the total reservoir pressure is to reduce the partial 
pressure of CH4 by introducing an inert, low-adsorbing gas at a constant pressure 
[25]. Partial pressure of a component is equal to the total system pressure multiplied 
by the component's mole concentration in the gas phase. Therefore the injection of 
nitrogen reduces the relative concentration of CH4 and hence its partial pressure while, 
in some cases, increasing 101al reservoir pressur'e. Laboratory studies have shown 
CH" recoveries ot over 80 percent as well as significantly enhanced rates of recovery. 
Modeling s1udies suggest that the cost of nitrogen is more than offset by the 
improvement in production. · 

The demonstration tract is located in the northern portion of the San Juan 
Basin, approximately 9 miles (14.5 km) southeast of Durango, Colorado. The source 
of the CH4 is in the coals of the Upper Cretaceous Fruitland formation at a depth of 
about 2800 feet (853.5 m). The tract is 80 acres (32.5 hectares) in size with four 
injection wells located at the four corners of the tract, and a recovery well located 
approximately in the center of the tract. The objective is to demonstrate an 
economic CH4 recovery rate of 80 percent or better using nitrogen flooding, with 
minimal or no effects on neighboring wells. The project began in the summer of , 992. 

SUMMARY 

AEERL is actively involved in a program of estimating and measuring global C~ 
emissions from coal mines, and of developing mitigation technology for underground 
mines should control of this source be deemed prudent. The estimation of emissions 
from underground mines is regarded as complete and has produced a value of 36.0 
Tg/year. Emissions from surface mines were estimated to be 6.9 Tg!year using a 
single measured value. A sampling campaign at selected surface mines will be 
conducted using an open-path FTIA instrument and dispersion modeling. If necessary 
the estimate for surface mines will be adjusted using these data. Emissions from coal 
handling operations were estimated using a technique from the literature, but 
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emissions from abandoned/inactive mines have not been addressed. Programs are 
underway in both of these areas and the current global estimate of 45.6 Tg/year will 
be modified as appropriate when they are complete. 

A technology for enhancing the recovery of CH4 from coalbeds is being 

demonstrated. It is expected that the increased efficiency will improve the economics 
of premine degasification and provide a reasonable method of mitigating CH4 from 

underground mines should control of these sources become advisable. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Gas Research Institute and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency are 
cofunding and comanaging a program to evaluate methane emissions from U. s. natural 
gas operations. The purpose of the program is to provide an emissions inventory 
accurate enough for global climate modeling and for addressing the policy question 
of ''whether encouraging the increased use of natural gas is a viable strategy for 
reducing the U.S. contribution to global warming.• The program is composed of 
three phases: Scoping, Methods Development, and Implementation. 

The purpose of Phase I was to define the problem. Phase II of the program 
concentrated on developing techniques for measuring steady or fugitive emissions 
and for calculating the highly variable unsteady emissions from the variety of 
sources that comprise the gas industry. Because of the large number of sources 
within each source type, techniques were also developed for extrapolating 
emissions data to similar sources within the industry. 

Phase III of the program was started in early 1992 and should be completed in 
early J.994. The purpose of the current phase of the program is to. collect 
sufficient data to achieve the accuracy goal of determining emissions to within 
~ 0.5 percent of production. 

Based on the limited amount of data collected to date, methane emissions from the 
U.S. gas industry appear to be in the range of l percent of production . 

.. 
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SECTION 1.0 

INTRODUCTION 

The combustion of natural gas produces less carbon dicxide per unit of energy 
generated than either oil or coal. For this reason, a number of organizations 
have suggested that global warming could be reduced by encouraging fuel switching. 
However, methane is a more potent greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide. since 
natural gas· is approximately 90 percent methane, leakage of natural gas could 
reduce or even eliminate the inherent advantage that natural gas has because of 
its lower carbon dioxide emissions. 

In order to accurately evaluate the impact of various fuels, the emissions of all 
greenhouse gases must be considered as well as the end use efficiency. In such 
an analysis, two major issues have been identified: The magnitude of the methane 
emissions for each fuel (coal, gas, and oil), and the impact of methane relative 
to carbon dioxide; i.e., the global warming potential (GWP) of methane. The 
uncertainty surrounding these two issues overwhelms all other considerations. For 
this reason, the Gas Research Institute (GRI) and the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA} have developed a jointly funded and managed program to 
better define emissions from the U.S. gas industry. It is a comprehensive study 
to quantify methane emissions from the wellhead to and including the customer's 
meter. 

The goal of the study is to determine emissions to within o. 5 percent of 
production or approximately 100 billion cubic feet (BCF)• per year. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the GRI/EPA program, present interim 
results, describe future work, and discuss mitigation strategies. These four 
topics also comprise the four major subsections of the paper. 

* English units are used in this paper because it is the accepted practice.in the 
U.S. gas industry. The table below can be used to convert from English to 
metric units. 

Conversion Table 

FROM TO MULTIPLY BY 

ft m 0.3048 

ft 3 m' 0.02832 

lb kg 0.4536 

hp watts 745. 7 

mile km l.610 
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SECTION 2.0 

DISCUSSION 

2.1 GRI/EPA.Program 

The GRI/EPA program is divided into three phases: 

Phase I Scoping 
Phase II Methods Development 
Phase III Implementation 

2 .1.1 Phase I 

Scoping studies were conducted by GRI and EPA independently, before 
the formation of the joint program. It was clear from these 
scoping studies that three major problems needed to be solved in 
order to quantify methane emissions from the U.S. gas industry. 

First it was recognized that all types of emissions could not be 
measured. Steady emissions -- which are defined as emissions that 
are nearly constant in time such that a measurement made over a 
relatively short period (l hour) is representative of the annual 
average value -- can be evaluated by measurement. However, it 
would be impossible, certainly impractical, to try to measure 
unsteady emissions; i.e., those that are highly variable with time. 
Therefore, techniques needed to be developed to calculate the 
unsteady emissions from all the different source types. 

The second problem was that proven techniques for measuring the 
steady emissions from the different source types were not 
available. New techniques needed to be developed and validated. 

Lastly, it was clear that, even if methods for calculating the 
unsteady emissions and measuring the steady emissions were 
available the emissions from all sources· could not be evaluated 
because the number of sources was overwhelming. For example, there 
are a quarter million gas wells, over a million miles of pipe, and 
hundreds of thousands of pressure regulators. Because emissions 
from all these sources could not be measured, scientifically 
defensible techniques needed to be developed that would allow data 
obtained for a set of sources to be extrapolated to similar sources 
throughout the industry. 

In summary, the scoping studies established that three major tasks 
needed to be accomplished in Phase II or the Methods Development 
Phase of the program. These are to develop methods for: 

0 Measuring Steady Emissions 
0 calculating Unsteady Emissions 
0 Extrapolating Emissions Data 
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2.1.2 Phase II 

The block diagram in Figure 1 iHustrates the approach taken in the program. 
The gas industry was disaggregated until techniques could be identified for 
evaluating emissions from the various types of sources. I:-i some cases 
emissions from the basic components of the industry {e.g., pipes, valves, 
flanges) needed to be considered. It was necessary to develop techniques not 
only for measuring the steady emissions from these sources, but also for 
calculating the unsteady emissions. In addition, accuracy targets for the 
emissions data from each source had to be established. 

Accuracy targets were established in such a way that, if the target is met 
for each source, the overall accuracy of the program <± 100 BCF) would 
automatically be achieved. In addition, the accuracy target is established 
as a function of the size of the source. A higher degree of accuracy is 
required for the larger sources, and this approach provides an automatic 
mechanism for apportioning the needed resources to the most important 
sources. 

The flow chart for Phase II is presented in Figure 2. The first step is to 
gather information on the gas industry in order to better define and 
understand the problem to be solved. Developing methods for measuring, 
calculating, and extrapolating emissions proceeded along parallel tracks. 
The last step of the process is to validate the methods developed. The 
experimental methods were validated by conducting a "proof <?f concept" test 
not only to demonstrate that the method worked under controlled conditions, 
but also to establish error bounds. The technique was then demonstrated in 
the field by measuring emissions from actual sources. The methods for 
calculating the W1steady emissions and for extrapolating the data were 
validated by documenting the methods and subjecting them to a critical review 
by experts. 

Measurement Techniques 

Developing techniques for measuring steady emissions from all the different 
types of sources has presented the most difficulty. Figure 3 lists the five 
techniques that have been developed for measuring emissions from the 
different segments and source types comprising the industry. The essence of 
each method is described below. 

Emission Factor Approach This approach is used to determine emissions from 
different source types based on measurements of emissions from individual 
pipe fittings such as valves, flanges,· seals, and threaded fittings. 
Emissions from a large number of fittings are measured and an emission factor 
(i.e., average emission rate per fitting) is determined for each fitting 
type. Emissions from a source are calculated by multiplying the number of 
fittings comprising the source by the appropriate emission factor. The 
emissions are.measured using ~he bagging technique; i.e., enclosing the leak 
in a bag, blowing uncontaminated air through the bag at a constant rate, and 
measuring the concentration in the stream. The emission rate is the product 
of the flow rate and concentration. 
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Correlation Equation Technique Like the Emission Factor Approach, this 
technique is based on measuring emissions for individual pipe fittings. 
However, a screening va~ue is also obtained. The screening value, which is 
the maximum concentration measured on the fitting at the point of the leak, 
is correlated with the emission measurement. To determine the emissions from 
a specific source, the concentration measured from every leaking fitting is 
used with the correlation equation to calculate the emission rate for each 
fitting. The emissions from all the fittings comprising the source are 
summed to obtain the total value. 

Tracer Gas In this approach, .a tracer gas is released at a known constant 
rate at the methane source, and the concentration of both the tracer gas and 
the methane is measured at a point downwind where these gases are uniformly 
mixed. The emission rate of the methane source (EM) is calculated from the 
expression EM = (CM/CT) ET, where CM is the methane concentration corrected for 
background, CT is the tracer gas concentration, and ET is the emission rate 
of the tracer gas. 

Leak Statistics Method This method is directed toward evaluating emissions 
from buried pipelines in distribution systems and gathering lines in 
production fields. Emission rates are measured for a large number of leaks 
in order to accurately determine the average emission rate per leak as a 
function of pipe material, age, pressure, and soil characteristics. 

The leak data recorded by individual gas distribution companies are 
statistically analyzed to determine the actual number of leaks in the system. 
Total emissions from the underground pipe system are calculated by 
multiplying the appropriate average emission rate per leak by the number of 
leaks per mile and the number of miles of pipe in each category. 

Mass Balance Approach This method uses the existing metering system to 
perform a mass balance. The difference between the amounts entering and 
leaving a system is equal to the amount leaked to the atmosphere plus an 
error term. The key to the technique is to minimize the error. This can be 
accomplished by carefully selecting the site and by calibrating and 
characterizing the meters in the system. 

Calculating Unsteady Emissions 

Techniques for calculating the unsteady emissions are described in Reference 
l. 

Emissions from a given source can ·be caused by any of the following 
activities: 

Nornial operations. 
Maintenance, 
Upsets, 
Mishaps, 
Leaks, and 
Combustion. 
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Because the technique for calculating the unsteady emissions is dependent on 
not only the type of source, but also the cause of the emissions, as many as 
six equations are needed to specify the unstead:i;r emissions from a given 
source t"ype . 

Initial studies indicated that emissions from compressor exhaust and venting 
activities accounted for nearly 98 percent of the unsteady emissions. 
Therefore, Radian Corporation, the contractor for this portion of the work, 
focused their resources during Phase II on these two categories. 

Extrapolation Technique 

Emission and activity factors will be used to extrapolate the measured or 
calculated emissions data. These factors are defined in such a way that 
their product will be equal to the total emissions from a given source type 
or category. 

In the simplest case, the emission factor would be defined as the average 
emission rate calculated from a large number of measurements of randomly 
selected sources of a given type. The activity factor would then be the 
number of sources within the U.S. For example, total U.S. emissions from 
pressure regulating and metering stations could be calculated by multiplying 
the emission factor, which would be the average emission rate (cubic 
feet/station-year), by the activity factor, which would be the total number 
of stations. 

In applying the approach, two major problems can be encountered. The first 
is that the variability in the emissions data is very large which could mean 
a very large number of expensive tests would be required to achieve the 
desired accuracy target. This problem can often be alleviated by presenting 
the emission and activity factors as a function of other parameters that 
affect the emission rate. 

The second problem is that the sources tested cannot be randomly selected for 
a number of practical reasons. This can induce bias in the results. The 
bias can often be found through an analysis of the data. For example, Table 
1 presents the measured emission rate from 39 pressure regulating and 
metering stations along with the emission and activity factors and the 
extrapolated emissions for this source type. The extrapolated emissions for 
this source category are 140 BCF. However, if the data are subdivided into 
two categories (pressure regulating stations, and regulating and metering 
stations), the estimated emissions for this category decrease to 81 BCF. If 
these categories are then subdivided into discrete operating pressure ranges, 
the estimated emissions decrease to less than 27 BCF. The bias, which was 
caused by testing a disproportionate number of high pressure facilities, can 
be removed by refining the emission factor. As shown in Table 1, the 
extrapolated emissions decreased by over a factor Sas a result of analyzing 
the data to refine the emission and activity factors. 
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Results 

2.2.1 Measurement Techniques 

As part of the process to develop and validate experimental techniques, tests 
were conducted to first prove the concept. These tests were then followed 
by a series of demonstration tests to verify that the technique could be used 
to measure emissions from specific types or groups of sources. The purpose 
of the Phase I! effort was to develop and validate methods, not to collect 
data on a wholesale basis. 

Proof of Concept Tests 

Emissions Factor/Correlation Equation Method These methods are standard 
techniques approved by EPA (Reference 1) for measuring fugitive or steady 
emissions from oil, gas, and chemical production and processing facilities. 
The methods were originally developed based on data collected in the late 
1970 1 s. Because the validity of these data has been questioned, tests were 
conducted in the spring of 1990 at a gas/oil production site. Although the 
test program was limited, it was determined that the emission factor approach 
over estimated emissions by a factor of 5 to 20, that there was large 
uncertainty in the correlation equation approach, and that an extensive data 
collection effort was required to develop new emission factors and to select 
the proper correlation equation from the many found in. the literature 
(Reference 2). 

Tracer/Proof of Concept Test A proof of concept test was conducted by SRI 
International to demonstrate that a tracer gas could be used to measure 
emissions from a point source. In this test, methane, ethane, and a tracer 
gas were released at a constant rate from the same location. The release 
rate was carefully measured for all the gases. Air samples were collected 
at 15 minute intervals at three downwind distances and analyzed to determine 
the concentration of the gases. It was found that the release rate of methane 
and ethane could be calculated to within 10 percent of the true value 
(Reference 3) using the relationship that the ratio of emission rates (EM/Ey) 
is equal to the ratio of concentrations (CM/Crl. 

A similar proof of concept test was conducted by Washington State University 
(WSO) teamed with Aerodyne Research Inc. (ARI). For this test a real-time 
instrument, developed by WSU for measuring the tracer gas, was mounted in a 
truck with a helium/neon laser, developed by ARI for measuring methane. The 
laser system is capable of measuring methane in rea_l-time to within ± 5 ppb. 
These mobile instruments were then used to traverse the plume generated by 
releasing methane and the tracer gas at a known constant rate. Tests were 
conducted with the sources colocated and also separated by 100 feet. In both 
cases, the emission rate of the methane source was calculated to be within 
10 percent of the true value (Reference 4). 

Leak Statistics and Mass Balance These techniques have been used by the gas 
industry to account for the gas moving through the system (Reference S} . The 
difference between the metered volumes entering and leaving the system is 
equal to that used in the system plus a residual often called "unaccounted 
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for" (UAF) gas. UAF gas results from accounting errors, metering errors, 
theft, and leakage. To assess the leakage component, the industry has used 
the leak statistics method for a number of years; therefore, there was not 
a need to perform proof of concept tests for either of these methods. 

Demonstration and Other Test Results 

Tracer Method 
SRI APPROACH.. . SRI International conducted tracer tests at two gas/oil 
production facilities. The test results are documented in Reference 5. The 
purpose of these tests was to demonstrate that the tracer technique could be 
used to measure emissions from sources generally foWld at 
production/processing sites such as wells, separators, heaters, gas plants, 
and compressor stations. SRI used as many as 30 sequential samplers to 
collect air samples over eight 15 minute periods. The samples were later 
analyzed in a field laboratory using a gas chromatograph to measure the ratio 
of methane to tracer gas. Al though the tests were successful, it was 
concluded that real-time instruments were needed if tracer tests were to be 
conducted routinely. Analysis of the large number of samples (20 to 30 
samplers with 8 bags per sampler) was too expensive. Also, it was hard to 
detect interference from other sources, and the success or failure of the 
experiment could not be confirmed until all the air samples had been 
analyzed. It was also determined that the tracer technique could not be used 
effectively to measure the emission rate from wells because only 2 or 3 
percent leak at a detectable rate and significant resources are needed merely 
to find the few leaking wells. 

ARI/WSU APPROACH ... A team consisting of ARI and WSU personnel demonstrated 
that the tracer or modified tracer technique could be used to measure 
emissions from production/processing facilities and from distribution 
systems. The team used a truck outfitted with instruments capable of 
measuring methane, SF6 (tracer gas), and carbon dioxide nearly continuously 
in real time. 

These tests {References 6 and 7) demonstrated that the tracer technique is 
well suited for measuring emissions from a point source or any group of 
spatially concentrated sources. These include metering/pressure regulating 
facilities. compressor stations, gas processing plants; separators, and 
metering facilities. The method is not well suited to measure emissions from 
wells and customer meters because of the large effort required to identify 
the few that leak. Tracer tests of 39 pressure regulating/metering stations 
are summarized in Table 1 and were discussed in Section 2.1.2. 

Screening tests were also conducted by ARI/WSU to find a suitable site for 
demonstrating that the tracer technique could be used to determine the 
emissions from a complete distribution system. A requirement of the tracer 
method is that the tracer and methane plume are uniformly mixed. This means 
that the measurement must be made a sufficient distance downwind of the 
source to allow the plumes to mix properly. The screening tests showed that 
methane sources are so widely dispersed within a city that the methane plume 
is only a few hundred ppb above the background level at the edge of the city. 
The background concentration is typically 1850 ppb with a temporal 
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variability of± 100 ppb. The plume from the city disperses rapidly and 
cannot be distinguished from backgroWld levels long before the tracer gas 
plume can be mixed with the methane plume from the city. 

As described in References 8 and 9, a variety of modified tracer techniques 
were formulated and explored. The basis of these methods is that an equation 
can be derived from the Gaussian plume dispersion model which relaxes.the 
requirement that the tracer and methane plumes be Wliformly mixed. The 
relationship for any point, line, or uniform area source is that the ratio 
of emission rates {EM/Bi-) is equal to the ratio of the cross wind integral 
of the concentration (ICM/ICT) at any point downwind of the source. 

A test was conducted in a city which appeared to be best suited for 
demonstrating the various modified tracer techniques based on screening tests 
conducted in 15 cities around the country. This test indicated that whole 
city methane emissions can be measured with roughly± 50 percent accuracy. 
However, such measurements include all sources of methane, and it was 
concluded that emissions from the natural gas system could not be determined 
with sufficient accuracy for this program. 

Emission Factor/Correlation Equations 
A test program designed to develop new emission factors and a new correlation 
equation was funded by GRI and the American Petroleum Institute (API). Star 
Environmental is the contractor on the project. 

Bagging and screening tests were conducted at 16 onshore sites in the four 
major gas/oil production regions in the continental U.S. The 16 sites were 
evenly divided among heavy and light oil, gas production, and gas processing. 
Nearly 175,000 components were screened, and the emission rates were measured 
for 750 randomly selected fittings using the bagging technique. 

-Bagging and screening tests were conducted on four offshore gas/oil 
production platforms in the Gulf of Mexico. This program was designed to 
complement the 1990 study sponsored by Mineral Management Services to collect 
data . from gas/oil production platforms off the California coast 
(Reference 10 l • 

Data on emissions and the percent of leaking components determined in this 
program are compared in Table 2 with similar data collected by Rockwell for 
API in the late 1970 1 s. These data indicate that facilities are 
significantly tighter now. About one third as many components leak, and the 
emissions are a factor of 3 to 8 lower than the API/Rockwell data. 

A plot of the correlation equations developed from the recent API/GRI data, 
the API /Rock.well data, and the curve recommended by EPA are compared in 
Figure 4. Because the correlation equation should be independent of the 
leakiness of a facility, the correlation equations would be expected to be 
the same. There is good agreement between the API/GRI and the older 
API/Rockwell curves. However, the EPA curve would overpredict emissions from 
the facilities tested by a factor of 3 to 10. 
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Mass Balance Approach 
The emissions from a transmission system are being calculated by Southwest 
Research Inc. using the mass balance technique. The results from this method 
will be available in October 1992. 

Leak Statistics Method 
This .technique is costly to apply on a national scale. Therefore, a 
cooperative study was formed with nine U.S., two Canadian, and two European 
distribution companies to measure leakage from distribution systems. This 
Leakage Measurement Program is intended to be a separate project designed to 
provide participating companies a leakage estimate of sufficient accuracy 
that operational issues can be addressed. 

Data currently available are presented in Table 3 in aggregate and separately 
for mains and services. As more data become available, the data will be 
analyzed to determine the effect of age, material, pressure, size, and soil 
characteristics as well as the leak survey technique used by the 
participating companies. 

Summary of Test Results 

Tests conducted to determine the steady emissions for the various source 
categories are summarized in Table 4. The table presents the number of 
tests, the emission factor determined from the test data, the · activity 
factor, and a current estimate of steady emissions from the gas industry. 
It is clear that much more data are required before a defensible estimate can 
be made of emissions from U.S. gas operations. For example, the emissions 
from only 13 meters in one distribution system have been measured out of an 
estimated 50 million customer meters. The uncertainty in the estimate cannot 
be evaluated. Although the random error in the emissions data is a 
straightforward calculation, the bias cannot be addressed until data are 
collected from other systems around the country. 

2.2.2 Unsteady Emissions 

The latest calculations of the unsteady emissions are summarized in Table 5. 
As discussed previously, the unsteady emissions are a function of the cause 
of the emissions from each source. Although as many as six calculations 
would be required to account for all the unsteady emissions from each source, 
most are negligible. As shown in Table 5, 97 percent of all unsteady 
emissions are caused by normal operations, combustion, and maintenance 
operations. Nearly 80 percent result from three activities, pipe and 
facility blowdowns, compressor exhausts, and venting from pneumatic devices. 

The calculated unsteady emission rates for a source are analogous to 
m·easurements of the steady emissions. For the most part, information needed 
to calculate unsteady emissions is obtained during site visits in which 
information is also collected to quantify the activity factor. The columns 
labeled "Number of Calculations" and "Number of Sites" in Table S indicate 
the number of sources for which the emission rate was calculated and the 
number of sites represented in the estimate. 
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In developing the Phase III implementation plan, the variability in the 
emissions is used to calculate the additional data needed to achieve the 
accuracy target for each source. An analysis of the emissions data is also 
used to assess bi~s and the need to collect data from a larger number of 
sites. The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 5 under the 
column, "Number Of Sites To Be Visited." 

2.2.3 Total Emission Estimate 

The uns~eady emissions are estimated to be 102 BCF, and the estimate for the 
steady emissions is 84 BCF. This gives a total of 186 BCF for the U.S. gas 
industry or approximately 1 percent of gas production. 

The uncertainty, the target accuracy of each source, and the number of 
additional data points required to achieve the target accuracy are routinely 
calculated each time a new emissions estimate is made. The current 
WlCertainty is around z BO percent. However, this calculated uncertainty 
includes only random error, not bias. The possibility of large bias errors 
exists in the current estimate because of the limited number of sites 
visited. For this reason, a defendable estimate of the uncertainty cannot 
be provided at this time. 

L.:..J. Future Activities/Phase III 

The purpose of Phase III is to collect sufficient emissions data to determine 
emissions for the U.S. gas industry within 0.5 percent of production. The 
flow chart for Phase III is presented in Figures. 

The first task is to apportion available resources to focus on sources with 
the largest emissions and highest uncertainty in the emissions estimate. 
Each source is examined to determine if the accuracy target has been 
achieved. If not, the number of additional data points needed to achieve the 
accuracy target is calculated from the standard deviation for a 90 percent 
confidence level. If there is more than one method of obtaining emissions 
data, a cost optimization pr_ogram is used to select the most cost effective 
approach. 

The most cost effective approach typically depends on the accuracy of the 
method, the cost per data point, and the number of data points needed. 
Because the standard deviation of the emissions data will change as 
additional data are collected, optimizing the Phase III effort will be an 
iterative procedure. 

The second task of Phase III is to develop an implementation plan. The Phase 
III implementation plan which defines the data needed and how, where, and 
when the data will be collected, has been completed and documented (Reference 
11) . 

Testing started in the early summer of 1992 and will continue through the 
summer of 1993. Facilities around the country will be visited to collect the 
information needed to calculate the unsteady emissions and to quantify the 
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activity factors. The unsteady emissions will be calculated and the steady 
emissions will be measured at a sufficient number of sources to achieve the 
accuracy target. 

The last step of Phase III is to extrapolate the emissions data using the 
emission and activity factors to obtain the national emissions estimate. 

The current estimate of the additional measurements that are required to 
achieve the accuracy target for each source is presented in Table 6. The 
table also indicates which measurement techniques were determined to_be the 
most cost effective. In some cases, however, data will be collected 

using more than one method in order to address the questior. of bias or to 
improve the credibility-of the data by demonstrating that different methods 
give the same results. 

Table 7 is a summary of the number of site visits that will be made during 
Phase III and the information that will be collected to determine the 
activity factors and to calculate the emission factors for the unsteady 
emissions. 

L.d. Mitigation of Emissions 

Emission estimates from the GRI/EPA program, although preliminary, were used 
as the basis for a study conducted by Radian to examine cost effective 
techniques for reducing emissions from the gas industry. This work was 
sponsored by EPA. and was not part of the GRI/EPA emissions study. A 

cost/benefit analysis was conducted in which the "net present value" (NPV) 
was calculated for 22 mitigation techniques. The net value was calculated 
as the difference between the cost of implementing the control strategy and 
the value of the gas saved. By ignoring any environmental benefit, the 
analysis would indicate which control measures would make sense to implement, 
based on reducing operating cost independent of the environmental benefit. 

The assumptions used in the NPV analysis are: 

0 The value of benefits is only the value of the gas saved. 

0 The average wage is $25 per hour and increases by 2 percent per year 
in real terms (i.e., no inflation). 

0 The discount rate and opportunity cost of equity is 6 percent in real 
terms. 

0 The value of natural gas saved per 1000 cf is $1.59 for production, 
$2.01 for transmission, and $2.91 for distributors. The value is 
assumed to increase 2 percent per year in real terms. 

The results of the study are summarized in Table 8 for the 22 techniques 
evaluated. 

The study indicates that improved inspection and maintenance programs, 
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installation of low-bleed pneumatic devices. recompression of gas during 
maintenance activities, pipe replacement, and use• of glycol dehydrator 
exhaust as fuel could be cos~ effective in some circumstances. 

The use of low-bleed control devices is fowid to be cost effective if 
installed as the high-bleed devices are retired after a full lifetime. There 
is only a small incremental capital and installation cost. The cost 
effectiveness of inspection and maintenance programs is very sensitive to 
labor cost and the amount of gas leaked. The use of glycol dehydrator 
exhaust as fuel is predicated on having accumulators installed to capture the 
hydrocarbons as part of a control program for toxic emissions that may be 
required by new regulations. Pipe replacement is cost effective only in 
areas with low installation cost ($80/ft) and a high repair rate (25 leak 
repairs/mile). The reduction in gas lost had a negligible effect on_ the 
analysis of the pipe replacement strategy. 

The cost effectiveness of recompression and reinjection of gas back into the 
pipeline during maintenance operations varies from case to case. It is 
generally sensitive to whether the compressor is rented or purchased and 
whether the study assumes that the strategy will be implemented all year or 
only when demand is low. Typically, a downtime of 4 days could be required 
to recompress the gas, while venting the gas could take only 4 hours. The 
difference in downtime during peak periods could be unacceptable. 

Gasunie, a gas transmission company in The Netherlands, also conducted a 
study to determine if recompression of gas was a cost effective approach of 
reducing emissions (Reference 12). Because the compressor was rented, the 
cost effectiveness of recompression depends on the amount of gas in the line. 
In The Netherlands, recompression was found to be cost effective if more than 
2.3 million cf of gas is recovered. 

Since the benefit in.the cost/benefit analysis is the value of the natural 
gas saved, the results are obviously highly dependent on the accuracy of the 
emissions data. This is a problem not only for the current study, but one 
that is likely to affect future studies unless it is specifically addressed. 
At this stage of the GRI/EPA emissions study, it is not possible to give a 
credible estimate of the uncertainty in the emissions data. This will be 
possible as the study progresses further into Phase III. However, this 
program was never designed to determine emissions from specific types of 
sources with a high degree of accuracy. 

The goal of the program is to determine overall emissions to within O. 5 
percent of production. This can be achieved even if the error boWld on the 
emissions estimate for specific source categories is± a factor of 2. This 
is not sufficiently accurate for a cost/benefit analysis to decide which 
mitigation strategies are cost effective. 

To provide sufficiently accurate data for these studies would be cost 
prohibitive. There seem to be two alternatives. The first is to improve the 
accuracy of the emissions estimate for a targeted set of sources that are 
candidates for mitigation measures. The secohd is to reverse the roles and 
use a cost/benefit analysis to determine the emissions that are required for 
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specific mitigation strategies to be cost effective. These results would 
provide valuable guidelines to the industry on ways of reducing operating 
cost. Emission rates vary substantially from site to site. Although a 
specific mitigation technique may not be cost effective for the average 
facility, many companies could find it very profitable to implement the 
technique because their emissions are much higher than the average value. 
As the industry implements these cost saving techniques, their feedback will 
provide the accurate, detailed information needed to refine the mitigation 
strategies. 
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SECTION 3.0 

SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS 

The primary purpose of the study is to provide an emission inventory accurate 
enough for global climate modeling studies and for addressing the policy 
question of whether or not to encourage the increased use of natural gas in 
order to reduce global warming. 

The GRI/EPA program is designed to determine methane emissions from the U.S. 
gas industry within± 0.5 percent of gas production. The purpose of Phase 
I was to define the problem. Phase II was spent developing the tools needed 
to measure or calculate methane emissions from the various source types that 
comprise the industry. Also, because of the large number of sources within 
each source type, techniques were developed for extrapolating emissions data 
to similar sources within the industry. The purpose of Phase III is to 
collect sufficient data to achieve the accuracy goal of the study. 

Emissions data are also needed for examining cost effective techniques for 
mitigating emissions from the gas industry. Unfortunately, it would be cost 
prohibitive to determine the emissions from all sources with the accuracy 
needed for cost/benefit studies. This problem can be alleviated by improving 
the emissions estimate for a targeted group of source types. However, 
another approach would be to reverse the roles, and use the cost/benefit 
analysis to determine the emissions that would be required for selected 
mitigation strategies to be cost effective. 

Phases I and II have been completed. Phase III was started in early 1992, 
and the data collection effort will be completed in the summer of 1993. The 
entire study is expected to be completed by early 1994. 

Based on the limited amount of data collected to date, methane emissions for 
the U.S. gas industry appear to be.in the range of l percent of production. 
The estimate of the unsteady emissions is 102 BCF, and the steady emissions 
are estimated at 84 BCF per year. 
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PHASE Ill 

TABU!. I: Ml!ASURED METHANP. EMISSIONS FROM Ml!Tl!RJNO 
AND PRESSURE REGULATING STATIONS 

NUMBER EMISSION ACTIVITY EMISSIONS TOTAL 
CATP.OORY OPTl!STS PACTOR (CF/HR) PACTOR (BCP) EMISSK>NS 

NO.OF (BCP) 
PACILmP.S 

An 39 120 IJS,000 140 140 

Rq. Slallanl 27 M IJl,000 75 
M A R StallDftl 12 260 2,(,()() 6 II 
Rea. Stallonl: 

> :JOO 12 17 3,7tJO 2.1 
100 1o JOO 7 IS II.IOI 13.6 
40 1o 100 4 080 90,000 0.6 
< 40 4 0.90 20,IOI 0.2 

M A R Scatlons: 
> :JOO I 370 14,000 4.S 
100 to 300 I .S90 1,000 .s 
4010 100 l 0.M 200 0.0 26.4 
< 40 0 0 0 0 
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TABLE 2: COMPARISON OP BAGGING AND SCREENING DATA --10 · -------

'5 COMP. EMISSIONS 
TYPI! PACIUTY DATA SeT U!AKINO USICOMP.-DAY I ----------

Gu Planll API/Rod:•11 12.0 0.110 

0.1 
API/ORJ 1992 u 0.017 

Ou Production API/Roct.ell .., 0.010 !I 0.01 
APIIGRJ 1992 ].4 0.020 ..........................................--· 

Off.Sflore P11lfonn1 API/Rocnen 3.1 0.0'7 I 0.001Oulf or Mealco ...API/ORJ 1992 I.I 0.007 · 

o.0001-----------------------......
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Instrument Screening Value lppmv) 
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.,,.I 
EPA Flanges API/Rockwell API/GRI 

-' ------· .. 
Figure 4 Correlation of Instrument Screening 

Values to Total Hydrocarbon Emlsslona 

TABLE 4: SUMMARY OF STEADY EMISSIONS 

EMISSION 
HUMBER OP FACTOR ACTIVITY EMISSIONS 

CATEGORY TESTS (CF/YR) PACTOR (") (BCP) 

Pruduclion/Pmcessing: 
Wells ]21 2,000 540,000 1.0..Gatherifll Lines 20,000 91,000 I.I 
Sq,al"llon 114 1,000 10,000 1.4 
He.cen 14 9,000 '4,000 o., TABLE J: LEAKAGE MEASUREMENTS OF BURIED 
~hydraian 32 11,000 20,000 0.2 PIPE IN DISTRIBUTION SYSTl!MSMeten 20,000 20,000 0.4 
Gu Planta 42 1.0 X HJ' 742 0.1 " 

Transmission: 
Comprenof Slalicn 0 6.5 X HJ' 2,000 13.0 NUMBER AVERAGEMclR SI.Ilion, I 3 X 111' ,.ooo 16.0 CATEGORY OP TESTS (CF/HR) 

COEPFICIEHT 
OF VARIATION 

DiSlribulion: ALL 62 2.JM1iM 31 20,000 116,000 16.5 H 
Servic:a JO 65 45 X 10' 3.0 ]O J.6MAINS 

3.2 
Pn:ssun: Re1 > 100 19 I00,000 22,000 16.0 
Pre!5un: Reg < 100 I 11,«m 110,000 0.11 SERVICES Jl 1.2 ,.. 
MclR > 100 I 5 X HJ' 1,000 ,.o 
M&R < 100 ] 500 200 0.0 
Cu~comer Meten 13 140 ,0 ,c 10' 1.0 

T()TAL: 13.3 

• Number of facilitia or mila of pipe ror malnt and p1herin1 lines 

•• 8ued on d8UI for maiM 



TABLE 5: CALCULATED VALUES OF THE UNSTEADY 
EMISSIONS FROM U.S. GAS OPERATIONS 

CATEGORY 

Normal Operations: 
Pneumatics 
Compressor Start/Stop 
Dehydrator Vents 

Combustion: 
Compressor Exhausts 

Maintenance Operations: 
Well Workovers 
Facility & Pipe Blowdowns 

Mishaps: 
•Dig lns• 

Upsets 

Leaks 

TOTAL: 

NUMBER OF 
CALCULATJONS 

26 
I 
2 

861 

2 
I 

I 

-
-

NUMBER 
OF SITES CJe OF IJ: OF 

NUMBER TOBE EMISSIONS TOTAL UNSTEADY 
OF SITES VISITED (BCF) EMtSSIONS EMISSIONS 

26 31 37 · 19 36 
1 37 8 4 8 
2 23 9 s 9 

112 37 22 12 22 

2 23 2 I 2 
1 27 21 11 20 

I 27 3 1.5 3 

- 56 - - -
- 9 - - -

56· )02 S4 100 

• The total consists of visits to 9 distribution systems, 18 transmission segments, 23 production fields, 
and 6 processing plants. 
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Figure 5 Flow Chert for Phase Ill 
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TABLE 6: SillvlMARY OF PHASE m TEST PLANS 

R,GMENTSI Dfm'ION 
SOURCE ~ MOOING FACTOR 

Production 

-We11s 321 0 0 4600 
4 0 0 23 

- Separators 114 
4 

0 
0 

0 
0 

920 
2J 

- Heaters . 84 0 0 230 
4 0 0 23 

- Dehydrators 32 
4 

0 
0 

0 
0 

184 
23 

- Meters 15 0 0 1380 
2 0 0 23 

- Gas Plants 4 0 0 6 
4 0 0 6 

Transmission 

- Compressor 
~t~tinn~ 

-M&R 
Stations 

Distribution 

- Mains 

- Services 

- Metering 
Stations 

- Regulator 
Stations 

- Meters 26 0 
2 0 

COIUU!'LATION 
EQUATION 

0 20 
0 6 

100 1000 
2 5 

LEAK 
TRACER STATISnCS 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

18 
6 

12 
6 

6 
6 

0 
0 

1 
1 

12 
6 

3 
3 

7 
6 

24 
6 

5 
3 

30 
6 

30 
2 

32 
2 

100-
13 

100 
13 

27 
11 

45 
6 

1 •No.of Te• taGii] 2 •No.of Sites 
J •No.To Be T@stedD!] 4 •No.of Sites 
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TABLE 7: SUMMARY OP srrn VISITS AND INFORMATION TO BE OAnrnRED 

IOP srms 
I OP Sttm TOBB 

srmTYPB VlSrrP.D vrsrreo Acnvrt"Y PACJ'OR DATA PMISStON PACl'OR DATA 

Oas/Oil Pield 2 23 Sq,anron per well Dehydrator conditJons 
Hear.en per well Veucl YOlumes 
Pield throughput Comprcs,or YOIUmel 
Dehydrator, per well Pield pressure 
Vmel blowdown frequt.111C7 Pneumatic de'¥icie typel 
Comprmor !tart/stop fmquency Com~ exhaust. fuel me 
PRV• lift frequency 
Pneumatics per equipment type 
Number of~. type 

Oathfflna 0 20 Station throughput cl mileage Volume of llnes 
PlcilitJesi Line blowdown frequency ~YOIUmel 

Comprenot start/mp fmquency Blowdown volumes 
Pneumatics per equipment type 

~ Number of comprmon, type
I 
~ 
,i:. Ou Plants J 6 Maintenance frequency Plant ¥Ulumes cl pracdcet 

Comprmor ..,,,ltop mquency Compres,or ¥0fumes 
Number of mmpreuon, type Compres,or eihau,t, fuel me 
Dehydrator count Dehydrator conditions 
PRV lift frcqumcy 

Tru,mlnion I 18 Throughput and mileqe Contpr'C!D' volumes 
Plcilities Com~uor stMt/!top frequency Comprc!,or exhau!t, fuel me 

Number of 00tnp1es~, type Pneumatic device types 
Pneumatics per equipment type Mishap volumes 
PRV lift frequency 
Mishap frequency 

Distribution 2 9 Mileage main & ,ervices, type Dlowdown YOlumes 
Synem, Number clau I leaks Pneumatic device typeS 

PRV lift frequency Mi!hap volumes 
Mishap frequency 
Pneumatics per equipment type 

,. -· .£ ' ---
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TABLE 8 

SUMMARY COMPARISO.N OF ECONOI\fiC COSTS AND BENEF1TS 
FOR METHANE EMISSION REDUCTION TECHNIQUES 

... ...... •ll.000 .f7,G> .,.m We-USittC I.JlDF,.;al,a: 4i--S ............ •----- vllsaiaJ
-u,i-

2 Fuptl,a: tli.....t ~ ...i .....,.__ vi lcakin& _,,_.... +O.OQZ -o +U $&aUGD ,.,... 
• 0.007 Milo ~--....... 

3 c.,.,iv1...,. ..... 1,y...maiana1~_.,.t1r-- +a +S,61111 +Ill Dovia: 17.4lD ,,. .,..... -w• -.. .rr.-,. . .......,...i • - ,...,, 

.,.. 
Fluq---- s)yaol ·1,891 ~nlC>< ,.....J2) ·1.'HII 

u..c --,.... s)yaol ~.... __, ~- •17 .JO • I ~ 60M 
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~...... 
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7 -180 •IQ.lllll -9.17 l,p I.IMc...alv/--~---l)'!W-
-4.9), ~ 
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ABSTRACT 

Landfills and other waste management sources of methane are amenable to cost-effective 
control. Consequently these sources have been give a high priority for clarification of their 
emission potential. The Uniced States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) is conducting 
research to determine the emission potential and mitigation oppommities for cost-effective control 
for the major sources of greenhouse gases. EPA's Air and Energy Engineering Research 
Laboracory (AEERL) is responsible for developing more reliable global and country-specific 
estimaces for the major sources of greenhouse gases including waste management. coal mines, 
natural gas production/ distribution, energy usage, cookstoves. and biomass combustion. AEERL 
has gathered data which have resulted in the development of more reliable estimates for landfills. 
Research has been initiated to characterize the methane potential ofother waste management 
f acilitics including wastewater trcannent lagoons. septic sewage systems, and livestock waste. 

A.EERL is also documenting the current state of technology for utilization projcccs. 
Currently there arc 114 landfill gas to energy projects in the U.S. and about 200 worldwide. 
Technology transfer/technical assistance programs have been initiated to help encourage the 
utilization of waste methane and to help implemenc the upcoming Oean Air Act (CAA) regulations 
for municipal solid waste landfills. For example, AEERL is working with a consortium of local 
government representatives to explore the application of EPA research on methane/energy recovciy 
from municipal solid waste landfills. AEERL also serves on the International Energy Agency 
Expen Working Group on Landfill Gas and the Steering Committee for the Solid Waste 
Association of Nonh America. AEERL is also responsible for demonstrating innovative 
approaches to the control of waste methane such as the application of fuel cell technology to 
recover energy from landfill gas and digester gas. 

This paper describes the emission potential for waste management sources and the 
mitigation opponunities. It also provides an overview of some of the barriers in the U.S. that 
affect methane utiliz.arion. This research is funded through EPA' s Global Climale Olange 
Research Program. This paper has been reviewed in accordance with EPA 'speer and 
administrative review policies and approved for presentation and publication. 
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INIRODUCTION 

Waste disposal results in emissions of greenhouse gases including methane (OL), carbon 
dioxide (C(h), nitrous oxide (N2O), ozone precursors, and chlorofluorocarbons. The major 
sources of~ from waste management include landfills, wastewater treatment lagoons, and 
livestock waste. Cunent estimates suggest that this source accounts for up to 125 Tg/yr or -40% 
of the estimated total global anthropogenic emissions of 300 T g/yr (IPCC, 1992). Landfills have 
been estimated to contribute as much as 60 Tg/yr of Cl-4. Policies are being considered to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions to meet the goals of the United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development held in Rio de Janeiro in June. Emissions sources that are amenable to control
such as landfills - have been given a high priority for clarification. (EPA, 1989) 

"Waste" Cl-4 results from the anaerobic decomposition of biqdegradable waste found in 
landfills, open dumps, waste piles, wastewater treatment lagoons, septic sewage systems, and 
livestock waste. This waste ~ can be a source of pollution as well as a resource. There are 114 
landfill gas {LFG)-to-energy projects in the U.S. (Thomeloe, 3/92) and 200 LFG-to-energy 
projects worldwide (Richards, 1989). Landfill gas iS utilized (1) as medium-heating-value fuel, 
(2) to generate electricity using internal combustion engines, or gas and sceam-fed turbines, and (3) 
as high-heating-value fuel in which case the gas is upgraded and fod into a nearby natural gas 
pipeline. U.S. landfills currently generate 344 MW of electricity (Thomeloe, 3/92). The gas that 
is formed from anaerobic decomposition is typically 50 to 55% ~. 45 to 50% C~. and <1 % 
trace constituents. 

The 04 is a concern because of its global wanning effects and explosive potential. 
Emissions of nonmethane organic compounds (NMOC) conttibute to aopospheric ozone which 
aggravates urban smog and is a concern to human health and the environment. Other LFG 
constituents such as vinyl chloride, benzene. carbon tetrachloride. and methylene chloride are a 
concern for their cancerous and noncancerous effects. The Agency has proposed CAA regulations 
for emissions from municipal solid waste (MSW) landfills (FR, 1991) which will reduce five 
health and welfare effects: (1) explosion hazards, (2) global wanning effects from Oi4 emissions, 
(3) human health and vegetation effects caused by ozone formed from NMOCs, (4) carcinogenicity 
and other possible noncancerous health effects associated with specific landfill emissions 
constituents, and (5) odor nuisance (U.S.EPA, 3/91). Estimates from the proposed regulations 
indicate that 621 landfills of the 6,000 existing active landfills would be required to collect and 
control MSW landfill emissions (p. 24480, FR, 1991). 

The proposed Oean Air Act regulations do not require utiliz.arion of the gas. Although 
increased COi emissions are being traded off for reduced 04 emissions. there is a net benefit due 
to the difference in the radiative forcing capacity between COi and a-Lt. The radiative forcing 
capacity of 04 to COi on a molecular basis is 21 times that of C(h (p. 53, JPCC, 1990). It is 
hoped that the sites affected by these regulations \\ill consider LFG to energy as opposed to flaring 
the gas. The use of energy recovery for the control of MSW landfill air emissions will result in 
decreased emissions of CH.t, NMOCs. and toxics. Additional benefits include the conservation of 
global fossil fuel resources, reduction of emissions at coal-fired power plants, reduced dependency 
on imponed oil, and cost savings to public entities that receive royalty payments (Thomeloe, 6192). 
However, there arc many baniers in the U.S. associated with the utilization of waste Ol4. 

This paper provides data and information that characterize the 04 potential of different 
waste management sources including landfills, wastewater treanncnt lagoons, septic sewage 
systems, and livestock waste. Mitigation opponunities are identified and the different options are 
described. Barriers that affect waste~ utili7.ation are j.denti.fied.. This paper describes research 
that is being cond~cted through EPA 's Office ofEnvironmental Processes and Effects Research on 
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Global Climate Change. AEERL has responsibility for characterizing the emission potential and 
investigating mitigation opporrunities for the major sources of greenhouse gas emissions 
(Thomeloe, 1991 ). 

"Waste" O:L Potential from ''Waste" ManaGroem sources 

The major sources of CRs from the anaerobic decomposition of waste include landfills, 
wastewater treatment lagoons, septic sewage systems, and livestock waste. Table 1 presents an 
estimate of the relative conaibutions of each of these sources for the U.S. and globally. These 
estimates suggest that these sources on average account for 80 Tg/yr or -30% of the total global 
anthropogenic emissions of 300 Tg/yr (IPCC, 1992). 

Table 1. U.S. and Global Estimates (Tg/yr) of"Waste" Methane Emissions 

U.S. 
~ Range 

Reference Global 
~ Range 

Reference 

Landfills 

Wastewater Treatment/ 
9 (6-13)• U.S. EPA. 7/92 30 20-70 IPCC, 1992 

Sewage Treatment ? 25 ? IPCC, 1992 

Livestock Waste 4 Safle, 1992 25 (20-30) IPCC, 1992 

•Potential emissions, not corrected for the amount that is flared or utilized. Approximately 1.2 
million tonnes of 04 is being recovered from U.S. landfills (Thomeloc, 3/92). 

Estimates of global a-ti emissions were summarized by the IPCC and suggest that 
landfills contribute -30 Tg/yr 'With a range from 20 to 70 Tg/yr (p. 35, IPCC, 1992, Khalil and 
Rasmussen, 1990). Preliminary estimates generated using AEERL's empirical model indicate that 
potential landfill~ emissions in the U.S. range from 6.3 to 13 Tg/yr, with an average of 10 
Tg/yr. Global estimates suggest a range of 20 to 40 Tg/yr of 04 emissions with an average of 30 
Tg/yr. Estimates generated using Bingcmer and Crutzcn's approach - which is currently p~ 
as the official IPCC methodology (OECD. 1991) - indicate that landfill 04 emissions contribute 
60 Tg/yr globally and 23 Tg/yr in the U.S. (U.S. EPA. 7/92). 

The estimates generated using the empirical model arc thought to more accurately reflect the 
amount of~ from landfills that is contributing to the global 04 flux (Campbell ct al., 1991, 
Peer et al., 3/92. Peer et al., 1992). The estimate using the empirical model uses data from landfill 
gas recovery systems and accounts for 04 oxidation and gas recovery efficiency. The data that 
were used to develop the empirical model were collected from over 100 U.S. landfills. An EPA 
rcpon is being published that documents the development of the model and the estimate of~ 
emissions for U.S. landfills. Furore refinements of this estimate will adjust for waste composition 
using data being developed on the gas potential of different biodegradable waste streams. 

Estimates for wastewater treatment arc less reliable primarily due to a lack of country
specific data needed to characterize the Oti potential of municipal and industrial wastewater 
treatment There is also a lack of field data characterizing the Cf4 potential from lagoons 
(Thomeloc, 2192). Lagoons (or surface impoundments) arc usually eanhcn pits used to contain 
and process wastewater. AEERL is initiating a field test program in 1993 to collect lagoon 
characterization dala such as the biological oxygen demand (BOD) loading. flow rates, and 
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retention time. These data will be used to develop a methodology for estimating greenhouse gas 
emissions from lagoons including Cl-Lt, CO2, N2O, and NMOC emissions. Initial estimates for 
this source suggest that Cl-Lt emissions range from IO to 40 Tg/yr (EPA, 7/92). 

Cff4 emissions from wastewater treatment lagoons are not expected to be a major source in 
the U.S. since many digesters flare and sometimes utilize the gas to control hydrogen sulfide 
emissions. However, lagoons may be a more significant source in developing countries where 
lagoons arc being more frequently used and the gas is not contr0lled. Agencies such as the World 
Bank (Banonc, 1990) recommend the use of lagoons for wastewater treatment for developing 
countries since land space is readily available, operation is relatively simple, cost is low, and 
energy requirements arc minimal. This represents a potential opponunicy to work with developing 
countries to demonstrate that the Cl4 can be utilized as an alternative energy source. 

Individual onsite wastewater treatment systems, such as septic systems, are used 
throughout the world In China, there are an estimated 10 million biogas pitS, which arc designed 
to produce biogas for household use. However, the majority of the world does not collect the gas 
from septic systems. A portion of this ~ will be oxidized and some will be emitted to the 
atmosphere. Field test work by EPA/AEERL is planned in FY94 to collect data that will result in 
more reliable estimates for this source and 10 determine if this source is amenable to cost-effective 
control. 

The only published global estimate for livestock waste suggests that ~ emissions from 
this source arc about 28 Tg/yr with a range of about 20 to 35 Tg/yr (Saflc et al., 1992). These· 
estimates were made by collecting infonnation from animal waste management systcmS and the 
quantity of animal waste managed by each system. Information was also collected from 
government statistics and literature reviews. The major uncenainty regarding these estimates is due 
to the assumptions and data charaeterizing the Ott potential from the waste of free-range animals. 
AEERL is planning to conduct laboratory and field studies in FY93 that will help reduce the cum:nt 
uncenainty with these estimates and will investigate opportunities for cost-effective conuol. 

MITIGATION OPPOR1UNIT.IES FOR "WASTE" METHANE 

The recently proposed regulations for MSW landfills will result in the reduction of 5 to 7 
millions tonnes of 04. Currently U.S. landfills arc recovering 1.2 million tonnes of 04 and 
producing 344 MWe of power. In the U.S., there arc 114 LFG-co-energy projectS (Thomeloc, 
3,92). The breakdown of these projectS by energy utilization option is presented in Figure 1. The 
majority of these projcctS (Le., 75%) generate electricity which is either used onsite or sold to a 
local utility. These projects arc located across the U.S. -in 28 states, with 38 LFG-terenergy 
projectS in California and 14 in New York. Of the 24 projects using turbines, 21 projects arc gas
fed and 3 projects are steam-fed. The largest project in the world is the Puente Hills Landfill in 
Whittier, California. It is operated by the Los Angeles County Sanitation Districts and generates 
50 MW e (Valenti, 1992). The majority of projects that produce electricity (i.e., -80% ar 66 out 
of85) produce 1 to 5 MWe (Thomeloe, 6/92). Typically there arc three to five engines or one to 
two wrbines per project 
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Figure 1. Number of U.S. Landfill Gas Projects by Energy Utilization Option 
(Source: Thomeloe. 3/.92) 
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Globally there are about 200 LFG-to-cnergy projects (Richards. 1989). There are also 
digesters in use for Iivestock waste and wastewater trcaanem sludge that utilize the waste 04 for 
producing steam or electricity. Data are not presently available to calculate the extent of digester 
gas utilization. The Expen Working Group on Landfill Gas of the International Energy Agency is 
compiling data on waste 01' projects (Lawson. 1992). These data will be available in the future 
to adjust current estimates of 0 waste.. Cf-4 for the amount that is controlled. In the U.S. 1.2 
millions toMcs of waste 01' is being utilized by LFG-to-energy projects (Thorncloe, 3/92). 

The utiliution of waste CH.i can also result in a substantial cost savings to public entities 
that own landfills and receive royalty payments. For example, Pacific Energy -· who has 
developed 25 LFG-to-cnergy projects - has paid out $13 million in royalties. mostly to public 
entities. On average, Pacific Energy's projects are in the sixth year of operation under anticipated 
20-year project lives (Wong, 1992). Other economic benefits include the purchase of goods and 
services. In 1991, Pacific Energy purchased over $4 million in outside goods and semces to 
suppon its LFG projects plus a payroll of >$3 million. LFG to energy projects tend to be capital 
intensive and are typically built on what is considered undevelopable acreage. Pacific Energy's 
eight LFG-to-energy projects in California pay >$350,000 per year in propeny taXes in California 
and require few public services (Wong, 1992). 

There are emerging technologies for waste 01' utilization. For example, AEERL initiated 
a project in 1991 to demonstrate the use of fuel cells to recover energy from landfill gas. There arc 
a number of advantages with the use of fuel cells including higher energy efficiency, availability to 
smaller as well as larger landfills. minimal byproduct emissions. minimal labor and maintenance, 
and minimal noise impact (i.e.. because there arc no moving pans). The type of fuel cell being 
demonstrated for LFG application is the commercially available 200 kWe phosphoric acid fuel cell 
(PAFC) power plant The I-year full-scale demonstration is scheduled for 1993 (Sandelli, 1992). 
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The major technical issue associated with the application of fuel cell to LFG is finding a gas 
cleanup system that effectively and economically cleans the gas to the fuel cell's saingent 
requirements. LFG composition can be quite variable as to the type of constituents and 
concentration. Chloride and sulfur compounds are quite common. "Sh.:gs" of condensate have 
also been known to cause havoc at gas turbine and internal combustion engine projects (Augenstein 
and Pacey, 1992). If this project is successful. it will provide a more environmentally aaractive 
option for waste 04 utilization that is also more energy efficient 

A second project has been initiated by AEERL to demonstrate the use of fuel cells to 
recover energy from digester gas. Digcsters arc frequently used at wastewau:r treatment (WW1j 
facilities to process sludge. The digesters can utilize the waste heat from the fuel cells which 
would result in an energy efficiency approaching 80%. The same type of C0I1UJlCICial.ly availabl.e 
fuel cell will be used. The three issues to be addressed in this project arc (1) feasibility of 
integrating the PAFC power plant operation with the WWT plant, (2) anaerobic digester gas/waste 
OLt cleanup and processing requirements for fuel cell operation, and (3} improved fuel cell 
performance on reduced heating value fuel (i.e.• waste ca. versus natural gas). 1bis project is.to 
begin this fall and a 1-ycar demonstration is planned for FY94. It is expected that the LFG cleanup 
process can also be used for digester gas. Generally digester gas trace constituents are less 
variable than LFG although concentrations of sulfur compounds tend to be greater. The first phase 
of the project will evaluate the requirements for the digester gas cleanup process and the application 
of fuel cells to recover energy from a sludge digester at a wwr plant The design specifications for 
the digester gas/fuel cell system will be provided in the Phase 1 Repon. 

Other emerging technologies for landfill gas include the production of liquid diesel fuel 
such as the process in Pueblo, Colorado, that began operation last year. A second site in the U.S. 
has been proposed to produce vehicular fuel from landfill gas. The South Coast Air Quality 
Management District has awarded a contract to demonstrate a process for producing methanol from 
landfill gas. The site selected for this demonstration is the BKK landfill, wh~ there was co
disposal of haz.ardous and municipal waste. TcraMeth Industries is responsible far the 
demonstration which is scheduled to begin in 1993. · 

To help promote and encomage landfill gas utilization, case studies of six siteS were 
conducted in FY91,92. The final repon (Augenstein and Pacey, 1992) contains detailed 
information on the six LFG-to-energy projects. In addition, the repon provides information on a 
project recently developed by Michigan Cogcneration Systems (Appendix N), 25 Waste 
Management LFG-to-encrgy projectS (Appendix M), 11 Laidlaw LFG-to-energy projects 
(Appendix L). and 4 case studies of United Kingdom LFG-to-energy projects (Appendix K). This 
repon is being referenced in the upcoming CAA regulations for U.S. MSW landfills as an 
.. enabling" tool that provides up-to-date information on LFG utilization for landfill owners and 
operators. The repon has generated a great deal of interest both in the U.S. and internationally 
through the International Energy Agency, The International Solid Waste Association, and the Solid 
Waste Association of Nonh America. 

A follow.up technology transfer project is focusing on the technical issues associated with 
LFG cleanup and energy equipment modifications (i.e., application to LFG versus natural gas). 
There are different philosophies associated with "waste" 04 utilization. lnf ormation provided by 
industty expens in the U.S. and Europe is being collected. These projects have been in existence 
since the early 1980s and much has been learned as to what constitutes a "successful" project. The 
EPA report that is scheduled to be published in the Fall of 1993 will review the current swe or 
knowledge for successful waste 04 utilization projects. This technology-transfer project is 
intended to help ensure thm future utilization projects are designed and operated using the must up
to-date knowledge and information on gas cleanup and energy equipment modifications. 
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BARRIERS TO "WASTE" 04 UTILlZA TION IN THE U.S. 

A major factor in helping to cncolD"age LFG-t~energy projects is the Public Utility 
Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA). It guarantees that utilities will purchase power that was 
generated from landfills at a price related to the costs that utilities would experience to produce the 
same amount of power. Although this guarantees a purchaser for the power, the power sale 
revenues may be Jow if the utilities' own generating costS are low. This is the case in pans of the 
U.S. where electricity is generated using water power (i.e., hydroelectric). However, with cUITCnt 
low energy prices. most regions of the U.S. also have unattractive "buy-back rates" for the 
electricity that is generated using waste CH.t. In addition, incentives such as federal tax credits that 
have helped to encourage these projects appear to being losing favor. Industry expens think that 
many of the marginal projectS cannot continue without these we credits. Cum:nt trends are toward 
lower energy prices. reduced tax incentives, and increasing environmental liability. 

Although there are more than 6000 landfills in the U.S.• there are less than 120 LFG•to 
energy projects. During the oil crisis in the 1970s/1980s. when the price of oil increased from $6-
8 per barrel to $35 per barrel, there was much more interest in developing alternative sources of 
energy such as LFG-to-energy projects. With the current prices of energy, it is much more 
difficult to find projects that are economical. Most U.S. projects that have had to cease operation 
did so primarily due to economics. Projects that are upgrading the gas to pipeline quality have 
been especially hard hit due to high operating costs and low revenue. Projects of that type arc not 
being planned in the U.S. ·ttowever, sites in the Netherlands are finding more favorable 
economics (Schccpers. 1991). 

Laidlaw Technology Inc. suggests that "successful" LFG projects need to be over 1 MWc 
and have an elecaical price ofatleast $0.06-0.07/kWh including any capacity payments. Royalties 
should not exceed 12.5% at this energy pricing (Jansen, 1992). Laidlaw also suggests that, if 
higher royalties are offered, the percentage should be a function of energy pricing over and above 
the base energy rate as inflation occurs. The early LFG projects were based on an established firm 
price for net energy which provided a substantial degree of security to developers. Contracts for 
many LFG projects do not allow for fluctuations in energy rates and costs. Revenues for energy 
sales arc usually based on prices of the "competition" of equivalent energy soun:es (e.g., 
petroleum products). Since the value of the energy base commodity can fluctuate, this can impact 

· profit. 

Administrative and development costs have increased as revenues have decreased. These 
costs include legal fees, permit appUcations, and contract negotiations for gas lease agreements and 
power plD"Chasc agreements. These costs may vary widely depending on the environmental issues, 
development considerations, and regulatory requirements; John Pacey ofEmcon Associates has 
found that these costs can vary from $30,000 to $1,0(XM)OO per kWh for a 1 MWe LFG•to-energy 
project (Augenstein and Pacey, 1992). The costs for a 1 MWe project arc summarized in Table 2. 
The gas extraction/collection systems arc less than 15% of the total cost of the project. The major 
cost component is the electricity generating equipmenL 

Tax credits arc proportional to gas energy delivery as legislated by Congress (Section 29 of 
the IRS Code) in 1979 to encourage non-fossil fuel use. These credits are a direct offset to taxes 
and can be used· only to offset a profit. The tax credits will extend to the year 2003 and are 
allowable for extraction systems installed prior to the end of the year 1992. Robert F. Hatch of 
Cambrian Energy Systems •· whose company has been involved in arranging financing for many 
U.S. LFG to energy projects - thinks that many of the projects would not be in existence if the tax 
credits were not available. Since energy prices arc relatively low, some projects today can be 
financed only because of the tax credits. The tax credits arc intended to help promote the 
development of a domestic resource as opposed to using foreign oil (Hatch. 1991). These credits 
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have helped to encourage LFG-to-energy project.s and also have helped municipalities defray the 
cost ofenvironmental regulations. 

Table 2. Estimate of Capital Costs for: a 1 MWe Landfill Gas-to-Energy Utilization Project 

Range of 
Costa Value 

11ml (llQ3) Perccor (ll03LkEl)b 

Extraction/Collection SystcrrJC 200 13 200-1000 
• Fces-PlanninwEnvironment/Legald 
lntercOMect Cost 

30 · 
76 

2 
5 

30-1000 
20-500 

Generating Equipment 970 65 500-2000 
Contingency 
Total 

ill. 
1500 

ll 
100 850-4500 

•These costs were provided by Laidlaw Technologies. Inc. (Jansen. 1992) 
bAugenstein and Pacey, 1992. 
cThe range in cost of gas cleanup systems is $10,000-$500,000/kWh) 
dl..cgal fees are approximately 50% of the total (i.e., -$15,000-$500,000/kWh) 

Another barrier to LFG (or waste 0:4) utilization can be environmental regulations. Typically 
the overall environmental benefit as well as the energy and economic benefits are not considered. 
Many LFG projects are operated such that New Source Review is avoided. This results in less 
04 being utilized. For example, a project in Phoenix, Arizona, is producing 50% of the energy 
that is possible to avoid triggering New Source Review. The project was not allowed to take credit 
for the offset in emissions from a coal-fired power plant. The developer found out that the New 
Soun:e Review process would take an extra 2 years to obtain a pcnniL Rather than delay receiving 
payback on the invesnnent. the decision was made to operate the project at half of its potential 

Another dis-incentive is that some opera.tots ofLFG-to-encrgy projects are finding that the cost 
of condensate disposal is becoming a major expense. The condensate is formed when the gas is 
compressed. The LFG condensate -- which is being classified as a hazardous waste - requires 
disposal at a Subtitle C facility. This cost [i.e., $0.18/1.. (-$0.70/gal)] can be significant for a site 
where lean-bum engines or turbines arc used as compared to the use of flares - where minimal 
condensate is collected [i.e., 3.800 Uday (1000 gpd) for lean-bum engines or turbines versus 760 
Uday (200 gpd) for flares) (Jansen, 1992). 

Industry expcns are finding that air, water, and solid waste agencies have conflicting goals. 
I.FG-to-energy projects have been forced to shut down due to concerns for by-product emissions 
of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and carbon monoxide (CO). In California last year. 48 items of state 
legislation affecting solid waste were enacted (SWANA, 1992). Regulatory priorities often appear 
toconflicL 

CONCLUSIONS 

Landfills and other waste management sources such as wastewater treatment lagoons. septic 
sewage systems, and livestock waste are amenable to cost-effective control and arc relatively 
significant sources of Cf-4. The EPA 's Global Oimate Change Research Program is conducting 
research to (1) reduce the uncertainty in global emission estimates for those sources amenable to 
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control, (2) target control strategics that are cost-effective, and (3) provide data and information 
that will help suppon regulatory activities and IPCC activities. 

Currently, U.S. LFG-to-energy projects recover -1.2 million tonnes of Cl-Li and produce 344 
MWe of power. The proposed CAA regulations for MSW landfill air emissions are expected to 
result in additional reductions ranging from 5 to 7 million toMes of ca.. Utilization of LFG for 
those sites affected by the proposed CAA regulations has the potential to result in increased 
benefits to the national economy and global environment. The utilization of alternative energy 
sources such as "waste" CRi extends our global fossil fuel resources. Not only are emissions 
directly reduced when waste CRi is recovered and utilized, but emissions are also indirectly 
reduced when secondary air emission impacts associated with fossil fuel use are considered. 
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ABSTRACT 

International Fuel Cells Corporation (IFC), a subsidiary of United Technologies 
Corporation, is conducting a U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) 
sponsored program to demonstrate methane control from landfill gas using a 
commercial phosphoric acid fuel cell power plant. This is the world's first commercial
scale demonstration to control methane emissions from landfills using a fuel cell 
energy recovery system. The U.S. EPA is interested in fuel cells for this application 
because it is potentially the cleanest energy conversion technology available. This 
paper discusses the project in general and describes some results to date, with 
emphasis on the landfill gas pretreatment system. 

1bis paper has been reviewed in accordance with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's peer and 
administrative review policies and approved for presentation and publication. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. EPA has proposed standards and guidelines [1} tor the control of air 
emissions from municipal solid waste (MSW) landfills. Although not directly controlled 
under the proposal, the collection and disposal of waste methane, a significant 
contributor to the greenhouse effect, would result from the emission regulations. This 
U.S. EPA action will provide an opportunity for methane control as well as for energy 
recovery from the waste methane that could further benefit the environment. Energy 
produced from landfill gas could offset the use of foreign oil, and air emissions 
affecting global warming, acid rain, and other health and environmental issues. 

To demonstrate that methane control and subsequent energy recovery via fuel 
cells are technically, economically, and environmentally feasible, two key issues must be 
addressed: to define a gas pretreatment system to render 1he landfill gas suitable 
for fuel cell uses and to design the modificatio_ns necessary to ensure that rated 
power is achieved from the dilute methane fuel. Only relatively simple engineering 
modifications, albeit initially costly to implemen1, are required 10 ensure that rated 
power is achieved from the dilute landfill gas. The toughest and most critical problem 
is the gas cleanup system. Therefore, the R&D focus of this project is on the landfill 
gas contamination problem. 

International Fuel Cells Corporation (IFC), a subsidiary of United Technologies 
Corporation, was awarded a contract by the U.S. EPA to demonstrate methane 
destruction and energy recovery from landfill gas using a commercial phosphoric acid 
fuel cell. IFC is conducting a three-phase program to show that fuel cell technology is 
economically and environmentally feasible in commercial operation. Work was initiated 
in January 1991. A U.S. EPA report [2] describes the results of Phase I, a conceptual 
design, cost, and evaluation study, which addresses the problems associated with 
landfill gas as the feedstock tor fuel cell operation. 

. Phase II of the program includes the design, construction, and testing of the 
landfill gas pretreatment module to be used in the demonstration. Its objective will be 
to determine the effectiveness of the pretreatment system design to remove critical 
fuel cell catalyst poisons such as sulfur and halides. A challenge test is planned to 
show the feasibility of using the pretreatment process at any landfill in conjunction 
with the fuel cell energy recovery concept. The gas pretreater is described here. 

Phase Ill of this program will be a demonstration of the fuel cell concept. The 
demonstrator will operate at Penrose Station, an existing landfill-gas-to-energy facility 
owned by Pacific Energy in Sun Valley, CA. Penrose. Station is an 8.9 MW internal 
combustion engine facility supplied with landfill gas from four landfills. The electricity 
produced by the demonstration will be sold to the electric utility grid. 
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Phase II activities began in September 1991, and Phase Ill activities are 
scheduled to begin in June 1993. 

RJB. CELL CONCEPT 

During Phase I, a commercial fuel cell methane destruction and energy recovery 
system concept was designed. The system, shown in Figure 1, is based on 
commercially available equipment adapted for operation on landfill gas. The system 
was sized to be broadly applicable to a large number of landfills.· 
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Figure 1. Project Conceptual Design 

Landfill gas is collected by a series of wells in the MSW landfill and piped to a 
gas pretreatment module. The pretreatment module removes contaminants such as 
sulfur and halides which affect the operation of the fuel cells. Th~ contaminants are 
concentrated on an absorption bed to a predetermined level. Then during a 
regeneration cycle they are stripped from the absorption media and destroyed by 
incineration. Hydrocarbon condensates which form in the pretreater are also 
incinerated. The. resulting output is a medium heat value methane fuel suitable for use 
in the tuel cell . 
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The concept utilizes four modular 200-kW phosphoric acid fuel cells generating 
electricity to be sold to the electric utility grid. The fuel cell power plants are 
adaptations from the natural-gas-fueled PC25 fuel cell sold by ONSI Corporation, an 
IFC subsidiary. Only simple modifications are required to ensure that rated power is 
achieved from the dilute landfill gas. 

The MSW landfills in the United States were evaluated to determine the potential 
commercial m·arket which could be derived using a 200-kW fuel cell. Each fuel cell 
would consume 2832 scmd (100,000 scfd) of landfill gas to generate 200 kW, 
assuming a heating value .of 19 MJ/dscm (500 Btu/dscf). 

The potential commercial market available• for fuel. cell operation was evaluated 
using a U.S. EPA estimate of methan~ emissions in the year 1997 [3] and an estimate 
of landfill gas production rate of 0.0028 scm/yr per tonne (0.1 set/yr per ton) of 
refuse in place [4J. An estimated 4370 MW of power could be generated from the 
7 480 existing and closed sites that were. identified [2]. The largest number of 
potential sites greater than 200 kW occurs in the 400 to 1000 kW range. This 
segment represents a market of 1700 sites or 1010 MW. The assessment concluded 
that these sites are ideally suited to the fuel cell concept. The concept can provide a 
generating capacity tailored to the site because of the modular nature of the 
commercial fuel cell. Sites in this range are also less well served by competing 
options, especially Rankine and Brayton Cycles, which exhibit poorer emission 
characteristics at these power ratings. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF THE FUEL CELL SYSTEM 

The environmental impact from commercial application of the fuel cell concept 
to the market described previously can be assessed. For the purpose of the 
evaluation, a site capable of supporting four fuel cell power modules (800 kW total 
capacity) was selected. The site would produce approximately 11,328 scmd 
(400,000 scfd) of landfill gas per day. The gas contains approximately 50% methane 
with a heating value of 19 MJ/dscm (500 Btu/dscf). 

The analysis of the environmental impact shows that the fuel cell can be 
designed to eliminate the methane and non-methane organic compounds (NMOCs) 
from landfill gas streams. With the fuel cell system, significant amounts of CO2 and 
SO2 will also be reduced due to the fuel cell energy generation. Using an 80% capacity 
factor for the fuel cell and offsetting emissions from electric utility power generation 
using a coal-fired plant meeting New Source Per1crmance Standards, it can be shown 
that for the example site the fuel cell energy conversion system provides 5.6 million 
kWh of electricity per year and a reduction of emissions for CH4, NMOCs, CO2, SO2, 
and CO of 1200, ·35, 4200, 36, and 0.6 Mg/yr, respectively. These reductions can be 
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used as environmental offsets. particularly in critical areas such as California or other 
locations with severe environmental restrictions. 

The environmental impact of the fuel cell concept to the potential U.S. market 
can also be estimated. If the viable market is assumed to range in sites that have 
energy capacities from 200 kW up to 1 MW, then the fuel cell system can provide an 
approximate net reduction in emissions for CH4, NMOCs, CO2.S02, and CO of 2x106, 
6x 1 04, 7x1os, 6x104, and 1x103 Mg/yr, respectively. 

FUEL CELL POWER PLANT 

A design of a fuel cell power plant was established to identify the design 
requirements which allow optimum operation on landfill gas. Three issues specific to 
landfill gas operation were identified which reflect a departure from a design 
optimized for operation on natural gas. A primary issue is to protect the fuel cell 
from sulfur and halide compounds not scrubbed from the gas in the fuel pretreatment 
system. An absorbent bed was incorporated into the fuel cell fuel preprocessor 
design which contains both sulfur and halide absorbent catalysts. A second issue is 
to provide mechanical components in the reactant gas supply systems to 
accommodate the larger flow rates that result from use of dilute methane fuel. The 
third issue ii an increase in the heat rate of the power plant by approximately 10% 
above that anticipated from operation on natural gas. This is a result of the 
inefficiency of using the dilute methane fuel. The inefficiency results in an increase in 
heat recoverable from the power plant. Because the effective fuel cost is relatively 
low, this decrease in power plant efficiency will not have a significant impact on the 
overall power plant economics. 

The landfill gas power plant design provides a packaged, truck transportable, 
self-contained fuel cell power plant with a continuous electrical rating of 200 kW. It is 
designed for automatic, unattended operation, and can be remotely monitored. It 
can power electrical loads either in parallel with or isolated from the utility grid. 

In summary, a landfill-gas-fueled power plant can be designed to provide 200 
kW of electric output without need for technology developments. The design would 
require selected components to increase reactant flow rates with a minimum pressure 
drop. To implement the design would require non-recurring expenses for system and 
component design, verification testing of the new components, and system testing to 
_verify the power plant performance and overall system integration. 
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LANDFILL GAS PAETREA 1MENT SYSTEM 

The available information on landfill gas compositions was evaluated to 
determine the range of gas characteristics which a fuel cell landfill-gas-to-energy 
power plant will encounter. This information was used to set the requirements for the 
gas pretreatment and fuel cell power plant designs. 

The major non-methane constituent of landfill gas is CO2• The CO2 ranges from 
40 to 55% by volume of the gas composition with a- typical value of 50%. Other 
diluent gases include nitrogen and oxygen, which are indicative of air incursion into the 
well (most frequently in perimeter wells). Nitrogen concentrations can range as high 
as 15%, but typical values are 5% or less. Oxygen concentrations are monitored 
closely and held low for safety reasons. 

Landfill gas constituent compounds reported by U.S. EPA [3} indicate a typical 
value for the total NMOCs of 2700 ppmv, ranging from 240 to 14,000 ppmv 
(expressed as hexane). The NMOC concentration in the landfill gas is an important 
measure of the total capacity required in the gas pretreatment system, while the 
specific individual analyses provide a basis for gas pretreatment subcomponent sizing. 
The specific contaminants in the landfill gas, of interest to the fuel cell, are sulfur and 
halides (chiefly chlorides and fluorides). The sulfur level ranges from 1 to 700 ppmv, 
with a typical value on the order of 21 ppmv. Sufficient data were not available to 
assess the range of the halides, but a typical value of 132 ppmv was calculated for 
this contaminant [3J. The range of contaminant values varies not only from site to 

. site, but also at any given site with time due to seasonal weather or moisture 
content. These characteristics require the pretreatment system design to be capable 
of handling these gas quality variations to avoid expensive site specific engineering of 
the pretreatment design which would affect the marketability and economics of the 
concept. 

Figure 2 illustrates the overall design strategy for the gas cleanup system. As 
shown, the raw landfill gas pretreatment system is designed to reduce the primary 
fuel cell contaminants (sulfur and halides) to levels between 1 and 10 ppm. A nominal 
value of around 3 ppm is the design goal. An additional spool piece is added to 
protect the fuel cell from sulfur and halide compounds not removed from the gas in 
the pretreatment system. This is an absorbent bed incorporated into the fuel cell 
preprocessor design which contains both sulfur and halide absorbent catalysts. Note 
that the capacity of this bed for contaminant removal is dictated by the number of 
hours the fuel cell can operate before these poisons contaminate the fuel cell, requiring 
refurbishing. 
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of Overall Landfill Gas Contaminant Removal Process 

A block diagram of the landfill gas pretreatment system is shown in Figure 3. 
The landfill gas pretreatment system, designed by Bio-Gas Development, Inc., is 
optimized to handle a wide range of landfill gas contaminant levels and compositions. 
This was achieved by utilizing a staged contaminant removal approach which 
enhances the operation of each successive process step. This is accomplished by 
removal of contaminants which adversely affect downstream processes and 
controlling the temperature of each step to optimize its efficiency. Figure 3 
summarizes the staged contaminant removal processes which produce clean landfill 
gas to meet the fuel cell specification. 
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Figure 3. Block Diagram of the Landfill Gas Staged Contaminant Removal System 



The landfill gas is first cooled to approximately 1 °C to remove water and heavy 
hydrocarbon contaminants. Following further dehydration in absorption media, the 
landfill gas temperature is lowered to optimize the operating temperature of the 
downstream activated carbon/NMDC removal and molecular sieve/H2S removal 
steps. We anticipate that low molecular weight NMOCs will be removed in the second 
cooler by non•steady state adsorption in the liquid film on the heat exchanger tubes. a 
concept proprietary to Bio•Gas Development, Inc. The final stage of NMOC removal is 
by absorption in activated carbon bed media. Hydrogen sulfide is selectively 
absorbed on a molecular sieve media placed downstream of the activated carbo_n in 
the same vessel. 

The presence of CO2 in the gas produces competition for active adsorption 
sites in the H2S mole sieve and can potentially produce carbonyl sulfide (COS} by 
reaction with H2S. This competition is minimized by operating at low pressure which 
favors H2S adsorption over CO2 adsorption. The production of COS is minimized by 
maintaining low bed temperatures to slow the kinetics for this reaction. The specific 
adsorption media was selected to maximize H2S removal. 

Lastly a particulat_e filter will remove fines which may be produced from 
successive thermal regeneration cycling of the adsorption beds. The cleaned landfill 
gas is delivered to the fuel cell. 

Approximately 15% of the cleaned gas is used to regenerate the absorption 
beds. This gas, containing a high concentration of desorbed contaminants, is flared 
to achieve 98% destruction of NMOCs. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A demonstration project design was established which addresses the key 
technical issues facing commercial application of the fuel cell methane control and 
energy recovery concept to the market. A site was selected (Penrose Power Station) 
which represents the landfill gas market. A gas pretreatment system has been 
designed, and construction of the system is underway. No technical "show stoppers" 
are apparent, but the succe$S of the project clearly will be determined by the 
effectiveness of the landfill gas pretreatment system to remove critical fuel cell 
catalyst poisons. These critical tests, which will commence soon, will ultimately decide 
the fate of fuel cell application on landfill gas. 
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ABSTRACT 

Rice agriculture has long been recognized as a major source of methane (CH,). 
Global budgets of methane have generally included emissions of about 100 

10 12Tg/yr (Tg - grams) from rice agriculture (range of 50-300 Tg/yr) and 
constituting about 20% of emissions from all sources (range 141-40%). 

During the last decade a number of systematic experiments have been reported 
on methane emissions from rice fields. Seasonal averages range from Oto 40 
mg/mZ/hr. Factors affecting the flux of methane include irrigation regime, 
fertilizer, soil temperature, and soil type. 

The most recent global estimates put the emissions from rice paddies at 50 to 
100 Tg/yr. The major cause of increasing methane emissions from rice paddies 

.over the past 50 years appears to be the tremendous increase in area planted 
to rice. Emissions appear to have stabilized over the past decade. Future 
increases in methane emissions from rice ~ill probably depend on access to 
irrigation and the use of organic fertilizer. 

Toe work described in this paper w~ not funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agen~y. The 
contents do not necessarily reflect the views of the Agency and no official endorsement should be 10ferred. 
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l. INTRODUCTION 

Rice agriculture has long been recognized as a major source of methane (CH,). 
Global budgets of methane have generally included emissions of about 100 Tg/yr from 
rice agriculture (range of 50-300 Tg/yr) and constituting about 20% of emissions 
from all sources (range 14%-40%} (Ehhalt and Schmidt 1978; Donahue, 1979; lOlalil & 
Rasmussen 1983; Blake 1984; Bolle et al. 1986; Bingemer and Cruczen 1987; Cicerone 
and Oremland 1988; Warneck 1988). The increase in rice agriculture was probably one 
of the main contributors to the increase of methane during the last century. It is 
estimated that rice agriculture contributes some 300 ppbv of methane to the present 
atmosphere and may be responsible for some 201 of the increase of methane during the 
last century (lOlalil and Rasmussen, 1991). 

Estimating the flux' of methane from rice fields in various parts of the world 
requires knowledge of two factors: the emission rates and the regional or global 
extrapolant. The emission rate or flux depends on different internal and external 
variables. Internal variables include: soil characteristics; rice cultivar; and 
soil microbiology. External factors include: soil temperature (driven by solar 
radiation); meteorological conditions; water level, which is affected by rainfall 
and availability of irrigation; and treatments such as the type and amount of 
fertilizers. The extrapolant is the area with similar values of the different 
variables. The flux of CH. from rice fields from any region is: 

(1) 

where~ is the flux and~ are the areas within the region of interest that have 
similar values of the variable~-

At present most integrated regional and global emissions are calculated using a 
measured flux from a region and multiplying it by the area of that region in the 
hope that the local measurement represents an average emission rate for the whole 
area. In recent years some progress has been made in identifying the factors(~) 
that can be used to obtain better regional flux estimates. 

2. METHANE EMISSION RATES FROM RICE FIELDS 

2. 1 FLUX MEASUREMENTS 

During the last decade a number of systematic experiments have been reported on 
methane emissions from rice fields. All are based on static chamber methods. While· 
there are many variants, the method consists of enclosing a part of the rice fields 
within a chamber and taking periodic samples. The samples are analyzed for methane 
content usually by gas chromatography using flame ionization detectors (GC/FID). 
Methane emitted from the rice builds up in the.chamber. The rate of accumulation 
is directly proportional to the flux or the rate of emission from the area covered 
by the chamber. The relationship is: 
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Flux "' p M V x 10_. dC (2)
'"'froA at 

where p is the density of air (molecules/m3), C is the concentration of methane 
(ppbv) and dC/dt is in (ppbvjhr), A is the area covered (m2), Vis the volume (m'), 
Mis the molecular weight and No is Avogadro's number. The most common units for 
reporting fluxes are milligrams (mg)/mz/hr. 

The advantages of this measurement method are that it is inexpensive, is easy to use 
in remote locations and is coupled to a highly sensitive and precise measurement 
method using GC/FID. Since the fluxes of methane are quite large, the plants need 
not be exposed to the unnatural conditions of the chamber environment for very long; 
often 10 minute exposures are sufficient. This fact also makes chamber methods 
suitable for methane measurements even though they may not be convenient for other 
gases. 

The disadvantages are that placing the chamber can disturb the soil and release 
abnormal amounts of methane. Several methods have been devised to reduce, if not 
overcome this problem. In the studies of Khalil et al. (1991) a permanent aluminum 
base is installed in the soil at the time rice is planted and chambers fit into 
grooves in this base. In studies reported by Schutz et al. (1989, 1990) a large 
permanent chamber is used that has a lid that opens and closes, but the chamber 
itself is not removed until the rice is harvested. Both these methods create some 
feedbacks that may affect flux estimates. The chambers also affect the immediate 
environment of the rice plant by causing heating and a buildup of CO2 , which may 
affect emissions of methane. Finally, since most chambers are small, che 
extrapolation of direct flux measurements to large regions is unreliable because of 
heterogeneities within fields, within local regions and within different parts of 
the same country. 

Remote sensing methods would overcome the problems of using small plots and 
disturbing the soil or plant environments. However, the measurement accuracy of 
these methods is not as high as the GC/FID. 

Modern measurements o~ methane from rice fields are based on the chamber methods 
described above. Most experiments have been carried out for an entire growing cycle 
£.rom ssedling.-.t:ll. barves.x:. (S.ee.. l'ahle .2..1) _. Tbe .earliest .expe.rime.nts. of .this type 
made it clear that these are large systematic changes in methane emissions during 
the growing cycle. Changes of emission rates during the growing cycle are driven 
by several factors including the growth of root mass, availability of nutrients and 
fertilization, and the seasonal change of temperature. 

2.2 FACTORS AFFECTING FLUX MEASUREMENTS 

Methane is produced in paddy soils by anaerobic bacteria (methanogens), which use 
chemicals from the decay of organic matter as their food source and produce methane 
as a by•product. This process takes place only where oxygen is not available, as 
in the flooded soils of paddy fields and wetlands (Neue et al., 1990; Boone, in 
press: Neue ang. Roger, in press). Temperature, water regime, nutrient availability, 
and soil properties such as structure and pH affect the growth of the methanogen 
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Table 2.1: Melhane Aux Measurcmenls 

· S1udy Loca1ion Trea1mcn1 Rice Cul1ivar Soil Type Aux mg/m2/hr Emission 
Season days 

Cicerone c1 al., 1983 California, USA Nilrogcn fertilizer Mtol Vcrtisol, Capay clay 10.4 100 

Se.iler el al., 1984 Andalusia, Spain Nilrogen fcrlilizer Bahra Not given 4.0 125 

Sch0lz Cl al., 1989 Vercelli, llaly Unferlilized Roma Sandy 1.oam 11.7 . l05 lo 120 
Rice slraw 17.6 
Nitrogen l0.5 
S1raw + N 18.1 

Yagi and Minami, 1990 lbaraki Prcfcclure, Mineral(avg) Koshihikari Gley soil 2.9 119 
Japan Organic(avg) " 6.7 115 

Rice slraw Peal soil 16.3 115 
Mineral(avg) Andosol: humic 1.3 124 
Organic(avg) • 3.1 129 
Mineral Andusol: volcanic 0.2 125.Rice slraw 0.4 115 

~ ...., Sass cl al., 1990, 1991a, and Texas1 USA Nitrogen Jasmine 85 Typic Pelludert 8.7 85 
0 

1991b Rice slraw . 15.2 86 
Ni1rogcn Enlic Pelludcrl 2.5 85 
Rice Straw • 5.6 86 
Ni1rogen Verlie Ochraqualf 14.0 76 lo 85.Rice Slraw 18.2 

26.4°Dai, 1988; and Schiltz Cl al., Hangzhdu, China Lale rice, average Not given Nol given 62 

1990 Early rice, average 6.6° 70 

Khalil ct al., 1991 Sichuari, China Organic local and hybrid "purple soil" 36.6 120 

Chen el al., 1992 Beijing, China N + Organic: P Huang jinguang Sandy Loam 34. I 
N + Organic: II 14.6 
N + Organic: D -0.0 

Nanjing, China Average, all Shanyou 63 "yellow-brown 8.8 
earlh" 

• Values for Scholz ct al. (1990) were digilized from lhc figures. 
t F: flood irrigation; II: inlcrmillanl irrigation; D: dry cullure. 



populations and ultimately the methane flux from the paddy fields. 

Properties which affect methane flux can be roughly divided into factors internal 
to the plant and planting site, and external factors such as the weather or man's 
actions. These can be re•organized for the purpose of modelling into categories of 
factors which change with time or space. 

Table 2.2 Factors affecting methane fluxes from rice paddies. 

Internal External Temporal Spaeial 
Factors Factors Factors Factors 

Soil: \.Teacher·: Season Type of 
Texture Temperature Fertilizer 
Mineralogy Rainfall Planting date 
Eh/pH buffer system Irrigation 

Agricultural projects 
Microbiology Practices: 

Irrigation Soil Type 
Rice Cultivar Fertilization 

The internal factors of soil microbiology, soil properties, and different rice 
cultivars are at present the most difficult to incorporate into regional estimate 
of methane flux from rice paddies. The variation in the factors is very high and 
their effects can be difficult to measure in the field. 

External factors are sometimes easier to measure, but the relationships vary from 
year to year and place to place. For example, Khalil et al. (1991) found a good 
correlation between soil temperature and methane flux, with a Q\0 of -3 (see Figure 
1). However, they found a slightly different relationship between 1988 and 1989; 
and Chen et al. (1992) found higher average fluxes in Beijing vs. Nanjing, China, 
with lower average temperatures. 

Rice agriculture may be roughly divided into wetland and dryland (or upland) culture 
(Grist, 1986; Neue ·et al., 1990). In wetland culture, the soil is prepared 
(puddling) to reduce water loss, and dikes or levees are built to contain the water. 
'Wetland culture may be separated into irrigated and rainfed rice·:- i:hile rainfed · 
rice is planted during the wet season, it is susceptible to drought, and if the soil 
dries, methane emissions stop. Dryland culture is a low•yield, subsistence 
agriculture, highly susceptible to drought. Dryland rice may not be a source of 
methane at all, as the soil is not saturated long enough for a methanogen population 
to build up. Most of the studies in Table 2. l were carried out where flood 
irrigation was practiced. The exception, Chen et al. ( 1992), tested several 
irrigation regimes and found lower fluxes whenever the top of the soil was allowed 
to dry. Field measurement on wetlands and on tropical soils (Harris, 1982; Keller, 
1986) found that methane flux stops and me~hane oxidation (conversion to CO2) begins 
once the soil dries out. 
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Figure 1. Relationship between flux and soil temperature. (From Khalil and 
Rasmussen, ES&T, 1991) 

3. REGIONAL AND GLOBAL EXTRAPOIATIONS 

Every methane budget includes an estimate of emissions from rice paddies; however, 
only two have been published that include details of regional emissions (Aselmann 
and Crutzen, 1989, hereafter Aselmann and Crutzen; Matthews et al., 1991, hereafter 
Mat:thews et al.). \Jhile both studies were done to provide data for global 
transport-chemistry models for methane, they concentrated on different variables, 
and-th& au-chors made differenc t~es- -of -infermation available. An ~stimate of 
regional emissions by the Global Change Research Cent:er (GCRC) at the Oregon 
Graduat:e Institute is compared to these two studies. 

3.1 RECENT STUDIES AND DATA BASES 

Aselmann and Crutzen provided detailed tables of the percent of the area in 2.5° 
latitude by 5° longitude boxes. The percentages reflect the area in rainfed and 
irrigated rice only for Asia (no upland or dryland rice)., but show total area for 
Africa, Central and South America. Fluxes were adjusted from the work.of Holzapfel
Pschorn and Seiler (1986), taking a base race of 300 mg/m2-day (12.5 mg/m2-hr) for 
average soil temperatures of 20°C and below, and assuming a linear relationship 
between flux and temperature up to 1000 mg/m2-day (42 mg/m2-hr) for soil temperatures 
of 3o•c. The reader must construct the exact fluxes used, as well as the monthly 
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allocations of area under cultivation. 

Matthews et al. published detailed rice crop calendars, indicating the months of 
possible cultivation of rice by country, each Indian state and each province of 
China. Area was allocated by 1° latitude by 1• longitude cells. Matthews et al. 
used a flux rate of O. 5 g/m2-day (21 mg/m2-hr) for all areas. 

For our (GCRC) estimates we developed an inventory of direct flux measurements and 
modified the information from Matthews et al. regarding areas and growing seasons 
to estimate global annual emission rates. The flux from rice fields is calculated 
using Equation (1), where the~ are the length of the season of methane emission, 
the area in rice (irrigated and rainfed), and the seasonal (or monthly) average flux 
of methane (mg/m2-hr). Each of these main variables is discussed separately. 

3.2 SEASON LENGTH 

The estimate of the season length from the literature may be confused by whether 
season refers to the season of methane emission; the cultivar growing season (or 
time from planting or transplanting to harvest); the total growing season (or frost 
free season); the total growing duration, which in the case of transplanted rice, 
includes the time in the seedling beds. For example, in the study of Sass et al. 
(1991a) the total growing season is about 245 days, the rice cultivar needs 140 days 
from planting to harvest, while methane was emitted 85 days (flood irrigated 
period). 

Growing season was estimated from Matthews et al., Tables la-c. The growing season 
was defined to be the length of time from first seeding or transplanting until 
harvest. Table 3.1 compares the growing season and season of methane emission 
estimated from the literature (see Table 2.1) with the growing season estimated from 
Matthews et al. With the exception of Italy, the difference between the estimated 
growing season and season of methane emission is about 40 to 50 days. 

Table 3.1: Seasonal Factors for Methane Emissions From Rice Fields 

References Planting CH4 Season Growing 
Season days Season 

days days' 

Cicerone et al. (1983): USA 145 100 152 

Holzapfel-Pschorn and Seiler 147 126 122 
. (1986): Italy 

Yagi et al. ·(1990): Japan 140 115 152 

Sass et al. (1991a): USA 140 85 152 

Khalil et al. (1991): Sichuan 120 120 168 

Chen et al. (1992): Beijing 100 87 137 

t Estimated from Matthews et al. (1991). See text. 
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We assumed t:hat us:ng the growing season calculat:ed from the crop calendar and 
average flux rates reported in the literature will probably lead to an overestimate 
of total emissions. Therefore, Matthews et al. 's growing seasons were modified as 
follows: growing seasons of 140 to 170 days were reduced by 30 days; growing seasons 
of 110 to 140 days were reduced by 20 days; and growing s~asons of fewer than 110 
days were reduced by 10 days. This adjustment is arbitrary, but better reflects 
results of the field measurements. 

3.3 METHANE FLUX FACTORS 

Fluxes from the studies listed in Table 2 .1 were used for the major seasonal 
divisions of Chinese and Indian rice; the countries where samples were taken, and 
estimated for other rice growing countries. 

3.4 AREA PLANTED TO RICE 

Time series of harvested rice area were constructed for all rice growing countries. 
Historical statistics compiled by Mitchell (1980, 1982 and 1983), and more recent 
data available from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
(Yearbook, various years between 1956 and 1988) were the primary sources of 
information. For China, the areas used were reported by either the USDA (1984) or 
the 1985 China Agriculture Yearbook. From 1980 to 1990 the total areas are from the 
FAO Production Yearbooks or the China Agriculture Yearbooks, which are in good 
agreement for that period. 

Total area was broken down further by province for China and by state for India. 
The fraction of the total areas in each Chinese province was calculated by taking 
the a~erage of the areas reported in the China Agriculture Yearbooks (all years) and 
the values in Matthews et al., Table le. The fraction of the total area in each 
Indian state was calculated using the values given in Table lb of Matthews et al. 
and Appendix 9 in Bansil (1984). These percentages represent only the 1980s; 
however, the areas which are the largest producers are probably the same. 

The total areas were reduced by the percentage in dryland (upland) rice culture. 
Estimates of the percentages were taken from tables in Huke (1982), Grist (1986), 
Morris et al. (1984), and De Datta (1975). Where there was more than one estimate 
per country, an average was taken. If there was no estimate for a part:icular 
country, but there was reason to suppose a significant percentage of the rice area 
was in upland rice, e.g. countries in Africa or Central America, an average was 
taken of the published estimates for neighboring countries, or the average for the 
continent was used, usually for African nations. 

4. REGIONAL ANO GLOBAL EMISSIONS 

Different estimates of global and regional emissions are compared in this section. 
Recent estimates of the global source range from SO to 100 Tg {1012 grams) per year 
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(see Table 4.1). Source estimates by country vary greatly with the assumptions made 
on the importance of different factors affecting the methane flux, and the 
information on the factors presently available. 

4.1 GLOBAL EMISSIONS 

Three recent estimates of the global rice source are shown in Table 4.1. (Matthews 
et al. (1991) assumed a global source of 100 Tg.) 

GCRC Aselmann and IPCC 
(1992) Crutzen (1989) (1992) 

Tg/year 80 92 ( 53') 60 

Year of Estimate 1990 1985 Not given 

' Number in parenthesis assumes a constant flux of 13 mg/m:·hr 
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Figure 2. Methane from rice paddies apportioned to 10 degree latitude bands: a 
comparison of three studies. 
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The major difference between ·these estimates is probably in the way a weighted 
average flux rate is calculated. Bachelet and Neue (in press) calculated a range 
of 40 to 80 Tg/year in the rice source for Asia, making different assumptions about 
the effects of soil type, rice yield, temperature, and organic matter incorporated 
in the soil. The Global Change Research Center (GCRC) estimate takes a seasonally 
averaged flux, based on field studies, and applies it to the seasonal area in 
wetland rice culture. 

4.2 REGIONAL EMISSIONS 

Regional emissions are compared by latitudinal bands, and by countries. The 
methane source, apportioned to 10 degree latitude bands, is shown in figure 2. The 
overall similarity between the estimates is the result of the allocation of rice 
area; all three studies use the FAO Agricultural Yearbook data. The GCRC estimate 
and Aselmann and Crutzen (1989) differ from Matthews et al. (1991) in the 20 to 30• 
N latitude band because the former studies reduce the total area by the estimated 
area in dryland cultivation. The GCRC estimate also reduces rice area in Africa and 
entral and South America by the percent in dryland cultivation. 
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Figure 3. The GCRC time series of global CH. from rice and rate of change of 
global rice emissions 
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·s. THE ROLE OF RICE AGRICULTURE IN THE BUDGET OF ATMOSPHERIC METHANE 

The increase in rice agriculture was iikely one of the main contributors to the 
increase of methane during the last century. It is estimated that rice agriculture 
contributes some 300 ppbv of methane to the present atmosphere and may be 
responsible for some 20% of the increase of methane during the last century (Khalil 
and Rasmussen, 1991). However, factors which were important causes of the increase 
in the past are changing, and probably will not be as important in the future (see 
figure- 3). The GCRC time series of global methane emissions from rice is largely 
influenced by tremendous increase in area planted to rice in the last four decades. 
By the early 1980s this growth had slowed significantly. A linear projection of the 
increase of methane from rice made from the trend in the last decade would indicate 
an increase of only 0.2 lg/year. 

The work described in this paper was not funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency and therefore the contents do not necessarily reflect the views of the Agency 
and no official endorsement should be inferred. 
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LIVESTOCK METHANE: SOURCES AND MANAGEMENT IMPACTS 

by: Donald E. Johnson, T. Mark Hill and G.M. Ward 
Metabolic uboracory 
Department of Animal Sciences 
Colorado State Universicy 
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523 

ABSTRACT 

Herbivorous animals, particularly ruminancs, have a digestive cract chat 
facilitates extensive symbiotic microbial digestion of dietary structural plant 
carbohydrates. A byproduct of this symbiotic microbial process is an estimated 
70 Tg of methane globally per year, primarily from cattle and buffalo. Cattle 
methane emissions equal 6: 0.5% of their diet energy (2% by wt) for mosc global 
condicions studied. Emissions by U.S. feedlot cattle are uniquely lower at about 
3.5% of diet energy. A major lack of information on size, diet, class 
distribution and percentage loss from developing country livestock precludes 
accurate definition of this source, which is about 2/3 of global. Manure 
disposal from livestock may produce an additional 12 Tg globally, primarily 
through anaerobic lagoons. Possible ameliorative strategies include the 
decreased use of lagoon disposal or the capture of this methane. General efforts 
should concentrate on improving productivity of beef and dairy cattle production 
syscems, which will secondarily reduce methane. 
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METHANE EMISSIONS: A BYPRODUCT OF ANIMAL MICROBIAL SYMBIOSIS 

Digestive secretions by the gastrointestinal tract of animals, per se, can 
digest no structural components of plants. They can only digest the soluble 
and/or starchy components. The only digestive enzymes that can unlock the 
cellulose base of the structural components of plants are those produced by 
microorganisms. Since about 75% of the photosynthetically fixed plant material 
is cellulosic or structural, it perhaps is not surprising that many herbivorous 
animals developed a symbiotic relationship with microorganisms in their 
gastrointestinal tract to assist in utilizing these materials. All animals have 
some microbial action in their gut, however, it is very extensive only in the 
herbivores, particularly the ruminant herbivore. This fortuitous symbiotic 
relationship between animal and microbe allows the utilization of vast tonnages 
of cellulosic materials, i.e., grass, which would otherwise be left to decompose 
on the earth's surface. 

The microbes that function in the gastrointestinal tract, particularly the 
carbohydrate utilizing anaerobes, require a sink to dispose of excess hydrogen 
other than oxygen. Several species of the archebacteria fill this niche nicely. 
These methanogens reduce CO2 with the available hydrogen to.produce methane. In 
doing so, they doubly enhance the symbiotic relationship. First, they facilitate 
the cellulolytic function of other bacteria and secondly, they increase the 
supply of amino acids and vitamins to the host animal. 

In general, the more extensive the gut microbial digestion of an animal 
species, the higher the fraction of dietary loss as methane. Ruminant animals 
(i.e., cattle, sheep and goats) with their large foregut fermentation vat, the 
rumen, eructate or belch approximately 95% of the emissions from all animals. 
Cattle in particular, because of their large numbers (1.2 billion), their large 
size and appetites, coupled with this extensive symbiotic microbial fermentation 
in their gastrointestinal tract account for some 71% of the approximately 70 Tg 
of methane produced globally by animals each year. Another approximately 8% is 
contributed by buffalo, with sheep and goats producing approximately 12%. 

We have compiled the available observations of methane production (i.e., 
Table l, cattle data) from the literature into a ruminant methane data base. 
This data base includes 400 treatment mean observations of methane losses from 
cattle and sheep, and minor numbers of measurements from other species. Met:hane 
loss varied from 2.0 to 11.6% of dietary gross energy. Measurements included 
describe the many different weights and physiological states of the animals fed 
and diets ranging from all forage to all concentrate diets or mixtures thereof. 
An auxiliary spreadsheet lists approximately 1000 individual animal observations. 

Many important concepts have emerged from our query and analysis of this 
data set. The majority of the world's cattle, sheep and goats under normal 
husbandry circumstances likely produce methane very close to 6% of their daily 
diets gross energy (2% of the diet by weight). Although individual animals or 
losses from specific dietary research circumstances can vary considerably, the 
average for the vast majority of groups of ruminant livestock are likely to fall 
between 5.5 to 6.5%. We must caution, however, chat little experimental data is 
available for two-thirds of the world's ruminants in developing countries. 
Available evidence suggests similar percentage of emissions, but this supposition 
needs confirmation. More importantly, data is skimpy or unavailable to describe 
diet consumption, animal weight and class distribution. 
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TABLE 1. SUMMARIZED VARIABLES FOR BEEF CATTLE FROM 
RUMINANT METHANE DATABASE 

Variable Minimum Maximum Mean 

Observed methane, % gross energy 2.6 11.S 6.8 

Observed methane, % digestible energy 3.3 16.7 9.8 

Animal weight, kg 217 627 402 

Dry matter intake, kg/d 2.1 10.9 5.4· 

Digestible energy, % 50.4 87.8 70.6 

Level of intake, multiple of maintenance 0.4 2.9 1.5 

One exception to this 6% rule is where cattle or sheep are fed very high 
concentrate diets(> 80% grain and/or supplement). When fed these diets, likely 
methane emissions will be 3.5% of gross energy. Frequently, they fall as low as 
2%. Such dietary circumstances occur almost exclusively in the U.S. feedlot 
operations. Globally it has little reducing effect on emissions, approximately 
27 million head of cattle fed for 140 days per year, with current emissions of 
about .4 Tg/year. 

Another important finding 1s the transitory effect of ionophores on 
reduction of methane emissions. Ionophores are a class of antibiotic feed 
additives which have been considered to suppress methane losses by 20-30%. 'ntis 
degree of suppression persists for some cwo weeks or less. 'nterefore, the 
methane reduction effect of ionophores is more modest and primarily results from 
a 6 to 7% reduced total feed requirements for production. 

Another surprising finding was the uniqueness of one class of feedstuffs. 
Brewery and distillery byproduct feeds produce about half as much methane as 
othe_r common feeds fed to ruminants (1). While of little impact globally because 
of the limited amounts of such feed supplies, it could provide a clue to control 
of methanogenesis. 

An important principle influencing methane emissions from ruminant systems 
is the inverse relationship becween rate of productivicy and methane losses, 
especially when expressed per unit of animal product. Methane losses are closely 
related to the amount of feed resource used to produce an animal product. An 
increase in rate of production commonly decreases the feed/product by decreasing 
the maintenance feed subsidy. Placing a beef calf directly into the feedlot in 
the United States rather than the slower growth stocker phase preceding the 
feedlot is expected to reduce the methane per lifetime of a steer by some 341 
while producing the same amount of product (2). Perhaps more dramatically, the 
supplementation of a moderate to low quality forage diet as might be employed in 
Australia or South America, could increase the daily average gain from .35 kg up 
to . 7 kg. 'ntis increased rate of productivity would reduce the me.thane emissions 
per lifetime of the steer from 170 to 100 kg, again without changing product. 
Likewise, stimulating the rate of milk production by using bovine somatotropin 
in the dairy cattle industry in the United States is expected to reduce methane 
production by the industry some 9%, essentially producing the same amount of milk 
with less feed and less methane losses (3). 
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One important additional source of methane indirectly emanating from the 
livescock industry is that from manure disposal systems. The potential 
production is huge, considerably larger than that coming directly from livestock, 
however, measurements made in our laboracory (4) and in Australia (5) show a very 
small production rate from manure disposed under simulated or actual range or 
_pasture situations. Thus, the major global disposition of manure on pascure 
likely produces little methane. The critical question then becomes what fract:ion 
of manure is disposed of by anaerobic lagoons a figure which is not known very 
accurately. Our present best estimate of global manure methane adjusts the 
disposal method data of Saffley et al. (6) to our estimates of range or pascure 
production. With these suppositions, the estimate of global methane entry from 
manure disposal approximates 12 Tg annually. 

The work described in this paper was not funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The 
contents do not-necessarily reflect the views of the Agency and no official endorsement should be inferred. 
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Ozone and Global Warming 
by 
Robert P. Hangebrauck, Air and Energy Engineering Research Laboratory 

John W. Spence, Atmospheric Research and Exposure Assessment Laboratory 

ABSTRACT 

Changes in several trace substances in the Earth's atmosphere are affecting global radiative forcing. Those 
substances which seem to be in the greatest sta_te of change now and projected into the future are carbon dioxide. 
ozone (and its precursors and depteters), and aerosols. It is conceivable that countervailing changes in the 
radiative forcing effects o1 these substances, especially ozone and aerosols. may be temporarily hiding or at least 
changing the "greenhouse signal" - an unfortunate circumstance, particularly if the overall impacts that will 
eventually occur are unpredictable or difficuh to reverse quickly. If in fact the greenhouse signal is partially being 
obscured at present, there is also potential for this eflect becoming less significant in the decades ahead because 
of 1) a continuation of increases in greenhouse gas emissions, 2} saturation of the tropospheric aerosol effect 
plus controls on sulfur emissions. and 3) increasing tropospheric ozone. The substantial complexities in factors 
affecting ozone and aerosols are discussed with emphasis on ozone and its precursors. including methane, 
nonmethane hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide. and.nitrogen oxides. Quantifying radiative forcing is of substantial 
importance. EPA 1s undertaking research to enhance the ability to estimate indirect factors contributing to 
forcing, including measures such Global Warming Potentials. Many of the important but difficultfactorsto resolve 
are of the indirect type. A number of potential indirect forcrng effects are identified along with an estimate of 
direction (sign). 

Introduction 

Several trace substances affect global radiative forcing levels (changes in net downward flux of energy at the 
tropopause). Some of the major ones are water vapor, carbon dioxide (CO:), ozone (03), methane (CH,), 
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), nitrous oxide (N.p), and aerosols. The continuing increase in the concentration of 
these constituents has created considerable concern among scientists regarding the potential for climate change. 
The observed increases are believed to have begun near the turn of the century with the continui~g Industrial 
Revolution and rapidly increasing technology. This period is marked with the beginning of an increasing energy 
demand and conversion of forests to agricultural land to accommodate increasing world population. Radiative 
forcing for individual trace gases and aerosols varies greatly, and depends on their concentrations. On the other 
hand these constituents are controlled by various factors in addition to emissions, including mass transfer, 
chemical interactions, and atmospheric lifetime. · Ozone is a major factor in global radiative forcing but is not 
well quantified because its high temporal and spatial variability make the quantification difficult. Ozone levels 
in the troposphere depend on both transport of ozone from the stratosphere and on local chemistry. Production 
of tropospheric ozone is dependent on concentrations ofprecursors (substances which produce ozone), including 
CH,, carbon monoxide (CO), nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHCs), and nitrogen oxides (NO

1 
). Ozone levels in 

the stratosphere now depend on concentrations of ozone-depleting substances, including CFCs, halons, other 
halogenated organics, and Np. Temperature, amoW1t of sW1light, global transport, amount of aerosols present, 
and other factors are also of importance. On the other hand, methane and NMHCs inactivate O3-depleting 
chlorine in the stratosphere. Radiative forcing for ozone is a strong function of altitude. Because of the 
importance of ozone and its precursors as radiative and photochemical trace gases, EPA has accelerated its 
research on global tropospheric ozone. EPA has had ongoing research on boundary-layer ozone for manyyears 
in support of the ambient air standards deaHng with the adverse effects of ozone on human health. Ozone is also 
a toxicant to young trees and leafy crops (Reich, 1987; Heck, 1982). 

Understanding of trace gas effects on global ozone and radiative forcing continues to emerge. For example, in· 
the stratosphere newly discovered heterogeneous reactions have been found to promote the formation of the 
ozone hole in Antarctica and generally appear to promote the loss of ozone in the lower stratosphere. The Joss 
of ozone in the lower stratosphere has had an important impact on radiative forcing (Ramaswamy, 1992). 
Similarly, initial attempts have been made recently to quantify the effects of tropospheric ozone on radiative 
forcing ([PCC, 1990). This paper describes how ozone fits into the global picture and covers some ofEPA's related 
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research. 
~ 0.4.-------------------, 

Obscuration of the Greenhouse Effect?' "' ~ 
:z 
~ 

Global surface temperatures have risen some• u o.o 
wwhere near 0.3 to 0.6 ·c over the last century a: -0.2 
::::) 
I-(IPCC, 1990). figure 1 gives the global-mean 
~ -0.4combined land-air and sea-surface tempera• w 

tures for the period 1861-1989 based on histori• ~ -u'---------------------' 
w ;a10 ,aso 1910 1930 1950 ,910 1990 

cal records and various adjustments ([PCC, I- VE.AF! 

1990). In addition to these past records, model Figure 1. Global-mean combined land-air and sea-sutface 
predictions of warming based on growth in green temperatures. 1961·1989, relative to the average tor 1951-80. 

house gas loadings in the atmosphere imply (IPCC, 1990; Reproduced with permission.) 

substantia1 future warming((PCC, 1992). How
ever, some-- e.g., Michaels (1991) .• have expressed skepticism about the "popular vision" of global warming. 
Example concerns include 1) adequacy of correction for the urban heat island effect, 2) less than expected 
wanning, relative to that predicted by modeling, and 3) the nature of how the warming has (or has not), taken 
place -- such as, little increase in extreme high temperatures in the northern latitudes. However, it is likely that, 
while the Earth has seen some global warming, some potential wanninghas been hidden by temporary offsetting 
effects of other anthropogenic global changes. Changing ozone and aerosol levels over the last several decades 
may have produced some net negative radiative forcing. This negative radiative forcing, along with a slight 
decrease in solar irradiance, may have partially hidden the greenhouse signal predicted by general circulation 
models (GCMs), especially in the Northern Hemisphere. Global changes other than wanning may have resulted. 
The changes taking place are difficult to predict as are any future consequences. 

The effects ofobserved trends in atmospheric ozone on climate, while difficult to quantify, have been est.ablished 
directionally (Lacis, 1990; Ramaswamy, 1992). Radiative forcing from loss of ozone in the lower stratosphere 
implies a cooling effect on the Earth's surface and in the stratosphere. Effects from an increase in tropospheric 
ozone implies higher temperatures at the Earth's surface and in the free troposphere. More indirectly, increased 
ozone in the atmospheric boundary layer reduces tree rrowth resulting in reduced carbon sequestration (Reich, 
1987). 

Estimates ofthe negative radiative forcing effects of aerosols ranie up to - 2 watts(W)/m2 for tropospheric sulfate 
(ChaTlson, 1992). Penner ( 1991b) estimates from modeling work that aerosols from biomass bu.ming could 
contribute a radiative forcing mask of - 1.8 W/m2 with aerosols from fossil fuel contributing even a larger negative 
forcing. Kaufman (1991) conc.ludes (with substantial uncertainties noted) that increased future sulfur dioxide 
(SO

2
) emissions from fossil fuel combustion will likely produce a cooling effect from increases in cloud 

condensation nuclei. On the other hand biomass burning is seen overall to have a net wanning effect, because 
significant ozone precursors are injected into the atmosphere in addition to aerosols (Kaufman, 1991). 
Stratospheric aerosols from the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in 1991 should produce a very significant negative 
forcing on the climate system (UNEP/WMO, 1991). Hansen (1992) estimates that the global mean climate 
forcing due to Pinatubo will peak at about 4 W/m2 in early 1992, noting that this exceeds the accumulated.forcing 
due to all anthropogenic greenhouse gases added to the atmosphere since the industrial revolution. Global 
climate changes that might be expected from increased tropospheric sulfate concentrations include the following 
(Michaels, 1991): 

• Increased cloudiness 
• Enhanced brightening of low-level clouds near sulfate source regions 
• A counteraction ofdaytime warming by the greenhouse forcing because of an increase in clouds 
• Night warming from an increase in both clouds (especially stratocumulus) and greenhouse forcing 
• A decrease in daily temperature range 
• Decrease in ultraviolet (UV}-B-in affected areas 
• Concentration of these effects in the industrial Northern Hemisphere 

The connection between aerosols and all of the above effects is by no means proven. Other factors must be 
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involved in reducing the predicted increases in the daily maximum temperature in a large portion ofthe Northem 
Hemisphere (Karl, 1991). Some of these other factors could include changes in cloudiness and aerosol loadings, 
but could also just be natural fluctuations of the climate system. These investigators were examining the nature 
of and evidence for asymmetric diurnal temperature change in large areas of the Northern Hemisphere. These 
are areas where, over the last several decades, most of the warming can be attributed to an increase of mean 
minimum (mostly nighttime) temperatures with mean maximum (mostly daytime) temperatures displaying 
little or no wanning. These are also areas where there has been increasing extreme minimum temperatures but 
little chanee in extreme maximum temperatures, leading to a decrease in the extreme temperature range. 

Reduced Obscuration of the Greenhouse Effect? 

Why should all this cause concern? Many climate scientists think that serious greenhouse effects are possible, 
and that lack of a strong greenhouse signal may lead to inaction in dealing with emissions, particularly CO2 

because of its long atmospheric lifetime. Furthermore, significant atmosphere-related global change may have 
already taken place with unknown long-term consequences. In addition, if we are having substantial current 
obscuration of the greenhouse signal, this obscuration may become less significant in the decades ahead because 
of 1) a continuation ofincreases in greenhouse gas emissions, 2) saturation of the tropospheric aerosol effect, and 
3) increasing tropospheric ozone. 

Regarding saturation of the aerosol effect Kaufman 
(1991) sees that, for a large increase in fossil fuel use, 

110 emissions ofSO
2 

may saturate the cloud condensation 
70 \ I nuclei effect. For a doubling of CO

2
, the aerosol radia

/l Vt:.Hf-\\.:IC: Ll.£.._ IC:H lvAL tive forcing effect is estimated to be only 0.1 to 0.3 of\I PROFILE f OR ~UL'r ATE o· Nr that for CO2 compared to 0.4 to 8 times at current 
emission levels. 

~ " --r------ Relative to tropospheric ozone, ozone is increasing on a -~ global basis with the rate of increase depending on 
--- location and altitude. CH,, NMHCs, CO, and NOa are -.-- all tropospheric ozone precursors, and their global 

20 emissions are all increasing. In addition to surfaceV" 
10 / based emission sources, emissions from aircraft at 

I cruise altitude seem to affect the ozone profile and are 
0 similarly increasing (Wuebbles, 1990; Barrett, 1991).
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Figure 2. Ozone attitudinal profile (data derived from chart How is 0 Formed and Destroyed?
3 

on p. 422 of Vol. ll of Atmospheric Ozone 1985 (WMO. 
1985). A!!. the solar ultraviolet radiation enters the Earth's 
atmosphere, the UV-C component is ofsufficientenergy to photod:ssociate oxygen (0

2
), resulting in the formation 

ofozone (03) in the upper stratosphere and UV-C absorption. UV-B radiation, on the other hand, penetrates to 
lower altitudes and has enough energy to dissociate ozone (UV-Bis absorbed in this process). Figure2 illustrates 
a typical ozone concentration profile for July at 60° N. This particular profile was derived from data which did 
not include boundary layer measurements, and therefore does not show a typical increase near the Earth's 
surface. The profile reveals a maximum mixing ratio near 30 km for this latitude. The ozone essentially filters 
out most of the short wavelength ultraviolet radiation from the Sun. Figure 3 gives a simplified overall view of 
the formation/destruction of ozone in the atmosphere. The destruction of ozone proceeds until these halogen 
atoms are chemicallybound in stable reservoir forms such as hydrochloric acid (HCl) and hydrobromic acid(HBr). 
In general, atmospheric models utilizing homogeneous gas-phase chemistry provided a reasonable scientific tool 
that explained the catalytic destruction of the ozone layer. With the formation of the ozone hole over the 
Antarctic, atmospheric scientists began to investigate heterogeneous chemical mechanisms to explain the rapid 
Joss ofozone during the September-October time period in the Southern Hemisphere. The most critical aspect 
of the heterogeneous mechanism is the destruction of active chlorine sinks by reactivating HC1 and chlorine 
nitrate (ClONO2) and at the same time removing NO. from the stratosphere. Lower levels ofNO. limit the degree 
to which chlorine can be tied up as ClONO

2
. The sulfuric acid aerosols in the low to middle latitudes of the lower 
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stratosphere of the Northern and Southern Hemi
spheres play a role similar to that of the polar 
stratospheric ice crystals in contributing to ozone 
depletion in the polar areas, especially Antarctica. 

In the boundary layer ozone is formed photochemi
cally from other gases (precursors). Within urban
suburban areas, ozone formation is driven by the 
emissions ofthe precursors NMHCs and NO,, in the 
presence of sunlight. The formation of ozone in 
remote areas of the boundary layer, in the free 
troposphere, and in the lower stratosphere involves 
the less reactive hydrocarbons such as methane. 
The production of ozone is known to be complex and 
is not linearly proportional to increases in precursor 
emissions. Atmospheric modeling as well as photo
chemical simulations indicate that the formation of 
ozone may indeed be NO,-limited over certain por
tions of the globe. These studies indicated that 

How s 03 ormed and destroyed?
--·· ... ·--Fotmation: Deslrudion: 

Hoo!CIQII-02+UV->0+0 
Cl +03 - > CI0 +02 
CO +0 -> Cl +02 
(Net)O +03->202 

02+0->03 

.....,_ 
CION02}..,_":-{ Cl-> co 
HCI .....,.. . .~N03Stratosphere 

Troposphere 

Formation (high NOx): Desln.taiOn (NOx < 20 pptv): 
(Ne! raacuon) (Nel rea<:11011) 

CH4 + 402 -> CH.20 + H20 + 203 CH4 + 02 -> CH20 + 1-120 
C + co+ 03-> CO2+ 

Boundary Laver 

Figure 3. Overview of ozone formation/destruction in the 
atmosphere. 

concentrations ofNO above a range of10 to 25 pptv are required for ozone production, while lower concentrations 
• would lead to destruction (Hameed, 1979; Lin, 

1988). This implies that there are areas within the 
boundary layer as well as free troposphere where 
the photochemistry is forming ozone and other 
areas where photochemistry is destroying ozone.·1 

I ... Scientists at Lawrence Livermore National Labo
I ratory (LLNL) are developing a 3-D chemistry 

model to predict global atmospheric loadine-s and 
! distributions of NO. including nitric acid from 
~ anthropogenic and biogenicsources (Penner, 199la; 

Dignan, 1992). A global map ofspatially allocated 
.,,. .,,o .. ... .,. ,. NO. emissions in Fi~re 4 illustrates a typical... ... 

input used in the model. The model also predicts 
global wet and dry deposition of nitrogen species. 

Figure 4. Spatially allocated global NO
1 

emissions from Developing the capability to model NO, from its 
anthropogenic and natural sources in 1980. 

sources is the first step in developing a 3-D Global Chemical 
Increased OH 03 Ufellme (CH4,Model for predicting atmospheric loadings of ozone and emission HCFC, HFC)

other greenhouse gases from emissions. O:ione is also 
destroyed by surfaces, by reactions with olefinic gases, and .CH4 + + 
by photodissociation that leads to production of hydroxyl 
(OH) radicals. The oxidizing power of the Earth's atmo NOx + + -sphere 1s controlled by the abundance ofthese radicals. It is 
estimated that OH radicals accowit for about 85% of the Joss co . + +ofmethane (Cicerone, 1988). Some ofthe directional effects 
ofprecursor emissions on ozone-related atmospheric chem

NMHC - + +istry are indicated in Fi~re 5 as derived from UNEP/WMO 
(1991). For example, increasing the precursor CH, will Figure 5. Precursor influences on atmospheric
decrease OH, increase Ol, and increase the lifetime of chemistry (derived from UNEP/\NMO, 1991 ).
various organics such as HCFCs. 

Trends in Ozone 

Figure 6 illustrates the change in total column ozone in the period 1979 - 1991 from data reported by UNEP/ • 
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....
depletions, including in the tropics. In addition, measure
ments show record concentrations of CIO of 1.5 ppbv over 4.0 . ' 
northern New England in January 1992 as part of the Air 2.0 . .' . . " 
borne Arctic Stratospheric Expedition (NASA, 1992). Abun •1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.6 1.0 

dance ofchlorine monoxide (CIO) in the lower stratosphere at !Av«aga 6 Omcw, %.Afur Inorthern middle-latitudes is greater than predicted by mod
Figure 7. Ozone altitudinal trend estimates for the els containine-only gas-phase chemistzy(UNEP/WMO, 1991). 
Northern Hemisphere (1970 - 1986). 

Information on the vertical atmospheric distribution of ozone can be derived from ozonesonde, Umkehr, 
Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE), and Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) data. 
Unfortwiately, most of the long-term measurements, particularly for the ozonesondes, are within the northern 
middle-latitudes. This hinders the development of reliable global vertical distributions for the Southern 
Hemisphere. There are concerns regarding calibration techniques for the long-term data from many of the 
northern ozonesonde stations. Nevertheless, the average percent per year change of ozone from 1970 to 1986 
as a function of altitude for nine northern stations is shown in Figure 7 (UNEP/WMO, 1989). This historical 
ozonesonde record reveals thatozone appears to be increasing within the free troposphere and decreasing within 
the lower stratosphere. However, variations at individual stations show widely varying profile changes for 
different latitudes. Tropospheric ozone trends derived from 01.onesonde data have accuracy limitations, but 
could be improved by expansion of monitoring capability (Prinn, 1988). Homogeneous chemistry 1-D models 
predict the ozone increases within the free troposphere but fail to predict the decreased ozone observed within 
the lower stratosphere. The change in the slope ofthe ozone profile that is observed in the troposphere below the 
tropopause may be due to the injection of ozone precursors by aircraft (Wuebbles, 1990; Kinnison, 1991). 
Tropospheric ozone trends continue to be measured at ozonesonde stations; however, measurements in the upper 
troposphere are sparse, and this is where ozone has its greatest radiative forcing effect. 

Satellite data from the TOMS and the SAGE have been recently used to derive global maps ofozone within the 
troposphere and boundary layer (Fishman, 1991 ). Tropospheric ozone is derived as the residual or difference 
between the coincident TOMS and SAGE measurements between 50° S and 50° N. The residual, which is a 
:relatively small difference between two larger values, represents the ozone column in Dobson wiits (ozone 
molecules per cm2) within the troposphere and boW1dary layer. Over a 10-year period the averaged seasonal 
depictions show the residual ozone to begin its formation in the Northern Hemisphere during March-May, 
reaching a maximum during Jwie-August. In the Southern Hemisphere, ozone forms during the September• 
November season. What is so surprising is the size of the ozo~e plumes. The entire Northern Hemisphere is 
engulfed in an ozone plume that spans the Atlantic and much of the Pacific Ocean for the June-August season. 
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Figure 8. Satellite-derived tropospheric ozone residuals 
centered off the west coast of Africa. 

In the Southern Hemisphere the ozone plume forms across lower Africa and tails across to Australia. It spans 
the Atlantic Ocean to South America. The formation of this plume appears to be associated with the biomass 
burning that occurs annually during the spring in the Southern Hemisphere. The formation of the observed 
ozone in the Northem Hemisphere is consistent with the photochemical production ofozone from its precursors 
during the spring and summer months. · 

Atmospheric scientists at NASA Langley Research Center are using the TOMS and SAGE data to derive daily 
residual maps for global tropospheric ozone for EPA Since SAGE provides less than 5000 measurements per 
year, daily measurements are linearly interpolated from 60 day averages. The daily residual is obtained by 
subtracting the interpolated SAGE daily measurements from 3-day averages ofthe TOMS measurements and 
has a resolution of2.5° latitude by 5.0 ° longitude. Computerized images ofthe daily residual from 1985 to 1990 
are prepared by the EPA's Scientific Visualization Laboratory at RTP. A 4-day sequence for September-October 
1988 is shown in Figure 8 that is believed to represent the formation of tropospheric ozone from the biomass bum 
in the springtime in the Southern Hemisphere. Scientists at NASA Lantley Research Center are using the video 
computerized images to assist in the plannine- of the TRACER A Monitoring Program of the Biomass Bum in 
1992. Scientists at EPA are comparing the satelHte-derived daily residual 0

3 
data for the Northern Hemisphere 

with ozone ground-based (AIRES), ozonesonde, and meteorological measurements. If the comparative analysis 
shows promising results, the satellite-derived ozone residuals wiU provide insight into the formation, transport, 
and fate ofglobal tropospheric ozone, and may serve as a useful tool in the development ofglobal chemical models 
that predict ozone concentrations from precursor emissions. EPA and NASA scientists are plannine- to develop 
another sequence of daily residuals using measurements from the Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Spectrometer 
(SBUV) that flies on the Nimbus 7 satellite with the TOMS. Comparative analysis ofthe two daily residual data 
bases should provide insight into the techniques for deriving global tropospheric ozone from satellite data. 
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Trends in Aerosols/Sulfates 

It has been concluded that fossil fuel emissions over the past century have increased the tropospheric sulfate 
aerosol concentrations (UNEP/WMO, 1991 ). World total sulfur emissions are estimated to be 14 7 TgS with about 
80 TgS coming mainly from fossil fuel combustion (IPCC, 1990). Husar (1989) shows a general correlation 
between sulfur emissions and extinction coefficient which is a function of visibility. Mayewski (1990) has 
determined, based on ice core data, that the anthropogenic sulfate loadings in remote areas of the Northern 
Hemisphere are now as high as or higher than the maximum loading from many past volcanic eruptions. 
Carbonyl sulfide CCOS) is the most abundant sulfur-containing trace gas in the remote atmosphere and, with a 
lifetime of 2 to 6 years, is, via photolysis, a major source ofaerosol sulfate in the stratosphere along with volcanic 
eruptions (UNEP/WMO, 1991). Sources of COS include anthropogenic activities, soils, biomass buming, and 
oxidation of carbon disulfide (UNEP/WMO, 1991). Long-term observational records show a 40-50% increase in 
stratospheric sulfate aerosols (UNEP/WMO, 1991). 

Trends in Ozone Precursors 
IIPCC Tra011 Gas Pro;ect10ns( 

Source emissions of CH,, NO
1 

, CO, and NMHCs "'°""""7-..._-------..:.....------------
...,CH4have all been increasing. Figure 9 shows the 

12 _. co 
IPCC predictions offutureozone precursor emis -NOx 

•• ...,. NMHC ...sions. Atmospheric concentrations/distributions 
have been quantified for CH, and CO, but are 
harder to do for the more reactive species, NO 
andNMHCs. • -. --·-·--··..--+---The atmospheric concentration of CH, has been 
increasing at a rate ofabout 1% p~r year up to the 
last few years. Currently this growth rate ap
pears to have fallen sharply with no completely '"° -satisfactory explanation. However, there is a -
possibility that OH is increasing at 1.0±0.8% per Figure Q. Pro;ected ozone precursor emissions. 
year (UNEP/W'MO, 1991). The most recent data 
for methane, as taken from Khalil (1990), are given in Figure 10. Unfortunately, the data after 1988 are still not 
available. The data are undergoing quality assurance review, but should be available this summer in the journal 

Chemosphere and a new book entitled The Global 
Methane Cycle: Its Sources, Sinks, Distributions and 

C 1700 Role in Global Climate Change. Figure 11 represents 5 
years of methane measurements from remote marineH 

4 1680 sites within the Geophysical Climate Change Sampling 
Network. The averaged atmospheric concentration of 
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Figure 11. Hemispheric methane cycles with time. Figure 10. Atmospheric methane concentration. 
(IPCC. 1990; Reproduced with permission.) 
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methane is about 1.76 ppmv in the Northem Hemisphere and about 1.68 ppmv in the Southern Hemisphere. The 
seasonality is observed to vary with latitude and is repeatab1e over time in the hemispheres (IPCC, 1990). Note 
the increase in methane concentration right up to the arctic polar area. The primary emission sources of methane 
include: tundra/bogs/swamps, rice cultivation, biomass burning, Jivestock, coal mining, oil, and natural gas 
systems, landfills, and a variety of industrial processes (such as coke and petrochemicals production). Methane 
isotopic studies suggest that 20% of global methane is from fossil fuel and 10% is from biomass burning (UNEP/ 
WMO, 1991). 

The atmospheric concentration of carbon monoxide is increasing at about 1% per year in the Northern 
Hemisphere but is not increasing perceptib)y in the Southern Hemisphere. The concentration is about 120 ppbv 
in the Northern Hemisphere and about 60 ppbv in the Southern Hemisphere for a hemispheric ratio of about2 
(Wuebbles, 1991). The primary sources of atmospheric CO are atmospheric oxidation of methane and 
nonmethane hydrocarbons, biomass combustion-related sources such as forest c1earing, and fossil-fuel combus
tion (primarily transportation related). 

1 A 

Measurements of NMHCs are not adequate to establish trends 
,..... 

with the exception of ethane (UNEP/WMO, 1991). Ehhalt 1-. 
(1991) has provided evidence of a trend for ethane over the \ I 

LIUI ~d• E 6 °N 
n 

Northern Hemisphere of0.9±0.3% per year. Perhaps the best E 1 - \
indicator of trend for .N'MHCs is the projected future emissions ~ 
( see Figure 9 ). The primary sources ofatmospheric NMHCs are -~ (._
biogenic in nature, including trees, oceans, and grasslands r-...... I 

-
(UNEP/WMO, 1991). Anthropogenic sources include gasoline 
use, other petroleum-based solvents/chemicals, fuel wood use, 

L> ------A 

biomass burning, and waste disposal (Watson, 1991). The --
reactivity and general variability of NMHCs in the-atmosphere 2 - -=-· 

,--,-
make it difficult to establish trends. NMHCs and their reaction C ,.
by-products are found throughout the atmosphere. For ex- -
ample, the work of Greenberg (1990) indicates that many o 1 o 20 3o 40 so so 7o so go 
NMHCs may exist throughout the troposphere. Longer photo NHMC Mixing Ratio, pptv 
chemical lifetimes, attributed to lower temperatures at high Figure 12. A total NMHCs profile for 66 ° N 
altitudes and latitudes, suggest to the investigators "that latitude from Greenberg (1990). 
NMHCs may be present throughout the troposphere in many 
regions of the Northern Hemisphere." The more reactive NMHCs are generally found in smaller quantities 
relative to the less reactive compounds. Transport mechanisms such as cumulus clouds, dry convection, cold 
fronts, and flow of air over mountains are suggested as means for the substantial altitudinal dispersal in spite 
of atmospheric lifetime considerations. Figure 12 illustrates some of the data reported by Greenberg - in this 
case for total NMHCs at 66° N latitude. As can be seen, substantial NMHC mixing ratios are found high in the 
troposphere. 

Penner (1991a) and Dignon (1992) have estimated sources and distributions globaJly of natural and anthropo
genic emissions of N0

1 
. Northern Hemisphere anthropogenic sources are seen to be mainly fossil fuel 

combustion, and Southern Hemisphere anthropogenic contributions are seen to be a combination of fossil fuel 
emissions and biomass burning. Fossil fuel combustion, which consists of both stationary and mobile sources, 
is believed to account for about50%ofthe estimated total emissions of global N0

1 
lfbiomass burning is included, • 

the tot.al anthropogenic contributions become more like 75%. However, there is considerably more uncertainty 
in the emissions from biomass burning than from fossil fuel combustion in stationary sources. The NASA project 
(TRACER A) to characterize the 1992 biomass bum in the Southern Hemisphere should provide better 
quantification of the emissions. Natural sources include lightning, soil microbial activity, and input into the free 
troposphere from the photodissociation ofNP in the stratosphere. Large wicertainties are also associated with 
the emissions from the natural sources. Sufficient atmospheric measurements of NO, are not available to project 
global concentration trends. The best indication of NO 

I 
concentration trends is from nitrate (N03) measurements 

taken from ice cores. Analyses for N0
3 
in ice cores from Greenland and Switzerland show large increases in NO, 

since the tum of the century (Neftel, 1985; Wagenbach, 1988). 
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Radiative Forcing 

Determining the radiative foTcing caused byvarious trace substances is obviously difficult, with major questions 
stiU to be answered. Multiple effects for the same substance are possible in different parts of the atmosphere. 
Many of the complex questions arise from the indirect effects of trace subst.ances. The recentIPCC ( 1990) report 
provided initial quantification of some of the indirect effects in terms of Global Warming Potentials (GWPs), 
especia1ly for ozone and its precursors. But in later UNEP/WMO updates of the IPCC report, reservations have 
been expressed about the accuracy of the initial indirect GWPs. Also, the rather large negative-forcing indirect 
effect was identified for CFC-related ozone depletion in the lower stratosphere . GWPs are evolving w:ith 
refinements taking into account such factors as sensitivity of the GWPs to the assumed backgroWld atmosphere 
(Wuebbles, 1992). Many of the indirect radiative forcing effects, for which indirect GWPs would be generated, 
require modeling to provide quantification, but for the most part the tropospheric models necessary to do the 
evaluation have not been fuJly developed and validated. EPA is collaborating with the Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory to identify, quantify, and refine potential indirect forcing effects for the various trace 
substances, especially as they relate to tropospheric ozone and its precursors. 

As a greenhouse gas, the radiative properties or forcing for a given quantity of ozone is a function of altitude 
(Lacis, 1990). The radiative forcing ofozone has little affect within the boundary layer but maximizes within the 
free troposphere at the tropopause. In the lower stratosphere, the forcing is positive but diminishes with altitude. 
It is also a function of latitude. Hansen (1991) recently reported (at the 1991 AGU meeting in San Francisco) 
the impacts of atmospheric ozone on radiative forcing using the GISS GCM . When ozone between 10-20 km 
within the lower stratosphere was removed, the upper troposphere was found to cool by several degrees Celsius 
and the Earth's surface temperature cooled by 1-2° C. This simulation provides insight into the radiative effects 
ofozone removal that is believed to be now occurring by heterogeneous reactions in the lower stratosphere. When 
ozone above 35 km was removed in the model simulations, the stratosphere cooled, and a warming of about 2 ° 
C at the surface was observed. The warming of the surface in this case can be associat.ed with an increase in 
radiant energy transmitted through the atmosphere. Increasing ozone in the free troposphere by a factor of 10 
resulted in surface warming as a function of latitude. While the GISS GCM simulations point out the radiative 
importance of atmospheric ozone, the simulations also indicate a need for better ozone measurements in the 
troposphere and stratosphere to establish ozone profile trends. EPA scientists are also initiating studies to 
parameterize atmospheric transport processes between the boundaTy layer and free troposphere, such as cloud 
venting, for incorporation into global chemistry models. These processes inject ozone and its precursors into the 
troposphere. Theatmospheric lifetime ofozone increases significantly in the troposphere where the temperature 
decreases with altitude up to the tropopause. These studies are intended to enhance model determination of 
global radiative influences due to changes in tropospheric ozone. 

Table 1 illustrates some of the direct and indirect effects related to radiative forcing and their likely directional 
effects. This table is not provided as an accurate, comprehensive compilation of all potential important effects, 
but does attempt to show that there are many effects. Almost all the effects from the inorganic gases covered 
in Table 1 are directionally positive. Wat.er vapor has a positive forcing effect in both the troposphere and 
stratosphere; however, there are also feedback effects related to water including clouds, snow cover, sea ice cover 
and precipitation. Hydrogen is also increasing in the atmosphere (Khalil, 1990) and can contribute water vapor 
to the stratosphere causing an indirect positive effect. CO has positive indirect effects associated w:ith 1) 
production of ozone in the troposphere and 2) additional CO

2 
as the final product of oxidation. Nitrous oxide is 

a direct acting greenhouse gas and mightalso causepositive forcing via its depletion ofupper stratosphericoz.one. 
NO. have a positive indirect forcing via production of tropospheric ozone. Radiative forcing oftropospheric ozone 
may be especially sensitive to NO, emitt.ed by aircraft at cruise altitude (Wuebbles, 1990; Kinnison, 1991; 
Johnson, 1992). NO. may also have a negative forcing effect in the stratosphere via stratosphericozone depletion. 
All of the effects identified for methane in Table 1 are positive. It has a direct effect, and it produces positive 
effects from ozone production in both the troposphere and the stratosphere. It has a positive effect via 
deactivation of active stratospheric halogens which destroy stratospheric ozone. It produces stratospheric water 
vapor, and it ultimately ends up as CO2 , a greenhouse gas. All of the effects listed for NMHCs in Table 1 are also 
positive. NMHCs produce positive forcing from ozone formation in the troposphere and stratosphere. Longer
lived NMHCs that make it to the stratosphere would deactivate active Cl, and Br,, thus reducing stratospheric 
ozone depletion. NMHCs, like CO and methane, will also eventually oxidize to the greenhouse gas, CO2. 
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Halogenated organics would appear to cause both 
positive and negative forcing. CFCs such as CFC-11 
and CFC-12 are strongabsorbers causing direct green
house forcing in the troposphere. On the other hand 
such long-lived haloienated organics will cause strato
spheric ozone depletion, thereby causing negative forc
ing. Aerosols constitute another set of forcing effects 
that are not well quantified and complex, but it would 
appear that their effects are mostly negative. Aero
sols, such as sulfuric acid, can cause negative forcing 
through reflective scattering of solar radiation. They 
can also enhance cloud formation and reflectivity in 
the troposphere. Aerosols containing carbon black, on 
the other hand, may induce positive forcing via ab
sorption of radiant energy. Finally, sulfuric acid 
aerosols in the lower strarosphere probably enhance 
ozone depletion via heterogeneous catalysis and de
struction of sink species. 

Conclusions 

Changes in several trace substances in the Earth's 
atmosphereare affecting global radiative forcing. Those 
substances which seem have the largest changes oc
curring now and projected into the future are CO

2
, 

ozone (and its precursors and depleters), and aerosols. 
It is conceivable that cowitervailing changes in the 
radiative forcing effects ofthese substances, especially 
ozone and aerosols, may be temporarily hiding or at 
least changing the "greenhouse signal." Ifin fact the 
greenhouse sienal is beine partially obscured at 
present, there is also potential for this effect's becom
ing-less significant in the decades ahead because of 1) 
a continuation of increases in greenhouse gas emis
sions, 2) saturation of the tropospheric aerosol effect 
plus controls on S0

2 
emissions, and 3) increasing 

tropospheric ozone. Recent findings by international 
scientists working toward more accurate assessment 

Table 1. Partial listing of direct and indirect 
effects related to radiative forcing. 
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of future forcing make it clear that indirect effects are playing an important role and are poorly quantified at 
present. The substantial complexities in factors affecting ozone and aerosols are discussed with emphasis on 
oz.one and its precursors, including-methane, NMHCs, CO, and NO•. A substantial number of potential forcing 
effects are identified along with an estimate ofdirection ( sign). Quantifying radiative forcing and its sources are 
ofsubstantial importance for future prevention and mitigation efforts, and to this end EPAis helping with efforts 
to enhance the ability to estimate both the direct and indirect factors contributing to forcing. Emphasis is being 
placed on better estimates ofcurrent and projected emissions and measures of radiative forcing such as Global 
Warming Potentials (GWPs). Research efforts are focused on enhanced emission/mitigation data and projec
tions, improved data on global atmospheric trends, and enhanced capabilities for theoretical prediction via 
improved models. 

This paper has been reviewed in accordance with the u.s_. Environme~tal_Protection Agency's peer and 
administrative review policies and approved for presentauon and pubhcauon. 
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ABSTRACT 

The biofuels programme of research and development forms an imponanr pan ofthe 
UK Depanment ofEnergy's renewable energy programme. 

This programme began in the mid J970's as a response to the oil crisis ofthat time 
and was pan ofa much wider look at altemarive energy supplies. The initial 
driving force for Biojueis and other renewables research was the prospect ofgreater 
diversity, and hence security ofenergy supply for the narion. 

More recently, concerns over the environment and the needfor 'sustainable' sources 
ofenergy, has added junher strength lO the case for using 'environmentally friendly' 
renewables. 

This paper reviews the history ofthe biojuels programme, its present content and 
considers where fwure emphasis might lie. 

The work described in this paper- was not funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The 
contents do not necessarily reflect the views of the Agency and no officiaJ endorsement should be inferred. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Biofuels; Starus 

Biofuels are any solid, liquid or gaseous fuels produced from organic materials 
which are derived either directly from plants or indirectly from industrial, commercial, 
domestic or agricultural wastes. They are amongst the most econ~mically attractive 
sources of renewable energy offering significant potential and also environmental 
benefits locally, nationally and globally. 

Estimates! suggest that some 14% of the worJd's energy (around 55EJ) is 
satisfied by the use of biofuels, making it by far the most imponant of the renewable 
sources. Renewable energy contribution in total is of the order of 20%. (See figure 1). 

The most imponant use of biofuels is made by 'third world' or developing 
countries where use in rural areas often exceeds 90% of total energy requirements. In 
'developed' countries use, as a proportion of total energy need, is much less, around 
2-2.S % on average in the EEC and 4% in the USA. A recent survey of IEA nations 
panicipating in the Bioenergy Agreement observed that the highest level of contribution 
was no more than 15%. (See figure 2). 

In the United Kingdom, use of biofuels amounted to a quarter of one percent of 
total primary energy needs in 1990, an estimated 23 % of the total renewable energy 
supply. (See figure 3). Some of the reasons for the limited use of biofuels in the UK 
are: 

The UK is a fossil fuel rich nation and traditional sources of energy including 
coal, oil, natural gas (and also nuclear) are well established in the market place. 
Biofucls are very diverse in nature, disaggregated and (historically) satisfy only 
limited, local 'niche' markets. 
Biofuels are often bulky and less convenient to handle than traditional fuels 
Biofuels have a 'rustic' image and hence are often dismissed by large ener&y 
producers/users. 
Biofuels often appear uneconomic at the medium to large scale. 
Absence of large scale district heating networks that biofuels can 'plug' into. 

11ze views expressed in this article are those ofthe authors 
and do not necessarily represent those ofthe Department ofEnergy, 

or the Energy Technology Support Unit 

I DO Hall •Biomass Energy" 1991 Butterworth-Heineman Limited Eoergy Policy~ (8) October 199] 
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IBE UK DEPARTJ\.1ENT OF ENERGY PROGRAhlME 

General 

The Depanment of Energy invests in a substantial programme geared towards 
harnessing 'environmentally friendly and commercially viable renewable sources of 
energy'. Renewables are recognised as offering diversity of energy supply and thus 
greater security of supply for the nation. Such sources are also viewed as 'sustainable' 
'greenhouse gas' friendly (by recycling carbon through photosynthesis and by utilising 
methane) and clean (low in sulphur). As such they offer substantial environmental 
benefits over many traditional fuels. 

Government has so far invested a total of £180 million (since 1979) in 
renewable energy research and development projects, with approximately £13 million 
allocated to biofuels. The current renewable energy programme budget is running at 
£24 million per annum - a 20% · increase on last financial year. Figure 4 indicates 
historic spend on biofuels. 

Since its inception the Biofuels Programme has sought to define the size, nature 
and likely timing of the UK biofuels resource. This is a task which continues to this 
day with the progressive refinement of estimates and projections. The maximum 
accessible potential is believed to be very high, of the order of 200TWh/y which is 
equivalent to more than half the UK's current eleclrical needs. The bulk of the 
resource relates to crops - in panicular shon rotation coppice grown on land surplus to 

food growing needs. Some 501Wh/y can be produced from wastes and is available at 
up to 6 p/kWh. 

As already discussed, only a very limited use is currently made of biofuels - of 
the order of a quarter of one percent of the UK's total primary energy needs. Those 
fuels which are making a contribution include landfill gas, wood (from existing 
forestry), refuse and straw combustion. For these fuels the emphasis within the 
Programme is switching from more fundamental studies to work geared toward 
deploying the technologies. Hence, field trials and demonstrations are being worked up 
where these do not exist already. The detail of the Programme is· explored in the 
central pan of this paper. Maximum benefit is also being derived through monitoring 
projects which are proceeding as a result of the Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation (NFFO), a 
major market enabling measure for rcnewables. NFFO is an obligation placed upon 
Regional Electricity Companies to purchase a defined quota of renewable energy 
generating capacity. In order to secure the necessary capacity a premium price is paid 
to generators with the cost being met through a levy placed on consumers. So far it has 
resulted in more than 100 biofuels projects coming forward with a total installed 
capacity of more than 600MWe (Sec figures 5 and 6). 

Apart from such technical measures great effon is also being placed on 
addressing other non-technical issues and barriers thought to be preventing the 
widescale adoption of technically mawre biofuels. Matters which are of particular 
concern include uncertainty over environmental control and regulation of wastes, lack 
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Fig 5: Numbers of existing and planned 
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of financing, credibility of cenain technologies. planning, perception and the future of 
NFFO itself. In addition, for energy crops issues of land availability are central to any 
substantial biofuel production programme. 

Less mature fuels and technologies still need a great deal of research and 
development effort as well as demonstration, if they are to yield the sought for energy 
benefits. Included in this category are wood and crops where in the past emphasis has 
been on growing the materials and not on use. The need within the Programme here is 
to demonstrate that such crops can not only be grown commercially but that they can 
also be used to· produce both heat and electricity in a cost effective manner (initially 
with NFFO support). Gasification and advanced thermal processing is another area 
where considerable effort needs to be expended if significant advances are to be made. 

The objectives of the current programme are to: 

evaluate technically and economically the more important biofuel sources and 
conversion processes and identify those with most promise. 
demonstrate and promote those which are cost effective, paying particular 
attention to environmental acceptability. 
where appropriate. stimulate and support the development of bener technology, 
particularly where such improvement is an essential prerequisite to commercial 
exploira.tion. . 

Four main areas now make up the Biofuels programme: 

1. Municipal Solid Waste: Landfill Gas; Anaerobic Digestion; Combustion and 
Refuse Derived Fuel 

2. Dry wastes : Dry wastes arising from industrial, commercial. 
agricultural and forestry operations in the UK 
excluded from the municipal solid waste category 

3. Wet Wastes : Anaerobic digestion of aqueous organic wastes 
including sewage, food and drink processing 
effluents and animal slurries 

4. Crops : Non food crops grown specifically as energy crops 
eg coppice 

Programme Liaison 

The Biofuels Programme interacts with many other organisations world-wide in 
order to both share and benefit from a much larger 'pool' of research effort. Such 
liaison also allows the programme to influence the debate on regulation and other vital 
non-technical issues which impact on the :· .rtherance of renewable energy in the UK 
and elsewhere. In the United Kingdcm the energy-from-waste aspects of the 
programme are closely coordinated with a complimentary programme, funded by the 
DoE. A co-ordinated approach has also been developed with other Government 
departments,· including MAFF, particularly on the crops programme. DTI, Forestry 
Commission and the Departments of Health and Transport are also involved. 
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On the international scene, the UK . through the programme, panicipates fully 
in the IEA (International Energy Agency) Bioenergy Agreement. There is aJso a very 
active US/UK Bilateral Agreement to share information on biofuels and related 
environmental themes. Currently, several topics are being discussed by the four 
participating Government Departments (UK DEn and DoE; US Department of Energy 
and EPA) for coJlaborative action and a number of jointly sponsored conferences are 
being organised. There is also interaction with the CEC, particularly with the 
Directorates on Energy (DGXVII), Environment (DGXII) and Agriculture (DGVI). 

mE DETAILED PROGRAMME BY AREA 

1. Municipal Solid Waste 

There are a variety ways of utilising MSW and recovering energy. Within the 
current Department of Energy programme there are two key routes: landfill gas and 
combustion. 

1.1 Landfill Gas 

This area represents one of the most successful pans of the biofuels programme. 
The Department initiated the earliest work on landfill gas in the UK (inl979), and 
remains in the vanguard of activities. 

Approximately 50 miHion tonnes of municipal solid waste (encompassing 
household, civic amenity, commercial and industrial waste) is produced annually in 
the UK, with up to 90% currently disposed of to landfills (1991 figures). To date 
landfilling has offered a cheap and acceptable means of disposal, although more 
recently increased awareness .of the environmental consequences of landfilling has led 
to closer scrutiny of procedures and a requirement for increased vigilance. Even 
allowing for greater use of incineration and municipal solid waste digestion it is 
generally considered that, for the foreseeable future, landfilling will continue to play a 
major role in the UKs waste management strategy. It is also thought that the potential 
for utilisable quantities of landfill gas to be generated from sites will increase if landfill 
practices continue to encourage fewer and larger sites, as observed since the 1980s. 
This being the case there is an opportunity to exploit the positive 'energy' feature of 
landfill gas generation and at the same time increase the environmental acceptability of 
the process. 

The Department of Energy has long perceived the benefits, both in terms of 
energy and the environment, of harnessing landfill gas, and as such has had a 
programme of research, development and demonstration (RD&D) investigating all 
aspects of landfill gas, for the past 13 years. The programme has focused in 
particular on areas of uncertainty which may act as barriers to increased uptake of the 
technology -aiming to encourage the development and use of landfill gas as a fuel and to 
pubJicise the potential of landfill gas as an economic energy resource. Six 
demonstration projects were established to validate the potential in schemes ranging 
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from electricity generation to kiln and boiler tiring and played a key role in the 
development of this technology. These projects established landfill gas as a 
commercial technology in the UK. 

It was also clear that a number of uncertainties remained and so a research 
programme has been underway since 1985, managed in two halves: A Field Studies 
and a Microbiology programme. Emphasis in panicular is placed on the development 
of techniques for improving the yield of landfill gas whilst at the same time permitting 
improved environmental control. The Field Studies research programme is addressing 
well design, condensate removal, and the preparation of guidelines for landfill gas 
utilisation and control. The Microbiology programme aims to increase fundamental 
understanding in terms of the microorganisms responsible for landfill gas production, 
particularly cellulose degraders and methane producers. 

Gas Utilisarion Schemes in the UK. 

The utilisation of landfill gas as an alternative energy resource is a proven 
technology, with schemes operational in a number of countries. There are three main 
options for gas exploitation : 

direct burning in kilns or boilers 
electricity generation 
gas upgrading 

There are currently 37 landfill gas utilisation schemes underway in the UK (see 
Figs 7 and 8). Of these, 17 are direct use schemes such as use as landfill gas in kilns, 
driers or boilers; three are prc-NFFO electricity generation schemes and the remainder . 
have come forward under NFFO. A funher 36 schemes are planned, providing for 
86.4 MW (DNC) from the NFFO supported schemes alone. It is hoped that further 
schemes will continue to come forward from sites where gas collection will be re.quired 
in response to the recent legislation contained in the Environmental Protection Act 
(1990), where the revenue that can be obtained from the installation of a gas 
exploitation system may be seen as a means of offsetting some of the costs of installing 
a gas management system. 

Figures 9 and 10 indicate the energy savings for the range of uses for landfill 
gas and also indicate the trend for utilisation options since 1986. The simplest option i.s 
direct use as this involves minimal capital investment and gas pre-treatment, but it is 
dependent upon the availability of a local user willing to take the gas. As this is not 
possible in many cases, electricity generation from the gas is the preferred option in 
the UK•. This is further. encouraged by the NFFO scheme previously discussed. Gas 
upgrading to pipe line quality is complex and expensive and most interest in this option 
has been shown by the United States where a number of purification plants have been 
constructed supplying considerable quantities of methane to local gas utility networks. 
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The Mjcrobioloiy Ptaicaroroe 

The disposal of organic waste material in holes in the ground and under 
circumstances where the environment rapidly becomes anaerobic, ie devoid of oxygen, 
will inevitably lead to microbial activity and the production of methane and carbon 
dioxide. Developing a greater understanding of the precise mechanisms involved and 
how they are influenced by the immediate environment is imponant if the maximum 
benefit is to be gained, safety standards upheld, and assessment procedures improved. 
Microorganisms are responsible for the degradation of biological material and so a · 
programme aimed at understanding which organisms are responsible, what conditions 
they prefer, and how the landfill does or could satisfy these conditions has .been 
running for 4 years, with a budget of just under £1 million. Seventeen projectS have 
been initiated, with eleven already complete and funher details and repons can be 
obtained from the Renewable Energy Enquiries Bureau at ETSU. 

The Field Studies Programme 

The aims of the field studies programme are: 

to define with greater certainty the overall technical and economic potential of 
the UK landfill gas resource 
to establish an extended database for monitoring and use with the UK landfill 
gas resource model 
to investigate methods of landfill gas enhancement and optimisation 
to investigate more sophisticated and effective gas abstraction and treatment 
technology 

There a.re currently 5 projects in this area and funher details are available from 
the Renewable Energy Enquiries Bureau. Two of the nine energy efficiency projectS 
previously mentioned will now be discussed in some detail to highlight how the projects 
have operated and what they achieved. 

case Hiscoo: 1. 

The feasibility of generating electricity for supply to the UK national 
distribution network , from landfill gas fuelled spark ignition engines was investigated 
at Stewanby landfill site. operated by Shanks and McEwan (Southern) Ltd, in 1987. 
The project aimed. to show that remote or rural landfill sites without easy access to 
direct consumers of landfill gas could also capitalise upon the energy potential of 
landfill gas. The project cost £418,500 and achieved savings of £158,000 per annum 
offering a payback period of 2.4 years (1987 prices). The cost of the compressor was 
excluded from the investment cost because this would be needed anyway if the gas was 
simply flared. If gas control was not previously a pre-requisite and if existing gas 
collection and well systems were not in place a payback period of the order of 4.7 years 
(average exported tariff 2. 75p/unit) was estimated. 

Three 275 kW spark ignition engines fuelled by landfill gas coupled to air 
cooled generators were installed in a single -roomed engine house containing control 
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panels and the lubricating oil tank. Due to the lower calorific value of .landfill gas, the 
rating quoted was l l % below the engine's normal rating when operating on natural 
gas. The units were designed to operate unattended, requiring comprehensive 
interlocks to trip the units in the event of low gas pressure, spit back in the carburettor, 
low oil pressure, high engine temperature or engine overspeed. All engine trip circuits 
were linked by telephone to a 24 hour call out system. Both venical and horizontal 
wells were used to extract the gas and knock out drums for removal of water were 
located in polyethylene lines from the landfill site. Gas was compressed after filtration 
using a single constant displacement vane-type unit manufactured by Hammond 
Engineering and driven by a 45kW electric motor (rated to supply 680 m3 /h) against 
1.3 bar g. The compressed gas then passed through an aftercooler, baffle water 
separator, chiller and· fine filters before being supplied to the adjacent engine house. 
Any surplus gas was flared. 

Electricity was supplied at 415V for in-house use with the main expon power 
stepped up to 6.6kV via a single transformer for use by the local London Brick 
Company. Any residual power was then exponed to the local grid at 33kV. 

PJant Performance. The plant operated almost continuously from February 
1987. There were problems associated with a failure in the oil supply, resolved by a 
replacement pump, and also three compressor failures resulting from water getting 
through the water separation systems, requiring compressor rebuild or replacement in 
each case. Apan from two major service shut-downs the generators ran almost 
continuously, and most of the minor faults were electrical and resolved by adjustments 
to the equipment. Occasionally the units were tripped by low methane content. After 
22,000 hours of service the engines were in generally good condition with only minor 
problems of wear. 

ca~e History 2. 

The second case history is the generation of electricity from landfill g_as using 
gas turbines. A 3.65MW Centrax gas turbine (model CX350 KB5 powered by a 
General Motors Allison 501 KB5 single shaft gas turbine which runs at 14,250 rpm) 
was installed in 1987 to generate electricity for direct e~pon to the local grid. At the 
plant the gas was scrubbed and then passed through a centrifugal blower before being 
compressed in two Belliss and Morcom WH56N compressors. Each compressor was 
rated at 55 % duty, although e.ach was capable of delivering 70% of the· total gas 
requirement when opera1ed with the blower. Before delivery to the turbine the gas was 
cooled and superheated to control condensation of hydrocarbons. The drive to the 
Brush 6. 125 MVA generator was taken through a step down gearbox to 1,500 rpm. 
The generator output was exported to the local grid at llkV via a 1.8 km underground 
cable. 

Plant Perfonnance. Start up of the system indicated many teething problems. 
During the plant acceptance trials the automatic condensate return valves were not 
functioning. Removal and cleaning. rectified this problem. During commissioning one 
of the compressors failed as did the replacement unit. Consequently initial operation 
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was undertaken using only one compressor supplemented by the gas blower. Under 
these conditions it was possible to raise the turbine output co about 2. 7MW. During 
early running of the compressor the cylinder head and valves suffered fouling by 
chloride salts and hydrocarbons, heavy corrosion ·also became apparent in the stainless 
steel flexibles connecting to the compressor. The probable cause was traced to the 
formation of hydrogen chloride through reaction of sodium hypochlorite with 
hydrocarbons. Sodium hypochlorite and sodium hydroxide were being added to the 
scrubber liquor to remove any traces of hydrogen sulphide present in the landfill gas. 
Dosing with sodium hypochlorite was subsequently stopped following advice from the 
manufacturers. 

Problems of 'belling' had been reponed on similar plant in the USA and so 
replacement ends of the turbine fuel manifold were manufactured. Due to fracture of 
the gas injection nozzles, all nozzles were replaced and subsequently redesigned. 
Problems were also encountered with the scrubber control panel and this was replaced. 
As a consequence of these problems the system operated with an availability of 85 % 
and at a reduced average output of 58 % . However during June 1989 - May 1990 the 
system ran with an availability of 95% while operating at 79% of rated output. All of 
the monitored exhaust emissions were lower than the limits allowed for municipal waste 
incinerators in the UK, except on one instance when the HCl level emitted marginally 

exceeded the limit of 250 mg/m3. The noise level at a distance of 50m was inaudible 
above the total background noise level, even at night. 

The investment cost was £1.946 million (1986 prices) with savings of £176,780 
giving a pay back period of 11 years. It should be recognised though that this is based 
on monitoring during the initial teething stage. It was estimated that if the plant had 
achieved target generation with the original electricity tariff the payback period would 
be reduced to 4. 5 years. 

Summary of Results From The Landfill Gas R&D programme 

As previously mentioned several research projects are now complete. The following 
outlines a selection of the achievements: 

1. Development of a computer model to estimate the UK national landfill gas 
resource. 

2. Evaluation of well design concluding that horizontal wells were most effective 
in areas of high leachate levels. 

3. Evidence to show that the application of a discontinuous polyethylene cap to 
previously uncapped areas increases the landfill gas content of the gas 
abstracted. 

4. Demonstration of electricity generation from landfill gas using reciprocating 
engines and gas turbines. 

5. Evidence to show that some of the bacteria involved in the landfill degradation 
process are specific to the landfill environment, endorsing the notion that we 
cannot just apply existing knowledge from similar systems eg anaerobic sewage 
sludge digestion. 



6. Techniques for, and experience of, setting up laboratory scale model landfill 
systems. 

7. Evidence to suggest that fungi do not play a major role in refuse degradation. 
8. Evidence to show that some species of methane producing bacteria can be 

protected from external environmental fluctuations by co-exisring within 
protozoa. 

9. A comprehensive review of ni1crobiological methods applicable to landfill 
studies and identification of areas of weakness. 

10. A review document discussing the possible effects of recycling on waste 
composition and gas production. 

11. A review of the potential for applying DNA technology to the study of 
landfills. 

A number of projects are currently underway or at the final planning stages and 
it is hoped that information on the following wil1 be available shonJy: 

1. Review of demonstrated prime mover engine technologies, mainly focusing on 
the UK but also looking overseas. The study will include corrosion, erosion and 
wear; the impact of legislation and emissions. 

2. A feasibility assessment of the potential for developing a biorcactor celJ rotation 
landfi11. 

3. An assessment of various enhancement techniques on the production of landfill 
gas at the Brogborough Landfill Test Cells. 

4. An investigation into cellulose degradation in landfills. 

1.2 Combustion or Municipal Solid Waste (MSW} 

Estimates of annual UK waste arisings (domestic, industrial, commercial and 
straw) suggest that the combustible fraction has an energy content equivalent to some 
28 million tonnes of coal (Mtce) with an energy value in excess of £1000 million. 
Some 3.5 Mtce is estimated to be economically accessible at present energy prices, 
although less than 10% of this is currently realised. 

In the UK Municipal waste combustion is dominated by mass burn incineration, 
with 34 plants providing a disposal route for 8-10% of UK arisings. These all date 
from the 1960s and 70s and were built by chiefly as a means of volume reduction prior 
to transpon to landfilling. Energy was not an issue, and only 5 of the plants are 
equipped with energy recovery. Most of the plants are approaching the end of their 
serviceable life and, with the need to comply with recent comprehensive European air 
pollution regulations by 1996, it is anticipated that the majority will close rather than 
be retrofitted with the necessary abatement equipment. 

Incinerators capable of meeting modem environmental requirements are 
considered to be proven technology. However, in the UK context of low cost landfill 
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they represent a high cost disposal option. DEn studies have therefore focused on the 
impact and maximisation of energy recovery to enhance project economics. CHP and 
district heating have been identified as preferred options. However, the UK markets 
for these are limited and hence, with the_ introduction of the Non-Fossil Fuel 
Obligation, the focus has moved to electricity production. Seven retrofit and new 
schemes have been proposed since the iniual obligation was made in 1990, including a 
1.5 Mte/yr 102 MWe plant for London ·(which will be the largest such scheme in 
Europe). In the absence of other fiscal measures, the NFFO is widely regarded as the 
major factor which will determine the future scale of mass burn incineration in the 
medium term. 

In parallel with the economic studies, field trials have been undertaken at two of 
the existing heat recovery incinerators to evaluate the potential of mechanical screening 
to improve combustion and reduce the burden on the downstream gas cleaning 
equipment. Screening (at 50mm) was found to increase the calorific value (CV) by 
30%, reduce the bottom ash by 30% and halve the carbon in ash losses. Energy 
recovery per tonne of saned waste increased by over 40 % compared with untreated 
refuse, reflecting both the increased CV and an overall improvement in boiler 
efficiency. Preliminary economic assessment indicates that pre-screening could yield a 
20% saving on net disposal costs. Long term operational assessment is now required. 

The principal aim of the programme, however, has been to assess alternative 
options to mass burn incineration for the typical scales of urban waste arisings 
(150-250,000 te/yr). This has concentrated on waste processing and the utilisation of 
refuse derived fuels (RDF), particularly the utilisation of high processed densified 
RDF as a substitute for lump coal on industrial solid fuel fired boilers. 

Refuse Derived Fuel 

The UK development of dRDF was initiated by the Depanment of Environment 
in the mid-1970s against the backdrop of a perceived energy crisis and a shonage of 
landfill capacity. Following initial development work a number of second generation 
d.RDF plants were established in collaboration with Local Authorities, ostensibly as 
recycling centres with the RDF representing the reject paper fraction. In the event, 
markets for the recovered materials failed to develop and the dRDF became the 
principal product. DEn involvement in the utilisation of dRDF as an industrial fuel 
substitute commenced in 1981 with the sponsorship of a series of industrial user trials. 
Some 15 individual projects have since been initiated at a cost of £1.S million. It 
rapidly became obvious that, due to the higher volatiles content, lower bulk calorific 
value and greater fouling potential of dRDF compared with coal, significant boiler 
modifications would be required in order to achieve fuel substitution. Much of the 
funher work was aimed at understanding the fundamental combustion characteristics of 
dRDF, its handling and storage characteristics, the most suitable types of furnace for 
dRDF firing and the nature of the boiler modifications required. The chain grate stoker 
shell boiler was identified as particularly amenable to dRDF firing provided provision 
was made for over-fire air to ensure adequate burn-out of the volatile components and 
also for temperature control and soot blowing at the rear of the furnace to minimise 
boiler fouling. The programme was closed in mid- I99 I when sufficient data for an 



accurate assessment of the economics of dRDF production and utilisation had been 
amassed. The work showed that dRDF can now be produced and used without 
technical problems. However legislation requiring more comprehensive abatement of 
emissions from dRDF than from coal was introduced subsequent to the 1990 
Environmental Protection Act. This renders the use of dRDF uneconomic against coal 
and other industrial fuels in most circumstances. However, four schemes have been 
accepted under the Non•Fossil Fuel Obligation and will commence electricity 
generation in 1991 . 

European policy is now that waste m1mm1sation and materials recycling are 
preferable to incineration, with landfilling being a waste disposal option of last reson, 
and the UK has since introduced a recycling target equivalent to about 25 % of 
municipal waste. Means of progressing towards this target are being investigated, 
including source separation and "blue box" systems. However, centralised processing 
for materials recovery, coupled with on-site energy production, may provide an 
economic option for waste disposal. Such integration, termed here Resource Recovery, 
is now being considered under a new programme strategy building on the success of the 
dRDF programme. Initial economic studies are currently underway in collaboration 
with major boiler manufacturers to assess the viability of this option, ahead of 
implementing the R,D&D elements of the programme, and will draw on the cRDF 
(coarse RDF) and MRF experience in the USA. 

Industrial and Commercial Wastes 

It is estimated that industrial and commercial present the largest single waste 
energy resource, equivalent to 15.3 million tonnes of coal each year. This includes 
specialised wastes, produced as a result of a panicular activity or process, for example 
scrap tyres and hospital waste. Most, however, is general industrial waste (GIW), 
made up largely of paper, cardboard, wood and plastics. This differs in composition 
from raw do~estic waste and is an inherently better- fuel, being generally less 
contaminated and with lower moisture and ash contents (both generally less than 10% ). 

In 1981 a review revealed that the vast majority of this waste is traditionally 
disposed of to landfill. A series of projects were therefore established under the 
Depanment of Energy's (DEn's) Energy Efficiency Demonstration (ED) Scheme to test 
out opportunities for their use as an industrial fuel. Reviews of the results revealed that 
the projects, especially those associated with GIW, had experienced many technical, 
organisational and contractual problems. Nevenheless a number of opportunities were 
identified for producing low-cost systems with improved characteristics which, if 
developed effectively, could prove attractive to industry. Subsequently, a strategy for 
industrial and commercial wastes as fuel was adopted by the Depanment of Energy 
under its Biofuels R&D Programme. The following summarises the main areas 
investigated: 

Waste Preparation. Handlin,: and Storage Techno!oey. Demonstration projects have 
shown .that shoncomings relating to the fuel processing, handling and storage have 
proved a major barrier to the uptake of this technology. The degree of processing 
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necessary for the use of industrial and commercial waste as fuel is largely determined 
by the requirements of the combustion system used. Major projects on waste handling, 
storage and preparation, together with shredder development studies and long term 
storage trials have therefore been undena.ken. 

Combustion Technology, For the 'on-site' market with outputs in the range of 
l .5-3MW thermal. waste burning shell boilers; biomass pre-combustors or retrofit 
waste firing on existing boilers offer the best prospects. 

In 'off-site' applications there is currently coi:isiderable interest in both CHP and 
power generation schemes. For this market, waste burning boilers, composite boilers 
or water tube boilers offer the best prospects. 

Waste Burning Boilers. A 1 te/h waste-fired CHP facility is -currently being evaluated 
under the DEn programme and large output ins[allations can be built from a number of 
these units. The major limitation with currently available vertical shell units is that the 
maximum working pressure of the boiler is limited to 1Obar. New designs operating at 
higher pressures are therefore being considered. 

Composite boilers generally require only coarse waste preparation and operate 
at higher pressures than shell boilers, with the option co provide super heat giving 
improved power to heat ratios for CHP and Power Generation. Despite these inherent 
advantages, no systems are known to have been installed for waste firing. 

Water Tube Boilers. Numerous combustion systems are available which, in principle, 
allow these boilers to deal with a variety of wastes (mass bum grates, fluidised beds, 
chain grates etc). A provisional design for a 5.5MWe power generation facility is 

currently being considered under the DEn programme. This is based on reciprocating 
grate technology with a bulk breaker, magnetic separation and a continuous belt storage 
bunker fuel handling system. 

A panicular problem existS with electricity production in small scale systems 
due to the relatively low performance of small scale steam turbine generators. A desk 
study of the potential of reciprocating steam engines and Sterling engines for electricity 
production is being unden.aken as a complementary pan of the programme. with a view 
to potential collaboration in longer term development. 

2, Dry Wastes 

Specialised Industrial Wasres CS®. SIW includes hospital waste. waste wood. 
scrap tyres and many other opportunistic waste which may be utilised as an energy 
resource. Initially, the 'on-site' market was considered the most imporunt for the 
utilisation of this resource, but more recently the potential for 'off-site' use has grown 
as major waste disposal companies have become interested in its exploitation. Notably, 
a 40 MWe private venture tyre-fired power station in now under development under 

NFFO, based on the US experience of multiple modular incinerator technology. 
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Hospital Waste. A major driver in the development of SIW utilisation has 
resulted from changing legislation affecting hospital waste incineration. Traditionally, 
this has been carried out 'on-site' at some 900 hospital locations in England and 
Scotland, mainly using rudimentary batch fired technology. Legislation introduced 
subsequent to the 1990 Environmental Protection Act now require such plant to meet 
strict performance standards. Further legislation proposed within the European 
Community may increase control yet further and few, if any, of the traditional 
incinerators could be retrofitted to comply with these requirements. New capacity will 
therefore be required, creating a potentially buoyant market. Health Authorities in 
particular are considering new group incineration schemes, financed internally, joint 
funded, or owned/operated by private waste contractors. Energy recovery is feasible 
but, because of the high disposal fees available is not a necessary prerequisite for 
economic viability. However, the market should prove fertile for the development of 
monitoring systems and advanced small scale pollution abatement technologies. 

~- Annual straw production in the UK is estimated to be 17 million tonnes, 
of which up co 7 million tonnes are either burned in the field or ploughed in. The 
surplus straw, equivalent to 3.5 million tonnes of coal, is potentially available as a fuel 
and already some 02 M tonnes are consumed by farmers for farm heating, mainly 
based on simple batch fed whole bale burners._ The potential for industrial and 
commercial use, however, is limited by the delivered cost of straw, which generally 
exceeds that of coal on a specific energy basis. Research towards reducing this cost 
have focused on densification of the straw to reduce transport costs. Other fundamental 
studies on the cohesion within a wafer and on the effect of variations in swath density 
are underway but it is now considered unlikely tha: a sufficiently robust system can be 
developed for in-field use. However, the basic system shows considerable promise as a 
static densitier for a wide range of organic and waste feedstocks. 

Case Study: Poyltzy litter. Fibropower Ltd. are currently building a poultry 
litter fired power station at Eye in Suffolk. Construction of the power station began in 
Spring 1991 and it is to be commissioned in the Summer 1992. The project involves 
the collection of about 130kt/y of poultry litter within a 40km radius of the station 
which wiII be burnt to' provide 12.6MW e of electrical power for export. The furnace 

ash and fly ash. from the precipitator are high in phosphate and potash and will be 
removed from the site in bulk, for use as a base in the manufacture of agricultural 
fertilizers. 

Originally, Fibropower planned to operate a CHP scheme generating about 
SMWe but owing to commercial difficulties in selling the steam the Company decided 

to opt for an electricity only project. The project subsequently applied for, and was 
successful in obtaining, a contract under the first tranche of the NFFO. The project 
also received £750k from the European Commission, which included £12k to cover the 
cost of some of the specialised monitoring equipment. The DEn, provided £78k to 
cover the cast of monitoring which is being undertaken by FEC Consultants Ltd. 
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3. Wet Wastes 

This pan of the programme focuses on the potential for the production and 
utilisation of energy from biogas produced as result of the anaerobic digestion of wet 
waste, including sewage sludges; food and drink processing effluents: and animal. 

slurries. Approximately 70,000m3 of wet organic sludge is produced as an unwanted 
by-product of sewage treatment each day in the UK. Of this, 30% is disposed of 
untreated to farmland or landfill. The remaining 70% is disinfected, deodorised and 
stabilised by anaerobic digestion in large digesters before spreading on selective 
farmland or disposal at sea ( the latter permitted only until 1998). Such systems are 
commercially available and a proven technology. with the sewage derived biogas 
~enerally .used on site. 

Food and drink processing effluents suitable for anaerobic digestion include 
both high solids food residues and dilute factory washwaters. A number of system 
designs are available, although digestion of such wastes is considered to be a 
developing technology in the UK. 

Anaerobic digestion of farm slurries i.e. cattle, pig and chicken is still an 
emerging technology in the UK, with only one operational scheme recovering energy. 
The low uptake is a function of the economics of the process and the challenge in this 
are.a is to develop a low cost 'rugged' digester which farmers can afford to use. 

4. Crops 

Wood as a Fuel 

The key pan of the crops programme is "Wood as a Fuel". This work began in 
1979 and considered a promising but uncertain technology for the future. From then 
until the present Depanment of Energy funded research, with a value of £ l.7 million, 
has demonstrated the potential for wood fuel to become a major renewable energy 
resource in the UK, and the means by which this might be achieved. Fuel wood 
supply from conventional forestry operations have been considered from harvesting 
through to comminution, transport and storage pre- utilisation. The various 
technologies have been researched and the associated incurred costs detcnnined, using 
a work study approach, enabling fuel wood strategies to be defined using a flexible 
computer programme. Fractionation of residue derived fuel chips to allow removal of 
higher value 'white' chips, to subsidise the production of lower grade fuel chips, is also 
being researched with the aim of lowering the costs of fuel production. 

Research into arable energy forestry was limited to two projects during this time 
which demonstrated the potential for coppice derived fuel wood. During this period a 
single demonstration scheme was set up at the Tormore distillery where although the 
steam boiler based on wood fuel was a technicaJ success, the company ceased 
operations. 
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The Wood as a Fuel programme has grown recently as a result of studies 
suggesting that fuel wood from convention"-1 forestry operations might be possible at 
prices competitive with those of fossil fuels. This has coincided with the food over
production in the UK requiring farmers to diversify to non-food crops; planting grants 
being made available_ during. 1991 and increasing concerns about local and global 
environmental -issues raising the profile of producing and using wood as a fuel. 
Considerable effon is now being expended towards market development in panicular 
enabling demonstrations of the relevant technologies for wood fuel uptake to be carried 
forward. It is considered that if a suitable market could be developed, the 
conventional forestry wood fuel source would initially be used to satisfy demand, with 
arable energy forestry coming- on stream later, as the market expanded. Arable 
forestry though is seen as holding the greatest potential for wood fuel. 

The aims of the Wood as a Fuel programme are to: 

take the research to the demonstration phase 
aid market development through demonstration 
assess the economics of wood fuel supply and use 
carry out underpining research 
investigate the enyironmental implications of fuel wood provision and use. 

For the purpose of this paper, wood fuel will be considered to be available 
from two main sources. existing "conventional• forestry operations, or short rotation 
coppice grown specifically as a fuel crop. Wood fuel derived from conventional 
· forestry is considered as an additional available crop and not a residue or waste. Waste 
wood encompasses offcuts from manufacturing industry or timber from building 
demolition. They are considered separately for a number of reasons: 

the focus of the Wood as a Fuel programme is crop utilisation rather than waste 
recovery, and this has significant influence on the economics and supply 
infrastructure; 
waste wood is often chemically treated or otherwise contaminated leading to 
potential problems associated with emissions during utilisation; 
capital equipment is required to produce the fuel in a cost effective manner 
the resulting wood fuel can subsidise the productior:i of the stem wood. 

Fuel Wood from Conventional Forcsny. 

Forest management techniques are aimed at producing straight knot-free stemwood, 
which is achieved by planting trees closely together with thinning as required. In 
unmanaged woodland no thinning occurs and natural re-growth of young trees results 
leading to "derelict• woodlands. Trees tend to no longer grow straight due to, 
amongst other factors, light competition, and they also tend to grow at less than their 
maximum incremental rate. Consequently the standing value of the timber falls and 
utilisation options are limited. Wood for use as fuel can be derived from the operations 
required to bring such derelict woodland back into production, from essential forestry 
thinning operations and also from final harvests. 
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1... .EiD.a! haQ'est The raw material available for production of fuel 
following British 'shortWood' final harvesting is the branches and small diameter tree 
tops (the 'brash'), which often account for more than 30% of the tree biomass, and is 

. either left on sire to rot or is removed prior to subsequent planting. Re-entering the 
site post harvest is obviously possible but involves doubling the wood handling. This 
obviously is not efficient and results in a high delivered price of fuel - £2.18 to 
£2.33/GJ. It does however mean that the only extra item of capital equipment required 
is the chipper. 

Studies funded by the UK Department of Energy have demonstrated the 
increased efficiency of 'one pass' integrated harvesting operations, where the whole 
tree is removed from the forest after mechanical harvesting and subsequently separated 
to stemwood and fuel wood at the roadside. As the 'one pass' implies the material is 
only handled once and greater processor and chipper productivity is facilitated in the 
more stable environment of the roadside. The increased productivity and efficiency of 
operations reduces the delivered price of fuel wood to, in the best circumstances, 
£1.17 /GJ. Increased productivity of sternwood also results, and since the cost of 
harvesting, transpon and product separation are shared proportionately between the 
harvesting and the wood fuel operations. an effective subsidy of the costs of producing 
stemwood is achieved. The major drawback to such integrated harvesting though is the 
high capital equipment costs. 

~ Essential Thinning, The second potential source of fuel wood is from 
essential thinning 9perations, where whole tree chipping is the cost effective option. 
This approach has been demonstrated at Thetford forest in the UK and indicated high 
productivity with a delivered price of wood fuel in the region of £1.79/GJ. The 
capital equipment costs are once again high for this procedure . 

.l. Derelict Woodland, Returning derelict woodland back to production 
may involve any combination of the above techniques, and it is likely that a fuel wood 
market would be the only one available to timber from badly neglected woodlands. 

Whilst utilisation of the brash undoubtedly increases the efficiency of harvesting 
and thinning, the mechanicaJ requirements lead to high capital costs and consequently 
wilJ act as an impediment to adoption of these practices until a fuel wood market exists. 
Toe development of such a market will be dependent upon the production of fuel at a 
price competitive with fossil fuels which still remains a challenge. However when it 
does is should be long tenn and stable, pennitting a return on capital expenditure, so 
offering a relatively attractive proposition. 

One problem with using conventional forestry, not previously mentioned, is 
the fact that the amount of wood fuel available is constrained by the forestry resource, 
which is only 7 % of UK land area. It is in tackling this issue that the role of arable 
energy forestry can have most impact. 
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Arable Ener&y Forestr:y 

In order to increase the amount of wood available, adoption of traditional 
coppicing methods for modem production is possible. Research has demonstrated that 
unrooted willow or poplar cuttings can be planted in closely . spaced rows at 
approximately 10,000 trees to the hectare. The ground should be prepared and cleared 
of weeds in the autumn, planted in the spring and then harvested at two to five year 
intervals after initiation of coppicing. A crop yield of 10-15 dry tonnes of fuel per 
hectare per year has been demonstrated. Such· plantations are best established on 
agricultural land and offers a good option for u:ilising land currently in food over
production. In the UK, coppice, as a designated non-food agricultural crop is eligible 
for 'set aside' payments (a scheme to encourage farmers to take land out of food 
production), and as added inducemenl is now included in the Forestry Commission's 
Woodland Grant Scheme which provides planting grants, as mentioned earlier. By 
using agricultural land in this way, as well as marginal areas, coppicing can provide 
an innovative and financially beneficial form of diversification and so arable coppice 
should not be seen as an alternative to forestry. A funher attraction of arable coppice 
is the environmental acceptability of the process: 

The carbon dioxide given off during the burning of wood has previously been 
absorbed during the trees' lifetime, and so is a recycling process - there is not 
net gain in carbon dioxide levels~ 

When compared with coal burning there is also the added benefit of reducing 
acid rain. 

Poplar and willow were demonstrated to be the best two species for arable 
energy forestry in the UK, in agreement with research from other countries. Other 
species investigated gave poor establishment and high rates of failure on coppicing or 
poor yields. Until the canopy is large enough to cut out light and suppress growth on 
its own, or the root system is large enough to outcompete weeds for water, 
maintainence of a weed free plantation is essential. Prevention of rust disease which 
can cause premature defoliation leading to reduced crop yields is also important. At 
the end of the first growing season, the shoots produced are cut back to initiate 
coppicing, and because of the clonal nature of this crop, the shoots produced can 
themselves be used to produce cuttings for subsequent planting. By planting fields in 
rotation annual harvests and hence income can result. Harvesting is carried out in the 
winter any time after leaf fall (October/November) to leaf set (March/April) and a 
prototype tractor drawn harvester has been developed as pan of the Depanment of 
Energy's research programme. This system uses contra-rotating augers to gather the 
stems which are cut close to the base by a circular saw. With funher development it is 
anticipated that one hectare of three year old coppice per day could be harvested. 
Stems are collected in bales of 300kg and stored until required. Baled storage is 
important because this prevents microbial breakdown, in tum avoiding the need for 
expensive storage containers. A further advantage during the summer months is air 
drying of the bundles which leaves the wood more amenable as a fuel when it is 
ultimately removed for chipping and use. Another aspect of the Department's 
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programme is monitoring establishment, growth, harvesting, storage, combustion. and 
effect on the Jandscape in terms of environmental effects. 

It has been estimated that the cut stool will remain in production for up to 30 
years before replanting becomes necessary, although yields will decline towards the 
end of the life period. Although costings will vary on a case by case basis the basic 
costs associated with arab]e energy forestry encompass; 

fencing 
ground preparation 
cuttings 
harvesting 
chipping. 

A project has been established ( 1992) in which a series of farmers are working 
together as a cooperative, producing wood fuel from arable energy forestry. Crop 
performance is being monitored, as are: 

the integration of the crop with other on-farm activities 
environmental effects and cash flow 
profitability 

It is hoped that the project will help bring the product into the market, by 
assisting with crop production and its subsequent availability and sale. 

Utilisation of Fuel Wood 

Wood makes a good combustion fuel, however when burnt in open tires or 
wood burning stoves smoke and volatile pollution can be produced due to the batch 
feeding process involved. The preferred option therefore is for wood chips to be burnt 
in modem, refractory lined combustors with provision for secondary air which give a 
highly efficient and clean bum, if high combustion temperatures are maintained. Such 
wood chip fired plant can generate warm air, hot water for wet heating systems, or 
raise steam for process or electricity generating purposes. ln the longer term thermal 
processing techniques to produce gaseous or liquid fuels from wood may well develop 
and become a UK option. 

Wood combustion does have its problems though, the two main ones being size 
(wood has a low bulk density) and cost (typically twice that of equivalent coal fired 
plant, and three times that of oil or gas.) Consequently wood combustion is likely to 
be more suited to industrial or institutional users. 
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FUTIJRE EMPHASIS 

UK energy production is increasingly moving towards decentralised, low cost 
natural gas fuelled plant, panicularly for power generation, and only in specific 
circumstances can biomass derived energy compete. Economics have traditionally 
represented a major barrier to the commercial development of renewable energy and so 
the creation of an internal market for renewables via NFFO, as an incentive to 
commercialise renewable energy technologies, ~as been an important aspect of the 
Government's energy policy. In the absence of large scale commercial heat or district 
heating networks, this emphasis has been on elecaicity generation. By using the 
proceeds of NFFO to pay higher tariffs for the electricity generated the financial 
viability of schemes from renewable and other non fossil fuel sources has improve9. 
Since its inception a total of approximately 600MWe installed capacity has been 

contracted to supply (this figure includes electricity generated from hydro and wind 
farms). 

The UK, in line with wider European policy, is focusing on waste minimisation, 
materials recycling and energy recovery, and tightened controls over waste disposal as 
a means of implementing its Integrated Pollution Control commitment. Consequently it 
is envisaged that industrial waste at source will be reduced and that recycling in the 
domestic and commercial sector will increase. In order to harness market forces to 
more effectively encourage waste minimisation, the Environmental Protection Act has 
established a strict environmental regime for the disposal of waste both to landfill and 
incineration, the two currently viable options for disposal. This will be manifested in 
increasing disposal costs which will provide a strong incentive for waste volume 
reduction. It is thought that landfilling costs, in particular, will rise relative to other 
forms of .waste treatment and disposal so that incineration and 'resource recovery' 
centres will be less dis-advantaged. Although transfer stations enabling waste to be 
transponed over long distances have increased in recent years it is still anticipated that 
incineration will increase in popularity, particularly in cities where available void is 
limited. 

Refuse derived fuels were originally envisaged as offering an intermediary 
between landfill and incineration in terms of costs. Research concentrated on the 
production of pelletised or densified RDF (dRDF) which was targeted as a potential 
coal substitute for use on small scale boiler systems, either to generate process steam 
and/or provide space heating. It has failed to enter the waste disposal market at a 
significant level largely because of the failure to secure viable markets for the fuel, 
and its prospects are weak since recent emissions requirements have mC2I1t that any 
possible economic advantage of dRDF over conventional fuels has been erod_ed. 

In order to promote greater recycling and reuse of materials the Governments 
aims are to encourage both the supply of, and demand for, recycled materials. In the 
domestic sector, where householders do not pay directly for the disposal of their 
waste, it is hoped that a system of 'recycling' credits will be introduced whereby the 
savings in landfill costs will be passed on to waste collection authorities and voluntary 
recycle organisations enabling recycling to become more profitable. Recycling in the 
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industrial sector is already more successful and the rising costs of waste disposal are 
likely to act as incentive to improve further. 

In terms of energy recovery the increasing environmental pressures are 
generally acting as a spur. Although the anticipated increased costs of landfilling, 
legislative requirements and the decreasing availability of void is likely to le.ad to a 
reduction in landfilling and an increased role for incineration (particularly for large 
conurbations), for the foreseeable future landfill in the UK is likely to play a major, 

· although less significant role than at present in waste management practice. . The 
challenge therefore is to increase the control of gas production at site.s thereby 
maximising both environmental control and facilitating effective energy recovery. · 
Incorporation of an energy recovery component in the incineration and resource 

· recovery processes will also be targeted. Anaerobic digestion of farm slurries and 
manures with energy production is still an emerging technology, in the UK, and so 
progress of the single scheme accepted under the first NFFO tranche will be eagerly 
foUowed. 

A funher possible boost to energy recovery ventures for other waste materials 
may result from recent legislation in the UK which has banned the disposal of sewage 
at sea after 1998, and also straw burning in fields effective this year, meaning that 
alternative disposal mechanisms will need to be found. However preliminary 
assessments so far suggest that this will make only a modest contribution. 

No commercial projects currently exist in the United Kingdom for making ~ 
of energy crops although wood from conventional• forestry is commonly used. 
However, the massive potential which could conceivably be derived from this resource 
is likely to encourage a substantial growth of interest. Long~ term-work on a range of 
energy crops and complementary technologies may be possible producing solid, liquid 
and gaseous fuels. In the short term, the Depanment of Energy's rcse.arch 
programme is pioneering effon in terms of the growth, harvest and use of coppice 
wood fuel through a farming cooperative with the hope of providing market stimulus 
and incentive to producers and manufacturers. The effect of NFFO in this area has 
also been limited to date due to the technology being at the early development stage. 

In summary the situation for commercialisation of electricity generating 
renewable energy schemes looks promising in the UK, and a contribution of 600MWe 

- lOOOMWe by the end of the century looks attainable. 
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ABSTRACT. 

Forests play a major role in the Earth's carbon cycle through 
assimilation, storage, and emission of CO2 • Establishment and 
management of boreal, temperate, and tropical forest and 
agroforest systems could potentially enhance sequestration of 
carbon in the terrestrial biosphere. A biologic and economic 
analysis of forest establishment and management options from 94 
nations revealed that forestation, agroforestry, and silviculture 
could be employed to conserve and sequester one gigaton (Gt) of 
carbon annually over a 50 ye.ar period. The marginal cost of 
implementing these options to sequester 55 Gt of carbon would be 
approximately $10/ton. 

To.is paper has been reviewed in accordance with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's peer and 
adminisuative review policies and approved for presentalion and publication. 
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IN'l'RODOCTION 

The accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere due to 
deforestation, fossil fuel combustion, and other human activities 
~ay have begun to change the global climate (12,26,38). Given our 
current understanding of global carbon sources and sinks, the 
prospect for managing the terrestrial biosphere to alter the 
carbon cycle and reduce the accumulation of greenhouse gasses 
appears promising (12,21,56). 

Forest and agroforest systems play a prominent role in the 
global carbon cycle (26,47). Forests contain over 60% of the 
terrestrial above-ground carbon and approximately 45% of the 
terrestrial soil carbon (1,53). In addition, worldwide forests 
account for approximately 90% (90 gigatons, Gt) of the annual 
carbon flux between the atmosphere and terrestrial ecosystems. 
Based on preliminary estimates, application of forest management 
and agroforestry practices to stimulate biomass productivity on a 
global scale could potentially sequester or conserve several 
gigatons of carbon annually (12,21,56). 

Agricultural systems .also play a significant role in the 
global carbon cycle (7). They contain about 12% of the world's 
terrestrial soil carbon, and conservation of this pool is 
essential to sustained crop productivity and decreasing CO2 
emissions (7,26,27). Many agricultural practices have been shown 
to increase soil carbon content by increasing carbon sequestration 
and/or reducing the loss of carbon. Practices such as reduced 
tillage, crop residue incorporation, field application of manure 
and sludge, and rotations using cover crops or leguminous crops 
store more carbon than conventional technology (27). 

Recognizing the promine.nt role of forest and agroforest 
biomes in global ecology and the global carbon cycle, participants 
at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 
(UNCED} developed a set of forest principles (20). The forest 
principles have several purposes including: 

* slow deforestation 
* protect biodiversity 
* stimulate sustained forest 

management and productivity 
* address threats to the world's forests 

Of primary concern in shaping these objectives were several 
proposals in the past year for an international convention, 
charter, protocol, or other agreement to maintain, manage, or 
protect boreal, temperate, and tropical forests (31). 

In 1989, delegates at the Noordwijk Ministerial Conference 
recognized the role of forests in transnational environmental 
issues, including global climate change, and stimulated interest 
in accelerated .forestation and sustainable ecosystem management 
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options (35). The conference recognized the significance of the 
observed increases in atmospheric carbon dioxide and established a 
provisional net world-forestation goal 12 million hectares (ha) 
per year, which is to be reached by the year 2000. 

The potential role of forest establishment to increase carbon 
sinks and stimulate sequestering of atmospheric carbon has been 
considered by a number of authors (2,16,17,22,44). These analyses 
have emphasized the major forest regions on a continental basis, 
especially within tropical latitudes. Though preliminary, these 
analyses have shown that forest and agroforest establishment and 
management appear to have significant promise for contributing to 
global carbon sequestration and conservation (38,54). At the same 
time, implementation of these practices has the potential to 
provide a continuous flow of forest-based goods and services 
(15,19). 

Given the scope of the science-policy needs regarding global 
forests, the global carbon cycle, and climate change, two specific 
objectives were established in this assessment: 

1. Identify promising technologies ~nd practices that 
could be utilized at technically suitable sites to 
manage forest and agroforest systems to stimulate 
biomass productivity and sequester atmospheric 
carbon. 

2. Assess economic potential, specifically costs at 
the site level, of establishing promising forest 
and agroforestry management practices. 

MA'l'ERIALS AND ME'l'BODS 

DATA COLLECTION 

The assessment was based on a global database of biologic and 
economic information on forest and agroforest management options. 
Information regarding promising practices and initial costs at the 
site level within forested nations representing boreal, temperate, 
and tropical regions on six continents were collected using 
methods described by Dixon et al. (13) and Moulton and Richards 
(33). Regional and national biologic and rinancial data were 
collected in three major categories: 

1. Forest growth or conservation, as measured by 
biomass accretion resulting from forest and 
agroforest management practices; 

2. Associated costs for each management practice; and, 
3. Are·a of land potentially suitable for each 

practice. 

Data base methodology and scope were described previously 
(13,56). In a global review involving large amounts of technical 
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data from this assessment were considered the best available. 
When data on land productivity or biomass accretion were outside 
the bounds of the technical literature, the values were not used 
in the analysis. 

FOREST GROWTH AND CARBON STORAGE 

, Growth and yield of forests are normally expressed in terms 
of volume of stem wood. Thus, it was assumed that one cubic meter 
of stem wood is associated with 1.6 cubic meters of whole-t=ee 
biomass, which includes roots, branches, leaves, etc. (32,42,43). 
Whole-tree volume was multiplied by the·density (i.e., specific 
gravity) of wood for each species to yield whole-tree biomass. 
Finally, it was assumed the carbon content of whole-tree biomass 
was 50% (8). Although below-ground carbon accretion is 
significant in forest systems, only above-ground accretion was 
considered in this assessment (5). 

Graham et al. (16) and Schroeder (41) asserted that the 
relevant parameter in terms of carbon cycle calculations is the 
average amount of carbon on site over an indefinite number of 
rotations. If it is assumed that the system is sustainable and 
there is no yield reduction in later rotations, the result is the 
same as the average amount of carbon on-site over one full 
rotation. Because any number of biological, climatic, or social 
events could contribute to some level of yield reduction that 
cannot be predicted, the approach presented here may represent an 
upper bound (1,45). Carbon accretion and storage was calculated 
by summing the carbon standing crop for every year in the rotation 
and dividing by the rotation length. This approach assumes that, 
at or shortly after harvest, all stored carbon returns to the 
atmosphere (33). 

COSTS OF MANAG~NT PRACTICES 

The relative costs of promising management options used in 
this assessment were estimates of direct costs at the site level 
for labor, materials, transportation, and the initial 
infrastructure (for up to three years) to employ the options 
(13;33,56). Scaling of costs (between small and large projects) 
was not considered because previous analyses suggest this approach 
may be invalid (37,46). The cost of land was not included in the 
analysis, because: 1) land cost varies widely around the world; 2) 
land values are difficult to establish where land is held in 
common by communities or land is government-owned; and 3) no land 
market values exist (50). 

Financial data are reported in 1990 US dollars. Costs for 
any reference year were adjusted based on the inflation and 
exchange rates for individual nations according to the 
International Financial Statistics (IFS) tables published by the 
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International Monetary Fund (25). A nation's inflation rate for 
the reference year, as measured by the Consumer Price Index, was 
extracted from the IFS tables. The reference year cost was then 
converted to a 1990 value and converted back to US dollars at the 
1990 exchange rate (13). 

Because forests are periodically harvested and replanted 
(1,45), the costs of initiating forest management or establishing 
plantations are recurring costs. In .estimating costs, it is 
important to account for these additional investments that will 
occur at more or less periodic intervals in the future (10). The 
present value of future costs over a SO-year rotation period was 
computed for each practice or management option (13,56). 

The net interest rate used was 5%. Cost per ton of carbon 
was calculated as the present value of all establishment costs 
over a 50 year period divided.by mean carbon storage. Costs 
computed in this manner do not account for any financial benefits 
resulting from the initial investment (19,51). 

LAND AREA TECHNI:CALLY SUITABLE 

The carbon accretion and storage values were based on a per 
unit area basis (e.g., tons carbon per hectare). The technically 
suitable land area for each management practice is required to 
estimate a tot~l amount of atmospheric carbon removal and storage. 
Both land area and carbon storage for different management 
practices were classified within nations by ecoregion following 
the system devised by Bailey (6). The broadest level of Bailey's 
classification was employed. This level, the domain level, 
contains four ecoregion subdivisions: boreal, humid temperate, 
dry, and humid tropical. A course distinction was recognized 
within each ecoregion between lowland and upland zones (e.g., site 
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quality). Forest establishment and management practices were 
qualitatively assigned to ecoregions for the purpose of tallying 
carbon sequestration potential (56). 

Estimates of land available on which to implement forest 
establishment and management options are based on earlier 
assessments by Grainger (17,18), Houghton et al. (22), and Trexler 
(49). Within tropical latitudes, the assessment relies primarily 
on Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) analyses of 
land-use patterns by Houghton et al. (22). For the temperate 
zones, national inventories of land-use practice and patterns were 
consulted (21,33). 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Non-parametric statistical analysis techniques (e.g., median 
and inter-quartile ranges) were employed to analyze biologic and 
economic data collected for various forest management practices 
(11). The Wilcoxon 2-Sample Non-Parametric Test (with continuity 
correction of 0.5) was used to test significant differences for 
each of the comparisons among boreal, tropical, and temperate 
median values. 

RESULTS 

MANAGEMENT OPTIONS 

A wide range of promising forest and agroforest management 
practices and technologies were identified to promote carbon 
sequestering in the terrestrial biosphere (Figure 1). The 
assessment analyzed the opportunities to expand forest carbon 
pools across boreal, temperate, and tropical latitudes. Based 
upon the median values for carbon sequestration in tons of carbon 
per hectare, the following are the five most promising 
practice-region combinations, from high to low: 

Natural regeneration in tropical latitudes <Figure le); 
Management of humid tropical forests can result in 
storage of up to 195 tons of carbon per hectare (tC/ha). 
This reflects the great biomass productivity rates of 
natural ecosystems in the humid tropics (9). Estimates 
of forest growth rates and carbon accretion rates in 
tropical forests vary widely. 
Afforestation in tbe temperate latitudes (Figure lb): 
The relatively high median value (120 tC/ha) likely 
reflects the growth rates of plantations established on 
marginal agricultural lands, which though medium to poor 
for agronomic crop productivity, are often quite 
suitable for forest plantation growth (1,23). 
Establishment of agroforestry in tropical latitudes 
<Figure le); If tree and agronomic crops are cultivated 
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together, carbon accretion ranges :rem 60 - 125 tons per 
hectare (t/ha). These practices have been employed by 
local peoples for centuries (19,30). These moderately 
high carbon sequestration values for agroforestry are 
encouraging because this practice is also one that will 
supply a sustained flow of goods and services to local 
populations (Gregerson et al. 1989).
Reforestation in the tropical latitudes <Figure le):
The high median value of this practice (65 tC/ha) 
supports the assertion that reforestation in the 
tropical latitudes has great potential to sequester and 
store carbon. Mean annual increments (e.g., up to 60 
m3/ha/yr) for eucalyptus and caribbean pine for rotations 
of 20 years or less can rapidly store carbon. These 
plantation crops, however, may not always store the 
maximum amount of carbon over an extended period because 
short rotations limit biomass accumulation (42). 
Reforestation in the temperate latitudes <Figure "b}; 
At a median value of 56 tC/ha and an inter-quartile 
range of 32 - 96 tC/ha, this approach is the fifth 
highest on the list of promising practices for carbon 
sequestration. Forestation technology and expertise is 
well-developed among nations of temperate latitudes. 

The lowest median values among management options evaluated 
were for silviculture practices (Figure 1). Silvicultural 
treatments, such as thinning and fertilization in plantations, 
will likely play a role in adapting forests to warmer, drier 
climates. Other investigators have reached the same conclusion 
(2, 32, 44) . 

Across boreal, temperate and tropical latitudes, biomass 
median estimates of the potential to sequester carbon through 
establishment and management of forest agroforest systems are 16 
tC/ha, 68 tC/ha, and 66 tC/ha, respectively. The Wilcoxon 
non-parametric test indicates that the median values for the 
temperate and tropical latitudes were significantly greater than 
for the boreal and that the temperate and tropical median values 
are not significantly different (p S 0.05). 
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COST 01' FORBS'l' MANAGEMENT OPTIONS A'l' 'l'BE Sl:'l'E LEVEL 

Initial cos~s of for~st establishment and management are 
least expensive in boreal :egions. As management intensity 
increases in temperate and tropical regions, initial costs per 
hectare escalate accordingly (Figure 2). Natural regeneration, 
silvicultural treatment, agroforestry, and forestation are the 
least expensive practices within tropical latitudes (1,46,56).

Boreal latitudes; For boreal forest systems, natural 
regeneration practices and artificial reforestation 
could be implemented at a cost of $90-325/ha (Figure 
2a). At carbon storage values of approximately 17 t/ha 
and 39 t/ha, respectively, the initial cost of carbon 
sequestration for the two practices is $5($4-11} and 
$8($3-27)/ton (t). Silvicultural treatments are also a 
cost-effective means to manage boreal forest systems at 
$74/ha. At a sequestration value of 10.5 tC/ha (Figure 
1), the initial cost of carbon sequestration ranged from 
$5-76/t. Dixon et al. (13) and Allan and Lanly (1) also 
reported that forestation and forest management 
practices in boreal systems can be sustained and provide 
a high rate of return on initial investment. The costs 
of forest establishment in Russia, which contains over 
50% of the worlds boreal forests, are a major 
determinant in calculating global biologic and economic 
potential to sequester atmospheric carbon (29). 
Temperate latitudes: Within temperate regions, 
reforestation, afforestation, natural regeneration, and 
silvicultural practices are the least expensive forest 

· management options for sequestering carbon (Figure 2b). 
Artificial reforestation median cost is $350/ha. At a 
sequestration value of 56 tC/ha (Figure 2b), carbon is 
stored at an initial cost of $6 ($3-29)/t depending on 
site conditions, tree species, and management intensity. 
Afforestation can store about 120 tC/ha at a cost of 
$260/ha or $2($0.22-5)/tC. Natural regeneration can be 
implemented inexpensively at less than $10/ha. At 9 
tC/ha (Figure 2b), the carbon sequestration cost is less 
than $1($0.01-0.43)/t. Intermediate silvicultural 
treatments (e.g., thinning and fertilization) enhance 
carbon storage in temperate forests at a median cost of 
about $350/ha (Figure lb). The initial cost is 
$13($3-158)/tC. In temperate latitudes, establishment 
of agroforestry systems costs up to $790/ha, and this 
practice stores carbon at 34 t/ha (Figure 1) for an 
initial cost of $23($14-66)/t. 
Tropical latitudes; The widest range of costs were 
reported for forest management options within tropical 
latitudes (Figure 2). Natural regeneration of forests 

'and establishment of short-rotation fuelwood plantations 
and agroforestry systems can all be established for less 
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than $500/ha (50 year basis) (Figure 2c) . Reforestation 
and agroforestry can sequester carbon at less than 
$10($2-26)/t because of high sequestration values, i.e., 
about 100 tC/ha (Figure le). Intermediate silvicultural 
treatments (e~g., thinning and fertilization) stimulate 
productivity and can sequester carbon at approximately 
($1.50-36)/t at a sequestration value of 59 t/ha (Figure 
le). Therefore, in the tropics, natural regeneration, 
agroforestry, reforestation, and silviculture sequester 
carbon at median initial costs of less than $10/t. 
These initial costs per ton of carbon sequestered 
compare favorably to many non-forest options to 
sequester or conserve carbon that are $30/t or more 
(34,38). 

COST ANO YIELD EFFICIENCY OF NATIONAL PROGRAMS 

The previous section revealed that establishment of 
plantations or agroforestry systems were cost efficient means of 
stimulating carbon sequestration compared to other options 
(34,38). A comparison of cost and yield efficiency for selected 
nations is presented in Figure 3. Costs of carbon sequestration 
in forestation programs were highest in Egypt, New Zealand, Zaire, 
and Venezuela. In contrast, costs were significantly lower in 
Australia, Brazil, China, Congo, Mexico, US, and Russia. The 
remaining nations surveyed were intermediate in reforestation 
costs. These calculated values for cost and yield efficiency of 
national forestation programs do not consider land rental costs, 
but are consistent with earlier estimates (2,3,38). 

The efficiency and yield of specific practices (artificial 
reforestation and afforestation, natural reforestation, 
intermediate silvicultural practices, and agroforestry) for 
sequestering carbon are presented in more detail for Russia, US, 
and Brazil (Figure 4). These data represent a range of economic 
options ($0.5-88/tc) to sequester carbon through forest management 
in representative boreal, temperate and tropical biomes. 
Collectively, these nations represent 30% of the earth's land 
area, and implementation of these practices on a large scale could 
stimulate significant carbon sequestration. Moulton and Richards 
(33) and Swisher (46) observed similar carbon 
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sequestration values and cost trends in their assessments of U.S. 
and Latin American forest management options, respectively. 

A global synthesis of carbon sequestration and initial costs 
at the site level is presented in Figure Sa. Total initial cost 
rises gradually up to a carbon storage level of about 55 Gt. 
Beyond 55 Gt, the total cost begins to escalate at a more rapid 
rate. The marginal cost of sequestering carbon in global forest 
systems is approximately $10/t (Figure Sb). 

The distribution of technically suitable land among global 
ecoregions that would be required to achieve different levels of 
carbon storage is presented in Figure 6a. The analysis was 
completed by considering the area of land technically suitable for 
different practices in each ecoregion and the amount of carbon 
that those practices could store (17,22,49). The slope of the 
lines is relatively gradual up to 55 Gt indicating that relatively 
large increments of carbon can be stored on relatively small 
amounts of land. The slope becomes much steeper at 55 Gt as 
larger increments of land, and therefore higher establishment 
costs, are needed to store additional increments of carbon. More 
carbon could be stored, but it becomes less cost effective. The 
most productive and least expensive lands would likely be placed 
under management first (56). 

A global total of approximately 570 million ha ·of land would 
be required to store 55 Gt of carbon (Figure 6a). Given current 
estimates of land suitability and availability, the distribution 
would be 190 million ha in the humid tropics, 220 million ha in 
dryland ecoregions within tropical and temperate latitudes, and 
160 million ha in the humid temperate zones. Utilization of land 
in the boreal zone would only be considered at higher levels of 
carbon storage. Improved resolution of land availability 
estimates in the future could alter these estimates (22). Figure 
6b illustrates the distribution of carbon storage between 
ecoregions (6). At the 55 Gt carbon level, 24 Gt would be stored 
in the humid tropics, 20 Gt in dryland ecoregions, and 11 Gt in 
the humid temperate zones. · 

Uncertainty is associated with estimates of land areas 
technically suitable and socio-economically available for forest 
establishment. For example, Trexler (49) estimated that social, 
demographic, political, and other factors could result in a 70% 
reduction in the available land estimates for tropical Africa and 
Asia that were reported by Houghton et al. (22). A sensitivity 
analysis was conducted to determine the possible effects of a 70% 
reduction in land available for forest establishment and 
management. A linear reduction in available land area evenly 
distributed over all nations and ecoregions would result in a 
reduction of total carbon storage potential to about 16.5 GtC. 
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Similarly, the technical suitability of ecoregions and site 
productivity varies widely within a nation or biome (42). 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Past efforts to develop forest establishment and management 
cost estimates at the site level for sequesterlng and conserving 
carbon in the terrestrial biosphere have been preliminary 
(2,3,13). Site-level (13), regional (39), national (33,38b), and 
global (34,35,56) estimates have been calculated. The biologic 
and economic opportunity to conserve and sequester carbon in 
forest systems appears significant. This assessment suggests: 

1. Forest establishment and management practices 
(e.g., natural regeneration, reforestation, 
afforestation, and agroforestry) can stimulate 
accretion of carbon ~n forest stands of boreal, 
temperate and tropical biomes; 

2. Forest and agroforest establishment and management 
practices can be used to temporarily store carbon 
for less than $30/tC, with median values ranging 
from Sl-8/tC. 

3. Technically suitable land can be identified in 
boreal, temperate and tropical biomes of the world 
to implement forest management practices; and, 

4. Potential carbon accretion and storage in forest 
systems·may total up to 55 Gt over a 50 year 
period. 

The current assessment of biologic and cost information from 
more than 90 nations worldwide represents the first attempt to 
develop a bottom-up global analysis of carbon sequestration 
potential in forest systems. The forest management practices 
identified here can be applied to a wide range of ecosystems in 
boreal, temperate, and tropical biomes (21). However, before 
practices can be widely and successfully implemented, more 
consideration must be given to the array of possible economic and 
socio-political constraints (49,51,55). 

From the perspective of forest biomass productivity, 
afforestation in the temperate latitudes, agroforestry in the 
tropics, and reforestation in both the temperate and tropical 
latitudes are among the most promising options. When considering 
initial costs in dollars per ton of carbon, attractive options 
include natural and artificial reforestation in boreal latitudes; 
natural and· artificial reforestation, afforestation and 
silvicultural practices in the temperate latitudes; and for the 
tropics, reforestation and agroforestry systems appear the most 
cost efficient (38). The cost estimates are preliminary and do 
not reflect benefits associated with goods and services that flow 
from forest sector. Moreover, rapidly changing labor costs in 
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Russia and developing nations significantly influence economic 
analysis of forest management options (19,29,36). The ultimate 
mixture of greenhouse gas reduction options for key nations and 
the global community (e.g., forest management, alternative fuels, 
conservation agriculture) will be driven by the socio-economic and 
political factors (4,14,15,19). 

The costs of carbon sequestration options at the national 
level have been the focus of several recent research efforts in 
the United States (33), Germany (52), the Netherlands (401), 
Brazil (14), Costa Rica (46), and other nations (21). In 
addition, analyses of the impact of the Tropical Forest Action 
Plan on carbon sequestration have been completed for some nations 
and regions (1). The cost estimates of national carbon 
sequestration efforts in the current study suggest that programs 
could be effectively established in many of the major forested 
nations of the world (35,55). 

Forest management programs and agroforestry programs have 
been implemented in several nations with a range of tree species, 
site conditions, and financial support (19,48,51). A number of 
the national forest-based programs are for the purpose of carbon 
sequestration and conservation. The ability of these programs to 
stimulate carbon sequestration varies (21). It must be stressed, 
that a key factor in successful forest management and agroforestry 
programs is the involvement and support of local populations in 
the planning and implementation phases (19,30,51). 

Past and current analyses suggest the next step is micro- and 
macro-modeling of the biologic and economic potential of carbon 
conservation and sequestration efforts. Regional, national and 
global carbon budgets (anthropogenic and biogenic pools and flux) 
can be simulated with various process models (5,56). The menu of 
forest establishment and management options developed in this 
report can be used to define appropriate options to reduce 
accumulation of atmospheric greenhouse gases on regional, national 
and global scales. Ultimately, modeling efforts should link 
forest establishment and management costs with benefits that flow 
from the forest sector (e.g., goods and services) (S,33). Such an 
approach has been used for preliminary evaluations of forest 
sector policy options at national and global levels (2,3,4,38). 
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Figure 1 Carbon storage for forest management options tor (a) boreaL (b) temoerate, and (c) tro;:;ical 
biomes. Meoian values are indicated by the wlcie horizontal lines. Boxes represenr 
interquanile ranees (micdre 50% of observations;, ~nadeci c:rc!es aie means ano venical 
lines inoicate lull range ot data. 
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Figure 2 lni1iaJ costs for forest management options tor (a) boreal, (b) temperate. and (c) tropical 
biomes. Median vaiues are indicated by the wide horizontal lines. Boxes represent 
interquartile ranges (middle SO% ot observations), shaded circles are means and vertical 
lines indicate full range of data. 
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Figure 3 Initial cost and caroon storage efficiency ot national reforestation programs. 
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Figure 4 Efficiency and yield ct reforestation. afforestation, natural regeneration. 
agrotorestry and silvicutturaJ practices in Russia, US, and Brazil. 
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Figure Sa TotaJ initial global ecst of sequestering carcon in forest systems 
employing forestation and forest management practices. 
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Figure Sb Marginal initial costs of sequestering cart>on in forest systems 
employing forestation and forest management practices. 
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Figure 6a Potential distribution of technically suitable land among ecoregions 
of key forest nations worldwide for different levels of carbon 
storage. 
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. 
Preliminary assessments suggest that forests and agroecosysrems can be managed to conserve and 
sequester carbon, thereby reducing the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Biomass 
utilization is a necessary component of a sustained tem:sa-ial carbon sequcscration cffon. The Global 
BIOME (BIOspheric Mitigation and adaptation Evaluation) Program will consist of: a) technical 
assessments ofeffectiveness of tem:strial biosphere management options and biomass fuel technology 
in reducing atmospheric accumulation of greenhouse gases, b) dcmonscration projeCtS to assess the 
technical and economic feasibility ofapplying agricultural and forest management options and biomass 
fuel substitution. ·c) regional, national. and global assessments of effectiveness of terrestrial biosphere 
management and adaptation options, and d) assessment of practices and technologies which. if 
implemented. could facilitate adjustment of forest and agroecosystems to global climate change. The 
Global BIOME initiative is a component ofEPA's Office .of Research and Development national Global 
Change Research Program. The research is managed by the Agency's laboratories: ERL-A, ERL-C. 
AEERL. and AREAL Research is conducted by EPA scientists in cooperation with universities, other 
federaJ agencies and laboratories. and contractors. 

PROGRAM GOAL 

Evaluate the degree to which forest and agro- Emphasis will be placed on managed terrestrial 
ecosystems can be rechnically managed or adapted, ecosystems given their significant role in the global 
on a sustainable basis. to conserve and sequester carbon cycle. Appropriate biologic management 
carbon. and the degree to which biomass may be and adaptation technologies, costs and benefits, 
substituted for fossil fuels to reduce the accumu- implcmcntationproccdurcsandcnvironmentalrisks 
lation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. and benefits will be assessed. 

POTENTIAL BIOLOGICAL GLOBAL CARBON MIT/GA T/ON
· (•bo.,.- •nd b-'ow-s,round) 

U.S. T•mper••• Troptcal Sor••• 
Sequestration co, c11,,, 

Fore• tatlon 0.10 o.e 1.0 0.1 
Agrofor•atry 0.05 o., 0.5 
A•v•g•t•tlon 0.05 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Sllvlcultur• 0.03 o., o., 0.1 

Conservation 
Aeduc• deforeatatlon 1.5 0.1 
Halt d•••rtlflcatlon 0.2 0.2 
Fire m•n•g•m•nt 0.2 0.2 

Total 0.23 1.6 3.5 0.7 
....,.,..•• OM.. or T..,._,.....y • e , ...11(1w.,..., 

C::,l--•c1•11.0t• •ft•Mlll.(1N'I) 

A range of rerresrrilll biosphtrt mQIIQgtrMnt Dptions which const1"11t or sequester carbon art availablt for 
u1i/iza1ion in lM U.S. and biOMl:S woridwidt. Based 011 currtN tsrimatts applicario11 offorts/ and agric~lcuraJ 
m.anagt~n, practices on global sca/11 cou..ld pott111ially sequesterand.Iorcon.strw 1-6 G1C annually. Many ofthese 
options havt value ad.dl!d btntfits beyond IM rtd~tion ofgrttnhDust gases. 
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BACKGROUND 

The accumulation ofgreenhouse gases in the atmo
sphere due to anthropogenic activities (e.g., defor
estation, fossil fuel combustion) may have begun 
to change the global climate. Given our current 
understanding of global carbon sources and sinks. 
the prospects for managing the terrestrial bio
sphere to alter the carbon cycle to mitigate and 
adapt to climate change appear promising. 

The Global BIOME Program was developed to 
answer the following policy question: 

Can increases in the concentration 
of atmospheric col be effectively 
reduced oradapted to by in~ing 
carbon sinks in forest and agricul• 
turaJ systems., and by the substitu• 
tion of bio~ for f<mil fuels? 

Sequestration: Forests and agroccosystems play 
a prominent role in the global carbon cycle. ·For
es1s alone contain an estimated 66% of terrestrial 
aboveground carbon. and approximately 45% of 

the terresaial soil carbon. Global forests account 
for some 90% (90 Gt) of the annually carbon flux 
t0 and from the atmosphere from terresaial sys· 
tems. Based on current estimates, application of 
forest and agroecosystem management practices 
on a global scale have the biological potential to 
sequester or conserve 1-6 GtC annually. 

Conservation: Conservation effons can be em
ployed to retain carbon in the terrestrial biosphere. 
Slowing global deforestation could conserve over 
one GtC annually. Ag:roecosystems contain about . 
12% of the world's terrestrial soil carbon and 
conservation of this pool is essential 10 sustained 
crop productivity and decreasing col emissions. 
Some agricultural practices have been shown to 

increase soil carbon content by increasing carbon 
sequestration and/or reducing the loss of carbon. 
Examples include reduced tillage, crop residue 
incorporation, field application of manure and 
sludge, and rotations using cover crops or legumi
nous crops. Additional benefits from implement
ing forestry and agricultural practices that con-

Orf's:1ts or us Car-0on Emtss1ons 0y Forestr-y Pr-ac:t1c:es 

- ....... 2000 
......,. :201~ 

e1om••• Ene,.gy 

Total 

0 2 "' 
Dotent1a1 orfset •• • oer-ceru • o• or 1987 em111s1ol"ls 

orr,ce or .,.~,.,,.,ologv As-nmet'lt t 99 ,. 

Fortn mtUtagtnvnt and biomass 11/iliz.odon prat:1ius t:an be appl~d in the U.S. 10 constrvt and 
stq11,ts1tr carbon and offset C01tmirsiDn.r. E.ttablis•n~ ofrrtts i11 marginal lands. t.rpan.rion of 
f ortst pJantarion. urban tret p/anMg, and subsw,uion ofbiomass for fossil /rul are all viabu near
term options 10 slo:w «cwn.ulaaon ofgrttnlto11.st gaus in tht mmospMrt. 
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serve soil carbon include increased soil water hold
ing capacity, and nutrient availability, improved 
soil physical propenies. and decreased soil erosion 
by wind and water. The GlobaJ BIOME Program 
will assess the forest and agroecosystem contri
bution to globaJ carbon conservation. 

Fuel Substitution= The potential exists to substi
tute biomass energy for some portion offossil fuels 
to reduce the most significant anthropogenic factor 
in global wanning, i.e., atmospheric additional 
cases. of CO2 from fossil fuel burning. The use of 
biomass would also encourage the establishment 
of agricultural and forest systems which will cap- . 
ture and sequester CO: . Utilization of biomass is 
a requisite for a significant carbon sequestration 
program since forestry and agricultural manage
ment options arc finite and stored terTCstria1 carbon 
can eventually produce greenhouse gases. Cur
rently, harvesting is responsible for 40% of total 
biomass costs. Preparation of biomass for various 
combu sti on processes may also be expensive. 
Technological advances in both of these areas 
should substantially reduce the cost burden and 
must be addressed. 

Adaptation: The projected rate and magnitude of 
climate change impacts on forest and 
agroecosystems is unprecedented inrecent geologic 

PROGRAM ELEMENTS 

Each Program Element and the scope of work to 
complete component tasks are presented below. 

ELEMENT I: Regional and National Assessment 
of Effectiveness ofTerrestrial Biosphere Manage-
ment Options 

Rationale: Evidence suggests the terrestrial bio-
sphere can be managed to conserve and sequester 
carbon and facilitate adaptation to global climate 
change. An assessment of the capability to con-
serve and sequester terrestrial carbon requires 
knowledge ofland suitability and availability, ter-
restrial systems management and adaptation. op-

history. Adaptation of terrestrial ecosystems to 
climate change will be necessary to maintain a flow 
of goods and services. as welJ as to conserve and 
sequester carbon. Biologic options to manage 
forest ecosystems to facilitate ccosystemadapwion 
to climate change, including forestation, thinning, 
and genetic ~ipuJation will be evaluated. 
Similarly, adaptation of agroccosystems may be 
achieved through alternative cropping practices or 
land-use systems. 

Recently, the G-7 counaies. recognizing the 
prominent role offorcst biomes in global ecology 
and the global carbon. agreed to develop a conven
tion process to promulgate a Global Forest 
Agreement. The stated intem of this agreement 
includes: 

• curb deforestation. 
• protect biodiversity, 
• stimulate sustained f~st management 

and productivity, and 
• address thrcatS to the worJd 's forests. 

The Global BIOME Program will support this 
process by assessing the current distribution and 
extent of manageable forestS. the suitability and 
availability of land for forest ecosystem manage
ment. and the state of practices which can be 
applied to forest management on a global basis. 

tions, biomass utilization options. and ecoregional 
risk and benefits~ in key regions and nations. 

Major program outputs: Completion of tasks in 
Element I will provide a summary of options, and 
identify target/key countries for pilot demonsD"a-
tions. 

Approach: Five major tasks will be completed in 
the key country assessment: 

A. Carbon Pools and Flux: Carbon budgets and 
models will quantify pools and flux for specific 
regions and nations. A detailed carbon budget for 
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the key counai_es. including biogenic and anrhro• 
pogenic componentS will be consuucted based on 
current data bases. These carbon budgets will be 
assembled by aggregating data for specific pools. 
Emphasis will be placed on biogcnic componcntS. 
Simulation models of anthropogenic and biogenic 
carbon pooJ dynamics will be developed. The 
models will be employed to evaluate effectiveness 
of various mitigation/adaptation strategies (e.g., 
tree planting versus emission reduction). 

B. Land Suitability and Availability Character
ization: Land-use practices and land availabili[Y
wilJ partially define oppor:nmides to implement 
terrestrial biosphere management options. This 
assessment will assemble and evaluate all data on 
land technical suitability and availability for key 
nations. Technical suitability is defined as having 
edaphic. climatic, and biological conditions that 
pcnnit the management of tree and/or agricultural 
crops on a sustainable basis for the purpose_ of 
conserving/sequestering carbon. Availability is 
based upon the social, political, and economic 
limitations of the countries with technically suit• 
able lands. Funher, an assessment of land-use 
practices and projected climate change on land 
suitabiJity and availability is required. 

C. Forests and Agroecosystems' Adaptation 
Options: Research will assess how shifts in forest 
distribution and productivity influence species 
survival and which species are most resilient in the 
face of altered climatic conditions. Management 
SD'alegies and silvicultural practices will be iden• 
tified which allow forest systems to adapt to warmer 
and drier environmentS. Options to be investigated 
include both in situ (e.g., nature reserves, migration 
corridors) and u situ (e.g.• zoos. t;,oranical gar
dens) measures. Appropriate technology and man
agement options will be ranked by: 1) carbon 
conservation and sequestration efficiency; 2) op
erational feasibility; and 3) socio-economic and_ 
cca.risk factors. 

D. Biomass Utili:zation Options: Substitution of 
biomass for fossil fuels offers significant opponu
niry ro reduce emissions ofgreenhouse gases. This 

analysis will assemble and evaluate available data 
· to rank the technological and economic feasibUity 
of ur:ilizing cultivated biomass from forcscry and 
agricultural systems as a substitute for fossil fuels. 
The utilization of biomass will be viewed as a 
potential source ofrenewable energy, as feedstock 
for conversion to substitute fuels for transpona• 
tion. or for use in durable products. This research 
will assess: 1) supplies of biomass from agricul• 
rural and forest residues; 2) the market potential for 
biomass energy tcchJlologics in the presence of 
alternative fuels; 3) biomass harvesting options; 
and 4) environmental and energy impacts of bio
mass combustion ( conventional and advanced pro
cesses). · 

E. Risk-Benefit Assessments: The application of 
terrestrial biosphere management options will be 
dependent on social and environmental risks and 
benefits. Most of the management options ro 
sequester and/or conserve carbon have collateral 
value-added benefits to society such as production 
of commodities. protection of biodiversity, and 
employment and income opponunitics. A model 
framework will be developed for the examination 

Agrofortsrry is a c:i,mbinalion oftrtts and agroMmic 
crop_s. A wi/U array of agrofortscry s,ntll'IS ~ 
es,,ablisAeda/llJntanaRtd wirlun 1tmpt_ra1tand tropical 
lalitlllks '"J:.'('uct food, fiui, and fd,er. TM Ml 
primlUJpr nviryoft~st s,s1trrzsis re,ativelyhigh
11M tM pountial to StqlUSltr and COIUtrW carbon u 
approrimtJUly 2 G1, globally. 
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of trade-offs between: 1) ecological risks; 2) social 
and economic cost/benefits and effectiveness of 
decreasing aanospheric greenhouse gas emissions. 
Field assessments, literature reviews and model 
simulations will provide an assessment of the po
tential feasibility and benefits of tcrresaiaJ carbon 
adaptation/mitigation measures. The councry-spe
cific data collection, and analysis ofthe availability 
and technical suitability of lands for the sequcster
ing of carbon in biotic systems requires careful 
scrutiny of management opponunities. socio-eco
nomic costs and benefits. and potential ecc:rrisk. 

ELEMENT II: Pilot Projects to Assess Terrestrial 
Biosphere Management Options 

Rationale: Demonstration trials must be estab
lished in key regions and nations to determine 
effectiveness of terrestrial biosphere management 
opuons. 

Major program output: Technological feasibil
ity of management options and costs/benefits at 
site level will be characterized. 

Approach: Pilot projects and demonstration trials 
will be established in key nations (e.g., U.S.A., 

', 

SEQUESTRATION OF 
CARBON IN FORESTS 

Brazil, Mexico. Malaysia. Russia) to assess 
effecriveness of terresaial biosph~ management 
and adaptation options. The pilot projects will 
evaluate biosphere management technologies and 
logistics, including biomass utilization, in specific 
ecoregions/biomes. Research will provide 
defensible data and models for quantifying the 
carbon pools and dynamics for forestry and 
agricultural systems. critical soil and climate 
parameters. and the effects of management and 
adaptation approaches to conserve and sequester 
carbon. An assessment of social, economic and 
ecological risks and benefits will also be conducted 
at these field sites. The pilot projects will be long
term. intensive effons to provide data for carbon 
budget and model development and calibration. 
Demonstration trials will be employed for 
technology transfer to various clients. 

The pilot projects and demonstration trials will be 
established at extramural sites. Co-Iocarion and 
cooperation with U.S. Agency for International 
Development. U.S. Depanment of Energy, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture and others will be en
couraged in the U.S.A. and abroad. In-country 
support will be a key to large-scale intemarional 
pilot projects and demonstration trials. 

:ForcslS occupy approximately one-trurd of lhe Eanb's land area and their vegcmtion and soils contain about 60% 
of lhe r.erresttial carbon. The .Earlh 's aanmp.heric CO2 cycles lhrough the cerrestrial bioca every seven years. and 
of this amount 70% cycles lhrough form ecosystems. These fwun:s suggest forest and agroccosystem 
management practices can be employed IO miLigaie Lhe ac:c:umulation of greenhouse gases. such as CO2• in the 
aunosphere. Cart,on sequesmwon rates in forest and agroforest syswns range from 1-8 tCl'twyr. 
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ELEMENT m: Global Assessment ofTerrcslrial 
Biosphere Management 

Rationale: Preliminary assessments suggest the 
global application of terrestrial biosphere manage
ment options have the potential to reduce the ac
cumulation of greenhouse gases in the aanospherc 
and mitigate global change processes. The global 
cff cctiveness of these options will need to be 
evaluated by integration into large-scale models 
(e.g., GCMs or ESMs). 

Major Program Output: A synthesis of the ef
fectiveness ·of tcrreslrial biosphere management 
options to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to the 
atmosphere and mitigation of global climatechange. 

Approach: A synthesis of knowledge regarding 
the current potential for globaJ terrestrial carbon 
conservation and sequestration will be provided. 
Carbon budget and modeling output from key 
national assessments and other data sources will be 
synthesized and evaluated on a global scale. An 
array of management and adaptation options (e.g., 
forestation, substitution ofbiomass for fossil fuels) 
will be examined. The global assessment will 

include an evaluation and synthesis of anthropo
genic and biogenic carbon pools and flux world
wide. 

BiogeochemicalandEanh System models ofglobal 
carbon pools and flux will be employed to project 
future carbon flux rates to the atmosphere. The 
effectiveness of tcn-estrial biosphere management 
options to reduce carbon flux to the aanosphere 
will be examined. General circulation models, 
coupled with atmosphere-biosphere models, will 
be used to consider the responses and feedbacks of 
the terrestrial-biosphere to project future climate 
change, given the application of carbon cycle 
management options. 

The global synthesis will be completed in con
junction with complemenwyresearch activities in 

· the U.S.A. and abroad. Cooperation with existing 
and emerging biogeochemical model and GCM 
programs will be essential. Econometric, social 
and environmental decision models forrislc-benefit 
assessment of global management options will 
also be employed. 

TERRESTRIAL BIOSPHERE 

The accumulation of greenhouse gilsls. •·D- CO2. CH4, CO. In th• atmosi,here is a major penurbation of the 
global carbon cycle. The net inc:relM in atmospheric CO2 ls the ra•ut of greeter ,.lease than its removal by Iha 
terres1rial biosphere and marine systems. Two souaa of CO2 are npecially1ignificant, the c:cmbustion of fossil 
fuels and deforestation. The flux of carbon through 1heterrestrial bi011phare, by plant photosynthesis. respiration. 
and decomposition iS approximately 100 Gt annually. Ocaan• n•v• wge pooll of global carbon, but annual nat 
flux with the atmosphere is appraxima11ly equaJ to thai of the 1emt1trial biosphere. 
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AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT AND SOIL CARBON SEQUESTRATION: 
AN OVERVIEW OF MODELING RESEARCH 

Robert B. Jackson, IV, Thomas 0. Barnwell, Jr. 
U.S. EPA. Athens, GA 30605 USA 

., 

Anthony S. Donigian. Jr .• Avinasb S. Patwardban 
Aqua Terra Consultants, Mowuain View, Ct 94043 USA 

Kevin B. Weinrich, Allen L. RoweU 
Comp111er Sciences DJrporation, Athens, GA 30605 USA 

Abstract. Soil carbon fluxes and pools are profoundly affected by agricultural management, which in 

turn is affected by national and incemational agricultural policies. This paper briefly describes the 

framework and some details of the soil and climate databases used in a computer modeling research 

strategy that is being implemented at the Environmental Research Laboratory, Athens, Ga. (AERL). The 

objective of the research is to determine the potential for U.S. agroecosystems to accumulate and 

sequester carbon as a means of slowing the global increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide. 

INTRODUCTION 

The conversion of native ecosystems to agricultural lands in the central United States was perhaps the 

most extensive ecological disturbance known in North America durin& the past 150 years [Barnwell et 

al. 1991, Wilson 1978]. A major consequence of this land conversion has been a substantial loss of 

organic mauer from soils across the regions [Haas et al. 1957, Campbell 1978, Barnwell et al., 1991]. 

Globally. soil C losses from land use change and agricultural management have been a primary 

anthropogenic source of atmospheric carbon dioxide (C~. even exceeding fossil fuel C~ emissions until 

about 50 years ago (Figure l) [Houghton et al. 1983). Since soil carbon levels in most Great Plains and 

Com Belt agricultural soils have been reduced to levels well below those existing prior to the 

establishment of agriculture, the potential should exist to increase them. thereby providing a sink for 

Tilis paper has been reviewed in accordance with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's peer and 
administrative review policies and approved for presentation and publication. 
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Figure 1 Historical Terrestrial Carbon Emissions [Houghton et al., 19831 
(Reproduced with permission.) 

aonospheric CO2• While pressures on agricultural management in the United States have been increasing 

in response to the environmental and economic costs of energy and chemicals (among others), many of 

the techniques designed to address these issues have also demonstrated a potential for increasing soil C 

levels above those maintained under conventional agricultural production systems. Such practices include 

increased use of green manure and animal manure [Vitosh et al. 1973], reduction in the proportion of 

bare fallow relative to crop in semiarid regions [Wood et al. 1991), and reduced or no-till management 

[Blevins et al. 1983, Dick 1983, Lamb et al. 1985]. However, the extent to which soil C levels can be 

regulated through the application of various combinations of these practices for different cropping 

systems, soil types, and climatic regions is not yet clear, pan.icularly since agricultural management is 

driven by economics, which in tum, is greatly impacted by national and international agricultural policy. 
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To date there ·has been little systematic evaluation of how policies that encourage or discourage panicular 

land uses or agricultural management practices affect reiional soil C balances, and of what effect future 

policy shifts may have. 

Data available from long term agricultural research sites have shown that the potential exists to 

increase agricultural soil carbon through management alone [Jenkinson et al. 1977 and 1987, Van der 

Linden ·et al. 1987]. The U.S. EPA is interested therefore, in assessing not only the agricultural 

management effects on soil carbon, but the policy implications drivin& the use of alternative a2ficultural 

management systems. To that end, we have developed a modeling framework that begins with the 

policies to be evaluated and their effects on agricultural economics; then includes the economy's 

subsequent effects on agriculrural management through product demand, planted area and crop profit 

potential; and finally examines the effectS of the resulting agriculrural management scenarios on soil 

carbon (C) and niuogen (N} fluxes and pools (Figure 2). 

This year's re.search effort by AERL will analyze the central region of the United States (Figure 3). 

National and international agricultural policy scenarios are generated by EPA's Office for Planning and 

Policy Evaluation (OPPE). These policies then become inputs to the Comprehensive Environmental and 

Economic Policy Evaluation System (CEEPES) model known as RAMS [CARD 1992]. RAMS is an 

SOIi• 

,..,,o_, • 
1nuir-,_, ,_, C£EIIE5 v.s. ,IQ,"ICult...-a• 

.-1c.,1t ....a1 I---~ l:COIICIIIIIC I---~ So II C aro N 

Flux8'9 ero Poot, I• Tr•- -• 
Polle 18$ 

Figure 2 Modeling Framework: for Assessing The Impact of Policy on 
Agricultural Management, and Agricultural Managements' Impacts on Soil C 
Fluxes. 
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Figure 3 First Year Study Region Displaying Production 
Areas in bold (PA) and State Boundaries (Note: PAs follow 
county boundaries). 

economic model maintained at the Center for Agricultural and Rural Development (CARD) at Iowa State 

University. The RAMS model divides the United States into production areas (PA) (Figure 3) for which 

crop areas and rotations are determined b~ed initially on policy scenarios. CARD h~ tentatively 

specified twenty-seven PA·s in our study area (Figure 3). 

Twelve soil C models were reviewed before two were selected for our analysis [Barnwell et al. 

1991]: the CENTIJRY model [Parton et al. '1983, Parton et al. 1987. Parton et al.. 1988; Panon et. al. 

1989) and the Denitrification Decomposition model (DNDC) [Li et al. 1992, Li et al. 1992a & b]. 

Among the numerous factors influencing soil C and N fluxes in both models are initial soil organic matter 

and nitrogen levels, climate (precipitation and temperature), crop type and yield. crop rotations, soil 

texture. tillage type and frequency, grazing, fenilizer applications, residue returns or removals, and 

inigation frequencies and amounts. Both of the soil carbon models are site specific, which requires that 

for our purposes we develop a methodology for making regional ~essments, in addition to performing 

model validations using site data. 
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SITE DATA FOR VALIDATION 

A workshop was held to assess the available databases for studying C and N fluxes and pools in 

Nonh American agricultural soils [Barnwell et al. 1991]. The workshop helped to identify site field data 

for model testing, calibration and funher validation. The "Soil Organic Matter (SOM) In Temperate 

Agroecosystems" workshop was held on February 18-21 1992 in Hickory Comers. Michigan. 

Presentations at the workshop included SOM data, as they relate to agricultural management, for more 

than 50 agricultural research sites in the United States and Canada. These data are currently being 

compiled into a conference proceedings and database [Paul and Elliot 1993). We chose two sites for 

calibration and validation of CENTURY. These sites represented two of the primary crops grown in our 

study region - com and wheat. 

REGIONAL DATA FOR MODELING 
Soils. 

CENTURY and DNDC require input data on soil texture (percent sand, silt, and clay) and on initial 

soil C and N levels. County resolution information was .acquired for all of the soil data. These data were 

taken from three soils databasa - Data Base Analyzer and Parameter Estimator (DBAPE) [Imhoff et al. 

1989], the 1982 National Resources Inventory (NRI) [Goebel and Dorsch 1982), and the 1987 NRI I 

Soils-5 database (Goebel 1987). The soil texture information taken from the 1982 NRI Database was 

contained in the 1982 NRI / Soils-5 identification block (fields 76-78) in the 1982 NRI file. The file 

contained a code with which a texture could be determined from the National Soils Handbook [Soil 

Conservation Service 1983). Both DBAPE and the 1987 NRI databases contained ranges of percent sand 

and clay. The high and low values from these ranges were averaged and their sum subtracted from 100 

to obtain percent silt. This was done for each layer of·soil for every soil type in the counties of the study 

region identified in DBAPE and the 1982 NR1 databases. The soil texture values were averaged using 

depth weighting of percent sand, silt, or clay to a 20-<:m depth from the surface of the soil. 
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Toe three databases were utilized independently, meaning that for any given county, only DBAPE 

data were used (Figure 4), or 1982 NR1 data were used (Figure 5), or 1987 NR1 / Soils-5 data were used 

(Figure 6). Thus combining the files entailed only the saning of county federal information processing 

(fips) codes. Toe textures in the combined file were then reclassed into l of the 12 texture categories 

given in the Soil Conservation Service texture triangle. Toe format of the result was " County FIPS, 

Texture, Area " for all of the counties in the srudy region (i.e., each county could potentially have from 

1 to 12 different soil textures). Finally, the soils were grouped into six texture classes based on the extent 

of different soil textures in the study region (Table 1). 

• 

.J-··---
I• 

f---- .. 

Figure 4 Counties for Which Soil Textures Were Taken From DBAPE. 
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Figure 5 Counties for Which Soil Textures Were Taken From 1982 NRI. 
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Figure 6 Counties for Which Soil Textures Were Taken From 1987 NRI. 
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Table 1 Texture Categories. 

USDA Texture Categoriea Combined Categori••· 

SAND 
LOAMY SAND SAND/ LOAMY_SAND 
SANDY-LOAM 
SANDY-CLAY LOAM SANDY LOAM/ SANDY_CLAY_LOAM 
LOAM - - LOAM -
SILTY LOAM SILTY LOAM 
SILTY-CLAY 
SILTY-CLAY LOAM SILTY_CLAY / SILTY_CLAY_LOAM 
CLAY - -
CLAY LOAM CLAY/ CLAY_LOAM 

• Note: SANDY_ Cl.A Y and Sil.T were not found in the atudy area. 

Climate. 

The models use monthly values for maximum and minimum temperature (CENTURY) or 

average temperature (DNDC), and total precipitation. These values can either be provided to 

the models as historically-recorded input from a user-supplied file, or the models can 

stochastically generate weather using mean and skewness values computed from a user-supplied 

data file or input by the user. A collection of historical climate data for the United States 

[Wallis et al. 1991] was used to obtain 41 years (1948-1988) of monthly maximum and minimum 

temperatures plus total precipitation data for 589 climate stations in the central United States 

(Figure 7). From these data, an average monthly maximum temperature value, and an average 

annual precipitation value was derived for each of the stations. A Geographic Information 

System (GIS) then was used to create contour maps of temperature (Figure 8) and precipitation 

(Figure 9). The temperature contours (2° C intervals) and precipitation contours (10-cm 

intervals) were then overlayed to produce areas of similar climate (i.e. Climate Divisions [CD]). 

The Climate Division (CD) boundaries were adjusted to coincide with county boundaries; 

primarily to simplify allocation to the CDs of crop and rotation area data from the RAMS model 

and the county level soils data. 
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Although this approach successfully identified subregions of like climate, some of the 

regions were not contiguous and varied greatly in size and shape. Therefore, while worldng 

with these GIS-created subregions, a n·ew approach to defining the CD boundaries was 

employed. The CDs were overla.yed with the PA boundaries and manipulated manually to follow 

and not cross PA boundaries, and to follow county boundaries within a PA. This resulted in 

each of the 27 PAs being divided into from two to six CDs producing a total of 80 CDs in the 

study region. Thus, each CD was comprised of counties for which soil properties information 

was aggregated to obtain soil data at the CD level. 

To create a single climate data set for each CD, data from multiple climate stations (CS) 

were averaged. Initially, all of the CSs that fell within the boundary of a CD were allocated to 

the CD for data averaging. However, if there were not enough CSs in a CD, or if their 

locations were not geographically representative of the CD, one or more additional CSs were 

• . . 
.. . . 

: . . •• 
• 

• 
• 

. . .. . . 
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Figure 7 Climate Station Locations 
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Figure 8 Average Maximum Temperature Contours [°C]. 

Figure 9 Average AMual Precipitation Contours [cm]. 
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Figure 10 Overlay of Temperature Contours(····), Precipitation Contours 
(-) and Climate Divisions (CD). 

Figure 11 Climate Divisions (CD). 
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manually allocated. For each CD, the average of the monthly climate values from each of the 

allocated CSs were saved in a single file for input to the models. 

Agricultural l\fanagement. 

The RAMS model produces, for each production area, crop rotations and the areas they 

occupy. Initially, 80 different crop rotations were identified in the region. Since we are 

currently able to model only com, soybeans, wheat, hay (legume and non-legume), millet, and 

grasslands, and since we decided it was appropriate to group similar rotations and rotations that 

occupied less than 5% of the area in a PA, we were able to reduce the number of crop rotations 

to 35. This reduction was also required in order to reduce the number of model runs. Four 

tillage practices are considered - conventional till fall plow, conventional till spring plow, 

reduced till, and no till. Irrigations and fertilizer applications will be added by the models as 

required by the crop physiology depending on the policy options being modeled. Further details 

of the modeling methodology and preliminary results of this initial assessment arc discussed by 

Donigian and coworkers (1993). 

SUMMARY 

For this work, climate divisions (CD) have been established as the most basic unit to be 

modeled (Figure 11). For each CD, soil textures and crop/rotation/tillage (C/R/'Ij scenarios 

have been identified. The next step is to determine the initial conditions of soil carbon and 
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nitrogen levels. Initial conditions will be established by making assumptions about the time 

extent of various C/R/T scenarios (from • 1900 to 1988), and performing model runs under 

those scenarios for a sufficient time while matching historical crop yields through adjustments 

in crop, fertilizer, and tillage parameters. The results of the initial condition runs will consist 

of soil C and N values for each soil texture in the CD. The soil C values for each texture can 

then be weighted by their area distribution within the CD, and summed across all textures to 

obtain total C and N values. The results will then be compared with existing soil C and N data. 

With initial conditions established, CARD specifies the existing spatial extent of C/R/T for 

each production area (PA). These values will be allocated to climate division (CD) CIR/Ts by 

multiplying them by the ratio of that CD's area to that PA's area. The base-case model results 

will represent a simulation time period of from 1989 to 1990. The model will then be used to 

predict soil C and N fluxes and pools to the year 2030, under a variety of policy alternatives 

which will include the status quo .. The scenarios under consideration include: an increase in the 

area of Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) land, an increase in the use of cover crops, and 

an increase in the use of conservation tillage. A different policy scenario may generate new 

C/R/T practices from RAMS, which will then be used in CENTURY and DNDC to make model 

runs for predictions of soil C losses as CO2, soil C storages, and total nitrogen losses. DNDC 

can also reliably distinguish N20 emissions. Results from the two models can.then be compared 

and assessments made about the effects of the policy on agricultural management, and about 

agricultural management's subsequent effects on soil C and N fluxes and pools [see Donigian 

et. al, 1993]. 
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ABSTRACT 

A framework was created to quantify the naNraJ terrestrial carbon cycle of the former Soviet Union 
(FSU). 'fhe organization of the carbon cycle parameter and georeferenced data base which support the 
framework and the calculations which· are required to establish the carbon budget are performed with personal 
computer hardware and commercially available spreadsheet software. Based on the framework. net primary 
produaivity (NPP) for the FSU was estimated at 6.2 ± 1.7 GT (109 tons) C/yr, the vegetation carbon pool 
at 118.1 ± 28.S GT C. the litter carbon pool at 18.9 ± 4.4 GT C, and .total soil carbon pool at 404.0 ± 
38.0 GT C.. The componems of the carbon budget obtained with the framework were in good agreement with 
estimates from other published sources. The frameworlc will allow the role of the FSU in the global carbon 
cycle to be assessed. The extent of forest and agriculNraJ ecosystems within the FSU that can be technically 
managed on a sustainable basis to conserve and sequester ca$)n may also be determined with the framework. 

Although the research described in this article has been funded under U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency Agreement CR17682-0l to Oregon State University, it bas not been subjected to the Agency's review 
and, therefore. does not necessarily reflect the views of the Agency, and no official endorsement should be 
inferred. 

INTRODUCTION 

.. 
The long-term ecological consequences of the change in the chemical composition of the atmosphere 

are not fully undemood: however, a warmer global cJimate is highly probable (1). If CO2 concentrations 
were to double, the earth's tempetan1res may rise belWeen 1 and s•c (2). Oimatic changes may be more 
pronounced in the Northern Hemisphere (3). Global warming may accelerate the mes of plant respiration 
(4) and decay of organic matter (5). 

lJl view of the potential to significamJy disrupt the equilibrium of the natural carbon cycle, it may be 
necessary to offset increased amounts of aanospheric CO.,. This will require the development of international 
strategies to reduce. industrial emissions or manage terrestrial carbon stores. Before any international strategy 
can be formulated, policies aimed at maintaining a desirable carbon balance within national boundaries would 
be required. The determination or' a carbon balance includes the quamifieation of the natoraJ (biogenic) and 
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anthropogenic contributions to the carbon cycle within national boundaries. The quantification of the carbon 
cycle following an assessment of carbon pools and fluxes is generally referred to as the carbon ~udget. 
Carbon budgets recently have been established for Sweden (6) and the forest sectors of Canada (7) and the 
United States (8). 

The former Soviet Union (FSU) was the largest counuy in the world. It occupied one-sixth of the land 
surface of the earth. An understanding of the carbon budget of the FSU is essential to the development of 
international strategies aimed at mitigation of the negative impacts of global climate change. 

Anthropogenic carbon emissions in the FSU have recentJy been estimated at approximately l GT (9). 
Despite an abundance of Soviet data on carbon-cycle parameters in desen, tundra. forest and grassland 
ecosystems (10.18 and others), the national carbon budget of the FSU, specifically the naruraJ component, 
has onJy recently been established, as described herein. 

THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE FSU 

The territory of the FSU is represented by a variety of climate conditions. The major pan of the 
territory is in the temperate climatic zone. The climate in the FSU changes from arctic and subarctic in the 
Nonh to subtropical and desert in the South. From west to east, the climate makes a transition from maritime 
to continental to monsoon. 

Matthews (19) identified eight principal types of vqewion in her 1lobal data base: forest, woodland, 
shrubland, ~land, tundra, desert, marsh/swamp and cultivated land. The vegetation of the FSU is 
represented by a variety of formations, includin& all of these major type:S. Arctic desens and tundra 
formations are found in the nonhern rqions of the FSU; desms and semi-de.sens occur in southern regions. 
A vast area, the largest of any country in the world, is occupied by forem and rrasslands. The row area 
of forest zone under State supervision (in 1983) is 1.259 million ba (20), which is approximately 56.5 percent 
of the territory of the counuy. About 95 percent of the forest area is in Russia. Tundra and boreal forests 
srore a sienificam amount of organic maaer. Twenty-seven percent of the approximately 80 percent of 
terrestrial organic maaer stored in soil is found in boreal ecosystems (21 ). Grasslands are also an important 
component of the terrestrial carbon cycle. Despite the fact that grwlands do not accumulate large quantities 
of plant mass (compared with forest ecosystems), they exhibit high net primary productivity (NPP) and, 
therefore, may influence the terr esuial carbon cycle. 

Peat lands, which are wedands where peat is accumulating, store a significant amount of carbon. 
OflaniC soil carbon content reaches 2,000 tlba (22). The FSU has the greatest expanse of peat lands in the 
world ('23). Wedands are known to be a source of methane to the amiospbere (24-26). Although the 
atmospheric concentration of CH4 is much lower than the concenaatiun of CO2, CH4 is 20 times more 
effective (per molecule) than COz as a greenhouse gas (27). 

· THE NATURAL (BIOOENIC) TEllR£STRIAL CARBON CYCLE 

The natural (biogenic) terrestrial carbon cycle consists of a combination of carbon pools and fluxes as 
shown in Figure 1. The pools are carbon stores in soil and vegetation, includin1 living vegewion (i.e., 
phytomass) and plant detritus (i.e .• mortmass and litter). In the present study, the term morunass was used 
to describe coarse· above-ground and below-ground woody debris. The term litter was used to define the 
upper soil layer comprised of fine woody debris and leaves that a.re not completely decomposed. The effluxes 
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are carbon emissions resulting from plant respiration and decomposition of organic matter. The processes 
of formation of new organic matter in soil and vegetation (i.e .• humus and foliage formation) and NPP 
represent carbon influxes. 

The NPP equals the difference· betWeen gross photosynthesis (GPP) and respiration of autotrophic 
organisms (RA). The RA amounts to 44 to 52 percent (48 percem on average) (28) of GPP. Root respiration 
(RAr) comprises one-third of the RA. An ecosystem sequesters carbon during a specific phase of development 
(29). The parameter that characterizes this carbon storage is called net ecosystem productivity (NEP). The 
NEP equals the difference between NPP and the carbon loss resulting from heterotrophic respiration (RH). 

Carbon fluxes can be measured or calculated. However,· when carbon eftluxes are measured, the 
contribution from different processes cannot be distinguished. For example, when soil carbon efflux is 
measured, it is difficult to distinguish between effluxes resulting from RAr and RH (decomposition of litter, 
below-ground mortmass and soil organic matter). The quantitative method allows one to separate fluxes • . 

METHODOLOGY TO ESTABLISH THE NATURAL (BIOGEN1C) CARBON BUDGET 

To establish the nanira.1 (biogenic} carbon budget, the geographic area within which it was quantified 
was isolated. The tenn ecoregion was applied to the boundaries and areal extent of the geographic area. The 
term ecosystem was applied to the combination of certain soil-vegetation formations within an ecoregion. 
The concept of an ecosystem is a broad one; its function is to emphasize obligawry relationships and 
interdependence (29). The term biome was applied to the complex of ecosystems within a climatic belt or 
subbelt. Nine biomes within the FSU were identified: polar deserts. tundra, forest-tundra/sparse taiga, taiga. 
mixed-deciduous forestS, forest-steppe, steppe, desert-semi-desert and subtropical woodlands. 

Two approaches may be used to identify ecoregions. namely, the use of: 1) maps with specific 
information, and 2) satellite imagery and remote-sensing techniques. A combination of these approaches may 
a1so be used. For example, ecoregions identified by map worlc may be validated with satellite imagery and 
remote-sensing tedlniques. At the present time (1991), several maps were used to isolate the ec::oregions 
within which the natUral carbon cycle was quantified. In the continuation of the research program. satellite 
imagery and remote-sensing methods will be used to validate the ecoregions defined for the FSU. 

Carbon cycle parameters have been quantified by soil, agricultural and forest scientists, ecologisis and 
botanisis for several decades. The carbon cycle parameters may be expressed in terms of carbon content (for 
pools) or rate {for influxes or eftluxes)/ha for a variecy of soil-vegetation complexes. If the soil-vegetation 
complexes are related to the natUral attributes identified on maps, which are used to isolate ecoregions, the 
carbon budget for an ecoregion can be established simply by multiplying the area of the ecoregion (in ha) by 
the carbon content(s) and flux(es). The carbon contents and fluxes for a.II the ecoregions may be summed 
to arrive at the carbon budget for a larger region. biome or nation. 

Based on the preceding discussion, the framework shown in Figure 2 was created to assess a namra1 
component of the carbon budget. Initial I y, maps were used w isolate ecoregions (Frames 1 and 2) and data 
bases, which contain narural carbon cycle parameters, were compiled (Frame 3). The areal coverage of the 
ecoregions was inteKrated with the carbon content and flux data bases to establish the carbon budget within 
the ecoregion (Frame 4). The organization of the carbon cycle parameter data base. the ha data for the 
ecoregions and the. calculations that were required to establish the carbon budget were performed with 
personal computer hardware and commercially available spreadsheet software (30) in a Windows.. 
environment. The carbon budgets for the ec?regions were summed to establish the carbon budget for a biome 
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or the entire territory of the FSU (Frames S and 6). The specific activities related to the execution of these 
steps .are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

ISOLATION OF ECOREGIONS (FRAMES 1 AND 2) 

About 95. percent of the territory of the FSU. including Russia. Ukraine. Belorussia, Kazakhstan and 
the Baltic swes, was categorized by the soil-vegetation type of the ecosystem, the presence of wetlands and 
cultivation intensity. Maps containing information on the distribution of zonal soil-vegetation associations 
within the FSU (31 ). distribution of wetlands (32) and cultivation intemity of arable lands (33) were digitized 
and computer-superimposed with a geographical information system (GIS) (34), The map with the 
distribution of soil-vegetation a.uociations (31) provided the basis for ecoregion isolation. In addition, eight 
georegions (Near Ocean; Eastern, Middle and Western Siberia; Eastem. Central and Western Europe; and 
Kazakhstan) were defined to accommodate geodependence of carbon accumulation (17,35). These georegions 
were also mapped, digitized· and computer-superimposed with the GIS. After computer superimposition of 
the four maps noted above; more than 70 ecoregions related to different ecosystems (i.e•• soil-vegetation 
associations) were identified. Wetland, floodplain, mountain ecosystems and arable land were isolated within 
these ecoregions. The ecosystems presented by Ryabchilcov (31) were aggregated into nine biomes. 

The map used to isolate wetlands (32) allows one to determine the total area of wetlands. but does not 
allow different wedand landscapes to be distinpished. There are at least three main classifications of mire 
systems in the FSU (36). According to the trophic conditions and the developmental stage, mires can be 
classified as eutrophic. mesotropbic or oligotropbic. Accordin1 to tbe bydroloaical conditions. mires may 
be divided into minerottopbic (both ground and rain water supply) and ombrottophic (rain Water supply). 
According to the main layer of plant commuawes, mires can be divided into moss, graminoid. dwarf •shrub 
and shrub. Carbon accumulation differs depending on wetland type. Further studies will require tbe 
incorporation of maps that would allow one to isolate different types of wetlands. However, for the present, 
the superimposition of wetland and soil-vegetation maps allowed the determination of wetland type within a 
given ecosystem and the specification of carbon accumulation parameters. 

DATA BASES FOR NATIJRAL CARBON CYCLE PARAMETERS {FRAME 3) 

Bazilevicb (17) compiled a data base on carbon accumulation i.a vegetation from studies of 1,500 
vegetation complexes in the FSU. The dar:a bue is a comprehensive source of information on all vegemion 
formations in the FSU, namely, 13 polar desert and tundra. 40 forest. S1 grassland, 20 mire ecosysusms and 
more than 50 desen-semidesert fommiom. These vqemion complexes were correlated to the ecosystems 
presented by Ryabcbikov (31). The data base provides site-specific values for total phytomass comem and 
phytomass productivity for all vegetation formations in the FSU. The data bue allows the assessment of 
pbytomas.s and phytomass increment allocation. Phyu,mass was cuegorized as green-assimilating, woody 
above- (stems and bl'3Dches) and below-pound (roms and bur~ed stems) pans of plams. Monmass was 
categorized as woody above- (dead steim. branches. grass, windfall), and below•lfOUnd pan:s of plants and 
Iitter. Productivity of pbyt0mass or NPP was caregorized in the same manner as pbytOmass. The net carbon 
content of plant mass was assumed to be SO percent (28). This percentage was used to ca1cu1aie the net 
carbon storage and ram of carbon acewnulauon in vegewion. 

Kobak's (28) data base was used to characterize the soil component of the carbon cycle. lbe data base 
resulted from the analysis of the published soil dara. About 70 different Soviet and foreign sources were 
included (22,37-40, and others). Soil carbon cycle parameters for more than 40 soil types of polar, boreai 
and tropicaA belts represent the averages from the empirical data presemai in different sources. However, 
in some cases. onJy certain data are taken into account. For example, the Soviet data are used to characterize 
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the carbon contents of podzol and chemozem soils. The data base includes carbon contents of soil (total and 
stable ponion; in one-meter layer for inorganic soils and in all thickness for the bog organic soils), the annual 
rate of foliage and humus formation (total and stable ponion), and CCi efflux from soils. 

Matthews and Fung (41) compiled a data base on methane emissions from naNraf wedands. Three 
sources: 1) vegetation classified according to Matthews (19); 2) soil propenies (42); and 3) fractional 
inundation from a global map survey of OperationaJ Navigation Cha.res (ONC) are used tO assess the global 
distribution of wedands. Published data are analyzed to compiie l) typicaJ methane emissions for wetland 
ecosystem type and 2) length of the active season (24,25,43,44, and others). Data on methane emissions 
from wedands (41) were correlated to the data on wedand distribution within the nine biomes in the FSU. 

CORRELATION OF DATA BASES TO MAPPED ECOSYSTEMS (FRAME 4) 

The maps and data bases are not specifically designed for carbon cycle quantification. However. the 
names of soil-vegetation associations reported by Ryabchilcov (31) corresponded well with the descriptions 
of vegetation fonnations given by Bazilevich (17) and soil types given by Kobak (28). 

INTEGRATION OF ECOREGION AREAS AND CARBON DATA BASES (FRAME 5 AND 6) 

Carbon pools and fluxes for namral ecosystems in the FSU were estmwed by integrating me carbon 
data bas~ and the GIS analysis results (hectare data) within commercially available spreadsheet software (30). 
Productivity of green-assimilating pans of plants was used to characterize the rate of foliage formation. Data 
on carbon content in bog soils were integrated with ha data on the extent of wedands within bioma. Low, 
mean and high eii:timates were made for each of the eight georegions by summing the conaibutions from each 
ecoregion. The carbon pools and influxes for the forest biomes in the FSU were obtained by summing the 
1eoregion totals for the nine biomes. Initially it wu assumed that I) naiura! ecosymms are presently in a 
state of equilibrium. (NEP) equals 0; 2) forests totally cover the area of ecosystem (excluding arable land) 
within forest-nmdra/sparse taiga. taiga and mixed-deciduous forest biomes; and 3) forests occupy one-half 
of the area (excluding arable land) of the fore.st-steppe biome. 

Carbon effluxes were calculated from the influxes assuming that all ecosystems were initially in an 
equilibrium swe (NPP equal to Rff). Mormws decomposition was assumed to be equal to monmass 
production. In tum, monmass production wu assumed tO be equaJ to phytomass production (NPP and 
production of differem pans of plants). Carbon efflux from litter decomposition was calculated as the-differ- . 
ence between foliage formation (green-assimilating pans production) and the sum of tocal humus formation 
and peat accumuJation. Carbon eftluxes from soil organic matter decomposition were calculated as the 
difference between total and stable humus formation. Carbon efflux from RAr was calculated from the NPP. 
assuming that RAr comprises one-tblrd of the tocal RA, a.ad RA comprises 48 percent (on avenge) of the 
GPP; NPP equals the difference becwecn GPP and RA. The sum of RAr and R8 (below-ground monmass, 

· litter. and soil organic matter decomposition) may be compared with field measurements of the surface soil 
carbon efflux (28). 

The estimarl'S of carbon cycle paramews obtained in the present srudy were validated, where possible, 
with the help of other data bases. The global data base for me NPP of terrestrial ecosystems, compiled with 
the heJp of advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) data (45). was incorporated in the study. 
The NPP for natural (non-arable) ecosystems was caJcuhtted by dividing NPP totals for the ecoregion by me 
total number of ha and multiplying by the number of ha of natural ecosystems within me ecoregion. 
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CARBON POOLS AND FLUXES IN THE FSU .•. EXAMPLE RESULTS 

The vegetation carbon pool of naruraJ ecosystems in the FSU was estimated at 118.1 ± 28.5 GT. The 
vegetation carbon pool included phytomass (91.0 ± 22.0 GT) and mortmass (27.1 ± 6.S GT). The litter 
carbon pool was estimated at 18.9 ± 4.4 GT. The soil carbon pool was estimated at 404.0 ± 38.0 GT 
(including peat), with 269.0 ± 25.0 in the stable form. PeatJands accumulated 148.0 GT C. 

The totaJ productivity of phyt0mass of the nine biomes was estimated at 6.2 ± 1.7 GT C/yr. The 
productivity of green assimilating pans based on Bazilevicb's (17) data was estimated at 2.5 ± 0.6 GT C/yr. 
Humus formation was estimated at 257.0 ± 94.0 MT (106 t) C/yr (87.8 ± 15.1 MT C/yr in stable form). 
Methane production in peat lands was estimated at 7.6 ± 1.6 MT C/yr. FSU biomes may be arranged in 
four groups based on the distribution of biomass (phytomass and monmw): 1) polar-desert biome; 2) tundra 
and forest-tundra/sparse taiga biomes; 3) taiga. mixed-deciduous fore.st, forest-steppe and subtropical 
woodlands biomes; and 4) steppe and desen-semidesert biomes. 

Io the polar desert biome. momnass was greater than phytomass and was distributed equally above and 
below ground. Above-ground phytomass was significandy greater than below-ground phytomass. In the 
tundra and the forest-tur.~:-:lsparse-taiga biomes. mortmass also exceeded phytomass. In the tundra biome. 
below-ground biomass was more developed. Io the forest-tundra/sparse-taiga biome. phytomass and 
momnass were distributed in equal proponions above and below ground. 

In the forest biomes. pbyt0mass was grwer than monmass. Above-ground partS were ereater than 
below ground pans in both pools. Below-ground pbyt0mass was approxinweJy the same as above-ground 
moranass. In the steppe and desert-semidesen biomes, pbytOmass and mortmass did not differ substantially. 
Below-ground pans were greater than above-&n>und parts in both pools. In the steppe biome, above-ground 
monmass was greater than above-gro~nd phytomass. while in the desert•semidesert biome, more living parts 
of plants were found above-ground. 

The NPP of namral ecosystems estimated with the data base from Fung et al. (45) was compared with 
the estimate of pbytemass productivity based on data &iven by Bazilevich (17). Tota! phyt0mass productivity 
(6.2 GT C/yr) esrimated from Bazilevich (17) was about 2.2 times higher than NPP (3.0 GT C/yr) obtained 
from Fung et al. (45) (the polar desert biome represented one exception: NPP·obtained from Fung et al. (45) 
was greater than pbytomass productivity obtained from Bazilevich ( 17)). The NPP obtained from Fwig et 
aJ. (45) corresponded weJI onty with the productivity of green.a.uimilating parts given by Bazilevich (17). 
The discrepancy may be due to the fact that either root productivity or both root and above-ground woody 

pbytomass productivity are underestimated by Fung et al. (45). Further, a discrepancy in the results could 
be related to the use of different methods to identify carbon..quantitiable regions. The rate of foliage 
formation ettimared from Kobat's (28) dm was 3.6 ± 0.6 GT C/yr. The value was slightly~ than 
estinwes based on data from Bazilevich (17). 

The carbon efflux from the litter decomposition estimated from the equilibrium analysis was 2.3 GT/yr. 
Soil organic matter decomposition wu 0.2 GT C/yr. The RAt wu estimated at 1.8 GT C/yr. Below-ground 
monrnass decomposition was estimated at 2.5 GT C/yr. 

The carbon efflux resulting from litter and soil organic matter decomposition (2.4 GT C/yr) was less 
than the soil surface C~ efflux (3.6 ± 1.1 GT C/yr) estimated for the nine biomes based on data reponed 
by Kobak (28). . The agvegated efflux from RAr and average efflux resulting from the decomposition of 
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below-ground moranass, litter, and soil organic mauer was estimated at 6.7 GT C/yr. This figure was 30 
percent greater than the maximum CO. efflux (4.7 GT C/yr) estimated from Koba.k's (28) data. 

Based on Avogadro's number (6.028 x 1<>23 molecules in a mole), methane emissions from peat lands 
were equivalent to 3.8 x 10'5 molecules of CH4• The total efflux from below-ground mortmass, litter and 
soil organic matter decomposition was equivalent to 3,437 x tol' molecules of CO2• Assuming CH4 is 20. 
fold more active than C~ as a green-house gas, met.bane emissions represented approximately 2.2 percent 
of the soil surface efflux estimated in the present study. 

AGRICULTIIRAL MANAGEMENT omoNS TO CONSERVE AND SEQUESTER CARBON 

The cultivated area of the FSU was 211.5 million hectares in 1988 (46). This huge area is nearly twice 
the cultivated area of the United States. Clearly, the agricultural seaor of the FSU may play a significant 
role in the global carbon cycle. Toe following technical management options to conserve and sequester 
carbon in the agricultural seaor of the FSU have been identified by Gaston, et al. (47) and Rozhkov (48): 

• Conseo:arion tilla&e slows the loss of soil carbon by reducing erosion and by decreasing 
soil temperature and increasing soil moisture, thus reducing the oxidation of carbon. Io 
substantial areas of the FSU. cold temperarures and high soil moisrure may limit the use 
of this option. 

• The addition of organic wasres has been shown to increase soil organic carbon ( 49). The 
potential to realize this option is related to the geographic distribution of livesmct and 
current efficiency in remrning manure 10 the soil. 

• Cover cropping (or green manuring) improves soil saucture and increases organic carbon 
content (SO). Data which would allow the increase in carbon content by soil type and crop 
type is not available. 

• lbe benefits of agmforesn (i.e•• integrating trees with agricultural lands) a.re widely 
recognized. In the dry, windy conditions of the southern FSU the planting of tree belts 
(shelter belts) or hedges would enhance agricultura! production. reduced soil erosion and. 
therefore, result in the direct sequestration of carbon. 

FORESTRY MANAGEMENT omoNS TO CONSERVE AND SEQUESTER CARBON . 

A. Shwidenko (51) and ~ et. al. (S:Z) have identified several management.options that may 
increase the carbon st0rage or reduce tbe carbon source of forest ecosystems in the FSU, as follows: 

• Reforestatism of 95 million hectares of unforested area of the State Forest Fund (from 145 
million hectares theoretically available for reforaw:ion) 

• Increased fire control and prevention would substantially reduce the 30 thousand forest fires 
which occur annuaJI y within the FSU. If the extent of forest fires could be decreased by 
SO percent. a substantial amount of carbon would be sequestered. 
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• Enhanced foresr prodyctjvjt;y could be achieved mainly by reconstruction of low-stocked 
stands, partial replacement of deciduous stands with long-living coniferous, and 
replacement of climax stands. 

• Enhanced djsease and pest control includes the decrease and subsequent elimination ofpests 
and diseased areas that presently comprise three million hectares, removal and selective 
cutting of dead and sick trees, etc. 

• Reconstruction of the formt-jndustriaJ sector includes mainly a cn.nsition to ecologically
protective methods of wood harvesting that would allow rapid regeneration of forest stands, 
and an increas~ in efficiency of wood utilization from 50 (present assessment) to 70 
percent. 

• Increase in stand harvest age of main cuttinis in tbe European pan of the FSU is 
potentially interesting, theoretically realistic, and would result in substantial additional 
sequestration of carbon. However, high wood demand in the FSU and other countries 
might prevent the implementation of this option. 

These options will depend on the forest policy of the republics of the FSU. To assess the additional amount 
of carbon that may be sequestered by implementation of these management options the a-ends in national 
forest policy should be known together with forest swistical data which reflects existing managemeJit 
practices for Soviet forests. Forest statistical data are available in the For§t Fund of the USSR (53). 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A framework was created to quantify carbon pools and fluxes in the FSU at the ecosystem, biome, 
georegional or national scales. The organization of the carbon cycle parameter and georeferenced data base 
which support the framework and the calculations which are required to establish the carbon budget are 
performed with personal computer hardware and commercially available spreadsheet software. lbe 
components of the biogenic carbon budget obtained with the framework: were in good agreement with 
estimates from other published sources. lbe grearest advantage of the framework is tbu all elements 
identified may be easily updated and the carbon budeet can be recalculated immediately thereafter. Semitivity 
analyses may also be performed with the model. The framework will allow the role of the FSU in the global 
carbon cycle to be assessed. The extent of forest and agricultural ecosysrems within the FSU that can be 
technically managed on a sustainable basis to comerve and sequester carbon may also be determined ·with the 
framework. 
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ABS1RACT 

Although individually small. the widespread and daily use of household stoves 
with poor combustion efficiency in developing counaies raises questions about possible 
global warming and other environmental implications of their airborne emissions. To 
explore the possible utility of cffons to measure the emissions from representative 
samples of these devices, a small pilot study of greenhouse gas emissions of biomass and 
fossil-fuel stoves was undertaken in Manilal (Smith ct al., 1992a&b). The results, 
although based on only a few measurements, indicate that such stoves may have a 
significant role in global greenhouse gas inventories: be subject to substantial 
improvement through alternative technologies; and that policy measures should 
consider energy and health implications as well. As a consequence, a larger set of 
studies is being planned for India, China, Thailand, and Brazil. 

This research is funded through EPA• s Global Climate Change Research 
Program. Research on emissions and mitigation of major sources of greenhouse gases 
is being conducted by EPA' s Air and Energy Engineering Research Laboratory 
(AEERL). 'Ibis paper has been reviewed in accordance with the EPA's peer and 
administtative review policies and approved for presentation and publication. 

10rganiz.cd by the East-West Center, households were selc=d as pan of a smdy of urban energy 
and air pollution funded by the Ime:mational Development Research Center, Ottawa; physical 
sampling, labmmmy analyses. and data1epa1'1iLlg were~ by the U.S. Envimnmcntal 
Proa:aion Agency; and additional data analysis and evaluanon ~ funded by the Energy Secu,r 
Management Assistance Program. World Bank. and the Unncd Nations Development Program. 
Collabaruars incl11dcd the College ofEnginec:ring of the University of the Philippines. the Oregon 
Graduate lnstimte, and Lawrence Bc:rkclcy Laboratory of the University of California. We putly 
apprcciaic me contributions and suggestions of our colle.agues in these instimtions (Smith et al., 
1992b). 
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INTRODUC110N 

It has been said that wood is the fuel that heats you twice, once when you chop 
it and again when you bum iL Like fossil fuels, however, bioiucls also have the 
potential to heat ·you a third time as a result of enhanced greenhouse wanning due to the 
gases released by combustion. It has generally been assumed that this potential is 
realized only when the biomass being burned is harvested on a non-sustainable basis. 
With sustainable harvesting, it is argued, an equivalent amount of carbon is recaptured 
by the regrowing biomass as released by combustion. Thus, the net greenhouse gas 
increment is zero. Even when this is true with regard to the number of carbon atoms, 
however, it may not be with regard to their greenhouse equivalence. • In particular, 
photosynthesis captures only carbon dioxide (CO2) from the aanospherc, but actual 
biomass combustion emits other carbon-containing materials including molecules other 
than CO2 with aanospheric wanning impacts (Levine, 1991). 

These products of incomplete combustion (PI Cs) are also of concern because of 
their effects on human health. In many pans of the U.S., for example, smoke from 
wood-fired heating stoves is the principal cause of some types of ambient pollution 
during much of the year. For the nation as a whole, wood combustion is a major 
emissions source for some imponant air pollutants. such as particulates and polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons. 

Most of the world's woodfuel and other forms of biofuel, such as crop residues 
and animal dungt however, are burned not in metal heating stoves in developed 
countries, but in simple open cookstoves in developing counaies. Approximately half 
the households in the world cook in this fashion. Measurements in village homes 
throughout the world have shown that health-impairing concentrations of PICs are 
often encountered where people use wood or other biomass for cooking or heating 
under poorly ventilated conditions (Smith, 1987). 

These same PICs also represent lost energy and conaibute to the low engineering 
efficiency with which meals are cooked in much of the developing world (Baldwin, 
1987). This in tum increases pressure on biomass resources. which. along with land 
clearing and other factors, has been associated with deforestation and accompanying 
environmental problems in some mus. 

The apparent opponunity for decreasing forest-stressing biofuel demand as well 
as reducing health-threatening smoke exposures has lured many local, national, and 
international organizations. both government and private, into prop-ams to disseminate 
improved biomass stoves in poor counaies. Although there have been major successes, 
such as the Chinese national improved stoves program, which bas reached more than 
half the nation's rural households (>100 million stoves), only in recent years has the 
percentage ofsuccess been high for such programs (Barnes et al., 1992). 

Recently, rising concerns about global wanning from the buildup of C~. 
methane (CH.c), and other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere have focused attention 
on worldwide biomass combustion. Emitting 21~700 Tg carbon/y compared to 5700 
Tg Cly from fossil fuels, biomass burning plays imponant roles in the global carbon cycle 
(Crutten & Andrcae, 1990). Approachin& 1000 Tg C/y, household biofuel, in mm. 
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accounts for a significant fraction of overall biomass combustion (Meyers & Leach, 
1989). A question is thus raised: "Would alterations in household biomass combustion, 
such as might be brought about by improved stoves, have significant implications for 
global warming?" 

This question can be divided into three pans: 

1. At the global (macro) scale, what arc the contributions of biomass-burning 
cookstoves in less-developed countries (here abbreviated BC-LDC) to global 
inventories of major greenhouse-related emissions? . . 

2. At the project (micro) scale, what are the technical and economic potentials for 
reducing greenhouse-related emissions by changing BC-LDC.technologies? 

3. At the policy (mcso) scale, what arc the health, energy. and global warming 
implications of various policies affecting BC-LDC? 

THEPil..OTsnJDY 

To explore these issues, it is essential to know the BC-LDC emission factors of all 
airborne species that have significant implications for energy, health, and global 
warming. Some of this information is already available, for in the l 980s a number of 
studies were undenaken to examine the energy efficiency and health implications of 
biomass stoves, both in developed and developing country situations (Smith, 1987). 
Although a significant amount of greenhouse-gas research has gone into studies of 
developing-country biomass burning at large scale (forest ft.res, swidden agriculture, 
savannah burning, etc.), however, relatively little attention has focused on the type of 
small-scale combustion found in BC-LDC (Levine, 1991). 

Before anempting to fill this gap by embarki.."lg on a large-scale study of BC-LDC 
greenhouse-related emissions, we and our colleagues decided to conduct first a 
relatively small pilot study. This could serve the double purpose of: 

a. exploring whether the results were of sufficient interest to warrant 
conducting a larger study; and 

b. field testing some of the sampling and analysis techniques that might be used 
in the larger study. 

With these goals in mind, a small study of cookstoves in Manila was undertaken. 
Monitored were emissions of more than 80 greenhouse-related and health-related gases 
(mostly non-methane hydrocarbons. NMHCs) from traditional cookstoves burning 
wood, charcoal, kerosene. and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG). which together account 
for the majority of all cooking in developing counaies. Involving only a few stove/fuel 
combinations in each category, it is not possible to draw statistically valid global 
conclusions from this pilot study. Nevenhcless, the measuremcntS are quite suggestive, 
illustrating how more detailed studies of this type could be useful in answering the three 
questions posed above. 
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Table 1 summarizes the results of the sampling and analyses in terms of emission 
factors, grams of pollutant per kilogram offuel for each of the major PICsl. The few data 
points argue that these results must be seen as tentative,·until they can be verified at 
larger scale. Fuels are presented in order of increasing health effects and decreasing fuel 
arbon contenL · · 

TABLE 1. EMISSION FACTORS, GRAMS PER KILOGRAM DRY FUEL 

Fuel 
n Carbon 

Content 
CX)2 CX) CH, lNMOC TSP 

LPG 2 0.87 3190 25 0.01 3 0.10 
Kerosene 7 0.86 3050 39 0.90 14 3.00 
Omcoal 6 0.80 2570 210 7.80 4 1.70 
Wood 9 0.50 1620 99 9.00 12 2.00 

n • Number of data points. 
TNMOC (Total Non-Methane Organic Compounds): Per carbon molecular weight 
taken as 18. 
TSP (Total Suspended Particulates): Considered 75% carbon, see footnote 3. 

EVALUATION 

A useful way to evaluate both the local and global effects of BC-LDC is to detail 
their impact on the carbon cycle. Shown as the framework to do so is the carbon flow 
common to Figures 1-3, which is derived for the composite wood-fired cookstoves in the 
Manila study. It follows the typical fate of the 500 g of carbon contained in 1.0 kg of 
wood burned in such stoves. About 88% of the carbon is emitted as C~ (weighing 1.6 
kg) and the rest (60 g) is distributed as shown in Figures 1-3 among several kinds of 
PICs. which together weigh about 126 g.3 

Such a framework allows an examination of this flow in the conicxt of the thi= 
most imporwit aspects of the emissions: energy, health, and global warming. 

2'1bese were~by taking field samples from the flue scream ofeach above inco stainless 
steel canistm dw "M:Z"C sent back tQ the U.S. far laboraUJI)' analysis. The mio of each PIC to 
~ (net of backgrowtd levels) was used u, dcmminc cmissior, frm by aldng li~values 
far the carbon conu:ms ofeach fuel cype and conmucr:iDg the carbon balance for each sa:we. 
Details me found in Smith et al, 1992b. 

. 
3Paniculates were not measured in me pilot smdy, so data from other smdies were used in the 
figures (Smith. 1987; Joshi ct al, 1989; Smith, 1990). · 
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The Cookstove Energy Cycle 
~ CGmbuatlon Efficiency 
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Figure 1. This shows the movement or fuel carbon through a a-aditional wood-fired 
cook.stove as measured in the Phillippines (Smith et aL. l992a&b). Sixty grams of 
carbon was not combusted compJeteJy; i.e•• was released as PICs. Based on the available 
energy in each PIC, if it had all been combusted completely, another 2..2 MJ would have 
been released as heaL The stove, th~fore, has a combusuon efficiency of about 899o. 
AU the numbers re.fer to grams of carbon alone; e.g., the full mass of CO would be 28/12 
(2.33) times larger. Here, total non-methane organic compounds (1NM0Cs) are used 
instead of NMHCs. Respirable suspended pani~ulatcs (RSPs) are used instead ofTSP. 
Greater than 90% of TSPs are RSPs. NMHCs are about 949& of TNMOCs in this stove. 
Source of energy contents: LelieveJd & Crutzen (1992). 
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Energy • To put the PICs in an energy context. each constituent needs to be weighted 
by its energy content; i.e., the additional energy that could have been released if it had 
been burned all the way to CO2. As shown in Figure 1, the result is that the PICs 
contain about 11 % of the energy originally in the wood; i.e.• the combustion efficiency is 
about 89%. In other words. compared to a stove with near 100% combustion efficiency. 
this stove requires about 12% more fuel (l/0.89). 

This inefficiency is part of the reason that traditional stoves use more fuel than it 
seems they should. The other major technical reason. of course. is low heat transfer 
efficiency (the fraction of heat released from the fuel that is taken into the cooking 
utensil). 

Health - As well as representing an energy loss, the 126g of PICs represent the main 
health-damaging air pollutants from wood combustion. One way they can be 
aggregated and compared is by use of the Relative Hazard Index (RHI). This is simply 
the amount of air it would take to sufficiently dilute each pollutant until it reached the 
relevant health-based concentration standard (Smith, 1987). With standards as shown, 
the total RHl of the PI Cs is about 120,000 m3. CO2 is not much of a health hazard, as 
shown by the relatively small RHI. 1800 m3. (Obviously, application of different 
standards (e.g .• from different countries) would result in different weightings for the 
pollutants.) 

A practical use of these dilution volumes would be to estimate what fraction of 
the needed dilution might actually be achieved in a typical cooking situation. If. to be 
generous, a village kitchen is 40 m3 and its air exchange rate is equivalent to about 25 
air changes per hour (Smith, 1987), the kitchen has access to about 1000 m3 of dilution 
air each hour. A typical bum rate for a woodstove is about 1 kg/h, P.J'Oducing each hour 
the amount of PICs shown in Figure 2. Even in this fairly well-ventilated situation. the 
available dilution air would seem to be far below (40-70 times} what is needed to keep 
total non-methane organic compounds (TNMOCs)4 and respirable suspended particulate 
(RSP) concentrations from exceeding the standards (the latter being more imponant for 
health}, a prediction consistent with many village measurements in developing countries. 
In fact, it is not uncommon for indoor concentrations to reach 100 times the standard for 
RSP during cooking (Pandey et al., 1989; Smith & Ahuj3t 1990). 

Two of the PIC categories shown (TNMOC and RSP} are composites containing 
a vast array of mostly organic chemicals. Many of these individually are known to be 
health-threatening (e.g.• benzene in TNMOC and polyaromatic hydrocarbons in RSP). 
Thus, if RHis were calculated for each in tum. the total would be much larger than the 
RIIls for the general categories. 

~Strictly speaking, TNMOC is the appropriate category forfollo\\ing ca:bon flows and NMHC for 
global warming implications. Since they are both about equal in size (NMHC are about 93% of 
TNMOCs in mis stove), however. we have not med to mainrain the dislinction throughout the taL 
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The Cookstove Health Cycle 
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Figure 2. Staning with the same fuel carbon flows as Figure 1, this figure weights the 
PICs not on the basis of energy, but on the basis of how many cubic meters of air would 
be necessary to dilute the emission to meet U.S. air pollution standards. Where there is 
only an occupationaJ standard, an appropriate safety factor (10) has been used to 
establish a public standard. The following standards were used (in mg/m3): C(n-900; 
CO=I0; CH.t=l 1,000 (asphyxiation): NMHC::0.16: RSP=0.05. The diluation factors 
shown in the figure are on a per-carbon-atom basis. Although the NMHC standard was 
actually set to prevent the formation of ozone, it represents a much less stringent 
standard than would be applied ir certain individual hydrocarbons were used as the 
basis of the dilution fac:tor. ·The benzene in NMHC from these woodstoves, for example, 
would require 40 times more dilution than shown. 
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GlobaJ Warming• Figure 3 evaluates the same PICs in tenns of their greenhouse gas 
potential. To do this, it is necessary to apply some index so that the impacts of the 
different gases can be combined (Smith & Ahuja, 1990). This is so because the gases 
have different heat-trapping abilities, lifetimes. and interactions with other gases in the 
atmosphere. Here, we have used the Global Wanning Potentials (GWPs) developed by 
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 1990; Smith ct al•• 1991 ). 
These are given as a ratio to CO2 (either per molecule or per carbon atom), and thus 
can be interpreted as the degree to which the total wanning of each compares to CO2. 
Since the gases have different atmospheric Jifctimes, the relative impact (GWP) depends 
on the chosen tim·e horizon. Shown here are the results for time horizons of 20 and 
100 years. In general, shoner time horizons make the non-CO2 gases look more 
important relative to CO2, since CO2 is the longest lived of this group.S 

The result is that, depending on the time horizon chosen, the non-CO2 GGs (i.e., 
the PICs) have a total GWP 20-110% as much as the CO2 itself. This implies that 
looking only at the CO2 emissions of cook.stoves may not give a good picture of their 
global warming implications. It also implies that improvements in combustion 
efficiency could result in much larger reductions in total GWP than would be indicated 
simply by changes in CO2 emissions. 

Biomass-Stove PJCs - Relative Weights. From all three perspectives, energy, health, 
and global warming, PICs are to be avoided. As shown in Table 2, however, the three 
perspectives do not weight the individual PICs in the same way relative to one another. 
Note that the weights are much more skewed for the health column than the others: i.e .• 
a factor of 41 between NMOC and CO, down by an additional factor of 230 to the 
minor hazard of CO2, and then another factor of 10 down to the insignificant health 
hazard of CH4. Both the energy and global wanning viewpoints, in contrast. hold Cl-14 
and TNMOC to have similar relative weights, and none of the differences are as large 
as for heal th. 

GLOBAL IMPACTS 

Using these preliminary data. it is instructive to note how large BC-LDCs might 
appear to loom in the global picture for each perspective. 

SThese GWPs are not known with certainty and changes can be expected as knowledge improves. 
Indeed, in its 1992 supplement. the IPCC (IPCC 1992) suggested that indirect effecu (chemical 
interactions affecting other greenhouse gases) of the non-C<h gases were not well enough known 
to be used in policy discussions: i.e., the values for lhc Ota GWP would dec:rcase 10 13, 4, and 
l.5 (by time horizon) and those for CO and NMHC would be 1.0 at allcimcs. The report states, 
however, that "(t)he carl>on cycle model used in these calculations probably underestimateS both 
the direct and indirect GWP values for all non-CCh gases." Given this caveat and that our purpose 
here is principally illustrative. we have not modified the OWPs from those recommended originally 
by the JPCC (JPCC 1990). We have, however, used lhc updated estimates for the 10ta1 effects of 
CH.t as presented by LeJievcld & Outzen (1992). 
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The Cookstove Carbon Cycle 
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Figure 3. The same carbon balance {or the woodstove is shown as in Figures I and 2 
Jn this case, the PlCs arc wejghted by the Global Warming Potentials (GWPs) 
appropriate for 20-year and 100-year time horizons. Note that the PlC OWP is about 
equal to that of the CO2 for a 2~ycar time horizon. Soun:cs: Smith et al. (1992a&b); 
Smith et al. (1991); IPCC {1992); Lelieveld & Crutzcn (1992); Joshi ct al. (1989). 
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TABLE 2. REL.ATIVE IMPORTANCE FOR PJCs 
UNDER DIFFERENT REGIMES 

Global Wanning Index 
Timc Horiz:on (years). 

Energy Health 20 100 500 

CO2 1.0 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 
CD 0.8 230 4.S 1.9 1.3 
CH4 J.6 0 22.0 7.5 3.2 
NMHC 1.8 9400 12.0 4.1 2.3 
RSP 1.3 30000 1.0 1.0 1.0 
All values are shown relative co COl on a carbon basis; i.e.• NMHC 
is 9,400 times worse than CO2 for health. 
Sources: GWPs from IPCC (1990); Smith et al. (1991) as CmTeeted 
by Lelicveld & Cnnzen (1992). Energy data from Culp (1979). 

Energy 

Although humans in some way utilize perhaps 40% of world net biomass 
production (Vitousek et al.. 1986), as shown in TabJe 3, that proportion used directly 
for fuel accounts for only about 15% of direct human energy use. Even so, biofuel in 
the form of wood. crop residues. brush, and animal dung, is today still the chief form 
of energy for most humanity, just as it has been since the discovery of fire (Hall & 
Rosillo-Calle, 199)). In developing countries, biofuels constitute about 35% of total 
energy use, and in rural areas of developing countries, some 75%. In the poorest 
developing countries. however, biomass fuels make up 80-90% of alJ energy use 
(Smith, 1987). Based on the pilot study, lhcrefore. the loss of energy represented by 
the PlCs from BC-LDC is roughly l % of total human energy use and could approach 
10% for some countries. 

Health 

In the case of health, panicu)ate exposures from biomass use could be 
responsible for approximately 50% of the total global human exposure. Most of this 
occurs indoors in ruraJ areas of developing countries, although there arc significant 
exposures in cities and outdoors as well. The vast preponderance of research, 
regulation, and control of particulate air pollution is still focused on urban out.door 
developed-country situations, which, however, account for rather a small overaJI 
fraction of global exposures (Smith, 1988). 
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TABLE 3. GLOBAL IMPORTANCE OF PIC FROM BJOMASS•FIRED COOKSTOVES 

Enerzy 

Biomass makes up about 14% of all direct human energy use. 
lt is about 33% of energy use in developing countries. 
ll is about 75% of eneflY use in rural areas of developing countries. 
1t is lhe most imponant fuel for the majority of hwnanity. 

Sources: Smith (1987); Meyers & Leach (1989); Hall & RosilJ~c.allc (1991) 

Health 

Cause of up to 50% of total human exposure to RSP. 
Second largest occupational group. after farm worlcers (cooks). 
Known risk factor for most important killer of developing-country children (pneumonia). 

Sources: Pandey et al. (1969); Smith (1968) 

Global Warmim~ 

Human biofuel consumption: 20-40% of all biomass combustion. 
l -5% of all CH.c emissions. 
6-14% of all CO emissions. 
8•24% of all NMHC emissions. 
1-3% of all human-generated global wanning. 

Sources: Smith ct al. (1992b}; Ahuja (1990) 

These high exposure levels are due not only to high paniculatc concentrations, 
but also to the large populations involved. Indeed, after farmworkers, cooks represent 
the largest occupational group in the world.6 · 

It is imponant to note that the emissions from biomass fuels need not be high 
compared, for example, to those from coal-fired industrial and power facilities in order for 
the human exposures to be substantially greater. This is because a much larger 
proponion of pollution released in household reaches people, compared to that from 
ccnttalizcd facilities. The impact per unit emissions tends to be greater for disu:ibutcd 
releases, and few things arc more distributed than cooking, which occurs in every 
household. every day. 

Greenhouse Gases - Based on the few measurements talcen in Manila. it would seem 
possible that biomass stoves could account for fairly significant proponions of global 
emissions of the three greenhouse gas categories - CO, CR&. 211d TNMOC (Table 3). For 

6Thesc stoves~ undoubtedly responsible for a large fraction of global exposures to arange of 
other pollutants as well; e.g.• CO, polycyclic aromatic hydJOcarbons, formaldehyde. and benzene. 
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CO and CH.i. the percentages in Table 3 translate into contributions to overall global 
warming from biomass-fired cookstoves of 0.4-0.9% and 0.1-0.5%. respectively. These 
are in same range as estimated by Ahuja (1990) for all biomass stoves, who also estimates 
that the overall conaibution of biomass stoves 10 global warming is about 2%. In 
addition toe conaibution due to PICs is estimated to account for about 15% of net 
deforestation and, thus, about 1.5% of net human CO2 additions to the atmosphere 
(1.1% of total wanning). 

CONTROL !vfEASURES 

Assuming people will continue to need to cook and arc we.II versed in operating 
their stoves. there are basically two ways to reduce PIC emissions from biomass-f:ared 
cookstoves: change the fuel or change the stove. With new information of the kind 
made available by the Manila study, it is possible to make funher judgments about these 
options. 

One objective of household energy policy can be to encourage people to move 
up the energy ladder sooner than they otherwise might. This can be done through fuel 
and stove pricing or other ways to make new stove/fuel combinations relatively more 
attractive. In most pans of the developing world, the first step beyond unprocessed 
biomass is charcoal or kerosene, followed by LPG. In some areas, Thailand, for example, 
little kerosene is provided and the first step after charcoal is LPG. In China, it is often 
coal, followed by LPG. Movement up the ladder generally results in substantially fewer 
health-damaging PIC (RSP and CO) emissions per meal (Smith, 1990). 

With a switch from biomass to fossil fuels, however, a global wanning penalty 
might at first seem inevitable because fossil rather than contemporary carbon would be 
emitted. Because biomass combustion leads 10 a high amount of PICs with a large GWP 
(Figure 3), however, the picture is substantially more complicated. 

Based on the pilot study results, consider the benefits of switching from wood to 
charcoal, kerosene, or LPG as summarized in Table 4.7 From a health standpoint, a shift 
from wood to LPG reduces the overall health impact by a factor of 100. Kerosene, on 
the other hand. results in a reduction by a factor of six.. Use of a charcoal stove results in 
an improvement by more than a factor of four. 

From aglobal warming standpoint, the impact depends on how the biomass is 
harvested; i.e .. whether the C(h is recycled. Table 4 shows the range between the 
extremes; i.e .. assuming totally sustainable harvesting and complete deforestation (no 
regrowth). It is perhaps not surprising that, with complete deforestation, LPG and 
kerosene arc better-than wood, 9 and 6 times, respecavely. Even with sustainable 
harvesting, however, because of the significant amount of PICs released by the 
woodstove. kerosene and LPG stoves release. respectively. 2.6 and 1.7 times less GWP 
per meal cooked. · 

7Tbe values in Table 4 have been derived by taking into account the diffe:n:nccs among the 
smve/fucl ccmbinations in overall cooking efficiency and energy per fuel carbon aimn. 
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TABLE 4. REI.ATIVE PIC EMISSIONS, HEALTH EFFECTS, AND GLOBAL POTENTIALS OF LPG, 
KEROSENE. OiARCOAL, IMPROVED BIOMASS. AND WOOD COOKSTOVF..S 

20-YEAR WARMING 
Smvc 

Eff. 
Biofucl 

Use CD CH• TNMOC RSP Health Deforest Regrow 

LPG 0.70 0.00 0.02 9.30E-05 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.,, 0.39 

Kerosene 0.50 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.13 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.61 
Owc0al 0.30 1.60 0.73 0.30 0.10 0.25 0.22 0.91 0.29 

IBC 
wood 0.25 1.60 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
outdoor 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.04 0.40 0.40 

Wood 0.15 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 · 1.00 1.00 

Note: Except for the fim. all Ihe columns are normalized such that the impact ofthe traditional wood-fired 
c.ookstoves is set to 1.0. Where appropriate. the impaas of the improved wood-fired cook.stove wim 
flue are divided between mose that occur indoors and outdoors. Elimination of indirea effects for CO 
and TNMOC (NMHC) as suggested by IPCC (1992) changes the relative magnimdes. but does not 
change the conclusiom that these fossil-fuel coolcsu>ves produce less GWP than this woodsrove even 
with renewable harvesting. 

These values are somewhat misleading, however, because they exclude PIC 
conaibutions from elsewhere in the fuel cycles for these fuels. The releases at oil fields 
and refineries for kerosene and LPG, however. are likely to be less than 10% of those at 
stoves (Smith et al.• 1975). For locally harvested wood, they should be even lower, 
although there may be some wastage during harvesting. transpon, and storage. 

For charcoal manufacture. however, the conaibution is likely to be quite large. 
Although there are fcw emissions data from the charcoal kilns commonly used in 
developing countries. even relatively modem kilns apparently emit rather large amounts 
of PI Cs (Foley, 1986). Based on an extrapolation from emissions measurements of a U.S. 
Missouri kiln (USEP A, 1986) operating at 33% efficiency (mass charcoal/dry wood), 
Figure 4 shows the possible carbon flow in a kiln operating at 20% efficiency, which is 
common in developing counaics (Foley, 1986; Katyega and KjeilsC'Om, 1991). Note that 
nearly 35% of the carbon in the wood put in the kiln is released as PlCs. Thus. the 
20-year GWP ratio of PICs/CO2 for the kiln is about 7 .6: i.e., the PlCs produce more than 
seven times as much GWP as the C(½ (4.8 times the l~year GWP). 

If the 64 million tonnes of wood made into charcoal each year in developing 
counaies (Joshi et al., 1989) was charged to .kilns like the one in Figure 4, charcoal 
making might be responsible for releasing 1.S Tg/yr of carbon as CH... This somce may 
be significant but direct measurements would help develop reliable estimates for the 
types of the kilns typically in use. 
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Wet Wood Water 

6.0 1.0 

Wood 

Wood C.rbon 

6.0 2.6 

KHn 

1.0 0.8 

Charcoal 

CO.a 

0.8t--------_.,. PIC 

0.19 - coo.,, -CH. 
0.27 -TNMOC 
0.2, • TSP 

Figure 4. Carbon flows for hypothetical charcoal kiln used in developing countries. 
Based on measurements reported in U.S. EPA 's Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission 
Factors, 1986 (U.S. EPA, 198~) for a Missouri kiln with 33% production efficiency. This 
has been modified to a 20% efficient kiln, which is more typical in developing countries, 
by assuming that the difference in efficiency docs not alter the ratio of PICs to C02. 
TNMOC=total non-methane organic compounds (vapor); TSPctotal suspended 
particulates (aerosol). 
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Figure S. The differences among overall and internal efficiencies in thn:c metaJ wood• 
fired cookstoves without flues. Note that, although both improved stoves achieve 
substantially more overall energy efficiency than the traditional stove, combustion 
efficiencies arc less. Thus. IC-2 produces 4 times more PICs per unit energy delivered 
than the traditional stove (I 00-92)/(100-98). Thus. though its energy use per meal is 2.5 
times less (15/40), the overall result is that about 609o more PICs arc produced per meal. 
The original investigators measured only CO and particulates (Joshi et al., 1989). The 
remaining PICs have been assumed to appear in the same ratios as measured inthe 
Manila pilot study. 
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Stoves 

The first-level approach to improved biomass cookstoves (IBCs) is shown in 
Table 4. The IBC uses 40% less fuel and releases about 35% of its Pl Cs into the kitchen. 
the rest going outdoors where it is assumed to have only 10% as much health impact per 
gram as emissions released indoors. (These changes are based on results found in field 
measurements of improved stove programs (Pandey et al., 1990; Ramakrishna et al., 
1989; Reid et al .• 1986). Improvements measured in the laboratory can be much greater.) 
Note that, due to lack of data, there is no change considered in global wanning impact 
other than that 40% less fuel is used: i.e.. the same fraction of the carbon is released as 
PlCs of the same composition. 

To understand how changes in stove design and operation actually affect PIC 
emissions, it is important to recognize that overall stove efficiency (Et) is a function of 
two internal efficiencies •· combustion efficiency (Ee) (i.e., the amount of chemical 
energy in the fuel that is convened to heat) and heat-transfer efficiency (Eh) (i.e.• the 
amount of heat that reaches the food in a cooking stove or reaches the room in a heating 
stove): 

Et = (Ee) X {Eh) (1) 

In general, emissions per meal of PICs and CO2 are an inverse function of overall 
efficiency in that, all else being equal, the less fuel used for a given cooking task. the less 
PICs will be released. Thus. improvements in fuel efficiency should lead to lower 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. 

Changes in stove operation and design, however, often affect the two internal 
efficiencies in quite different ways. In particular, thermal transfer efficiency can be 
increased at the expense of combustion efficiency. Design and operation changes that 
improve overall fuel utiliution. therefore, sometimes actually increase one internal 
efficiency at the expense of the other. 

Although few data arc available for biomass cookstoves, Figure 5 illustrates this 
eff cct in a study of particulate and CO emissions of one traditional and two improved 
wood.fired metal cookstovcs (Pandey ct al•• 1989). Overall efficiency rose from 15% to 
31 % and 37% in the two improved stoves, greatly decreasing potential fuel demand for 
cooking. In the process, however, PIC emissions per meal actually increased by 8% 
because combustion efficiency dropped from 97% to 92%. 

It might be thought that there is little net OHO impact from changes in 
combustion efficiency. In other words, the fuel carbon that is not oxidized all the way 
to C(h will be released as PICs. The smaller the fraction of carbon teleased as CO2, the 
more as PICs and vice versa. 

In rough ierms. this trade-off is true for carbon mass and number of carbon atoms. 
It may not be aue for the net greenhouse impact, however, because these different 
molecules have different greenhouse impacts. Thus it is necessary to keep track not 
only of the tot3:I carbon emissions but also of their fonn. 
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The PICs/CO2 ratio can vary dramatically even at constant overall efficiency, 
depending on the relative contribution of heat transfer and combustion efficiencies. 
CO2 emissions are in general less dependent than PICs on combustion efficiency. For 
example. a shift from 90% to 80% combustion efficiency results in a near doubling of 
PICs but only about 10% Jess CO2. (More dramatically, a change in combustion 
efficiency from 99% to 98% would result in less than al% loss of total efficiency but a 
near doubling of PlCs.) 

Since PICs emissions arc a stronger function of combustion efficiency than they 
are of total efficiency, emissions can sometimes increase along with total effici~ncy. A 
popular means by which fuel utilization of traditional cookstovcs has been raised, 

·regrettably, is simply to reduce airflow by enclosing the fire, thereby greatly increasing 
the heat transfer efficiency to the pot, but also lowering the combustion efficiency. The 
end result, therefore, can be a net increase in fuel utilization.and a consequent reduction 
in CO2 emissions, but a rise in the PICs/C(h ratio or even an increase in absolute PIC 
emissions per cooking task, as shown in Figure 5. 

The GHG implications of stove emissions depend strongly not only on the 
PICs/C02 ratio, of course, but also on the particular mixture of PIC molecuJes. Each 
mixture will have a different greenhouse equivalence weighting depending on the 
relative amounts of the clifferent constituents. 

The radiatively active PIC molecules, such as ~. and the molecules that play a 
pan in their atmospheric chemistry before turning into CO2, such as CO and NMHC, 
have total (direct and indiTcct) GWPs above 1.0; i.e., greater than CO2. Indeed, it would 
seem that all organic molecules must have a GWP per carbon atom of at least 1.0 because 
once released they would relatively soon be oxidized to C(½. the rating of which, by 
definition, is 1.0. Only elemental carbon particles might have a GWP less than 1.0, if they 
arc assumed not to be oxidized within a relevant time period. 

Although there do not seem to be sufficient theory or data to predict the exact 
relationship between design changes and the PICs/C02 ratio. we do have rough 
estimates of typical GWPs of PlCs. The PIC GWP of the woodstovcs in Manila varied 
from 1.7 to 7.8, depending on the time horizon. 

Thus, efficiency improvements to the Manila woodstove that allowed combustion 
efficiency to drop in exchange for increased hear.transfer efficiency could actually lead 
to significant increases in PICs with their health and greenhouse impacts. 

Final decisions with regard to fuel and stove changes will of course depend on 
relative economics and other non-environmental issues (Smith, 1992). Nevenhcless. the 
carbon flow framework made possible by the monitoring data would be a valuable 
groundmg for these further analyses. 

CON~USION 

Putting aside for the moment the few actual measurements involved, the 
information available from the Manila pilot study has allowed us to make substantial 
progress toward answering the three questions posed at the beginning: · 
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1. The conaibui.ion to global inventories; 

2. Advantages and disadvantages of various technical options (stove/fuel 
combinations); and . . 

3. Policy implications because of interactions among energy, health. and global 
wanning objectives. 

· As we indicate above, it would be extremely useful to have sufficient data to 
resolve the carbon balances of such small combustion devices as stoves. Five 
characteristics make such devices aura.ctive for this kind of research: 

a. The devices are (or are operated in a way to be) substantially different 
from those in developed countries, which have been subject to much 
research already; 

b. They have widely varying, but generally poor. combustion efficiencies. 
leading to significant amounts of PICs; 

c. Although individually small. they are widely used, leading potentially to 
emissions significant on the global scale; 

d. There is substantial scope for technical improvement; and 

e. Of interest. although not of direct concern from the standpoint of global 
warming. they are evenly dispersed with the population, making their PIC 
emissions more likely to produce ill health. 

Stoves fill this bill, as do other ubiquitous combustion devices such as motor vehicles. 

Based on these encouraging, but preliminary findings, we are planning to embark 
on a more extensive study of cooking and heating stoves. This will be undertaken 
jointly with colleagues in India and China. which not only contain about 65% of the 
population in developing counaies, but where a wide range of stove/fuel combinations 
arc in use. Because of the potentially, but little studied, significance of charcoal kiln 
emissions, we also plan to study the emissions of a wide range of kilns in Thailand and 
Brazil. 

We also hope to examine more closely a set of greenhouse-gas sources in 
developing counaies that have potential for rather large conaibutions to global 
inventories. These are garbage dumps around large cities where not only is there 
significant anaerobic decay, but also smoldering spontaneous combustion. low-tech 
incineration, and intentional burning by scavenger communities to recover metals. 
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The Potential for Energy Crops to Reduce Carbon Dioxide Emissions· 

R.1- Graham 

Environmental Sciences Division 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37801-6038 

Energy crops are herbaceous or woody plants grown specifically to produce biomass for combustion 
and production ofelectricity or for conversion to fuels such as ethanol. When grown intensively such 
crops can yield up to 43 dry Mg biomass/ha/yr in the temperate zone although yields of 10 to 20 Mg 
are more typical. 

By substituting sustainably-grown biomass for fossil fuels, CO2 emissions from energy consumption 
can be reduced significantly. Although biomass fuels are net emitters of CO2 because fossil fuels are 
used in the production of energy crops (e.g., fertilizers, transportation), biomass fuels emit much le.ss 
CO2 than fossil fuels per unit of energy produced. A hectare of U.S. farmland on the average could 
produce sufficient biomass to reduce annual CO2 emissions by 5 Mg C if such biomass was used to 
produce electricity that would otherwise be produced with coal. 

Within the U.S. there are at least 131 million hectares of farmland that could support energy crop 
production. Much of this land lies in the midwest although the southeast also contains considerable 
acreage. More acreage can support herbaceous energy crops than woody crops as there are 
herbaceous crops that can tolerate drier conditions than any woody crop. 

The potential for energy crops to reduce CO2 emissions will depend on bow much land can be 
profitably dedicated to energy crops. Farmers will adopt energy crops when it is economically 
advantageous for them to do so. Power companies will adopt biomass energy when the cost of energy 
from fossil fuels exceeds the cost of energy from biomass. Government policies and regulations affect 
both these relationships. Cunently biomass crops must compete with subsidized agricultural crops 
thereby inflating the price of biom.au to an energy facility. On the other hand, pollution regulations 
can favor energy crops as a fuel source since biomw crops can bum cleaner than coal 

'Research sponsored jointly by Office of Policy Analysis, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 
under Interagency Agreement Number DW89934775-01 (DOE 1824-0)()2-At) with the Biofuels 
Systems Division, U.S. Department of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-840R21400 with Martin 
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc .. This document has not been subjected to EPA review and therefore 
does not necessarily reflect the views of EPA and no official endorsement should be inferred. See 
following paper. 
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1 

Abstract 

Short-rotation woody crops (SRWC) could potentially displace fossil 

fuels and thus mitigate CO2 buildup in the atmosphere. To determine how much 

fossil fuel SRWC might displace in the United States and what the associated 

fossil carbon savings might be, a series of asswuptions must be made. These 

assumptions concern the net SRWC biomass yields per hectare (after losses); 

the amount of suitable land dedicated to SRWG production; wood conversion 

efficiencies to electricity or liquid fuels; the energy substitution 

properties of various fuels; and the amount of fossil fuel used in growing, 

harvesting, transporting, and converting SRWC biomass. Assuming the current 

climate, present production, and conversion technologies and considering a 

conservative estimate of the U.S. land base available for SRWC (14 x 106 ha), 

we calculate that SRWC energy could displace 33.2 to 73.1 x 106 Mg of fossil 

carbon releases, 3-6% of the current annual U.S. emissions. The carbon 

mitigation potential per unit of land is larger with the substitution of SRWC 

for coal-based electricity production than for the substitution of 

SRWC-derived ethanol for gasoline. Assuming current climate, predicted 

conversion technology advancements, an optimistic estimate of the U.S. land 

base available for SRWC (28 x 106 ha), and an optimistic average estimate of 

net SRWC yields (22.4 dry Mg/ha), we calculate that SRWC energy could displace 

148 to 242 x 106 Mg of annual fossil fuel carbon releases. Under this 

scenario, the carbon mitigation potential of SRWC-based electricity production 

would be equivalent to about 4.4% of current global fossil fuel emissions and 

20% of current U.S. fossil fuel emissions. 
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2 

Introduction 

Biomass energy is one of several renewable energy sources that could be 

used to displace fossil fuel energy and thus reduce fossil fuel CO2 emissions 

to the atmosphere. Among the renewable energy technologies, biomass is unique 

in that it can be a source of not only electricity but also liquid or gaseous 

fuels. Thus biomass energy is the one renewable energy source that can 

directly displace such petroleum products as gasoline and diesel fuel. 

Renewable biomass feedstock can come from either herbaceous or woody 

crops. In this paper we will focus on wood feedstocks and in particular wood 

from tree crops grown under short rotations (4-12 years) in an agricultural 

production system hereafter referred to as short-rotation woody crops (SRWC). 

SRWC have been promoted as a possible source of significant a.mounts of 

renewable woody feedstock and a technology that could offer landowners an 

attractive alternative use (rather than food production) for marginal to good 

cropland. 

The objective of this paper is to estimate the potential for SRWC 

technology to reduce the U.S. CO2 emissions in view of both current and future 

technologies. To make this estimation, a series of linked questions must be 

addressed. First, how much SRWC energy feedstock could be produced annually 

in the United States? Second, how much electricity or fuel could that 

feedstock produce? Third, how much fossil fuel could that wood-derived 

electricity or fuel displace? Fourth and finally, what would be the net 

carbon mitigation benefit to the atmosphere of that displacement? The links 

among these questions are outlined in the following equations. 
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Amount of feedstock= 

f 1 (number of hectares, yield/ha, harvest & storage losses) 

Energy produced= 

f 2 (amount of feedstock, conversion efficiency) 

Fossil fuel carbon displaced -

f 3 (energy produced, fuel substitution properties, carbon contents of 

fossil fuels) 

Net carbon mitigation= 

f 4 (fossil fuel carbon displaced, carbon input to SRWC feedstock) 

We will briefly discuss factors affecting feedstock amount, energy 

production, fossil fuel displacement, and net carbon mitigation benefit. Then 

preliminary estimates of the possible carbon mitigation benefit of growing 

SRWC for energy production in the United States will be presented on the basis 

of current and future technologies and two levels of land availability. 

Amount of Feedstock 

To determine the amount of wood feedstock that might be produced by 

growing SRWC, it is necessary to know the wood yield per hectare of SRWC and 
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the amount of land available and suitable for SRWC. Yields and land 

availability will be addressed separately. 

Yield Potentials 

In considering SRWC yields, several questions ·must be posed. First, 

what yields are currently and potentially attainable? Second, what yields are 

necessary for SRWC energy to be competitive with other energy types? And 

third, what technology and site conditions are needed to produce competitive 

yields? 

SRWC yields in res·earch field trials have steadily risen over the past 

12 years as SRWC technology has improved. Yields as harvestable woody biomass 

in the range of 9-15.7 (dry) Mg/ha/year are now common in production research 

trials (Wright tl .sl.. , 1992). (Yield is defined as "the standing aboveground 

woody biomass of the SRWC crop divided by the crop's age" and is analogous to 

the forestry term mean annual increment. or MAI.) If a concerted research 

effort is maintained, yields of 15.7-29.1 (dry) Mg/ha/year are believed 

attainable by the year 2010 on moderate to good cropland. To date, the 

maximum observed experimental yield from a temperate climate SRWC is 43.3 

(dry) Mg/ha/year (Table I) (Wright and Ehrenshaft, 1990). 

To be competitive with other energy sources at current prices in the 

U.S. market, delivered SR~C energy feedstock must cost less than $1.90/GJ 

($37/(dry) Mg] in U.S. dollars (Ranney !il, al., 1987). This would permit 

biomass-to-ethanol production costs to match current gasoline production 

costs. The cost rate translates to a yield of roughly 16-22 (dry) Mg/ha/year 

on sites having moderate annual land rents ($100-$148/ha). Current delivered 
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SRWC costs are roughly $1.90-$2.85/GJ ($37-$56/(dry) Mg] when relatively good 

cropland is used, moisture is not limiting, and the best available SRWC 

techniques are practiced (Wright and Ehrenshaft, 1990). These cost figures 

asswne that chips are used as the raw feedstock. If whole trees could be 

burned as has been proposed (Ostlie, 1989), the feedstock costs would be 

significantly less. The economic attractiveness of wood as an energy 

feedstock is, of course, highly dependent on the cost of alternative energy 

sources. Taxes on fossil-carbon-emitting sources or increases in oil import 

prices would improve the competitiveness of SRWG as an energy source. However, 

currently high SRWC '.production costs and low fossil fuel prices combine to 

make SRWC-derived energy noncompetitive in most situations. 

SRWC yields are a function of genotype, cultural practices, and site 

quality. Silver maple (w.,r saccharinurn), sweetgum (Liguidamber 

styraciflua), American sycamore (Platanus occidentalis), black locust (Robinia 

pseudoacacia), poplars (Populus spp. and hybrids), and eucalypts (Eucalyptus 

spp.) have been identified as potential species for SRWC in the United States 

and are currently the subject of SRWC research. Hybrid poplars and eucalypts 

have shown the greatest potential thus far for attaining exceptionally fast 

growth rates in the ~nited States. Good cultural practices are critical if 

promising genotypes are to express their growth potential. Site preparation 

is especially important. SRWC must be established under the same conditions 

as almost any other agricultural crop, and fertilization is needed for most 

SRWC species approximately every other year to maintain rapid growth and 

sustain fertility of the land. To obtain high SRWC yields at reasonable 

costs, agricultural cropland is required [land in U.S. Department of 
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Agriculture (USDA) cropland classes IV or better] (Wright il al., 1992). The 

establishment of SRWC crops on cut-over fores~~d sites has been tested, but 

results have shown that growth was relatively poor compared with that of 

cropland under cultivation or recently abandoned (Wright il al., 1989). For 

example, sweetgum and sycamore yields on an old-field site in coastal Alabama 

were more than double those on an adjacent cut-over forested site. Thus, from 

both an economic and a carbon mitigation perspective, the conversion of 

forested land to SRWC is generally not desirable. 

Harvesting and handling technology can affect both net yield from the 

site and feedstock costs. Harvest losses are commonly assumed to be between 5 

and 10% of the aboveground wood standing in the field at the time of harvest, 

and storage losses are estimated at 10 to 15% (Wright et .eJ.., 1992). 

Harvesting costs are difficult to project because harvesting equipment 

suitable for the unique conditions of SRWC are under development and have not 

been widely tested .. Smaller equipment than is commonly used in conventional 

forestry is more cost effective, however (Stokes il al., 1986). 

Land Availability 

The land base that might be dedicated to growing SRWC in the future is a 

function of land quality, agricultural product demands, U.S. agricultural 

policy, and environmental considerations. Of these four factors, land quality 

can be discussed with the most certainty. An analysis of the U.S. nonfederal 

land base suggests that there are 159 million hectares of cropland or 

potential cropland that could under current conditions support SRWC without 

the use of irrigation (Wright il al., 1992). Ninety-one million of these 
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hectares might support SRWC yields in excess of 11 ~g/ha/year. The average 

yield on these. lands was projected to be 14 dry Mg/ha/year. 

Projections of land needed for current and future food production in the 

United States suggest that putting existing U.S. cropland into energy-crop 

production may be both feasible and economically desirable (USDA/SCS, 1990). 

In 1982, 62 x 106 ha of the approximately 200 x 106 ha potentially suitable 

for crop production were either fallow or used for pasture or range (USDA/SGS, 

1987). In addition to the land normally used for range and pasture, varying 

amounts of-productive cropland are idled each year. For any l year during the 

1980s, 4.5 x 106 to 32 x 106 ha of productive cropland were idle. Thus, a 

significant portion of the U.S. crop base is not used for food production. 

This underutilization of the U.S. cropland base has received government 

attention. A report requested by the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture (New Farm 

and Forest Products Task Force, 1987) proposed a national goal of "developing 

and commercializing within 25 years, an array of new farm and forest products, 

utilizing at least 150 million acres (60 x 106 ha] of productive capacity, to 

meet market needs representing net new demand f6r agriculture and·forestry 

production." SRWC would appear to be such a "new product," asswning energy 

markets develop for SR~C feedstocks. Such markets are, however, unlikely to 

develop unless biomass feedstocks become more competitive with fossil 

feedstocks. 

Furthermore, current institutional factors would inhibit the conversion 

of land to SRWC production even if energy markets did develop. Present U.S. 

agricultural policies provide incentives to keep resources in traditional 

agricultural practices, and lending institutions would require a stable and 
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long-term assured market for energy crops before financing became available. 

To encourage adoption of SRWC, agricultural producers would probably require 

assurances that commodity program hectares on their farm would not be affected 

and SR~C markets are stable and permanent. To produce under the current 

institutional structure, the price for the SRWC feedstock would need to 

incorporate significant incentives to overcome the institutional factors as 

well as the cost of producing the SRWG feedstock. 

Changes in U.S. farm policies are beginning to occur. In 1985 the Food 

Security Act incorporated provisions of the type needed to begin establishment 

of wood energy crops. The act initiated the Conservation Reserve Program 

(GRP), which targeted 16 x 106 ha of highly erodible land for long-term 

retirement from food crop production. Land eligibility is limited to 

predominantly highly erodible cropland, filter strips, certain woodland areas, 

and fields.having evidence of scour erosion. As of 1989, 12 x 106 ha had been 

set aside under this program. SRWC grown on 9- to 12-year rotations would 

appear to be suitable for some of these lands because the establishment of 

SRWC accomplishes the goal of reducing soil erosion yet is also not as 

permanent a land-use conversion as conventional forestry. SRWC is potentially 

profitable today on this land base if government CRP subsidies are included 

(Lothner g_t·al., 1988). 

Energy Production 

To determine the amount of energy in the form of electricity or fuel 

that can be produced from a hectare of land or a megagram of biomass 
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feedstock, it is necessary to understand the status of conversion 

technologies, particularly the efficiency of conversion. Today's biomass 

conversion technologies tend to have relatively low energy-conversion 

efficiencies, but considerable potential exists to improve the overall process 

efficiencies and make these processes more economically favorable (DOE/BMWTD, 

1988). 

Electricity Production 

Most conventional wood-to-electricity generating plants (10-50 MW8 ) 

operating today have an energy-conversion efficiency of about 25%, largely 

because of the high moisture content of the wood feedstock. However, the use 

of low-moisture-content wood feedstocks with high-pressure and high

temperature turbines and boiler systems could result in wood-to-electricity 

conversion efficiencies of 33-35% (Gary Elliot, president, Fitchner USA, and 

Dave Ostlie, president, Energy Performance Systems, personal communication, 

Spring 1990). Supercritical pressure plant cycle efficiencies as high as 40% 

have been demonstrated (Combustion Engineering, 1981). Larson and Williams 

(1989) and Larson and Svenningsson (1990) have proposed the use of 

aeroderivative gas turbines [steam-injected gas turbines (STIG) and 

intercooled steam-injected gas turbines (ISTIG)] coupled with biomass 

gasifiers to generate electricity. Efficiencies for STIG and ISTIG, using 

coal as the feedstock, have been documented at 35.6 and 42.1%, respectively. 

Because biomass should gasify more easily than coal, Larson and Svenningsson 

(1990) feel that biomass should have at least as high an overall cycle 
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efficiency as coal if the gasifier system is specifically designed for 

biomass. 

Ethanol Production 

Using an ethanol conversion facility model developed at the National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory, researchers found that a dry megagram of wood can 

produce about 344 L of ethanol with a conversion-process efficiency of 41% 

(Hinman et al., 1991). The ethanol is produced from the hemicellulose and 

cellulose in the wood. The lignin and unfermented carbohydrates of the wood 

are burned to provide energy for the conversion process. The wood-to-ethanol 

process differs from the more conventional corn-to-ethanol production in which 

the starch in the corn grains converts to ethanol and the process energy is 

generally provided by coal (Marland and Turhollow, 1991). 

The ethanol conversion model also indicates that current wood-to-ethanol 

technology would produce a surplus 184 kWh of electricity per dry megagram of 

wood processed to ethanol. Actually, the process would generate 495 kWh of 

electricity, but 311 kWh would be used in processing the feedstock. With 

improvements in both feedstock composition and the conversion process (e.g., 

fermentation efficiencies and enzymes used for hydrolysis of cellulose), a dry 

megagram of wood could produce about 503.3 L of ethanol and a surplus of about 

101 k\Jh of electricity. This represents a wood-to-ethanol conversion-process 

efficiency of 60%. The reduced electricity production under the future 

technology analysis is a result of more efficient use of the wood in the 

ethanol conversion process and, consequently, less wood residue for 

combustion. 
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Gross Fossil Fuel Carbon Displacement 

The gross amount of fo,ssil fuel carbon that could be displaced per unit 

of wood feedstock is a function of fuel substitution properties, the amount of 

energy or fuel produced per unit of wood, and the amount of carbon released 

per unit of fossil fuel energy. Because fuel substitution properties vary 

considerably between ethanol and coal, the two will be discussed separately. 

Coal Displacement 

The relative amount of electricity produced per dry Mg of wood or coal 

feedstock is a function of the process-conversion efficiency and the relative 

energy content of the two feedstocks. The energy contents of both wood and 

coal per unit of delivered weight vary considerably. An average energy 

content of wood is 19.8 GJ/(dry) Mg, whereas an average energy content of coal 

is about 27.2 GJ/Mg as delivered (Turhollow and Perlack, 1991; Marland and 

Turhollow, 1991). These values, together with the assumed conversion 

efficiencies of wood and coal combustion, determine the relative raw energy 

levels of each feedstock required to produce the equivalent kilowatt hours of 

electricity. The raw energy levels of wood and coal required to produce a 

kilowatt hour of electricity are obviously the same if the conversion 

efficiencies are the same. 

· Once ·the energy level of the coal equivalent (to the wood burned) is 

determined, the calculation of carbon offset is straightforward because the 

carbon content of coal per joule is nearly constant over a wide range of coal 

types. That carbon level in coal is 24.12 kg/GJ if carbon released in the 
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mining and transportation of coal is not considered and 24.65 kg/GJ if the 

additional carbon emissions are considered (Marland, 1983). The gross fossil

carbon offset for substituting wood for coal is therefore 488.1 kg C/Mg wood, 

assuming equal coal- and wood-conversion efficiencies (19.8 GJ/Mg wood* 

24.65 kg G/GJ coal). T?e carbon offset per unit wood is not sensitive to 

improvements in process conversion efficiencies because it is assumed the same 

improvements would occur for coal conversion. 

Gasoline Displacement 

The calculation of gross fossil fuel displacement in the wood-to-ethanol 

fuel pathway includes consideration of both relative substitution rates of 

ethanol for gasoline and any electricity produced or fossil carbon released in 

operation of the conversion facility. Liquid fuels derived from biomass do 

not necessarily substitute for conventional fuels on a one-to-one energy 

content basis. Even though a liter of ethanol contains only about two-thirds 

the energy content of a liter of gasoline, it can be burned more efficiently. 

Therefore, a liter of ethanol can substitute for 0.8 L of gasoline (Lynd il 

ill•, 1991). Much of the energy in the wood used to produce ethanol is needed 

to provide process energy and thus is not available to displace gasoline. 

Consequently, it takes about two units of wood energy to displace one unit of 

energy in gasoline. This is in contrast to coal displacement for electricity 

generation in which a unit of wood energy is equivalent to a unit of coal 

energy. 

Because the carbon content of gasoline is 20.76 kg/GJ (0.723 kg/L) if 

the energy costs of refinement and transportation are included (Marland and 
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Turhollow, 1991), the gross ethanol carbon offset per dry Mi of wood is 

199 kg C under current conversion technology (i.e., 344 L ethanol/Mg wood* 

0.8 L gasoline/L ethanol* 0.723 kg C/L gasoline - 199 kg C/Mg wood). The 

gross offset is 291 kg C under future conversion technology. If one then 

includes the carbon savings associated with the surplus electricity 

production, the total carbon offset is 236 kg C/Mg wood for current technology 

and 307 kg C/Mg wood for future technology. These values incorporate the 

assumption that 75% of the electric substitution would be from fossil fuel and 

the other 25% from renewables so the kilowatt-hour carbon savings is 

0.2 kg C/kWh for current technology and 0.16 kg C/kWh for future technology 

(Turhollow and Perlack, 1991). 

Net Carbon Benefits 

The calculation of net carbon benefits requires some assumptions of 

yield and SRWC management practices because they will determine the amount of 

fossil fuel used to produce a unit of SRWC-derived energy. For purposes of 

this discussion and for assessing the U.S. potential for SRWC-derived energy, 

we assume that current technology will produce average standing yields of 

14 Mg dry wood/ha/year, future technology will produce average standing yields 

of 22.4 Mg dry wood/ha/year, and in both scenarios there is a 5% harvesting 

loss and a 15% (current) to 13% (future) transportation and storage loss. As 

noted previously, 14 Mg/ha/year was the average yield calculated for all U.S. 

lands that could support SR~C with yields greater than 11 Mg/ha/year. The 

22.4 Mg/ha/year yield under future technology was chosen to reflect current 
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expectations for the future (Wright et .al., 1992). Conversion efficiencies 

must also be assumed to calculate the gross fossil fuel carbon offset. For 

our current scenario, we assume electric production efficiencies of 33% for 

both wood and coal and an ethanol conversion efficiency of 41% (344 L of 

ethanol plus 184 k¼"'h of electricity per megagram of wood). For our future 

scenario, we assume electric production efficiencies of 42% for both wood and 

coal and an ethanol-conversion efficiency of 60% (503 L of ethanol plus 

101 k'Wh of electricity per rnegagram of wood). 

The combustion of wood or ethanol (products of SRWC) does emit carbon 

into the atmosphere, but these emissions are balanced by the carbon taken up 

by the SRVC energy plantations, provided there are no soil carbon changes. 

However, fossil-carbon inputs are currently required in the production, 

harvesting, and transportation of SRWC feedstocks. Soil carbon changes are 

difficult to predict because they strongly depend on the former land use and 

SRWC management practices. If there was no irrigation and the former land use 

was conventional crop production, some increase in soil carbon might occur in 

SRWC production as a result of the reduction in tillage and the unharvested 

root systems of SRWC. However, data to document the level of sequestering in 

soil and roots are not yet available, the sequestering would not continue 

indefinitely, and the stored carbon might be released if the site were to be 

converted back to food crop production. Growing SRWC on land previously 

forested or in pasture or irrigating SRWC would most likely cause a net loss 

of soil carbon. For purposes of this analysis, soil carbon is assumed not to 

change, and all carbon inputs to the production, harvesting, and 

transportation of SRWC are assumed to be carbon emissions that reduce the 
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benefit derived from fossil fuel displacement. The following discussion 

briefly describes the types and levels of carbon inputs and calculates, by 

conversion technology - current and future, electricity and ethanol - the net 

benefit derived from displacement of fossil-carbon feedstocks with SR~C. A 

detailed discussion of these carbon inputs can be found in Turhollow and 

Perlack (1991). 

Carbon Inputs to SRWC Feedstock Production 

Carbon inputs to the production, harvest, and delivery of short-rotation 

woody feedstocks are a function of expected management practices and expected 

yield. Eneigy requirements for each operation (site preparation, weed 

control, fertilizer, pesticides, harvest, transport, and storage) must be 

estimated by fuel type (diesel as a proxy for all petroleum liquids, natural 

gas, and electricity) and then converted to carbon equivalents. For our 

analysis of the potential for SRWC production in the United States, 

electricity is assumed to be generated 75% from coal and 25% from nonfossil 

sources. Management practices are assumed the same for both scenarios and are 

described in greater detail in Turhollow and Perlack (1991) in their 

description of hybrid poplar production. Harvest is assumed to occur on a 

6-year cycle, with two coppice harvests, for a stand life of 18 years. 

Establishment of the plantation requires an application of a contact 

herbicide and disking in the fall followed by a disking and application of 

pre-emergent herbicide prior to spring planting. Herbicides are applied only 

the first and second years of the stand life. Phosphate and potash are 

applied the first year of each cycle, nitrogen is applied every other year, 
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and insecticides and fungicides are applied on the average every 5th year in 

the 6-year cycle. The pesticide-use estimates in these scenarios are probably 

high. Actual pesticide use in operational SRWC poplar stands has been much 

less (Don Rice, James River Company, personal communication, Spring 1991). 

With an exception of harvest, transport, and storage operations, fossil-fuel 

use in SRWC production is calculated on a per hectare basis and is insensitive 

to yield. Harvest, transport, and storage operations are assumed to use 

diesel fuel at a rate of 1.1 GJ/(dry) Mg of wood delivered to the conversion 

facility; thus,. diesel use is sensitive to yield. 

For current technology, prodµction of an average annual (after loss) 

yield of 11.3 (dry) Mg/ha requires per hectare inputs of 270 L of diesel fuel, 

77 m3 of natural gas, and 84 kWh of electricity, which results in carbon 

emissions of about 0.29 Mg C/ha/year or 25.8 kg C/Mg of wood delivered to the 

conversion facility. With future technology, production of an average annual 

(after loss) biomass yield of 18.5 dry Mg/ha requires per hectare inputs of 

401 L of diesel.fuel, 77 m3 of.natural gas, and 84 kt..Tb of electricity, which 

contributes carbon emissions of about 0.40 Mg/ha/year or 21.9 kg C/Mg wood. 

The difference in diesel-fuel usage results from more wood per hectare being 

harvested, transported, and stored. 

Net Carbon Benefit from Conversion of E,QQ_g .£Q Electricity or Et~anol 

The net carbon mitigation benefit of using SRWC to produce electric 

power and/or ethanol is simply the carbon displacement of the fuel 

substitution minus the carbon emissions from SRWC production. Tables II and 

III outline these calculations on a per hectare basis. By substituting wood 
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for coal, the gross carbon offset is about 5.51 and 9.03 Mg C/ha/year using 

available and future technologies, respectively. After subtraction of the 

carbon emissions associated with SRWC production, harvesting, and 

transportation, the~ offset of carbon is about 5.22 and 8.63 Mg C/ha under 

available and future technologies, respectively. The net carbon offset by 

conversion of SRWC to ethanol to be used for gasoline substitution amounts to 

about 2.37 and 5.28 Mg/ha for currently available and future technology, 

respectively (Table III). The offset of carbon is about twice as high for 

electricity from SRWC as it is for ethanol from SRWC. 

U.S. Potential Carbon and Energy Benefit 

The _potential carbon mitigation and energy supply benefits of SRWC are a 

function of (1) the land base dedicated to the production of SRWC crops and 

(2) the advancement of SRWC and associated energy-conversion technologies. To 

evaluate the U.S. potential, two SRWC adoption scenarios are considered. 

The first is a "current conditions" scenario. Table IV gives the 

assumptions on land base and yield used in this scenario. The land base 

selected (14 x 106 ha) is the amount of land currently eligible for CRP in 

SRWG-suitable regions. As noted previously, SRWC is potentially profitable 

today on this land base if government CRP subsidies are included (Lothner et 

al-, 1988). The selected yield is the same as previously stated; the 

projected U.S. average of all lands capable of SRUC yields in excess of 

11 Mg/ha/year. The previously described current energy-conversion 

technologies are also assumed. Under these assumptions, the annual carbon 
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offset by SRWC-based energy production is 33.2 x 106 Mg C/year if the wood is 

used to produce ethanol and 73.1 x 106 Mg C/year if the wood is used for 

electricity. 

The second scenario is a "future" scenario. The assumptions include a 

doubling of the SRWC-dedicated land base to 28 x 106 ha and targeted 

improvements in SR~C and associated conversion technologies (Table IV). Under 

these assumptions, the total U.S. carbon benefit (offset) would be 148 x 

106 Mg/year with ethanol production, or 242 x 106 Mg/year with combustion and 

electricity generation (Table IV). This is about 13 or 20% of the current 

U.S. fossil fuel carbon emissions (ethanol or electricity, respectively) and 

2.9 or 4.4% of global fossil fuel carbon emissions. 

Discussion 

The results of our analysis suggest that SRWC have significant potential 

to offset annual U.S. fossil fuel carbon emissions. But these results must be 
. 

considered.in light of our assumptions. In both scenarios we assume a 

considerable land base in the same order of magnitude as is currently 

dedicated to corn or soybeans.· A land use change of this magnitude would have 

profound effects on local economies and perhaps on national agricultural 

markets. The important point is that large amounts of agricultural quality 

land are needed if SRWC technology is to significantly contribute to U.S. 

energy needs and carbon dioxide mitigation. Such shifts in land use have 

occurred in the recent past. In the early 1950s soybeans were an 
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insignificant part of the ~.S. agricultural sector; in 1988 soybeans were 

planted on 24 million hectares. 

We also assume that average yields of 14 to 22 Mg/ha/year can be 

obtained on large acreages in the United States without irrigation. This

would appear plausible given the research experience under current climatic 

conditions, but if the Midwest becomes drier as a result of greenhouse 

warming, the acreage of land that could support reasonable SRWC yields without 

irrigation would dramatically decrease. 

Although this paper addresses the use of SRWC to provide biomass 

feedstock, we would be remiss if we did not acknowledge the importance of such 

other sources of biomass as crop and forestry residues and herbaceous energy 

crops. Forestry residues are widely used throughout the forest industry to 

supply power to pulp and paper facilities and mills. Existing forests are 

being harvested to support power plants in northern New England. Becaus~ of 

the much lower yields in most natural forests (typically 2-4 Mg/ha/year), the 

use of traditional natural forests to supply wood feedstock on a sustainable 

basis would require a much larger land base than would SRWC. The 

environmental and societal impacts of using existing forests could also be 

considerable, although with careful management the New England experience 

appears to have been fairly positive (Hudson and Mullett, 1987). 

Herbaceous energy crops have advantages and disadvantages relative to 

SRWC. Herbaceous energy crops can probably be used over a wider range of 

sites because some of the crops can be grown on drier and steeper settings 

than SRWC. Herbaceous energy crops also are more similar to conventional 

agricultural crops and thus easier for farmers to integrate into their 
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existing operations. Herbaceous energy crops will also provide an economic 

return to the farmer much more quickly than SRWG. 

Disadvantages of herbaceous energy crops include higher erosion 

potential (if the energy crop is sorghum or corn), hig~er inputs of 

fertilizers, greater harvest/transportation/storage losses (if handled as a 

hay crop), and lower energy content per unit of dry matter [17.4 GJ/Mg vs 

19.8 GJ/Mg (Turhollow and Perlack, 1991)]. 

The carbon offset per unit of land dedicated to herbaceous crops will be 

less than if that land was dedicated to SRWC unless the herbaceous yields are 

higher. Using the production scenarios and fossil carbon inputs for SRWC, 

sorghum, and switchgrass presented in Turhollow and Perlack (1992), assuming 

identical gross yields (14 dry Mg/ha), and burning the feedstock for 

electricity at equal conversion efficiencies, we calculate that on a per 

hectare basis, switchgrass could displace 3.81 Mg C/ha/year; sweet sorghum, 

4.65 Mg/ha/year; and SRWC, 5.22 Mg C/ha/year (Table V). Undoubtedly, in some 

(and perhaps most) situations herbaceous energy crops would be preferable to 

SRWC but the preference would be strongly affected by potential yield, the 

existence of an infrastructure f9r handling SRWC, and the motivations for 

growing the crops. 

The per hectare carbon savings of a corn-to-ethanol energy strategy are 

relatively low compared with a SRWC-to-ethanol energy strategy. This is 

because the fossil energy inputs required to grow corn and convert it to 

ethanol are quite high. Using information from Marland and Turhollow (1991) 

on carbon inputs in corn production and conversion to ethanol and the 

substitution properties of ethanol for gasoline, we calculate that an average 
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hectare yielding 7.47 Mg corn/ha/year would produce 2,783 L of ethanol and 

give a net carbon displacement of 0.54 Mg C/ha/year if most of the processing 

energy was coal-generated electricity (as is the case now) and 1.3 Mg 

C/ha/year if all the processing energy was derived from biomass (Table V). 

Both these estimates include the backing out some of the energy inputs to 

processing in recognition of the byproducts of corn-to-ethanol production 

(analogous to our electricity credits in the ethanol scenarios) and the 

substitution of ethanol for gasoline. In comparison with a hectare of SRWC, a 

hectare of corn would produce 71% of the ethanol and 23% of the carbon 

savings, assuming current technology for both SRwC and corn. From an 

environmental perspective, corn production for ethanol is also probably less 

desirable compared with either SRWC or switchgrass because of the greater 

input of fertilizer and pesticides and the greater erosion potential. 

In swnmary, our analysis suggests that the use of SRWC to produce 

electricity or ethanol could make an important contribution to the U.S. energy 

sector and to the reduction of U.S. fossil fuel carbon emissions. However, 

that contribution depends on the dedication of a significant fraction of the 

U.S. agricultural land base to energy crops and continued improvements in SRWC 

production technology and biomass-energy- conversion technologies. 
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TABLE I: Short-rotation woody crop yields by U.S. region - current and future 
expected yields for operational conditions and maximum observed values (Yright 
tl al., 1992) 

Yields 
(dry) Mg/ha/year 

Region Current Goal Maximum observed 

Northeast 9.0 15.7 15.7 

South/Southeast 9.0 17.9 15.7 

Midwest/Lake 11.2 20.2 15.7 

Northwest 15.7 29.1 43. 3 

Subtropics 15.7 29.1 27.6 
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TABLE II: Annual carbon offset per hectare by electricity produced from short 
rotation woody crops (SRWC) 

Assumptions and results 

Biomass yield (before losses), {dry) Mg/ha/year 

Biomass yield (after losses), (dry) Mg/ha/year 

Conversion efficiencies assumed 
wood-to-electricity (%) 
coal-to-electricity{%) 

.,,
Electricity production, M:Wh/ha/year 

Gross carbon offset by fuel substitution, 
(Mg/ha/year)** 

SRWC production carbon emissions, Mg/ha/year 

Net carbon offset, Mg/ha/year 

* Asswnes wood energy content of 19.8 GJ/dry Mg 

** Asswnes coal carbon content of 24.65 kg C/GJ. 

Technology status 
Available Future 

14.0 22.4 

11. 3 18.5 

33 42 
33 42 

20.5 42.7 

5.51 9.03 

0.29 0.40 

5.22 8.63 
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TABLE III: Annual carbon offset per hectare by short rotation woody crops 
(SRWC) ethanol production 

Assumptions and results Technology status 

Biomass yield (before losses), (dry) Mg/ha/year 

Biomass yield (after losses,) (dry) Mg/ha/year 

Wood-to-ethanol conversion efficiency(%) 

Ethanol yield: L/(dry) Mg biomass 
Ljha 

Electricity yield kWh/(dry) Mg biomass 
kWh/ha 

Carbon offset by fuel substitution, Mg/ha/year 
ethanol substitution* 
electricity substitution# 

SRYC production carbon emissions, Mg/ha/year 

Net carbon offset, Mg/ha/year 

Current Future 

14.0 22.4 

11. 3 18.5 

41 60 

344 503 
3889 9312 

184 101 
2079 1868 

2.25 5.39 
0.41 0.29 

0.29 0.40 

2.37 5.28 

* Assumes the carbon content of gasoline is 0.723 kg/Land one liter of 
ethanol can substitute for 0.8 L of gasoline. 

1 Assumes 1.0 k~Th of biomass-derived electricity substitutes for 0.75 kWh of 
coal-derived electricity, a coal conversion efficiency of 33% (current) and 
42% (future), and a carbon content of coal of 24.65 kg/GJ. 
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TABLE IV: U.S. production scenarios - land and yield assumptions: carbon 
offset, ethanol, and electricity generation; comparison to U.S. fuel and 
electricity consumption; and comparison to U.S. and global carbon emissions 
from fossil fuel 

Short rotation woody crop energy scenarios 

Current Current Future Future 
ethanol electricity ethanol electric! ty 

Net Yield, (dry) Mg/ha/year 11. 3 11. 3 18.S 18.5 

U.S. land base, 106 ha 14 14 28 28 

Ethanol generated, 109 L/yr 54.3 260.7 

Electricity generated 29.1 287.1 52.4 1196. 6 
(106 MWh) 

Percentage of current 10.4 49.7 
U.S. gasoline consumption 

Percentage of U.S. electric 1.1 10.7 2.0 44.5 
power consumption 

Carbon offset, 106 Mg/year 33.2 73.1 148 242 

Percentage of U.S. fossil 2.9 6.0 13. 2 19.9 
fuel carbon emissions 

Percentage of world fossil 0.6 1. 3 2.9 4.4 
fuel carbon emission's 
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Table V: A comparison of short rotation woody crops (SRWC) derived energy with other forms of biomass 
energy. Combustion of SRWC is compared with combustion of sweet sorghum or switchgrass. Differences in net 
yield are a function of differences in harvesting and transportation losses. Differences in fossil carbon 
inputs are a function of differences in crop management (e.g., fertilizer use, tillage, pesticides). 
9onversion of SRWC to ethanol using current technology is compared with conversion of corn grain to ethanol 
using current technology and assuming current use of coal for process energy or assuming use of biomass for 
process energy 

Gross yield Net yield 
Electricity 
or ethanol 
production 

Gross fossil 
carbon 
displacement 

Fossil carbon 
inputs 

Net carbon 
savings 

Combustion Mg/ha/year Mg/ha/year Mwhjha/year* Mg C/ha/year Mg C/ha/year Mg C/ha/year 

SRWC 14 11.3 20.5 5.51 .29 5.22 

Sweet sorghum 14 11.8 18.8 5.06 .41 4.65 

Switchgrass 14 9.64 15.4 4.13 .32 3.81 

01 
I ..... ..... 

I:'-' 

Ethanol 
production Mg/ha/year Mg/ha/year L EtOh/ha/year Mg C/ha/year Mg C/ha/year Mg C/ha/year 

SRWC 14 11. 3. 3882 2.66 0.29 2.37 

Corn grain"* - 7.47 2783 1. 61 1.07 0.54 

Corn grain*** 7.47 2783 1. 61 0.31 1. 30 

• Assumes a conversion efficiency of 33%. 

** Assuming 75% of electricity needed for process energy is derived from coal combustion . 

••• Assuming all electricity needed for process energy is derived from combustion of biomass. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Biomass (plant mauer) has.been used as fuel for millenia. In the 18th and 19th centuries it was widely 
used in households, industry. and transponation. In the US, as late as 1854, charcoal still accounted for nearly 
half of pig iron production, and throughout the antebellum period wood was the dominant fuel for both 
steamboats and railroads [I). Biomass dominated global energy consumption through the middle of the 19th 
century {2]. Since then biomass has accounted for a diminishing share of world energy, as coal and later oil and 
naruraJ gas accounted for most of the growth in global energy demand. Today biomass is not much used by 
indusuy, though it is still widely used for domestic applications in developing countries--especially in rural areas 
[3]. Still, biomass accounts for about 15% of global energy use, only slightly less than the share of global 
energy accounted for by natural gas (see Figure 1). 

Although the trend has been away from biomass as an energy source, there are strong reasons for 
revisiting biomass energy: 

o Dependence on liquid hydrocarbon transport"fuels has led to urban air pollution problems in many areas 
that cannot be solved simply by mandating further marginal reductions in tailpipe emissions. California 
has adopted a policy mandating the phased introduction of low- and zero-emission transpOn vehicle/fuel 
systems, and many other US states and some other countries are likely to pursue similar policies [4]. 
Some biomass-based transport energy options could effectively address this challenge [5,6). 

o The prospect of declining future production of conventional oil in most regions outside the Middle East 
[7] once more raises concerns about the security of oil supplies. Auid fuels derived from biomass 
substituted for imponed oil can help reduce energy security risks [SJ. 

o Responding to concerns about global warming may require sharp reductions in the use of fossil fuels 
[8]. Biomass grown sustainably and used as a fos.sil fuel substitute will lead to no net buildup in 
atmospheric carbon dioxide, because the CO~ released in combustion is compensated for by the CO2 

extracted from the atmosphere during photosynthesis. 

o A major challenge facing developing countries is to find ways to promote rural industrialization and 
rural employment generation, to help curb unsustainable urban migration [9]. Low-cost energy derived 
from biomass sources could suppon such activities [5]. 

o There are large amounts of deforested and otherwise degraded lands in tropical and subtropical regions 
in need of restoration [10]. Some of these lands could be restored by establishing biomass energy 
plantations on them. Pan of the revenues from the sale of biomass produced on such lands could be 
used 10 help pay for these land restoration effons [3.S]. 

o In industrialized countries, efforu 10 provide food price and fanner income stability in the face of 
growing foodcrop productivities have led to a system of large-scale agricultural subsidies. Despite 
mounting economic pressures to reduce or elirnina1e such subsidies, so doing is difficult politically [11). 
However, converting excess agricultural lands to biomass production for energy would both provide a 
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new livelihood for fanners and make it possible to phase out such subsidies [3.S]. 

Because of such considerations. and because of good prospects for providing competitive energy 
supplies from biomass using modem energy conversion technologies, it was projected in a recent study exploring 
the prospects for renewable energy that biomass can have major roles as a renewable energy source [SJ. In a 
renewables-intensive global energy scenario constructed for that study it was estimated that renewable energy 
could provide about 45% of global primary energy requirements in 2025 and 57% in 2050, with biomass 
accowiting for about 65% of total renewable energy in both years (see Figure 2). For the US, the correponding 
renewable energy shares of total primary energy were projected to be similar to the renewable shares at the 
global level, with biomass accounting for 55-60% of total renewable energy in this period (see Figure 3). 

In the renewables-intensive global energy scenario, biomass supplies are provided mainly by biomass 
residues of ongoing agricultural and forest product industry activities (e.g., sugar cane residues and mill and 
logging residues of the pulp and paper indusiry) and by feedstocks grown on plantations dedicated to the 
production of biomass for energy purposes. In the present analysis, the discussion is focussed on plantation 
biomass. which accounts for about three-fifths of global biomass supplies in the period 2025-2050 [5]. 

THE CHALLENGES POSED BY BIOMASS ENERGY 

The notion of shifting back to biomass for energy flies in the face of conventional wisdom. Bringing 
about such a shift would require overcoming strong beliefs held be many people that biomass is inherently 
unpromising as an energy supply source. It is widely believed that: 

o Biomass is an inconvenient energy carrier and thus inherently unattractive for modem energy systems. 

o The use of land to grow biomass for energy conflicts with land needs for food production. 

o Large-scale use of biomass for energy would create environmental disasters. 

o The energy balances associalcd with biomass production for energy are unfavorable. 

o Biomass energy is inherently more costly than fossil fuel energy. 

o Resource constraints will limit biomass IO a minor role in a modem global energy system. 

In what follows each of these concerns is dealt with in tum. 

AITRACTING CONSUMER INTERE.ST BY MODERNIZING BIOMASS ENERGY 

Biomass is often called nthe poor man's oil" [9]. This characterization arises in part from the low bulk 
density of biomass fuels. Freshly cut wood typically has an~ density of about 10 GJ per tonne--compared 
to 25 to 30 GJ per tonne for various coals and more lhan 40 GJ per tonne for oil; it is thus both diffJCult and 
costly to uanspon biomass fuels long distances; in rural areas of developing countries women and children spend 
considerable time gathering fuelwood for cooking. Wood cookstoves also pollute--generating in rural kitchens of 
developing countries total suspended particulates, benzo-a-pyrcnes, and other pollutants•-Often at levels far in 
excess of ambient air qua1ity standards [12]. 

Also, as incomes rise, consumers' preferences shift IO energy carriers of higher quality. 1be higher the 
quality of the fuel, the more convenient it is to use and the less the pollution generated--hence the more desirable 
it is. This phenomenon is well-known for cooking fuels: charcoal is preferred to wood; kerosene is preferred to 
charcoal; and clean gaseous fuels such as liquid petroleum gas (LPG) are preferred to kerosene [12]. 

' 

It is often argued that the existence of this "energy ladder" shows that consumers will shift away from 
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biomass fuels, as they are able to afford energy carriers of higher quality. Data on the global patterns of 
biomass use for energy support this contention: while biomass accounts for 38% of energy use in developing 
countries, where il is used mainly by poor people in rural areas, it accounts for less than 3% of energy use in the 
industrialized countries (see Figure 1). · 

However, this argument concerns not biomass per se but rather the energy earners used by the 
consumer. Biomass can be used directly as a low-quality solid fuel {e.g. fuclwood). it can be upgraded into a 
higher quality solid fuel (e.g. charcoal), or it can be convened into gaseous or liquid fuels or electricity. In 
short, biomass can be utilized as an energy source with a wide range of energy carriers. Thus biomass would be 
an acceptable energy source a1 higher income levels if it could be convened into energy carriers deemed 
desirable by consumers wil.h higher incomes. · 

ADDRESSING THE FOOD VS. FUEL CONTROVERSY 

The renewables-intensive global energy scenario developed in [5] calls for establishing worldwide some 
400 million hecwes of biomass plantations for energy by the second quarter of the 21st century--a land area that 
is not small compared to the nearly 1500 million hectares now in cropland [13J. Because the world population is 
expected to nearly double by that time, the potential for conflict between biomass production for food and 
biomass production for energy warrants careful scrutiny. Because land is needed to grow food, but energy can 
be provided in many ways, food production should have priority. The key questions are: How much land is 
needed for food production? And how does this need compare with the arable land resource? In addressing 
these questions it is useful to consider the industrialized and developing country situations separately. 

Industrialized Countries 

Because their population growth is slow and food yields have been increasing, the amount of land 
needed for food production is declining in industrialized countries. 

1n the US, more than one-fifth of total cropland, some 33 million hectares, was idled in 1990, either to 
support crop prices or to control erosion. Furthennore, the Soil Conservation Service of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture projects tha1 the amount of idle cropland will probably increase to S2 million hectares by 2030 as a 
result of rising crop yields, despite an expected doubling of exports of maize (corn), wheat, and soybeans in this 
period [14). The urgency of addressing the challenge of excess agricultural lands was the major theme of the 
1987 report of The New Farm and Forest Products Task Fc.rce to the Secretary of Agriculture [15): 

"The productive capacity of US agriculture is greatly underutilized. The country today has carryover 
stocks of between six months and one year's production of major commodities, with productivity 
continuing to increase at a faster rate than demand. Estimates of land in excess of production needs to 
meet both domestic and expon market demand range as high as 150 million acres [61 million 
hectares]-with about one third of that already available from the Conservation Reserve Program. This 
represents an enonnously wasted national asset which, if transfonned into a more productive one 
through new products, would have a profoundly positive impact on I.he Nation's economy." 

In the Europe.an Community more than 15 million hecwes of land will have to be taken out of fanning 
by 2000 if SW"J)luses and subsidies iwoci.ated with the Common AgricultW'al Policy are to be brought under 
control [16]; a study carried out by the Netherlands Scientific Council for Govemment Policy projects that the 
land needed for food projection in the Community could be SO to 100 million hectares less in 2015 than at 
present [ 17]. 

While the conversion of excess cropland in the industrialized countries to energy plantatio~ presents an 
opponunity IO make productive use of these lands, such a conversion cannot be easily accomplished under 
present policies. In many countries farmers are deterred by a subsidy system that specifies whal crops the 
fanner can produce in order IO qualify for a subsidy; and energy crops are not allowed. Conversion to profitable 
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biom~s energy production will make it possible eventually to phase out many of these agricultural subsidies (see 
Appentii.T. A). However, this will not be accomplished overnight, because of the economic dislocations that 
would result; today these subsidies total about $300 billion per year for countries of the Organization for 
EconQmiC Cooperation and Development (OECD} (11]. As long as a system of subsidies continues. however, 
the bias against energy crops should be removed. 

Delleloping Counlries 

For developing countries the situation is quit.e different. Because of expecte.d population growth and 
rising incomes, it is likely that more land will be neede.d for food production. The Response Strategies Working 
Group of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has projecle.d that the land in food production in 
developing countries will increase 50% by ~5 from the present level of about 700 million hectares (see Table 
l) (18]. The demand can be compared to potential supply--tbat is, land physically capable of supporting 
economic crop production, within soil and wat.er constraints. Potential cropland was estimate.d for 91 developing 
countries in a 1991 Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO} study (19]. For these countries potential cropland 
was estimated to be about 2055 million hectares--nearly three times present cropland (see Table 1). 

Looking to ahe year 2025 and assuming cropland requirements in developing countries increase 50% by 
then. there would still be a substantial surplus potential cropland of nearly 1,000 million hectares in these 
countries (see Table J). 1berc would be substantial regional differences, however, with major surpluses totalling 
more than 1,100 million hectares in Latin America and Africa, and a 110 million hectare deficit in Asia (China 
was not included in the FAO analysis.) Thus it appears that substantiaJ amounts of land suitable for energy 
plantations may be available in both Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa, even with major expansions of 
cropland to feed the growing population. But in Asia, with its high population density, conflicts with food 
production could become significant 

The extent of the potential conflict in Asia, however, depends sensitively on future food crop 
productivities. It is possible that apparent food/fuel conflicts could instead prove to be synergistic, if some of the 
energy produced in biomass plantations were used to help malce agriculture more productive. Increasing food 
production on the better lands, while growing trees or perennial grasses for energy on marginal lands, would 
generally be environmentally preferable to increasing agricultural output by bringing marginal lands into food 
production. Detaile.d assessments are needed, on a coW1try-by-<:0untry basis, to understand the prospects for 
productivity gains with more intensive agricultural management and the extent_ of food/fuel conffict if the 
agricultural sector is more intensively managed. 

Unfortunately, the FAO study does not clarify where new cropland would come from. To be sure, some 
forestlands are involve.d. Clearly, it would not be desirable to cut down virgin f~IS in favor of intensively 
managed biomass plantations. Cutting down virgin forests could be avoided, however, by targeaing for biomass 
plantations lands that are deforesle.d or olherwise degraded and that arc suitable for reforestation. Large land 
areas have been degrade.d. One estimate is that 2,077 million hecwes of tropical lands are degrade.d, of which 
758 million hectares are judge.d suitable for reforestation (see Table 2). 

Outside of Asia the amount of degraded land suitable for reforestation (excluding degraded lands in the 
desertified drylands category, one-fifth of which is estimated to be suitable for reforestation--see Table 2) is 
substantial (see Table 2)--some 156 million hectares in Latin America (49% of the total degraded land area in 
Latin America) and 101 million hectares in Africa (12% of the total degrade.d land area in Africa). In Asia, such 
land areas are also Jarge--some 169 million hectares (18% of the total degraded land area); however, for Asia, 
country by country assessments are needed to detennine the extent to which its degrade.d lands will be needed 
for food production or other purposes warranting higher priority than energy. China. despite its high population 
density, has a goal of increasing forest cover by 52 million hecaares by 2000 (compared to the mid-1980s) and 
by an additional 93 million hectares over the longer Lenn (20]. 

The main technical challenge of restoration is to find a sequence of plantings that can restore ground 
temperatures, organic and nutrient content, moisture levels, and other soil conditions to a point where crop yields 
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are high and sustainable. Successful restoration strategies typically begin by establishing a hardy species with 
the aid of commercial fertilizers or local compost. Once erosion is stabilized and ground temperatures lowered, 
organic material can accumulate, microbes can rewrn, and moisture and nutrient properties can be steadily 
improved. This can lead to a self-regenerating cycle of increasing soil fertility [21.22]. 

If it is feasible to overcome this technical ch.allenge and various other socioeconomic, political and 
cultural challenges [3]. plantation biom~ in developing regions could make substantial contnoutions to world 
energy without serious conflict with food production. In sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America, where potential 
land areas for plantations are especially large, biom~s could be produced by the second quarter of the 21st 
century in quantities large enough to make these regions major exporters of biomass-derived liquid fuels (see 
Figure 4), offering competition to oil exponers and bringing price stability to the global liquid fuels- market [5]. 

Converting such large areas of degraded lands to successful commercial plantations would be a 
fonnidable task. Research is ne.ede.d to identify the most promising restoration techniques for all the different 
land types and conditions involved. Yet the fact that many of the successful plantations in developing countries 
have been established on degraded lands [3) suggests that it may be feasible to deal with these challenges, with 
adequate research and commiunenL And interest in restoring tropical degraded lands is high, as indicated by the 
ambitious global net afforestation goal of 12 million hectares per year by the ye.ar 2000 set forth in the 
Noordwijk Declaration at the 1989 Ministerial Conference on Atmospheric and Climate Change in Noordwijk, 
The Netherlands [23]. 

MAKING BIOMASS PRODUCTION FOR El\'ERGY ENVIRONMENTALLY ATTRACTIVE 

Throughout the 19th and 20th centuries. there has been substantial deforestation worldwide. as a result 
of both land clearing for agriculture and the non-sustainable mining of the forests for forest products. The more 
simplified landscape resulting from this deforestation is unable to suppon the diversity of species that once 
flourished there. Moreover. modem intensive agricultural management practices have created other serious 
environmental problems--including the loss of soil quality as a result of continual mining of the soil with plant 
harvesting. erosion as a result of intensive cultivation practices, and contamination of runoff with nitrates and 
other chemicals arising from the use of fertilizers. herbicides, and pesticides. A major concern is that such 
problems would be aggravated by a major shift to biomass energy. 

There is no doubt that biomass can be grown for energy pwposes in ways that are environmentally 
undesirable. However, it is also possible to improve the land environmentally through the production of biomass 
for energy. The environmental outcome depends sensitively on how the biomass is produced. 

Consider first the challenge of sustaining the productivity of the land. Since the harvesting of biomass 
removes nutrients from the site, care must be taken to ensure that these nutrients are restored. In various ways 
this challenge can be dealt with for energy plantations more easily than is feasible in agriculture or in industrial 
fiber production, largely as a result of the fact that energy markets allow flexibility in the choice of biomass 
f~tocks. so that choices can be made to better meet environmental objectives. This is especially true for 
biomass conversion technologies that begin with thennochcmical gasification (which will often be the preferred 
approach for providing modem energy carriers from biomass feedstocks [SJ); such processes can accommodate a 
wide range of alternative feed.stocks. · 

With thennochemical g~ilication it is feasible to recover all mineral nutrients as ash from the gasifier at 
the biomass conversion facility and to return the ash to the plant.alation site for use as fertilizer. Of course, fixed 
ni1rogen lost to the atmosphere at the conversion facility must be replenished. However, there are several ways 
this can be accomplished in environmentally acceptable ways. First, when trees are the harvested crop, the 
le.aves, twigs, and small branches, in which nutrients are concentrated, can be left at the site to reduce nutrient 
loss. (So doing also helps maintain soil quality and reduce erosion through the addition of organic matter to the 
soil.) Also. nitrogen-fixing species can be selected for the plantation or for interplanting with the primary 
plantation species lo eliminate or reduce to low levels the need for artificial fertilizer inputs. The promise of 
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intercropping strategies is suggested by IO-year trials in Hawaii, where yields of 25 dry tonnes per hectare per 
year were achieved without nitrogen fertilizer when Eucalyptus was inrerplanted with nitrogen-fixing Albitia 
trees [24]. Biomass production for energy allows much more flexibility than is possible with agriculture in 
meeting fixed nitrogen requirements this way. In agriculture, the market dictates the choice of feedstocks with a 
narrow range of acceptable characteristics, but the conversion aechnology usually puts few restrictions on the 
choice of biomass feedstock for energy systems, aside from the requirement of high productivity, which is 
needed to lceep costs at acceptable levels. 

Energy crops also off er flexibility in dealing with erosion and with chemical pollution from herbicide 
use. These problems occur mainly at the time of crop establishment. Accordingly, if the energy crop is an 
annual crop (e.g., sweet sorghum). the erosion and herbicide pollution _problems would be similar to those for 
annual row-crop agriculawe. The cultivation of such crops should be avoided on erodible lands. However, the 
choices for biomass energy crops also include fast-growing uces that are harvested only every 5 to 8 years and 
replanted perhaps every 15 to 24 years and perennial grasses that are harvested annually but replanted perhaps 
only onc.e in a decade. In both cases erosion would be sharply reduced., on average, as would the need for 
herbicides. 

A major concern about agriculture is water pollution from nitrate runoff associated with the excessive 
use of chemical fertilizers. Where it would not be practicaJ to deal with th.is problem by planting nitrogen-fixing 
plantation species as an alternative ID chemicaJ fertilizers, runoff pollution could be con1rolled instead by planting 
fast-growing trees having low nitrogen-use efficiency in riparian zones [25]. In the future it will also be possible 
ID use "designer'' fertilizers whose release is timed to match the temporal variations in lhe plant's demand for 
fertilizer (26,27]. 

Another concern is chemical pollution from the use of pesticides IO control the plantation crop against 
attack by pests and pathogens. While plantations in the tropics and subtropics tend to be more affected by 
disease and pest epidemics than those in temperate regions. experience with plantations in these regions shows 
that careful selection of species and good plantation design and management can be helpful in controlling pests 
and diseases, rendering the use of chemical pesticides unnecessary in all but extraordinary circwnstances. A 
good plantation design, for examp1e, will include: (i) areas set aside for native flora and fauna to harbor narural 
predators for plantation pest conll'OI, and perhaps (ii) blocks of crops characterized by different clones and/or 
species. If a pest attack breaks out on one block. a now common practice in well-managed plantations is ID let 
the aaac:k run its course and IO let predators from the set-aside areas help halt the pest outbreak [3]. 

Biomass plantations are often criticized because the range of biological species they suppon is much 
narrower than for natural forests. While this is generally ll'Ue, the criticism is not always relevant It would be 
relevant if a virgin forest were replaced with a biomass plantation. However, it would not be relevant if a 
plantation and associated natural reserves were established on degraded lan<li; in this instance, the resaored lan<li 
would be able ID suppon a much more diverse ecology than was possible before restoration. If biomass energy 
crops were to replace monoculturaJ food crops, the effect on the local ecology would depend on the plantation 
crop species chosen, but in many cases the shift would be to a less ecologically simplified landscape [28]. 

As already noted, establishing and maintaining narural reserves at plantations can• be helpfu1 in 
controlling crop pests while providing local ecological benefits. However, preserving biodiversity on a regional 
basis will require land-use planning in which natural forest patches are connected via a network of widisturbed 
corridors (riparian buffer zones, shelterbelts, and hedgerows between fields), thus enabling species to migrate 
from one habitat to another [28]. · 

. While major expansions in research are needed to provide a sound analytical and empirical basis for 
achieving and sustaining high biomass yields in environmentally ac.ceptable ways, there is time for this research 
and extensive field trials, because major bioenergy industries can be launched using as feedstocks primarily 
residues from the agricultural and forest products industries [5]. If substantial commitments are made to biomass 
plantation research in the near term, plantation biomass could stan to make contributions ro energy when residue 
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supplies are no longer adequate to meet the needs of the growing biomass energy industry, near the tum of the 
century or shortly thereafter [3). 

ACHIEVING FAVORABLE ENERGY BALANCES IN BIOMASS PRODUCTION FOR ENERGY 

For biomass energy systems to be viable, the net energy balance must be favorable--i.e., the useful 
energy produced must be greater than the fossil fuel energy inputs required IO provide the biomass energy. 
Concerns about net energy balances have been widely voiced in the case of fuel ethanol from maize (com), 
which is produced in the US under subsidy at a rate of 3 billion liters per year. In this case the net energy 
balance is often marginal, and in some instances, the fossil fuel inputs to the system are greater than the alcohol 
energy produced [29]. Maize, however, is a feedstock intended primarily for use as food, not fuel, and its 
production system is especially energy-intensive among biomass crops. 

There arc many alternative biomass energy systems characterized by favorable net energy balances. For 
example, the production of fuel ethanol from sugar cane in Brazil (where production at a level of 12 billion liters 
per year provides nearly one-fifth of total transport fuel requirements) is characterized by an energy balance in 
which the energy coment of the produced alcohol averages about 6 times the fossil fuel inputs required to grow, 
harvest. and transport the cane and conven it to alcohol [30). Moreover, the net energy balances are also 
favorable for many energy plantation crops that might be grown in temperate climates. Table 3 shows that with 
present plantation technology, the energy content of the harvest.able biomass would be in the range 11 to 16 
times the fossil fuel energy needed to provide the biomass [31), and that this ratio is expected to increase with 
advanced technology. This harvesled. biomass could be used with near-tcnn technology to produce methanol via 
thermochemical gasification at an overall efficiency of about 63% [32], so that overall the amount of energy that 
can be produced in the fonn of methanol is 7 to 10 times the fossil fuel input to the biomass energy production 
system. 

In general, energy systems having good prospects for becoming economically competitive tend to be 
characterized by favorable net energy balances, while systems with poor economic prospects may have 
unfavorable energy balances. 

ACHIEVING A TIRACTIVE ECONOMICS BY MODERNIZING BIOMASS ENERGY 

The planting, cultivation, and harvesting of biomass is generally more labor-intensive and costly than 
recovering coal or other fossil fuels from the. ground. Thus, per unit of contained energy, biomass tends to be 
the more coslly, especially where there are abundant indigenous fossil fuel resources. This primary energy cost 
comparison does not imply that biomass energy systems cannot be cost-competitive with fossil fuel energy 
systems, however. A more meaningful measure of economic perfonnance is the cost of the energy services 
provided by the biomass and alternatives, taking into account the technologies for convening biomass into 
modem energy carriers (electricity and gaseous or liquid fuels) and the energy end-use systems in which th~e 
energy carriers would be used. On a cost-of-service ~is the economic outlook for biomass can be favorable if 
modem conversion and end-use technologies are used. 

Biomass Electricity 

Today biomass, mainly in the form of industrial and agricultural residues, is used to generate electricity 
with conventional siearn-turbine power-generators. These biomass power systems can be cost-competitive where 
low-cost biomass fuels are available, in spite of the fact that steam-tu.-'bine technologies are comparatively 
inefficient and capital-intensive at the small sizes required for biomass electricity production. The US currently 
has more than 8,000 MW, of generating capacity fueled with such feedstocks, most of which was developed in 
the 1980s. Electricity production based on this existing technology will not expand much in the future, however, 
because unused supplies of.low-cost biomass residues are rapidly becoming unavailable. 

Biomass power generation involving the use of more costly but more abundant feedstocks could be 
made cost-competitive by adapting to biomass advanced-gasification technologies originally developed for coal 
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for use with gas turbine-based power systems [33]. Biomass is a more attractive feedstock for gasification lhan 
coal because it is easier to gasify and has a ve:ry low sulfur content, so that expensive sulfur removal equ.ipment 
is not needed. Biomass integrated gasifier/gas turbine power systems with efficiencies of 40% or more will be 
demonstrated in the mid-1990s and will probably be commercially available by 2000. These systems offer high 
efficiencies and low unit capital cosLS for baseload power generation at relatively modest scales of 100 MW. or 
less and will probably be able to compete with coal-fired power plants in many circwnstances--even with 
relatively costly biomass feedstocks. By 2025 conversion efficiencies as high as 57% may be feasible, using 
advanced biomass gasification/ fuel-cell technologies, based on similar technologies (involving molten carbonate 
and solid oxide fuel cells) being developed for coal [33]. 

The electric power industry is beginning to appreciate the importance of biomass for power generation. 
In an assessment by lhe Electric Power Research lnstititue of the potential for biomass-based power generation, it 
is projected that biomass could be·used to support 50,000 MW. of electric capacity in the US by 2010 and 
probably twice that amown by 2030 [34]. 

Transport Fuels from Biomass 

Unlike the auspicious near-tenn outlook for biomass-derived electricity, very large increases in the 
world oil price are required before biomass-derived transport fuels could compete in cost with gasoline on a 
cost-per•unit-of-fuel-energy basis. Nevertheless, because of ongoing changes in the transport sector, the 
prospects are auspicious that biomass fuels will be able to compete in providing transport services at world oil 
prices ne.ar the present low level. This prospect will be illustrated here for .methanol and gaseous hydrogen fuels 
derived from biomass via thennochemical gasification. 

Based on the use of gasification technology1 that could be commercialized before the tum of the 
century2 it should be feasible to produce either methanol or gaseous hydrogen delivered to the consumer at a cost 
that is 40 to 50% higher than the price of gasoline near the lllm of the centmy [6.32], when gasoline is expected 
to have a pwnp price (exclusive of retail taxes) of $1.25 per gallon ($0.33 per liter). Even though these fuels are 
likely to be more costly to produce than gasoline, the prospects are good that they would be able to compete on 
a lifecycle cost basis (cents per km driven) with gasoline, if the biomass derived fuels were used, not in 
internal-combustion-engine vehicles, but in fuel-cell vehicles. 

Biomass-derived fuels are likely to be cost-competitive with the same fuels derived from coal even 
when the biomass feedstock is more costly than coal [32], both because biomass contains much less sulfw- (the 
removal of which is costly) and because biomass is much more reactive and thus easier to gasify than coal. In 
both cases the first step is thermochemical gasification aimed at producing a nitrogen-free synthesis gas (a 
gaseous mixture consisting largely of carbon monoxide and hydrogen, with some methane). The relatively high 
reactivity of biomass makes it possible _to produce lhis synthesis gas with sieam gasification at the relatively low 
temperatures achievable in indirectly heated gasifiers (see footncte 1 ). However, because of coal's much lower 
reactivity, much higher temperarurcs are requiml for efficient gasification--remperatures achievable only by 
burning some of the coal in place with oxygen, in an "oxygen-blown" gasifier. The high cost of the required 
oxygen plant more than off sets the lower cost of the coal feedstock. 

While the internal combustion engine has dom.i.nated road transportation since the automobile w~ 
introduced, the long-term oullook for this engine in uansponation is clouded by growing concerns about urban 

1 The moSt pmn.ising u:.c:hnology involves an indirect gasifier. such as lhe iDdi.red.ly hcak.d gasifier being developed by the 
Bauellc Columbus l.Abonuory. in which biomass is gasified in 11e1m1 at relatively low temper&l11re5 (compared IO coal), using an enema! heat 
tource to provide lhe beat needed to drive lhc endothermic reac:ticms inYOlved (29.32). 

2 All ledlnological compa,enu required 1.o produce either melbanol or hydrogen Olhcr lhan I.be guifier ue alre&dy 
well~aabl.i.lhcd commercially. 
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air quality. It is already becoming apparenL in southern California lhat air quality goals cannot be met simply by 
mandating funher incremental reductions in tail-pipe emissions of new vehicles and that a shift to very-low- or 
zero-emission vehicles is needed in order to reach these goals. Accordingly. the State of California has 
mandated that I0% of new cars purchased in 2003 must be zero emission vehicles--a requirement that may be 
adopted by many Eastern US states as well [4). 

This California air-quality initiative has led to a substantial industrial effon to commercialize the 
battery-powered electric car. While the battery-powered electric car is a zero-emission vehicle, this teehnology 
will probably be limited to a modest fraction of the automotive fleet marlcet in the long tenn, wilhout major 
advances in battery technology that make it feasible to overcome the long (several-hour) recharging time required 
for batteries [5,6). 

A zero-emission vehicle alternative to the battery-powered electric car is the fuel cell car operated on 
compressed hydrogen. As in the case of the battery-powered electric car, electric motors provide the mechanical 
power that drives the wheels. But in this case the electricity to run the motors is provided not by a battery but 
rather by a fuel cell that converts energy stored in compressed hydrogen gas canisters directly into electricity. 
Unlike the battery-powered electric car, the hydrogen fuel cell car need not be recharged but can be refueled in a 
time comparable to that for a gasoline-fueled internal-combustion-engine-powered car. Moreover, the lifecycle 
cost of owning and operating a fuel cell car (in cents per km) operated on hydrogen derived from biomass would 
probably be less than for a battery-powered electric car [5, 6, 32]. Although biomass-derived hydrogen is likely 
to be about 50% more costly than gasoline and although the hydrogen fuel cell car may cost 40% more than an 
internal-combustion-engine car of comparable perfonnance, on a lifecycle cost basis the hydrogen fuel cell 
vehicle is likely to also be less costly--mainly because the fuel cell car is expected to be three times as 
energy-efficient and because, like the bauery-powered electric car, it is expected to have lower maintenance 
costs; the energy conversion unit has fewer moving parts than in an internal-combustion-engine car and does not 
have to be designed to contain explosions of fueVair mixtures. 

A drawback of the hydrogen fuel cell option is the requirement of a hydrogen gaseous fuel 
infrastructure. This difficulty could be cin:umvented by using wlead methanol as a hydrogen carrier: the 
methanol would be reacted with steam under the hood of the car and thereby converted imo a mixture of carbon 
dioxide and hydrogen--thereby providing the hydrogen needed to operate the f~l cell. There are three 
advantages of using methanol instead of hydrogen: the fuel delivered to the consumer would be slightly cheaper 
because, Wllike hydrogen, the fuel does not have to be delivered pressurized: the car would be Jess expensive 
because costly high-pressure hydrogen storage canisters would not be needed; and it is easier 10 establish an 
infrastructure for marketing a liquid fuel like methanol than for a gaseous fuel like hydrogen. The drawbacks of 
the methanol fuel cell option are: the energy conversion efficiency is less (the car is likely to be only 2.5 ti.mes 
as energy-efficient as the gasoline internal-combustion-engine vehicle it would replace, owing to the energy 
requirements for "reforming" methanol with steam); the onboard reformer is an added complication to the 
system; and a methanol fuel cell vehicle would not qualify as a zero-emission vehicle, because of the modest air 
pollution emissions associated with the operation of the methanol reformer-although its emissions would be 
much less than for an internal-combustion-engine vehicle. On balance. the methanol fuel cell vehicle may be 
slightly less costly on a lifecycle cost basis than the hydrogen fuel cell vehicle [6,32]. 

The ability of the biomass fuels to compete arises from the fact that both hydrogen and methanol can be 
used in technologically superior fuel cell vehicles, but gasoline and other hydrocarbon fuels cannot--at least for 
first-generation fuel-cell vehicles.' 

3 Over the oext couple of decades the most likely candi.dale fuel cell for aulOmOCi.ve 1ppl.ic.tions is the a<Kal.led 
pro«on-eu:hange-membrane fuel ccll. which opera!U at • modul lmlperalure of 25 to 120 -C. At such a low operating 1empenu;urc it is 
prac:ti<:41 io refonn methanol fuel, but I.he costs involved in rdorming other fueh would be prohibitive. ID the longer term. if 

· high-tmiperalllre fuel cells (e.g., the solid oxide fuel cell, which would openiie at 1000 "C) prove to be practical for vehicular applications. it 
may be feasible to reform I wide range of hydrocarbon or alcohol fueu under the hood of the car. 
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The prospect thaL biomass-derived methanol used in fuel cell vehicles will be able to compete with 
gasoline used in internal-combustion-engine vehicles implies that liquid-fuel importing countries should be 
indifferent to the choice between oil and biomass-derived methanol imports on narrow economic growids. And 
since methanol derived from biomass and coal feed.stocks should also be roughly competitive on nanow 
economic grounds while biomass would be favored on environmental grounds, biomass-derived methanol could 
become a major energy carrier in international commerce in a world that is sensitive to environmental values. 
This is the basis for the world trade pattern for liquid fuels shown in Figure 4 for a renewables-intensive global 
energy scenario [5], with trade levels equal for oil and biomass-derived methanol in the period 2025-2050. 

CREA TING MAJOR ENERGY ROLES FOR BIOMASS WITH LIMITED LAND RFSOURCES 

Because the photosynthetic process is a relatively inefficient way of converting solar energy into 
chemical fuel energy, large land areas are required if biomass is to make major contributions to energy supply. 
For example, displacing fossil fuels in the US with the energy equivalent amount of biomass grown on 
plantations at the average productivity of US forests (4 dry tonnes per hectare per year) would require a 
plantation area of 1 billion hectares--approximately _the total US land area. This "back-of-the-envelope" 
calculation suggests that biomass can never become a significant energy source. While it is certainly true that 
biomass resources are not large enough LO enable biomass to provide all energy needs, the role of biomass 
nevenheless can be substantial, if modem technologies are used for biomass production and conversion. 

The land constraints on biomass production can be reduced in part by intensively managing the biomass 
plantar..ions. With modem production &echniques. biomass productivities far in excess of natural forest yields can 
be realized. A reasonable goal for the average harvestable yield on large-scale plantations in the US is 15 dry 
tomes per hectare per year [3]--corresponding 10 a photosynthetic efficiency of about 0.5%. The amount of land 
that might be committed to biomass energy plantations in the US could be over 50 million hectares-the amount 
of excess cropland projected by the US Department of Agriculture to be be available by the year 2030 [14]. 
However, for the purposes of the present discussion, it is a.muned that by that time the amount of land in the US 
committed to biomass plantations is a more modest 30 million hectares--approximately the amount of excess 
cropland in the US at p.resenL Potential biomass production on this much land at 15 tonnes per hectare per year 
would amowit to about 9 EJ per year. 

The land constraints on biomass production can also be eased by exploiting for energy purposes bio~ 
residues (urban wastes and residues of the agricultural and forest-product industries) that can be recovered in 
environmentally acceptable ways. It has been estimated that such residues in the US could amount to about 6 EJ 
per year (28]. 

The biomass energy potentially available from these two sources., some 15 EJ per year, could probably 
be produced in the US in environmentally acceptable ways without running up against significant land-use 
constraints. This is equivalent to 19% of total US primary energy use, exclusive of biomass, in 1987. IL does 
not follow, however, that these potential bio~ supplies would displace 19% of conventional US energy. The 
extent 10 which conventional energy would be displaced depends sensitively on the conversion lfehnologies 
deployed. 

Consider, for example, the two energy activities often targeted for replacement by biomass energy--the 
generation of electricity from coal and the running of light-duty vehicles (automobiles and light trucb) on 
gasoline. In the US these activities in 1987 accounted for some 30 EJ of primary energy and about half of total 
CO2 emissions from fossil fuel burning. If these two activities (al 1987 activity levels) could be replaced by 
biomass grown renewably, the result would be a 50% reduction in US COi emissions. 

Suppose first that biomass were used with commercially available technologies: (i) replacing coal-based 
steam-ele.ctric power plants with biomass-based sream:.elecuic power plants having a 20% average efficiency and 
(ii) replacing gasoline-fired internal-combustion-engine light-duty vehicles having 1987 average fuel economies, 
with the internal-combustion-engine vehicles operated on methanol derived from biomass (using commercially 
available ~hnology designed to make methanol from coal but modified to accommodate biomass), assuming no 
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improvement in the fuel economy of the vehicles other than what would be inherent in a shift from gasoline to 
methanol (gasoline-equivalent fuel economies of 23 mpg for autos and 16 mpg for light trucks). The amount of 
biomass needed for this conversion would be about 49 EJ per year (see Figure 5)-far more biomass than is 
likely. to be available for energy purposes. 

By lhe wm of lhe century. lhe first generation of biomass-integrated gasifier/gas llllbine technology will 
probably be commen:ially available, making it possible to roughly double the efficiency of biomass power 
general.ion [33). In this time frame more energy-efficient biomass-to-methanol conversion technologies may well 
be available [32 ). Moreover. it is feasible and cost-effective to introduce light-duty vehicles operated on 
methanol having much higher fuel economies (gasoline equivalent fuel economies of 39 mpg for autos and 26 
mpg for light trucks). Using these technologies the total biomass required to displace all coal power generation 
and oil use by light-duty vehicles at 1987 activity levels would be reduced to 23.5 EJ per year (see Figure 5). 

During the second decade of next century, even more energy-efficient fuel cell technologies are likely to 
be available, both for power generation (57% efficient biomass-integrated gasifier/fuel cell systems employing 
molten-carbonare or solid-oxide fuel cells) and for motor vehicle applications (proton-exchange-membrane fuel 
cell vehicles that are 2.5 times as energy-efficient as comparable gasoline-fired internal-combustion-engine 
vehicles). Using these technologies the total biomass required to displace all coal power generation and oil use 
by light-duty vehicles at 1987 activity levels would be reduced to about 14 EJ per year, which is comparable to 
the above estimate of potential supplies from plantations and residues (see Figure 5). 

Thus with advanced technologies biomass can play major roles iri the energy economy, despite the low 
efficiency of photosynlhesis. 

CONCLUSION 

As a potential energy source for modern energy economies, biomass is unusual in lha1 biomass 
product.ion and use would interact with a far wider range of human activities than any other energy source. In 
part this is due to the fact that biomass energy is rooted in photosynthesis, without which human life would not 
be possible. Yet agriculture and forestry are also based on photosynthesis, and biomass energy seems to have 
the potential for even stronger interactions with human society than either of these other activities. 

If biomass energy systems are poorly managed, they could provide some societal benefits, but the 
benefits may not outweigh the social costs involved. But if biomass is well managed, it is very litely that all the 
major concerns people have about biomass energy could be turned irito a wide range of net societal benefits. 
Successfully developed, biomass energy could provide: 

o competitively priced modem energy carriers for a substantial fraction of human energy service 
requirements, if advanced conversion and end-use technologies are used. 

o the opportunity to reduce C~ emissions at zero incremental cost, through the displacement of fossil 
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fuels by competitive biomass energy ,4 

o the opponunity to introduce biofuels lhat are compatible with zero-emission or near-zero-emission 
fuel-cell vehicles. for combaning urban air pollution problems, 

o the opportunity to bring competition, price stability, and energy security to the world fuels market 
through ahe development of a large-scale world biofuels industry, 

o a strong basis for rural development in developing coi.mtries, 

o the opportunity to pay for the restoration of many tropical and subtropical degraded lands through their 
conversion to biomass plantations for energy, 

o the opportunity for sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America lO become major world economic powers as 
large-scale biofuels exporters, 

o _a new livelihood for farmers in industrialized countries, and 

o the opportunity lO phase out agricultural subsidies in the industrialized countries, thereby strengthening 
the economies of these countries while leveling the playing field in world trade for farmers in 
developing countries. 

But th~ benefi&s cannot be realized without a new public policy that promoteS and coordinates 
activities aimed at: 

o eliminating the biases in current policies (subsidies, tax incentives, regulations) against biomass energy 
systems, 

o learning how best to produce biomass for enecgy sustainably under a wide range of conditions, while 
preserving biological diversity and respecting a wide range of other environmental values, 

o revitalizing and ere.a.ting new economic opportunities for rural regions where biomass would be grown 
for energy applicaliom, 

o establishing new bi~ energy industries that can both produce and market modem biomass energy 
earners efficiently, 

o carrying out the research, development, and demonstration needed ro facilitate a conlinuing flow to the 
market of innovative biomass energy conversion and end-use technologies, 

o transferring resources needed to ensure ~ to advanced bio~s energy technologies in developing 

• In addition, sane carbon would be seqaestercd in lbe n.eady-swe invmtory d bt0111u1 plamaticm. Nqleain1 dwigea in aoil 
carbon usoc:iatcd Mlh eflabliJhing pwilalione and camiderinJ only the avenge inventory uaoc:iak:cl wilb biom.us lbat wiD be barvcned, lhe 
tequest.ering capacity of 400 millioo beet.ma of pl.all1atlou would be about 9 billian lOnDe8 of caiboo (umming an •verage rotation length 
ol 6 years bes.ween cut.s). c:onuponding IO 3 ~n of buildup of CO2 in lhe aunospheni fran fossil fuel burning. 

Owiges in aoil cubon ahould alJo be laken inio aca,um. Sane recmt experiment.al evidence qgesu dw the sail carbon 
coruen1 will incTUSe It average rates in e:tceas of aac LODDe of carbon per bccwc per yur during tbc fun 18 to 20 years ol ai unbll'YCSled 
hybrid poplar 11and eatablishe.d 011 land pn:viou&ly managed for row crops; this wu damnined by compuisons ol the caJbon caatenu of the 
aoils in the hybrid pcplar llland ad die adjaocut land .in row crops. The experimental dau an: inadcquaie, however, IO dewminc how lq 
this buildup might pcniJt or the cxlellt ID which harvesting at inlemw of about 6 yean would affect the n11e of carbon tumowr in the soil 
[3SJ. 
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countries, 

o establishing environmental guidelines that both give impetus IO the development and commercialization 
of clean biomass energy technologies and safeguard against environmentally undesirable approaches to 
biomass energy development 

The set of required new measures is broad. reflecting the broad range of benefits that could flow from successful 
biomass energy development 

Five years ago. the required policy change would have been deemed unrealitic, even unthinkable. But 
today this is no longer the case. A global consensus is emerging that.the only acceptable development is 
sustainable development. This was the underlying theme of the United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development in Rio de Janeiro, in June 1992. It is now realize.d that the only way to achieve sustainable 
development is to shift from one-dimensional policymaking to holistic approaches that deal with all direct and 
indirect impacts of a given economic activity, making concerted efforts to avoid adverse impacts before they 
occur. 

Thus, though it is unfamiliar or at least not yet well understood by most people, biomass energy will get 
focussed attention in the forthcoming sustainable development debates-both because of potentially disastrous 
consequences of ill-planne.d biomass energy development efforts and because of the enormous overall benefits in 
suppon of sustainable development goals that would arise from the proper development of biomass energy. 

The tinting of these debates could not be better for the biomass energy community. Because 
modemize.d biomass energy plays a negligible role in the world energy economy ac present, the futtn'e shape of 
the biomass energy industry can be molded by the sustainable development debates. before the industry becomes 
well established. 

It is a rare event in modern history that the big concerns about potential adverse impacts of human 
technological prowess are aired before people have had a chance to demonstrate this prowess by changing the 
world. And rarer still is the possibility that these concerns can be reflected in timely changes of course that 
avoid the problems of concern. 
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Table 1. Present' and Potentialb Cropland for 91 Developing Countries (million hectares) 

Present Potential Cropland 
Cropland 

Region Low Uncer- Good Narural Problem Desen Total 
Rainfall tain Rainfall Flooded Land 

Rainfall 

C. America 37.6 2.2 13.3 18.S 5.7 31.4 3.5 74,6 

S. America 141.6 26.0 37.5 150.3 105.7 492.7 2.8 815.0 

Africa 178.8 73.4 96.8 149.3 71.3 358.1 3.8 752.7 

Asia (excl. 348.3 59.8 67.0 67.4 80.5 117.6 20.3 412.5 
China) 

Total 706.3 161.4 214.7 385.5 263.1 999.7 30.4 2054.9 

Notes to Table I 

• Source: (13]. 

" As estimaled by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAQ) in 1990 (19}. Potenlial cropland is defined 
by the FAQ as all land that is physically capable of economic crop production, within soil and water 
constraints. It excludes land that is lOO steep or lOO dry or having unsuitable soils. 

Table 2. Geographical Distribution of Tropical Degraded Lands and Potential ~ for Reforestation" 
(million hectares) 

Region Logged Forests Forest Fallow Deforested Desenified Total 
Watasheds Orylands 

Latin America 44.0 84.8 21:l 162.0 318.0 

Africa 39.0 59.3 3.1 ·740.9 842.3 

Asia 53.6 58.8 56.5 748.0 916.8 

Toral 136.5 202.8 86.9 1650.9. 2077.1 

Area Suitable 137 203 87 331 758 
for 
Reforestation 

II Notes IO. Table 2 

• Source: [IO]. 
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Table 3. Energy Balances for Biomass Production on Plantations" 

Hybrid Poplar Sorghum Switch grass 

1990 2010 1990 2010 1990 2010 

Energy 
Inputs 
(GJ/heetare) 

Esiablishment 0.14 0.14 1.29 1.29 0.39 0.39 

Fertilizers 3.33 3.33 8.87 12.69 5.26 7.38 

Herbicides 0.41 0.41 1.82 1.82 - -
Equipment 0.17 0.17 - - - -
Harvesting 7.31 11.69 3;72 8.24 5.47 8.41 

Haulini' 2.40 3.07 3.81 6.90 2.79 3.60 

Total 13.8 18.8 19.S · 30.9 13.9 19.8 

Energy 223.7 366.3 232.8 528.S 157.5 252.0 
Output 
(GJ/hectare) 

Energy Ratio 16.3 19.5 11.9 17.1 11.3 12.7 

Notes to Table 3 

I Source: (31). 

b The energy required to transport the biomass 40 km IO a biomass processing plant 

c Yields net of harvesting and storage losses for 1990 (2010) production technology are ~sumed to be 
ll.3 (18.5) IOMes per hectare per year for hybrid poplar (with a heating value of 19.8 GJ/toMe), 13.3 (30.2) 
IOnnes per hectare per year for sorghwn (heating value of 17.5 GJ/lOrinne), and 9.0 (14.4) tonnes per hectare 
per year for swirchgrass (heating value of 17.5 MJ/lOnne). 

" The energy ratio • energy output/energy inpuL 

.. 
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Figure 1. World Primary Energy Consumption by Energy Source and by World Region 

Primary energy consumption is shown for the world (lOp), industrialized counaies (middle), and 
developing countries (bottom) in 1985. Data for all energy sources except biomass are from [5J. 
Biomass energy data are estimates based on surveys, from [3]. 

The primary energy associated with elecuicity produced from nuclear and hydroelectric sources 
is assumed w be the equivalent amount of fuel required to produce that electricity, assuming the average 
heat rate (in MJ per kWh) for all fuel-fired power-generating unjts. 
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Primary Energy Use ror the Renewables-lntensive Global Energy Scenario 
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Figure 2. Global Primary Energy Requ.iremcnts !Cl' a Rcnewables-lntensive Global Energy Scenario 

This figure shows global primary energy requirements for the renewables-intcnsive global energy 
scenario developed in [5] in an exercise carried out to indicate the future prospec~ for renewable energy 
for each of 11 world regions. In developing this scenario, the high economic growth/high energy 
efficiency demand projections for solid. liquid, and gaseous fuels and electticity developed by the 
Response SII31egies Working Group of the lntetgovemmental Panel on Qi.mate Change [36] were 
adopted in [5) for each world region. For each region a mix of renewable and conventional energy 
supplies was oonstructed in [5] to match these demand levels, taking into account relative prices. regional 
endowments of conventional and renewable energy sources. and environmental constraints. 

The primary energy associated wilh electticity produced from nuclear, hydroelecttic, geothennal. 
photovoltaic, wind, and solar thennal-electric sowteS is assumed to be lhe equivalent amount of fuel 
required to produce that electricity, assuming the average beat rate (in MJ per kWh) for all fuel-fired 
power-generating units in a given year. This global average heal rate is 8.05 MJ per kWh in 2025 and 
6.65 MJ per kWh in 2050. 

For biomass-derived liquid and gaseous fuels the primary _energy is the energy content of the 
biomass feedstocks delivered to lhe biomass energy conversion facilities. 

Primary energy oonsumption in 1985 includes 50 EJ of non-commercial biomass energy [3]. It 
is assumed that there is no non-commel'Cial energy use in 2025 and 2050. 
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Figure 3. Primary Enugy Requirements for the US in a Renewables-lntensive Global Energy Scenario 

This figure shows primary energy requirements for the US in the renewables-int.ensive global 
energy scenario developed in [5] in an ex~ise carried out to indicate the future prospeas for renewable 
energy for each of 11 world regions, one of which is the US. In developing this scenario, the high 
economic growth/high energy efficiency demand projections for solid, liquid. and gaseous fuels and 
elecaicity developed by the Response Strategies Working Group of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change [36] were adopted in [5]. For the. US and other indUSlliali.zed countries, this demand 
scenario involves a slow decline in primary energy demand as the economy expands, as a result of the 
emphasis given to improved energy efficiency. The mix of renewable and convenLiona.1 energy supplies 
shown was constructed in [5] to match these demand levels. taking into account relative energy prices, 
endowments of conventional and renewable energy sources, and environmental constraints. 

The primary energy associated with electricity produced from nuclear, hydroelectric, geothermal, 
photovolcaic, wind, and solar thermal-electric sources is assumed to be equivalent to the amount of fuel 
required to produce that electricity, assuming the average heat rate (in MJ per kWh) for all fuel-fired 
power-generating units in a given year. The US average heat rate is 8.07 MJ per kWh in 2025 and 6.42 
MJ per kWh in 2050. 

For biom~-derived liquid and gaseous fuels the primary energy is the energy content of the 
biomass feedstocks delivered ro the biomass energy conversion facilities. 
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Interregional Fluid Fuel Exports in 
Renewables-lntensive Global Energy Scenario 

(millions of barrels of oil-equivalent per day) 
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Figure 4. Interregional Fuels Flows for a Renewables-Inaensive Global Energy Scenario 

The importance of world energy commerce for the renewables-intensive global energy scenario 
developed in [5] and for which global primary energy consumption is shown in Figure 2 is illustrated 
here. The figure shows that by the middle of the next century there would be comparable interregional 
flows of oil, natural gas, and biomass-derived methanol, as well as small flows of hydrogen derived from 
renewable sources. This diversified supply mix is in sharp contrast to the situalion today, where oil 
dominales international commerce in liquid and gaseous fuels. 

Most methanol exports would originate in sub-Saharan Africa and in Latin America, where there 
are vast degraded areas suiaable for rcvegetation that will not be needed for cropland (see Tables 1 and 
2). Growing biomass on such lands as feedstocks for producing methanol (or other biomass fuels) would 
provide a powerful economic driver for restoring these lands. 
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Figure S. Energy far Light-Duty Vehicles and Power OeneiatiCll in &he US 

Shown here are the biomass primary energy requirements for displacing all petroleum used by 
light-duty vehicles (automobiles and light trucks) and all coal-fired power generation in the US, at the 
1987 activity levels, with alternative biom~s technologies. in relation to porential biomass supplies. 

The bar on the left shows fuel actually consmned in 1987 by light-duty vehicles and by 
coal-fired power plants. The second bar shows &he biomiw primary energy requirements if light-duty 
vehicles and coal-fired power plants at 1987 activity levels were replaced by biom~ energy systems that 
are commercially available today. The third bar shows biomass requinnents if aechnologies likely to be 
available in the ye.ar 2000+ time frame were used to replace all oil used for light-duty vehicles and all 
coal-based power generation, at 1987 activity levels. The fourth bar shows &he bionuw requirments if 
technoJogies likely to be widely available in the 2020 lime frame were used to replace all oil used for 
light-duty vehicles and all coaJ•based power generation, ai 1987 activity levels. The bar on the right 
shows potential biomass supplies from plantations on 30 million he:ctares of ex~ agricultural lands plus 
residues (urban refuse plus agricultural and forest product industry residues) that are recoverable under 
environmental constraints. 

For details see Endnote for Figure 5. 
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ENDNOTE FOR FIGURE S 

The bar on the left represenlS fuel consumed in 1987 by light-duty vehicles and by coal•fired power 
plants. Automobiles and light trucks, with average fuel economies of 19.1 mpg and 12.9 mpg, respectively, 
conswned 103 billion gallons of gasoline. In 1987 coal•fired power plants, operated with an average efficiency 
of 32.9%, produced 1464 TWh of electricity. 

The second bar shows the biomass primary energy requirements if light-duty vehicles and coaJ.fired 
power plants at 1987 activity levels were replaced by biomass energy systems that are commercially available 
today. With present biomass gasification technology (adapted directly from coal gasification) methanol can be 
produced from wood at 50% efficiency (HHV basis). Operated on methanol, cars and light trucks would have 
gasoline-equivalent fuel economies of 22.9 mpg and 15.5 mpg, respectively, some 20% higher than gasoline 
vehicles. because of the higher thermal efficiency of internal combustion engines when operated on methanol 
(29). The net result is that the biomass feedstock requirements to support the 1987 level of light-duty vehicles 
would be 1/(0.5*1.2) = 1.67 times the amount of gasoline used by light-duty vehicles in 1987. The present 
average efficiency of biomass power plants operating in California is about 20%, so that the biomass plants 
would require 32.9/20 = l.65 Limes as much fuel to make electricity as the coal plants they would displace. 

The third bar shows the biomass primary energy requirments if biomass technologies likely lO be 
available in the year 2000+ time frame were used lO replace all oil used for light-duty vehicles and all coal-based 
power generation, at 1987 activity levels. It is cost-effective IO increase the average (on-the•road) fuel economy 
of new cars and light bucks IO about 33.6 and 22.7 mpg (76% higher than in 1987), respectively, if operated on 
gasoline, and to 40.3 and 27.2 mpg of gasoline-equivalent energy (20% higher than on gasoline), respectively, if 
operated on methanol. Such a shift could be achieved over the next couple of decades. During this period it 
would be feasible to introduce methanol production technology involving indirect biomass gasification. for which 
the overall biomass-to-methanol conversion efficiency is 63% (32]. With these technologies biomass fuel input 
requirements would be (1/1.76)/(0.64• l.2) = 0.74 times as large as the petrolewn required in 1987. If electricity 
were produced from biomass using biomass integrated gasifier/gas turbine technology that could be introduced 
commercially in this time frame. the efficiency of power generation would be 39%, nearly double that of existing 
biomass power plants. so that the biomass plants would require 32.9/39 • 0.84 times as much fuel IO make 
electricity as the coal plants they would displace. 

The f ounh bar shows the biomass primary energy requinnems if biomass technologies likely 10 be 
available in the 2020 time frame were med lO replace all oil used for light-duty vehicles and aJJ coal·based 
power generation, at 1987 activity levels. By the end of the second decade of the 21st century, biomass-derived 
methanol could be routinely used in proton-exchange•membrane fuel-cell vehicles at gasoline-equivalent fuel 
economies that are 2.S-times the fuel economies of gasoline-powered internal-combustion-engine vehicles of 
comparable perfonnance (5, 6]. With these technologies bionws fuel input requirements would be 
(1/1.76)/(0.64•2.5) = 0355 times as large as the petroleum required in 1987. Also, by that time, biomass 
integrated gasifier/fuel cell systems (using molten carbonate or solid oxide fuel cells) for stationary power 
generation could well be available with biomass-to-electricity conversion efficiencies of perllaps 57% [33]. for 
which fuel requirements would be 32.9/57 = o.sn times coal requirements for power generation in 1987. 

The fifth bar shows potential US biomass supplies, consisting of (i) 9 EJ per year of plantation biomass 
grown on 30 million hectares of excess agricultural lands at an average productivity of 15 dry tonnes per hectare 
per year and a heating vaJue of 20 GJ per dry tonne of biomass, plus (ii) 6 FJ per year of those residues (urban 
refuse, agricultural residues, forest product industty residues) that are estimaled to be recoverable under 
environmental constraints (28]. 
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APPENDIX A: PHASING OUT AGRICULTURAL SUBSIDIES IN INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES 
BY CONVERTING EXCESS AGRICULTURAL LANDS TO BIOMASS PRODUCTION FOR ENERGY 

Public policies provide subsidies 10 agricultural producers both via monetary transfers from taxpayers 
through government budgets and from consumers through higher prices for agriculrural commodities. These 
subsidies are large--amounting in 1987 to $295 billion for all countries of the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD) and 10 $81 billion (some $330 per capita) for the US alone 
[11]--equivalent to about one-fifth of total retail expenditures on energy in the US [37]--see Table Al. 

These subsidies were a focus of the May 1987 ministerial level meeting of the Council of the OECD. 
The communique issued at this meeting declared [11]: 

"Boosted by policies which have prevented an adequate transmission of market signals to farmers, 
fagricultural] supply substantially exceeds effective demand. The cost of agricultural policies is 
considerable, for government budgets, for consumers, and for the economy as a whole. Moreover, 
excessive support policies entail an increasing distortion of competition on world markets; run counter to 
the principle of comparative advantage which is the root of international aade and severely damage the 
situation of of many developing counaies. This steady deterioration ...creates serious difficulties in 
international trade, which risk going beyond the bounds of agricultural trade alone ... This deierioration 
must be halted and reversed ..." 

The communique included as recommended agricultural policy refonn principles: 

"a) The long-term objective is to allow market signals to influence by way of a progressive and concerted 
reduction of agricultural support. as well as by all other appropriate means. the orientation of 
agricultural production; this will bring about a better allocation of resources which will benefit 
consumers and the economy in general." 

"f) The adjustment of the agricultural sector will be facilitated if it is supported by comprehensive policies 
for the development of various activities in rural arcm. Fanners and their families will thus be he1ped 
to find supplemental or alternative income." 

Despite the commitment to refonn made in 1987. as of 1991 there was no fundamental reform of agriculrural 
policy for the OECD as a whole, as shown by time series da1a (see Table Al). 

This stalemate could be ended and both of the above refonn principles of the OECD minisrerial 
commwtlque could be satisfied if policies were adopted to convert excess agricultmal lands to biomass 
production for energy purposes. 

Principle "f" could be satisfied by eliminating the bias in current policies against energy crops. (In 
many countries public policy specifies what crops the fanner can produce to qualify for a subsidy; and energy 
crops are not allowed.) As the energy crop production industry becomes well established it would be feasible to 
begin phasing out many of the subsidies, thus satisfying principle "a" 
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Table Al. Tninsfen to Agricuhural Producen Auociated wi.lb Agriculturu Policies of OECD Countries• 

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Ab B" Ab B" Ab 8' Ab B" ·A• e· 

Australia 0.6 38 0.6 35 0.7 39 1.1 67 1.2 70 

Auslria 3.8 501 3.5 465 2.9 379 4.1 S32 4.1 S34 

Canada 8.6 335 8.7 334 8.3 315 9.8 369 9,5 353 

EC-12 119.4 369 120.8 372 101.2 311 138.3 401 141.8 409 
J 

4.9 997 4.9 994 6.0 1208 5.9 1173Finland 4.4 894 

Japct 65.S S31 70.7 5,1 65.8 534 60.4 489 63.2 SlO 

K Zealand 0.1 35 0.2 57 0.1 29 0.1 25 0.1 19 

1'orw1y 3.3 793 3.5 825 3.3 790 4.2 993 4.2 987 

Sweden 3.2 377 3.0 357 3.1 362 3.5 404 3.6 416 

Switzerland S.3 803 5.6 842 5.0 150 6.2 916 6.4 925 

t:S 

from Sl.6 44.2 47.8 44.2 51.8 
taxpayer, 

from 30.8 26.0 23.7 29.7 29.9 
COIIS1.lftlen 

Tariff • 1.4 · I.I - 0.7 -0.9 • 1.0 
n:venues 

Sllbtolal 80.'1 332 69:zl 281 70.W' 285 73.0 290 80.8 318 

OECD 

from 119.6 121.8 119.5 129.4 142.9 
tupayen 

from 190.6 187.6 161.0 190.4 195.4 
conswnen 

Tariff • 15.2 • 18.6 • 14.4 • 13.1 • 17.6 
revenues 

Tou.1 295.2 361 290.7 353 266.1 321 306.8 367 320.7 380 

• ~:(11). 

• A= IOtal U'UISlen. in billion US doll.an per yc.v. 

' B = uansfcn per c:apiLa, in US d0l.lan per capi1a per ~-

• For compari.lOD, n:uil expc:ndilurea oo aiergy in dte US uulled $394 billion in 1987, $408 billim in 1988, and $437 billion in 1989 
137). 
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ABSTRACT 

A pilot plant is being designed 10 evaluate the rechnical feasibility of producing 
transportation fuel frorn biomass by the Hydrocarb process. As a basis for 
that design, computer simulations and experimental studies have been carried out to establish 
optimum process conditions for a range of feedstocks that are anticipated for pilot plant tests. 
This paper discusses the results of simulations to determine the operating parameters and 
performance when using urban wastes such as greenwaste and sewage sludge as feedstocks. The 
simulations were used to configure rhe process steps for maximum fuel (methanol) production, 
to determine feed rates, and to estimate thermal efficiency. The results indicate that about 77 
kg of methanol can be produced from 79 kg of dry greenwasce when sludge and digester gas arc 
fed as co-feedstocks in a ratio of 0.2. The optimum system pressure is found to be 50 atm (5 
MPa). Temperamres of 900"C for gasification and l000°C for methane pyrolysis are 
recommended on the bases of thermodynamics, kinetics, and the limitations of materials of 
construction. Thermal efficiency at these conditions is estimated to be 74 percent. 

This paper has been reviewed in accordance with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's peer and 
administrative review policies and approved for presentation and publication. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Thermodynamic.: calculations suggest that the Hydrocarb process<t.2J might produce carbon 
black, hydrogen. and/or methanol from fossil fuels or vinually any other carbonaceous materiaJs 
and might do so with high thermal efficiency. Potential feedstocks include coals of all ranks, 
residual oil, oil shale. woody biomass, sewage sludge, and municipal wastes. This innovative 
process consists of three essential reactions: ( 1) hydrogasification of the carbonaceous fecdstocks 
ro produce a methane-rich gas, (2) thermal decomposition of methane to carbon and a hydrogen
rich gas which is recycled, and (3) catalytic conversion of the· carbon monoxide (CO) and 
hydrogen contained in the recycled gas to produce methanol. The mix of process products is 
optional: a clean solid fuel (carbon black), a liquid fuel (methanol), slurry fuel mixtures of 
carbon and methanol, or gaseous fuels (hydrogen and methane) can be produced by changing the 
order of the reaction steps. 

Since the process operates without additional steam and oxygen--and because the olltygen 
in the feedsrocks is removed mainly in the form of methanol and water--the carbon dioxide {COJ 
emission is significa111ly reduced in comparison to traditional fossil fuel conversion processes 
involving steam/oxygen gasificationm. When biomass is used as a co-feeds1ock with fossil fuel 
to produce methanol and the carbon is sequestered, the CO2 greenhouse gas emission can be 
significantly reduced and even eliminated(0 >. 

PRELIMINARY ANALYSES 

In order to attain a better understanding of the potential of the Hydrocarb process, 
particularly as a means of producing a clean transponation fuel from biomass, the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) developed an interagency agreement with the 
Brookhaven National Laboratory to perform detailed process analyses and related experimental 
studies of biomass hydrogasification and methane pyrolysis. The process was analysed using a 
computer simulation model developed by Hydrocarb Corporation that performs complete mass 
and energy balances· for various process configurations, feedstock options, reactor types, and 
operating conditions. Initial results of the simulations were published by the EPA in 1991m;·a 
follow.up report is in preparation. 

EPA 's independent assessment of the biomass/natural-gas option of the Hydrocarb process 
as a technology for production of alternative transportation fue1s<61 confirmed that it can, 
1heore1ica1Jy, produce methanol at a cost that is competitive with petroleum fuels. Most 
importantly, it concluded that methanol may be produced and utilized in the transportation sector 
with a 70 percent reduction in CO2 emission relative to gasoline at no incremental cost and may 
achieve JOO percent CO2 reduc.:tion at marginal incremental cost. Other potential advantages 
derive from its higher yield of fuel energy compared to other proc.:esses for producing alternative 
fuels from biomass or from natural gas by the conventional steam reforming process. The 
Hydrocarb approach therefore has potential for mitigating CO2 emissions from mobile sources 
in a more effective manner than current alternatives. Since the transponation sector accounts for 
at least 24 percent of total CO2 emissions, any means of reducing that source will have to be 
considered when assessing options for dealing wi1h the global warming problem. 
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PILOT PLANT EVALUATION 

Because of merhanol 's potential role in reducing urban air pollution, rhe South Coast Air 
Quality Management District (SCAQMD) of California is seeking new technologies for domestic 
methanol production, especially from urban wastes, and has agreed to co-sponsor with rhe EPA 
a pilot plam evaluatjon of 1he Hydrocarb process. Preliminary design of that pilot plant is now 
in progress. The objectives are: (1) to demonstrate 1he technical feasibility of producing methanol 
from woody biomass and natural gas by the Hydrocarb process, and (2) to evaluate its 
performance using sewage sludge. digester gas, and greenwaste as alternative feedstocks. If 
successful, the results will be used to establish more comprehensive cost estimates and provide 
a basis for decisions regarding further development. Prior analyses o.s.6, have considered the use 
of woody biomass and natural gas as feedsrocks. This paper focuses on 1he design of a pilot 
pJant that will utilize 50 lb/hr (23 kg/hr) of urban wastes as feedstock. 

LABORATORY STUDIES 

KINETICS OF BIOMASS HYDROGASIFICATION 

The hydrogasification of biomass in the form of poplar wood having panicle size less than 
l 50 µm in diameter was investigated in a 25 mm JD and 2.5 m long tubular reactor facility 
described in detail elsewheren·•>. The tests were conducted at temperatures up to 800°C and 
pressures between 30 and 50 atm. The experiments were performed in two modes depending 
upon the heatup rate. In the low heatup mode, the biomass was first loaded in the reactor at 
room temperature. Hydrogen was then introduced into the system until the desired initial 
pressure was established. The reactor was slowly hea1ed at a rate less 1han 1D°C/min while the 
change of pressure in the reactor and the composition of the effluent gas were monitored with 
time. In the higher heatup mode, the reactor was first heated to the desired temperature and 
pressurized with hydrogen before introducing the biomass. From the variation of pressure and 
gas composition versus time, the rares of reaction and degree of conversion were determined. 
The high-heatup-rare experiments showed that 88 to 90 wt percent of biomass could be gasified 
at residence times in the order of 15 minucesC7>. The number of moles of gas fonned, as 
calculated from lhe pressure change, varies with time as shown in Figure 1. 

METI-IANE PYROLYSIS 

The rate of thermal decomposition of methane was investigated using the same reactor 
facility at temperatures ranging from 700 10 900°C and pressures of 28 to 56 atm<81. ln these 
experiments, methane was continuously fed into the reactor. On-line gas analyses were ta.ken 
upstream and downstream of the reac1or to determine the reaction rate. The variation of methane 
concentration with residence time at different operating conditions, shown in Figure 21 indicates 
chat a gas residence time of about 2 min is required for the reaction to reach equilibrium 
composition at 50 atm and 900°C. The activation energy is found to be 31.3 kcal/mol. By 
extrapolating it to higher temperatures, the residence time would be 41 sec at 1000°C and 12 sec 
at l 1400C. 
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PROCESS SIMULATION STUDIES 

REACTION SEQUENCE 

There are two possible configurations for the Hydrocarb process, according to the 
sequence of the three reactor steps involved. One of these configurations, Cycle 1, is designed 
so that the process gas flows successively from the hydrogasification reaccor (HPR) through the 
methane pyrolysis reactor (MPR), the methanol synthesis reactor (MSR), and the methanoJ 
condenser (COND). The gas leaving the condenser is recycled back to the HPR after 
withdrawing a smaJI purge gas stream. The other configuration, Cycle 2, directs the process gas 
fonned in the HPR to the MSR and condenser, then 10 the MPR, followed by recycle ro the HPR. 
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate these configurations. 

Purge Gas MeOH 

t 
Feedatocke 

_J HPR I 
COND 

~ 

HE 

Carbon MPR MSR 

Figure 3. Cycle 1 of the Hydrocarb process. 

Jn Cycle J, the process gas from the MPR is cooled from the temperature of that reactor 
down to the MSR reaction temperature, 260°C, and this recovered energy is used to heat the 
process gas from the condenser, operating al SD°C, up to about the temperature of the HPR. 
From an energy balance on the HPR (assumed to be a fluidized bed), the temperature of the 
recycled process gas fed into it is adjusted until the reaction heat generated in the HPR is 
balanced by the enthalpy difference of inlet and outlet gas streams. Jn Cycle 2, two gas/gas heat 
exchangers are used: one cools the gas stream from the temperature of the HPR to the 
temperature of the MSR by heating the gas stream from the condenser; and before entering the 
MPR, the process gas is further heated in the second heat,exchanger by the hoc gas stream from 
the MPR. 
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Purge Gae MeOH 

l 
~ MPR ~ 

Carbon[~ ~ COND I-L __· ·-
= -- I= 

J HE HE 

Feedatoeke- HPR - MSR 

Figure 4. Cycle 2 of the Hydrocarb process. 

The primary interest of SCAQMD and EPA is to produce a maximum amount of 
methanol from biomass. Wirh this in mind, computer simulations were made with the process 
model to compare the above cycles and determine which is better suited to that objective. The 
feedstocks assumed for this comparison are representative of urban wastes obtained from a 
California wastewater treatment plant (sewage sludge and digester gas) and other sources 
(greenwasre). The compositions of these materials are listed in TabJe 1. Included in Table 1 
are the higher heating values (HHVs) of each fuel, given on a moisture-free basis (MF), and the 
heat of formation, which is expressed on a moisture-and-ash-free basis (MAF). 

Performance Criteria 

Several important performance criteria are used to compare the two cycles and also to 
assess the performance of Hydrocarb with alternative feedstocks. They include: minimum 
methane feed per unit of biomass feed, production ratio of methanol to carbon black, carbon 
efficiency, thermal efficiency, and gas circulation rate. Thennal efficiency is defined here as the 
total heating value of methanol, carbon black, and net purge-gas production (i.e., that which is 
not used to heat the MPR) divided by the total heating value of biomass. nalUral gas, and any 
external fuel source that is used to heat the MPR or close the energy balance. Similarly, carbon 
efficiency is the ratio of total carbon in all of the products to the carbon in all of the feedstock 
materials including the fuel used for MPR heating. 
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TABLE 1. PROPERTIES OF THE FEEOSTOCKS USED 
IN THE STUDY 

Feedstock Green- Methane Sewage Digeater 
waste CH, Sludge Gaa 

·Holac:ular Formula CH 1 .,00 ." CH, CH1. ,O0 .u CH1.,0o.,, 

Composition (wt\) 
C 49.11 28.55 
H 5.85 4.09 
0 35.41 16.03 
H,O 5.00 9.82 ..:. 
Ash 3.34 36.53 
s 0.16 1. 36 
N 1.13 3.62 
CH, 100 36.81 
CO2 61.82 

High Heating Value 
(Btu/lb-MF)• -8670 -23881 -5510 -9792 
(kcal/kg-HF) 1t -4817 -13267 -3061 -4984 

Heat of Formation 
(kcal/kg-MAI') -1386 -1770 

• 1 Btu/lb ,.,.. 2 kJ/kg 
II) 1 kcal/kg= 4 kJ/Jcg 

Using the above perfonnancc criteria, Table 2 compares Cycles 1 and 2 under the same 
operating conditions when the feedstocks are greenwaste and natural gas. The comparison is 
based on a capacity of 100 kg/hr of greenwaste containing 5 wt percent moisture. The HPR ls 
assumed to be a fluidized bed in which 90 percent of the carbon content of the biomass is 
gasified (an assumption justified by the experimental work discussed above). The material 
balances calculated for the two cycles show that a minimum naturaJ gas feed equivalent to 10 
wt percent of the biomass feed is required for Cycle I and 6 percent for Cycle 2. 

TABLE 2. COMPARISON Bl:'l'KEEN CYCLE 1 AND CtCLE 2 
WITH BIOMASS ANO NATURAL GAS AS FEEDSTOC!tS 
(SO atm, RPR = goo•c, AHO HPR • 1000°c) 

Cycle l 2 

Greenwaste (S\ H10) (kg/h) 100 100 
CH, Rate (k9/h) 10 10 
Burning CH, for MPR (kg/hJ 12.8 11. 6 
Hathanol (kg/h) 58.0 31.6 
Carbon Black (kg/h) 29.7 35.6 
HaOH/C (kg/kg) 1. 95 0.89 
Carbon Efficiency (\) 77.8 75.1 
Thermal Efficiency (I) 72.0 64.4 
Ga• Recycle (Jcgmol/h) 46.4 43.6 
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Table 2 compares the results of process simulations of the two cycles under the same 
operating conditions using greenwaste and natural gas as co-feedstocks. It can be concluded that 
Cycle I provides the higher methanol production and greater thennal efficiency; moreover. it 
requires only one heat exchanger. Thus, Cycle 1 is the configuration that will be used for pilot 
plant evaluation. 

FEEDSTOCK SIMULATIONS 

Greenwasre Moisture 

As shown in Table 2. I 00 kg of greenwaste containing 5 percent moisture should produce 
58 kg of methanol when Hydrocarb is operated in the CycJe 1 configuration. The moisture 
content of the feedstock was found to have an influence on process performance as illustrated 
fo~ grecnwaste in Table 3. The basis for these calculations was 95 kg/h of moisture-free 
greenwaste to which varying amounts of water are added. The reaction temperature was 9CXJ'C 
for the HPR and I 000°C for the MPR. The table shows that the minimum methane feed ratio, 
which is rhe weight ratio of methane to greenwasce fed into the HPR for hydrogasification, 
increases with moisture concenc of lhe greenwaste in order to maintain material balance in the 
system. Table 3 also indicates that the methanol yield and the thermal efficiency improve with 
increasing moisture content of greenwaste. However, as the moisture in biomass Ced into the 
HPR increases, the exothermic heat generated · in the reactor decreases, resulting in the 
requirement of a higher temperature of the process gas recycled into rhe HPR in order to keep 
its reaction temperature constant. 

TABLE 3. EFFECT OF MOISTURE IN GREENWASTE 
ON THE PERFORMANCE OF THE PROCESS 
(based on 95 kg/h MF greenwaste) 

B20/MF-GW (wt.%) 5.26 10.5 15.8 21.1 

Min. cs./MF-GW (kq/kg) 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 
T of PG into HPR (OCJ 892 910. 927 944 
Methanol (kg/h) 58.0 65.S 73.l 80,8 
Carbon Black (kg/h) 29.7 28.4 27.0 25.5 
HeOS/C (kg/kg) 1.95 2.31 2.71 3.17 
Carbon Efficiency (%) 77.8 77.8 77.7 77.7 
Thermal Effiency <') 72.0 72.8 73.4 74.1 
Gas Recycle (kgmol/h) 46.4 47.5 48.6 49.8 

When the weight ratio of moisture 10 greenwaste reaches 21. J percent, the temperature 
of the process gas recycled to the HPR is required to be 944°C. If the moisture of greenwaste 
is funher increased. the overall reaction heat in the HPR will become endothermic. Therefore. 
there is an optimum moisture content of the feedstock for maximum methanol yield. For 
greenwasre, that optimum is 21 percent (Table 3). which yields about 81 kg of methanol Cor 
every 95 kg of dry biomass. Biomass moisture contents can be adjusted to the optimum value 
by water addition or by external drying using waste heat from the MPR heater or from the 
methanol converter. · 
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Sewage Sludge and Digester Gas 

AdditionaJ simulations were made assuming the feedstocks 10 be sewage sludge and 
digester gas, supplemenled by greenwaste nnd natUial gas. These comparisons are based on a 
fixed capacity of 100 kg/h of total solid feedstocks including sludge and greenwasre. For these 
calculations. both the greenwasre and sludge were assumed to be dried to 5 percent moisture 
before entering the HPR. The process perfonnance of Cycle I al 50 atm and 900'°C for the HPR 
and l000°C for the MPR is summarized in Table 4 assuming various feed ratios of sludge to 
greenwaste. The methane feed was 15 percent of the greenwaste rate for all ca_ses, while the 
ratio of digester gas to sludge was 0.5. based on the gas generating capacity of the sewage plant. 
A maximum allowable sludge feed ratio of 0.4 (sludge/greenwaste) was found in the caJculation; 
if this ratio is funher increased, the HPR becomes endothermic and an additional heat source 
would be needed for the HPR. 

TABLE 4. THE EFFECTS OF SLUDGE/GREENWASTE FEED 
RATIO ON THE PROCESS PERFORMANCE 
(50 atm, HPR = 900°C, and MPR = 1000°C) 

Sludge/Greenwaste 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0 ... 

Greenwaste (kg/h) • 100.0 90.90 83.33 76.92 71.43 
.Sludge (kg/h)• 0 9.10 16.67 23.08 28.57 
CB, (kg/h) 15.00 13.61 12.50 11.53 10.69 
Digester Gas (kg/h) 0 4.54 8.33 11.53 14.26 
Limastone (kg/h) b 1.43 2.47 3.32 4.07 4.66 
Methanol (kg/h) 56.44 57.73 58.92 59.91 60.62 
Carbon Black (kg/h} 31.99 31.32 30.83 30.38 29.94 
MeOB/C (kg/kg) 1.76 1. 84 1. 91 1.97 2.02 
Carbon Efficiency (%) 79. 6S 79.62 79.59 79.57 79.55 
Thermal Efficiency (%) 72 .. 30 72.65 72.94 73.19 73.40 

• 51 moisture content in greenwaste and sludge. 
b Molar feed ratio of limestone to total sulfur in 

feedstocks is assumed to be 2.0. 

The data in Table 4 show that the thennal efficiency and rhe product ratio are only 
slightly affected by the sludge/greenwaste ratio. This indicates that sludge can be processed with 
greenwasre by rhe Hydrocarb process to produce considerable amounts of methanol and carbon 
black. Calculations also · found that there is an optimum moisture content for each 
sludge/greenwasle feed ratio. As shown in Table 5, increasing the moisture content of 
sludge/greenwaste feeds increases the product ratio of methanol to carbon black and the thermal 
efficiency of the process; Since the maximum allowable ratio of sludge to greenwaste is 0.4, the 
pilot plant design rook a sludge/greenwaste ratio of 0.2 as a represenrative data base. The 
optimum flow rate and composition of each stream for the feed ratio (sludge/greenwaste) of 0.2 
is shown in Figure 5. When f ceding digester gas, it is interesting to note that pan of the CO1 
component of that gas reacts in the HPR with carbon in the green waste to form CO and methane 
and the rest of that CO2 is converted to CO in the MPR. This results in an increase in the CO 
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mole fraction of the process gas from 2.24 to 5.79 percem in the HPR and from 5.79 ro 7.82 
percent in the M.PR. The CO is then converted to methanol in the MSR. Some waste CO2, as 
weH as waste biomass, is thus recycled to a clean fuel. 

TABLE 5. OPTIMUM MOISTURE CONTENT FOR 
SLUDGE/GREENWASTE FEEOSTOCKS 

Sludge/Greenwaste 

Dry greenwaste (kg/h) 
moisture (kg/h) 

Sludge (kg/h) 
moisture (kg/h) 

CB4 (kg/h) 
Digester Gas. (kg/h) 
Limestone (kg/h) 
Methanol (kg/h) 
Carbon Black (kg/h) 
MeOH/C (kg/kg) 
Carbon Efficiency (%) 
Thermal Efficiency (%) 

0.2 0.4 

79.16 67.86 
14.08 9.96 
15.84 27.14 
1.72 2.96 

12.50 10.69 
8.33 14.26 
3.26 4.66 

76.86 73.90 
25.85 26.35 
2.97 2.80 

77.88 78.28 
74.17 74.30 

OPERA TING CONDITIONS 

The p.ressure and temperature ar which the HPR and MPR are operated affect the 
perfonnance of the Hydrocarb process. With regard to the HPR, the temperature is established 
by the requirement for desuJfurization, especiaJly in the case of sewage sludge, which is to be 
partially accomplished by limestone addition. Given the CO2 partial pressures in the HPR, the 
active hydrogen sulfide sorbent, calcium oxide, can exist only at temperatures above 850°C. For 
that reason, and the fact that gasification rate and carbon conversion increase with temperature, 
an HPR 1emperature of 900°C is established. 

Temperature 

The effect of temperature in the MPR was investigated at 50 atm pressure when the HPR 
temperature is fixed at 900°C. The results shown in Table 6 indicate that increasing the MPR 
temperature will improve the methanol production and reduce the process gas circulation rate. 
However, the temperature in the MPR is limited by the thennal and structUral propenies of the 
materials of construction. When a MPR temperature of 95U°C is assume~. the HPR is no longer 
energy neutral: it becomes endothermic. For these reasons, l000°C is the recommended 
temperature for the MPR. 
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Pressure 

The influence of pressure is also presented in Table 6. The methanol production rate is 
found to increase with decreasing system pressure. However, as pressure decreases, the thermal 
efficiency is reduced and the gas circulation rare (which affects capital cost of the plant) increases 
significantly. Since catalytic methanol conveners normally require at least 50 arm pressure, some 
simplification is achieved if the other two process steps that produce the synthesis gas are 
conducted at the same pressure. 

From this study it is concluded that the most favorable operating conditions for co
processing biomass and methane are 50 atm system pressure, and temperaLUres of 9oc:rC in the 
HPR and 1000°C in the MPR. 

TABLE 6. EFFECTS OF PRESSURE ANO TEMPERATURE ON 
THE PROCESS PERFORMANCE (100 kg/h GW, 
CH./GW = 0 .1S, HPR = 900°C) 

p T/MPR MeOH/C C Eff Ther Eff Recycle Gas 
atm oc kg/kg kgmol/h' ' 

so 1000 1.76 79.7 72.3 47.5 
so 1050 2.31 78.1 72.3 34.4 
so 1100 2.65 77.3 72.3 27 .4· 
50 1200 2.96 76.4 71. 9 20.4 

60 1000 1.55 80.9 72.7 44.7 
so 1000 1.76 79.7 72.3 47.5 
40 1000 2.06 77.9 71. 2 53.7 
30 1000 2.31 74.8 67.9 68.3 

PILOT PLANT DESIGN 

Based on the above process analysis and kinetics experiments, design specifications are 
being deveJoped for the HPR and MPR of a 50 lb/h Hydrocarb pilot plant utilizing biomass 
feedstocks. The energy balance simulations are based on fluidized bed reactors which will be 
used for both the hydrogasification of biomass and the decomposition of methane. The reaction 
temperature in the HPR is controlled by adjusting the temperature of the inlet process gas from 
the gas heat ex.changer which recovers the heat in the hot process gas from the MPR. 

The heat required for the MPR is to be provided by circulating alumina particles between 
the fluidized bed MPR and a riser combustor. Other fuels such as methane or by-product carbon. 
are burned in the riser to heat the alumina particles. The hot particles then enter the MPR where 
their sensible heat is transferred to the entering gas. The cooled particles are then returned to 
the riser combustor for reheat. Detailed design specifications for the HPR, MPR, rehcater, and 
other equipment for the pilot plant are being developed. 
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Sewage Greenwaste 
Sludge 17.6 kg/h 
Limestone 3.J kg/h 
Cll4 12.5 kg/h DRYER 
DG 8.J kg/h 

150 C Methanol Water 
76.9 kg/h 14.2 kg/h 

GW 93.2 kg/h 
(15.11 moist) 

purge Gas 
Ash/Char 0.01 kmol/h 
17 kg/h HPR 935 C COND 

. - 900 C 48.9 50 C 
kmol/h 

52.2 krnol/h co 2.9 % 
Cll4 14.9 kg/h co 7. 2 % CO2 3.3l . CO2 0.7 CH4 23.7 

Cll4 29.6 H20 0.1 
COMB 1120 7.2 H2 69.l 52.1 kmol/h 

112 55.J BB co 2.1 % 
1-400 C CO2 J.1 

. CH4 22.J 
H20 1.6 

Al:Z.O3 H2 64.9 
HeOH 5.4 

MPR HSR . 
1000 C 57.7 kmol/h 260 C 

co 9.8 %

i CO2 0.4 
CH4 20.1 

carbon Black H20 3.9 
25.9 kg/h H2 65.9 

Figure 5. Rates and compositions of various streams for the optimum conditions with 
greenwaste (GW), sludge (SL), CH.., ar:d digester gas (00) as feedstocks 
(50 atm, SUGW = 0.2). 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS · 

The process design and analysis as well as experimental work on the kinetics of 
hydrogasification of biomass and methane decomposition for a pilot plant using the Hydrocarb 
process to produce methanol from biomass are reviewed. The hydrogasification kinetic 
experiments showed an overall conversion of 88 to 90 wt percent of biomass in the HPR. The 
gas residence time required for the reaction in the MPR to reach an equilibrium composition was 
found to be 2 min at 50 atm and 900°C. Process simulations show that a process having the flow 
sequence from the HPR to the MPR to the MSR to the condenser, produces more methanol and 
provides a higher thennal efficiency than the alternative cycle. A minimum methane co-feed is 
required for processing greenwaste, and depends on the moisture content of the grecnwaste. 
Sewage sludge and digester gas from a municipal sewage treatment plant can be co-processed 
with greenwaste by the Hydrocarb process. The CO2 in digester gas is convened to CO in the 
HPR and MPR so that more methanol can be produced in the methanol synthesis reactor. The 
optimum process conditions were detennined to be a pressure of 50 atm in the t01al system and 
temperatures of 900 and 1000°C in the HPR and MPR, respectively. 
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ABSTRACT 

Substitution of biofuels derived from ceJlulosic biomass for conventional fuels would 
reduce the accumulation of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and the possibility of global 
climate change, improve our energy security and trade defici~ revitalize rural and farm 
economies, and address urban air pollution and waste disposal problems. The major 
fractions of biomass, cellulose and hemicellulose. can be broken down into sugars that can 
be fermented into ethanol. Through technology advances for producing ethanol, the 
projected cost at the plant gate has been reduced from about $3.60/gallon ten years ago to 
$1.27 /gallon, and opportunities have been identified to further drop the price to 
$0.67 /gallon, a price competitive with gasoline from oil at $25/barrel, within ten years. 
Through anaerobic digestion, a consortium of bacteria can break down cellulosic biomass 
to generate a medium-Btu gas that can be cleaned up for pipeline-quality methane. The 
cost of this methane has been reduced to about $4.50/MBtu (106 Btu) for municipal solid 
waste (MSW) feedstocks, and technology advances could drop the price to about 
$2.00/MBtu. Algae could consume carbon dioxide from power plants and produce lipid oil 
that can be converted into a diesel fuel substitute. Projected costs for this biodiesel have 
dropped from almost $18.00/gallon to about $3.50/gallon now, with a target of $1.00/gallon. 
Biomass can also be gasified to a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen for catalytic 
conversion into methanol. Currently, methanol from biomass is projected to cost about 
$0.85/gallon, and ·with improved technology, a cost of SO.SO/gallon could be realized. 
Cata1ytic processing of pyrolytic oils from biomass produces a mixture of olefins that can be 
reacted with alcohols to form ethers such as methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) for use in 
reformulated gasoline to reduce emissions. Costs could be competitive today for olefins 
from MSW. Because biofuels technologies require little if any fossil fuel inputs, carbon is 
recycled through their use, reducing substantially the net amount of carbon dioxide released 
to the atmosphere. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The United States contributes about 25% of the carbon dioxide (CO2) released from 
fossil fuels to the atmosphere, with transportation fuels accounting for about 27% of that 
amount (1). Carbon dioxide is believed to be the most important greenhouse gas, trapping 
nearly 50% of the radiation that could lead to global climate change (2), and significant 
benefit would be gained by development of fuels that do not contribute to the buildup of 
CO2 in the atmosphere. Because significant air pollution problems are attributed to gasoline 
and other conventional fuels, alternative transportation fuels are of particular interest for 
reducing carbon monoxide and smog in our cities. 

In addition to concern about the effects of fuel use on the environment, the U.S. 
economy depends strongly on unstable sources of imported petroleum. As a result, the 
nation experienced several oil price shocks as foreign producers controlled supplies of oil 
in the 1970s. In 1990, the price of oil and gasoline increased again because of the Iraqi 
invasion of Kuwait, reminding us that oil and natural gas represent the weakest links in the 
U.S. energy supply. The United States imports about half of the petroleum it uses annually, 
and even though natural gas imports are now less than 6% of usage, gas and oil imports in 
the year 2000 are predicted to rise to 11% and 56% of the 23.6 and 37.2 quads of 
consumption, respectively. Furthermore, petroleum imports are responsible for about 40% 
of the trade deficit of the United States (3) .. About 97% of the energy consumed by the 
transportation sector is derived from petroleum, making this important segment of our 
economy particularly vulnerable to disruptions in unstable sources of oil. 

FueJs known as biofuels can be produced from many plant materials and waste 
products such as agricultural wastes and municipal solid waste (MSW) that together are 
called biomass. Several oxygenated biofuels such as ethanol reduce carbon monoxide 

· emissions when blended with gasoline. A number of biofuels can be substituted directly for 
conventional transportation fuels to reduce urban air pollution. Biofuels can also be used 
in the residential, industrial, and utility sectors. Substantial improvements have been made 
in the technology for producing the liquid and gaseous biofuels that this nation needs most, 
and these fuels now have the opportunity to make a strong impact on our fuel use. 

This paper focuses on the progress of and prospects for promising biofuels produced 
by both biological and thermal reactions. First, the possible contribution of biofuels to our 
energy supply will be presented. Then, the technologies for producing biofuels will be 
summarized, and some of their important characteristics discussed. The potential benefits 
of biofuels for mediating CO2 buildup will be illustrated. 

BIOFUELS PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES 

BIOMASS AVAJLABILITY AND COST 

Plants use the sun's energy to convert CO2 and water into simple sugars through 
photosynthesis. · These sugars can be stored directly in plants such as sugar cane or 
combined to form starch for plants such as corn. All plants join sugars together to form the 
structural carbohydrate polymers cellulose. and hemicellulose, which together with lignin 
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support the plant. The cellulose, hemicellulose. and lignin components represent the largest 
fractions of plant matter and can be termed cellulosic biomass or just biomass. When we 
burn biomass, the stored energy from the sun is released. The energy content of biomass 
can also be thermally or biologically transformed to liquid or gaseous fuels that integrate 
well with our existing fuel distribution and use infrastructure. 

Although the outward appearance of the various forms of cellulosic biomass such as 
wood, grasses, municipal solid waste (MSW), and agricultural residues is different, all of 
these materials are quite similar in composition. Cellulose is generally the dominant 
fraction, representing about 40% to 50% of the material by weight, while the hemicellulose 
portion represents 20% to 40% of the material. The remaining fraction is predominately 
lignin with lesser amounts of substances called extractives. The cellulose polymer is 
composed of glucose sugar while arabinose, mannose, xylose, glucose, and other sugars make 

. up hemicellulose. Although most forms of cellulosic biomass are low in cost, the historical 
costs of conversion to liquid and gaseous biofuels have been too high to allow economic 
application of these technologies on a large scale. 

It is estimated that about 190 million acres of land could be used to grow energy 
crops dedicated for the production of biofuels. For an average productivity of 9 
tons/acre/year, about 1.7 billion tons of ceHulosic biomass could be harvested each year (4). 
If accessible underutilized wood. agricultural residues, and MSW are included, about 2.5 
billion dry tons p~r year of cellulosic biomass could be produced at prices from $18 to $65 
per dry ton (1,5,6). As a perspective on the size of this resource, about 250 billion gallons 
of liquid fuels could be produced from this quantity of biomass compared · to the 
approximately 115 billion gallons of gasoline used in the United States. 

FUEL ETHANOL 

More than 3 bi1lion gallons of ethanol produced from sugar cane is used in Brazil 
each year. However, U.S. sugar prices are controlled at about $0.20/pound, a price that is 
too high for fuel production. Instead, about 1 billion gallons of ethanol are made from com 
in the United States each year. Ethanol from corn currently .sells for about Sl.20 to 
$1.30/gallon and is competitive with state and federal tax incentives. Ethanol blends from 
starch and sugar crops comprised as much as 8% of the U.S. gasoline market in 1987, up 
from Jess than 1 % in 1981. There are about 50 U.S. fuel ethanol manufacturing facilities 
that use corn and other grains as feedstocks. 

Over the years, several processes have been studied for conversion of cellulose
containing biomass to ethanol catalyzed by dilute acid, concentrated acid, or enzymes known 
as cellulascs. In each option, the feedstock is pretreated to reduce its size and open up the 
structure. The cellulose fraction is hydrolyzed by acids or enzymes to produce glucose sugar, · 
which is subsequently fermented to ethanol. The soluble xylose sugars derived from 
hemicellulose are fermented to ethanol as well, while the lignin fraction can be burned as 
fuel to power the rest of the process, converted into octane boosters, or used as a feedstock 
for production of chemicals. 
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Dilute acid systems typically have low ethanol yields of 50% to 70%. Concentrated 
sulfuric or halogen acid options achieve the high yields required. but the acids must be 
recovered at a cost substantially lower than the cost at which these inexpensive materials 
are produced in the first place, a difficult requirement. Enzyme-catalyzed options provide 
the high yields of ethanol necessary for economic viability, under mild condition~ with low 
concentrations of enzyme. In addition, enzyme-catalyzed processes have tremendous 
potential for technology improvements, that could bring the selling price of ethanol down to 
levels competitive with those of existing fuels. Enzymes are also biodegradable and environ
mentally benign. At this time, the simultaneous saccharification and ferme'ntation (SSF) 
enzyme-based process has emerged as the favored route to achieve low-cost fuel ethanol 
production within a reasonable time frame (7). 

In the SSF process, the cellulosic biomass is first pretreated to open up the biomass 
structure and facilitate subsequent processing. Several options have been considered for 
biomass pretreatment including steam explosion. acid catalyzed steam explosion, ammonia 
fiber explosion, and organosolv, but the dilute acid option appears to have the best near
term economic potential. In this process, about 0.5% sulfuric acid is added to the feedstock, 
and the mixture is heated to around 140° to 160° C for 5 to 20 minutes. Under these 
conditions, most of the hemicellulose is broken down to form xylose and other sugars, 
leaving behind a porous material of primarily cellulose and lignin that is more accessible to 
enzymatic attack. 

Following pretreatment, a portion of the pretreated biomass is used in an enzyme 
production vessel to support growth of a fungus that produces cellulasc enzyme. Then. the 
cellulase enzyme is added to the bulk of the pretreated substrate along with yeast or other 
fermentative microorganisms. The enzymes catalyze the breakdown of the cellulose by the 
so-called hydrolysis reaction to form glucose sugar; the yeast -or other suitable microbe 
ferments the glucose to ethanol. The presence of yeast along with the enzymes minimizes 
sugar accumulation in the vessel, and since the glucose produced during breakdown of the 
cellulose slows down the action of the cellulase enzymes, higher rates, yields, and 
concentrations are possible by consuming the sugar as it is released. Additional benefits arc 
that this process reduces the number of fermentation vessels to about half that for separate 
hydrolysis and fermentation steps and that the presence of ethanol makes the fermentation 
mixture less likely to be invaded by unwanted microorganisms. Finally, the ethanol is 
separated from the rest of the fermentation broth in a purification step. 

The xylose and other sugars released from the hemicellulose polymers are often 
predominantly five-carbon sugars that are not as readily converted to ethanol as glucose, and 
until recently, these sugars had to be discarded. However, several options have been 
developed for using xylose. At this time, the most promising option appears to be the use 
of genetically engineered bacteria (8,9) or some new yeast strains for ethanol production. 

Because Jignin represents a significant fraction of cellulosic biomass, it is important 
to derive value from lignin. Lignin has a high energy content and can be used as a boiler 
fuel. Generally, the amount of lignin in most feedstocks is more than sufficient to supply 
all the heat and electricity required for the overall ethanol production process, as well as 
to generate excess heat or electricity. Thus, additional revenue can be derived from 
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electricity exports from the plant (10). The electricity sold for current plant designs is 
equivalent to about 8% to 10% of the energy content of the ethanol product, and greater 
revenues are likely as the technology is improved to require less process heat and electricity. 

· Alternatively, lignin could be converted into chemicals or octane boosters such as methyl 
aryl ethers. 

Progress on the enzyme-catalyzed processes to convert cellulosic biomass into fuel 
ethanol has been substantial over the last ten years, with projected selling prices dropping 
from about $3.60/gallon in 1980 (11) to only about $127 /gallon (12). This selling price 
reduction is due to improvements in enzymes to achieve higher rates, yields, and 
concentrations with lower loadings, proper selection of fermentative microbes, and advances 
in xylose fermentations through genetic engineering. 

Significant opportunities still exist to lower the selling price of ethanol from cellulosic 
biomass at the plant gate to $0.67 /gallon. Key target areas include improved glucose and 
xylose yields from pretreatment, increased ethanol yields to 90% or greater from cellulose 
and xylose fermentations, decreased stirring and pretreatment power requirements, better 
productivities through continuous processing, low-cost production of octane enhancers or 
chemicals from lignin, increased ethanol concentrations. and reduction of fermentation 
times. Feedstock costs are a significant fraction of the final product selling price, so 
improvements in feedstock production. collection, and genetics could provide additional cost 
reductions through economies of scale for larger ethanol plants, decreased feedstock costs, 
and less non-f ermentable feedstock. Many of these goals have been met individually and 
the evidence that the rest can be achieved is great; the primary need is to meet them 
simultaneously. Fortunately, there arc enough options for lowering the selling price of 
ethanol so that not all the technical goals must be achieved to reach the target. 

BIODIESEL FROM MICROALGAE 

Microalgae are single-celled plants that contain photosynthetic machinery driven by 
the sun's energy to combine CO2 and water to form a variety of products. Algae are 
particularly unique in their ability to produce a high fraction of their total weight (about 
60% or more) as lipid oils or triglycerides. Lipids are hydrocarbons with a higher energy 
density than that of the carbohydrates plants typically produce. Although these algal oils 
can be used directly in diesel engines, they can also be readily converted into esters that 
more closely match diesel fuel properties and burn more cleanly (13). Diesel fuel currently 
suppli~s about 17% of the energy used for transportation in the United States. Production 
of diesel fuel from algae complements ethanol manufacture from cellulosic biomass in that 
as ethanol displaces the fraction of petroleum converted into gasoline, substitutes must be 
found for the fraction now used to manufacture diesel fuel. 

Microalgae grow well over a wide range of temperatures in high-salinity water that 
is unsuitable for other purposes. Therefore, it may be possible to use the abundant high
salinity water in aquifers coupled with inexpensive flat land available in the De.sert 
Southwest to grow microalgae to produce biodiesel. Shallow uncovered ponds or raceways 
could be created to produce algae with -slowly rotating paddle wheels used to circulate the 
water and provide mixing. Carbon dioxide from power plant flue gas would be injected into 
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the ponds to promote algal growth. The rapidly growing microalgae would be harvested, 
and the lipid oils would be extracted for conversion into ester fuels (13). 

Microalgal ponds are very efficient in their uptake of CO2, recovering about 90% of 
the gas injected into a pond. Thus, they provide an effective means of CO2 recovery from 
power plants. Of course, when ester fuels are burned, the CO2 captured by the algae is 
released to the atmosphere, but almost twice as much energy is produced for a given 
amount of CO2 released as would be possible without the use of algal ponds. As a result, 
a coal-burning power plant coupled to an algal pond would contribute far less CO2 to the 
atmosphere than a conventional gas-fired plant on a total energy released basis (14). Of 
course, similar benefits could be provided to a gas-fired power plant. If the lipid oils were 
converted to a chemical for production of durable goods, the carbon could be sequestered 
for a longer term, reducing the impact of fossil fuel use on CO2 accumulation. Use of 
·biodiesel also has a low sulfur impact on the environment. 

Progress on technology for producing oil from microalgae has been considerable. A 
number of strains have been collected that are tolerant to high salinity, high light intensity, 
wide temperature variations, and extreme temperatures. Many of these strains grow rapidly 
and produce about 60% of their weight as lipids when they are deprived of key nutrients 
such as silicon for diatoms or nitrogen for green algae (15). The enzyme acetyl Co-A 
carboxylase (ACC) has been identified as a key catalyst in Hpid oil synthesis (15,16), and 
research is now focused on developing techniques to genetically enhance lipid oil synthesis 
by controlling the genes responsible for ACC production. 

The projected price of biodiesel production . from algae has dropped from 
approximately $18/gallon in the early 1980s to around $3.50/gallon now. Opportunities 
have been identified to reduce the price to about $1.00/gallon. The primary need is to 
enhance the growth rate of algae while achieving high lipid oil concentrations. However, 
these estimates are based on commercial prices for CO2, which represents a major share of 
the oil production cost. If fines were levied for CO2 releases into the atmosphere, CO2 
prices would drop drastically or users might be paid to accept this gas, and algal oil 
production could be cost competitive much sooner. 

BlOGAS 

Natural gas, which is primarily methane, is considered an environmentally clean and 
economically attractive fuel with a high energy content. It is widely used for industrial, 
residential, and utility applications. It also has potential merit for transportation markets, 
but it is nonrenewable. Biogas, a mixture of approximately equal portions of methane and 
CO2, is a medium-Btu gas formed by a biological process called anaerobic digestion, in 
which complex organic compounds are decomposed by microorganisms. Anaerobic digestion 
has been used in the United States since early in the twentieth century to stabilize and 
reduce the volume of municipal sludge before disposal. In typical installations, the biogas 
produced in the process was flared rather than recovered as an energy source. Anaerobic 
digestion is also· used to remove soluble wastes from chemical plant effluents. However, 
although the anaerobic digestion processes now operating are effective in meeting waste dis
posal requirements, current systems were not designed for cost-effective energy production 
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and are not well suited to utilization of solid cellulosic biomass. In sanitary landfills, 
naturally occurring anaerobic bacteria break down the biodegradable fraction of the MSW 
buried there to form biogas although the gas production rates and yields vary widely. Only 
a small percentage of that gas is now being economically recovered. 

In the anaerobic digestion process, one group of bacteria breaks down cellulose and 
other complex molecules enzymatically into simple sugars and other monomers. Then, other 
types of bacteria digest these products, producing organic acids that are in turn broken down 
to form still smaller molecules of acetate, formate, hydrogen, and CO2• Finally, specialized 
bacteria, called methanog~ns, use these compounds to produce methane and CO2• When 
CO2 is removed from biogas, the methane-rich product is a high-Btu gas that can be directly 
substituted for natural gas. Thus, this biological pathway directly converts organic matter 
into a gas that can be used directly in a boiler or processed to be compatible with the 
existing distribution infrastructure. 

If MSW is employed as the substrate, anaerobic digestion also provides an 
environmentally sound disposal method. In the anaerobic digestion of MSW, the solid waste 
is shredded and ferrous materials are removed. Generally, it is also necessary to separate 
the extra•fine and oversized materials for landfill disposal. The mixture is fed into digcsters, 
and the microbial process converts about half the solid waste into a gas composed of about 
equal fractions of methane and CO2• The solids left after digestion is complete are 
dewatered for disposal. For a tipping fee of $20/to:i for the MSW processed, a methane 
selling price of about $4.50/MBtu (106 Btu) is estimated for established technology. 

Several improvements have been made in the anaerobic digestion process. Stratified 
operation of the digester can result in higher solids concentrations and achieve 10% higher 
methane yield than a conventional vessel. Technology has also been demonstrated to enrich 
the methane content of the product gas from an anaerobic digester to near pipeline quality 
by recirculating a leachate stream from the digester through an air stripping unit or other 
CO2 desorption process. Novel anaerobic digestion units have been operated at 35% to 
40% solids concentrations with gas generation rates of 7 to 9 times · those possible with 
conventional devices, which are limited to 6% to 10% solids levels (17). Such devices 
reduce the volume of the containment vessel and thus decrease vessel costs per amount of 
methane generated. 

Continued research could result in further reductions in methane cost to 
approximately $2.00/MBtu (18). Resear~h is needed to identify the organisms present in 
anaerobic digesters and clarify their complex interactions. Specific organisms can then be 
selected for genetic breeding and manipulation to allow operation of anaerobic digesters at 
optimal conditions. Feedback and control mechanisms should be developed to maintain 
stable operation of digesters ( 19). Engineering efforts should be undertaken to develop 
· targe-scale reactor designs that can process high concentrations of solids to decrease the cost 
of biogas production. Work is also needed on landfill gas recovery to understand the effect 
of atmospheric conditions on gas flow, evaluate microbial populations that produce landfill 
gas, and improve· gas generation and capture methods. 
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METI-IANOL FROM BIOMASS 

Biomass can be thermally gasified to produce synthesis gas (syngas) rich in carbon 
monoxide and hydrogen; syngas can then be catalytically converted to methanol. Methanol 
production includes steps for feed preparation, thermal gasification. methanol synthesis. and 
gas conditioning and cleanup. Feed preparation typically employs well developed equipment 
for biomass drying, size reduction, and feeding. Methanol synthesis from carbon monoxide 
and hydrogen is a well established technology. In order to achieve commercial application 
of methanol production from biomass, low-cost technology is needed for thermally gasifying 
the biomass to carbon monoxide and hydrogen and preparing the gas stream for catalytic 
formation of methanol. 

The gasification step can be carried out by controlled direct addition of air or oxygen 
to the gasifier to produce heat and drive the breakdown of biomass to form carbon 
monoxide and hydrogen. In such processes, part of the biomass is burned to provide the 
heat required to drive the formation of the target gases. Alternatively, indirectly heated 
gasifiers rely on transfer of heat from an external source through a heat exchange device to 
break down biomass (20,21). Indirect gasifiers may_ have some cost advantages relative to 
units that are directly fed air or oxygen. However, further engineering evaluations and 
economic studies are needed to establish the relative merits of the alternative processes. 

Although the raw syngas is rich in carbon monoxide and hydrogen, it cannot be 
directly processed in the catalytic synthesis unit because it contains significant amounts of 
impurities including particulate matter, methane, tar, and various light hydrocarbons. In 
addition, the ratio of carbon monoxide to hydrogen must be adjusted to that required for 
methanol synthesis. Research has shown that the gas can be cleaned up and the 
composition adjusted for methanol synthesis. However, further work is required to 
determine the fate of organic impurities and methane; establish the effect of hydrogen, 
carbon monoxide, and CO2 on tar and methane removal; estimate useful catalyst life; and 
demonstrate the ability of catalysts to destroy tars and reduce methane under realistic 
operating conditions with various fcedstocks. 

Currently, methanol is estimated to cost about $0.85/gallon from biomass feedstocks 
costing about $42/ton. Several opportunities have been identified that would make 
methanol from biomass competitive with gasoline as a neat fuel. Direct syngas conditioning 
in one step would replace expensive quenching and scrubbing operations to remove tars and 
subsequent reheating and steam reforming to reduce excessive levels of methane. We need 
to develop catalysts that meet lifetime requirements, as well as better gas cleanup systems. 
Concepts must also be tested at a reasonable scale to establish operational parameters and 
commercial potential. Improvements in feedstock costs, as discussed for ethanol production, 
would also benefit methanol economics. Successful demonstration of these improvements 
could drop the cost of methanol to about $0.50/gallon, a price competitive with gasoline 
from oil at $25/barrel. 
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REFORMULATED GASOLINE COMPONENTS (RGCs) 

Concerns about urban air pollution have Jed to enactment of legislation such as the 
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, which require measures be taken to improve air 
quality. Use of neat fuels such as ethanol and methanol are one way to reduce emissions 
of unburned hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide, which contribute to smog formation.. In 
addition, gasoline compositions· are being changed or "reformulated" to reduce their 
contribution to air pollution. Oxygenates such as ethanol and ethers are added to gasoline 
to improve fuel combustion and reduce the release of smog-forming compounds as well as 
carbon monoxide. The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 mandate the use of 2.7% 
oxygen in fuels for several ozone and carbon monoxide non-attainment regions, thus causing 
a large demand for oxygenates such as ethanol and methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE). 
Ethers such as MTBE and ethyl tertiary butyl ether (ETBE) are m~de by reacting the 
appropriate alcohol (i.e., methanol or ethanol, respectively) with isobutylene. Currently, 
isobutylene is derived from fossil sources, but these compounds can also be made by fast 
pyrolysis of biomass followed by catalytic reaction of the pyrolysis products to form olefins. 
The olefins in turn can be reacted with alcohols to form RGCs such as ETBE and MTBE. 

Fast pyrolysis rapidly heats the biomass to temperatures at which the predominant 
pyrolysis reactions form oxygenated crude oil vapors, rather than char, water, or gases. A 
vortex reactor forces biomass particles to slide along the externally heated reactor wall, and 
the close contact between the particles and the wall produces high rates of heat transfer. 
As a. result, the surface of the biomass partic1e is pyrolyzed and removed, but the bulk of 
the particle is still unheated through an ablative pyrolysis phenomena (2Z2,3). 

The oxygenated crude pyrolysis oil vapors produced in the vortex reactor are 
converted into olefins and other products through a thermal cracking operation. Extensive 
studies of these reactions have typically shown that some olefins and other hydrocarbons of 
interest result but in yields that are not high enough to be economically interesting. 
However, zeolite catalysts such as HZSM-5 used to convert methanol to gasoline crack the 
pyrolysis oil vapors with dramatically higher olefins production. Researchers have identified 
operating conditions with this zeolite catalyst in a slipstream reactor, and low coke yields 
and relatively high yields of high-octane alkylated aromatics and gaseous olefins were 
achieved. These products give a very high octane blending stock for use with reformulated 
gasoline (23,24 ). 

The off gas from the catalytic cracking reactor contains a considerable amount of 
gaseous olefins. Catalytic conversion of these olefins to larger hydrocarbon molecules in a 
secondary catalytic reactor has been studied to facilitate condensation and recovery of these 
materials. A compressor pressurizes the gases that enter the secondary catalytic reactor. 
Primarily isoparaffins boiling in the gasoline range have been generated from the gaseous 
olefins. Changes in the catalysts, coreactants, temperatures, and pressures selected could 
change the products from the secondary reactor. 

Preliminary evaluations of the economics of the combined pyrolysis and catalytic 
conversion process are encouraging, especially when refuse-derived fuel (RDF), a low-cost 
feedstock derived from MSW that gives enhanced yields of olefins compared to those from 
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wood, is used as the feedstock. Research on novel catalysts will increase both the olefin 
yields and the selectivity toward olefins versus aromatics. Initial catalyst screening in the 
laboratory has already identified some promising candidates, and the results suggest that 
yields could be improved substantially. 

Preliminary process evaluations of the advanced catalytic process suggest that mixed 
ethers could be produced for $0.67/gal while they would cost about $0.96/gal based on 
existing technology (25). However, the vortex reactor represents a new technology, which 
carries a considerable risk because of the lack of current industrial experience. Therefore, 
further research is required in areas such as selectivity and catalyst life. In addition, the 
ability to scale up the fast pyrolysis of biomass to produce condensable pyrolysis vapors must 
be demonstrated. 

IMPACT OF BIOFUELS ON CARBON DIOXIDE ACCUMULATION 

In this section, the impact of using biofuels on CO2 accumulation and the potential 
for global climate change will be discussed. An example will be presented based on ethanol 
production from cellulosic biomass, but the concepts are applicable to any of the biofuels 
that have been presented here. . 

Carbon dioxide released during fermen.tation and ethanol combustion is recycled back 
to grow· new biomass, replenishing that harvested for ethanol manufacture. In addition, the 
lignin in the feedstock can be burned to provide all the process heat and electricity needed 
to drive the conversion process, and some heat or electricity is left to sell for added revenue. 
Thus, provided new trees or other biomass are planted to replace those that are harvested 
for energy, CO2 provides the key link between the fuel and the biomass resource, and CO2 
does not accumulate in the atmosphere. Fossil fuels used in the production and transport 
of biomass and ethanol are the only sources that can lead to CO2 accumulation. 

Considerable controversy and confusion exists about the amount of fossil energy 
required to produce ethanol and the interpretation of this information for energy efficiency 
and the impact on potential global climate change. Energy inputs must be properly 
accounted for and the performance of ethanol must be properly compared to that for fossil 
fuels if comparisons are to be made between fuels. 

ENERGY USE 

Figure 1 summarizes energy flows for the production of ethanol from cellulosic 
biomass ( 1 ). Modest energy inputs are required to produce cellulosic biomass because 
cultivation and fertilizer needs are not large. In addition, no process energy input is shown 
because the lignin contained in the feedstock can be used as a boiler fuel, and the amount 
of energy contained in the lignin is sufficient to produce process heat and electricity for the 
overall process. In addition, the equivalent of 8% of the ethanol fuel value can be sold as 
electricity (9), thereby displacing about 3 times that amount of fossil energy inputs for 
electricity production by power companies. 
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Figure 1. Energy requirements and outputs for production of ethanol from ccllulosic 

biomass based on one unit of ethanol energy output 

Ifwe add the total amount of fossil energy inputs, about 19,000 Btu/gallon of ethanol 
are required for ethanol production from cellulosic biomass. Alternatively, 3 times the 
electricity produced could be subtracted from the fossil fuel requirements to account for the 
fossil fuel that would be used in any event 'ror producing that quantity of electricity (26). 
In this case, the net amount of fossil fuel use, as shown in Table 1, is only about 800 
Btu/gallon of ethanol. For comparison, production of gasoline requires about 14,000 
Btu/gallon of gasoline produced. Gasoline has a lower heating-value of about 115,000 
Btu/gallon, compared to ethanol at 76,000 Btu/gallon. 

CARBON DIOXIDE RELEASED 

An estimate of the contribution of ethanol production to CO2 accumulation in the 
atmosphere can be performed by weighing the quantities of fossil fuels used according to 
the amount of CO2 released by each. For the purposes of this discussion and with reference 
to Figure 1, natural gas is assumed to be the fuel source for agricultural (A}, chemical (C}, 
and plant amortization (P) inputs: petroleum is assumed for transportation (11 and 
distribution (D). Combining CO2 release data for these sources with the energy 
requirements presented in Figure 1 gives the results presented in Table 1 for ethanol 
derived from cellulosic biomass. Only CO2 is included that is produced by combustion of 
fossil fuels since CO2 generated during fermentation of biomass cellulose and hemicellulose 
and combustion of lignin and ethanol can be recycled to grow new biomass to replace that 
harvested for energy production. 

It is interesting to note that if the fossil equivalent for production of electricity is 
subtracted from· the fossil fuel sources for ethanol production from cellulosic biomass, a 
negative CO2 contribution results (Table 1). This outcome is due to the low usage of fossil 
fuels for conversion of cellulosic biomass to ethanol and the displacement of electricity in 
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TABLE I. CARBON DIOXIDE RELEASED IN ETHANOL PRODUCTION FROM CELLULOSIC BIOMASS 

Raw Plant Fuel Coproduct 
Feedstock Material Chemical Process Amortlza- Dlstribu- Total Displacement Net Fossil 

Process Production Transport Inputs Energy tlon tlon Fossil CO2 of CO2 co~ 
Assumed Natural Gas Petroleum Natural None Natural Gas Petroleum 
Fossil Fuel Gas 

Btu/Gallon 11,400 3,000 800 -- 3,000 800 19,000 (18,200) 800 
Ethanol 

Carbon 1.5 0.5 0.1 -- 0.4 0.1 2.6 (4.6) (2.0) 
Dioxide 
Released 
lb/gallon 

Note:· Calculated on the basis of the exported electricity displacing coal-generate~ electricity, which was generated at 33% efficiency 

0) 
I 

CTI 
0 



the grid. To produce an equivalent amount of electricity from fossil resources such as coal 
would actually produce more CO2 than the total released during ethanol productio~ and 
subtracting the amount of CO2 that would have been released an}'\Vay for generation of that 
quantity of electricity gives a net credit of 2 pounds of COJgallon of ethanol produced. 

From the data in Table 1, it appears that production of ethanol from cellulosic 
biomass would be a minor contributor o( CO2 to the atmosphere. This is because all of the 
process heat is produced by combustion of lignin, a renewable feedstock. In additio~ few 
fossil fuel inputs are needed to produce cellulosic biomass. Biomass sources of fuels and 
fertilizers could be substituted for the fossil fuels assumed in this analysis, resulting in no 
net CO2 release for ethanol from cellulosic biomass. By way of comparison, gasoline use 
releases a total of 190 pounds of C02/MBtu or 21.8 pounds/gallon of gasoline. 

FUEL UTILIZATION 

In the United States, ethanol is currently blended with gasoline at 10% 
concentrations. As mentioned earlier, the energy content of ethanol is 76,000 Btu/gallon; 
gasoline contains about 50% more energy at 115,000 Btu/gallon. By accounting for each 
of these components, the energy content of the blend is about 111,000 Btu/gallon. If we 
assume that the range of a vehicle is proportional to the energy density of the fue1, then 
1.036 gallons of blend would be required to travel the same distance as one gallon of 
gasoline. On the other hand, data from Southwest Research Institute have shown that 
there is no statistically significant difference in the mileage for a 10% blend versus that of 
regular gasoline. In effect, this evidence suggests that the ethanol blended with gasoline has 
an energy density equivalent to 115,000 Btu/gallon. 

Use of neat ethanol can also be considered in at least two different ways. First, the 
amount of one fuel needed to travel the same distance as for another fuel can be 
determined by the ratio of the lower heating values of the two fuels. Thus, about 50% more 
ethanol would be required than for gasoline to give the same service. For an engine 
designed for gasoline use with only modifications in timing and air:fuel ratio to allow 
combustion of ethanol, ethanol fuel would give such a range. However, because ethanol has 
more favorable fuel properties such as a higher octane and heat of vaporization than 
gasoline, an engine optimized for ethanol can be 20% to 30% more efficient than a gasoline 
engine ( 1,6). Assuming the latter results in a ethanol driving range of about 80% of that 
of gasoline. 

COMPARISONS OF FOSSIL FUEL USE AND CARBON DIOXIDE RELEASE 

Table 2 presents a comparison of the fossil fuel requirements for ethanol from 
cellulosic biomass and gasoline. Consideration is given to both blends and neat fuel use and 
to comparison of the amount of ethanol required based on lower heating value and 
performance. The lower end of the range shown is with credit given for fossil fuel 
displacement for electricity production, while the higher end does not account for excess 
electricity production. Blends of ethanol from cellulosic biomass with gasoline always yield 
Jower fossil fuel use than gasoJine. Furthermore, for neat fuel markets, ethanol production 
from cellulosic biomass requires one-fifth o~ less fossil fuel input than gasoline, depending 
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TABLE 2. FOSSIL FUEL USE AND CO2 RELEASED FROM CELLULOSIC 
BIOMASS 

Form of Fuel Use Fossil Fuel Used CO2 Released 
(Btu/gnl of gasoline (lb CO~gal of gasoline 

equivalent) equivalent) 

Blends Based on Lower Heating Value 

Ethanol 120,400 • 122,200 20.1 - 20.6 

Blends at Same Range ns Gasoline 

Ethanol 116,200 - 118,000 19.4 - 19.9 

Neat Fuel Based on Lower Heating Value 

Ethanol 1,200 • 28,700 -3.0 - 3.9 

Neat Fuel Based on Improved Efficiency 

Ethanol 1,000 • 23,800 ·2.5 - 3.2 

Gasoline 129,000 21.8 

on the accounting given for electricity production and the assumed efficiency of ethanol 
utilization. 

Also presented in Table 2 is the amount of CO2 released when a vehicle is propelled 
the same distance by ethanol as gasoline. Agai~ based on the low use of fossil fuels in 
production of ethanol from cellulosic biomass, this fuel scores very well in minimizing CO2 
emissions that could contribute to global climate change. If we subtract the CO2 emissions 
that would have resulted from fossil fuels to generate the amount of electrical. energy 
produced in the ethanol plant, the net effect is that ethanol removes CO2• It may be more 
appropriate to assign the CO2 released to both electricity and ethanol based on the relative 
energy contributions and compare each to the alternative, but the benefits would still be 
substantial. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A wide range of fuel products, which. can reduce our vulnerability to disruptions in 
fuel supplies and improve our balance of trade deficit, can be produced from biomass, a 
renewable, abundant feedstock. These products include ethanol, methanol, methane gas, 
biodiesel, and olefins for production of RGCs. All. of these biofuels can be used in the 
transportation sector, some as gasoline additives to reduce emissions of carbon monoxide 
and smog.forming compounds and others as substitutes for fossil fuels. Some can also be 
employed for residential, utility, and industrial applications. Substantial progress has been 
made in reducing the price of biofuels production, and goals have been defined to further 
reduce that cost. Many of these fuels are now ready for in.troduction into our energy sector 
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for selected applications, and their use would improve our environment significantly from 
a viewpoint of both local air pollution and the potential for global climate change. Because 
only modest amounts of fossil fuels would typically be used to produce biofuels, the net 
release of CO2 to the atmosphere would be small. Furthermore, for cellulosic biomass, all 
of the energy inputs in the overall process could ultimately be derived from renewable 
feedstocks, thereby avoiding any net release of CO2• 

The work reported is funded by the Biofuels Systems Division of the U.S. 
Department of Energy. The work described in this paper was not funded by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency and therefore the contents do not necessarily reflect the 
views of the Agency and no official endorsement should be inferred. 
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ABSTRACT 

Integrated Coal Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) is one of the emerging 
technologies for electric power generation from coal. Under contract with 
Florida Power & Light (FPL) and Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), 
Bechtel is to design an IGCC/methanol coproduction plant that is suitable for 
utility operation of a base loaded power plant. The potential benefits of 
methanol coproduction in a IGCC plant are identified and quantified. 

Shell and Dow gasifiers are selected for this study only to illustrate the 
potential effects of the dry-feed and slurry-feed gasification process on 
methanol production. The combined cycle power plant features the GE 
Model MS-7001F gas turbines, HRSG with steam reheat, and duct firing. The 
fuel-grade methanol plant design is based on Chem Systems' Liquid Phase 
Methanol (LPMEOH•) Process. Two operating modes of the methanol plant 
are considered: the recycle mode (RM) and the once-through mode (OTM). 

Results from cases with the slurry-feed gasifiers and OTM plant are presented 
in this paper. They have indicated that methanol coproduction can increase 
the equivalent availability of an IGCC plant to that for a natural gas fueled 
combined cyde plant. Methanol coproduction can also reduce the risk of the 
lower than anticipated gasifier availability. 

• A trademark of Chem Systems Inc. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Research & Development Department of Bechtel Group Inc. is 
conducting a site-specific study for the coproduction of electric power _and 
clean by-product fuel in an IGCC plant. This study is being performed for the 
Florida Power & Light (FPL) Company and the Electric Power Research 
Institute (EPRI). 

The major objectives of this study are to first design a base case IGCC plant 
that is representative of a base-loaded power plant, and then to identify and to 
quantify the potential benefits of a spare gasifier, fuel-grade methanol, and 
liquid. hydrogen coproduction as additions to the base case plant. This is 
significantly different than previous methanol coproduction IGCC studies 
which have assumed cyclic operation of the power block with undersized coal 
gasification capacity (1). 

FPL's Martin Site, located near the eastern shore of Lake Okeechobee, f1orida 
provides the site data for this study. The major components of the proposed 
IGCC plant are: slurry-feed (DESTEC) gasifiers, GE advanced gas turbine 
(Model MS7001F), methanol plant based on Liquid Phased Methanol 
(LPMeOH) process. 

The performance, process design, and cost data for the slurry-feed gasifier . 
were prepared by DESTEC. GE's Turbine Technology Department estimated 
the performance of the latest GE MS7001F gas turbine. This latest gas turbine 
unit, fully-loaded with syngas, is capable of generating 192 MW power at an 
ambient temperature of 45°F. Chem Systems prepared the design package for 
the once-through methanol (OTM) plant which features a slurry reactor 
design (LPMeOH). Detail description of the LPMeOH process is available in 
various publications (1, 2, & 3). 

The results for the power and methanol coproduction are presented in this 
paper while the results on the liquid hydrogen coproduction are reported in a 
separate paper (4). 
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SCREENING STUDY 

A screening study was first conducted to define the study cases that would best 
illustrate the potential benefits of a spare gasifier and methanol coproduction. 
Some of the key factors considered were: plant equivalent availability, 
maximum utilization of the spare gasifier, methanol plant size, usage of 
methanol produced, and overall plant performance. Two of the cases 
developed are summarized here to illustrate and to quantify the benefits of 
coproducing methanol and power: (1) a base-loaded IGCC plant without a 
spare gasifier as the base case, and (2) a base-loaded IGCC plant with a spare 
gasifier and an OTM plant. The block flow diagrams for these two. cases are 
shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

These cases are chosen in order to achieve the maximum plant equivalent 
availability with an IGCC plant. As shown in Figure 3, the plant equivalent 
availability of a base-loaded IGCC plant is determined to be 86%. A spare 
gasification train increases the IGCC plant equivalent availability to 90%. The 
gasification plant scheduled and forced outage rates are higher than those of 
the gas turbine cycle. If sufficient amount of methanol is produced for backup 
fuel, the power block can be operated on methanol when one or more 
gasification trains are not available. The resulting plant equivalent 
availability will be similar to that in a natural gas-based combined cycle plant 
(93%). 

PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

The base case IGCC plant consists of four slurry-feed gasifiers generating 
sufficient medium-Btu syngas to fully load four GE gas turbines at 95°F 
ambient temperature. The design coal r~te is 7412 short tons per day (stpd). 
The oxygen purity is 95% to take advantage of lower power requirement in 
the oxygen plant compared to that required to produce 98+% oxygen purity. 

The IGCC/OTM plant includes a spare gasifier and an OThf plant. Since the 
spare gasifier is also operated at its design capacity, the design coal feed rate is 
increased to 9296 stpd. The acid gas removal unit is revised in order to meet 
the more stringent sulfur requirement of the catalyst in the methanol plant. 
The design of the OTM plant is based on the LPMeOH process. The OThf 
plant is sized so that the gasifiers can be operated year-round at the design 
capacity. Daily fluctuation of syngas demand from the power block is met by 
varying the amount of syngas for duct firing in the HRSG. 
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About two-thirds of the syngas from the Coal Gasification Unit is diverted. to 
the OThf plant. About 30% of the combined carbon monoxide and hydrogen 
in the syngas is converted. to methanol in the LPMeOH slurry reactor. The 
unconverted syngas is expanded to recover some of the energy before it is 
combined with the remaining syngas in the Water Saturation Unit feeding 
the gas turbines. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

PLA.~ PERFORMAl'JCE 

The performance of the IGCC base case plant and the IGCC/OThf plant at an 
ambient temperature of 75°F is shown in Table 1. The net power outputs 
from the 1GCC and the IGCC/0Th1 plant are 927 and 994 MW, respectively. 
The heat rate for the IGCC plant is 8832 Btu/Kwh. The heat rate for the 
IGCC/OThf coproduction plant is estimated to be 9125 BTIJ/Kwh. However, 
heat rate is not a good indicator for the thermal efficiency in power 
generation from the IGCC/0~ plant because it is highly integrated with the 
associated OTM plant. Duct firing in the power block further reduces the 
meaningfulness of using the heat rate as the indicator for the IGCC 
coproduction plant performance. 

The OTM plant produces 978 stpd (100 million gallons per year) methanol. 
The OThf plant consumes approximately 50% of the syngas output from a 
gasifier. As shown in the latter part of this paper, sufficient amount of 
methanol can be produced as backup fuel for the power block. 

COST OF ELECTRICITY 

As shown in Table 2, the plant investments for the IGCC base case and the 
IGCC/OTM plant are estimated to be $1440 and $1592 per Kw, respectively. . 
The plant investment includes the costs of startup, inventory, owner's costs, 
and AFUDC. As shown, the methanol plant cost is about three percent of the 
total plant investment. 

EPRI's economic model for an investor-owned utilitv (IOU) scenario was 
used to determine the cost of electricitv (COE) for the· IGCC base case and the 
IGCC/OTM plant. The key financial ~ssumptions are shown in Table 3. The 



COEs for the IGCC base case and the IGCC/OTh1 plant are 37.0 and 34.6 mills 
per Kwh, respectively. As expected from its relatively low capital investment 
cost for the OTh1 plant, methanol coproduction lowers the COE of the IGCC 
plant. 

As shown in Figure 4, methanol coproduction does not have any negative 
impact on the COE of the IGCC plant if the methanol price is at $0.35 per 
gallon escalated merely at the inflation rate of 6%. 

BE.'\l'EFITS OF ME1HANOL COPRODUCTION 

The immediate benefits of the methanol coproduction scheme to the IGCC 
plant can be illustrated in two scenarios. In the first scenario, when a gasifier 
is down unexpectedly, syngas can be diverted to the power block so that power 
generation is not interrupted. In this case, the backup fuel is the syngas. 
Thus, overall plant thermal efficiency remains the same as the base IGCC 
plant and is not decreased as would be the case if methanol or another form 
of "stored energy" were employed as backup fuel. 

The second scenario involves the planned shutdown of a gasification train. 
Because the gasification train has to be shut down for a longer period of time 
than the combined cycle plant for planned maintenance, stored methanol can 
be used in the power block when syngas is not available. The combined effect 
of these two scenarios is to raise the plant equivalent availability of the power 
block to 93%, the same availability as the natural gas-based combined cycle 
plant. The amount of backup methanol fuel is estimated to be about 24 
million gallons per year. 

The methanol coproduction concept can also reduce the potential technical 
risk of the gasifier, a relatively new technology for power generation industry. 
The gasifier risk abatement can be best illustrated by examining the effect of 
gasifier component availability on the annual methanol production rate and 
the overall IGCC plant equivalent availability. The gasifier component 
availability is the probability that the gasifier is in operating condition at any 
given time. In this study, the design value for the gasifier component 
availabilitv is 96%. 

As shown in Figure 4, the IGCC plant equivalent availability is directly 
proportional to the gasifier component availability. The IGCC/OTh1 plant 
equivalent availability is 90% when the gasifier component availability is 
96%. In the unlikely event, the gasifier component availability should be 
84%, the IGCC plant equivalent availability should be 86%. If 61 million 
gallons of methanol is available annually as backup fuel, the IGCC/OThi can 
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be operated at the same equivalent availability (93%) as that of a natural gas
based combined cycle plant. 

. CONCLUSIONS 

An IGCC/OThl coproduction plant design has been developed according to 
actual FPL dispatched utility operation. With the most pessimistic methanol 
price forecast, results of this study indicate that methanol coproduction can 
offset the cost of a spare gasifier and increase the new power output of an 
IGCC plant with the same number of working gasifiers and gas turbines. 

The proposed IGCC/OTI.1 plant configuration can increase the IGCC plant 
equivalent availability from 86% to 93%, the equivalent availability of a 
natural gas-based combined cycle plant. 

The methanol produced can also help to reduce the risk of lower than 
expected gasifier availability. If the gasifier component availability were 
decrease from 96% (the design basis) to as low as 84%. sufficient methanol 
would be available to maintain the combine cycle plant operation at its 93% 
plant equivalent availability. 

The work described in this paper was not funded by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency and therefore the contents do not necessarily reflect the 
views of the Agency and no official endorsement should be inferred. 
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Table 1 

IGCC Plant Performance Summary (Slurry-Feed Gasifier) 

IGCCBase 
Case 

Ambient Temperature. °F 75 
Numb.er of Gasifiers (Total/Spare) 4/0 
Number of GT /ST/HRSG 4/2/2 

Coal Feed Rate, stpd 7412 

Products: 
Fuel-grade methanol, stpd 0 
(as 100% methanol) 
Gross Power, MW 1035 

Net Power Output, MW 927 

Heat rate, Btu/Kwh (HHV) 8832 

Note: The estimated heat rate only includes the equivalent 
amount of syngas for electrical power generation 

IGCC with 
the OTh{ plant 

75 
5/1 

4/2/2 

9296 

978 

1158 
994 

9125 (Note) 
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Table 2 

IGCC Plant Cost Summary (Slurry•Feed Gasifier) 
(1st Qt. 1990 $/Kw) 

IGCC IGCC with OTM 
Base Case Methanol Plant 

Net Power Output, MW 926.7 993.6 

Plant Units 

Coal Gasification Unit 295 320 (20 %} 
Air Separation 144 188 (12 %) 
Power Block 422 449 (28 %) 
Methanol Plant 0 52 (3 %) 
General Facilities 214 178 (11 %) 
Startup, Inventory, Owner's Cost 87 99 (6 %) 
AFUDC 278 306 (20 %) 

1440 1592 (100 %) 
r 
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Table 3 

Financial Assumptions 

Source Of Capital 

Common Equity 
Preferred Stock 
Debt 

Federal & State Income Taxes 

Book Life, Years 
Tax Life, Years 

Capitalization 
Ratio 

45% 
10% 
45% 

38.0% 

30 
20 

Initial Year Of Design & Construction 
Beginning Of Commercial Operaticm 
Allocation Of Pf1 Over Design/Construction Yeras 

13.4% 
10.0% 
10.0% 

1990 
1995 

PFI Escalation 
General Inflation 
Coal Cost/escalation 
Methanol Credit/escalation 

15%, 25%, 35%, and 25% 

6.0% Per Year 
6.0% Per Year 
$45/ton, 6.8% per Year 
S0.35/ gallon, 9% per Year 
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Paper 6-F 

EPA'S COST-SHARED SOLAR ENERGY PROGRAM 

by: Ronald J. Spiegel 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Air and Energy Engineering Research Laboratory 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711 

ABSTRACT 

The objective of this program is to establish and demonstrate solar energy 
cost~shared commercialization projects to demonstrate how they can be used to 
displace fossil fuels. The program will also have a major impetus to validate the 
ability of solar energy to be used as a pollution mitigation technology. Further, the 
demonstrations will assist in removing obstacles to the marketplace for solar 
technologies by assisting in quantifying environmental concerns. This paper discusses 
a project which has just commenced in the area of photovoltaic demand-side power 
supplies. Additional discussion is provided relative to future projects which are being 
contemplated. 

This paper has been reviewed In accordance with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's peer and 
administrative review policies and approved for presentation and publication. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Growing use of fossil fuels has generally contributed to environmental 
degradation including such problems as acid rain and the greenhouse effect (the 
buildup of global warming gases such as carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and 
methane). It is, therefore, imperative to investigate technologies that have potential 
to prevent or mitigate these environmental problems and also make sense from 
energy, engineering, and economic viewpoints. Solar energy technologies meet these 
criteria. Because of solar energy's huge potential and the clear environmental benefits 
from its usage, EPA intends to establish and demonstrate the practical potential of 
solar energy applications that are close to being commercialized and thereby provide 
added impetus to their commercialization and, at the same time, utilize the 
technology as a pollution reduction strategy or to comply with potential environmental 
concerns. 

The general goal of the _program is to demonstrate the technical and economic 
feasibility of solar technologies as a pollution mitigating energy replacement of fossil 
fuels. The general approach is to install and monitor solar energy systems at 
different geographic locations in the United States for users of retail electricity who 
are interested in having such systems on their premises. These systems should supply 
electrical power directly to the user, where they have to compete only with the retail 
cost of electricity. These systems would be monitored for performance and reliability 
using on-line remote monitoring all tied into a central facility at EPA's Air and Energy 
Engineering Research Laboratory (AEERL) at Research Triangle Park, NC. Participants 
in the demonstration projects will be required to have considerable experience in the 
selected technology, to select an appropriate solar energy system, to determine the 
requirements for the technical and economic aspects of the technology to be a 
pollution mitigating energy strategy, to select appropriate host sites, to conduct the 
required demonstration activities, and to cost-share at least 50% of the project (at 
least 30% for companies qualifying as small businesses). 

PHOTOVOL TAICS (AN EPA PROSPECTUS) 

- Within the solar area, perhaps the most promising and potentially ubiquitous 
energy option is based upon photovoltaic (PV) conversion, the transformation of 
solar radiation directly into electric power. Tremendous opportunities exists tor solar 
PV technologies to assist in meeting the energy needs of the 1990's and beyond. The 
costs have come down dramatically (about 68% per decade) since solar cells were 
first used in space. The current levelized cos1 of energy for PV is around 30 to 
35e/kWh, with c9sts expected drop to the 4 to 7¢/kWh range by the year 2010 [1]. 
Thus, in the domestic bulk power markets, head-to-head competition with gas- and 
coal-fired plants before 201 Owill be tough. However, even at today's costs there is 
an untapped remote (off-grid power supplies) world market of perhaps 200-300 MW. 
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For grid-connected applications, nearer term opportunities appear to be on the 
customer (retail} side of the meter, where load growth could be met with PV demand
side and distributed power supplies. For example, summer peaking rates can range 
from 11 to 44¢/kWh which would imply that for demand-side power supplies to shave 
peaking loads on buildings could be cost effective today in some locations. The utility 
companies or customers could own the on-site PV power generators. 

Another near term possibility for grid-connected PV is distributed power 
sources for standby generation and dispatchable power for the utility grid. For load 
centers where demand growth has strained local transmission and distribution 
capabilities, PV distributed power supplies could be an option to upgrading a 
substation or constructing a new substation. In fact, it has been reported [2] that 
current PV systems could be marginally competitive today in certain locations. For 
these sites, avoided utility costs would accrue due to savings in equipment capacity 
additions/upgrades (generation, transmission, and distribution) and in increased 
reliapility of customer service. That study also found that, while costs somewhat 
exceeded benefits today, by 1995 the benefits provided by PV distributed systems 
would exceed costs. This projection. of course, assumes that the levelized cost of 
energy for PV will decline. 

With the potential increase of electric vehicles (EVs) in the near future, solar PV 
carports are expected to provide daytime recharging tor EVs. The primary 
recharging stations for EVs will be the users' homes, with batteries charged at night. 
These daytime recharging stations could also be grid-connected to provide solar
generated electricity to buildings when the vehicles_ are not plugged-in. There is a 
good match between the peak electricity provided by the recharging station and 
daytime recharging needs of the EVs. Of course, the number of recharging stations 
will depend on how many EVs are ultimately on the road and how inexpensive PV units 
become. 

The future environmental impact of PVs is difficult to estimate at this time. The 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) [1] has projected that PV market penetration in the 
U.S. by the year 201 O could range from approximately 6 to 27 GW. Using a 27.5% 
capacity factor for PV and offsetting emissions from electric power generation using 
a coal-fired plant, it can be shown that for each gigawatt of PV generating capacity. 
approximately 2.2 million tonnes less of carbon dioxide (CO2) is emitted to the 
atmosphere per year. Thus, if these market projections are correct, by the year 
201 O a yearly reduction of emissions of CO2 could be achieved by PV on the order of 
13 to 59 million tonnes. 

Thus, EPA's R&D efforts will tend to be in the PV systems application 
development arena, where DOE traditionally has not allocated much funding. EPA's 
future activities are likely to be in: demand side power supplies, distributed power 
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supplies, integrated building applications, daytime recharging stations for EVs, and 
advanced control systems for PV/hybrid systems. 

CURRENT PRQJECT (DEMAND-SIDE MANAGEMENll 

Demand-side management (DSM) activities by utilities have been around for a 
while. Most utilities conduct their own DSM programs, but some have turned to 
energy service companies to acquire load management capabilities. Usually, peak 
demand reduction is their primary goal, but energy reduction has also been targeted. 
However, most utilities have been somewhat reluctant to commit to demand side 
power supplies, especially new and emerging technologies, as a means for load control 
(DSM). To fill that void, EPA has embarked on a project to install and monitor PV 
energy systems in several geographical locations in the U.S. for retail-end users of 
electricity. The goal of the project is to investigate how PV technology may be used 
as a pollution mitigating energy replacement of fossil fuels by reducing electrical 
demand by commercial and residential buildings. The project requires that the PV' 
systems: 

• be located on the user's premises: 
• supply electric power directly to the user; 
• reduce the electrical demand by commercial and/or residential buildings; 
• compete only with the retail cost of electricity; 
• be modular and replicable; 
• be capable of generating 5 to 15 kW at each site: and 
• obtain performance data over a complete heating and cooling season 

and transmit the data to EPA. 

In August, 1992, a contract is expected to be awarded to Ascension 
Technology, Lincoln Center, MA, to conduct the study. Additionally, Ascension 
Technology has 10 utility partners that will provide significant co•funding, along with in
kind support. Seventeen PV systems (eight commercial buildings and nine residences) 
will be installed and monitored at various sites in the U.S. The actual site selections 
have not been finalized yet. The total PV power involved is 116 kW. Applying the 
previously stated yearly emissions reduction potential of PV (1 GW reduces CO2 
emissions by 2.2 million tonnes}, this project will produce a reduction of 255 tonnes of 
CO2 per year. 

The total environmental benefits of DSM using PV power supplies could be 
significant. For example, if 50 million residential users in the U.S. installed 4 kW rooftop 
PV generators to produce daytime electricity, the electricity produced could displace 
200 GW of central station generated electricity. This calculation assur:nes that this 
offset electricity is produced from coal to estimate an upper value for the pollution 
reduction potential of PV power supplies in a DSM role. Obviously, the offset 
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electricity could be produced by a complicated mix of gas, oil, coal, and nuclear 
plants. With this assumed, over 400 million tonnes less CO2 would be emitted yearly. 

FUTURE PROJECT (PHOTOVOLTAIC- ELECTRIC VEHICLE RECHARGING STATIONS) 

Electric vehicles (EVs) are rapidly becoming a focus of public attention [3]. 
Legislation has been passed in California and Massachusetts, and is pending in 1 O 
other states, to require a specified percentage of automobile sales in these states to 
be EVs by 1998. The impetus behind this legislation is that EVs offer the promise of 
cleaner air to cities. In the United States today there are 185 million gasoline fueled 
vehicles on tf1e road with an additionaL7 million added annually. Total vehicle 
kilometers traveled doubled in the last two decades from approximately , .6 trillion in 
1970 to 3.2 trillion in 1990, and current estimates predict another doubling by the 
year 2000. The number of cars on American roads and the kilometers they travel are 
increasing much taster than the human population. Although the United States has 
the most stringent emission regulations in the world, motor vehicles account for 
approximately 35% of total volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions, 40% of total 
nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions, and over 65% of ·total carbon monoxide (CO) · 
emissions. 

Adoption of EVs by the public would necessitate changing production (car 
manufacturers) and buying (consumer) patterns. Several recent legislative policies 
may provide catalysts for these changes. For example, the California plan does 
mandate EVs: 2% of all cars sold in California in 1998, rising to 10% by 2003. If the 
eight Northeast States for Coordinated Air Use Management adopt the California 
plan, between 250,000 and 300,000 EVs could be on U.S. roads by 2003. Also, 
several large automobile manufacturers (e.g., GM, Ford, Chrysler, Nissan, and BMW) 
have major EV projects ongoing. The GM Impact has changed the vision of EV 
performance to that ot high performance sports cars [3]. It is anticipated that a 
significant increase in EV sales could begin as early as 1995. 

The environmental benefits from EVs are difficult to quantify at this time. A 
study conducted by the South Coast Air Quality Management District [4] showed that 
by replacing 5% of conventional gasoline fueled vehicles with EVs in the South Coast 
Air Basin would reduce yearly VOC and NOx emissions by approximately 8950 and 
6600 tonnes, respectively. However, California would probably benefit more than 
other states because their electricity is produced primarily by natural•gas fired steam 
plants. In other areas, there could be an increase in emissions associated with a 
growth in electricity consumption and production. However, many of the power 
plants may be located in less environmentally sensitive geographical locations, and if 
EV recharging occurs at night, emissions will be produced at off•peak ozone forming 
hours. 
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It is generally assumed that most EV· bat1eries will be charged at night when 
demand for electric power is low. However, it is almost a certainty that some 
infrastructure must exist for daytime recharging, especially for commuter vehicles. If 
~Vs are bought in large numbers, driving patterns are likely to be similar to internal 
combustion vehicles, which will require daytime ·refueling: EVs charged with power 
from PVs would truly be zero emission vehicles. 

EPA is currently contemplating a PV recharging scenario for EVs. While no 
decision has currently been reached, the likely approach will be to install two or three 
PV recharging stations in non-attainment ozone metropolitan areas. One year's data 
would be gathered to demonstrate that EVs and a PV recharging facility can be a 
transportation option to reduce greenhouse gases. 

CONCLUSIOf\J 

EPA has embarked on a study to determine the environmental benefits potential 
of DSM using PV. The R&D focus will be in the systems application development area 
as a pollution reduction strategy. 

1. The Potential of Renewable Energy: An lnterlaboratory White Paper, U.S. 
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Photovoltaics Serving Kerman Substation, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, GM 
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PHOTOVOLTAIC DEVELOPl\{ENTS 

Jack L. Stone 
Technical Director. Photovoltaic Programs 

National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
Golden, Colorado 80401 

ABSTRACT 

Photovoltaics, the direct conversion of sunlight to electricity, is an environmentally pristine, 
renewable energy option currently used in a large number of international applications, principally non
grid-connected in ~ote locations. Examples include water pumping, communications, vaccine 
refrigeration. and village power. Over the past IS years, a very aggressive research and development 
program carried our by the U.S. Department ofEnergy has continued to improve photovoltaic perfonn.ance 
and reliability and has contributed to lower production costs. Along with these improvements have come 
a large number of new, cost-effective uses. including larger power installations in a utility cnvironmenL 
This technical and economic progress will be reviewed to represent the current swus of this renewable 
energy option. NW'•tenn plans for large-scale installations in the United States will be discussed along 
with the required costs for competitiveness with conventional electticity generation options. 
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Photovoltaics (PY) is the technology by which sunlight is converted directly into direct current 
(de) electricity. The technology utilizes many of the same techniques common to solid-state electronic 
devices sutjl as integrated circuits. PV involves no moving parts. so there is nothing to wear out. and it 
is environmentally benign during operation. PV is modular in that individual solar cells are combined in 
series and parallel combinations to synthesize the desired desigri voltages and currents (hence power) to 
form multiple· solar cells into what are known as modules. Multiple modules are further wired in series
parallel combinations to form larger powered arrays. Using these various combinations. PV systems can 
literally be built in sizes ranging from less than a watt to many megawatts. Depending on the application. 
the de JX>Wer can be converted to alternating current (ac). allowing it to interface directly to the electric 
utility grid. 

INTRODUCTION 

Figure 1 shows the basics of the solar cell. Essentially. the PV device is a battery like those 
commonly used in many applications. It has two terminals but no consumables to be replaced. Instead. 
the PV "battery" is fueled entirely by sunlight The inherent energy of the sunlight is transferred to the 
material from which the PV device is fabricated (typically a semiconductor such as silicon). The energy 
is transferred through an absorption process. In the process. electrons and holes in the semiconductor are 
liberated by the sun.light and are able to move under the influence of a built-in electric field created by 
the positive/negative (pn) junction that is fundamental to the operation of the device. 

If all of the solar energy were 
converted to electricity, each square 
meter ofPV cell would produce 1000 
watts. The efficiency of conversion 
is. however, limited by physical 
processes to less than 100%. 
Typically. PV devices convert from · 
alx>ut 5% to 35% of the available 
solar energy depending on the type of 

n-Type ', ' t-o•~, ' 
semicondu,..,.or 

:••,: 
1 

'-
1 ~,,.,

I 
' I.I Electrical semiconductor material used. As will 

,_, I 
energy be shown later, the higher the,rType I,!

semiconductor efficiency of the module, the more 
that can be afforded for the module.Photovoltaic dll'Viat -

There arc two fundamental 
typeS of PV systems. The first is the 

Flgu,. 1. In the typical PV cell, photon energy frees "flat plate" system, and the second is 
electrical charge carriers, which become pan of the current the concentrat0r system. Rat-plate
in an electrical circuit. A bull/.in electrical field provides the systems are typically mourned in a 
voltage needed to drive the current through an extemal load. fixed position relative to the sun. 

They can. however, be tracked to 
follow the sun in both its hourly 

movement and its seasonal change in position. The concentrator uses either mirrors or lenses to focus the 
sunlight onto a small area. The concentration raises the power density by a factor of 1~1000 over a 
typical flat•plate module. Both approaches have their own economical parameters that influence the 
ultimate cost of PV-:produced elcctticity. In addition, concentrators can be used effectively only in 
geographical areas where the so<alled direct component of sunlight is plentiful. An example would be 
the desert southwest in the United Sutes. Typically. flat plates can be used in almost all geographic areas. 
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THE SOLAR RESOURCE 

There is a common misunderstanding that the United States has inadequar.e sunlight to allow 
significant energy to be generated by photovoltaics. Actually, the energy available is about-1017 kilowan
hours per year. about a million times as much energy as the United States consumes on a yearly basis. 
The map shown in Figure 2 indicates that the average ycarty solar resource varies from 1.6 megawatt
hours per square meter per year at the least desirable regions to 3.8 megawatt-hours per square meter per 
year in the best areas. Therefore. flat-plate collectors can operate well whether in Seattle or Phoenix. This 
is because the solar spectrum consists of a direct and a diffuse componcn~ and flat plates use the total 
spectrum whereas concentrato:rs can concentrate only the direct componenL 1be direct component is 
significantly reduced by clouds. dust. and other airborne particles. Therefore, concentra10rs will fmd 
application primarily in the desen southwest. where the direct component is more available. 

Megawatt-hours 
per square meter 

1.6-1.8 

1.8·2.2 

2.2-2.6 

2.6-3.0 
~~... 

3.0-3.4 

3.4-3.8 

Figure 2. Average annual solar radiation for the United States 

Sunlight has a color spectrum varying from the long-wavelength infrared to the sbon-wavelength 
ultravioleL Depending on the semiconductor used to fabricate r.be solar cells, its sensitivity will vary with 
the color of the spectrum. The maximum theoretical efficiency is limited to approximaiely 30%-35% for 
flat-plate solar cells. Concentritted sunlight allows tbe cells to openue ai higher efficiencies, perhaps as 
high as 40%-45%. 

ECONOMICS OF PHOTOVOLT AICS 

For PV to be widely used. the costs must be competitive with those of conventional fonns of 
electricity. In the United States, average prices for electricity are 6-7 cents per kilowatt hour. Today•s 
PV generates electricity at 20-30 cents per kilowatt hour, so these costs must be reduced by about a factor 
of five. A number of factors influence PV energy costs. Foremost are the module efficiency, lifetime, 
and cost on an area basis. Several economic faaors, principally the cost of money, also factor into the 
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equation to detennine the energy cost lbe U.S. Depanmem of Energy (DOE) chose. as a target, 6 cents 
per kilowatt hour. Figure 3 indicates the module costs and mcxiule efficiency that combine to produce 
the 6-cent goal. The figure assumes a module lifetime of 30 years. It is evident. from the figure shown 
for ·flat-plate systems. that lower efficiencies require lower module costs. In fact. module costs can be 
traded off against efficiency. Similar curves exist for concena-ators, which require higher efficiencies to 

offset the higher costs of the required 
trackers and lenses to follow and 
concentrate the sun. 

I 
Module Efficiency CURRENT MARKETS AND

I APPLICATIONS 

I The worldwide market for PV 
today is approximately 50 megawatts. Of

Fixed Fla1 Plate 
100 this amount, the United States has about a 

one-thini market sh.an:; the rest is sold 
primarily by Japan and Europe. Much of 

vi the market is concentrated in remote 
0 
:..'l applications and consumer products. 

Remote applications include war.er pump
ing, commwlicarions, vaccine refrigera
tion, cathodic protection, and small village 
home power. The technology used in 
these applications is primarily crystalline 
and polycrystalline silicon. Consumer 

Planning Target applications include small products such 
as calculators, watches, and small battery 
chargers. Most of these products are 
fabricaied from amorphous silicon. 1n all 

Levelized Electricity Cost (Cl:/kWh in constant $) cases. the applications are considered to 
be high value and are competitive with 
the alternatives such as diesel power, 
batteries. and kerosene. As the cost of 
PV is reduced. more of·these applications 

Figure 3. Module costs and efficiencies \IS. 30-year will be available for PV to fill. 
Jevelized electricity costs for flat-plate photovoltaic Evcmually, larger applications will 
systems (fixed flat plate) become cost effective. including 

residential and commercial building 
demand-side-management projects and 

larger bulk power stations. The industry is currently caught in a "catch-22" siD.lation. That is. as the 
production plant sizes increase. prices are reduced through economy of scale. However. to justify the 
capital expenditures for plant construction, sustainable markets must be identified. And. lower costs are 
necessary to generate these sustainable markets. Markets are currently growing at about 20% per year. 
This evolutionary approach to market growth will delay the construction of the larger, cost-effective 
production facilities. To accelerate this process, DOE instituted activities to identify cost-effective 
applications within the electric utility industry that can be aggregated to form larger. sustainable markets. 
Under consideration are applications such as PV in lieu of line extensions, system upgrades, and 
transmission and distnbUtion controls such as sectionaliZing switches. As an example. power applications 
that are more than one-half mile from the utility grid are many times less expensive when provided by 
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PV /battery systems instead of by extending the utility grid. In fact. in Colorado •. the utility regulators 
require the utility to provide the customer with an analysis of the use of PV when the monthly kilowatt 
hour usage divided by the distance to the utility line is Jess than 1000 (the so--called "Rule 31"). Most 
planners forecast a massive growth in PV systems when the price ofPY-generated electricity reaches about 
IO cents per kilowatt hour. 

STATUS OF PV TECHNOLOGIES 

It is difficult to track the technical progress of PV. Toe most generally accept.eel figure of merit 
is the device or module efficiency. Compounding the problem is the fact that different organizations 
measure efficiency under a variety of test conditions. To allow a comparison of different technologies 
between different laboratories, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) provides efficiency 
measurements under carefully controlled test conditions. Toe accompanying tables list the most current 
results for a wide variety of materials and device configurations. The numbers represent the best devices 
that NREL has measured but may not represent the best reported in the technical literarure. As indicated 
in the tables. the measurement uncenainty is estimated to be ±2% for single-junction cells and ±5% for 
multiple-junction cells. 

Crystalline or polycrystalline silicon continues to be the material of choice for high-efficiency, 
highly reliable PV modules. However, to reach the ultimate low costS, there ls a growing consensus that 
a thin-film technology will be required that uses less semiconductor material in highly automated 
production facilities. Cum:ntiy, industry is pumring a variety of approaches and materials, Including 
amorphous silicon deposited by glow discharge, thin-film polycrystalline silicon grown from solution. 
copper indium diselenide (CulnSeJ deposited by sputtering of the metal followed by in-sim selenization. 
and cadmium tclluride (CdTe) either spray-deposir.ed or grown by close-spaced sublimation. All of these 
techniques are making excellent progress and have a high probability of success. Several of the 
approaches have been used to fabricate modules and are undergoing evaluation in a utility test 
demonstration at the Photovoltaics for Utility-Scale Applications (PVUSA) site in Davis, California. 

THE-FUTURE 

Future progress in the widespread use of PV can take several paths. depending on market 
development or market pull scenarios. One possibility is a business-as-usual or evolutionary growth path 
continuing to expand at 20% or more a year. Such a uack. will push off into the future, perhaps to the 
year 2010, any serious investment in J.argcr, cost-etfective production facilities. Toe second track is a 
more revolutionary market expansion through growth in competitive high-value applications, coupled 
pem.aps with government policy changes (possibly driven by environmental concerns). and U.S. utility 
usage of PV. In the near tenn. the international marlc.et will continue to be a major user of PV. Consumer 
interest in PV buildings applications (demand-side management) could also allow market expansion. 
Oearly, the technological progress to date indicates a technology readiness to meet marlc.et demand. 
Economic factors, rather than technical ones, are now the major forces controlling PV's fu~. 
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RJRTHER READING 

The iru.erested reader is referred to the following list of publications for additional information. 
The technic·al level varies from low to highly technical. 

1. Fundamentals of Solar Cells, AL. Fahrenbruch and R.H. Bube. Academic Press (1983), a very 
complete reference book with a high degree of technical detail. 

2. Solar Cell Device Physics, S.F. Fonash, Academic Press (1981), a highly technical coverage of 
device physics. 

3. Solar Energy Conversion: The Solar Cell. R.C. Neville, Elsevier (1978), a medium technical level 
of the technology. 

4. Solar Cell Array Design Handbook. H.S. Rauschenbach, Van Nosttand Reinhold (1980), a good 
reference on systems-related issues. 

5. Solar Cells. edited by C.E. Backus, IEEE Press (1976}. a collection of historical technical paper 
reprints. 

6. Basic Photovoltaics Principles and Methods, Solar Energy Research lnstirute, Van Nostrand 
Reinhold (1984), very general for readers without extensive teehnical background. 

7. Harnessing Solar Power: The Phorovolraics Challenge. K. Zwei~ Plenum Press (1990), a very 
good introduction to PY technology. 

In addition. three international conferences meet every 18 months (spaced 6 moruhs apart) for 
which proceedings are published. These range from highly technical to general overviews. 1be 
conferences are the IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists .Conference (the United States), the EC Photovoltaic 

· Solar Energy Conference (European). and the Photovoltaic Science and Engineering Conference (Far East). 
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Amorphous Silicon 

Source Date Total Area Voe Jee FF Efficiency Comments 
(cm2 ) (mV) (mA/cm2) (%) (%) 

ARCO V17/89 3.960 874 . 16.62 71.3 9.7 a-Si 

Advanced PV Sys V31/91 0.998 872 16.64 71.2 10.3 a-Si 

. Brookhaven 4/30/86 0.023 832 . 14.60 66.3 8.1 a-Si 

Chronar 10/18/90 1.060 864 16.66 71.7 10.3 a-Si 
1/4/88 0.980 2510 7.20 64.8 7.4 a-Si/a-Si/a-Si:Ge 

3/20/89 1.000 1706 7.31 68.6 8.6 a-Si/a-Si:Ge 
3/10/86 0.284 878 14.40 66.9 8.3 Photo CVD a-Si 

ECD 2/16/88 0.268 940 16.20 69.4 9.9 ITO/a-Si/es 
6/13/89 0.269 1876 7.43 73.6 10.3 ITO/a-Si/a-Si/ss 
2/16/88 0.268 1640 10.10 69.6 11.6 ITO/a-Si/a-Si:Ge/ee 
2/16/88 0.268 739 19.80 69.6 8.7 ITO/a-Si:Gc/ee 
2/16/88 0.268 2641 6.96 70.0 12.4 ITO/a-Si/a-Si/a-Si :Ge/es 

a, IEC 11/7/87 0.284 862 17-.60 66.8 10.0 Photo CVD a-Si 
do ' 0 

Glass Tech 6/4/90 1.017 862 17.26 69.8 10.1 a-Si (20Ale depoe.rate) 
9/15/89 0.986 886 17.46 70.4 10.9 a-Si 

12/13/89 0.989 1711 8.45 71.6 10.4 a-Si/a-Si 

3M V22/87 0.140 874 13.80 64.7 7.8 a-Si on Kapton 

Solarex 4/16/87 1.077 879 18.80 70.1 11.6 a-Si 
10/1/87 0.768 1686 9.03 68.1 10.3 a-Si/a-Si:Ge 
6/16/89 0.266 2300 6.68 67.7 8.9 a-Si/a-Si/a-Si:Ge 

Spire 12/9/86 0.099 878 16.60 72.2 10.6 a-Si 
6/6/86 0.102 1686 6.90 67.4 6.3 a-Si/a-Si:Ge 

All measurements performed at NREL, 1000Wm·2, 26°C, ASTM E892 global unle111 noted otherwise. The area definition used for nonconcentrator • 
cel11 11 the total area, the area for concentrators in the area designed to be Illuminated. The total estimated uncertainty for single junction cells is 
f:2%. 'llie estimated. uncertainty for multiple-junction cells is :t:6'11. Thie table was printed on Tuesday, July 14, 1992. For further information 
contact Keith Emery at NREL [(303) 231-1032). 



r··· 
Source Date Total Area Voe Jsc FF Efficiency Comments 

(cm2) (mV) (mA/cm2) (%) (%) 

UPG 1/4/88 1.010 876 13.80 69.6 8.4 a-Si 

Vactronics 11/11/86 0.256 822 11.40 60.5 6.7 a-Si 

NREL 10/10/88 0.049 841 16.90 66.8 9.6 a-Si 

a, 
0)_. 

AH measurements performed at NREL, 1000Wm·2, 26°C, ASTM E892 global unleSB noted otherwise. The area definition used for nonconcentrator 
celJs is the total area, the area for concentrators in the area designed to be illuminated. The total estimated uncertainty for single junction cells is 
±2%. The estimated uncertainty for multiple-junction cells is ±6%. This table was printed on Tuesday, July 14, 1992. For further information 
contact Keith Emery at NREL ((303) 231-1032). 



,•.. 
AIGaAs, GalnP, GalnAsP, GalnA&GaAs, InP 

Source Date Total Area Voe Jsc FF Efficiency Comments 
(cm2) (mV) (mA/cm2) (%) (%) 

ASEC 3/6/89 4.003 1036 27.67 86.3 24.3 GaAs, GaAIAs window 

Kopin 11/13/89 4.000 1011 27.66 83.8 23.3 GaAe Cleft (separated) 
6/3/88 · 1.000 1208 18.20 86.6 18.8 1.76 eV GaAlAs 
3/12/90 3.910 1022 · 28.17 87.1 26.1 GaAs, GaAIAs window 
4/16/90 16.00 4034 6.55 79.6 21.0 6mm Cleft GaAs, sub module 

SMU 7/23/86 1.009 822 19.70 62.2 10.1 Thin Film GaAs/Ge/graphite 
(direct) 

Spire 3/6/89 0.260 1029 27.89 86.4 24.8 GaAs, GaAlAs window 
4/21/92 16.14 1056 26.86 85.4 24.2 GaAe 
3/7/89 0.250 1018 27.66 84.7 23.8 GaAs(MBE) Purdue 
4/30/86 0.260 1200 16.20 82.6 16.0 1.75 eV GaAlAs 
4/26/90 4.016 878 2~.29 86.4 21.9 InP 
4/24/87 0.249 1213 17.60 83.0 17.7 1.69 eV GaAsP 
9/22/88 0.250 891 25.50 77.7. 17.6 GaAs on Si 

11/25/88 0.260 1190 23.80 84.9 24.1 GaAs/Ge Tandem 
t 
~ V . 27.6 Two-terminal tandemanan 3/8/89 0.600 2403 13.96 83.4 

0.600 1402 13.92 86.8 16.0 1.93 eV GaAlAs top cell 
0.631 1000 13.78 83.0 lll GaAs bottom cell 

27.3 Three-terminal tandem 
8/6/87 4.000 1244 16.00 84.6 16.8 1.75 eV GaAlAe 
7/9/87 2.932 730 17.40 78.7 10.0 1.16 eV GalnAs bottom cell 

under 1.75 eV GaAlAs 
4.000 1046 27.60 84.6 24.4 GaAs, GaAIAe window 3/8/89 

AJI measurements performed at NREL, lOOOWm-2, 26°C, ASTM E892 global unless noted otherwise. The area definition used for nonconcentrator 
cells Is the total area, the area for concentrators in the area designed to be Illuminated. The total estimated uncertainty for single junction celJs is 
:t:2%. The estimated uncertainty for multiple-junction cells is :t:69&. This table was printed on Tuesday, July 14, 1992. For further information 
contact Keith Emery at NREL ((303) 231-1032). 



r-· 
Source Date Total Area Voe Jee FF Efficiency Comments 

(cm2) (mV) (mA/cm2) (%) (%) 

NREL 8/24/90 0.0634 973 1416 83.8 22.9 InP tope cell, 60 suns direct 
0.0663 445 1321 75.7 BJ! 0.75 eV GalnAe botto~ cell, 60 

suns direct 
31.8 3-tenninal lnP/GalnAs tandem 

10/11/90 0.0611 1096 990.3 83.6 23.1 GaAs top cell, 39.6 suns direct .0.0534 626 656.7 80.7 ll 0.95 eV GalnAsP under GaAs 
top cell 

30.2 4-tenninal mechanically 
stacked tandem 
39.6 suns, ASTM E891 direct 

8/13/90 0.310 876 28.70 82.9 20.9 InP top cell 
0.312 337 21.94 72.1 5.3 0.76eV GalnAs bottom cell 

26.2 InP/GalnA·e 3-tenninel tandem 
2/20/91 0.0746 899 6343 82.5 27.5 1.15 eV GalnAsP, 171 suns, direct 
8/21/89 0.250 2292 13.61 87.4 27.3 GalnP/GaAe 2-terminal tandem 

12/18/89 0.173 1038 28.70 86.4 26.7 GalnP/GaAs ,with aperture 
9/13/89 0.249 1060 . 27.80 85.6 26.0 GaAs, GalnP window 
1/18/91 0.0746 959 1509 87.3 24.3 InP homojunction 62 suns ,direct; 12/10/90 0.0746 901 2688 79.3 21.0 Heteroepitexial InP on GaAs, 

88 suns, ASTM E891 direct 
8/19/88 0.108 813 27.97 82.9 18.9 ITO/InP 
4/11/86 0.100 1264 13.10 85.8 14.1 1.75 eV GaAsP 
11/3/88 0.108 760 20.20 80.9 12.4 1.24 eV InAeP 

10/14/90 0.160 668 631.8 82.0 9.4 0.95 eV GalnAeP under a GaAe 
filter, 30.6 suns, ASTM E891 direct 

All measurements performed at NREL, 1000Wm·2, 26°C, ASTM E892 global unless noted otherwise. The area definition used for nonconcentrator 
ce11s is the total area, the area for concentrators in the area designed to be illuminated. The total estimated uncertainty for single junction cells le 
±2%. The estimated uncertainty for multiple-junction cells is ±6%. This table was printed on Tuesday, July 14, 1992. For further information 
contact Keith Emery at NREL ((303) 231-1032). 



,, . 
Mono and Multi-Silicon 

Source Date Total Area Voe Jee FF Efficiency Comments 
(cm2) (mV) (mA/cm2) (%) (%) 

EMC 9/3/86 · 4.100 692 31.60 79.1 14.8 Ribbon 

Spectrolab 6/6/86 16.470 696 36.70 76.9 16.8 mono crystal Si 

Spire 10/28/86 4.020 634 ' 36.30 81.6 18.8 mono crystal Si 

Stanford 6/3/86 0.162 681 41.00 78.4 21.9 Point-contact cell 
9/20/88 8.626 702 40.70 77.7 22.2 mono crystal Si 

Oak Ridge 10/3/86 4.000 667 36.00 81.6 19.3 mono crystal Si 

Astro-Power 10/30/89 1.000 683 30.70 80.2 14.4 100 µm thinned mono-Si 
12/1/88 1.020 600 33.00 79.2 16.7 Thin film poly on ceramic 

Sandia measurement 

Westinghouse 6/8/86 1.017 602 31.60 80.7 16.4 Web; Direct, 28°C 
11/29/84 24.600 698 . 30.40 79.6 14.5 Web; Direct, 28°C i 4/11/86 1.004 637 33.70 76.2 16.6 mono crystal Si 

Univ. of New 12/14/89 4.024 700 40.33 81.3 23.0 mono-crystal Si,aperture 

South Wales 9/26/86 4.120 608 36.70 73.1 17.3 multi-crystal Si (Wacker) 
4n/87 0.801 628 41.60 79.6 20.8 mono-crystal: Cone. 
7/23/87 11.980 629 37.30 79.1 18.6 mono-crystal: Large area 

ISE Germany 10/16/91 4.023 676 39.67 77.8 20.8 mono-crystal 

All measurements performed at NREL, 1000Wm·2, 26°0, ASTM E892 global unless noted otherwise. The area definition used for nonconcentrator 
cells is the total area, the area for concentrators In the area designed to be Illuminated. The total estimated uncertainty for single junction cells is 
±2CJJ. The ·estimated uncertainty for multiple-junction cells is ±6~. This table was printed on Tuesday, July 14, 1992. For further information 
contact Keith Emery at NREL ((303) 231-1032). 



t 
CulnBe2 and CdTe 

Source Date Total Area Voe Jsc FF Efficiency Comments 
(cm2) (mV) (mA/cm2) (%) (%) 

ARCO 6/17/88 · 2.400 464 38.60 66.4 11.7 ZnO/[Cd,Zn]S/CulnSe2 

Boeing 12/30/86 1.074 609 30.40 66.0 10.2 CdS/CulnGaSe2 
9/8/88 0.987 655 34.20 66.7 12.6 ZnO/[Cd,Zn]S/CulnGaSe2 
1/2/92 3.990 632 ' 31.88 67.9 11.6 ZnO/[Cd,Zn]S/CulnGaSe2 
7/1/92 0.990 646 · 36.71 63.4 13.7 ZnO/[Cd,Zn]S/CulnGaSe2 

IEC 9/2/87 1.028 446 36.00 64.6 10.1 ZnO/[Cd,Zn]S/CulnSe2 
6/18/89 0.106 729 18.96 69.0 9.5 Glaee/ITO/CdS/CdTe/Cu 

10/22/91 0.191 790 20.10 69.4 11.0 Glaee/lTO/CdS/CdTe/Cu/ Au 

ISET 1/3/91 0.994 483 36.60 66.7 11.6 ZnO/CdS/CulnSe2/Mo/Glaee 

NREL 6/12/86 1.033 446 36.30 66.3 10.3 CdS/CulnSe2 
2/10/92 0.096 682 21.66 66.3 8.2 Glaee/SnO2'CdS/CdTe/Cu 

cp Photon Energy 6/19/89 0.313 783 24.98 62.7 12.3 Glaee/SnO2'CdS/CdTem 6/2/91 0.300 788 26.18 61.4 12.7 Glaee/SnO2'CdS/CdTe 

"SMU,Chu" 4/14/88 1.022 736 21.90 65.7 10.6 Glaee/SnO2'CdS/CdTe/HgTe/Ag 

U .S.Florida 6/24/91 1.197 840 21.93 72.6 13.4 Glaee/SnO2'CdS/CdTe/C/ Ag 
11/19/91 1.080 850 24.41 70.4 14.6 MgF2/Glaee/SnO2/CdS/CdTe/C/Ag 
7/26/92 1.047 843 25.09 74.6 16.8 MgF2/Glaee/SnO2/CdS/CdTe/C/Ag 

AMETEK 10/19/89 1.068 767 20.93 69.6 11.2 Glaee/SnO2'CdS/CdTe/ZnTe/Ni 

All measurements performed at NREL, 1000Wm·2, 26°C, ASTM E892 global unless noted otherwise. The area definition used for nonconcentrator 
cells Is the total area, the area for concentrators tn the area designed to be illuminated. The total estimated uncertainty for single junction cells is 
:t2«1J. The estimated uncertainty for multiple-junction cells is ±69'. This table was printed on Tuesday, July 14, 1992. For further information 
c~ntact Keith Emery at NREL ((303) 231-1032]. 



t. Source Date Total Area Voe Jae FF Efficiency Comments 
(cm2) (mV) (mA/cm2) (%) (%) 

Georgia Tech. 6/17/91 0.080 714 24.19 69.8 10.3 Glass/Sn02'CdS/MOCVD 
CdTe/ZnTe 

6/28/91 0.080 746 22.10 66.0 10.9 Glass/Sn02'CdS/MOCVD CdTe 

U. Toledo 10/29/91 0.080 790 17.76 60.2 8.4 Glass/Sn02'CdS/Laser ablated 
CdTe/Cu/Au 

t 
a, 

AU measurements performed at NREL, 1000Wm•2, 26°0, ASTM E892 global unleas noted otherwise. The area definition used for noneoncentrator 
cells is the total area, the area for concentrators in the area designed to be illuminated. The total estimated uncertainty for single junction cells is 
±29'. The estimated uncertainty for multiple-Junction cells Is :t:69'. This table was printed on Tuesday, July 14, 1992. For further information 
contact Keith Emery at NREL ((303) 231-1032). 



r Mechanically Stacked 4-'J'ermlnal PV Devices 

Source Date Total Area Voe Jee FF Efficiency Comments 
(cm2) (mV) (mA/cm2) (%) (%) 

ARCO 6/17/88 2.400 430 17.10 66.l 4.9 ZnO/[Cd,Zn]S/CulnSe2 under a-Si 
2.400 871 16.62 71.26 9.7 a-Si top cell 

14.6 4-tenninal tandem: a-Si on 
CulnSe2 

Boeing /Kopin 11/13/89 4.000 1011 27.66 83.8 23.3 GaAs Cleft stacked on 
360 12.11 67.8 2.6 ZnO/[Cd,Zn]S/CulnSe2 

26.8 4-terminal tandem, GaAe on 
CulnSe2 

NREL 10/11/90 0.0611 1096 990.3 83.6 23.1 GaAs top cell, 39.6 suns direct 
0.0634 626 666.7 80.7 7.1 0.96 eV GalnAsP under GaAs 

top cell 
30.2 4-terminal tandem GaAs on 

GalnAsP 
39.5 suns, ASTM E891 direct 

er> ex,...,, 

All measurements performed at NREL, 1000Wm·2, 26°C, ASTM E892 global unleBB noted otherwise. The area definition used for nonconcentrator 
cells is the total area, the area for concentrators in the area designed to be illuminated. The total estimated uncertainty for single junction cells is 
:t2IJI. The estimated uncertainty for multiple-junction cells is i6IJI. This table was printed on Tuesday, July 14, 1992. For further information 
contact Keith Emery at NREL ((303) 231-1032). 



t;.. 
Summary of Thin-Film Amorphous Silicon Module Efficiencies 

Cell Structure Source Date Voe lsc FF Pmax Aperture Efficiency 
(V) (mA) (%1_ (W) Area (cm2) (%) 

a-Si ARCO 06/16/88 42.83 277 67 7.9 844 9.4 
a-Si ARCO 10/11/88 22.61 2102 71 33.6 4939 6.8 
a-Si ARCO 2/21/~0 44.79 826 65 24.1 3962 6.1 

a-Si Chronar 3/10/88 23.87 1164 64 17.6 2626 6.7 
a-Si Chronar 10/23/89 67.98 1697 63 61.8 11344 6.2t 
a-Si Chroner 4/6/90 61.03 1848 66 74.4 11904 6.2tt 
a-Si Chronar 6/10/90 24.26 403 76 6.6 873 7.6 

a-Si APS 9/17/91 66.7 1980 70 77.8 12129 6.4ttt 

a-Si Glasstech Solar 10/16/89 22.14 368 66 6.4 880 6.1 
a-Si Glasstech Solar 10/16/89 12.01 2008 63 15.2 2703 5.6 

0, a-Si Solarex 4/6/87 26.38 410 68 7.1 1006 7.1 
a-Si Solerex 4/20/88 26.12 1362 66 22.5 3882 5.8~ 
a-Si Solarex 11/16/89 42.32 300 67 8.6 936 9.1 
a-Si Solarex 2/1/90 42.36 337 64 9.2 933 9.8 

a-Si Utility Power 10/16/89 16.08 479 64 4.9 760 6.5 
Group 

The module efficiencies are received prior to any light induced degradation 

Measured outdoors in Golden, CO, 1044 W/m2 total irradiance, 38°C module temperaturet 
Measured outdoors in Golden, CO, 1004 W/m2 total irradiance, 33°C module temperaturett 
Measured outdoors in Golden, CO, 1006 W/m2 total irradiance, 29°C module temperaturettt 

All measurements performed at NREL, 100 Wm-2, 26°C, ASTM E892 global unless noted otherwise. The area definition for modules is the 
minimum rectangular aperture that can be placed over the module without afl'ectlng the photo-current or the inside frame area. The total 
estimated uncertainty for single junction modules ia ±6%. The estimated uncertainty for multiple-junction modules is ±10%. This table was 
printed on Tuesday, July 14, 1991. For further information contact Keith Emery at NREL [(303) 231-1032]. 



,,.. 
Summary of Thin-Film Multiple-Junction Module Efficiencies 

Cell Structure Source Date Voe lac FF Pmax Aperture Efficiency 
(V) .(mA) (%) (W) Area (cm2) (%) 

a-Si/a-Si AdvancedPV 1/28/91 48.8 183 66 6.8 942 6.6 
Systems 

a-Si/a-Si Chronar 1/22/&8 22.96 1119 69 15.1 2547 6.0 
a-Si/a-Si Chronar 1/30/89 47.75 191 65 5.9 842 7.0 
a-Si/a-Si Chronar 9/10/90 46.73 548 64 16.4 2555 6.4 
a-Si/a-Si Glasetech Solar 10/16/89 7.49 858 60 3.9 888 4.4 
a-Si/a-Si So]arex 9/06/88 48.78 193 61 6.8 1007 6.7 
a-Si/a-Si Sovonics 4/12/88 22.76 1558 67 23.9 3646 6.6 
a-Si/a-Si Sovonice 5/10/89 21.58 1671 67 24.0 3864 6.2 
a-Si/a-Si Sovonice 4/21/88 22.20 2656 62 36.6 6634 6.6 
a-Si/a-Si Sovonics 4/12/88 22.76 1668 67 23.9 3646 6.6 
a-Si/a-Si United Solar 12/28/90 23.45 1883 61 27.1 3676 7.4 

Corp. (USSC) 
a-Si:C/a-Si:Ge Solarex 10/24/88 49.85 234 60 7.0 1007 7.0 
a-Si/a-Si/a-SiGe Solarex 11/16/89 62.65 174 61 6.7 936 7.1 

q, a-Si/a-Si:C/a-Si:Ge Solarex 2/1/90 66.48 189 68 8.3 936 8.lt 
0:, 940 9.3co a-Si/a-Si/a-Si :Ge Solarex 10/9/90 66.76 206 63 8.7 

a-Si/a-Si/a-Si:Ge Solarex 3/12/91 67.34 242 66 9.1 937 9.7 
a-Si/a-Si/a-Si :Ge Sovonics 10/6/88 17.01 656 64 6.0 838 7.2 
a-Si/a-Si/a-Si:Ge Sovonics 12/5/88 17.02 609 66 6.8 868 7.9 

The module efficiencies are received prior to any light induced degradation 
Measured outdoors in Golden, CO, 1097 W/m2 total irradiance, 24°C module temperaturet 

All measurements performed at NREL, 100 Wm-2, 26°C, ASTM E892 global unlee1 noted otherwiee. The area definition for module& fa the 
minimum rectangular aperture that can be placed over the module without affecting the photo-cunent or the inside frame area. The total 
estimated uncertainty for single junction modules is ±6%. The estimated uncertainty for multiple-junction modules Is ±10%. Thie table was 
printed on Tuesday, July 14, 1991. For further information contact Keith Emery at. NREL [(303) 231-1032]. 



,-:-· 
Summary of Thin-Film CulnSe2 and CdTe Module Efficiencies 

Cell Structure Source Date Voe Isc FF Pmax Aperture Efficiency 
(V) (mA) (%) (W) Area (cm2) (%) 

CdS/CdTe AMETEK 10/24/88 9.63 126 67 0.68 100 6.8 
CdS/CdTe. AMETEK 1/3/9p 7.06 118 49 0.40 103 3.9 
CdS/CdTe Photon Energy 3/23/88 21.07 396 67 4.8 808 6.9 
CdS/CdTe Photon Energy 10/24/88 20.49 619 67 6.1 838 7.3 
CdS/CdTe Photon Energy 11/2/89 20.76 463 68 6.4 930 6.8 
CdS/CdTe Photon Energy 9/3/91 -21 673 -66 6.7 832 8.lt 
CdS/CdTe Photon Energy 3/26/92 36.6 893 60 16.9 3630 4.2tt 
ZnO/CdZnS/CulnSe2 ARCO 6/30/91 24.01 244 64.4 36.7 3883 9.7 
ZnO/CdZnS/CulnSe2 ARCO 1/23/89 23.04 2461 60 33.8 3986 8.6 
ZnO/CdZnS/CulnSe2 ARCO 6/16/88 26.38 637 64 10.4 938 11.1 
ZnO/CdZnS/CulnSe2 Boeing 12/3/86 1.78 774 63.9 0.88 97.0 9.1 

t ' Measured outdoors in Golden, CO, 1013 W/m2 total irradience, 33°C module temperature, under continuous 
cp maximum power tracking to minimize voltage shift ID 
0 tt Measured outdoors in Golden, CO, 1063 W/m2 total irradiance, 22°C module temperature, under continuous 

maximum power tracking to minimize voltage shift 

All measurements performed at NREL, 100 Wm-2, 26°C, ASTM E892 global unless noted otherwise. The area definition for modules is the 
minimum rectangular aperture that can be placed over the module without afl'ecting the photo-current or the inside frame area. The total 
estimated uncertainty for single junction modulea is i6%. The estimated uncertainty for mulUple-junction modules is i10%. This table was 
printed on Tuesday, July 14, 1991. For further information contact Keith Emery at NREL ((303) 231-1032). 



r·· 
Concentrator Cell Efflclenclee VerHled at Sandia with Respect to the Standard 

Source 

Univ. New South Wales 
Solarex 
Solarex 
Astropower 
Stanford Univ. 
Univ. New South Wales 
SERA 
Solarex 
Varian 
Varian 
Spire 
Sandia, Varian and Stanford 

Boeing 
<7> co.... 

Concentrator Reporting Conditions 

Illuminated Area Efficiency Concentration 
(cm2) (%) (eune) 

20.0 22.6 20 
38.4 20.2 20 
39.6 17.6 20 
39.6 17.8 20 
0.16 28.2 140 
1.68 26.2 125 

0.066 23.9 65 
1.68 21.6 150 

0.126 . 28.1 403 
0.126 29.2 206 
0.317 28.7 200 
0.317 31.0 600 

0.063 34.2 100 

Materials System 

float-zone Si 
Czochreleki Si 
multi-crystalline Si 
Czochrelski Si 
float-zone Si 
float-zone Si 
float-zone Si 
float-zone Si 
GaAs 
GaAs 
GaAe 
GaAe stacked on Si, 

4-terminal tandem 
GaAe stacked on GaSb 

4-terminal tandem 

All measurements performed at NREL, 100 Wm-2, 26°0, ASTM E892 global unle88 noted otherwise. The area definition for modules ia the 
minimum rectangular aperture that can be placed over the module without affecting the photo-current or the inside frame area. The total 
estimated uncertainty for single junction modules la ±6%. The estimated uncertainty for multiple-junction modules is ±10%. Thia table was 
printed on Tuesday, July 14, 1991. For further information contact Keith Emery at NREL [(303) 231-1032). 



Paper 6-H 

ADVANCED ENERGY SYSTEMS FUELED FROM BIOMASS 

by: Carol A. Purvis and Keith J. Fritsky 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Air and Energy Engineering Research Laboratory 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711 

ABSTRACT 

The concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2), a greenhouse gas, is increasing by 
an estimated 0.5 percent per year. CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion 
quadrupled between 1950 and 1980. Conversion of renewable biomass to energy is 
CO2 neutral and produces lower sulfur dioxide (S02) and nitrogen oxides (N01 ) 

emissions than fossil fuel combustion. 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency/Air and Energy Engineering 
Research Laboratory is studying 1wo biomass conversion technologies: conventional 
combustion in a boiler coupled with a steam turbine system and gasification in a 
gasifier coupled with an aeroderivative turbine system. In-house research is 
addressing the problems encountered in conventional systems with regard to 
emissions, tuoe fouling, bed agglomeration, and low thermal efficiency. Extramural 
research is addressing the problems of advanced systems with regard to 
fixed/fluidized-bed gasifiers, alkali/particulate cleanup, gas compatibility with turbines, 
and system efficiency. The results will provide data for owner/operators to improve 
system performance and for designer/developers to demonstrate advanced systems. 
This research will help promote biomass-for-energy as a global warming mitigation 
strategy by focusing on a need to maximize biomass resources through increased 
utilization efficiency. 

Tilis paper has been reviewed in accordance with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's peer and 
administrative review policies and approved for presentation and publication. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The leading culprit in the greenhouse gas arena rs carbon dioxide (CO2), and its 
concentration is increasing by an estimated 0.5 percent per year [1]. Anthropogenic 
activities are responsible for the unwanted buildup of CO2 in the atmosphere. CO2 

emissions from fossil fuel combustion quadrupled between 1950 and 1980 alone; 
therefore, reducing fossil fuel CO2 emissions is an obvious place to start mitigation 
activities [1). The efficient use of biomass is CO2 neutral and can reduce pollution by 
lowering sulfur dioxide (SO2} and nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions. Figure 1 is a 
simple representation of the biomass closed carbon cycle and the fossil fuel (oil, coal, 
and gas) open carbon cycle. 

ClOSED OPENCJ\OBON ___._ · CARBON~CYCLE -- -......._ (:) CYCLE ---- --......._(:),- (:) 

Figure 1 • Carbon Cycles 

Biomass is the principal single source of energy for 75 percent of the world's 
population [2]. It provides about 14 percent of the world's energy; 35 percent of the 
total energy supply in developing countries, and 3 percent of the total energy supply in 
developed countries (see Figure 2} [3]. This energy contribution is equivalent to 35 
million barrels (5.6 x 109 L) of oil per day globally [2]. Some analyses suggest that the 
amount of energy contributed by biomass could be increased by a factor of 13 [2J. By 
the second quarter of the 21st century, biomass could provide 25-35 percent of the 
total global power generation capacity [4]. In 1990, the United States had 9,000 MW 
of biomass-fueled electric capacity, 36 times the capacity in 1980, due to the Public 
Utilities Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA) [4}. 
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~igure 2 - Energy Use Distribution 

Increasing biomass availability on a sustainable basis may not be viewed as a 
high priority in developing countries and what is appropriate in one country might not 
work as well in another. But energy demands will increase in all countries and all 
countries have forestry .and agricultural wastes and the potential for energy crops. 
Therefore, greater use 01 industrial wood wastes, agro-processing wastes, and 
agricultural residues will have me greatest near term impact. The potential for the use 
of c";sting biomass resources in the world is 65,381 x 106 GJ; 41,068 x 106 GJ in 
deve tooing countries and 24,313 x 106 GJ in developed countries [3]. The 
devetopment and commercialization of small, residue-fueled facilities should fill the 
neeos of rural communities and biomass industries as well as developing countries. 

Promotion of carbon sequestration and biomass utilization requires research on 
various issues including land use, forest management, production, harvesting, 
reforestation, urban reforestation (carbon sequestration and mitigation of the urban 
heat island effect}, displacement of fossil fuels with biomass-based 1:.actricity and 
liquid fuels, and increased use of wood products. The U.S. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA)/Soil Conservation Service, USDA/Forest Service, U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE)/Offic~ of Conservation and Renewable Energy, U.S. Envire>nmental Protection 
Agency/Air and Energy Engineering Research Laboratory (EPA/AEERL}, National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory, and Oak Ridge National Laboratory are some of the 
domestic organizations studying these issues. 
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CONVERSION TECHNOLOGIES 

In ethanol production from woody energy crops, 75 percent of the energy 
ultimately produced can actually count toward fossil fuel displacement. When woody 
crops are directly converted to electricity, this figure can increase to 90 percent (1 ]. 
This 15 percent increase indicates that the conversion technologies with the greatest 
near term potential will focus on direct biomass-to-energy production. This near term 
production should occur through utilization of residues in small stana-alone energy 
production facilities. 

EPAIAEERL's goal is to promote activities to achieve renewable production, 
provide modern energy carriers, develop high-efficiency conversion processes, 
develop high efficiencies for end use, and develop technologies that have favorable 
economics on a small scale. 

EPA/AEERL's program is studying two conversion technologies: conventional 
combustion in a boiler coupled with a steam turoine system and gasification in a 
gasifier coupled with an aeroderivative turbine system (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 - Cycle Flow Diagrams 

Combustion 

Throughout the world, process heat/steam and electricity generated from 
biomass fuels are almost entirely a result of direct combustion. Direct combustion 
technologies fueled with biomass include dutch ovens, spreader-stokers, total or 
suspension fired combustors, and fluidiz~d or circulating bed combustors. Since these 
technologies are firmly established, they are readily transferable to biomass energy 
applications throughout the developed and developing world. 

In applying these technologies to biomass fuels, problems are often 
encountered with regard to unacceptable, uncontrolled emissions, boiler tube fouling, 
bed agglomeration, and less than optimum thermal efficiency. These problems arise 
as a result of the combustor's inability to respond to rapid variations in certain 
properties of the fuel feed (moisture cont~nt. particle size, and inorganic content). 
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In-house research at EPA/AEERL is addressing the above problem, and by 
doing so. will provide data to owner/operators of biomass combustion systems for the 
purpose of improving system performance through modifications to the combustion 
process. This research will help promote biomass-for-energy as a global warming 
mitigation strategy by focusing on a need to maximize biomass resources through 
increased utilization efficiency. 

The approach of the research is to burn different biomass fuels (sawdust 
briquettes, bagasse pellets, and switch grass briquettes) in a pilot-scale stationary 
grate combustor. A first series of tests is to use fuels with relatively uniform 
properties. Standard thermal and chemical analyses will be performed to quantify fuel 
properties. Data obtained from this series ot tests will establish a baseline and 
characterize relationships betwPen fuel properties and system per1ormance. In a 
second series of tests, fuel properties will be measurably altered (by increasing 
moisture content or inorganic fraction, for instance) and the system will be monitored 
and adjusted to op: mize combustor performance under adverse operating conditions. 
The purpose of performing u .is series of tests will be to minimize emissions of criteria 
and non-criteria pollutants •· carbon monoxide (CO), NOx, particulate matter (PM), and 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) -- and fouling of heat transfer surlaces while 
maximizing thermal efficiency by controlling air flows, combustion air temperature, etc. 
Techniques for controlling the combustion process will be developed so that they can 
be applied by operators of biomass combustion systems. Testing is anticipated to 
begin in June 1993 when construction of the combustor facility is complete. 

Gasification 

Gas turbines fueled with biomass gas offer a great advantage in the 1 0 •') 50 
MW range. Net plant conversion efficiencies could exceed 50 percent, especially if 
the turbine exhaust is used ,n a heat recovery steam generator or an air bottoming 
cycle {4). Aeroderivative gas turbines (i.e., gas turbines derived from aircraft jet 
engines) offer high efficiency, low unit capital costs at modest scales, and low 
maintenance due to their compact modular nature. 

Fixed-bed Gasifiers 

Temperatures of the gas exiting the gasifier are expected to be 500-600°C for 
the fixed·bed updraft design. Within this temperature range, the alkali compounds 
(formed primarily from potassium and sodium in the feedstock) appear to condense on 
PM and can be controlled by particulate collection devices. The 1emperature is high 
enough that the tars formed will remain in the vapor phase and actually boost the 
heating value of the gas. It would be desirable to ·have the gasifier and gas turbine 
clc.;;e-coupled to eliminate any condensation problems (4]. 

The State of Vermont was funded by EPA/AEERL, DOE. and U.S. Agency for 
International Development to evaluate the compatibility of gasified biomass feedstocks 
with an aeroderivative gas turbine power generation system. The EPA/AEEAL is also 
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funding Vermont to perform a feasibility study on demonstrating this technology. The 
compatibility evaluation was performed at the General Electric Corporate Research 
and ·oevelopment (GE CR&D) coal gasification pilot plant. The objectives of the study 
were: 

- to determine the composition of the product gas and gasification rate, 
- to determine the nature of the contaminants in the gas that might have a 

detrimental effect on the gas turbine, 
- to measure the contaminants in the gas that might have a negative 

environmental effect. and 
- to determine the effectiveness of cyclones for particulate removal. 

The gasification plant consisted of a feed system. a fixed-bed updraft gasifier, 
and a cyclone (see Figure 4). The State of Vermont provided 83.8 tons (76 tonnes) of 
dried wood chips and Winrock International provided 42.5 tons (39 tonnes) of bagasse 
pellets. 1 These highly reactive biomass fuels were gasified at 20 atm (2.03 MPa). 
The biogas product had a higher heating value than coal gas and was compatible with 
gas turbine combustors. The particulate carry over and the alkali metal contained in 
the particles indicated that a single cyclone was not sufficient for cleanup. The sulfur 
emissions were lower than for coal combustion facilities equipped with flue gas 
desulfurization systems, and fuel bound nitrogen levels were lower than for coal [5]. 
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Figure 4 - GE CR&D's Equipment Flow Diagram 

1Pellelized switch grass was the third luel considered bul lhe pellels crumbled in shipping. Briquetting 
Marketing and Services. Inc. was able 10 prOduce a switch grass briquette per the GE size specHicatlon 
on a demonstration briqueuor. This demonstration size briquellor had a small throughput lhat would not 
produce the quantily required for the tesl in the time allowed prior to 1esling. 
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Fluidized-bed Gasifiers 

The most promising long-term prospect for biomass gasification is the use of 
fluidized-bed gasifiers that can accommodate a wide variety of feedstocks. Fluidized
bed gasifiers have higher throughput capabilities and greater fuel flexibility than fixed
beds, including the ability to handle low-density feedstocks like undensified crop 
residues or sawdust. Gas quality control with fluidized-bed gasifiers may require 
different treatment for two reasons. First. the ex,t gas temperatures are higher. 800-
9000C, which may result in the vaporization of alkalis. Second. there is more 
particulate carry-over. which cyclones alone will not handle, that will require ceramic or 
sintered-metal barrier fillers !4J. 

EPA/AEERL plans to cooperate with a researcher in the development of a 
system consisting of a pressurized feed system, a fluidized-bed gasifier, and a filter for 
gas cleanup. All components of the system have been designed to operate on 
biomass fuel with minimal preparation and produce a gas suitable to fuel an 
aeroderrvative turbine. Testing of the system will begin in late '92. 
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PROGRAMS AND POLICY IMPACTS AITRIBUTABLE TO REGIONAL 

BIOMASS PROGRAM WOOD STOVE RESEARCH EFFORTS 

ABSTRACT 

The decision by the CONEG Policy Research Center in the spring of 1985 to embark upon a 
field evaluation of wood stoves led to an ambitious and sophisticated six-year research 
program which has had profound impacts on the evolution of the industry. The initial 
interest in exploring the claims of manufacturers about the efficiency, particulate emissions, 
and creosote build-up in catalytic, catalytic add-on, and noncatalytic "high tech" woodstove 
models readily expande:d to undergird much of the conceptual thinking which informed the 
EPA's participatory regulations negotiations process engaging the industry, the agency and 
environmentalists. Since the publication of the EPA certification standards in 1987 and the 
laboratory testing methodology utilized to support the standard, the NRBP-sponsored 
research has moved on to test the field durability of certified stoves. The early, 
disappointing findings in that field testing identified structural, design and materials flaws 
which have directly contributed to improved stove designs in the second generation of 
certified stoves. 

The story of the Regional Biomass Program research is punctuated by these impacts: 

1. The equipment and field testing methodology developed for particulate emissions 
in the original study set the standard for all field testing in North America for the next 
half-decade. 

2. The findings in the original studies in the Northeast and Northwest influenced at 
least three specific aspects of the New Source Performance Standard (NSPS) 
established for wood stoves in 1987: the separate emissions levels for catalytic and 
noncatalytic stoves; the bum rate and fuel cycle conditions for testing; and the 
enforcement procedures related to physicr.al inspections of the newly manufactured 
stoves. 

3. Unprecedented collaboration among US and Canadians in embracing this research, 
improving the quality and aiding comparability of testing in both countries. 

4. Successful leveraging of funding from a second federal agency, two state agencies, 
and the manufacturer's trade associationfor four-six successive research projects. 

5. The assembling of Project Advisory Committees of researchers, government 
officials, regulators, and manufacturers for a frank exchange on both research and 
policy issues. 

6. The direct impact on stove designs following a public meeting with stove 
manufacturers during the summer of 1989. 

7. The new emphasis in the industry and concern among regulators about durability of 
stoves certified since 1988; and the development of a reliable research instrument and 
testing methodology to simulate field results are direct impacts of the research. 

The work described in this paper was not funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The 
contents do not necessarily reflect the "'.iews of the Agency and no official endorsement should be inferred. 
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Introduction 

Over the last twelve years, significant amounts of research and dialogue have been 
undertaken regarding wood stove technology and its environmental impact. Beginning with 
the first study in 1982 in Ohio and New York, presented by Stockton G. Barnett of OMNI 
Environmental Services to the Energy from Biomass and Wastes Symposium, concerns were 
raised regarding wood stove perfonnance and related particulate emissions, fluepipe creosote 
accumulation, and overall efficiency. These concerns were particularly evident in areas of · 
the United States, such as the Pacific Northwest, where wood stove emissions contributed a 
large percentage of environmental particulate emissions, heightening additional health and 
safety concerns simultaneously as the wood stove manufacturing industry experienced 
tremendous growth. Ski areas in Colorado and river towns in New England subjected to air 
inversions also experienced problems with wood.burning. 

In early 1984, the state of Oregon promulgated the first wood stove particulate 
emissions regulations in the nation. These regulations allowed a phase-in period and set 
separate standards for catalytic and non--catalytic stoves based primarily on laboratory testing 
results. Two benchmark field studies were launched. between 1985-1987: 1) the 1985-87 
Northeast Cooperative Wood Stove Study (NCWS), often referred to as the "CONEG" study 
(Coalition of Northeast Govemors)1; and 2) the 1986-87 Whitehorse, Canada study. While 
the final results of both of these studies were not available to the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency until late 1988, the EPA was actively involved in setting up a 
''regulatory/negotiation" (commonly referred to as "reg/neg") process to seek input and 
comments from a wide range of industry, research, and government actors on proposed 
regulations to limit particulate emissions within the wood stove industry by setting 
certification standards for new equipment. The interim results from the NCWS and 
Whitehorse studies contributed significantly to the conclusions and discussions in the 
"reg/neg" process. Since the promulgation of these regulations, phased in over two periods 
between 1988 and 1990, additional continued. testing of wood stoves has been conducted to 
compare laboratory and field test results and to identify equipment degradation problems 
and operator practice i~ues. 

Several factors indicate the imponance of both the research and its management on a 
number of key areas within the evolution of wood stove manufacturing: 

1) the initial research goal of improving wood stove design has led to a significant 
amount of available data on different emissions impacts of variously designed 
. stoves, and the technology transfer resulting from this research has led to design 
improvements in the wood stove manufacturing industry; 

2) the testing methodology developed for this research, the "Automated. Wood 
Stove Emission Sampler" (AWES) and a data-logger, has set the industry 
standard for such testing throughout the past ten years, and has most recently 
been adapted for masoruy heater and fireplace emissions studies; 

1The Northeast Cooperative Wood Stove Study is commonly known as the "NCWS" study, 
the "Northeast Study", and the "CONEG" study. Since much of the research literature and public 
awareness of this study refers to the "CONEG" study, this tenninology is widely used in this 
report. 
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3) the process used in planning and monitoring the early wood stove studies 
brought together a unique group of industry and government representatives 
prior to the promulgation of regulations, leading to important regulatory 
compromises that produced a sense of '1ivable" regulatory action; 

4) the testing methodology and results led to active interest.and cooperation 
between two national governments (the U.S. and Canada) and among a number 
of different U.S. government agencies and industry representatives; and, · 

5) continued testing of laboratory/field conditions raises future conc:ems not only 
about stove design but also about the importanc:e of operator-controUed 
conditions and the on-going need for consumer education and training by 
manufacturers and industry representatives. The current focus of testing on 
stove durability issues has stimulated a creative tension between manufacturers, 
who fear additional regulations, and other parties concerned about a steady 
inaease in emissions as certified stoves age. 

Summaries of Significant Research Efforts 

• The CONEG Study, 1985-87 

The first major study of wood stove emissions and efficiency was conducted for the 
Coalition of Northeast Governors (CONEG) Policy Research Center, and sponsored by 
CONEG, the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority CNYSERDA), and 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). This study, known as the CONEG study 
or the Northeast Cooperative Wood Stove Study (NCWS), was begun in the spring of 1985 
and continued in various phases throughout the next six years. 

The purpose of the first CONEG study, conducted by OMNI Environmental Services 
of Beaverton, Oregon (the firm originally involved in the laboratory testing for the state of 
Oregon DEQ), was to determine the effectiveness of both catalytic and non-catalytic new . 
technologies in reducing wood use, creosote build-up, and particulate emissions. Sixty--eight 
homes in Waterbury, Vennont, and Glens Falls, New York, were involved in the testing over 
two heating seasons, 1985-86 and 1986-87. The study measured emissions, creosote build-up, 
efficiency, and wood use for both conventional technology wood stoves, which provided the 
baseline, and the new technology stoves. The study was the first major field research 
activity to determine if field performance of the new technology could out perform 
conventional technology and meet laboratory expectations. 

An important facet of the CONEG study was the field introduction of a sampling 
technology that would set the standard for almost all future wood stove emissions testing. 
OMNI Environmental Services developed the Automated Wood Stove Emissions Sampler 
(AWES) specifically to sample residential wood stove emissions. This sampler draws flue 
gases through a probe which samples from the c:enter of the flue pipe one foot above the flue 
collar. The sample then passes through an XAD-2 resin trap that collects semivolatiles and 
remaining particulates. Flue gas oxygen concentrations, used to determine flue gas volume, 
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are measured by an electrochemical cell.2 The sampling period can be varied. The 
promised development of the AWES by OMNI was a major reason the firm was selected 
over five competitors when the CONEG contract was awarded in the late spring of 1985. 

The AWES was accompanied by the "Data LOG'r", a programmable 
microprocessor/controller capable of measuring a large number of variables including date 
and time for recording periods, daily date and time in five-minute intervals, flue gas 
averages over five-minute periods, ambient temperature in fifteen•minute intervals, wood 
weights, oxygen measurements when the A WES unit was sampling, and AC power status, 
measured at five-minute intervals (see Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2 for a pictorial representation 
of the AWES and data LOG'r systems). 

After obtaining the baseline conventional stove data, three advanced technology stove· 
types were tested: catalytic stoves, add-on or retrofit devices (attached to conventional 
airtight stoves at fluepipe), and low-emission non-catalytic stoves. Special emphasis was 
placed on testing the effectiveness of the catalytic combustors. 

Results of the CONEG study were published in November, 1987. Generally, the 
CONEG study did indicate that the low-emission non-catalytic stoves and the catalytic stoves 
had lower emissions and creosote accumulation than the conventional stoves. However, the 
range of performances and the number of variables involved prevented definitive 
conclusions about stove design and performance. In all cases, however, the advanced 
technology episodically demonstrated lower emissions under the field conditions. The 
average emissions rates for the stove types were 20.1 g/h for conventional stoves, 17.9 g/h 
for retrofits, 16.4 g/h for catalytics, and 13.4 g/h for the low-emission non-catalytic stoves. 
Unfortunately, while the new technology stoves did show decreased emissions, the 
reductions were not as great as anticipated given the laboratory testing. The study was 
unable to point to any single factor dominant in all stoves that affects emissions. 

The CONEG study did raise several important issues: 1) it indicated the potential for 
overall emissions reductions with new technology stoves; 2) it identified the issue of catalyst 
performance/degradation over time (a major issue in the next round of testing); 3) it set the 
standard accepted methodology and technology for field testing; 4) it raised the question of 
operator practice as a potential factor affecting stove performance; and 5) it pointed out the 
need for continued field and laboratory testing of both design and performance.3 

2 This description of the OMNI AWES and Data LOG'r systems is compiled from the 
numerous OMNI wood stove reports cited in the reference section of this report. 

3 A year after the CONEG study began, the Northwest Regional Biomass Program 
conducted its own complementary research in Portland, Oregon. Since the findings from 
these studies were presented after the EPA regulations were published, they are discussed in 
Part B. 
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• The Whitehorse, Canada Study, 1986-87 

In 1986-87 the City of Whitehorse, Yukon, Canada, conducted a study funded by the 
Canadian Department of Energy, Mines and Resources. The findings of the study were 
presented in September, 1987. The study was _designed to assess the effectiveness of new 
stove technologies in reducing emissions, reducing the risk of chimney fires, and improving 
overall efficiency. The new technologies studied included integral catalytic wood stoves, 
catalytic "add-on" retrofit devices, and low~mission non-catalytic stoves. In addition to 
undertaking the testing as a means of determining whether laboratory predictions could be 
fulfilled in the field, the study evaluated operator practices in the home, type of wood, and 
flue pipe creosote build-up. 

This study used the same AWES,·Data LOG'r equipment as was used in the CONEG · 
study. Emission samplings were taken over a nine-week period in fourteen homes; four one
week sampling periods involved conventional stoves, and five one-week sampling periods 
involved the new technology stoves. 

While the basic types of stoves tested in the Whitehorse study were similar to those 
tested in the CONEG study, the actual models differed. However, the results of the 
Whitehorse study were similar to those of CONEG: conventional wood stoves exhibited 
particulate emissions of 21.8 g/h, catalytic retrofit stoves averaged 16.2 g/h and integral 
catalytic stoves averaged 12.1 g/h, and low-emission non-catalytic stoves averaged 143 g/h. 
These are emis.sions levels more than twice as high as those achieved in laboratory 
certification tests. While the CONEG study could not be statisticalJy verified among the 
technologies with a significant confidence level, the Whitehorse study did prove at a 
statistically significant level that all of the advanced technology categories performed better 
than the conventional stoves (even though the differences among the various advanced 
technology categories were not as apparent}. 

The Whitehorse Study also pointed to major differences in creosote build•up in sealed 
and vented double wall flue pipes. Within three days of the testing, the vented type of 
double wall flue pipe was dogged with creosote and emissions rates actually increased. 
With the sealed pipe, emissions decreased and the creosote problem was abated. 
Additionally, the Whitehorse Study indicated a possible link between chimney length and 
h.igh emissions (straight, short chimneys with a mix of flue diameters may cause higher 
emissions), and raised the importance of firebox size and bum rates in emissions testing. 

Two key factors raised in the CONEG study were corroborated by the Whitehorse 
study: 1) the hypothesis of the CONEG study that the advanced technology stoves could 
perform better than conventional stoves in the field, providing better emissions control and 
efficiency, was confirmed statistically in the Whitehorse study; and 2) both studies indicated 
that field results of the advanced technology stoves did not match the Oregon certification 
levels, even when using stove models certified in laboratory testing to those levels. 

Both studies also raised issues of equipment degradation and operator influence as 
being important factors in emissions control. As neither of these issues could be verified 
with data, they were not as immediate at the time as the importance of detennining stove 
design factors that could reduce emissions and increase overall stove efficiency. 
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• The 1988-89 Northeast Coope.rative Wood Stove Study in Glens Falls, NY 

After the promulgation in 1988 of the EPA regulations setting standards for emissions 
for wood stoves, to be phased-in during 1988 and 1990, the CONEG Policy Research Center, 
the EPA, NYSERDA, and the Canadian Combustion Research Laboratory embarked on 
another round of research aimed at further quantifying the field performance of new 
technology stoves. As the previous studies had demonstrated that advanced technology 
stoves were not perfunning in the field up to the laboratory certified standards, additional 
field testing was needed not only to further quantify field performance but also to determine 
the factors influencing emissions, including operator practice and equipment failure. All of 
the new technology stoves involved in this research were required to meet the Oregon 1988 
standards, to pass a Jab stress test, to have adequate draft and sizing, and to be used by 
experienced wood stove operators. The stoves were considered to be 1990 EPA-certifiable. 
Three catalytic stoves and two non-catalytic stoves were tested in twenty-five homes in Glens 
Falls, New YorJc:, over five week-long testing periods from January• March, 1989. 

The crucial finding of this study was that the average overall emissions rate was 9.4 
g/h for these stoves, a 55-60% reduction from the EPA designated conventional stove rate of 
21.3 g/h. This finding was a statistically valid (95% confidence level) indication that the 
technology for the new stoves had dramatically improved over conventional stove levels. 
However, there was stiH a large variance among the stove ~ in emissions levels, and two 
of the three catalytic stoves did not perform well in the field. EPA lab certification levels 
were within reach for at least one of the catalytic stoves, but most of the stoves tested were 
found to be about twice as high in emissions in the field as in laboratory tests. One of the 
catalytic stove models had serious emissions problems in four of the five stoves after only 
three months of field use. The catalyst in one stove was found to be the cause of 
degradation. A second catalyst failed after two seasons. Warping of the bypass systems in 
one stove was found to contribute to leaks around the catalyst and elevated emissions. It 
was determined that the lack of flame impingement shielding and the high internal catalyst 
temperature were factors contributing to the increased emissions. 

In the noncatalytic stoves, loose bypasses and some oxidation of the baffles and bypass 
support mechanisms were noted; however, there was no indication that these problems had 
caused emissions degradation. A computer model was generated for the noncatalytic stoves 
which indicated that emissions are lowest when wood moisture is low and burn rates are 
high. 

This study proved that design was a crucial factor in developing high technology 
stoves and in influencing emissions. For the first time in the field studies, a catalyst was 
removed for further testing and a definitive finding was reached - that catalysts do fail and 
that bypasses and supports must be of sufficiently heavy construction to resist warping and 
oxidation caused by the high temperatures. The study noted that, for the non-catalytic 
stoves, those without bypass mechanisms actually performed better, although this was not 
necessarily a cause and effect situation. These findings indicated that stove design should 
consider not only emissions reduction, but also other factors such as heat exchange, 
sensitivity in performance to variations in bum rates, and wood moisture. 
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The Glens Falls study was the first to indiate with surety that operator practices also 
contribute heavily to emissions performance. rt noted that, at le.ast in the non-catalytic 
stoves, high stack temperatures and high excess air levels resulted in a net efficiency that 
was not much higher than conventional stoves. While it could not be proven at this point 
without additional testing, the study noted that variables such as wood moisture, bum rate, 
and draft could also be important in reducing emissions and improving overall efficiency. 
The·study pointed to sizing and installation factors which affect draft and bum rate as well 
as operator factors (wood moisture, other fuel factors). 

Several important issues were raised by the Glen Falls study: 1) research activities to 
date had focused on the importance of design factors in reducing emissions, but these 
findings were primarily laboratory findings; in the field, it appeared that not only design, 
but also operator practices were contributing to emissions levels and efficiency; 2) 
laboratories had not yet been able to predict significant "stress testing" design issues; i.e., 
how stoves perform over time under field conditions (particularly in light of the catalyst 
degradation and bypass problems); and 3) if operator practices were also important factors, 
further testing would be needed to isolate the specific operator-controlled factors, such as 
wood moisture, bum rate, and draft, that affected emissions and efficiency the most. 

• The 1990 Second Season Glens Falls, NY, Study 

In 1990 the Canadian government ~nsored a second season follow-up study on the 
Glens Falls, New York, stoves that were part of the 1988 study. This study was conducted to 
measure the degree of equipment degradation after two seasons in the field. As in the 
previous studies, the OMNI testing procedures using the AWES and the Data LOG'r were 
used to measure field performance; additionally; the study conducted a laboratory analysis 
of two failed catalysts. 

Emissions in three of the four catalytic stoves (all one model) demonstrated no 
increase in the second season. However, the one catalytic stove that showed elevated 
emissions after one season continued to exhibit increased emissions throughout the second 
season. One of the other stoves actually perfonned at 2g/h for both seasons, indiating the 
importance of stove design and proper sizing with regard to longevity of emissions 
reductions. All five of the other model catalytic stoves had elevated emissions after the 
second season. 

The two failed catalysts were evaluated in the laboratory and performed almost 
identically to the field results. An important facet of this study was the reliability of the 
"simulated real world emissions test" in the laboratory in predicting field performance. The 
laboratory test was able to simulate field performance by reproducing a number of field 
variables, such as wood type, wood moisture, diameter, weight, loading pattern, stack draft, 
and some operator procedures (such as bum rates). 

The project determined that the best performing wood stove was used at a lower bum 
rate than is typical for average New York winter weather. The stove was "oversized" and 
did not bum hot These findings suggested that the catalytic burning technology might be 
cleanest in a warm climate where bum rates a.re usually lower but used in combination with 
a strong draft to assure quick catalyst lightoff. 
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• On-going Stress Testing 

After finding that equipment degradation was a major factor contributing to emissions 
elevation in catalytic wood stoves, the Northeast Stove study group continued to sponsor 
further laboratory testing to simulate the experience of wood stoves under field conditions. 
Sponsored jointly by CONEG, NYSERDA, EPA, the Canadian Combustion Research 
Laboratory, the Wood Heating Alliance, and the Oregon Department of Environmental 
Quality, this ongoing research used OMNI Environmental Services to develop and test a 
stress methodology which could simulate in days a minimum field experience of one season. 

As described by OMNI, the test includes a cold start, air controls set at maximum, 
keeping the loading door open for a few minutes and never completely dosing it thereafter, 
an opened bypass for the first ten minutes of operation, fuel reloading when stack 
temperatures fall back to 500 degrees F., and a 24-hour continuous bum cycle for a period of 
10 to 25 days. Early 1991 results indicated that stress tests matched closely the field 
degradation findings of catalytic stoves in which degraded catalysts and metal warping 
occurred in the lab conditions. For the norw:ataJytic stoves, oxidation of the baffle occurTed. 
Additional testing procedures are focusing on the causes of catalyst degradation and the 
design changes that can be made to improve long-term operation. The linking of the 
laboratory and field results was a significant product of this research. 

• 1988-90 field Testing in Crested Butte, Colorado 

In the summer of 1988, the Town of Crested Butte, Colorado, initiated a wood stove 
replacement program as an attempt to reduce particulate matter from wood stoves. 
Colorado has seven areas of non-attainment with the 1987 EPA ambient air quality standards 
for PM-10 (particulate matter of 10 microns or smaller). The Town of Crested Butte, a former 
mining town with high wood burning usage, had adopted in 1982 a stringent ordinance 
prohibiting wood stove or fireplace installation in new construction unless certain insulation 
and "R-value" standards were in place. This was followed in 1986 by a voluntary stove 
replacement program to provide incentives for replacement of conventional wood stoves 
with newer models certified to either EPA or state of Colorado standards. With a high level 
of public consciousness about the wood stove emissions problem and the replacement 
program in place, Crested Butte offered a unique site for the EPA, the Wood Heating 
Alliance (WHA), and the state of Colorado Department of Health to sponsor a study on 
wood stove emissions before and after installation of certified model appliances. 

The Town contracted the research to Dennis R. Jaasma, of the Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute, to detemune particulate emissions and carbon monoxide and dioxide levels 
attributable to conventional and certified stoves. This field study was the first to use a new 
sampling technique, developed by the Virginia Polytechnic Institute, for on-site 
detennination of particulate emissions. This type of sampling technique allows emissions 
results of both particulate matter and CO to be obtained within 72 how-s of the sampler 
rebieval.' 

"The Crested Butte study was the first to use the Virginia Polytechnic Institute sampling 
technique; almost all of the other wood stove studies have been conducted using the A WES Data 
LOG'r technique. Both techniques correlate well with EPA Methods 5G and SH; the results of 
the VPI sampling are available on-site, while the OMNI testing incorporates additional data 
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For this study, thirteen stoves were monitored during the first winter 0988-89), two of 
which were certified catalytic models and eleven of which were conventional stoves. In the 
following season (1989-90), twenty-four stoves were monitored, including seven 
conventional, twelve catalytic, and five non-catalytic stoves. The certified stoves were both 
EPA and Colorado certified. Wood was weighed on-site prior to use and operators were 
instructed to use the "designated wood pile" during the study. 

The conventional stoves were found to exhibit 47% higher particulate matter emissions 
than the 15g/kg value recommended by EPA for airshed modelling. On average, the certified 
stoves reduced particulate matter by 53% and CO by 49%, although there were significant 
differences in performance among the various models of certified stoves. The two non• 
catalytic stoves achieved levels of 71 % lower particulate matter and 48% lower CO in one 
model, and 44% and 19% lower in the other model. Proper sizing and adequate bum rate 
were deemed audal to the lowered emissions and efficiency of the non-catalytic stoves. 
Another related finding of this study was that catalytic function over time, as in the previous 
studies, was a crucial factor contributing to increased emissions in some models of catalytic 
stoves; replacing the catalyst as soon as this data developed contributed to an immediate 
decrease in emissions. 

Research Findings Influencing the EPA "REG/NEG" Process and Final 1988 Regulations 

During the EPA "reg/neg" process, only the initial findings of the first phases of 
research on wood stoves were available. Given that Oregon was the only state to have 
issued regulations on wood stoves, and to have some :research testing data to back up their 
emissions policies, the EPA was seeking input primarily on the design factors contributing to 
reduced wood stove emissions. As the improved technologies were just emerging in 
response to the need for cleaner•buming stoves, the EPA was interested in the results from 
catalytic add-ons, retrofits, and new stoves. 

The first CONEG study was being c:onducted as the "reg/neg" process was underway. 
Preliminary indications from this study can be identified as having a major influence on at 
le.ast three aspects of the final New Source Performance Standards: 1) the setting of different 
standards for catalytic and non-catalytic stoves; 2) the requirement that quality assurance 
testing be conducted; and 3) the consideration of bum rate and fuel cycle conditions for the 
testing methodology, as well as the field testing protocol. 

obtained &om the LOG'r. Some interviewees noted that the VPI sampling technique, while faster 
and less costly, may lose resolution of mass over time, causing it to be less accurate when 
measuring emissions of 6g/hr or less. 
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• Equipment Auditing and Adaptation 

Given that an entire series of research activities were using the same OMNI AWES 
and Data Lcx::;'r methodology and technology, the EPA was prompted to test the equipment 
numerous times for quality assurance and correlation with its own Methods SG and SH. The 
overall result of this monitoring was improved technology and increased public confidence 
in the testing results. A major evolution of the equipment occurred in 1989 with the on-set 
of the Glens Falls study, when an EPA audit uncovered certain deficiencies within the A WES 
system. In January, 1989, the oxygen cell was discovered to be unreliable during the field 
testing, and was replaced with a new cell which has proved to be extremely reliable since 
then. As a result of the on-going EPA equipment auditing, functional adaptations were 
made in the equipment which made the results much more reliable over time. 

Over the last ten years, only one wood stove emissions study (the Crested Butte Co. 
Study) has been conducted without using the OMNI equipmenL As a result of its 
widespread effectiveness and accepted authority in this area, the OMNI technology continues 
to be used in more recent stress testing (sponsored jointly by the Canadian Combustion 
Laboratory, C0NEG, the EPA, and the Oregon DEQ). It has also attracted the attention of 
the BoMeville Power Administration in Portland, Oregon, in researching the emissions for 
advanced technology small-scale biomass combustors relative to wood stoves. OMNI 
continues as well to research health impacts and costs resulting from smoke in EPA non
attainment areas, such as Oregon; Additionally, 0MNl has assisted the California Air 
Resources Board and the Denver Brown Ooud Study in chemical balance modelling as a 
direct result of its experience with bum cycles gained from wood stove research. Fma.lly, 
OMNI' s adaptation of its equipment to provide data for pellet stove and masonry fireplace 
research continues to set the standard for wider use of emissions testing technology, 
including the possible setting by EPA of an "AP-42" number for masonry fireplaces. 

. Future Comiderations 

Generally, the first two rounds of research through the time of the Wood Heating 
Alliance 1989 forum in Chicago, provided the wood stove industry with sustained and valid 
technological data to support design and quality control efforts. While there continues to be 
mixed reaction to the stress testing, there has been positive feedback from the industry 
regarding the support provided by testing for the field performance of new equipment in 
particular. At a March, 1992, trade show, Jim Hermann, from Earth Stove and incoming 
O\airman of the Hearth Products Association. remarked that "we now have the technical 
data to support the performance of new technologies in the field." Research efforts brought 
the wood stove manufacturing industry into a positive relationship with government and 
other consumer groups, particularly since the relationship was not just defined by regulatory 
action, but also by "research which could assist the design".5 

The next ventures in testing will focus on continued durability concerns, particularly in 
areas designated by the EPA as "non.attainment'' areas in terms of the Oean Air Act 
requirements. These areas include parts of Oregon and Colorado as well .1s certain river 
towns in New England that experience the "air inversion" quality problem. Regulatory 
pressure will be sustained by the durability testing as discount rates for catalytic technology 
and emissions trading by utilities lead to increased efforts to "trade" various cleaner burning 
technologies. · 

5 Noted by Skip Hayden of the Canadian Combustion Research Laboratory. 
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Additionally, the CONEG/EPA collaborative that has been advanced by the wood 
stove research will lead to new venues as the field of air toxics continues to be researched. 
The transferability of the wood stove testing technology, already evidenced by the masonry 
fireplace and heater testing, will lead to even more collaboration efforts which may impact 
future Oean Air Act statutory changes. 

While the federal funding for regionally sponsored bio~ program research has 
remained steady over the last five years, some areas are· continuing to support on-going 
stress-testing as well as broadening the emissions testing to include formerly exempt heaters 
such as the masonry heaters or the pellet stoves. Some states have used Oil Overcharge 
funding to provide wood stove replacement loans or grants, particularly on behalf of low 
income households. The EPA non-attainment areas in particular are continuing efforts to 
reduce particulate emissions, and these efforts vary from the use of "smoke police" in Oregon 
to detect concentrations of wood stove ~ons to setting opacity limits in Klamath Falls. 
The state of Colorado and several western localities have passed laws to mandate that new 
homes may only accept certified stove installations. 

Much of the continued testing appears to be generated in areas where non-attainment 
of dean air is an issue. Oregon has six non-attainment areas, and one interviewee noted that 
a 20-40% reduction in wood stove emissions resulting from equipment changeouts could 
significantly impact this problem. financing for such programs, however, is limited. Last 
year, a dedicated tax on cordwood almost passed the state legislature with the backing of 
large industry, the wood stove industry, and the environmental community in a unique 
coalition. 

With the continued use of wood for heating purposes; particularly in the non
attainment areas, reduced emissions will remain an important goal. The 1990 census 
indicated, surprisingly to a number of wood stove representatives, that the use of wood as a 
primary heating source for all households increased from 17% in 1980 to 21% in 1990. Given 
this increase, and the need to bring the non-attainment areas into EPA compliance, there is a 
continuing need for sustained production and/or updating of deaner-buming wood stove 
equipment 

Building on the findings of the later research which indicated the importance of 
operator practices in reducing wood stove emissions, one of the CUITent endeavors of the 
northeast regional biomass programs will be a focus on increased consumer awareness and 
education about the benefits of dean wood burning. This campaign, the ''Lessons Learned" 
project, will promote various public: relations efforts designed to address the benefits of 
wood heating in the northeast relative to other heating sources, the need to use certified 
wood burning appliances, how to bum wood correctly, and how to maintain wood burning 
appliances. 

With increased public focus on responsible wood burning techniques and technology, 
wood stove use can be viewed as a valid domestic renewable and cost-effective resource, 
particularly in areas of the United States such as the northeast which continue to rely heavily 
on foreign-provided fossil fuels. 
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EXHIBIT 2 
OIRONOLOGICAL UST OF WOOD STOVE STUDIES 

L 1985-86 

o Northeast Cooperative Wood Stove Study (CONEG study), Vermont 
and New York 

o Bonneville Power Administration, Portland, Oregon 

n. 1986-87 

o Northeast Cooperative Wood Stove Study (CONEG study), Vermont 
and New York (2nd season) 

o Whitehorse Efficient Wood.heat Demonstration, Whitehorse, Yukon 
Territory, Canada 

o Emission Sampling Systems Comparability Study, Portland, Oregon 
o Catalytic Retrofit/ Add-on Devices Evaluation, Portland, Oregon 

... EPA Regulations Promulgated February 26, 1988 

DI. 198&-89 

o Northeast C.ooperative Wood Stove Glens Falls First Year, Glens 
Falls, New York 

o B.ES.T. Project, Medford, Oregon 

l!V. 1989-90 

o Northeast C.ooperative Wood Stove Qens Falls 2nd Year, Glens 
Falls, New y ork 

o B.E.S.T. Project, Medford, Oregon (Phase 2) 
o l<lamath Falls Study, I<lamath Falls, Oregon (Canadian Combustion 

Research Laboratory and WHA) 
o On-going Stress Testing, Oregon 
o Crested Butte, Colorado, Colorado Dept of Health, WHA 

V. 1990-92 

o Crested Butte, Colorado, 2nd Season 
o Pellet and Masonry Heater Testing, Western Oay Products Assn. 
o Diversified Fuels Study, Bonneville Power Administration and 

Oregon Department of Energy 
o EPA Stress Test Continuation 
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